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PREFACE

Ballistic ranges as they exist today have evolved through the efforts of many individuals
over the past 30 years. Their earlier use was'primarily directed toward studying the flight
of bullets and artillery shells. The-application of the-ballistic range to problems of
supersonic flight of winged vehicles was given-great impetus in-the 1940's by Dr A. C. Charters
at the al-listic Researci 'Laboratories, Aberdeen. Maryland. Many experimental aerodynamic
studiesiwere thus masde posgible, which were well beyond the capabilities of wind tunnels of

the day. The further extension of the flight rdgime to hypersonic speeds, by use of a
countercurrent airstream through which the aerodynamic models could be. fired, was proposed
in 1947 by Mr H. 'Julian Allen, of NASA-Ames -Research Center, Moffett Field, California.Ibis concept. together with his enthusiastic support of neroballistic testing at Ames since

that time, has been invaluable. Many other contributions of individual engineers and

scientists in mW laboratories throughout the world have added to the performance, the
versatility. and the accuracy of data attainable in bnllistic facilities. It is impractical

to list all, but the names of many appear in credits in the text and as authors of cited
references.

This book evolved from a recommendation by Professor Wilbur C.Nelson. of the University

of Michigan, that the state-of-the-art of bullistic-range testing be described in a formal

text. His review of the resulting manuscript. and a review by the staff of the US Naval
Ordnance Laboratory, White Oak, Maryland, have been very helpful. The authors of individual
chapter: are'members of the Hypersonic Free-Flight Branch at NASA-Ames Research Center and
members of, or consultants to, the Aerophysics Division at the Defence Research Establishment,
Valcartier, Quebec, Canada; formerly called the Canadian Armament Research and Development
Establishment. The name change has been in effect for only a short time and is therefore
not reflected throughout the book.

An acknowledgment of appreciation is given to Miss Toshiko Kato, Pylpersonic Free-Plight
Branch secretary, for preparation of the manuscript and to Mr Alfred H.Paulsen, of the Ames
Graphics and Exhibits Branch, for supervision of figure preparation.
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FOREWORD

The forerunner of the ballistic range has doubtless existed as rn Experimental dev'ce
since prehistoric times. The hunter or warrior, practicing with his weapons, Improved his
effectiveness by careful observation of the flight of stones, spears, darts, and arrows.
There is no evidence of ilagging interest in the use of ballistic ranges for missile
development from that time to the present.

In the case of scientific research and development, on the other hand, the range achieved
promirence during the Renaissance. The long arduous attack on the Aristotelian picture of
kinetics, the development of the theories of impetus, and the final establIshment of modern
notions of inertia, all involved frequent recourse to observations of missiles under pro-
gressively better-controlled conditions and with fewer incorrect preconceptions. To contend
that such experimentation was crucial would be an overstateuent; but vs improved descrip-

tions of kinetics were developed, verification was sought in study of hurled and falling
objects.

Once the modern picture of rigid-body mechanics became established, the scientific value
of the ballistic range decreased for a while, but towards the end of the 19th century,
Ernst Mach, among others, pioneered in the observation of flow fields using shadowgrms,
interferograms, and schlieren photos of supersonic bullets. Even then, the motivation was
strongly towards the study of aerodynamics of projectiles. Progress in photography and
other technologies was evidenced in further European development of ranges in which series
of pictures were made of gun-launched models in order to study motions of projectiles in
detail. More recently in the United States of America and in Canada interest has broadened
into studies of airplanes, guided missiles, and lifting bodies suitable for atmospheric entry
at hyperbolic speeds. 'Higher-performance guns were a necessity for some of these stuidies,
encouraging tle development of light-gas guns starting in the late 1950' s.

The attainment of muzzle velocities in the neighborhood of Earth-orbital speed using the
light-gas gun made possible almost complete simulation of ballistic-missile aerodynamics as
well as imitation of their wakes (a return to problems of weaponry).

Despite the growing popularity of the ballistic range as a tool for modern technical and
scientific work, the experimental results obtained therein have not been accepted as widely
as they perhaps deserve to be. The degree to which-definitive tests of theoretical models

or accurate simulation of large-scale events can be obtained in the ballistic range Is not
widely understood. Similarly, the scientific a-d technical communities are not properly

aware of the accurately controlled environment available for testing physical theories.

It is felt that the graduate student can use the collated technology herein to gain
appreciation of the opportunities presented by the LIllistic range for experimental research,
and to acquaint himself as well with the problems involved. Further, it is intended that
the book guide the preliminary design of new ballistic ranges so that they may fulfill their

intended purpose economically. It is also hoped that experimenters will find useful reference
material so that they may exploit their own ranges more fully. Lastly, it is hoped that the
user (and potential user) of experimental data obtained in ballistic ranges will be aided in
evaluating the applicability and accuracy of results in terms of his own problems.

Thomas N.Cannlng
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MODERN BALLISTIC RANGES
AND THEIR USES

Thomas N. Canning and Alvin Seiff

laboratory facilities such as ballistic ranges and wind tunnels invariably are conceived and developed to meet

particular existing or anticipated needs. The need may be purely intellectual as in the case of electron and ion
accelerators for nuclear research, or it may be very practical as in most engineering facilities - like the

ballistic range - where problems of immediate concern to engineering advancement can be studied and solved.

Occasionally, the ballistic range serves to answer purely intellectual questions as well.

Until the early 1940's. the emphasis in ballistic-range studies lay almost exclusively in perfection of
various spin-stabilized shell for weapons. Gyroscopic stabilization of these projectiles, which were usually

aerodynamically unstable in nose-forward flight, resulted in intricate yawing metons composed of precessions A

and nutations. Analysis of the real motions of bullets to determine the complete aerodynamic force and moment

systems was a challenging task which should nct yet be considered complete in all details. Analysis of these

motions also yielded the aerodynamic drag force, which exerts a first-order irfluence on range, and the lift

force, which influences dispersion.

In the past quarter century,. however, the use of the ballistic range has broadened, until the study of the

original ballistic problem has perhaps assumed secondary importance. Development of new uses has been stimu-

lated by problems of vehicles proposed to fly at very high speeds in the atmosphere for military, commercial,
and scientific purposes. These efforts include the development of transonic, supersonic, and hypersonic
airplanes and missiles. A particular field of intense interest has been atmosphere entry of long-range missiles

and space vehicles after flight outside the atmosphere. Emphasis has therefore shifted toward research in such

disciplines as hypersonic aerodynamics, aerodynamic heating, and materials behavior under severe thermal and

mechanical stress.

To say that these new missions stimulated development of the new techniques and uses of the range does not

adequately imply the intimate connection between need and use. The ballistic range, in concert with other

devices such as shock tubes, arc-jets, and electronic computers, made possible the swift advance of flight

technology; for without these tools, prohibitively expnsive and ti i-consuming full-scale flight-testing would

have been required. Alternatively, reliance on inadequate simulation provided by more conventional facilities
would have led to sometimes inaccurate and incomplete descriptions of the problems, and therefore inappropriate

solutions. The advancements in capability which have kept the od ern ballistic range equal to its task may be
grouped in three classes: higher gun performance, new instrumentation, and greater range of flight-chamber

environment.

The remainder of this chapter is intended as a look at the features of modern ballistic ranges and the kinds

of research done in them. As such, it serves as a short preview of the topics covered in the remaining chapters

and relates the chapters to one another.

1. 1 GUNS

Until the 1950's the highest performance guns used the gases generated by gun powder to fire projectiles for
range tests. While the powder gas gun still retains the advantage of operational simplicity and continues to

be useful as a research tool at low and intermediate speeds, it does not provide the high speeds demanded by

many studies of current interest. A considerable literature exists dealing with the construction and operation

of the powder gun. Therefore, the discussion of guns in this book is limited to light-gas gnns, which use
highly compressed hydrogen or helium to propel research models in the laboratory.

By substituting hot hydrogen or helium for the gin-powder gases (low versus high molecular weight and high
versus low sound speed), muzzle velocities have risen from around 2 to about 6 km/sec for fairly slender

(i.e., delicate) metal models. For bluff (and potentially stronger) models the speed increase has been roughly

from 3 to 9 km/sec and a few tests have been accomplished at 11 km/sec.

The modern gun operates in much the same way as does a child's pop-gun. The propellant gas is rapidly com-

pressed by means c,f a free piston in a long'cyinder (the pump tube). When the propellant pressure exceeds a

preselected level, the gas is admitted to the breech of the launch tube, where it forces the model to accelerate

to high speed. During the model's traverse of the launch tube the piston continues to compress the reservoir

of hydrogen by virtue of its momentum. This results in a programmed variation of hydrogen pressure in the

reservoir (at the launch-tube breech), which significantly reduces the peak acceleration and increases the

ultimate muzzle velocity attainable. The very bulk and complexity of this system probably rule out military or

sporting service, and the light-gas gun will probably remain a laboratory tool.

Precedin page blank
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1.2 MODELS

The design and construction of the model and its carrier in the gun barrel, (called the sabot), are at the
very heart of the successful test. The model must have the external form of the object to be simulated, and
it nust withstand the enormous launch acceleration, on the order of 106g. without damage. Its surface qualities
'and center of mass must frequently simulate those of the vehicle as well. In the case of terminal ballistics
studies it is usually made of the same material as the actual projectile or meteoroid. The chemistry of the
model surface may be prescribed by the need to provide the correct constituents in the wake. Furthermore, it
is clear that the model must survive the rigors of flight through the test section. One severe test is with-

standing convective heating rates that are 10 to 100 times those in full-scale flight.

A combination of rational design and empiricism has been developed to meet these spemingly impossible demands,
and the general approach is outlined in Chapter 3 along with copious examples of successful designs.

1.3. PHOTOGRAPHIC STATIONS AND FLOW PHOTOGRAPHY

To record the position and attitude history of the model flight, most modern ballistic ranges use photographic
stations. These respond automatically to the approach of the model, and fire either a very short-duration spark
or a spark and an electro-optical shutter (Kerr cell) to expose the film, most often with a silhouette image of

the model, as described in Chapter 6. Lasers and X-ray tubes are being used as well. Position and attitude
references within the field of view are also recorded on the film to permit accurate measurements of three
linear coordinates and at least two angular coordinates in each pair of orthogonal photographs. The time
intervals between spark or shutter firings are measured to fractional-microsecond accuracy, in modern practice
usually by electronic counter-chronographs."

The usual optical arrangement to make a shadow picture, namely, a spark and fila on opposite sides of the
4flightpath, produces an important bonus - it makes key features of the flow field visible in the photograph.

This basic shadowgraph. its variations, and other systems for flow visualization (Schlieren, interferometer)

are described in Chapter 8. Such photographs can reveal the nature of the flow in great detail and have been
the basis for understanding of high-velocity-flow configurations and phenomena. In fact, many range studies
have consisted almost solely of careful scrutiny of many shadowgrams in order to arrive at empirical descriptions
of the flow. An excellent example is in the study of laminar-turbulent transition of the boundary laver, and
another is the study of conditions for attached or separated flow. The photographs also sometimes permit the
tracing of Mach waves and streamlines. These and other uses of flow visualization are developed in Chapter 8,
along with the theory of flow visualization, which makes the interpretation of flow photographs both rational

and potentially quantitative.

Not to be overlooked either is the unequivocal recording of the condition of the model in flight. Simply
because a model is undamaged when first photographed is no reason to expect it to maintain this perfect con-
dition. The intense convective heat'7! -esulting from high-speed flight; will in many cases raise metal
surfaces to the melting point or plastic surfaces to the boiling point. Shadowgraphs frequently record the'se

features and so add to the observable phenomena available for study (e.g., quantitative use has been made of
the determination of the onset of melting in measurement of heat-transfer rates as described in Chapter 12).

1.4 MOTION ANALYSIS

The combination of shadowgraph photography and accurate reference systems means that the flight of any object
through the range can, at least in principl, be recorded so accurately and completely as to enable determination

of the complote aerodynamic foree and moment system. The analysis of motion histories has evolved from early
empirical, subjective observations of what constituted satisfactory flight behavior to meticulow curve-fitting
programs which "find" that set of coefficients for the linearized equations of motion of lightly damped,
slightly asymmetric, rolling bodies which best matches the observed data (Chapter 7). The evolution in data
analysis since 1940 has consisted mainly of a gradual elimination of restrictions inherent in the equations.
This progress has been permitted in nc small part by the development of high-speed computers.

Until quite recently, analysis of nonlinear systems has been accomplished only by patching together
"equivalent linear systems." It presently appears practical to relax the restrictions in data analysis still
further to permit fitting of numerical solutions of highly nonlinear equations of mot.on directly to the
trajectory data. Early efforts In this major development are outlined in Chapter 7, but the problem has by no

means been completed.

Prediction of large-scale flight characteristics on the basis of small-scale flight tests is generally quite

successful when the test data are taken at comparable values of Reynolds number, Mach number, and other
simulation parameters, and when all degrees of freedom essential to the flight case are recognized and included.
Such additional factors as surface roughness, surface temperature and ablation, and Knudsen number may enter
as well. No laboratory aerodynamic testing device excelB the ballistic range in permitting simultaneous
duplication of Reynolds number, Mach number, and enthalpy. As pointed out later, simulation of nonequilibrium
real-3as flows may deteriorate az a consequence of small model scale. These latter effects are usually of
importance only in cases where the gas state and kinetics are the object of study. Comparison of ballistic-

range tests of the Apollo comman, module with results from wind tunnels and from actual entries shows little

evidence that aerodynamic behavior is affected by these chemical and kinetic differences in the flow fields.
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Chapter 7 shows a detailed comparison of lift, drag. and stability data. using the AGA% model (PS-2),
obtained in ranges and wind tunnels. Where disagreements are found, they are easily explained. Thus the com-

parisons both with other laboratory techniques and with large-scale flight vehicles validate the force measure-

meats made in the range (if indeed they should be questioned).

1.5 MODIFICATIONS OF TUE TEST ENVIRONMENT

The essential ingredients of the modern ballistic range are: (1) a light-gas gun; (2) models to bt tested;
(3) photographic stations to record the flights; (4) a chronograph to provide accurate records of operation of
the photographic stations; and (5) a butt or target to stop the projectile. Beyond this, the special purposes
of the range begin to dictate the detailed design of the basic parts and selection of addit.,mal features and
equipment.

1.5.I. Variable Pressure, Temperature, and Q omosition

An important variation of the basic ballistic range is its enclosure in a steel tube to permit variations
in the composition, pressure, and termperature of the test gas, first prarticed at Ballistic Research Laboratories,
Aberdeen, Maryland. The range of pressures thus achievable extends from about 10-6 atmosphere to several atmos-

pheres, while the minimum temperature is limited only by liquefaction of the gas used. Pressure control yields
direct control over Reynolds number; temperature control, which varies the speed of sound. gives independent

control of Mach number. At low temperature, high ach numbers are easily achieved. Substitution of exotic
gases for air permits simulation 'of flight at other planits or the fundamental study of gas-property effects on

gas dynamics.

Pressure control is invaluable in terminal-ballistic work as well. With the ralige tank evacuated, the

influence of aerodynamic snock waves on the target is ,eliminated and the loss in projectile speed between gun
muzzle and target is minimized.

The tank, pumps, and piping represent only part of the cost of this valuable improvement of the basic

ballistic range. The entire photographic and reference system must be adapted to the pressure tank, while the
gun muzzle must be coupled into it as well. Further, special tanks, structures, and valves are frequently

required to absorb and contain the gun-muzzle blast and stop the sabot parts before they enter the test area.
Some of these complications are treated in Chapter 6.

1.5.2 Countercarrent Airstream

A modification to the test environment which increases both the speed and flach number capabilities of the

ballistic range is to incorporate a supersonic airstre-A blowirg towards the gun (Chapter 5). 'Ihis was first

applied at Ames Research Center. The counterflow was initially an airstreanm blowing at a Mach nimber of two

from a large reservoir and discharging to atmosphere. The free-stream temperature was about 1750K so that the
depressed speed of sound - 250 meters per second - and the velocity added directly by the airflow made hyper-

sonic testing feasible with ordinary guns using smokeless powder. For example, a muzzle velucity of 2 kin/sec

yielded a Mach number of 10.

Another interesting counterflow facility, called the Atmospheric-Entry Simulator, used the density distribution

within a long, continuously expanding nozzle to create a laboratory simulation of the altitude variation of

density in the Earth's atmosphere. When high-speed models of entry bodies are fired through this simulated

atmosphere, the heating history of entry bodies is remarkably well simulated, except for effects of radiation

by the model surface and by the heated gases in the model flow field. This facility was built and used for
several years at Ams Research Center.

As in the case of the pressure-vacuum tanks, the counterflow feature requires that other aspects of the
design be compromised. Most important, the test-range length is limited to the length of test section in which

a high-quality supersonic airflow can be maintained. Viscous effects produce a turbulent boundary-layer flow
on the walls which ultimately fills the test section. The deceleration of the stream produced by this boundary

layer effectively reduces the cross-sectional area of the tube; therefore the test section must be constructed

with a slowly increasing cross section to compensate.

To match the ever-increasing speeds of interest, countercurrent streams of higher tach number and hi Iher

enthalpy are called for. Preheating the %orking fluid to permit such performance with a simple blowdow, wind

tunnel becomes increasingly difficult and expensive. An alternative approach is to use a large shock-tube
wind tunnel. In this device the air can be heated to a stagnation temperature of several thousand degrees

Kelvin and expanded to much higher speeds and Mach numbers than possible in the earlier unheated blowdown
flows. The flow duration is of course orders of magnitude shorter than that possible in the simple blowdown

tunnel but is nevertheless quite compatible with the short observation times needed (milliseconds) with fast

moving projectiles in available Lest section lengths. This type of counterflow was first introduced at
Ames, and the largest such facility has a test section 23 meters in length by 1.2 meters in diame;er. Test

speeds up to 13 km/sec have been obtained, and 16 km/sec appears possible.
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1.6 SPECIAL MEASUREMENT TECHNIQUES

As the speeds attainable have increased aloug with the.controllability of the test environment, additional
kinds of experiments have become possible; these new studies usually have required introduction of new types
of instrument into the range. A few examples of these new experiments and their necessary instruments will
illustrate the expanding research possibilities presented.

1.6.1 Thermal Radiation from Gases

The air near the path of a blunt, high-speed model is intensely heated by the passage of the bow wave.
Temperatures above 10,0000 K can be attained; and even at speeds around 4 km/sec, where the maximum temperatures
are only about 4000K. the gas becomes luminous. The model itself may become luminous by virtue of intense
convective heating. Other phenomena which emit measiu-able radiation occur in the wakes and in the impact
processes at the target.

Introduction of radiometers (Chapter9) to measure these thermal emissions has become a principal field of
investigation in ballistic ranges. It has permitted verification of theoretical calculations of the thermo-
dynamic and chemical properties of the immediate flow fields of the bodies and their wakes. Several contributions
to the literature of molecular physics have come from such studies. In particular, the thin layer of hot gas
which forms over the face of a nearly flat-nosed body is a well-characterized sample of hot uncontaminated gas
(outside the region into which products of ablation diffuse). The emission from such shock layers has been
successfully, used in establishing some of the fundamental radiative properties of nitrogen, oxygen, and carbon
diexie, and mixtures thereof.

Simulation of radiative effects in full-scale flow fields is reasonably good except that nonadiabatic effects,
important at very high speeds for large blunt vehicles, do not affect the flow importantly at model scale.
Similarly the small Ecale of the tests degrades the simulation of chemical-kinetics effects. For the most
part, however, the emphasis in radiation measurements is properly placed on testing theoretical estimates of
radiation rather than on simulat-ion of full-scale events.

An exception to this is in studying the spatial distribution of radiation within the shocA layer of bluff
bodies, particularly at large angles of attack. The-difficulty of calculating such flows makes even the some-
what questionable simulation in the range quit, desirable.

Another example of radiometry in the range is ueasurement of the thermal emission resulting frm impact of
projectiles into targets. The emission has been related to, among other more obvious variables, the ambient-
gas composition and pressure.

Since the duration of events in the ballistic range is extremely short (the entire flight usually requires
only a few milliseconds), very high-frequency-response radiometers must frequently be used. The design and
absolute spectral calibration of these radiometers is detailed in Chapter 9.

1.6.2 Microwave and Other Techniques for Measuring the Wake

The heated flows produced by passage of the models are characterized by increased electron density as well
as by radiative emission and absorption. One of the more powerful techniques for studying the electrical
properties of plasmas is microwave interferometry (Chapter 10). The opportunity to study simulated wakes of
entry bodies in the laboratory has led many investigators to install microwave equipment in enlarged variable-
pressure ranges to measure electron-density, turbulence spectra, and flow-velocity variations along wakes as
influenced by the usual aerodynamic parameters and by the material of which the model surface is made.

If short-wavelength equipment is used, careful design of lens systems can yield sufficient spatial resolution
to determine the radial distribution of free electrons in the wake with modest accuracy.

The linear electron density of the wake, that is, the number of free electrons per unit length, is most

easily deterLined by measurement of the power dissipation in a resonant cavity through which the model has
been fired.

The study of flow fields and wakes, using microwave techniques, shares the imperfect simulation which limits
the study of thermal emission. If the nondimensional fluid mechanical parameters such as Mach and Reynolds
numbers are simulated, the absolute air density must be greater than in full-scale flight by the scale factor.
Thus the equilibrium chemical and thermodynamic properties (as well as three-body-collision chemical reactions)

are not faithfully scaled. The tests are best viewed as elaborate exercises in verification of complete

theoretical models, which can presumably apply to the case of full-scale vehicles.

Radar can be utilized as well. Several ranges have been equipped to allow a CW microwave radar beam to

"look" uprange from a reflector near the butt. The signal return can yield measurements of the model velocity,

deceleration, and radar cross section (the apparent size of the model and its ionized flow field). By mounting
the microwave antenna on the gun muzzle to establish a standing-wave system in the barrel, the time-history of
projectile trav6! in the gun barrel itself can be measured. The resulting measurements of acceleration are
invaluable to the ballistician, becluse he can deduce the actual propellant pressure history, as discussed in
both Chapters 2 and 10.



A variety of Instrments. in addition to the microwave interferoeter, are available to measure the plasma
and gas-dyamic properties of model wakes in the ballistic range. A whole family of these instruments is being
established to make local "Point" measurements in wakes (Chapter 11). Most of these devices are taken from
earlier technology and are simply adapted to the ballistic-range environment (e.g., Langmuir Probes, hot-wire

anemometers, microphones). One technique merits particular mention because of its utility in measuring flow
speed in turbulent gases. This is the marking of a filament of the noving gas by discharging a high-voltage
spark through it; then after suitable time delays. additional discharges are produced along the same, but
progressively mre distorted, filament. Stereoscopic photographs of the entire sequence record the changes in
the filament shape with time. and thus indicate the velocity distribution existing at that station of the wake.

1.6.3 Heat-Transfer M rmets and Telemetry

Although high levels of convective aerodynamic heating occur in ballistic-range tests - larger by the scale
factor than on large scale vehicles at the same velocity and Reynolds number - the measurement of neat transfer
is not readily accomplished. Several different approaches have. however, been successfully developed and
applied (Chapter 12). One conceptually simple method is to decelerate the model aerodynamically within the
range to a low speed (by selection of the model mass and scale, and the ambient density and range length), and
to recover it at the end of flight in a sensitive calorimeter which records the total heat content. Differen-
tiation of the data from a number of firings at different muzzle velocities permits the determination of heating
tate as a function of velocity. Another method, involving shadowgraph detection of the onset of ablation of
low-melting alloy models (aluminum has been used), has already been alluded to. The companion phenomenon to
heat transfer, boundary-layer skin friction, has been successfully measured by testing slender models whose
drag is predominantly skin friction, and correcting measured total drag for the wave- and base-drag contributions.

In one application the drag of long and short thin tubular models with sharp leading edges was measured.

The differences in drag and wetted area were used to derive the incremental skin-friction drag.

A potential method of measuring heat transfer, which has challenged many investigators over the years, is
the usc of telemetry to transmit from the free-flight model a signal proportitnal to temperature rise of a
sensor placed at a selected location. Telemetry, of course, would have applications to many other measurements,

including-pressures and accelerations. The meager success of many vigorous efforts to develop transducers and
miniature transmitters does injustice to the skill and determination of the engineers involved. The critical
problem which has blocked complete success is that of producing frequency-modulation transmitters and pressure
gages - not to mention batteries - capable of withstanding peak accelerations approaching 106g (required in
the gun to achieve interesting speeds). The prospects of achieving useful results are further dimmed by the
possibility of interference with and severe attenuation of the radiated signal by the thin plasma sheath
surrounding the test body at the high flight velocities of interest in heat-transfer work.

j One rudimentary telemetry system has successfully transmitted temperature data from tiny models fired at
speeds up to 6 km/sec. No active electronic parts were included in the model; rather, a thermocouple at the
model surface was connected directly to a small coil. The small current through the coil (resulting from
rising surface temperature) produced a magnetic field, which was measured using multiple-turn coil antennae
through which the model flew at high speed. Details are given in Chapter 12.

1.7 TYPICAL RANGES

During the last two decades the ballistic range has expanded its place in the family of engineering and
scientific laboratory tools. Its qualities have complemented those of wind tunnels, arc-jets, and shock tubes,
both by improving laboratory simulation of 'large-scale flight at very high speeds and by providing freedom
from some of the imperfections inherent in other test devices.

In order to indicate the breadth of acceptance and application of the hypervelocity ballistic facility, a
brief listing has been prepared of laboratories in which light-gas guns are used. The listing is limited to
Western Europe and North America and is far from complete.

The elaborate array of ballistic-range facilities suggested by these entries attest to their wide use in
governniental and industrial laboratories. The lengths of the ranges extend from a few meters to several
hundred meters; the sizes of light-gas guns used range from less than 10 mm to over 100 mm in caliber and
permit muzzle velocities over 10 km/sec. The purposes to which these ranges have been applied are diverse,
and it is expected that they will become more so with the passage of time.

V:



TYPICAL 3ODERN BLLISTIC RANGES

Photographic stations
Dimensions (Number of orthogonal units)

Pressure
Facility Application Dia- Gun Shadowgraph Schlieren X-ray Micro- Radio- range Comments

Length meter size wave Reter ata

m Am-

NOL 100ft Hyper- Aerodynamic 305 3 50- 37 - 5 3 12 1-4xlO-" 270 meters usable for
ballistics Rangea stability 100 stability.

Wake study

NOL Pressurized Aerodynamic 87 1 13- 32 2 4 - - 6-2x10" Controlled temperature
Range stability 400 section; 7-meter sec-

Wake study tion for continuous
wake study.

CAR5 Range Aerodynamic 120 3 - Varies - 11 - - ,onorthogonal X-ray

N.5 stability stations for model
position.

RARDE Pressure Aerodynamic 22 0.6 6 16 - - - - 10-10
-$

Rangec stability

Lriue d Aerodynamic 75 1.2 12 - - - 7-4x10-

Hlyperbalistiqued stability

VKF 1000ft Hyper- Aerodynamic 305 3 63 43 - - - - 1-10-4 270 meters usable for
velocity Rangee stability stability.

NASA-Ames Aero- Aerodynamic 25 1 7-38 16 - - - - 1-0
-3  

Part of N = 7, shock-
dynamic Facilityf stability driven countercurrent

nind tunnel.

NIT Range Ag  Wake study 30 0.3- 20 5 1 - Varies Varies 1-10-  Stainless-steel con-
Aerophysics 1.5 struction; can be

kept clean.

IS. Aero- Wake study 8.5 2 20 13 - Varies -

ball istich Aerophysics

NOL Aerophysics Aerophysics 100 12 9 Varies - Varies 1-1xIO Mach-Zehader inter-
Range ferometer. 4 rotat-

ing-mirror cameras.

GM-AC-DRL Aero- Wake Study 55 0.6- 20 5 3 - Varies 4-
physics Range B Aerophysics 2.5

NOt Shock Aerophygics 26 1 40 6 1 - 1-4x1O 3  Mock tube used to
Interaction generate planar shock-

wave that intercepts
model at test section

NASA-Ames Radia- Aerophysics 8 1 7-38 4 -0 - -10 Part of N 7, shock-
tion Facility driven countercurrent

wind tunnel.

VKF Counter- Aerophysics 2 0. 5 13 3 - Part of shock-driven
flow Range countercurrent wind

tunnel.

Boeing Aero- Aerophysic.,; 1 0 0.75 13 6 1 1
ballistic Range J  Impact

NOL Impact Impact 10 2 13 3 -- 2xl0
-3  

1 rotating-mirror
Range camera.

kNRL Rangc No.
k  

Impact 15 1 2 " 9 -

M Ballistic Impact 5 0.3 6-8 3 - - V. 10 km/sec.
Range A

Douglas Range Al Impact 1 0.3 13 3 - l-1.3x0 8

Douglas Range B Impact 30 3 6-20 3 - -O-4xl0
-3  

Telemetry.

OM-AC-DRL Impact 3 1.5x2 57 2 - Gun attitude adjust-
able.

-3
NASA-Ames Impact Impact 7 1 6 6 1 1 1-10 V< , 11.3 km/sec.
Range

aUS Naval Ordnance Laboratory, White Oak, Silver Spring; MarylaJ 20910, USA
bCanadian Armament Research and Development Establishment; P.O. Box 1427; Quebec 2, P.Q., Canada
CRoyal Armament Research and Development Establishment; Fort Halstead. Sevenoaks, Kent; England
dLaboratoire de Recherches Balistiques et Aerodynamiques; Vernon (Eure): France
CARO. Inc., von Kirmfr. Gas Dynamics Facility; Arnold Engineering Development Center; Arnold Air Force Station. Tennessee 37389,

USA
fAmes Research Center: National Aeronautics and Space Administration: Moffett Field, California 94035, USA
hMassachubetts Institute of Technology; Lincoln Laboratory: Lexington. Massachusetts 02173, USA
hInstitut Franco-Allemand de Recherches de Saint-Louis; 12, rue de l'Industrie; Stint-Louis (Haut-Rhin); France

'General Motors Corporation, AC Electronics; Defense Research Laboratories; 6767 Hollister Ave.; Goleta, California o3017, USA
JThe Boeing Company. Aero-Space Division: P.O. Box 3707; Seattle, Washington 98124, USA
kUS Naval Research Laboratory, Washington D.C. 20?90. USA
'Mckonnell-Douglas Aircraft Company, 3000 Ocean Park Blvd.: Santa Monica, California 90406. USA
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THE LIGHT-GAS-GUN MODEL LAUNCHER

Robert E. Berggren and Robert M.Reynolds

2.1 INTRODUCTION

The conventional powder gun - the forerunner of the present day ballistic-range model launcher - has been the

object of theoretical and tperimental research for tr-o centuries. The foundations for formal systematic research
on guns were laid by Robins 2"1 and Lagrange 2"2, who formulated the basic problems of classical internal ballistics.
Many other notable names form the roster of those early workers who made significant contributions to the fascin-

ating study of ballistics: Poisson2 "2, Ro'sal' 3 , He6ie 2
.4. Sarrau2 5 , Moisson2 "6 , Hugoniot2 "7, Gossot and Liou-

ville 2" . Charbonnier 2"9, Rdggla 2."0 , Love and Pidduck 2
,
11, Cranz 2"12, and many others. Historical reviews of

the earlier development of ballistics are given by Cranz
2 "2

, Corner
2  3 .Thornhill

2
.1
4
, Hunt 2

.1
5 , and Nelson

2 ie.

IWith the iutroduction of the free-flight ballistic range the gun became a laboratory tool which provided a
convenient means for generating high speeds for the study of the physics of flight. Early ranges were used by
Charbonnier 2 9 . Cranz2' 2 , and Fowler et al.2 ", to investigate the aerodynamics of spinning shells. Since

that period, a large number of modern ballistic ranges have evolved to study many aspects of flight at high speeds,

not necessarily related to the weapons of ordnance. As the flight speeds cf interest increased, new classes of
projectile launchers were required, but the conventional powder gun has remained an important test device fnr

research at speeds below approximately 3 km/s.

The powder gun is limited to such speeds because of the high molecular weight of powder gas. In accelerating

a projectile by the expansion of a heavy gas, a large share of the total available energy of the gas is expended
in accelerating the gas itself and thus the energy available for accelerating the projectile is relatively small:
even with a very light projectile the maximum velocities attainable are relatively low. A much more favorable
distribution of energy between the gas and the projectile, giving higher projectile velocities, is obtained with

the use of a light gas such as hydrogen or helium.

The firsL gun utilizing a light propellant gas (helium) was developed by Crozier and Hume2 "18, in 1946 at the
New Mexico School of Mines. Since that time, a large variety of "light-gas" guns have evolved, differing mainly
in the manner in which the propellant gas is compressed to the high pressures and temperatures required to pro-
duce high speeds. Early further development of the type of gun introduced by the New Mexico group wa made by
Charters, etal. 2 ' 19 , at Ames Research Center (1955). Development of a second type of light-gas gun was carried
out at the same time at the US Naval Ordnance Laboratory under the direction of Z. I.Slawsky 2 "2.21 Further
improvements in the technology of light-gas guns have since been made by many ballistic laboratories in the
United States, Canada, and England, with the result that this type of model launcher :ias become an invaluable
tool to generate flight speeds up to 11 km/s. The development of the high-speed computer and new instrumenta-
tion techniques have aided greatly in obtaining a better understanding of the complex internal ballistic processes,

as evidenced by the large gains in velocity that have been aLhieved in the last decade, but much remains to be
learned.

A number of other methods for accelerating projectiles or discrete particles have been explored and are well
documented in the literature. Scully, etal. 2

, 
2 2 report the attainment of velocities up to 20 km/s with small

silicate spheres (10 .8 to 10"Igm) with an electrothermal gun. The spheroids axe accelerated by aerodynamic drag
in a stream of dense lithium plasma which is energized by an electric arc discharge. Small charged particles
(0.1 to 10 microns diameter) have been accelerated electrostatically to velocities as high as 28 km/s, as re-

ported by Friichtenicht et al. in Reference 2.23. Kronman and Kineke 2 "'2 report that discrete particles )f
larger mass (0.01 to 1.0 gm) have been accelerated with explosive shaped-charge techniques to approximately
21 km/s. Electromagnetic accelerators of a variety of types have been tested but have not produced results to
date that would make this launcher competitive with the light-gas gun. A novel innovation to the two-stage
light-gas gun has been developed by Howell and Orr2'25 . whereby spherical projectiles are given an additional
increment in velocity as they are impulsively accelerated through a convergent section attached to the muzzle
of the gun. Velocities in excess of 11 km/s have been obtained by this technique. A new development by Godfrey

and Moore (reported in Reference 2.26), utilizing a light-gas gun in which the propellant gas is compressed in
a controlled manner by an explosive lens, has produced velocities up to 12.2 km/s and shows promise of achieving
substantially higher velocities. A brief description of this gun is contained in Section 2.7.

The light-gas gun has proven to be a particularly versatile device in comparison with other launchers because
it has the capability of launching models of complex shape having a wide range of weights, sizes, and materials.
It has the advantage that high velocities may be achieved under conditions which subject the model to relatively

low accelerations and stresses. Although this gun has not produced velocitis as high as desired, its present
capabilities encompass a flight regime of interest for much present day research. Photographs of two representa-
tive light-gas guns may be seen in Figures 2.1 and 2.2.

Preceding page blank
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This chapter will be confined to a discussion of the light-gas gun with major emphasis on the two-stage gun

now in wide use as a )aboratory model launcher.

2.2 SYMBOLS

a speed of sou-ad

A cross-sectional area

b co-volumf, term

c modified speed of sound (see Equation (2. 114))

d diameter of projectile

D diameter of gun components

f factor in real-gas equation of state

F factor in real-gas relations (see Equation (2. 114))

G mass of gas

h enthalpy

k factor in real-gab equation of state

l length of projectile

L length of gun components

m mass

M molecular weight

N number of moles

p pressure

universal gas constant

R gas constant for a mole of gas R/M

s specific entropy

S entropy

time

T temperature

u velcity

U projectile velocity at muzzle of launch tube

v specific volume

V volume

outer diameter of cylinder
w cylinder wall ratio =

inner diameter of cylinder

x distance

aacceleration

,2 factor in real-gas equation of state

Vratio of specific heats

density
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Ia Rimmnn function

ayield stress
Sy

ii.1, etc. nondimensional quantities defined in text

p average pressure

Subscripts

a ambient conditions

b conditions at base of puep piston

c conditions at entrance of transition section, or conditions in powder chamber

e conditions at entrance to launch tube

f final conditions at point specified which affect motion of the model in barrel (see Equation
(2.134))

g gas conditions

p relating to piston or pump tube

r reservoir conditions

R conditions at release of model (diaphragm rupture)

a relating to projectile, conditions at base of projectile, or launch tube

v conditions at vertex of parabolic characteristic lines of similarity solution
I

0 initial loading or starting conditiIns

1 length or time corresponding to condition when first rare faction wave returns from reservoir
and reaches projectile base

* sonic conditions

2.3 SIMPLE LIGHT-GAS GUN

In the following paragraphs the fundamental problem of the expansion of an ideal propellant gas in a simple
gun, consisting only of a reservoir and gun barrel, will be examined. The relationships which govern the expan-
sion process will be developed and the factors that predominate in the determination of the projectile motion.

the selection of the propellant gas, and the geometrical configuration of the gun will be considered.

2.3.1 Basic Parameters Inflmecing Projectile Velocity

The basic factors which determine the motion of a projectile or "shot" as it is accelerated in the bore of a
gun under ideal conditions are related by Newton's equation of motion, as follows, with the notation shown in11 Pigure 2.3:

dus  PsAs
dt.= 2 = . (2.1)Sdt as

or. in terms of the distance traveled,

dos PsAs
2 U . (2.2)

dx ms

Not considered at this point are the retarding forces due to friction between the model and bore, and the pres-

sures developed on the front face of the model by residual gases in the bore.

In virtually all guns, the pressure, ps ' acting on the base of the model during launch is not constant but
varies over a wide range, and is some function of x or t . The launch velocity or muzzle velocity, U
achieved by accelerating the model through the entire barrel length, L., is obtained by integrating Equation
(2.2):

U L PsdX 12 (2.3)

s 0
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For purposes of simplification, consider an ideal case in which the model is accelerated by a base pressrre.
Ps which is constant daring the entire launch. (For the real case, V. represents the average pressure for
the full launch distance). Equation (2.3) then becomes:

- - pLsl • (2.4)

In terms of a nondimensionalized barrel length and model length this becomes, for a rylindrical projectile,

_ [i p' L./D 1 (2.5)
Ls

Projectile velocities can be maximized, then. by maximizing P and Ls/D s and minimizing ps and Is/Ds
With a gun of specified bore diameter. the velocity is seen to increase with an increase in barrel length. How-
ever. increasing gun size by scaling up all dimensions proportionately will not result in increased performance.
at least for the ideal ccnditions considered here. since the values of Is/Ds and Ls/Ds remain unchanged.

It is informative to compute the launch velocities that might be attained under conditions of pressure, barrel
length, model length, and density in Equation (2.5) that appear to be reasonable or realistic. Velocities cal-
culated for several representative model weights and base pressures are plotted as a function of launch-tube
length in Figure 2.4. Model density for all cases is I go/icm 3 , a value about equal to that of the plastics
frequently used. Several typical model lengths were chosen ranging from % to 4 barrel diameter (calibers) long.1The launch tube was limited to lengths no greater than 400 calibers, although construction of barrels appreciably
longer than this is quite feasible. If one chooses an average base pressure of 10 kilobars, a value well within
the strength capabilities of certain plastic models, a one-caliber-long model is accelerated to almost 30 km/s
in the 400 caliber distance. This velocity is approximately three times greater than that actually achieved for
this type of model. The primary reason is that the gun configurations in use at this time have not produced
constant base pressures for lengths as long as 400 calibers, or an average pressure for this length where the
peak pressures are low enough to be withstood by the model or the gun itself. An average base pressure of
1.5 kilobars, more representative of that attainable presently, is used for a second case. Actually it is diffi-
cult to maintain even this lower value of pressure for launch distances greater than 200 to 300 calibers (as will
be shown in a later section) without producing peak pressures which are very much greater than the average value.
The problem of achieving high launch velocities, then, is, in part, one of developing methods whereby acceptable
pressures can be applied to the model for extended distances. One factor of primary importance in achieving
this is the proper selection of propellant gas. and the effect of gas properties as well as other considerations
will be examined in the following sections.

2.3.2 Expansion of Gas in Constant-Diameter Tube - Gas Properties

With the thought in mind that maintaining a high base pressure during the entire launching process is an im-
portant factor in obtaining high velocities, it is appropriate to examine briefly the behavior of a gas during
the process of expansion to determine which parameters most strongly influence the relationship between the
pressure and velocity.

Consider the case of the simple launcher shown in Figure 2.5, consisting of a reservoir and launch tube (or
barrel) of the same bore diameter. The reservoir contains a perfect gas at initial conditions pr' pr, am
Tr' separated from the prnjectile by a diaphragm. The launch-tube bore is evacuated to eliminate the retarding
effects of any ,jas ahead of the projectile. When the diaphragm is ruptured in some manner, the subsequent ex-
pansion of the gas will accelerate the model, and part of the potential energy of the gas will be converted to
kinetic energy in both the gas and projectile. If this expansion process Is continued for a sufficiently long
time, the limiting conditions will be reached where (neglecting friction and other losses) all potential energy
will be converted to kinetic energy and the pressure will have decreased to zero. The limiting speed is termed
the escape speed of the gas. The expansion process is nonsteady and one-dimensional, and the assumptions are
made that the changes in the flow are continuous and that the process is isentropic. "be fundamental relations
which apply are:

Conservation of mass,

0. P (2.6)
t Bx x

Conservation of momentum,

'u Bu Ip
- -- - = 0 . (2.7)

Constancy of particle entropy,

s U( 0 . (2.8)
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Isentropic process,

p f(P). (2.9)

A solution to the nonlinear partial differential equations is possible using the "method of characteristics"
given in Reference 2. 27

Introducing the speed of sound relationship.

a2

into ths conservation of momentum equation, (2.7), gives

Bu Bu a2 dp
.+u-+-- = 0. (2.10)

21t x pdx

Multiplying the continuity equation, (2.6). by a/p and combining with Equation (2. 10) leads to two equations
which. when rearranged, become:

a(u +a o (u + a)
Z '+ (u +a) 0, (2.11)

D(u - a) 'a(u - a)
+ (U- (a) - 0, (2.12)

zt

where. ', the Riemann function, is defined as

lj = O-c p , (2.13)

and o=0 when p =0.

Equations (2.11) and (2.12) are known as characteristic equations in which the fluid properties are defined

in the x -t plane along lines having slopes dx/dt = (u i a) . Along the dx/dt = (u + a) curves the flow
properties are related by

dp = -- du (2.14)
a

or, in terms of pressure,

dp =- padu . (2. 15)

For the dx/dt (u - a) characteristic lines,

dp = -du (2.16)
a

or

dp = padu. (2.17)

The directions or velocities represented by dx/dt = u * a are the paths in the x-t plane of disturbances or
acoustic waves which propagate upstream at the speed of sound. a, relative to the particle speed, u

When a projectile is accelerated by an expanding gas, an infinite number of acoustic waves originate contin-
uously in the gas at the base of the projectile and propagate upstream at velocity (u - a) causing a continuous

drop in pressure. In a sense, increasing projectile and fluid velocity is gained at the expense of a diminished
pressure. It can be seen from Equations (2.15) and (2.17) that the rate of change of pressure with velocity is
dependent upon pa , termed the acoustic impedance. To obtain a high increment in velocity for a given incremen-

tal pressure drop requires that the acoustic impedance be low. This is a fundamental relationship, then, that
governs the selection of the propellant gas to be used in a high-speed gun.

An expression for the acoustic impedance in terms of the reservoir conditions can be obtained from the follow-
ing equation of state, sound speed equation, and isentropic relations:

R
p = p-T (2.18)

M"
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a2  y = "RT (2.19)

a -0(")/2 p\(",/?Y
- -f-(-P- (2.20)
ar -rr

dua
- = = ±- ' -- (2.21)
dp pa Tr \ P

or

dAu + Hri \1/2 (Pr(Y+ 1)/2Y 2.2dp (--r vp, (2.22)

It can be seen that. for a fixed value of reservoir pressure. pr and pressure ratio, pr/p a reduction in y
and an increase in reservoir sound speed will increase the velocity gained with a given pressure loss. The sound
speed is the more important factor since it can be varied over a wide range while the variation in y for suit-
able propellant gazas is quite limited. A reduction in acoustic impedance is also obtained by reducing the
molecular weight of the gas. The requirement of a low molecular weight gas to obtain high projectile velocities
can be readily appreciated when one considers that in the process of accelerating a projectile a substantial
portion of the total available potential energy of the gas is expended in accelerating the gas itself. A gas
must thus be chosen which requires the least energy to achieve a given gas velocity and this then dictates a
gas of low molecular weight. Equation (2.22) shows also that increasing reservoir temperature will serve to
reduce the acoustic impedance. Note that an increase in reservoir pressure. pr ' adversely affects the acoustic
impedance by increasing the density, pr

To gain further insight into the manner in which pressure is diminished in exchange for increasing velocity
in an expansion, let us examine again the chpracteristic Equations (2.11) and (2.12). Integration of the ex-
pression for the Riemaunn function, a , for a perfect polytropic gas gives the simple relation:

2a2- (2.23)

The ouantilties (u + a) and (u - o). referred to as Riemann invariants, are thermodynamic functions which
remain constant along the characteristic lines of slope (u + a) and (u - a). Thus:

2a
u + a u + constant (2.24)y -

along downstream characteristics having slope dx/dt (u + a) , and

2a
u -a u - - constant, (2.25)

along upstream characteristics having slope dx/dt (u - a)

These disturbance paths are illustrated in the x-t diagram of Figure W.6, for a simple launcher having as
infinitely long reservoir of the sarie diameter as the barrel.

The conditions in the barrel can be related to the conditions in the undisturbed region in the reservoir

where the flow velocity is zero. along downstream characteristics by:

2a
u + lr =(2.26)

Combining this equation with the isentropic relation
p a) 21

/  (Y -' 1
)

gives the relatiotrship 'evween pressure and flow velocity for the expansion of a perfect gas:

S ... .(2.27)
) ar



or

u _ 2 (2.28)
ar y- \

In the limit 7y I these equations reduce to

p u
-log e  - (2.29)

Pr ar

as noted in Reference 2.28. Curves of Equation (2.27), presented in Figure 2.7 for several values of Y. show
that the pressure ratio is higaly sensitive to changes in the velocity ratio. If the flow velocity is very much
less than the sound speed, there is only a small reduction in pressure below the initial reservoir pressure, but
as flow velocity is increased to values greater than the reservoir sound speed, the pressure reduction becomes
exceedingly great. Thus, in a realistic gun in which the maximum reservoir pressure. pr - is limited by the
strength of the reservoir, the propelling pressures can be maximized during expansion only by choosing a propel-
lant gas having a high sound speed. It can also be seen again that the "best' propellant should have a low ratio
of specific heats. y

The limiting velocity of an expanding gas is reached if the gas is expanded completely to zero pressure. This

"escape velocity" can be seen from Equation (2.28) to be:

Uesc (2.30)

This represents a theoretical maximum to which a projectile could be accelerated in a constant-bore gun under

ideal conditions, without losses, if the launch tube were infinitely long to allow complete expansion of the gas
to zero pressure.

Table 2.1 gives the physical properties of several gases that have been used ar propellants. Hydrogen ard
helium are clearly superior to powder gas in fulfilling the requirements of a low acoustic impedance, pa , and
a high sound speed, a . At the high pressure, more representative of gun conditions, the two light gases are
closely competitive in these properties. However, in regard to low moleculr weight and a low ratio of specific

heats, v, hydrogen is substantially superior. Thus, in a given gun, hydrogen will achieve the highest ultimate

performance, or, when used under comparable conditions to produce the same performance, will have the advantage
of operating at considerably lower temperatures than those required for helium. As a consequence, at high-
performance levels the erosion of the launch tube surfaces with hydrogen can be very much less - as much as an
order of magnitude less - than for helium. This can be the difference between a tolerable rate of deterioration
of the launch tube and an unacceptable rate requiring frequent replacement of eroded components. Erosion should

be minimized for the added reason that the metallic vapor is a contaminant which can degrade performance by in-

creasing the molecular weight of the propellant gas. Helium, while second best to hydrogen, is still an important
propellant, since considerations of safety, in certain situations, outweigh the advantages gained with hydrogen.

2.3.3 Gas Dynamics Related to Model Motion

2.3.3.1 Infinite-Length Reservoir - Constant-Diameter Tube

The motion of the projectile, as given by Newton's law (Equation (2.2), Section 2.3. 1), can be combined with
the unsteady isentropic expansion relation, Equation (2.27), to obtain:

PA - - - . (2.31)

dt Udx arJ

The expression for distance becomes:

PrA rusu [ (>i'u12Y/(Y1)
S  - _a d . (2.32)sms \, 2 ar

Changing x. and us to a dimensionless form 1s and s5

P A xrs -s (2.33)

sar

F us (2.34)ar
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aWn. completing the integration, one obtains the following expression for distance (see References 2.19, 2.29,
and 2.30):

2 L jy (?12) Y -1
S+. (2.35)

For time, where

PrAst (2.36)
msa

s r

one obtains:

7 J[ ~ 21)(~~ (2.37)

and by combining Equations (2.35) and (2.37):

s = { + - + (•). (2.38)

These are the basic relationships for projectile velocity, as a function of distance and time, for unsteady
is~ntropic flow of an ideal gas in a gun with an infinitely long reservoir, of the same Aiameter as the launch
tube. Equation (2.35) is plotted in Figure 2.8, for various values of y .

2.3.3.2 Finite-Length Reservoir - Constant-Diameter Tube

Consider now, the acceleration of a projectile by the expansion of gas from a reservoir of finite length. As
in the previous section. let the reservoir diameter be the same as the barrel diameter.

At t = 0 , representing the start of projectile acceleration, an expansion wave travels rearward at the
speed of sound of the reservoir gas, ar , setting the gas in motion, which in turn causes a decrease in pres-
sure. Upon reflection from the rear wall of the reservoir, this acoustic wave will return in a downstream
direction at a velocity (u + a), acting to retard the motion of the reservoir gas and further reduce the reser-
voir pressure. If the launcher barrel is sufficiently long, the "reflected" rarefaction will, on arriving at
the base of the projectile, lower the base pressure and projectile acceleration to values below those which
would have occurred had the rarefaction not caught up with the projectile. The characteristic lines for this
case are shown in Figure. 2.9. The reservoir length, Lr. , which will cause the first reflected rarefaction tor1
catch the projectile just as the projectile leaves the muzzlo of the launcher depends on projectile mass, launch-
tube length, and th" gas conditions. Any reserioir of length Lr 1  or greater can be considered as "effectively"
infinite because the projectile will have left the barrel before receiving communication from the gas signaling
the existence of a reservoir wall. Heybey 2* 30 developed an analytical relationship for the point at which the

first reflected wave reaches the projectile base, as a function of the reservoir length Lrl . This is given
(in a different form) as a function of projectile velocity in Equation (2.39) below, for the expansion of an
ideal gas in a constant diameter tube.

-L PrAsLri 2 { Us1 ° (v+1)/(Y 'j(.Lr1  - ---- (2.39)r mar  7+ I an

In the limit I/ I Equation (2.39) becomes

Lrl " - . (2.40)

It may be noted that this relationship is part of a general analytical solution to the longstanding Lagrange
Ballistic Problem solved by Heybey by tracing the flow properties with a network of characteristic lines. Pre-
vious to this, Love and Pidduck 2 1 1 and Kent 2. 3 1 had derived restricted "special" solutions to the Lagrange problem. A
relationship for the distancp traveled 1v the projectile at the time the first reflected wave reaches the pro-
jectile base can be obtained as a function of the reservoir length Erl by combining Equations (2.39) and (2.35)

to give:

S V{ 2 [ l + ] + 7 ,/(, 1 2,, (2.41)

y 1 7 Y+1I

A plot of the barrel length, where i s E is presented in Figure 2.10 as a function of the effectively in-
finite chamber length, for several values of y (as given in Reference 2.28). Here, it is seen that for this
criterion the chamber length is a nearly linear function of barrel length.
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2.3.3.3 The Effects of haubrage

When a gun has a reservoir diameter that is larger than the barrel or launch-tube diameter, as sketched in
Figure 2.11, it is said to have "chambrage" or chamberage. In the expansion process in a chambered gun. rare-
faztion waves originating at the projectile base and moving toward the reservoir are partially reflected at the
transition section. proceeding as compression waves directed back toward the projectile. The portion of the
rarefaction not reflected is transaitted. through the transition section to the reservoir, reflecting from the
breech wall and lowering the reservoir pressure. The proportion of the rarefaction wave that is reflected at
the transition section, towards the projectile, as a compression wave increases as the ratio Dr/Ds increases,
approaching complete reflection as Dr/Ds--O . This is in coatrast to the situation in the constant-diameter
gun (no chamberage) with an infinitely long reservoir, in which neither rarefactions or compressions can be re-
flected to the projectile. Hence, with other factors being equal the performance of a highly chambered gun would
be expected to exceed that of a gun with smller or no chamberage.

one other significant difference between the gas dynamics of the chambered gun and one with no chamberage is
due to the quasi-steady flow in the transition section of the chambered gun, which is described by the following
equation:

u du : p -- (2.42)~P

It is readily seen that for the chambered gun it is a low ",' as a finction of pressure which is required to
minimize the loss in pressure exchanged for an increase in velocity, rather thar !ow "fa" requirement for
the coustant-dameter gun.

The most extensive treatment of the chamberage problem has been given ty Sei,_1 in References 2.28 and 2.32
to 2.34. Stephenson2"35 presents some particular solutions, using Seigel's approach, for guns having helium as
the propellant gas. and Vasiliu 2.36 and Zondek2"37 have obtained solutions for the chambered gun using the method
of characteristics in a digital compmter program. The detailed analysis of the chamberage problem will not be
considered here. We will be content, instead, to briefly outline the problem and summrize some of the conclu-
sions regarding chamberage, leaving it to the interested reader to delve further into the references.

While the flow processes in the reservoir and launch ube may be readily treated by the one-dimensional charac-
teristics equations previously outlined, the flow in the transition section joining the two bores is two-
dimensional as well as unsteady. Seigel simplifies the problem by assuming that the flow at the entrance and
exit planes of the transition section is one-dimensional, and that the time rates of change of mass and energy
of the gas in the transition section are negligible. Hence, at any instant of time, the quasi-steady continuity
and energy equaticns may be used to relate the conditions at the entrance to those at the exit of the transition
section:

j PcAruc = pe~sUe , (2.43)

and

U2 2

hc U2 = e +  " 2(2.44)

For an ideal gas, in a gun having an infinitely long reservoir (Lr = ) with chamberage, the following
equations are applied:

Pro  (0

h (Y (r-) 2 . o ( )2/Y-1) (2.45)

uc + ac =  o (2.46)

and

Ur +0r ao (2.47)

(Equations (2.45) and (2.46) relate the conditions of the gas at the entrance of the transition section and at
any point in the reservoir, respectively, to those of the gas in the undisturbed region of the reservoir where
Uro is considerd to be 0 ).
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(Continuity)

ArUc, Pe [ (2.48)s u e P C lye

(Momentum)

L - u2 +T- 2

c e. (2.49)
2 4 2 4

(In the barrel)

(u a) + (u a) (u +a) = 0. (2.50)

(Equation of motion)

m -du SA)/ . (2.51)

For the limiting case of infinite chamberage (Dr/Ds = o) and infinite reservoir length (Lr = o) , applica-

tion of the preceding equations by the method of characteristics leads to the results shown in Figure 2.12. It
is readily seen that for infinite reservoir length, according to this simplified analysis, the effect of chamber-
age increases with projectile velocity. However. increasing chamberage from unity to infinity (case shown) gives.
as a maximum, an increase in velocity of ar/ 2 over that of the gun with no chamberage.

For the more general case of finite chamberage and reservoir lengths, Seigel presents, in Reference 2.28, re-

sults calculated using both the method of characteristics, outlined herein, and the method of von Neumann and

Richtmyer2 .38 . The variation of 9. as a function of was calculated for all combinations of chamberage

equal to 1. 2, 5. and W , with various reservoir lengths, expressed as G/m = 0.25, 0.5, 1, 2, 5, and oD,

and for y r ].1. 1.4, and ? 67. The parameter G/ms is the ratio of the mass of gas initially loaded in the

reservoir to the projectile mass. and is related to the nondimensional reservoir length, as follows:

S-prA r>Arr m, r . (2.52)ms ms As

A typical plot of Seigel's results, for y = 1.4 and G/ms  5 , is shown in Figure 2. 13. When compared at

equal values of G/ms , the calculations indicate the following:

(1) During the early stages of motion of the projectile, R. small, while only a few reflections of the
acoustic waves have occurred between the reservoir and projectile, increased projectile velocities result from

increased chamberage. The largest gtins in velocity occur with the initial increases in chamberage; that is,

beyond a value of chamberage of 4 (Ar/As = 16) only negligibly small additional increases in velocity may be

obtained.

(2) As the expansion is allowed to proceed to larger values of is , the effect of chamberage gradually

diminishes, resulting ultimately in the same projectile velocity for all values of chamberage.

2.4 TWO-STAGE PISTON-COMPRESSION GUN

The simple single-stage gun described in Section 2.3, consisting of a reservoir of gas of constant volume, is

not capable of providing the highest modtel velocities frequently required. Even with an infinite size reservoir

the projectile base pressure drops rapidly from its initial peak, as the model accelerates (as seen in Figure

2.7), so that the average base pressure is, for many cases, too low to yield the desired velocity. Further, the

models to be launched are often of complex shapes or are composites of several materials, encased for support in

in a multiple piece carrier (sabot), and hence are relatively fragile (see Chapter 3). Thus the allowable peak

base pressure (equal to reservoir pressure, Pr . in this case) is often limited by model strength and may be

very much lower than the strength capability of the reservoir. The decrease in base pressure caused by the ex-

pansion of the propellant gas can, in principle, be counteracted by the addition of energy to the gas after

start of model motion. The reservoir pressure, if initially limited by the strength of the model, may then be

increased progressively until the reservoir strength is reached, in a manner to give a more uniform pressure

history at the base of the projectile. In a single-stage gun, the energy can be augmented by electrical means,

using an arc discharge (Refs. 2.39 o 2.42), or by chemical means, using combustible gases or explosives (Refs.

2.43 to 2.46).

The addition of energy to the propellant gas during the time that the model is being launched ce.n be effec-

tively accomplished with a two-stage light-gas gun, as sketched in Figure 2. 14. The two-stage gun has two gas
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chambers: energized gas in the first stage compresses the light propellant in the second stage, which in turn
accelerates the projectile. In some cases the two gas regions are separated only by a diaphragm, and the second-
stage propellant gas is compressed and heated, as in a shock tube, by shock waves generated as the first-stagegas expands into the second stage. However, for the conditions required in a high-performance launcher, a more

effective transfer of energy is made between the first and second stages by means of a free piston. Compressed
helium (see Reference 2.47) or combustible mixtures of hydrogen and oxygen with helium (see References 2. 21 and
2.48) have been used as first-stage driver gases, but more generally the first-stage propellant is a gun powder
gas. The operation of a typical two-stage gun, then. starts with the ignition and burning of a solid gunpowder
propellant. The gas generated from this combustion drives the piston, which, in turn, compresses hydrogen or
helium in the second stage to high pressures and temperatures. A diaphragm which serves to isolate the model
from the light gas ruptures at some specified pressure and the model accelerates through the barrel or launch
tube. The significant factor to be noted concerning the operation of the two-stage gun is that the compression
or pumping process continues during a substantial part of the time that the model is being launched, adding

energy to sustain the bae pressure.

Two-stage piston-compression guns can be grouped into two general classes according to the manner in which the
propellant gas is compressed and heated. In one type, the piston speed is low, and compression occurs nearly
isentropically; in the other, the piston speed is high. and compression is accomplished by the strong shock waves
which precede the piston. There are considerable differences in the pressure and temperature histories that occur
with each type, as well as differences in gun geometry. A discussion of the relative merits of each type is pre-sented in the following sections.

2.4.1 Isentrepic-Compression Guns

When the second-stage propellant gas is compressed nearly isentropically (not considering viscous effects or
heat transfer to the walls), the pressure in the reservoir rises smoothly and continuously, as shown in Figure
2. 15. This is accomplished by driving the piston at a slow speed in relation to the gas sound speed so that
strong shock waves are not formed, (see fluid-dynamics text, e.g., References 2. 27 or 2. 49). A reasonably smooth

pressure rise during copression becomes important in launching models to high velocity when the pressure applied
to the base of the- model approaches the limit of the model's strength. In this case. large pressure jumps asso-
ciated with strong shock waves can result in model failure.

The energy necessary to compress the propellant gas is provided by the kinetic energy of the "free" piston.
With a low piston speed, a high piston mass is needed to provide the energy, so guas employing isentropic compres-

sion are sometimes referred to as "heavy-piston" guns.

The gas properties during compression are related to the initial properties by the following isentropic expres-
sions:

pC o Ratio) /pT ( (2.53)

These relations are plotted in Figure 2.16. he high sound speeds required for high performnce can be achieved
with a large volume (high compression ratio) pump tube. Sound speeds and temperatures developed by compressing
isentropically to an arbitrary pressure of 10 kilobars from a range of initial gas-loading pressures (representa-
tive of a large number of guns in current operation) are given in Figure 2. 17.

2.4.2 Shock-Compression Qma

The method of heating a gas by shock compression has been used sucessfully in the operation of a number of
two-stage guns. Typically, a light piston is accelerated by the first-stage driver gas to relatively high speeds.

1500 to 3000 m/s, to produce the desired strong shock waves in the second-stage propellant gas. 7he effect of
piston speed on the pressure, density, and temperature ratios may be seen by examining the approximate relation-
ships for a strong normal shock (i.e.. P2 /P 1):

P 2 _ (Y +  u 2 (2.54)t Pl 2 \a /(2

P 2 , + 1 (2.55)

,

Ushock

L° k/ ' (2.57)

where Ushock denotes the shock speed, and subscripts I and 2 refer to the conditions ahead of and behind the
shock, respectively. (For exact shock relations, see, for example, References 2.49 to 2.51.)
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During operation of such a gun, the shock traveling at a speed up to approximately (y + 1)/2 times the piston
speed. moves through the length of the pump tube. is reflected from the end of the pump, and travels rearward to
be reflected by the piston. The shock may make several oscillations between piston and end of reservoir, further
compressing and heating the gas. (Pressure. temperature, and density relations for multiple shock transits and
reflections are given in Reference 2.52). rodel motion begins upon rupture of a diaphragm separating the propel-
lant gas from the model. Diaphragm rupture is generally designed to occur at the first or second shock reflection.
During the time that the model is accelerated,the back and forth motion of the shock continues and may reflect from
the base of the model several times, producing large and rapid pressure increases at the model base. A time-
distance plot describing the motion of the piston, shock, and model is given in Figure 2.18. A plot of model

base pressure during launch (Fig.2. 19) serves to show that the relatively violent shocking process exposes the
model to large and rapid pressure fluctuations. Model damage may occur not only from the high peak pressures
but also from the rapid rate of change in pressure which generates compressive and tensile stress waves within
the model (see Reference 2.53).

Nonisentropic heating of the propellant gas yields higher temperatures than obtained by isentropic compression
for the same increase in pressure. Baker 2

,
5 4 has shown that as an upper limit under ideal conditions a 30% in-

crease in temperature is calculated for a piston velocity of 1800 m/s over that attaoned by isentropic compression
to the same pressure. Real-gas effects, however, may reduce this gain. Stollery and Maull 2 " s5 show that for

shock compression of air, real-gas effects will lower temperatures and increase the pressures so that if a com-
parison is made at equal final pressures, the temperature gained with a real gas will be significantly less than
the ideal case.

The shock-compression gun has been widely used by a number of laboratories. A two-stage shock-compression gun
described in Reference 2.56 uses a powder charge it) a helium chamber for a first stage, with a light piston

separating the first- and second-stage gases to transfer energy between the two stages. An example of such a

gun used at Ames Research Center is shown in Figure 2.20.

In the combustion-driven shock-compressed light-gas gun, developed at the Naval Ordnance Laboratory (Ref.2.21),
the first-stage driver gas (helium) is energized by the combustion of a H2-0, mixture. Expansion of the heated
gas mixture upon rupture of a diaphragm separating the first and second stages, serves to shock compress and
heat the second-stage propellant gus. (Other guns of this type are described in References 2.57 and 2.58.)

Further description of the design and performance of shock-heated light-gas guns, including analytical methods
for computing velocity may be obtained from References 2.35, 2.41, and 2.58 to 2.63.

2.4.3 Comparison of Shock- and Isentropic-Compression Guns

The higher temperatures generated by shock-heating allow one to use a smaller-volume pump tube having a lower
compression ratio than the isentropic gun. Further, the light piston used with the shock-heated gun provides

some vdvantage in that the forces imposed on the high pressure end of the second stage, when the piston deceler-
ates to rest, are generally less than the pressures resulting from deceleration of the heavy piston of the

isentropic gun, making possible a somewhat simpler construction. Ihe shock-compression gun, thus, may require

less laboratory space and be more economical to construct and operate, but the difference need not be great,

On the other hand, it has been demonstrated through actual experience with both types and by analytical com-
parisons (see Lemcke, Reference 2.64) that the slow-piston isentropic gun has the capability of achieving higher
model velocities. Temperatures as high as those achieved by shock heating can be attained isentropically, simply

by increasing the size of the compressor to obtain a high compression ratio. The important advantage to be

gained by isentropic compression is the more favorable pressure h.story at the base of the moving model, re-

sulting generally in lower peak pressures (and more slowly varying pressures) imposed on the model to obtain com-
parable average base pressures. Thus, the model is subjected to lower stresses to obtain the same velocity,
This means that fragile saboted models as well as rugged simple models can be launched to substantially higher
velocities by a gun which has a more nearly isentropic mode of compression. Guns in present use are in many

cases a compromise between the two types.

2.4.4 Twq-Gcage Isentropic-Compression Gun

From considerations given previously it was seen that it is desirable that the propellant gas be compressed

isentropically. In the following section (2.4.5) it will also be seen that, ideally, the gas should be compressed

in a r.anner which will result in a constant driving pressure at the base of the model throughout its full length

of travel in V' e barrel. Although these requirements, strictly speaking, cannot be readily achieved, this has.
however, become a widely accepted goal in the design and operation of laboratory model launchers. (In practice,

departure from constant base pressure operation is intentionally made to obtain higher velocities: the launch

tube length is extended beyond that distance over which base pressures can be held relatively constant, to obtain

al additional increment in velocity from further expansion of the gas to some low pressure at which the model

acceleration becomes insignificant). The class of light-gas gun, in use currently, in which the compression pro.

cess can be made to most closely approach the ideal conditions is the two-stage isentropic-compression gun, two

types of which are described in the following discussion.

The first type of tic-stage isentropic-compression gun is shown in Figure 2.21. (See, e.g., References 2.19,

2.39, and 2.62). The bas.c operation is that described in Section 2.4. A gunpowder propellant provides the

energy to accelerate a relatively heavy piston to the required velocity to compress the light gas (in most cases.
hydrogen) The piston generally reaches its maximum velocity at a time, or position in the pump tube, when the
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second-stage pressure is still only asmall fraction of the final value (at this time the expanding powder gas
has dropped in pressure to about this same low value). Further compression of the hydrogen results from the

kinetic energy of the piston, end thus the piston mass and velocity must be sufficient at this point to provide
the energy required for compression. This gun has a square-ended or a relatively abrupt transition from the

end of the pump to the breech of the launch tube. To prevent damage to this end a sufficient quantity of hydro-
gen must be loaded initially so that the piston will decelerate almost to rest when it reaches this point. To

provide a buffer which will insure some margin of safety, a quantity ot gas substantially larger than that neces-
sary to launch the projectile must be used. This has the effect of lowering the compression ratio of the pump

with the result that peak temperatures are reduced. This buffer may be eliminated by using an expandable transi-
tion section (see Reference 2.39), so that only the quantity of gas dictated by the launching requirements is
needed. The expandable cnd section acts to stop the piston and is replaced after each firing.

Another type of two-stage isentropic gun presently in wide use is shown in Figure 2.22. The geometry of this

gun, developed by Curtis 2 "6 . is similar to that of the gun previously discussed except for two important fea-

tures: (1) the transition between pump tube and launch tube is made with a slender taper section (total included

angle of taper generally between 6 and 16 degrees), and (2) the heavy piston is made of a deformable but relatively
incompressible plastic such as polyethylene. During the compression cycle the piston enters the taper and starts
to deform. The retarding forces imposed by the tapered wall as well as the rising gas pressure act to decelerate
the piston to rest. These forces are frequently of approximately equal values. The piston comes to rest typically

as its front face reaches the breech of the launch tube,, although in some cases, with a relatively small mass of

gas and high piston velocities, a portion of the piston may be driven into or even through the launch tube. If
the transition section is sufficiently strong and massive there is relatively little damage incurred during each

shot. A gradual deterioration occurs but usually many rounds may be fired before replacement is necessary. The

taper, then, provides the means for stopping the piston without the need for any additional gas buffer, and only

that quantity of gas required to launch the model is necessary. Thus, for a pump tube of given size, the tapered

transition section enables one to maximize compression ratio in a manner that is not destructive to the gun. The

slender taper also provides a gradual transition to give smoother flow. However, shock waves traveling through

the pump tube are strengthened in the convergent taper (References 2.66 and 2.67). Additional shock waves may

also be generated when the piston enters the taper. The front face of the piston must increase in velocity as

it intrudes into the taper (the increase in velocity being inversely proportional to the change in area for an

incompressible piston) and if the acceleration is great enough the compression waves generated will quickly co-

alesce into shock waves. These shock waves may serve to increase the model velocity but also produce the undesir-

able abrupt increases in base pressure.

Curtis suggests an additional factor that might result in increased model performance with the use of a slender

taper. This is related to the fact that the front face of the piston increases in velocity as it traverses the

taper, reaching much greater velocities than that portion of the piston in the constant diameter section of the

pump. It is suggested the gas particles will be accelerated to sufficiently high velocities that the additional

kinetic energy thus gained will add substantially to the total available energy, serving to lessen the ultimate

pressure drop occurring between the reservoir and model. This effect will, of course, be greater with guns

having relatively high piston speeds but may not be significant for guns having large values of chambrage that
operate with very slow pistons.

The effects of gun geometry and variations in operating conditions on model performance with the deformable-
piston isentropic-compression gun will be discussed in Section 2.5.

2.4.5 Ideal Isentropic Compression - Constant Base Pressure

In concept, or ideally, the maximum velocity that can be imparted to a particular model in a gun of fixed
length results when the highest propellant pressure consistent with the steady-load strength characteristics of
the model is maintained at the base of the model during the full launching time. In the sense of producing the
highest possible performance, then, the application of a constant base pressure, resulting in uniform accelera-
tion of the model for the full launch time, is regarded to be an ideal cycle for gun operation, and was first

consIdered for use in a two-stage gun by Curtis2'65
. Charters 2 ,'8 , Wilenius 2 "6 9, and Smith2 '7 °. Subsequent ex-

tensions of these solutions and/or other considerations relating to the constant base-pressure cycle have been

published in References 2.28, and 2.71 to 2.79. At this point we will not be concerned with the practical diffi-

culties or limitations arising fromIapplication of this concept, such as the adverse dynamic effects (destructive

shock waves in the model) which may occur with the sudden application of pressure to the base of the model at the

start of the launching cycle. We wish to examine here the requirements for producing flow in a gun barrel that

will maintain a constant ,pressure'at the projectile base.

2.4.5.1 Gas Conditions for Uniform Acceleration in Unchambered Gun

To meet the requirements for constant pressure at the projectile base, the basic one-dimensional equations
for unsteady flow (given in Section 2.3.8 must be satisfied:

Continuity Equation

ap u 2p
- i -+ u- 0 . (2.6)



Momentum Equation

u au1 p
+ u + 0. (2.7)

Stanyukovich 2 " 8° was the first to show that the assumption u u(t) that is. gas velocity is a function of
time only rather than time and distance, leads to

u = at (2.58)

as an exact solution of Equations (2.6) and (2.7). which satisfies the imposed requirement that the pressure be
constant on the surface of the projected body (for elaboration on this point and demonstration that the same
conclusion is reached by other lines of reasoning, see References 2.28. 2.69. 2.70. and 2.74).

To visualize the physical consequences of Equation (2.58) in the operation of a gun consider a column of gas
and projectile being nniformly accelerated in a barrel by a piston, as sketched in Figure 2.23. The pressure
in the first layer of gas at the base of the projectile. p. , is constant, and dependent only on the accelera-
tion, a , and the projectile mass, ms , since psAs = msa . Similarly. at any other layer in the gas the
pressure is also constant (a different constant), since that layer must accelerate the mass of gas and projectile
ahead of it. Hence. along any given particle path the pressure will be constant. There will be no relative
motion of the gas particles in one part of tne flow with respect to any other part, so no expansion or compres-
sion waves will be generated. In the Lagrangian coordinate system, then, the flow is steady and there is no
change in velocity with respect to distance. Velocity is a function of time only.

For an Bulerian coordinate system with its origin x = 0 fixed at the barrel entrance, and with t 0 when
x 0 0, the projectile motion in the gun barrel is simply defined by

us = at - t. (2.59)
m
s

and

at 2 pAt 2  u2xs  - - ___- _(2.60)
x 2 2ms  2M

The variation of enthalpy required for the constant base pressure solution is obtained by combining Equations
(2.7) and (2.58) with the isentropic relation dh = dp/p , giving

a
2t 2

h-h s  - - x. (2.61)
2

where hs is the initial enthalpy when x = t = 0 , which is the enthalpy of the gas at the base of the projec-
tile.

For an ideal gas subject to an isentropic process (a2 = ^p/p and pp 7 = constant) Equation (2.61) becomes:

a2=a2+( a20- (y. - ) a~x .(2.62)
a2

(This equation, also, was first given by Stanyukovich2 "80.) The expressions for pressure, density, and tempera-
ture are then easily obtained by use of the isentropic relations for an ideal gas:

Thus,

P = 1 + y 1) ( t2 aX)] / Y 1 (2.64)

and

P = + ( 6 2t (2.65)

I!
a 2PssX
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In this form it is readily seen that the gas conditions at any point depend only on the constants p' as

a and y , and on the distance from the point of interest to the projectile base. x. - x (since a2 t2 - ax
=a(:; - x)). The gas conditions are invariant with time at a prescribed distance from the projectile base.
This is illustrated in the sketch shown in Figure 2.24.

It is convenient to nondimensioalize Equations (2.62) to (2.65) by referring all the variables to the constant

acceleration and the quantities at the base of the projectile. Thus.

p - p T a *
, - p - . T = - --.

Hence, Equations (2.62). (2.64). and (2.65) (2.66):

+ (Y (2.68)

( 2

and

;5 = (" - ( (2.69)

L2\2 a

These, then, express the manner in which the gas properties must vary along the length of the gas column be-

hind the projectile in order to maintain a constant pressure at the base of the projectile.

Using the subscript e to denote the conditions at the entrance to the gun barrel, that is, for the position
in the barrel where x 0 the preceding equations become:

g2 = I T- ) le (2.70)

e e

e fe +

De 2- 12 l (2.71)

Pe + T l) - E2(272

These relationships are shown in Figure 2.25, for boeh syd eand helium. tis seen that the 2su)e

I must increase, at an ever-increasing rate, s the projectile traverses the barrel. The total length of
travel over which constant acceleration is possible, then, is limited by the maximum pressure that can be with-

stood by the barrel. To maximize this length the pressure ratio must be minimized. Since eate/as -increasing

the sound speed of the gas at the projectile base will result in lower required pressures as a function of time,

e ~e 22.0

for the same (A and y . Also, in the limit as t-, Ve = e , which indicates that for values of ie Up

to approximately 2.1 the pressure ratio required is minimized by minimiziig y . The desirability of maximizing

the sound speed and minimizing the specific heat ratio is thus the same conclusion indicated in the analysis of

isentropic expansion of a gas from a fixed reservoir.

It is of interest now uG examine the equations of the characteristic lines for the case of uniform acceleration

flow. As shown in Section 2.3.2, Equations (2.6) and (2.7) can be rewritten in the form

r (2. 12)

(u ±ua) + (u±a) (u±o) = 0, and
(2.12)

where the Riemann invariants u ± o, are functions which remain constant along characteristic lines having slopes

dx/dt = u ± a . respectively. The equations for the characteristic lines, both for Eulerian and Lagrangian co-

ordinate svstems, have been derived and extensively discussed for uniform acceleration of ideal gases inReferences,

2.28, 2.71, and 2.73. Herein, we will consider only the equations in the Ealerian coordinates.

Equations (2.58) and (2.62) give the relations for u and a

u = at, (2.58)
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a2 = 2+(--2)a2t2 (
a;s  A - (y - 1) ax .(2.62)

From Equations (2.24) and (2.25) of Section 2.3.2 we have:

2a
u ± = u ±- = constant along a characteristic . (2.73)

Y- I

Since u = 0 when t = 0 (fE.(2.58)). letting t = 0 in Equation (2.62) provides the convenient parameter:

a2 = 2_
a0  as (- 1) ax o . (2.74)

(Note: ao  is simply the local speed of sound at a point on any characteristic when u = t = 0 and x = x0 )

Thus.

a2 -
2

x0 = as- a0, (2.75)
a(y - 1)

from Equation (2.74). is the x coordinate at which the characteristic line intersects the x-axis . Equation
(2.73) can then be written as:

y-1
+ = ±ao  (2.76)

2

or

u ± a a2  (2.77)

Substitution of Equations (2.58) and (2.62) in the equation (2.77), and nondimensionalizing the terms byEquations
(2.66), gives

X - t -4 T- - . (2.78)

as the general expression for the net of characteristic lines (negative sign used for u + a characteristic,
positive sign for the u - a characteristic). All the characteristic lines are identical parabolas, having
their major axes parallel to the x-axis. The locus of their vertices is given by

t2 = -L - (Y - 1)! ,(2. 79)

which is also a parabola. Since at the vertex of any characteristic line d/d t= 0 = c ± a, so u = T a at
this point, Equation (2.79) is the path along which the flow conditions are sonic. Thus, sonic conditions are
attained at the projectile base (where X = t2/2) when 1 = E*= I and at the barrel entrance (1 = 0) when
t*= V{21(3 -y)}

Equation (2.73) might also be written as

_-_ y-I
- u ±a = us ±a . (2.80)

2 2

relating the characteristic lines to the point at which they meet the projectile path. Substitution of Equations
(2.58), (2.62), and (2.66) as before, leads to the equations noted on the characteristics net shown in Figure
2.26. The segments of the characteristic lines of interest are most easily calculated from these equations, which

are simply different forms of Equation (2.78).

Referring to Figure 2.26, it Is evident that the u - a characteristic lines intersect the t-axis at a posi-

tive slope for t > V{2/(3-y)} . Since di/di = u - a on these lines, the positive slope indicates that u > a,
or the flow velocity must become supersonic at the barrel entrance. Theoretically this is allowable for a con-
stant diameter (unchambered) gun, but it cannot be realized physically in a gun having chamberage. In the latter
case. the flow velocity at the entrance to the launch tube cannot exceed the sonic velocity, since the flow be-
comes "choked" by the area transition from reservoir to launch tube. Hence, the constant base pressure solution,
presented in Figure 2.26, sometimes called the "similarity solution", applies for all values of time and distance
only to the constant diameter (unchambered) gun.
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2.4.5.2 Uniform Acceleration in hambered Gun

For E < V{2/(3 - y)) the flow velocity at the barrel entrance is subsonic, and the reservoir conditions re-
quired to produce a constant-base-pressure flow are readily obtained by applying the quasi-steady continuity and ii
energy equations (see Figure 2.27 for notation):

a2 Y U- 2 + aear 2 1 Ue am (2.81) iI r 2 C

or. nondimensionalized,

a =-_ - d- 2 + (2 82
r 2 Ue ae

With ffe t from Equations (2.66) and I2  + % -1) - E i .Wit aeee y-)t e  frca Equation (2. 70),

g2 I + (y- 1)'e r (2.83)

Using the isentropic relations previously noted,

Pr +" ( )tei (.84)

+ -Y (2.85)

Equations (2.83) to (2.85) then define the reservoir conditions required until sonic flow is reached at the barrel

entrance, at which tiv-

from Equation (2.71), and

from Equation (2.83). V,

At this point it is of interest to define that u - a characteristic line which has its vertex on the f-axis,
that is, with 1v = 0 This line is known as the "limiting characteristic" of the similarity solution on which

sonic flow is reached at the barrel entrance. Substituting 1 = 0 and t /{2/(3 - y)) in Equation (2.78),
one obtains o = /{(3 -y)/2} Using this value of o  in Equation (2.78) then yields

,411
(2.86)

as the equation for the limiting characteristic. This is also shown in Figure 2.26.

Now for I > /{2/(3-Y)} , the flow velocity at the barrel entrance must remain sonic (i e = te) hence,
in the region between 1 = 0 and the limiting characteristic, the u - a characteristics are no longer para-
bolas and must become tangent to the I-axis , as shown in Figure 2.28. However, as shown in References 2.71
and 2.28, the paths of the u + a characteristics in this region, along the segment A - 8 in the sketch, may
be assumed to be the same as those for an unchambered gun, at least in that portion of the region which can influence the
conditions at the base of the projectile. (It has been verified by comparison with exact methods such as that of
Reference 2.75 for y = 5/3 (see also Reference 2.77) that this assumption results in negligible errors).

Again, along a u + a characteristic, u + o- is constant, so

U e Oe =u s 41, (2.87)

and thus for sonic flow at barrel entrance,

2 2
ae e =  t8 + - as  (2.88)

y-I,-
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or in nondimensional terms. using Equations (2.66).

+ (2.89)

The more general expression,

u + u s +i O (2.90)

gives:

2 uf + -- us + 1 (2.91)
2 2 a

Then. from Equations (2.66) and (2.67).

-2 + + T- 2 2_x'2i I-T s + 1 (2.92)2 2

Ate' and the above equation becomes

+- t;t -t.(2.93)

Substitution of this equation into Equation (2.89) gives

-2 I e +  - e (2.9 )

ae YT+ iL  2 2

e [ e + + e (2.96)

From Equation (2.82). with Ue -

e -y+l

r 2 e. (2.97)

so. from Equation (2.94),

L-J L-' 7-' + + --..)2 J T r (2.98)

{[: j- J1L--r- teo+ fe+2 ) J1 }"(v"'> (2.99)

fr +Lyti 2 e +  + -2 ') J 2,
P r r 2  I? 2 e121 (2.100)

Equations (2.94 - 2.96) and (2.98 - 2. 100) thus define the gas conditions required at the barrel entrance (sonic
flow) and in the reservoir, as a function of time (fe > /(2/(3 - y))) at the barrel entrance, to produce a
uniformly accelerated flow of an ideal gas in a chambered gun. The pressure-time histories, from Equations (2.71)
and (2.95) for 5e . and Equations (2.84) and (2.99) for 5r - are shown in Figure 2.29 for both hydrogen and
helium. The symbols on this figure indicate the time at which sonic flow is reached at the barrel entrance.

Comparison of Figures 2.25 and 2.29 indicates that the pressures required at the barrel entrance (De) of a
chambered gun, due to the restriction to sonic flow at this point, are much higher, at times, te 2/(3 - y)),
than those for a gun with no chambrrge.

2.4.6 Constant Base Pressure with Real-Gas Effects

All the solutions presented thus far have been based on the assumption that the gas is ideal and its properties
can be related by the simple equation of state pv = RT and the isentropic equation pv -- constant. These equa-
tions adequately predict the behavior of the gas for a certain range of temperatures and densities, within which
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there is no change in the number of particles constituting the gas or in the number of degrees of freedon of
motion of the particles, and no significant intermolecular forces (either attractive or repulsive) acting be-
tween particles because of their proximity to one another. If, however, the process to which the propellant is
subjected results in sufficiently high temperatures and/or densities as is usual in the operation of high per-
formance light-gas guns, the foregoing conditions no longer exist; the gas no longer behaves in accordance with
the ideal-gas relations, and is said to exhibit nonidealities or to act as a real gas. These effects must be
taken into account to predict accurately the performance of a given gun. Unfortunately, little experimental
knowledge exists of the actual state properties of hydrogen at these elevated temperatures and densities. How-
ever, a number of estimates have been made of the behavior of hydrogen gas at high densities, and the effect of
this behavior on gun performance. Several of these will be discussed in the following paragraphs.

One state equation often used in considering real-gas effects is the Able-Noble. or "covolume", equation.

P(v - b) RT , (2.101)

where the term b is a correction to the specific volume which accounts for the effective volume occupied by

the gas molecules themselves, or in another sense, for the repulsive intermolecular forces occurring when the
gas is at high densities. The Able-Noble equation is a reduced form of Van der Waal's equation of state

RT a
R- a (2.102)

v-b vY

Iwith the term containing the intermolecular attractive-force constant "a" considered to be negligible. The
relation between p and v along an isentrope for this gas is

p(v - b)7 = constant , (2.103)

where the constant is a function only of the entropy. The sound speed is given by

2

a 2  - PV (2.104)J v-b

Seigel 2 ' 28 has compared the expansion of an Able-Noble gas with that of an ideal gas, in constant-diameter and
chambered guns, for both infinite and finite reservoir lengths. It is shown that the expression for the acoustic
impedance, as a function of p along an isentrope of an Able-Noble gas,

ap= - (2.105)

is identical to that of the ideal gas, and hence, in a constant-diameter gun, the pressure-velocity histories
kfor the expansion of the two gases will be identical, if started from the same initial temperature and pressure.

There will be no difference in performance, even in guns having finite length reservoirs, so long as the ratio
of propellant gas mass to projectile mass (6/ms) is the same for both gases. The corresponding expressions for
the densities as a function of pressure along the isentrope are not the same, however, for the two gases. For

an ideal gas

p o, (2.106)tRT 0 \p0,/

wher, s for the Able-Noble gas

0 0 P (2. 107)
1+ bp- (±NV

RT0 \po/

(Note: Equations (2.105) and (2.107) are easily derived from Equations (2.101), (2.103), and (2.104).) It is
readily seen that, because of the covolume term b , the density as a function of pressura of the Able-Noble gas
will be lower than that of the ideal gas for an expansion from the same initial conditions. A., noted previously
in Section 2.3.3.3, it is a low density as a function of pressure rather than a low acoustic impedance as a func-
tion of pressu;-e which determines the relative merit of gases expanding through the transition section of a
chambered gun. Hence, tn a chambered gun, the pressure-velocity history of the expansion of an Able-Noble gas
will be superior to that of the ideal gas. The performance of a chambered gun using a dense real gas in an
effectively infinite-length reservoir will be better than that for an ideal gas, assuming both expansions pro-
ceed from the same initial conditions of pressure, temperature, and mass of gas.
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Smith 2 " 0° applied the' Able-Noble state and isentropic equations to the constant base pressure solution for a -
chambered gun. He observed that the sound 3peed of the Able-Noble gas is increased over that of the ideal gas
when the molecular volume becomes significant (see 9quation (2.104)), and hence that, when the initial propellant
density is high. it is possible that sonic flow will not be attained at the barrel entrance for the real gas. His
calculations show that in a chambered gun the real gas not only yields higher velocities, as compared to those
produced using the same mass of ideal gas. but does so with lower required pressures in the reservoir and at the
barrel entrance.

Another approximation for the behavior of dense real gases uses a semi-empirical entropic equation given below.
which was first proposed by Seigel 2"8 1 as tho. following:

p(-2)/I(v _ f) k (2.108)

This equation has been fitted, in Reference 2.81. to match real-gas data for nitrogen and argon at high densities,
and, in Reference 2.82, to match calcilated data for real hydrogen at pressures up to 30.4 kilobars and tempera-
tures up to 35000 K. The data of Reference 2.82 consists of an extrapolation of experimental data at lower
densities obtained by Wooley, et al' " 3 . This real gas data will be considered in some detail below. More
recently calculations of hydrogen properties have been made by Baker, et al. "8' using a Rowlinson equation of
state which accounts for molecular volume and two body intermolecular forces. The results, given in tabular
form for densities fran I to 2000 amagats and temperatures from 500 to 30000 K. are reported to be in cloze agree-
ment with that of Reference 2.82 except at the highest densities.

In the following analysis of the effects of a real grs on the constant base pressure solution the real gas re-
lations of Reference 2.80 will be considered. The quantities 8, f, and k in Equation (2.108) are constants
?long a given isentrope, but vary as the entropy is changed. It is convenient to nondimentionalize Equation
(2.108) by referring thr variables to the ambient condition Ta = 3000 K and Pa = 1.013 bars . Thus,

P 3-)/j 46Vf% k (2.109)
Pa Va v ) pa ( 16 2 ) 13  v a

If p in the above equation is chosen as P Pro' the pressure in the gas when it is expanded isentropically
to rest at a temperature of 30G0 K, then the complete real hydrogen gas behavior is defined as a function of
entropy by the data of Figures 2.30 and 2.31. The resulting pressure-volume diagram is shown in Figure 2.32,
and a comparison of the real- and ideal-gas isentropes is presented in Figure 2.33. It may be noted that for
compression to a given final pressure a higher specific volume (with a correspondingly lower temperature) is
realized with real hydrogen.

The following equations are easily derived for the relation between p and v given by Lliation (2.108):

Sound speed

a2  - - p 2 ' (2.110)

Enthalpy

h( 2Bkp2/ ,fp €ka fp]2.1)

Rieman function

= &3(B - 2))f pl/- (2.112)

Jo 3/

SO

-- = -- .(2.113)

[ P,/

The foregoing equations have been applied to the constant base pressure solution (previously discussed in
Section 2.4.5) in References 2.78 and 2.79. The derivation proceeds in the same manner as that shown for the
ideal gas. hence, it will only be outlined here. Because of the change in the state equation, it is convenient
to nondimensionalize some of the terms in a different fashion. Except for the following, the notation and non-
dimensional forms are as used previously for the ideal gas:

I14I
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t C2
55s~ II-

- Pe~s t where cs --
acs  F + I

u a f
S=-. = - and P (2.114)

cs cs Va -f

For the real gas.

h s (2.115)

and, with

Ue = = = (2.116)

when sonic conditions are attained at the barrel entrance, the equations providing the corresponding pressure
and time are:

-e 1+-(P- 1) e i ~ ~ i (2.117)6) - 2 e

o+ . (2.118)

Note that -and fe are functions of 6 and F , which depend on the entropy of the gas at the initial con-
ditions. The manner in which De and ie vary with projectile base pressure, for various initial reservoir

pressures (Or is also a function of entropy, Figure 2.30). is shown in Figure 2.34. The effects of the real
gas are quiteostartling. Whereas P* and fe are constant values depending on y for an ideal gas (Oe = 2.18,

et
.224 for y = 1.4), it is seen that for many combinations of initial reservoir pressure and projectile base

pressure the constant base pressure solution for real hydrogen gas indicates that sonic conditions may be attained
a. the barrel entrance at two different pressures and times. This implies that in a constant diameter gun the

flow at the barrel entrance may first Pccelerate to sonic conditions at one value of P* and ee , then continue
to accelerate to supersonic velocities, and because of the mannet in which the sound speed varies, the flow sub-
sequently reaches a different sonic condition at another value of 5e and t* . Moreover, for some values of
initial reservoir pressure there is a maximum value of projectile base pressure which will produce sonic condi-
tions at the barrel entrance. For any base pressure greater than this maximum, at these initial reservoir
pressures, the flow at' tbe barrel entrance will remain subsonic at all times, and thus can be completely defined.
even for a chambered gun. by the "similarity" solution u = at

The general equation for the characteristic lines for the real hydrogen gas, constant-base-pressui e solution

is

- - -(C F E) - +F (2.119)2 13(0- 2) 2 11'

where C is a constant, but a different value for each characteristic. As in the ideal-gas solution, this re-
lationship applies at all times in the constant diameter gun, and at times less than e* in tne chambered gun.
Bixler and Seigel *" 9 have calculated the characteristic diagrams for flow in the conbtant diameter gun; these are com-
pared with the ideal-gas solution inFigure 2.35. Again the real-gaseffectspruduce startling results. The lines

on which u - a- is a constant, and dx/dt m u - a , in particular, are greatly changed in comparison with the
ideal-gas characteristics, reversing direction twice and ultimately proceeding in a direction opposite to that
for the ideal-gas characteristics. In accord with the discussion of the previous paragraph, there are two
u - a characteristics in Figure 2.35(b) having tangency points with .ae X = 0 axis, corresponding to the

two conditions for sonic flow at the barrel entrance when the initial reservoir pressure and projectile base
pressure are appropriate. Similarly, as shown in Figure 2.35(c), when the base pressure exceeds that maximum
value required to produce sonic flow at the barrel entrance for a given initial entropy, the u - a lines have
no tangency point along 1 = 0 and all cross the !-axis at a negative slope. Thus the flow at the barrel en-
trance in the latter case is subsonic at all times.

The equation for the real-hydrogen-gas pressure at the entrance to the barrel as a function of time, when the

flow is not limited to sonic speed as for a constant diameter gun, is derived as

te 1 {0(--6- 2)L(Pe - 1) + ' 112 (2.120)

e - D
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For the chambered gun. in which sonic conditions at the barrel entrance are a necessary restriction, the same
assumption is made regarding the path of the u f a characteristics as was made in the ideal-gas solution;
namely, that they are the same. leading to the Pe - te history for the real gas given by

2 e 2)o - te J)2 - F o - te + 1)6 - (2.121)

where

e ( + - 4 I (2.122)
S  - 2 e

Similarly, consideration of the equations governing the expansion of the gas from the reservoir to barrel entrance
leads to the following expressions for the required reservoir pressure as a function of time:

for the constant diameter gun,

(r2/- 1) + F( r -r 1 (2.123)

and for the chambered gun.

Fr 218 3 -+2) Fef 1 r (2.124)

2 r2 ''r 2(8- 2) 0e

which must be solved in conjunction with Equations (2.121) and (2.122).

The foregoing equations have been solved by Bixler sad Seigel for two values of projectile base pressure,
1.38 and 3.45 kilobars. over a range of initial reservoir pressure, and are compared with the. ideal-gas solution
in Figure 2.36. The effect of the real gas is to substantially reduce the differences between the pressure-
histories required for the unchambered and chambered guns, both for Pe and P. With increasing initial
reservoir pressure (decreasing entropy) and model base pressure the solutions for the unchambered and chambered
guns become, for all practical purposes, the same.

2.4.7 Piston Motion Required by Constant Base Pressure Solution

Having established in the preceding sections the required variation of pressure, density, and velocity with

time (both at the entrance to the barrel and in the reservoir) for the constant base pressure solution, it is of
interest to determine the pump piston motion necessary to satisfy these requirements. It should be noted that
the constant-base-pressure solution does not consider the events occurring prior to the start of projectile motion
at t z 0 ; it is assumed that the uniformly accelerated flow commences at time zero, with the desired gas con-

ditions existant at the projectile base. This means that the gas conditions in the reservoir must also initially

correspond to the desired base pressure conditions, requiring some form of compresoion or heating prior to this

time. With the foregoing in mind, one may readily write the following relationships for piston motion for the

ideal-gas case:

/Massofgas Mass of gas Mass of gas

emaining I nitially loaded which was entere

reservo a n reservir barrel at
\ time t e /  \ i ete

or

Orx f r PpAr r L ArAr - eAsdte (2.125)

from which

Xp Psf I~e p u et e -

1- - e (2.126)

r r P Ar L

where xp is the distance between the front face of the piston and the end of the reservoir (or barrel entrance).

Again nondimensionalizing terms, with
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4'~ p. . .
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(2. 127)
Tc= e , U e ' Ar -- Ar

Ps as s

_s •-r 1/- 1
so ( -) = Pr (2.128)

and PeUedt - s e ee (2.129) V
and PsL 1  (2.130)

As

Hence. Equation (2.126) becomes:
xF r 1/' eued e1

:Pr L rr (2.131)

where

G
Ar L Vr = dimensionless initial reservoir volume (See Equation (2.52)). (2.132)

Men I becomes 0 all of the gas in the reservoir will have entered the barrel; hencep

Vr° Peffe ; e Peuedt +dte (2.133)

where the first integral is for the subsonic portion of flow and the last integral is for sonic conditions at
barrel entrance. That is:

For 0 < e < - t the flow at the barrel entrance is subsonic; so ile tc and ;e is given by Equation~(2.72).

For re < te < te the flow at the barrel entrance is sonic; so U. = e and is given by Equation (2.94),
and te ven by Equation (2.96).

2=[7 y I 1/2 1
Als, 1, i reae to f by Eqa i (2.9-t:

ea- Ee2) -+ (2.134)

Hence, Equation (2. 133) becomes

d( [ ) 2 - e + I 2. 35)

-o 2 e e e I Y + IL 2 e d (e.35

Equation (2.131) must also be evaluated in two steps, using 5r given by Equation (2.84) when 0 < I < f*
or Equation (2.99) when le* < 'e < 1ej Thus, for 0 < te <  e e

+ 1< t'ee] 2 Fe de (2.136)L. Vr 0 +Y Y 2]Ee vI

and for 1* < e < ief~
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actual gun performance when conditions deviate from the ideal. as is usually the case. Some general solution is
necessary to predict performance over a wide range of gun geometries and loading conditions. A number of approxi-
mate methods have been developed (see, for example. References 2. 19 and 2.28) which involve the numerical solution
of a set of simultaneous equations using only a desk calculator. Predicted velocities compare well with experi-
mental results at modest levels of performance, but these methods are limited to relatively low-performance levels

and do not give necessary detailed information such as pressure histories. More accurate methods have been de-
veloped in which the nonlinear ordinary and partial differential equations of motion are numerically integrated
by a high-speed digital computer.

Solutions may be readily obtained in this manner by writing the general equations in finite-difference form.
The numerical scheme most widely used is based on the "q"' method developed by von Neumann- Richtayer (References
2.38 and 2.85). The quasi-one-dimensional hydrodynamic equations, valid within limits for changes in cross-
sectional area, are most generally written in Lagrangian coordinates. The gun is divided into regions which may
consist of the first-stage driver gas, piston, propellant gas, and model, each having a different equation of
state. Each region is divided into a number of cells and mass points; the accuracy of this method is dependent,
in part, on the number ,. cells chosen. The solution consists of numerical integration of the fluid dynamic
equations over small intervals of time to determine the changes in pressure, density, internal energy, and velo-
city in each cell resulting from the influence of adjacent cells. The motion of these fluid elements and mass
points, calculated with Newton's equation of motion, is determined by the pressure difference between adjacent
cells. Stability rergiirements for the finite difference terms are given in Reference 2.85. An artificial vis-
cosity term q (frco which the "q" method derives its name) is added to the pressure term in the conservaticn
equations and has the effect of spreading out the discontinuity at a shock wave to make the calculated variables
continuous through the shock. An important feature of this method is that the presence and position of any shocks
are known at each time interval and the overall effects of any shocks on the resulting performance are accounted
for.

Equations for a two-stage gun analysis using the "q" method in Lagrangian coordinates are described by Piacesi,
et al. 2 "8 and Baer and Smith 2": With numerical solutions of this type a real-gas equation of state can be used
for the propellant gas, and estimates of the effects of friction and heat losses may also be readily included. A
real-gas equation of state is used in Reference 2.78, which also includes calculations of friction and heat-trans-
fer losses from an ideal gas to the gun walls. The "q" method computer program developed at the Naval Ordnance
Laboratory has also been modified at Arnold Engineering and Development Center to include the effects of real gas,
boundary leaers, heat transfer, and piston friction. As shown in Reference 2.88, this program gives good results

in comparison with experimental measurements. A numerical solution with equations written in Elerian coordinates
has been developed by Badhwar and Murphy 2"89' 2-.90, with finite-differencing techniques given by Longley

2"91.

Digital machine programs have also been developed for analysis of the general two-stage gun problem using the

method of characteristics. This method is readily adaptable to numerical solution with a digital computer for

the case of isentropic flow of an ideal gas with friction and heat-transfer losses neglected. The use of this

technique at Ames Research Center has provided results with good accuracy for isentropic-compression guns at velo-

cities up to approximately 7.5 km/s. At higher levels of performance this particular program is inadequate, as
are other methods which do not consider real-gas effects and losses.

When strong shocks must be considered, the method of characteristics becomes considerably more complex, al-

though solutions can be obtained with the use of a third characteristic direction representing particle paths

along which the entropy is constant (see Reference 2.27). A solution which might be adapted to the t'o-stage
gun to handle shock waves is given in Reference 2.92.

2.5 ACTUAL GUN PERFORMANCE AND OPERATION

To aid in understanding the complex flow processes that occur during the operation of a light-gas gun so that
performance can be optimized, it is expedient to explore, in a systematic manner, the many variables that influ-
ence performance. Virtually every ballistic-range lAboratory has developed theoretical methods for this purpose.
In most cases, the theories are based on ideal-gas relations and do not consider the various loss mechanisms such
as fluid friction and heat transfer. These theories satisfactorily predict model velocities over a rather wide
range of operating conditions, but, as the higher levels of performance are approached, where gas densities and
temperatures rise to high values, the disparity between theory and the performance actually obtained becomes in-
cressiugly great. In some cases the results obtained experimentally aczually contradict these theoretical pre-

dictions. To predict performance adequately under these conditions, reiL-gas effects and losses must be consid-
ered. More comprehensive theoretical treatments are being developed (see, for example, Seigel et al. 2.78 and
Cable and DeWitt' 8 8 ) but, because of the complexity of the viscous flow processes and the lack of experimental
dat,4 on the properties of hydrogen at high densities and temperatures, uncertainties exist which must be assessed
experimentally.

Although extensive experimental studies have been made to determine the actual capabilities of light-gas guns,
it, would be an exceedingly ambitious task to attempt to optimize conditions experimentally for A wide range of
Nolocities and model weights because of the interrelated effects of the large numbf.r of variables in gun geometry

and loading coniitions. These experimental studies have been of great value, however, in revealing, at the least,
the basic trends of changes in variables, especially where the validit., of theoretical predictions is uncertain.

hese efforts are aimed at obtaining a better understanding of the gas dynamics to aid in the final development

of accurate computational methods.
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A portion of the results of a systematic experimental study is presented in the following sections to illu-
strate the manner in which individual changes in the variables influence performance. The effects of changes

in loading conditions for a two-stage isentropic-compression gun are given in Section 2.5.2 and changes in gun
geometry are discussed in Section 2.5.3. The types of experimentai measurements frequently made to determine
gun performance are mentioned briefly in the following section.

2.5. 1 Experimental Measurements
Measurements of maximum pressures generated in the first-stage driver gas are generally made to insure that

the strength capabilities of the chamber are not exceeded. If gunpowder is used in the first stage, a time his-
tory of the chamber pressure is desirable to make certain that proper burning of the charge takes place. Pressure
measurements are made most frequently with commercially available piezo-electric gages or with ballistic strain
gages (for an example of the latter, see Reference 2.93).

Piston velocity, a primary factor in gun performance, is measured by means of simple wire probes inserted into
the pump-tube bore at several positions along the length of the pump tube. A time measurement is obtained with
electronic chronographs, as the electric probes are shorted by passage of the piston. Piston velocities given
with the experimental data in the subsequent sections were obtained at a point somewhat before the start of the
transition section. where the piston is near its peak velocity.

A time-resolved measurement of the reservoir gas pressure made at the point where the pressure becomes a maxi-
mum provides very important information for interior ballistic studies. Unfortunately this measurement is diffi-
cult to make with the use of standard gaging techniques without substantially reducing the strength of the gun in
this critical area. Location of a pressure gage! in the launch tube near the breech provides a convenient alter-
nate position. The experimental data presented here do not include this measurement.

Perhaps the most meaningful diagnostic information is that obtained by measuring the position-time history of
the projectile as it is being accelerated through the launch tube. This can be accomplished with a microwave
reflectometer (see Chapter 10). With this information one can deduce the model acceleration-time history and
thus obtain the resultant driving force acting on the model. If the friction between model and the wall of the
barrel is neglected (a reasonable assumption for the plastic projectiles used) and if the barrel ahead of the
model is evacuated, we then have a measure of the gas pressure acting on the model base throughout its travel
in the barrel. One can then attempt to optimize loading conditions toward a constant base pressure. The measured
base pressure history also provides additional important data with which to evaluate theoretical predictions.
Comparison of measured muzzle velocities obtained in flight after launch with computed velocities is not suffi-
cient to determine he accuracy of a theory. The final velocity is an integrated parameter of driving pressure
and distance. and ev,'n though the calculated muzzle velocity may compare well with that measured, the pressure
history (including maximum pressure) may be qie different. The model base pressure data presented in the
following section were obtained by this microwavt reflectometer technique as outlined in Reference 2.94.

Velocities are measured along the model trujectox'y from the muzzle of the gun. Most frequently this velocity
is obtained by the standard techniques employing spark photography to measure distance and electronic chrono-
graphs to measure time (Chapter 6). To obtain an accurate value of muzzle velocity it is frequently necessary
to account for the deceleration of the model occurring between the muzzle and the measurement stations.

Because of its ready accessibility to the authors, much of the experimental information presented herein was

obtained with the Ames 7. 1-, 25.4-, and 38. 1-mm-bore-diameter guns, which are representative of the deformable-
piston isentropic-compression gun. The dimensions of these guns. given in Table 2.2, are not considered to be

optimum but are presented as examples of existing guns.

2.5.2 Effect of Loading Conditions

For any particular gun of fixed geometry the operating parameters or loading condition. thit may be adjusted
to achieve a desired velocity include:

1. Initial gas conditions

2. Piston velocity

3. Model release pressure
4. Piston mass

5. Model mass.

Large changes can be made in these conditions in various combinations to give the same velocity. However,

the aptimum condition that one yould strive for is that of minimizing the maximum model base pressures to obtain

the most uniform base pressure history pLssible and at the same time maintain gas reservoir pressures that are

wit'ln the strength capabilities of thp gun. Optimizing in this manner allows us, then, to test with a variety
of models having the broadest range of strengths.

The reservoir pressure-tine requirerent 'or uniform base pressure is depicted by the dashed curve in Figure
2.37. A time history of reservoir presiure and base pressure representing conditions during firing is shown to

indicate the manner in which these cond tios might deviate from the desired conditions. (In this example, the
effects of pressure gradients in tha re:nervoir are neglected and thus the curves are a smoothed representation
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of that actually encountered). 7he reservoir pressure depicted rises isentropically until it reaches the value

at which the diaphragm ruptures, resulting in the start of model motion. For the case shown, the rate of rise

of pressure (referred to-as the pumping rate) is initially greater than the required ideal, with the result that

the model base pressure then rises above that necessary for uniform acceleration. During the latter stages of

compression, reservoir pressure drops rapidly as the piston decelerates to rest. However, this sudden decrease

in pressure does not influence the model base pressure until later, because of the finite transmission speed of
the expansion wave through the barrel. 7hus the reservoir pressure need not be sustained for the full launch

time.

The ideal pressure history shown applies for a particular model weight, but nondimensional similarity relation-

ships can be used to account for changes in model weight. For uniform acceleration to the same velocity, an in-

crease in model weight requires, with the same launch tube, a proportionate increase in base pressure, Ps , and

model release pressure, p. . From the constant-base-pressure equations (Section 2.4.5) it can be seen that an

increase in base pressure necessitates a corresponding increase in reservoir pressure, pr " By changing the

initial loading pressure Pr (or gas mass G). in direct proportion, the pressure ratio pr/pr remains con-

stant so that with ideal isentropic compression the same gas temperatures and sound speeds are maintained. With

equal values of p_/p_ the pressure rise time during launch will remain the same (as it must for equal accelera-
tion to the same final velocity) if piston velocity is unchanged. Finally, the required adjustment in energy to

:compress the propellant gas is obtained by varying piston mass in direct proportion to gas mass. Ideally, then,

the following similarity relationships can be used with a given gun to account for changes in model weight:

For equal U with a = constant

Ps. PR' Pro' G. mp - ms with (2.140)

u p unchanged. I

Reai-gas effects encountered at high pressures, where sound speed is strongly influenced by density, will limit

the region over which these relations apply. Further, the useful range of applicability is restricted because

of the pressure limitations of both gun and model; for this reason a pump of fixed dimensions cannot be designed

to achieve high performance over a wide range of model weights and strengths. If maximum performance is desired

at relatively high model weights, the compressor size will, within limits, be made larger (to increase compression

ra.io) so that the gun can be operated more effectively at higher gas temperatures and sound speeds, within the

given pressure restrictions.

The effects of variations in the gun-loading conditions are discussed in the following sections. It should

be noted that the selection of the range of variables in the experimental data presented were made on the basis

of other considerations and not specifically to test the validity of the similarity relationship for model weight

noted above.

2.5.2.1 Initial Gas Conditi3ns

When the choice is made of the propellant gas to be used, the ratio of specific heats, y , and the molecular

weight. M , are therefore specified, leaving two remaining gas variables to be adjusted; the gas mass, G , and

the initial temperature, Tr . At this point we will consider only the effect of G (or pro
) and T will be

taken to be ambient. The question of increasing the initial temperature by heating the gas prior to compression

will be discussed in Section 2.5.2.6.

Rather than examining the complete set of equations for general gun performance, it is helpful, in understand-

ing the way in which the initial gas pressure (and other variables) influences the subsequent reservoir-pressure 6

history, to consider the simplified case of isentropic compression in a constant-diameter closed-end pump tube.

For a pistcn traveling at vetocity up with initial reservoir volume Vr one can obtain, using the isentropic

relations for pressure and volume, the following expression for the time rate of change of pressure: V

).' 4

dp = --- p . (2.141)

dt Vro ro

This expression is at least indicative of the rate of pressure rise existing in the initial phases of the launch

cycle when the total model motion is small and when the mismatch between desired -and actual reservoir pressure

for constant-base-pressure flow tends to be greatest. From this equation it is seen that the pumping rate at a

particular value of p and uo is inversely proportional to ; an increase in Pr by a factor of 2

decreases dp/dt by a factor of 0.61 for a y of 1.4. The rate of rise of pressu-'e is also a function of p

rising more rapidly as the pre:;sure level increases, as shown in Figure 2.38.

The effect of initial loading pressure, pro - on the resultant base pressure, ps ' experienced by a model

during launch is seen In Figure 2.39. Base pressures were measured during firings of the Ames Research Center

7. 1 om/39 mm gun (7.1 nm-bore launch tube and 39 ma-bore pump tube). Except for i:.itial pressure, the loading

conditions are nearly the same for both cases. The higher base pressures deieloped with the low gas loading

result in a higher model velocity, but the difference in velocity cannot be Attributed entirely to the fact that

the pumping rate is increased with a lower pr . Another primary factor is that the effective compression ratio

is increased by decr,asing pr resulting in Righer gas temperatures which can also verve to increase performnnc,.

I:o
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The variation of the maximum base pressures developed with changes in initial loading pressure (using hydro-
gen). obtained for two model weights from firings of the Ames 7.1 =/39 mm gun. is shown in Figure 2.40. he
0.16 and 0.65 g'vi models are, for this bore diameter, equivalent to~plastic(polycarbonate) cylinders 1/2 and 2
calibers long zspectively. Piston mass, m. . was held constant at 200 grams and diaphragm rupture (model
release) pre,. -a. pi . at 690 bars. For constant values of piston velocity of 625 and 750 m/s it is seen that
the maximuml e pressures rise substantially as pr is decreased, in accord with the increased pumping rate
attendant, - a decrease in pro " This effect is much greater for the " avy model. With these test conditions.
the maxic. Ase pressures occurred shortly after diaphragm rupture when the model had moved only a short dis-
tance. Th. :reater inertia of the heavy model results in a slower initial movement and because the pumping rate
is high (particularly with low pro ) the base pressure rises to high values before a significant volume is
opened behind the model.

The muzzle velocities achieved under these conditions are shown in Figure 2.41. It is seen again that the
higher pressures and temperatures developed by reducing pro result in increased model velocities. The rate of
rise of velocity decreases as one &pproaches the lower tolerable limit of pr , where the mass of gas becomes
insufficient to maintain substantial base pressures for extended distances of model travel. As pointed out pre-
viously. the mass of gas required to suiply constant base pressure is proportional to the model mass, so that
higher initial loading pressures are required with increased model weight.

By cross-plotting the original data we obtain the variation of Psmax with pr- for a constant model velo-
city of 8 km/s with the light model and 6 ku/s with the heavy model, as shown in Figure 2.42. Within the limits
shown here one can reduce Ps-ax and yet achieve the same velocity by increastng Pro (up is increased simul-
taneously to maintain constan! velocity).

Reservoir pressure histories were not measured during this test series, but to indicate the relation of maximum
reservoir pressure. p with changes in p ' calculated values are presented in Figure 2.43. A reduction
in pro at constant piston mass and velocity produces an increase in Prx in a manner similar to that seen
for maximum base pressure pSmax

2.5.2.2 Piston Velocity

Piston velocity has a strong influence on the subsequent model base pressure history. The rate of rise of
reservoir pressure is essentially a direct function of piston velocity (Eq.(2. 141)) in the early stages of pro-
jectile motion when the mass-flow into the barrel is small.

Within limits, any desired piston velocity can be attained at one specified point in the compression cycle by
proper selection of the powder charge. For example, the piston can be accelerated to the velocity required to
give the desired pumping rate at the start of the model motion. There is, however, little control over the sub-
sequent velocity history, except that the rate at which the piston decelerates during the latter part of compres-
sinn may be varied by charging piston mass. In practice, as seen in Section 2.4.7, the piston velocity history
cannot. bc matched t:, ihat rtquired for constant base pressure for the full compression period. The actual velo-
city used, then, is that which will give the best overall match with the desired conditions,

The manner in which piston velocity influences the muzzle velocity attained is shown in Figures 2.44 and 2.45,
for model weights of 0.16 and 0.65 gram, respectively. In this particular gun, piston velocity is determined at
a position 1.5 m from the start of the transition section so that, depending upon the model release pressure,
the piston will have decelerated somewhat before the start of the launching cycle. To examine the separate
effects of changes in loading conditions, model release pressure and piston mass were held constant for both
model weights, although the optimum requirements for each weight are necessarily different. Gas-loading pressure
is presented as an independent variable and is expressed both in bars and as a ratio of gas-mass to model-mass,
G/ms . The latter is a classical -'ndimensional parameter of interest (see Section 2.3.3.3) - dependent upon the
conditions desired, the required ivass of gas is a function of the model mass and is useful in comparing guns of
different sizes and configurations. The range of G/ms  (for ambient conditions) shown for the light model,
Figure 2.4%. is typical for this gun type but the same range was not covered for the heavy model. In this case
piston mass, held constant for both model weights, was too low to provide the required energy for interest at
the higher values of G/ms . It is seen from both figures that, in general, model velocity increases rapidly
with increasing piston velGcity, along lines of constant pro , but the rate of increase tapers off as up is
raised. A combination of factors (wiiich will be discussed in greater detail in following sections) may contri-
bute to the gradual decrease in the slope of the U verses up curves at both high and low values of pr
for example, as piston speed is increased to higher performance conditions, contamination of the propellant from
erosion as well as other losses attendant with higher temperatures become increasingly significant (particularly
at low values of Pr ): at the lowest values of pr there may be insufficient gasto provide substantial base
pressures for an appreciable distance in the barrel; higher shock pressures generated as piston speed is in-
creased may result in premature release of the model (this effect will be greater at high pr and will have
a larger influence on the velocity of the lighter model).

Maximum base pressures, ps ax measured for the test series shown in Figures 2.44 and 2.45, are correspond-
ingly presented in Figures 2.46 and 2.47. Along lines of constant loading pressure the rate of rise of base
pressure increases with increasing piston velocity. This effect is especially pronounced with the heavy model.
t'nr the test conditions and gun used, at high piston velocities the heavy model has moved, typically, less than
29 calibers at the time maximum base pressure is reached, indicating that the iritifil pumping rate at the start
of the launch is much too high for these models.
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When we add to Figures 2.46 and 2.47 the model velocities obtained for these conditions, in the form of lines
of constant velocity, we obtain a most revealing picture. Within the limits of the test, the maximum base pres-
sures are reduced by increasing, simultaneously, initial loading pressure and piston velocity. It is interesting
to note that the model velocity can be maintained by moving in this direction even though the gas temperatures
are steadily decreasing as Pr is increased. This may result, partly, from real-gas effects; that is. the re-
duction in sound speed with decreasing temperature may be partially offset by an increase in sound speed with
increasing gas density at hi-Jher pressures (see Section 2.5.2.6). Secondly, the stronger shock waves produced
with increasing piston velocity will enhance gas temperatures and pressures, although for these test conditions
the shocks do not appear to produce a harmful rise in base pressure along the lines of constant model velocity.

In Figures 2.48 and 2.49 these data are plotted to show more clearly the variation of maximum base pressure
with model velocity, for curves of constant pro "

Shown in Figure 2.50 are two examples of the base-pressure time histories obtained using the microwave reflec-
tometer, compared with corresponding theoretical calculations by the method of characteristics for an ideal gas.
The curves in the upper portion of the figure represent the base pressure history of a 7.5-gm model accelerated
to 7.63 k/s with a low value of initial pressure and piston speed in the Ames 25.4mm/102mm launcher. The im-
proved pressure history shown in the lower portion of the figure resulted when the initial pressure and piston

speed were both increased to obtain approximately the same model velocity, 7.32 km/s.

Calculated values of maximum reservoir pressure and the maximum pressure exerted by the piston on the wall of
a 16 0-taper (included angle) transition section are given in Figure 2.51 as a function of piston velocity for
several values of initial gas pressure, pro . At the lowest piston velocities the maximum gas pressures are
somewhat larger than the piston deformation pressures but the piston pressure becomes dominent at the higher
piston velocities. With high initial gas loadings both gas and piston pressures are relatively low. At low
loading pressures the reduced mass of gas has a smaller retarding effect on the piston so that the decelerating

forces between the piston and the tapered wall rise rapidly, and at high piston velocities become much greater
than the gas pressure. As will be seen later, the piston deformation forces can be reduced by decreasing the
transition taper angle below the relatively high taper angle of this example.

2.5.2.3 Model Release Pressure

An additional important control over the model base pressure history is provided by varying the point in the
compression cycle at which the model is released. This point is controlled by regulating the opening pressure
of the valve isolating the pump from the model - in most cases this valve is simply a scored diaphragm and the
pressure at which it ruptures is termed here, the model release pressure. Varying the release pressure changes
not only the initial pressure felt by the model but the subsequent pressure history as well. From Equation
(2. 141) or Figure 2.38 it is seen that a reduction in release pressure results in a lower pumping rate at the
start of model motion. The high base pressures experienced in the initial launcihing stage by the relatively
heavy models (shown in Figure 2.47), which resulted from a pumping rate that was much greater than necessary to
match the requirements for the initial motion of these heavy models, could thus be reduced by a reduction in
model release pressure.

As stated previously, the reservoir and base pressures do not vary in the relatively smooth manner depicted
in Figure 2.37. Instead, compression and expansion waves, generated by acceleration and deceleration of the
piston, create pressure and vrlocity gradients which perturb the pressure curve predicted for isentropic compres-
sion. Strong shock Raves generated at high piston speeds produce pressure gradients large enough to substantially
change the time at which the diaphragm ruptures. The variation of reservoir pressure with time during compression,
for a typical case, is shown in Figure 2.52. If the release pressure chosen was that occurring at time t2 it is
seen that a shock reaching the diaphragm at time t, wc Id cause premature release of the model. Thus, the
arrival of a shouk at the diaphragm, of sufficient stre, h to cause diaphragm rupture, when the pumping rate is
lower than desired, might then substantiaily affect the model base pressure and resultant velocity.

The effect of release pressure on the model base pressure history is shown in Figure 2.53 for two firings of
the Ames 25.4trm/i02mm gun. Release pressure was varied from 1.38 to 0.69 kilobars, with other loading conditions
held constant. It can be seen that, even though the velocities obtained were approximately the same, a much more
favorable base pressure history is obtained with the lower release pressure. In both cases base pressures rise
very soon after start of model motion to substantially higher pressures than the release pressure,, indicating
that the pumping rate is greater than that required to match the model motion during the initial period of model
travel.

The results of firings made with the 7. Imm/39mm gun to determine the influence of release pressure on the maxi-
mum base pressures developed for a wider variety cf conditions are shown in Figure 2.54. The shots at the lowest
value of rupture pressure were made without the use of a diaphragm. Some initial frictional restraint of the
model, estimated to be of the order of 50 to 100 bars, was provided by making the models 0.2 to 0.3 mm larger
than the bore diameter. A substantial decrease in maximum base pres-ure is 6enerally noted with a decrease in
rupture pressure. The data point for the 0.32 gram model at 0.3 kilosrs showing a contrary trend is thought to
be (fo" unexplained reasons) an unusual result peculiar to this particular shot and not representative of a normal
round under these conditions.

The model velocities obtained for this test series are given in Figure 2.55. Except for one set of conditions

with a light model, there is a surprisingly small variation in velooity over the full range of release pressures.
The substantial loss in velocity incurred with decreasing release pressure with thE 0.J6 gram model and the lighter
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piston is attributed to the following factors: the initial pressure, pr0 . of 1.52 bars is relatively high for
this light model in comparison with the other examples shown, resulting in a comparatively low pumping rate at
the start. Movemeni of the model is too great during the initial stages to receive full benefit of the higher
reservoir pressures eventually developed. (However. it is seen from Figure 2.54 that the peak pressures developed
were very low). The low piston mass also resulted in more rapid piston deceleration. When pr is lowered to
0.52 bars and piston mass increased to 200 grams, the variation in model velocity with rupture pressure becomes
small. The heavy model test series resulted in essentially no change in model velocity. In this case. the initia
acceleration of the higher inertia model is low enough so that the model travel is relatively small during the
time that is required to reach an effectively high pumping rate. Within reasonable limits, then. the model velo-
city is relatively insensitive to changes in the timing of the diaphragm burst.

A final comparison of the effect of release pressure on normalized base pressure is given in Figure 2.56. Here.
the base pressures presented in Figure 2.54 are normalized by dividing by the calculated effective constant base
pressure necessary to achieve the measured velocities given in Figure 2.55. This ratio serves as a figure of
merit for a particular firing, indicating how closely base pressure conditions approach the ideal, p /p .
The advantage obtained by operating at relatively low release pressures for the loading conditions ue znt ee
tests is clearly evident. Although an appreciable reduction in velocity occurred with the light model at pr= 1.52
bars, when release pressure was reduced to the minimum test value (see Figure 2.55). this firing approached most
closely the desired constant base pressure conditions. In this case. as well as most of the other shots, lowering
the release pressure resulted in a reduction in maximum base pressure that was proportionately greater than the
reduction in velocity.

Operating with relatively low release pressures provides an effective means of reducing the high base pressures
occurring in the early stages of model motion that result from a pumping rate that is too high to match the initial
starting requirements. It should be noted, however, that for very light models which allow high initial pumping
rates and models capable of withstanding high maximum pressures, the highest velocities are obtained with rela-
tively high release pressures.

2.5.2.4 Ptston Mass

In the type of gun under discussion, with the usual loading conditions, the piston reaches its maximum velo-
city prior to the start of the launching cycle. The first-stage driver gas, used to accelerate the piston, has
by this time expanded to a low pressure and does not significantly contribute additional energy to the piston.
Thus the major portion of the energy required to compress the propellant gas is supplied by the piston kinetic
energy. The piston velocity, however, is specified by the pumping rate required to give the desired base pres-
sure and so piston mass becoies an important variable in making up the energy requirement. Piston velocity must
be reasonably matched to the pumping requirements during the early stages of model motion to limit a large initial
pressure over-ride. Piston mass becomes an important factor in the later stages of cobpression in that it deter-
mines the rate at which the piston decelerates. A heavy piston maintains a higher pumping rate toward the end of
the compression stroke, serving to maintain higher base pressures in the later stages of model travel. This effect
can be seen in Figure 2.57. which shows the base pressure histories recorded during two launches with different
piston masses. The less rapid deceleration of the heavier piston produces higher reservoir pressures which re-
suit, in this case, in higher base pressures throughout most of the launch. It should be noted that the 150 gram
piston is comparatively light for the test conditions so that doubling piston mass in this case has a greater
effect on the final velocity than would occur if the weights were closer to the optimum values.

The variation of model velocity with piston mass is presented in Figure 2.58 for several different launch con-
ditions. With an initial pressure of 0.50 bars and a piston speed of 600 m/s a gain in muzzle velocity of 12% is
realized for the 0. 16 gram model when piston mass is increased from 150 to 300 grams. A further increase in mass
shows no additional benefits. For the same change in piston mass but with an initial pressure of 1.52 bars and
a piston velocity of 700 m/s a gain of approximately 40% in model velocity is realized for the 0.65 gram mode).
The larger increase in velocity obtained with the heavy model occurs because the 150 gram piston is farther from
optimum conditions for this model than it is for the light model. The increased energy necessary to launch the
heaiy model with a greatey gas mass requires a corresponding boost in piston mass. There is insufficient data
to ascertain the optimum value of piston mass for these conditions but it appears that th\1 primary gain has al-
ready been realized.

The curve identified by the square symbols, in Figure 2.58, is the result of a series of firings with the 0.16
gram model, made with powder charge mass held constant. Thus, as piston mass is increased, the piston velocity
decreases, but the Kinetic energy remains approximately constant. Actually, the resultant kinetic -iergy in-
creased by 14% for the 250 gm piston and by 19% for the 350 gm piston. Even so, a continual loss in velocity
occurred as piston mass was increased. The higher velocity realized nith the 150 gram piston was obtained at
the expense )f greatc, maximum pressures (see Figure 2.59). It is seen in Figure 2.60 that a piston mass of 250
to 300 grams for the constant powder mass case gives the minimum ratio of maximum to average pressure. For the
light model with constant piston velocity no improvement in normalized base pressure is shown by increasing
piston mass a.iove 150 grams.

The calculated eflect of piston mass on the reservoir pressure and the pressure exerted by the piston on the
tapered walls in decelerating to rest is shogn as a function of piston velocity in Figure 2.61, for constant
Pr 0.76 bars and m. 0.76 gm . It should be noted that the transition-section aper angle ')r these
data is 8 7 degrees - in contrast to the similar calculations for a 16-uegree-taper transition section given in
Figure -.51 for the effect of initial loading pressure. Comparison of these two figures at the cosmon conition
of Pro 0 76 bar. and mp - 200 gm shows that the maximum pressures generated are appreciably higher for the
shotter (16") taper section, particularly so for tho piston deceleration pressures.

AN
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2.5.2.5 Mode l Mass

It has been seen in a number of the foregoing discussions that variations in model mass have a significant

effect on model performance. For example, the change in model velocity and base pressure occurring with two
different model weights over a limited range of initial gas pressures was given in Figures 2.40 and 2.42. The
effect of varying piston velocity for several model weights, while holding pr constant is shown in FiguresTo
2.62 to 2.64. One can see that, at a particular set of loading conditions, increasing modil mass results in
higher reservoir and base pressures with reduced velocities.

To achieve equal velocities with models of different mass (in a particular gun) by maintaining the same accel-
eration history requires that the model base pressure be increased in direct proportion to the increase in model
mass. According to the similarity relations (Eq.2. 140) discussed in the introduction to Section 2.5.2 this may
be accomplished by a proportionate increase in release pressure, reservoir !ressure, gas mass, and piston mass
(with piston velocity history remaining the same). Unfortunately, the range of velocity and model mass over
which these relations can be used may be quite restricted because of limitations in the tolerable model and reser-
voir pressures; or. interestingly, it can be stated in another way that, as the desired velocity is increased,
the range of model mass over which constant base pressure conditions can be approximated becomes increasingly
small.

In the operation of a conventional two-stage gun, the resuJt is that with models of equal strength large devia-
tions from the ideal are experienced at a lower velocity with the heavier model. Under these conditions, the
above similarity relations cannot be used and the loading conditions must be, in effect, optimized for each model
weight and velocity. In an effort to obtain high velocities with the high inertia models, the tendency frequently
is to use loading conditions which result, initially, in a much greater pumping rate than that needed to match
the required mass flow into the barrel at the start of model motion. In this situation, a reduction in model
release pressure (contrary to that suggested by the similarity relations) provides a very effective method of
lowering the initial pumping rate so that the base pressures at the start of launch can be kept within the strength
of the model. Moreover, as seen in Section 2.5.3, reducing release pressure will not, for a relatively heavy
model, result in a significant loss in velocity.

As mentioned previously, the experimental data given in this chapter are presented to indicate the manner in
which individual changes in loading conditions influence performance, buf the parameters have not been varied
over the range required to optimize conditions for the spectrum of model weights and strengths normally encoun-
tered in ballistic-rsnge tests. However, assuming that conditions are optimized, the best that can be achieved
with models of equal pressure capability,, as model weight is increased, is a reduction in velocity proportional
to the square root of the increased mass. Unfortunately, the loss in velocity realized with models of increased
weight may frequently be substantially greater than this, for in many tcsts, the heavier models tend to be complex
configurations with less pressure capability than the simpler, lighter configurations.

To illustrate the relationship between velocity and model mass currently being achieved with light-gas guns,
typical performance data from a number of laboratories in the United States, Canada, and England are given in
Figure 2.65. Information from the VKF-Arnold Engineering Development Center has not been included because of
internal security restrictions. Model velocity is plotted as a function of model mass, but to compare results
of different size guns, the mass is divided by D3  These velocities are representative of those being achieved
at the present time with a large assortment of models of widely varying strengths in a variety of guns having
considerably different geometries. The velocities do not necssarily represent the optimum or maximum capabili-
ties of each launcher. However, the envelope of the maximum velocities attained for various model weights
illustrates how velocity is sacrificed as model weight is increased. It should be noten that, if one is con-
cerned with achieving a high model kinetic energy rather than high velocity, model energy is increased with
increasing weight; the kinetic energy of the heaviest model shown, for m /D' 4.0 gm/cm3 at 4.18 km/s , is
40 times that of the lightest model, with ms/D 0.26 gm/cm3  at 11.29 km/s

The lowest mass model (0.26 gm/D ) which achieved the highest velocity was a polyethylene plastic (specific
gravity 0.95) cyclinder approximately 1/3-caliber long, about the minimum practical length that can be success-
fully launched. With lengths below 1/3 caliber, problems of attitude stability and gas leakage past the model
during launch are enountered. Thus, further reductions in model weight to achieve higher velocities with com-
parable driving pressures can only be made with the use of lower-density materials having the necessary dynamic
strength. (See Chapter 3 for further discussion of model materials). Often test requirements dictate the use
of a high-density material such as steel, or tungsten, as aportion of the model,, and in thiscase the relative launch
weight may be reduced by making the test model small in relation to the bore size (termed a sub-caliber model)
so that the weight of the sabot, constructed of appreciably lighter material, constitutes a large fraction of
the total projectile weight. This requires the use of a larger bore gun, but may be necessary to achieve the
desired velocity.

2.5.2.6 Propellant Gas Temperature

It was seen in the ideal equations presented in Section 2.3 (e.g., Equations (2.21) and (2.22)) that increas-
ing the sound speed by increasing temperature will produce a gain in velocity. As has been stated previously,
high temperatures can be achieved by using large volume pump tubes to obtain a high compression ratio. Other
methods considered by many laboratories have been those of preheating the gas in some manner prior to compression
or by increasing temperatures by chemical or electrical means during compression. The ideal equations show that
the tximum gas temperature will be doubled if the initial temperature before compression is doubled. Numerous
calculations have been made (see, e.g., References 2.63. 2.76, and 2.95 to 2.97) indicating that large gains in
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velocity can be achieved by additional heating, but experimental tests made to verify these calculations have
resulted in little or no gains. Stephenson and Anderson2' 96 report a 9% increase from 8.38 to 9.15 km/s when
T was doubled. Swift and Baker 2 " 9 6. in conducting an extensive series of tests with several methods of heat-
ing. noted small gains in velocity when operating at moderate performance levels, but found essentially no in-
crease in velocity with an increase in Tr from 2900 to 10000 K when firing at higher levels of performance.F

0

Cable"" ' reports no gain in velocity with preheating to 425° K. Berggren and Mitvalsky conducted a series of
tests at Ames (unpublished) with similar resulrs; in these tests the pump tube of a high-compression-ratio
isentropic-compression gun was raised to 7u0° K by ohmic heating. A comprehensive parametric siudy was made to
optimize conditions in an effort to increase the maximum performance. The results, however, produced no in-
crease in velocity, and in many cases a degradation in performance was noted.

There may be a number of factors contributing to these disappointing results. Losses by heat transfer to the
walls, for one. increase with temperature and result in increasing disparity between ideal calculated performance
and that actually achieved, as temperature is raised; but this could be only partly responsible for the above
results in th:.,- es .=ially no gain in velocity was noted. Serious erGsion of the bore surfaces was noted with
preheating in the Ames te3ts and it is thought that the resulting contamination of the propellant by metallic
vapors, causing an increase in molecular weight, may have degraded performance. A most significant factor may
be related to real-gas effects. For example, the influence of high gas density on the sound ipeed may override
the effects of high temperature.

The real-gas temperatures produced during the later stages of compression in a light-gas gun are considerably
below those computed for an ideal gas at comparable pressures. However, at these high pressures, strong inter-
molecular repulsive forces in the real gas serve to reduce the gas density, and this effect offsets the reduced
temperature so that a net increase in the speed of sound is realized. Calculations were made using Seigel's semi-
empirical entropic relation, Equation (2.108), for which the speed of sound is given by Equation (2.110). The
results of these calculations, Figure 2.66. made for realistic gun conditions, show that: (1) the sound speed
increases with increasing pressure faster than for the ideal case, and (2) the speed of sound increases more
slowly, as the initial temperature of the gas is raised, than is predicted from ideal-gas behavior. In fact, if
the real-gas curves in Figure 2.66 are extrapolated to higher pressures, they may actually cross over, resulting
in a reduction of sound speed with increasing initial temperature. Such a "reversal" has been predicted by Swift
and Baker2 '98 using a somewhat different real-gas model and occurred at a significantly lower pressure than an
extrapolation of Figure 2.66 might predict.

The question of the effect of high temperatures at high densities in light-gas-gun operation can only be esti-
mated at this point and will not be resolved until an experimentally verified equation of state is available.
16e discrepancy between the ideal predicted performance and that obtained experimentally with preheating serves,
however, to point out the necessity of accounting for losses and real-gas effects in calculating performance.

2.5.2.7 Powder Charge

The quantity of gun powder used is that necessary to accelerate the piston of given mass to the desired velo-
city at a specified point in the compression cycle. If piston velocity is measured near this point, the relation
between powder charge and velocity can be easily determined experimentally. An estimate of the powder pressure,

Pc ' developed during burning may be obtained with the following relation for a closed chamber (see Reference
2.13):

PcVc = mcRT, (2.142)

where mc is powder charge mass and Vc is powder chamber volume. Powdei burns at essentially constant tempera-
ture with the result that RT , for any particular powder, remains nearly constant, Depending on the ratio of
the charge mass to chamber volume, typical values of RT for a nitrocellulose gun powder may vary from 5 to 11
kilobars cn3/gm. (the low values result when charge mass is small in relation to chamber volume). Equation (2.142)
is valid if a relatively fast-burning powder is used so that burning is completed before the piston moves an ap-
preciable distance. A fast powder may not always be desirable, however. To minimize peak powder pressures in a
gun having a relatively small powder chamber volume it may be necessary to use a powder that burns more slowly
and continues to burn as the piston moves, opening up additional volume. Maximum accelerations of the piston
may thus be reduced by a slow-burning powder, minimizing the formation of shocks in the propellant gas ahead of
the piston. Further considerations relating to the calculation of chamber-powder pressures and the powder-charge
geometry are discussed in Section 2.5.3.5.

2.5.3 Effect Of Gun Geometry

The interrelation of the many variables of changing gun geome'Ky and loading conditions on the resulting inter-
nal gas dynamics makes it difficult to pinpoint an optimum gun configuration - one which produces the desired
launch velocities with the lowest resultant pressures. Furiher, a particular gun may be near optimum only for a
limited range of model weights, and so, in many cases, the gun configuration chosen for general laboratory use
to launch a large variety of models is at best a compromise.

Parametric studies made thus fai have not been sufficiently broad in scope to cnable one to select an optimum
design. Theoretical parametric studies of the effect of gun geometry, which have been helpful in revealing
trends, have been made using the ideal-gas relations (see, e.g.. Reference 2.99). However, because of the uncer-
tain effect. of the various losses and gas non i .ealities at high temperature and density, in the following dis-
cus.sion if gun geometry we will rely as much as possible on experimental evidence ubtained with existing guns.
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Geometries representative of the two-stage guns in present use at a number of laboratories are given in

Table 2.2 along with the velocities obtained for the typical loading conditions listed. Model velocities achieved
with these guns were also plotted ip Figure 2.65. Gun dimensions listed in Table 2.2 are defined in Figure 2.67.
It is most interesting to note the extreme variance in the geometries of these guns. This is due, in part, to
the differing test requirements of the various laboratories. However. there are also large differences in the
relatively high-performance guns which have achieved velocities near the envelope of the curve of Figure 2.65.
From the wide range in initial gas pressures and piston speeds shown in Table 2.2, one can deduce that there are
considerable differences in the extent of shock heating; some guns operate witsi nearly isentropic compression
while others, in varying degrees, approach the shock compression mode of operation.

2.5.3.1 Launch-Tube Siz.e

Since the launch-tube bore diameter chosen establishes the overall size of the gun and its cost. this diameter
is generally made no larger than necessary to fulfill the anticipated test requirements for model size. To obtain

maximum velocities, the launch-tube length is determined, not by considerations of the maximum length over which
a reasonable base pressure can be maintained constant, but instead, is made longer to take advantage of farther
expansion of the gas to low values. The point at which the driver gas expands to such a low value that its force
no longer exceeds those due to bore friction and pressure ahead of the model depends on the pumping capabilities

and loading conditions. A practical maxir-um length for existing guns has been determined by experience to be in
the range of 300 to 400 calibers. The results of a test series performed at Ames Research Center (unpublished)

with a 5.6-mm-bore launch tube and 45-mm diameter by 6.7-meters-long pump tube are shown in Figure 2.68. Of the
four lengths tested, the highest velocities were obtained with a barrel 325 calibers long. These tests were con-

ducted with loading conditions held constant at values normally used with a shorter barrel. To properly define
a maximum limit, however, the loading conditions should be optimized for each launch tube length, requiring an
increase in gas mass and piston energy as the length is extended. It is expected that, had this been done in
this test series, the maximum velocity may have shifted to somewhat longer barrel lengths. Microwave reflecto-
meter measurements of models during launch in the Ames 7.1-mm gun, which has a launch tube length of 357 calibers,
show that in some cases the model is still accelerating, although at a low rate, as it reaches the muzzle. Thus,
a longer length would give a slight increase in velocity. However, only a small percentage increase in velocity
is obtained beyond lengths of approximately 250 calibers; barrels longer than this may not be warranted in in-
stances where maximum velocities are not required.

2.5.3.2 Pump-Tube Volume

The ideal-gas relations show that for a specified mass of gas, increasing pump-tube volume to obtain an in-
crease in compression ratio will result, without limit, in continually higher temperatures and sound speeds and,

therefore, higher model velocities. However, as seen in Section 2.4.6,. the reservoir requirements are changed
when a real gas is considered. Because of the large intermoleculer repulsive forces at high densities, the real
gas has a higher enthalpy than the ideal gas when expanded from the same temperatures and pressures. The re-
quired temperatures and pressures calculated for a real gas are lower than for the ideal case, to maintain the
same base pressure. An indication of the effect of this on the required pump-tube volume can be seen in Figure
2.69, taken from Reference 2.78. Model velocities are calculated for an Ideal and real hydrogen gas as a func-
tion of pump-tube length. The results are presented for a 20-mm-bore launch tube, 6.86 m long, and a 102-mm-
liameter pump tube. Maximum reservoir pressure was limited to 17.25 kilobars. With relatively short pump-tube
lengths, substantially higher velocities are predicted for the real gas. A particularly significant result is
that the rate of gain in velocity diminishes as length is increased for the real-gas case, and that at longer
lengths little benefit is derived from increasing length.

There is sut antial experimental evidence to show that pump-tube length (or volume) cannot be increased in-

definitely to t1,ain further gains in velocity. Several examples to support this, as well as instances where
an increase in pump-tube volume improved performance, are discussed below - with launcher dimensions listed in
succeeding tabulations. (It should be noted that the ratio Vr/Vs , given in these tabulations, is a useful
guide in comparing the relative reservoir volume of guns of different scale but its value becomes distorted and
less meaningful when comparing guns having appreciably different launch-tube lengths (in terms of calibers);, in
practice. relatively small changes in performance result with changes in Ls/D s for values greater than approxJ-

, mutely 200. )

Ds  Dr  Lr

Launcher r Lr Dr/D L /D Vr/V

Ia 5.6 32.5 12.2 5.82 273 269

I b  5.6 32.5 6.1 5.82 273 135

1c 5.6 32.5 3.74 5.82 273 83

Ia 5.6 45.0 6.7 8.04 264 296

! 5.6 45.0 4.19 8.04 264 185

The 5.6mm/32.Smm isentropic-compression gun, listed as Launcher I a I was constructed at Ames with an excep-
tionally large volume pump tube (12.2 m long) in an effort to obtain high performance. With this pump, a mass

of gas five times the weight of 1/2-caliber-long plastic model required an initial loading pressure of 0.52 bars.
Although extreme temperatures were developed during compression, as evidenced by the substantial erosion that
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occurred during- each firing, the, launch velocities obtained were no, igher -than those achieved with several other
'Ioier -compression- ratio guns at-the laboratory. To-'reduce 'the intolerably high erosion. the'pump-tube :le-pgth-,was
decreased to 6.1 a (liste'd-as-Launcher lb)- then finally-to 3.74 i, (LauncherI YC.An 10prebiable reduction -in
erosibonwas fiied with each decrease in length. (The temperatures calculated for isentropic comprissibn of a.
perfect gas -to, i368'htlobars'from -an initial pressu -re of -0. 52 -bars in the- 12.2-u tube; and for .the same mass Iof
gas in the3.74-m tube, are 54000 K and<,3920 0 K. respectively). In-spite of thelarge reduction in~teupierature..
there was no disccrnible~ttecr~se in the velocities attainedn fat the 3..74-a configuration-has-produced.
with-a lxght;(0.045 gin) model. the highest veloci ty, .(11. 3- kxts) yet achieved, with- a conventional,,two-sta-e light-
igas gun. Because of theserious erosion encountered with the 1-ongest pumptube. it is reasoned that the Inability
to obtain higher perforMince with this configuration maiybe'due. at least In part. -to greater contamination of

thtr hydrogeh by the viprized or molten metallic particles.

A 5.6mi/45=4~un at Ames (Launcher Ila), having a pump tuibe-62j. long,. was also modified by shortening the K
pump to 1 'Lucher ib.The maximum velocities obtained after- "oificatiofi. with the -light models i-nerally,
used. r at least as high under comparable conditions as those achlevedw*ith-thelongei pump. It sbould'be noted
that although the ,compression ratio fo'r Launcher 11a was somewhat greatei than that-forli~ the erosion occurring
at thei entrance to the launch tube was much less severe for Ila (not sufficient to presenta significant opera-
t ional'problem) than forT .a Reasons for this difference. which may be attributable to, a difference in chamlbrage.,
are discussed in-Section-2.5A.3.

-Both guns 1a and IIa appear to be. however. beyond the limit for which an ihciease in pump-tube volume wilt,
produce an iicrease in-performance at the model masses of interest;- Yet.,with appreciably smaller volume puWs.-

experience has shown that an improvement in performance is obtained within-increise in reservoir' volume. Tor
example, a 5.6-m gun at Ames gave an -increase in velocity from 7.3 to 8.5 km/s-for a particular saboted model
c configuration when-,the pump-tube-voluse,,zatio (,V 5Y) was increased fi~om'58 (Launcher 111a to 98 (Launcher 11rb).

Ds Dr Lr DI L/ VV
(mm) (im) M br/. L55D Vr/

' '1 1  5.6 20 5.54 3.5R 28 568-

!1' 5.6 32.5 3.51 p5.6 218 98

iva 6.35 25.4 .. 52 A.00 200 19

IV 6.35 25.4 6.1 4.-0 b 200 ~77

7.1- 39.3 5.8 5.53 :. 307 70 .

It should be noted that'for Laun~cher III, volume-ias-incieised by-an increase jinchambrage ,and a ,deor' Le-lo
pump-tbbi~~~~~~~~~~~~ ini~h RJEritdagi n finc (efrn;27)' with-a.6.35im/25.4mu -gunwh teup~'

tube-volume ratio (Vr/Va) was incre ed from' 19 tb'77'?by 4uaciruplint pump length (Launch~eri I ..- d 1IVb)!. A YJ
350%: increase In reservoir volume madeby increasing:both pump-tube lengths and diameter na'17i luchra
the-AEDC made possible an improved mode of operation,whereby 30% heavier/models'are launched .to Ithe same,;velo-
city with a 50% reduction in peak base pressure. Gun dimensions for this casei ay beotine ifrom Reference

2. 100.

A very limited suyof the effeot of, pump-tube -voluue. was ,tade/4ith thAmes g.Im3.= un ,by shrenn

the pump'tube from 1011? m to 5.8 m long (Launchers V. and Vb). T hbeffect~on model velocity of the change> in

length. with-mass of gas held constant for both cases, is sh~wn ,in Figure :1.70. A' gain in velocity/was obtained
with the shortened'-pump although the difference diminishes at the highe -r piston speeds., Attendant-ith'.thii gain
-in veloci*.y is a substantial increase in ma-iimum model bise piessure,. Figure 2.7l. AC~ values ofe G/m of 2.5
and 3.8. the models broke up during launch in the shortenedi un: the bise pressures shown are values measured
prior to model failure. The increase in base pressure Ais due, at leas ',in' part. to a difference in 'pumping rate
for equal piston speed and gas mass that results when volume is changed, From Equat'n< (2. 141) oftSectlon 2.5.2,,
it was seen that dp/dt is inversley proportional' to VrI and ,r/^ zesultingl~in a pumping rate for the
short tube approximately 1. 2 times that of the lcnger pump. The decrease ih,-iaximmpressure noted for the short

gun at the highest pitnvelocity may be due to premature diaphrag rupture I (6 -df ,igher sh~ck pressures
developed with an increase in initial pressure),. Noriialized maximum base p ressuY6. p5u /p I is plotted in
Figure 2.72. as a function of model velocity to indicate the relative rfiincia lan for, !he two gur. con-
figurations. Although the apparant scatter or lack of consistent trend would make any fairing of.-the data
questionable, it can be seen, that the longer pump tube definitely provides the more favourable launch conditions
in these tests.

An examination of Table 2.2 will reveal that there is a large variation In pump-tube geometry, even with the
gunis which have achieved velocities near the envelope of the velocity curve given in Figure 2.65. High velocities
have beew obtained with both the small %olume pumps operating with relatively higher gas densities and the large
compressors %hich generate considerably higher-itemperatures. The j..rameters lacking to make a meaningful compari-
son betseen these guns are the reservoir and base pressures produced in each case'to obtain a given velocity.
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2.5.3.3 Chambrage

From theoretical considerations (ideal gas) discussed in Section 2.3 it is indicated that a gain in performance
is realized from chambrage when the pump-tube diameter is increased to three to four times the launch-tube dia-
meter. However. the computations of Reference 2.79 indicate that with real hydrogen gas the difference in reser-
voir conditions for the chambered and unchambered gun, to maintain constant base pressure, is for high-performance
conditions, not large enough to be of practical significance. Other considerations, then, can be used to deter-
mine a suitable value of Dr/Ds . For example, lack of laboratory space may limit pump-tube length, requiring
a relatively large diameter tube to provide the desired reservoir volume. Because of space limitations, guns
having diameter ratios up to at least 10 have been used with good results.

As the diameter is increased for a pump-tube of specified volume, with mass of gas held constant, piston velo-
city must be decreased to maintain the same pumping rate; that is

up, _( Dr.\
I- 1 (2.143)u,- \r1 )" j""

The slower piston in a larger diameter pump will generate weaker shock waves and thus compress the gas in a more
nearly isentropic manner. Further, with a larger-diameter, shorter pump the piston can be accelerated from rest
to the proper velocity with a lower value of acceleration. This is significant in that the time required for
compression waves to form shocks is a function of the piston acceleration (See,, e.g., Rudinger, Reference 2.101).
The fact that the piston acceleration is directly related to the pump-tube length can be reasoned as follows.
If the piston is accelerated uniformly to the desired peak velocity, the acceleration will vary directly as the
velocity squared and inversely with distance traveled; that is,

lUl P (2. 144)a 2 P
ai [UpN p

To maintain the same pumping rate, piston velocity must vary inversely with distance traveled, or

Up2  2 p, 2 5)

(for equal pump-tube volumes). Thus the piston acceleration is proportional to pump-tube length, or

al _ _ Lr

S-l XPi - L (2.146)
a 2  p Lr

It is of interest to compare turther two 5.6-mm-bore guns in use at Ames (Launchers Ia an, Ila) having approxi-
mately the same pump-tube volume but different values of chambrage, 'It was stated that the erosion occurring with
the smaller diameter pump was far beyond acceptable limits, while that experienced with the other was not suffi-
cient to be of concern. Having approximately equal compression ratios, the t~o guns would, with isentropic
compression, produce the same gas temperature. Considering that the surface area to volume ratio is greater
for the smaller diameter pump it would be predicted that the attendant convective losses would be greater and
the mean gas temperature somewhat lower than with the large diameter pump. The greater erosion associated with the

small bore pump is thought to be due, at least in part, to its higher piston velocity (approximately 700 to
900 m/s, as compared to 350 to 450 m/s) with greater shock beating. Further evidence of greater shock compres-
sion in the smaller bore gun is indicated by the slightly higher maximum velocities attainable in this gun with
simzle models capable of withstanding the higher peak pressures generated.

Consider again that piston ve.ocity varies inversely as the square of the pump-tube diameter if volume, gas
mass, and pumping rate are held constant. To provide the same piston energy, then, the mass of the piston must
vary as the fourth power of the diameter ratio,

mP2 (2. 147)

with the result that as diameter is increased piston mass ultimately becomes impractically high. The effects of
pump-tube to launch-tube diameter ratio (Dr/De), piston velocity, and piston mass on the stresses developed at
the end of the pump when the piston decelerates to rest must also be considered. The pressure at the wall of a
tapered transition section increases with an increase in Dr/Dc and is proportional to the piston mass and the
square of the piston impact velocity. The pressure relationships for this case are developed in Reference 2. 102.

Average values of Dr/Da. used in current guns, can be seen from Table 2.2 to be in the runge of 4 to 5.
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2.5.3.4 Pump-Tube to Launch-Tube Transition

The guns listed in Table 2.2 include a number that have a square-ended or abrupt transition section between
the pump and launch tube, but the majority have a slender tapered transition of 150 (included angle) or less.
The function of the tapered transition was discussed in Section 2.4.4.

Tests made at several laboratories have shown that with the use of a deformable piston and a slender tapered
transition the maximum velocity can be substantially increased over that attainable with a gun having an abrupt
transition (in which additional gas is used as a buffer to prevent damage to the end of the pump). RARDE tests
(Reference 2.47) obtained (for a limited range of loading conditions) an increase of approximately 760 m/s when
taper angle was changed frop.%O to 16 degrees. Examination of the available firing results plotted in Figure
2.65 for the guns listed in Table 2.2 reveals that the highest velocities, that is. those within 1000 m/s of the
envelope, were (with one exception) obtained using guns having taper angles less than 150. The exception, at
m /D3  1.74 and a velocity of 7000 km/s. was obtained with a 600 taper utilizing an expendable transition
section.

Although the siender-taper deformable-piston gun has achieved the best performance with present methods, the
question arises as to whether there is an optimum angle for this slender taper. Calculations for isentropic
compression of an ideal gas (Reference 2.76) indicate that an increase in velocity is obtained as taper angle
is increased from approximately 30 to 110 (included angle). At angles from 110 to 160 a rapid decrease in velo-
city is noted. The predicted pressure exerted on the walls increases slowly at small angles as taper angle is

increased, but rises rapidly at angles above approximately 80. In experimental tests, Curtis 2
*
65 noted, for a

limited range of test conditions, a slight increase in velocity (370 m/s) when taper angle was increased from
5.40 to 7.40 . The RARDE results at higher angles show no appreciable velocity difference between 90 and 160.

Additional tests at Ames at included angles of 8.70, 12.40, and 160 also show no essential difference in model
base pressure as well as velocity for a variety of different model weights and loading conditions (see Figures

2.73 and 2.74).

Since there is seen to be no gain in performance at angles above approximately 80., and that piston deformation
pressures increase rapidly at angles above this value, it may be concluded that 80 included angle (or possibly
slightly lower) is a suitable angle for the deformable piston gun.

2.5.3.5 Powder Chamber

With the typical mode of operation of a two-stage isentropic compression gun the sole function of the first
stage is to accelerate a pump piston of given mass to a specified velocity at the start of the launch. Ideally,

for isentropic compression, the first-stage pressure-time history should be such that the piston is accelerated
relatively smoothly to minimize shock formation in the second-stage propellant. With gunpowder as the first-
stage propellant, the kinetic energy of the piston is determined by the mass of the charge. For a specified
charge mass, pressures generated during combustion can be limited (to minimize peak piston base pressure) by
making the volume of the powder chamber large in relation to the charge volume. The relation between peak powder
pressure and chamber volume for a fast-burning powder which burns completely before the piston moves appreciably

can be estimated by Equation (2. 142) of Section 2.5.2.7. As noted there, a more uniform piston acceleration
history is obtained with a slow-burning powder which continues to burn as the piston travels through a substan-
tial part of the pump tube. The volume cpened up by the motion of the piston serves as additional chamber volume
so that the initial chamber need not be as large. The motion of the piston may be calculated using the conven-
tional propellant interior ballistics solutions of References 2.13, 2.14, or 2.103 (see also Wilenius, et al?.*l).

Powder-chamber volumes for the guns in current use are listed In Table 2.2, expressed as the ratio of powder-
chamber volume to launch-tube volume VC/V s . Launch-tube volume is considered a meaningful parameter with which

to normalize chamber volume (to co . 'are guns of different sizes) since powder chamber volume is determined by the
required powder charge mass, whic, .nds on the mass of light gas to be energized, which in turn is a function

of model mass, and which, finally, be related to launch-tube size. A wide variation in Vc/V s is noted in
the table. The two guns listed at the RARDE facility use compressed helium as a first-stage driver gas and

should be exempted from this comparison. Values of Vc/V s range typically from 3 to 8 but a number of cases

differ widely from these values. With two 5.6-mm Ames guns having a Vc/V s of 45.4 and 49.6 the pump piston
can be satisfactorily accelerated to the required velocity with relatively low peak accelerations but the chamber

volumes are considered to be unnecessarily large. The maximum density of loading (ratio of charge mass to
chamber volume) for these guns is approximately 0.12 gm/cm3 . The Ames 25.4-mm and 38. 1-nm guns, on the other
hand, are considered to have undesirably small chamber volumes (Vc/Vs 1.8, and maximum me/Ve " 0.25 gm/cm 3).
A somewhat larger volume would reduce the need for the close control of the powder burning rates presently re-

quired with changes in charge mass and piston weight.

Variations in shape of the charge will produce changes in the burning rate and the peak pressures developed.

This effect is more pronounced at high loading densities (Reference 2.13). For reproducible results it is

necessary that the charge geometry be approximately the same for each firing. An example of the charge geometry

used in light-gas guns is shown in Figure 2.75. The main charge is contained in a paper or cardboard tube and

is ignited by an electrical primer. To provide uniform ignition when the charge is large in relation to the

primer, it is sometimes desirable to use a booster consisting of a core of fast-burning powder extending through

the length of the charge. A charge of relatively high fineness ratio.. extending over a large fraction of the

chamber length, is preferable to a compact charge located at the breech end of the chamber. The compact charge
provides a greater distance for compression waves generated during combustion to form shocks which may affect

the piston motion and add to the generation of shocks in the second-stage gas (see Reference 2.104).
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2.5.3.6 Effects of Scale

From Equation (2.5), Section 2.3.1, :t is seen that the velocity attainable under ideal conditions is:

U = F2 s s/D . (2.5)

A given velocity may be obtained with guns of different size by maintaining the same average propelling pressure,

model density, and launch tube and model lengths expressed in units of the model diameter. The volume of gas
required to produce the same base-pressure history must increase in direct proportion to the increase in the

launch-tube volume. The required increase in volume is provided if pump-tube dimensions are also scaled up in

direct proportion to the increase in launch-tube-bore diameter. Thus equal velocities may be achieved with guns
of different size if all gun dimensions (including model and pump piston) are changed by the ratio of launch-
tube diareters.

The motion of the model is determined by

dus - PsAs - P5
dt PsAs Is Pss

which shows that an increase in model length results in a proportionate decrease in acceleration. Therefore,
for the same final velocity, the launch time will vary directly with changes in gun size. With a proportionate

ch~mge in outside gun dimensions and wall thicknesses, equal stresses will result from operation at the same
pressures.

To surmarize, the same performance obtained from a gun of bore diameter DsI will be realized with a larger

gun of diameter DS2 if:

1. Gun dimensions are increased by Ds2Ds,

2. Mass of model and piston are increased by (Ds,/Ds)
3

3. Mass of gas and powder charge are increased by (Ds /Ds) 3 ,

.with the result that:

1. Acceleraticn of piston-and model will decrease by DZI/Ds,

2. Time scale will increase by D /DSi S2 81
3. Pressures, stresses, velocities remain the same.

Because one can obtain (ideally) the same performance with guns of different sizes, small scale or pilot guns

have been used to develop and proof larger more costly guns. Additional considerations regarding scaling, in-
cluding experimental comparisons, are contained in References 2.77 and 2.88.

The range of gun sizes over which these scaling relations can be used with reasonable accuracy depends on

the extent of possible nonscalable losses. Because of the complex nature of the nonsteady flow processes in
guns, calculations of boundary layer and heat-transfer losses (influenced in a nonlinear manner by Reynolds

number) made thus far have not been sufficiently rigorous to establish the effect of scale. In practice, the

highest velocities have been obtained with small-bore guns, but this may be due principally to the added caution
used in operation of large-bore guns and the reluctance to press the more expensive and potentially more dan-

gerous equipment to the limits imposed on the smaller guns.

2.6 MECHANICAL DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS

2.6.1 Powder Chamber and Pump Tube - Low-Pressure Sections

The design of many of the various components making up a lilght-gas gun involves only application of standard
practice. In those areas of the gun where the pressure loadings are relatively light, such as the powder chamber
and most of the pump tube, the design is straightforard, primarily involving selection of tube-wall thicknesses

and attention to joint details. Joints in these areas may be sealed by standard neoprene "0"-rings in accor-
dance with practices recommended by their manufacturers. These seals are preferably located on journals or
shoulders which serve to maintain concentricity of adjoining iarts and permit some axial strain of joint retain-
ing members without loss of seal effectiveness. One nonstandard seal arrangement which has proven particularly
reliable is sketched in Figure 2.76.

Straightness of the pump tube is not a critical factor, since pump-pis,on speeds are relatively low, but it

is desirable to have a reasonably smooth, honed, uniform-diameter bore, with no offsets or other discontinuities,
throughout the length of the tube.
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2.6.2 Pup Tube - igh-Pressurf .eotion

Since the performance of the gun is limited in part by the pressure capability of the high-pressure end of

the pump tube. this section is designed to have maximut strength consistent with acceptable costs of construction.

Of the several types of construction in gneral use the simplest is the single piece or monobloc thick-wall cy-

linder. The pressure aL %.-,ich local yielding is first reached at the inner wall is given by:

Py =--' \ ' (2.148)

outer diameter of cylinder
where w wall ratio =

inner diameter of cylinder

and a = yield stress. This relation is developed from the maxir m distortion energy theory of Von Vises, which

is reported in Reference 2. 105 to be the most appropriate of the various failure criteria for- this application.

Very little increase in pressure capability is realized for wall ratios greater than 5, but even with in infinite
wall ratio the pressure at which yielding occurs is only 0.58 a . If operation is limited to completely elastic

conditions, the maximum pressures for ductile high-strength steels must be restricted to vklues of the order of

7.0 kilobars. For the high-pressure section of a light-gas gun, this is, however, an unnecessary restriction

and the bore is allowed to yield to obtain an increase in operating pressure. When a cylinder is subjected to

internal pressures greater than that required to produce yielding, plastic flow of the material begins at thebore and progresses toward the outside diameter as pressure is increased. Release of t.he pressure then results

in residual tensile hoop stresses in the elastic outer fibers and compressive stresses in the inner fibers near

the bore. In subsequent loadings, as pressure is increased, this compressive stress is first reduced to zero

before a tensile stress is induced, and thus, the chamber can be pressurized elastically to the previous value

at which the chamber has been prestressed before again reaching the tensile yield strength. This prestressing

process, termed "autofrettage" (See References 2. 106 to 2. 109), is finally limited for elastic operation by the

compressive yield strength of the material at the bore; auto frettag.'ng beyond this limit results in reverse

yielding at the bore. For cylinders having wall ratios greater than 2.2 (see Reference 2. 110) this pressure -is

approximately twice the value given by Equation (2.148), or:

Py = (2.149)

A further increase in maximum pressure can be made if reverse yielding at the. bore is accepted. The pressure

at which yielding has progressed to the outside wall in a monobloc cylinder (for all wall ratios), so that the

cylinder is fully plasitc, is given by Equation (2. 150). This relation can be used to obtain an e.",wJate of

the burstinc pressure, although the actual bursting pressure will be somewhat higher because the ultimate material

strength is not considered.

P 2max = rlogw (2.150)

Although cylinders are frequently auto frettaged during construction, this operation is commonly performed,

in effect, in light-gas guns by subjecting the chamber to the actual pressures developed during firing.

Because of its relative simplicity, the monobloc is widely used in light-gas-gun construction. To allow exten-

sive plastic flow the cylinders are made massive with wall ratios commonly in the range of 3.5 to 6.0. Thuse

ratios are based on the pump-tube diameter ahead of the tapered transition section if such a section is used.

With a slender taper and relatively high-compression-ratio pump, peak pressures generally occur towards the

small end of the taper where the wall ratios are much greater. Operation of this section under conditions pro-

ducing extensive yielding requires the use of a highly ductile material. AISI 4340 (heat-treated to Rockwell

C-38 to C-40) has proven to be an excellent high-strength steel of high ductility and :' od harden ability and

is geaerally used in this application.

Although the slender taper transition section provides a means for decelerating the piston without severe

damtk.,! during each firing, there is a gradual deterioration at the bore from high-performance shots with this

configuration. Continued operation at conditions producing extreme gas end piston pressures results in local

cracking of the bore material and the section is discarded when this cracking becomes pronounced. To minimize

the hazard resulting from a possible complete failure, a thick-plate shield is sometimes placed over this sec-
tion.

Another method of construction whereby a favorable residual stress distribution is induced in the pressure

vessel to increase the maximum operating pressure consists of the assembly of two or more concentric cylinders

having interference fits. The shrink-fit of an outer cylinder or jacket upon an inner cylinder or linpr

generates tensile hoop stresses in the jacket and compressive stresses in the liner. Relations for shrink-fit

pressures and the stress distributions induced by this method can be obtained in standard design texts such as

Reference 2. 111. As with the auto frettage process, the maximum operating pressure for elastic operation,

determined by the compressive yield strength of the bore material, is given by Equation (2. 149). 4gain the

pressure capability can be increased substantially if a portion of the cylinder is allowed to reach the plastic

state. This may be accomplished by stressing the chamber during normal usage or by a separate auto frettaging

procedure after construction, or by an alternate method wherein the cyiitders are auto frettaged separately

before assembly. An example of a compound structure of two cylinders is given by Cloutier in Reference 2. 112,
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in which the liner is considered to be three-quarters plastic and the jacket one-half plastic. With a wall ratio
'of five for the duplex structure and three for the liner, ard a yield strength of 10.4 and 17.3 kilobars for the
jacket and liner, respectively, the design pressure capability is computed to be 25.9 kilobars. In this case a
high-strength 3teel, such as a maraging steel, is chosen for the liner material and a conventional gun steel for
the jacket. Herein lies an advantage of compound construction - the possibility exists of using a costly, ultra-
high-strength steel for the liner that may not be practical in a large monobloc cylinder. Further. a more uni-
form hardness can be achieved with heat treatment of the separate pieces used in a compound cylinder than can be
obtained in the thick-vall monobloc. The greater complexity of the compound cylinder, requiring additional
machining to close-tolerane inerference fits and a shrink-fit operation, add to the initll cost of the unit.
This may be partially offset by the fact that replacement of the cylinder, which may be necessry because of
failure at the bore from high-performance flirgs, may require renewal of only the inner 14inr.

2.6.3 Launch Tube

Several factors other than a high-pressure capability dictate the design of the launch tube. To maintain
proper stability of the model in the barrel (the model is often relatively short) and to insur an effective
gas seal between the model and the wall, the launch-.,ube bore must be smooth and continuous. The high model
velocities and relatively low model strengths also require that the bore be exceedingly straight, and because
the launch tubes are frequently very long in relation to tte bore diameter, it is difficult to produce barrels
with the necessary straightness. The straightness requirement frequently specified for launch-tube construction,
but often not attained, is that the bore shall not deviate from a mean centerline more than 1 part in 104 uits
of length. For many applications this is an unnecessarily stringent specification.

(kn barrels are typically'machined from a solid forging using special deep-halo-drilling techniques to pro-

duce a relatively straight bore. If necessary, the barrels are mechanically straihtened after the drilling
operatij-3.

The erosion encountered at the breech of the launch tube necessitates periodic replaceme: f the barrel.
Failure and breaklp-of the model frequently produces sufficient damage to the bore (even with simple plastic
models) to also-require replacement of the barrel, u.less some local repair can be maL>. I - desirable then,
that the launch-tube construction be such that replacement can be made with minimum cost ant' -ffort.

One launch-tube design, made to satisfy the requirements for straightness and economicil rc-placement can be
seen in Figures 2.77 and 2.78. The design consists of a thin-wall seamless-tube liner supported externally by
a heavy, split, rectangular block clamped by a double row of bolts. This bolted construction is sufficient to
withstand the gas pressures except in the region of highest pressure at the breech end of the tube where a thick-

'4walled jacket approximately 30' calibers long is used.

Jacket and split-clmp housing are generally constructed of AISI 4340 steel heat-treated to Rockwell C-40,
and the liner is a commercially available seamless tube of an annealed alloy such as AISI 4130. ;. planing
operation is used to machine the split clamp, including the semi circular groove in the separate halves which

form the bore of the housing upon assembly. It is this operation, made possible with the split construction,
that produces a straight bore launch tube; while it is difficult to bore or drill a long straight hole, it is
relatively easy to machine an exceptionally straight groove on a planer if proper precautions are taken. With
the larger launch tubes the bolts are tightened during assembly with a hydrailic bolt tensioner, which makes
possible uniform loading of all bolts to nearly the yield point. A slight interference fit betwecn the liner
and both the Jacket and split housing prevents movement of the liner during firing. The liners are purchased
slightly oversized, in quantity lots from the same mill run to insure uniformity, and are sized to the precise
outside diameter, if necessary, by a simple external honing operation. With a spare jacket and liner assembly
held in reserve, replacement of a damaged gun liner can be made in a very short time and at a cost which is only
a small fraction of the replacement cost of a conveational one-piece barrel. The fart that launch tubes can be
rapidly and economically replaced leads to greater freedom in the selection of models - one can attempt to launch
models of marginal strength at high-performance conditions without fear of substantial penalties in cost in the
event of model failure.

This design has been used successfully at Ames Research Center in a range of gun sizes having bore diameters
from 5.6 am to 38. I m.

2.6.4 Coupling of Launch Tube to Pump Tube

Generally, the design of the joint between the pump and launch tubes entails the provision for three items:

(a) a quick-opening valve that will release the high-pressure gas, at a prescribed pressure, from the puup
tube to the projectile base,

(b) an adequate seal to prevent escape of the hot, high-pressure gas through the joint, and

(c) external structural members to couple the launch nd pump tutbe together and carry the axial pressure
and inertia loads developed when the gun is fired.

Although other types of quick-opening valves have been used successfully in the past, such as discs which
fail in shear or members which part in half in tensile failure under the applied gas-pressure loadings, the
petaling-disphragm type valve is now inmost general use. These diaphragms are made thick enough that they will
not fail in direct shear, Ere prescored to provide a four-petal opening configuration which bursts at a pressure



denendent on the remaining depth at the scored section, and are- machined from rnneeed-type ?04 stainless steel.
which is sufficiently ductile that the petals will usually not tear off during the opening, or bursting, process.
Their design is relatively straightforward and is detailed in Reference 2 113.

rhe problem of providing 2 seal at the critical joint between the pump and launch tubes, where the pressures
and temperatures of the gas are near a maximum, has been a difficult one. Early attempts to employ neoprene
I"-rings at this joint met with only limited success. Some leakage nearly always occurred, #ith consequent

erosion of areas adjacent to the seals, and in some cases the '*O -rings were completely extruded into the joint
making it very difficult to disassejble the gun after firing. One successful solution has been to Y&- a low-
carbon steel ring as a seal. machined to size in the form sketched in Figure 2.79. The O.D. and I.D. of the
seal ring have small clearance with the respective journals on the heat-treated pump and launch tubes so that
he pieces readily assemble until the outer corners of the seal come to bear against the adioining faces. The
slant height (f the seal cross section is made sifficiently' long so that when an axl- load is applied bringing
the pu p and launch tubes together, the seal is upset an will-de-clop- ic yield, strength in compression against
the mating journals. The diameters of the seal ring and journals vith which it mates must be precisely controlled,
but when the parts are machined and assembled properly, it provides a very effective seal.

The structural coupling of the launch and pump tubes may be accomplished in several different ways. Cur
smaller guns. either tvlted flanges or threaded nuts, as sketched in Figure 2.80. are generally suffizient. In-
herent' in the bolted flauge design is the disadvantage that many bolts are required to car-ly the pressure and
inertia loads developed when the gun is fired, with consequent time-consumingtassembly operations. The i. nr-
rupted-thread nut is a good, simple design, but for large guns, the nut may be cumbersome to handle and diff .
:ult to torque when substantial preload forces are required to minimize axial separation cl the joint for prover
sealing. In this case, at the expense of additional complexity, mechanical or hydraulic torque multipliers Aaz
be used with the nut to provide the necessary preload.

A satisfactory method of joining pump tube to launch tube for larger guns, which allows quick and easy assembly
and disassembly, employs a hydraulically constrained coupling, as shown in Figure 2.81. With this system hydraulic
preload forces greater than the axial separating forces can readily be applied. The outer nut and retaining ring

4 assembly threadea on the high-pressure end of the pump tube contains a hydraulic piston having-an internal inter-
repted shoulder (like a spline in appearance). The shoulder nut threaded on the launch-tube breech has a-mt-in;
external- segmented shoulder. During assembly the launch tube and pump tube are brought together with the shoulder
segments on the soulder nut aligned to slip between ttose on the piston. The outer nut and piston assembly is
then- rotsd until the interrupted shoulder or the piston opposes the shoulder segment on the launch-tube nut.
Application of hiydraulic-pressure betwean the piston and retaining ring moves the piston against the shoulder
nut, forcing it and the launch- tube into firing position, against the pump-lube face. The joint is restrained
hydraulically in this manner during firing without the use of any seconday mechanical backup. Disassembly of
the coupling ).nvolves simply the release of the hydraulic pressure, return of the piston toits start position,
a slight rotation of the shoulder nut to realign the interrupted faces, m.d finally, the withdrawl of the launch-
tube assembly t:rough the piston. This particular design has been used succ-, sfully on guns having launch-tube
bores up to 38.1 mm diameter.

A general consideration concerns the use of AISI 4340 steel, frequently chosen for gun structural members.
Experience has shown that with mating parts of this same steel there is a tendency towards -galling and seizing,
with relative motion of the parts under high local contact pressures. For this reason, highly loaded threaded
joints reauiring many threads with large heavy nuts are preferably constructed with interrupted, rather than
continuous threads. Such a joint can be assembled with rapidity and ease, and with aminimumof sliding motion
between mating threads. The use of an anti-seizing lubricant is also helpful in reducing this tendency towards
galling.

2.6.5 Mounting

The mounting structure used in the support and restraint of the gn will be dictated, in part, by the method
chosen for moving and handling the separate gun components during di.,.esembly, cleaning, and assembly operations.
Separation and movement of components may be accomplished in a variety of ways: with launch tube or pump tube
kept stationary and other (or all) components moved axially and/or laterally to provide clearance for cleaning
and for aisembly of expendable parts.

It is frequently expedient to provide vertical and horizontal adjustment at individual support points so that
the bore of long tubes can be readily aligned with regard to direction and straightness, eliminating in many
cases the requirement that the outside tube diameter be medo concentric with the inside dimeter, as well as re-
ducing the precision required in machining and locating mounts and supports.

The methods successfully used to restrain the gun members during firing vary from that of rigid restraint.
allowing essentially no gun motion, to that of no restraint in whil components are allowed to slide freely.
With the highly restrained system the most effective point to provide this restraint is in the vicinity of the
high-pressure transition section, where the highest peak axial loads are developed, so that these high loads
need not be carried through the tubes and joints of other gun members. However, except perhaps for small guns,
a rigid restraiit system is undesirable because of the high peak loads developed in the support structure. These
loads may be reduced wth the use of a flexible support system with, for examle, torsion bars, which act to
temporarily store straini energy. The support structure loads may be reduc;d to moderate values by allowing
greater motion of the gun with a system that applies some frictional restre-int through clamped supports. Going
a step beyond this, many two-stage guns, both large and small, are fired satisfactorily with esseatially no
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restraint other than the friction resulting from the weight of the gun. During operation, as a consequence of

the free piston, --. end load is first applied at the powder chamber accelerating the gun rearward, but this is

-iosmteracted later, for the most part, by the impulse imparted by the piston to the high pressure end. Although

the net impulse is not zero ti- comentim of the model and light gas is generally small compared to the piston

momentum, and, because the inertia-of the complete gun is relatively high. the total excur-ion of the gun is

reasonably small. it should be noted that, in such a system where the gun is allowed to move, the tubes and

joints must be designed to handle the additional ilertia loads developed.

2.7 PROSPECTS FOR HIGHER P89FORMANCE

The need in certain types of studies for velocities higher t4,.r prcscntly attainable in the laboratory leads on6

to speculate about future possibilities for substantially increasiiig speeds. Techni(ues employing electrostatie

acceleration, explosively formed jets, explosively driven plates, acceleration by drag forces, and ethers (see

Reference 2.114) show promise, and, as noted in the Introduction, have achieved velocities well above 20 km/s.

However. in most cases the particles accelerated are restricted in size, shpe, and material, What are the pros-

pects for accelerating the variety of aerodynamic models that are now launched primrily with guns? Very large

gains in velocity have been made with the light-gas gun during the last decade but the rate of gain has cf late

slowed appreciably. Further increases in velocity with the conventional two-stage light-gas gun are becoming

increasingly difficult to achieve. This is not meant to imply that the limits of capability of this launcher

have been reached. Higher performance will surely be realized with an improved tnderstanding of the internal

ballistics of guns so that loading conditions and gun geometry can be better optimized to produce more nearly

constant base pressure conditions. Further gains would result with improvements in the strength of gun and

model materials. Perhaps the most significant increases in performance will result from the technological de-

velopment of new conrcrts.

One of the basic lieitations of the conventional gun is related to the fact that the propellant gas is expan-

ded from a fixed reservoir. Extreme reservoir pressures are required to maintain an effective base pressure as

the distance between the projectile and the chamber becomes large. The large expansion ratios required could be

decreased if: thereservoir of gas were made to follow behind the model in some manner; or, the pressure and

temperature of the gas were enhanced in some other fashion, in the region directly behind the model. A number

of attempts have been made to achieve these conditions but in most cases without notable success.

- Gae exception whi. prmises to give substantially higher speeds is a new concept developed by Godfrey and

Moore employing an explosive lensing technique (see Figure 2.82 taken from Reference 2.26). This launcher is a

form of light-gas gun in which the model is accelerated in two stages. The function of the first stage is to-

accelerate the projectile and a reservoir of gas from rest to at least some minimum velocity (greater than

approxiately 5 ki/s) required for operation of the second stage. The first stage used for this purpose has

been a linear explosive driver consisting of a reservoir of helium contained in a metal tube surrounded by a

high explosive. The tube is collapsed inward by detonation of the explosive, producing, in effect, a conical
plstes which travels progressively toward the projectile at a constant velocity equal to the detonation velocity

of the c plo.ive, The model, and driver gas energized by shock compression, are accelerated into the second

stage, and when a sufficient quantity of gas at the proper conditions of pressure and temperatures have been

introduced, operation of this stage is started. Employing a unique explosive lens, which also generates a coni-

cal piston, the secona stage then further accelerates the projectile to the desired final velocity. The lens

consists of two explosives having different detonation rates - a thin layer of fast explosive surrounds the

slow explosive placed coritiuous to the barrel. The difference in detonation speeds results in a detonation

front that is 'inclined to the axis of the barrel. The smaller the angle of inclination, the higher the speed

at which the collapse pnint .acting a- a piston) proceeds along the barrel. By proper selection of detonation
rates and lens geometry the "vxrtual piston" can be programmed to accelerate at various prescribed rates to

speeds well above the highest explosive detonation velocity. The "piston" motion can be tailored to accelerate

the reservoir gas in a manner to m"Intain a high and reasonably constant base pressure for an appreciable dis-

tance. Upon completion of the detonation phase a small further increase in velocity is obtained by expansion of

the reservoir gas. Velocities as high as 12.2 km/s (with a 0. 17-gm odel, 6.4 mm ir diameter) have been obtained

with this technique - the highest velocity yet achieved with a light-gas gun - and projections indicate that

velocities in the 15 to 20 km/s range are Zeasible.

Techniques such as this which do not depend on Launching a model from a fixed reservoir, or other schemes in

which the driver gas can be further energized in ti:e region behind the model to sustain a high base pressure,

may provide the means for launching laboratory test models to substantially higher volocities than presently

attainable.
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TABLE 2.1

Properties of Propellant Gases

Gas P p a pa a/Y Cp Cv  CpT
(bars) y (kg/n 3) (-Is) (kglm2s) (mIs) (UIkg°K) (WIkg°K) (kJ/kg)

Hydrogen 1* 1.40 0.0887 1,260 1.12 x 102 899 14.3 10.2 3.910
2,000f 1.40 20.2 3,730 7.53 x 10' 2,660 14.3 10.2 34,200

Helium I* 1.67 0.176 971 1.71 x 102 583 3.19 3.11 1,420

2,000
f  1.67 16.8 4,440 7.46 x 10" 2,660 5.19 3.11 29,700

Air 1* 1.40 1.27 330 4.19 x 102 236 1.01 0.722 274

2,000 t  1.40 291. 974 2.83 x 105  695 1.01 0.722 2,400

Gun V -1.25 1.23 318 3.91 x 102 254 1.48 1.18 405
Powder 2,000f '-1.25 542. 681 3.69 x 10' 545 1.48 1.18 1,850

*At T 2730 K.
tIsentropic compression neglecting caloric and thermal imperfections and intermolecular forces.
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TABLE 2.2

Dimensions and Performance of Representative Laboratory Guns

lity DS  Ls  Dr Lr r V V Vc  angle 0s P up

(i) (SW) D~ D5  
0r v5  y 7 (included) (bars (m k. a)(as

s - - (deg) hydrogen)

Ames 5.6 273 5.82 115 82.90 1.67 49.60 14.6 2.76 0.0453 15.60 0.10 - 11.30
25.6 273 5.82 115 82.901 1.67 49.60 14.6 2.76 3.0756 9.35 0.10 - 9.84

5.6 264 8.04 93 184.501 4.06 45.40 11.8 1.59 0.0520 16.76 0.34 - 10.84

5.6 264 8.04 93 184.50 ! 4.06 45.40 11.8 1.03 0.0568 10.03 0.34 - 10.41

7.1 357 5.53 273 129.20 36.80 3.51 8.6 0.50 0.1625 3.36 0.15 817 9.24

7.1 3 1 5.53 273 129.20 36.80 3.51 8.6 1.03 0.5016 2.23 0.15 983 7.35

12.7 300 5.07 246 105.00 27.50 3.82 8.- 0.69 0.9407 3.12 0.89 823 9.46

12.7 300 5.07 246 105.00 27.50 3.82 8.C 1.03 3.170 1.39 0.89 879 6.72

25.4 288 4.00 244 54.38 30.50 1.78 8.6 2.07 7.418 4.65 5.58 763 8.44

38.1 256 4.15 208 58.30 31.90 1.83 9.6 2.07 15.205 7.30 22.70 786 9.07

38.1 256 4.15 208 58.30 31.90 1.83 8.6 2.07 27.412 4.05 22.70 789 8.50

CARDE 38.1 312 2.67 95 5.77 6.34 0.91 14.2 423.79 3 50.0 6.17 9.08 869 5.21

38.1 312 2.67 40 12.45 3.10 0.79 14.2 "59.65 372.0 4.55 9.08 731 4.57

101.6 207 2.67 41 3.10 6.60 0.47 33.4 "56.55 '1251.0 3.95 90.80 716 4.57

Douglas 7.6 200 5.13 182 124.00 3.57 34.70 11.8 1.72 0.21 5.86 0.30 731 8.84

7.6 200 5.13 182 124.00 3.57 34.70 11.8 2.41 0.84 2.05 0,30 610 7.01

12.7 200 4.00 120 40.15 4.64 8.65 3.6 3.45 ,.00 3.69 0.40 762 9.14

12.7 200 4.00 120 40.15 4.64 8.65 3.6 4.14 4 00 1.11 0.40 610 6.10

19.1 240 4.67 100 43.60 10.00 4.36 6 6 6.90 '10.00 3.24 4.50 671 7,62

19.1 240 4.67 100 43.60 10.00 4.36 6.6 9.66 14. V' 3.24 4.50 610 6.40

31.8 144 2.80 100 15.75 10.00 1.57 5.4 6.90 10.00 2.42 4.50 -671 7.92

31.8 144 2.80 100 15.75 10.00 1.57 5.4 9.66 325.00 1.29 6.00 610 7.31

5.6 200 4.53 145 67.60 1.70 39.80 7.5 4.00 0.0533 11.61 0.10 1050 10.80

5.6 200 4.53 145 67.601 1.70' 39.80 7.5 - 0.022 - - - 10.30

20.0 380 4.45 148 34.40 7.97 4.32 7.8 - 3.73 - - - 9.90

20.0 380 4.45 148 34.40 7.97 4.32 7.8 4.70 311.04 2.90 10.40 522 7.50

60.0 332 4.23 141 28.10 8.27 3.40 7.7 - 87.0 - - - 8.90

60.0 1382 '4.23 141 28.10 8.27 3.40 7.7 6.20 500.0 1.89 252.00 436 5.90

NOL 12.7 480 4.00 60 8.06 1,02 7.90 41,2 28.62 a1 30 11.34 0.20 - 8.17

12.7 !480 4.00 60 8.06 1.02 7.90 41.2 28.62 11.66 8.88 0.20 - 7.30

12.7 168 2.50 134 12.50 1.79 6.98 14.3 6.55 0.90 2.04 0.20 - 7.62

12.7 168 2.50 134 12.50 1.79 6.98 14.3 7.93 4.00 0.56 0.30 - 6.10

32.0 338 3.17 128 12.30 21.70 0.57 8.7 20.00 373.0 2.42 11.00 671 5.55

32.0 338 3.17 128 12.30 21.70 0.57 8.7 21.72 395.0 2.02 11.00 661 5.18

50.8 480 4.00 129 1 17.50 17.60 0.99 9.5 14.83 382.0 13.47 45.40 792 6.89

50.8 480 (4.00 129 17.50 17.60 0.99 9.5 18.28 3220.0 6.19 143.01 610 6.40

50.8 480 4.00 89 17.50 17.60 0.99 9.5 18.28 3108.0 8.36 52.66 792 7.74

50.8 480 4.00 89 17.50 17.60 0.99 9.5 28.62 3250.0 5.65 102.15 671 6.61

NRL 7.6 160 13.81 68 23.78 7.35 3.23 23.6 15.50 0.41 4.15 0.30 1000 9.20

7.6 160 13.81 68 23.78 7.35 3.23 23.6 17.10 '0.72 2.60 0.351 600 7.00

205 3.93 74 21.98 8.80 2.50 62.0 18.00 5.20 9.39 4.09 - 8.00

21,0 205 3.93 74 21.9P, 8.80 2.50 62.0 15.10 316.20 2..53 4.09 - 7.00

63.5 161 3.28 81 19.04 6.66 2.86 3.0 20.00 253.0 4.03 43.00 - 6.16

63.5 161 3.28 81 19 04 6.66 2.86 3.0 20.00 3447.0 2.28 43.00 - 4.85

RARDE 6.4 200 4.00 204 65.40 50.24 269.00 74.0 7.91 0.08 21.51 0.03 1097 9.20

6.4 200 4.00 204 65.40 50.24 269.00 74.0 13.08 3.1.36 2.09 0.07 1036 3.05

25.4 96 5.00 55 71.87 50.37 193.00 180.0 7.93 14.0 21.07 1.61 792 5.18

25.4 96 5.00 55 71.87 50.37 193.00| 180.0 7.93 28.0 10.53 1.62 777 3.66

1 Facility title and address given in Table 1.1

2 Rifled launch tube

3 Saboted model

Helium propellant gas

Helium first-stage di=ver gas
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2. 1 US Naval Ordnance Laboratory 12. 7m/50.8Sm two-stage light gas gun

2.2 von Xirmin Facility -Arnold Engineering Development Center 63. 5mm/203mm two-stage light-gas gun
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. . " , - - BARREL

GAS D-
RESERVOIR, , ""-'

.. . "PROJECTILE,

2.3 Simple light-gas gun

30
Ps = 1gm/cm3  . I s/Ds=

IP 10 Ps kbar

E020

E 20 $S = 1.5 kbar

>: Is/ Ds =1/2

w

II

010

0 100 200 300 400 500
LAUNCH TUBE LENGTH, CALIBERS, Ls/Ds

2.4 Maximum launch velocity as a function of launch-tube length for several values of base pressure and
model mass

/ PROJECTILE
RESERVO IRRL /LAUNCH TUBE

Pr, r. r' Ps VACUUM D s

Lr 1 LS

2.5 Simple constant-diameter gun
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UPSTREAM CHARACTERISTIC
dx/dt = u-a

LINE OF CONSTANT u--

PROJECTILE PATH

UNDISTURBED DOWNSTREAM CHARACTERISTIC
REGION dx/dtu+a 2a 2a
u=O - LINE OF CONSTANT u +Ia =--dx.°__ -a;

x

Dr RESERVOIR LUNCH TUBE D,
-- (PROJECTILE POSITION AT t = 0

2.6 Acoustic waves in constant-dimeter launcher with infinite-length reservoir

1.0

.8
Ds= Or

"L IDEAL GAS
II .6'a.

1.0
.- 1.4

0 1 2 3 4i VELOCITY, 6 u/a r

2.7 Variation of nondimensional pressure with velocity during expension of an ideal gas in an infinitely longj tube of constant diwAeter

2> IDEAL GAS

W Dr = Ds

0

0 10 20 30 40

DISTANCE, s PrAsxs

2.8 Variatio7. of nondimensional projectile velocity with distance for the expansion of an ideal gas in an

infinitely long tube of constant diameter

I
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RAREFACTION REACHES
PROJECTILE AT (x1 , tj)

Lr= (

SI MLE PROJECTILE PATH

/ WAVE

UNDISTURBED REGION x---
/RESERVOIR

IF'1" l;", ' f
, CLAUNCH TUBE

2.9 Acoustic waves in constant-diameter launcher with finite-length reservoir
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1.67&
_jJ' 8

uJ 6
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Pn r Asr
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2. 10 Minimum reservoir length to be effectively infinite as a function of normalized barrel length

,PROJECTILE

TRANSITION SECTION--

. r - 1 DrePe,Te s

2. 11 Simple light-gas gun with chambragePRJCTL
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S.2

n.1
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2.12 Increase in velocity due to chanibrage for guns having infinite-length reservoirs. (From Seigel, Ref.2.28)

.4 Dr/Ds =

S0 .02 .04 .06 .08 .10 .12 .14 .16

Dr/ DS1.414

2.0

1.5 Dr/DS I

IDEAL GAS

Dr/Ds 5
.5~Y = 1.4

G/fis=5

- Pr A sxS
2

msa r

2. 13 The effect of chambrage on the calculated Derformance of a gun with finite-length reservoir, for
Y= 1.4 and gas-mass ratio, G/m. 5. (Data taken from Seigel, Ref. 2.28)
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2. 14 Two-stage light-gas gun
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2. 15 Reservoir-pressure history with isentropic compression of ideal gas
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IJ

5.0 5.2F/
4.8 4.8 - -

I IDEAL HYDROGEN GAS
4.6 4.4 - T= 295OK

ao 1.304 km/s
4.4 4.0 -y 1.4
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2.17 Isentropic compression of ideal hydrogen gas from initial pressure to 10 kilobars

PISTON PATH PROJECTILE

\/- COMPRESSION WAVES

"9 x

PISTON SHOCKz ,II .I,. , xPROJECTILE

Up USHOCK

2. 18 Acceleration of model by shock compression
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DIAPHRAGM 2NSHC
CLUPUR REFLECTION

U)
uJ

0

0
MOE RVE NBRRL sL

Mc =12mDIPRG

D IPHRAGM p = g I P R G

20Omm PROJECTILE, ms =.12g9M 7.1 mm

LL.m147 m -2.29 m

MAXIMUM VELOCITY FOR GIVEN LOADING CONDITIONS: 8.5 kmn/s

2. 2L Ames Research center 7. 1 m/20 utwo-stage shock-compression gun

DIAPHRAGM

\ POWDER CHAMBERLANHTB

2.21 Two-stage Isentropic-compression gun

DIAPHRAGM

POWDER CHAMBER TRANSITION SECTION

L2.22 Deformable-piston isentropic-compression gun
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PISTON PROJECTILE~MASS, ms

u= at
a = CONSTANT

2.23 Uniform acceleration in constant-diameter tube

Ts =fl (x) AT t=t1
4

\S \=f2(x) AT tt 2  ,X-X) 2 (XS X)1

SX2 =Axl

P PP iS or P2 Pl

PS 2 S P

0

xI X2

PROJECTILE AT TIME t,

Ps "-"h J

0 PROJECTILE AT TIME t2

;° ' ..xs

2.24' Constancy, with time. of pressure ratio. p/ps. at a prescribed distance from the projectile base for
o'nst nt-base-pressure flow
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IDEAL GAS
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6 /01e P

Il Te
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2.25 Gas conditions at entrance to barrel, as a function of time, as required by constant-base-pressure
solution with isentropic compression

u +a LINES:
_ [I [+ -1)(is + _2 f s+ 2 ___

3 LIMITING u-a CHARACTERISTIC:

PROJECTILE PATH:

2 S

SONIC FLOW PAIRABOLA: 1 2= . 2 r11

SONIC FLOW AT BARREL ENTRANCE:

2.26 Characteristic lines for constant-base-pressure flow in an unchuberel gun, y 1.4

D, TRANSITION PROJECTILE BASE
- s SECTION Ps-ps. 8s

BARREL ENTRANCE
Pe-Pe su

2. 27 Flow parameters In chambered gun
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a- C

CONSTANT BASE PRESSURE
S SOLUTION

LIMIT ING u - a CHARACTERISTIC

2.28 Maracteristic lines for constant-base-pressure flow in a chambered gun

100

1 4

FOR GUN WITH CHAMBRAGE Or
IDEAL GAS, Or>>D

~~y ~1.4 V4

o ---.-y 1.67

0

a.-4

0 .4 .8 1.2 1.6 2.0 2.4 2.8

2. 29 Pressure ratios in reservoir and at barrel entrance as a function of time, required by constant-base-
pressure solution for a chambered gun
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48 HYDROGEN
* Ta =300*K

Pa= 1.013 bars
44 Val=l1.1 3 m3 /kg

40
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2.30 Entropy as a function of initial reservoir pressure at ambient conditions. (Data from Bixier, Piacesi,
and Seigel, US Naval ordnance Laboratory, Ref. 2.82)
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1.6 - 4 7 fV
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2.31 Constants in entropic equation which define behavior of real hydrogen gas. (From Bixier, Piacesi, and
Seigel, US Naval Ordnance Laboratory, Ref. 2.82)
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2.32 PV diagram for real hydrogen. (Fromn Bixier, Piacesi, and Seigel, US Naval Ordnance Laboratory, Ref. 2.82)
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2.33 Comparison of real-gas and ideal-gas isentropes for hydrogen. (From Seigel. Piacesi, and Bixier. US
Naval Ordnance Laboratory, Ref. 2. 78)
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2.34 Pressure and time when flow at entrance of barrel reaches sonic speed; real hydrogen gas. (From Bixler
and Seigel, US Naval Ordnance Laboratory, Ref. 2.79)
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2.35 Characteristics diagram for a constant-base-pressure process in a straight tube. (From Bixler and Seigel,
US Naval Ordnance Laboratory, Ref. 2.79)
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2.36 Pressure histories at the barrel entrance and reservoir in a constant-base-pressure solution for hydrogen
gas. (From Bixler and Seigel, US Naval Ordnance Laboratory, Ref. 2.79)
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2.37 Example of actual reservoir- and base-pressure variation compared with ideal behavior
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2.38 Effect of initial loading pressure on the rate-of-rise of pressure with isentropic compression, shown
from some reference pressure
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2. 39 Effect of initial loading pressure on model base pressure during launch (experimental)
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2.40 Effect of initial hydrogen pressure on maximum model base pressure, for two values of piston velocity
and model weight (experimental)
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2.41 Variation of model velocity with initial hydrogen pressure, for two values of piston velocity and
model weight (experimenta~l)
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2.42 Effct o intia hydoge prssur ontheresultant maximu. base pressure, at constant model velocity
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2.43 Variation of calculated maximum reservoir pressure with initial hydrogen pressure. at constant piston
velocity
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2.45 Variation of model velocity with piston velocity at constant values of initial hydrogen pressure, for a

relatively heavy model (experimental)
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2.47 Variation of maximum base pressure with piston velocity at constant values of initial hydrogen pressure,
for a relatively heavy model (experimental)
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2.48 Variation of maximum base pressure ,ith model velocity at constant values of initial hydrogen pressure,
for a relatively light model (experimental)
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2.49 Variation of maximum base pressure with model velocity at constant values of initial hydrogen pressure,
for a relatively heavy model (experimental)
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2.58 Effect of piston mass on model velocity for a variety of loading conditions (experimental)
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2. 59 Effect of piston mass on maximum base pressure (experimental)
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2.60 Effect of piston mass on normalized maximum base pressure (experimental)
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2.64 Variation of maximum base pressure with model velocity at constant values of model weight (experimental)
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2.65 Launch velocities obtained for a wide variety of models with representative light-gas guns at a number
of research laboratories
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2.68 Effect of changes in launch-tube length on model velocity (experimental)
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2.74 Effrzt of Pump-tube to launch-tube transition-section taper angle on maximum base pressure (experimental)
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2.78 Amnes Research Center 25.4 mm/102 mm light-gas gun split-clamp launch tube
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MODEL AND SABOT DESIGN
AND LAUNCHING TECHNIQUES

Charles E.DeRose and Peter P.Intrieri

3.1 INTRODUCTION

In the preceding chapter, the operating principles and design of light-gas guns capable of accelerating
projectiles to high velocities were discussed. Equally important to the ballistic range test is the projectile
itself. The projectile usually consists of two parts, namely the part of interest in the test, the model, and

its carrier in the gun, the sabot*. The model can be any body having the desired geometry and mass charac-

teristics for which experimental data are required. The sabot alines and supports the model during the launching

process.

It is necessary now to examine the design, construction and launching of the projectile. The designer's task
is seldom an easy one, but represents the necessary first step in every successful ballistic range test. Many
severe and often conflicting requirements must be satisfied before a successful design is achieved. The model
must have the desired geometry, must withstand enormous launch accelerations, possess adequate aerodynamic
stability (i.e., fly nose forward), and have the required mass and inertial characteristics dictated by test
requirements. The sabot must also withstand the launch accelerations while supporting and protecting the model.
Upon emerging from the gun it must also separate cleanly without imparting a large disturbance to the model and
must not be allowed to hinder in any way the acquisition of data. It is seldom possible to achieve an optimum
design which simultaneously satisfies all the imposed requirements. Rather, a successful combination of model

and sabot is one which serves adequately to achieve the desired goals of the test. In a large number of cases

this successful combination is not obtained through calculations alone, a development period of trial launches
with some corrective redesign is often necessary to achieve the final useable configuration.

The purpose of this chapter is to discuss some of the basic principles of model and sabot design and to present
and analyze typical examples of successful designs. It is hoped that the material presented will convey the state
of the art and will offer the reader an appreciation of the problems involved and possible solutions to these
problems. The chapter proceeds as follows: first, a general discussion of the problems that direct the initial
design will be presented. A truly general discussion here is difficult because of the individual nature of each
test and facility combination. However, the basic problems can be outlined to illustrate how the resulting
constraints dictate the design. Next, detailed calculations pertaining to the design of a particular configura-
tion (a 100 half-angle cone) are presented to illustrate specifically the types of calculations performed in an
actual model design. This particular example was chosen because most of the critical problems which can confrcnt
the designer are present, i.e., many conflicting requirements regarding model size, density, and inertia which
require simultaneous solution, a relatively fragile model, high launch accelerations, complex sabot, heat

protecting the model during flight, etc. The next two sections examine a number of actual designs of a variety
of models and sabots which have been launched successfully at both low and high speeds. Here, the emphasis is
on a detailed pictorial presentation where important features of individual designs are pointed out and discussed.
Since the constraints on model design are usually more numerous and more severe for tests where the aerodynamic
stability characteristics of the configuration are to be measured, the examples discussed are principally of this
type. The next section is devoted to the subject of model measurement techniques. In this section, some of the
methods used to determine a model's linear dimensions, weight, center-of-gravity position, moments of inertia
and surface finish are discussed. The following section describes some of the auxiliary equipment used to
separate the sabot from the model. These devices, while not directly a part of the design of models and sabots,
are often required for successful testing, that is for example, to prevent sabot parts from entering the test
area and to facilitate launching models in tests reouiring low static pressure and other special situations. The
chapter ends with a brief discussion of some of the techniques and equipment used in proof testing, that period
of trial launches which precedes the use of the model for testing.

3.2 GENERAL DESIGN PROBLEMS

The design of particular models and sabots for ballistic-range tests is to some degree iterative. The con-
straints imposed by gun size, facility length, limits of operating pressure, number of photographic stations, and
several lesser considerations determine how well the required data can be obtained in the desired flight regime.
Usually, the design cycle is initiated by assuming an initial desin based on prior experience which is then

modified progressively as a result of various calculations.

" The word sabot is a French word which means wooden shoe (worn in various European countries). As used by
ballisticians, it denotes the carrier or support 'ised to launch various aerodynamic shapes and sub-caliber

projectiles.

Preceding page blank
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3.2.1 Initial Design Requirements

3.2.1.1 Design Conditions Imposed by Test Requirements

In tests where the aerodynamic coefficients governing the flight of a given configuration are to be measured,
the mass and inertial characteristics of the model will have to be adjusted to meet both the velocity and density
requirements of the test and the accuracy capabilities of the facility. If drag coefficient is to be determined.
then the deceleration of the model must be large enough to be measured accurately, but not so large that it
significantly alters the flight conditions*. Measurements of static stability, dynamic stability, and lift are
possible only if there is sufficient definition of the model's pitching and swerving motion. In general, this
requires that the wavelength of the pitching oscillations be less than two-thirds the length of the test section
and that the swerve displacement be at least 20 to 30 times the measurement accuracy of the facility. To obtain
the desired wavelength of oscillation, the model's size. moment of inertia, and center of gravity must be adjusted
with respect to the free-stream density.

In tests aimed at studying the flow field around a model (such as. for example, boundary-layer transition).
a primary design consideration is that of controlling the surface finish. Of course, these models must also be
aerodynamically stable and capable of being flown at the desired flight attitude and velocity. Models for use
in impact or flow-field radiation studies will be designed with the primary emphasis on shape, mass, and model
material. A large amount of aerodynamic stability may have to be provided for these models since model attitude
must be closely controlled in many of these tests; however, velocity changes during the flight are not usually a
controlling factor.

The required velocity and Reynolds number of the tests put further constraints on model mass, dictate limits
for model size, and narrow the choice of construction materials and assembly techniques. High velocity, in
particular, causes the most problems in model design. In addition to extremely high accelerationt that must be
tolerated, heat-protective surfaces must sometimes be provided to keep the models from burning. In these tests
a relatively simple design, that is, for example, solid homogeneous models constructed of high strength-to-weight
ratio materials will usually afford the greatest assurance of success. Models for low speed tests generally
offer a much wider choice of materials and can often be constructed of easy to machine sub-parts.

3.2.1.2 Design Conditions Imposed by the Facility

The facility to be used is the next important factor in model design. The length of the facility determines
the amount of deceleration required for accurate drag measurements and puts boundaries on the wavelength of
pitching oscillations. The density capability of the facility together with the velocity and Reynolds number
desired may dictate the model size and hence the level of aerodynamic forces and accelerations that must be
withstood. A facility which has a wide range of density capability allows greater flexibility in the design.
The number of obseivation stations available, together with the precision with which the required measurements
can be made, serve to establish limits for model deceleration and number of pitching and swerving oscillations.
(To define the pitching and swerving oscillations of the model, it is desirable to have at least five observa-
tions per cycle of motion.)

Thus we see that the test objectives and facility can impose harsh requirements on the design of a ballistic
model. We have not attempted to quantitatively define the design parameters involved, nor have we indicated
specific solutions for satisfying the requirements; this will be done in Section 3.3 where we examine the design
of a particular configuration for use at particular test conditions. However, it is clear at this point that
most designs will result from a careful balance of numerous requirements, which in many instances are conflicting.

3.2.2 Structural Design Requirements for Model and Sabot

3.2.2.1 Model Considerations

One of the major problems in designing models and sabots is providing sufficient strength to survive the

launching loads. The customary design procedure is to first calculate the constant acceleration in the gun
(ideal operation) which would yield the desired velocity, given the length of the launch tube and the flight
velocity desired. The appropriate equation is

1 V2
Aconst. - Vuzzle (3.1)

launch tube

A factor which represents the ratio of the peak acceleration to this constant acceleration is then applied to
estimate the maximum acceleration which will be experienced. This factor is usually determined from prior
acceleration measurements in the gun (by microwave measurements during calibration of the gun for example) or
from breech pressure histories in powder gas guns. This peak acceleration factor, is, of course, depeident on the
type of gun, the muzzle velocity, and weight of the projectile; however, a good approximation is that it will be
between 3 and 5.

Changes in the flight conditions, that is, for example, Mach number, Reynolds number, are detrimental only if
the desired aerodynamic coefficients vary with these changing conditions. However, this information is usually
not known beforehand and so near-constant conditions during the flight are desirable.
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Thus knowing the peak acceleration, a stress analysis is applied to critical sections of the model. It is
assumed that the load across any section is that required to accelerate all the mass ahead of that section.
Thus the stress analysis is fundamentally treated as a static loading; dynamic effects are very difficult to

estimate and so are not usually considered in the initial design. Buckling of a particular section of the model
may, however, be investigated and if a failure of this type is indicated it can be countered by thickening the
walls (if possible) or by additional sabot support in this region.

It should be noted that although this structural analysis seems oversimplified, it has generally not been

necessary to make it more complete. Instead it has been found that experience, plus a small number of trial or
development launches (proof testing), can lead to successful designs. This in a sense is fortunate since the
true nature of the loads imposed on the model during launch and the material's resistance to high-strain-rate

stressing are not conclusively known. Exceptions to this procedure may arise when launchings are attempted at
the highest possible velocities. Recently, attempts have been made by some experimenters to study theoretically
the dynamic stress loading within very simple models and sabots3" '. The procedures are very complicated, however,
and hence require a considerable investment of time, as well as access to electronic computers. Continuing
research in this area of complete dynamic analysis is highly desirable and may in years to come prove a boon to
the model designer.

Both the strength requirements and the model weight influence the choice of model material. A compromise to
meet both requirements can sometimes be made by using two or more different materials in the construction or by
hollowing a homogeneous model. Materials of high strength-to-weight ratio are usually of greatest advantage.
Aluminum, magnesium, titanium, and high strength alloy steels are commonly used metals, while polycarbonate,
polyamide, and polyethylene plastics are often chosen for sabots as well as for models. Table 3.1 shows the
physical characteristics for some of the materials commonly used for ballistic models and sabots. Material cost
is usually not an important factor in the selection since the quantity used in model construction is small.
Machineability of the material, however, should be a consideration since accurate reproduction of the models
is very important.

3.2.2.2 Sabot Considerations

As stated earlier the sabot is the supporting structure which is necessary to launch all sub-caliber models.
The sabot alines the model in the gun, prevents model contact with the launch tube walls, and separates the
model from the driving gases. It is frequently necessary to use models that are structurally weak relative to
the predicted launch loads. In these cases, the sabot has been utilized to provide the necessary support for
the weak sections. In fact, use of sabots which completely enclose the model has enabled successful launching
of models which theoretically were too weak by factors of two or more. The use of the completely enclosing
sabot, or a sabot that supports the internal structure of the model, extends the velocity capability of the

model, but compromises the release process; this problem will be discussed in the next section.

Since the sabot must also withstand the accelerations during launch, the same type of stress analysis discussed
previously in relation to the models is also usually applied to critical sections of the sabot. More specific
discussion of these critical sabot sections and types of structural failure which can occur is given in Sections3.3.2 and 3.4.

3.2.3 Design Considerations for Separation of Model From Sabot

While it is necessary for the sabot to support the model, seal off the driver gases, and keep the model alined
and away from the launch tube walls, it is equally necessary to have the sabot separate from the model with

minimum disturbance. The sabot, upon release of the model, should then veer away from the flight path of the
model and not interfere with the acquisition of data (i.e., continue down range and trigger light sources in the
observation stations which could cause double images on, and/or overexpose the photographic film, radiate light
which could also blacken the film, follow the model too closely which could affect the wake flow and in turn
affect the air pressure on the model base, damage parts of the instrumented test section such as vacuum lines,
air lines, windows, measuring equipment, etc.). This separation of the sabot from the model is fully as
important to the success of the test as protecting the model in the gun. These separation requirements lead
toward a minimal, light-weight structure which generally conflicts with the requirement of maximum model support.
The resulting compromise is usually a sensitive one and is frequently resolved only by proof firings.

3.2.3.1 Sabot Separating Forces

The way in which a sabot is designed to achieve a clean separation from the model upon emerging from the gun
is fairly straightforward once one understands the forces available to accomplish the separation. Five types
of separating force commonly used in ballistic range testing are: aerodynamic, propellant gas, internal elastic,
centrifugal, and external mechanical.

Aerodynamic forces are most commonly used to separate segments of the sabot from the model. Pressure forces,
acting on the beveled front face and/or hollow front section of the sabot pieces, force the pieces radially
outward away from the model. Aerodynamic forces are also employed to achieve axial separation between a sabot
base and the model. This method requires both a reasonably high air density and light-weight sabot segments
(relative to model weight) to obtain good separation.

For sabot designs in which the front face cp"ne be shaped to utilize a~rodynamic forces, an alternative is
to use the pressure force of the propellant gas. Usually, in such cases, the sabot is split in two or more
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pieces with a hole or cavity machined in from the base at the interfaces of base pieces and also fingers. This
hole is filled with te high pressure propelling gas while the model and sabot are being accelerated in the gun.
Upon leaving the launch tube. this high internal p~essure forces these sabot pieces apart, away from the model.
This same configuration can be used with a metal spring to produce the separating force (here the response time
of the spring relative to the flight duration must be very short), but the gas pressure method is simpler and

much more powerful.

Similar to the abovw design, internal elastic forces in the sabot material can also be used to provide a
separating force. The segmented sabot is made slightly oversize and compressed when loaded into the launch tube.
Upon leaving the barrel, the rebound of the material causes the segments to separate. This latter method is .not
as positive as the one employing the internal gas pressure, but may be of advantage when positive gas sealing is
required.

The method of using centrifugal forces to separate sabot segments is extremely powerful, and does not rely on
any internal or external pressure forces. However, its use is limited to those tests in which a high model roll
rate is either desired, or is not detrimental to the test. This method is also dependent on the availability of
a rifled launch tute. In the case of modern, light-gas guns, a rifled tube can be very expensive and difficult
to obtain.

With some configurations, it is impossible to use the separating forces previously mentioned. In these cases,
a mechanically-applied decelerating and deflecting force must be employed. This force is usually provided by a
muzzle constrit )r or sabot stripping plate. A retarding force may thus be applied to a full bore diameter sabot
(base) to achi an axial separation between it and a subcaliber model. After the axial separation is achieved,
a deflecting ramp can be used to divert the sabot away from the flight path of the model. A further discussion
of this method will be presented in Section 3.7.

3.2.3.2 Separation Dynamics

After separation of the sabot segments from the model is achieved, some attention must be placed on the flight
dynamics of the pieces. Hopefully, the pieces can be made light and of high drag shapes so that their decelera-
tion is greater than that of the model. If this can be achieved, then the axial separation of model from sabot
pieces can prevent any further interference. Heavy sabot segments which decelerate less than the model will
usually have to be trapped by a sabot stripper - a plate with a hole on gun centerline large enough for only
the model. Additional features of mechanical strippers and deflectors will be dict7.ased in Section 3.7.

3.3 TYPICAL EXAMPLE OF DESIGN PROCEDURE

In the preceding section we discussed in general terms the types of problems associated with the design of
models and sabots. Let us now examine a specific example to illustrate the actudl design procedure in more
detail. In doing this, we will describe the types of calculations that are made and give actual numbers to

enhance the previous general statements.

The most demanding set of constraints is usually that imposed by aerodynamic stability tests, since all the
constraints concerning model deformation and disturbance at launch are present together with others pertaining
to scale, material, moments of inertia, and center-of-gravity location. Hance, let us consider the design of a
100 half-angle cone to be tested in a given flight regime for the purpose of measuring drag, static and dynamic
stability and lift. The Mach number and Reynolds number range of the tests along with a description of the
facility in which the tests are to be conducted are given in Table 3.2.

3.3.1 Model Design

If. first, it is assumed that the model will be of maximum size, compatible with the gun, i.e., 1.27 cm
diameter, then the free-stream pressures will be:

P, - 0.022 atm for Re 100,000

P. - 0.22 atm for Rem = 1,000,000,

given Re, : poVcd/pw , po = PO/RTc , V0 = 5.2 lk/sec , and TO = 2900 K . It can be seen in Table 3.2 that
these pressures are within the pressure capability of the facility, hence, the desired Reynolds numbers can be
obtained in this facility with this size model.

For drag measurements, the deceleration must lie between some lower limit of measurability (Chapter 7) and an
upper limit imposed by the requirement that test conditions do not vary significantly along the flight path
(see footnote page 3-2). For these tests, it is desired to keep the change in Wach number to the order of 0.2.

A commonly used measure of the effect of drag on the trajectory is the distance decrement which is the
difference in distance traveled, in a given time, between the actual model and a model with zero deceleration.
For small changes in velocity, this distance decrement is given by

1 D 2t cvy'VS]t 2
2D=-At 2  -,t (3.2)2 I m -
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where

A = deceleration, a/sec 2

CD = drag coefficient

P, = free stream density, kg/M
3

Vo = velocity. m/sec

• = model mass, kg

t = time, sec

S = model reference area, 71d2/4 M2

d = model diameter, m.

The distance decrement may also be written

XDI.IV1 t 2  _[AV]1t. (3.3)I2Lt J 2

With Al.= 0.2 a, = 0.2 (344) = 68.8 m/sec , and t = It/V. = 23/5150 4.5 x I0- 3 sec (16 is the speed of
sound eM Its is the length of test section), then the specified upper limit for the distance decrement for
these tests would he

= -[68.8][4.5x 10- 3] = 0.155 m - 16 cm. (3.4)

1 2
The lower limit of XD , necessary for accurate drag measurements, depends on the accuracy with which distance
measurements could be made in the facility and is estimated to be about 2.5 cm for the facility assumed here.
This corresponds to an accuracy of 0.13 mm in the measurements of model position in the shadowgraphs and a
time measurement accuracy of 0.02 x 10- 6 sec.

The effects of the principal model parameters on the distance decrement can be displayed by rearrangement of
Equation (3.2). For this purpose, we may assume that velocity is constant for the flight. Then velocity and time
can be eliminated from the equation in favor of distance.

Xn =/s 2  
(3.5)XD=4 m (t

Equation (3.5) gives explicitly the sensitive dependence of drag-measuring ac.uracy with test section length.
Further, since model mass (m) varies directly with (Pmd 3), where P, = model density , a",' S varies directly
rith d2 

, then

0  [[Its12 (b.6)
x L~ pm] C(d"

Equation (3.6) shows that the distance decrement varies inversely with model scale and model density, and directly
with air density.

The minimum drag coefficient for this cone is estimated to be about 0.10. With this drag coefficient, a test
section length of 23 meters, and a free stream air density 0.022 standard atmospheric density (to satisfy the
lower Reynolds number requirement), the model weight must be 1.8 grams for XD = 2.5 cm and 0.28 gram for
XD = 16 cm . Thus, an acceptable weight for this model would lie between 0.28 and 1.8 grams. Since the model
vo]ume is about 1.5 cm3, this would require (for a solid model) materials having densities around 1 gram/cc
(plastics). Since the weight of the model must vary diiertly with the free stream pressure to keep the distance
decrement constant (see Equation (3.6)), the model for testing at 0.22 atm must weigh between 2.8 grams and 18
grams. These weights call for model materials with densities of metals. For both regions of this test, it is
advisable to keep the model weight toward the heavy limit because the drag coefficient increases sharply with
angle of attack. For example, CD at 100 angle of attack is almost double that at 00. Thus, to avoid a large
change in velocity during flights experiencing moderate angles of attack (necessary for measurement of lift),
the model weight must be larger than the minimum values given above.

In the test, the static stability of the configuration (as measured by the moment-curve-slope, C ) will be

determined from the wavelength of the pitching oscillations given by the relation

--C (3.7)

where

ly = moment of inertia about y-axis, kg-m
2

X = wavelength of pitching oscillations, m

d = model reference diameter, m.
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To obtain accurate stability data (in particular, dynamic stability) 1% to 2 cycles of motion are desired; i.e..
the wavelength should lie between 1 Its and 1 Its , The factors controll',g the wavelength are given by

3 2 t
Equation (3.7). Thus, in designing the model. C, must be estimated, which Aequires knowing the position of
the center of gravity. A homogeneous cone with a half angle of 100 has its theoretical center-of-pressure loca-
tion about 0.31h from the base and its center of gravity at 0.25h from the base. With this center-of-gravity

position further aft of the center of pressure, the configuration is aerodynamically unstable. Hence, the center
of gravity must be placed forward c,f the 0.31h position either by hollowing the base of the cone or by ballasting
the nose. The former method is usually preferred with plastic models because the plastic will usually not be
strong enough to support heavy materials at the tip. The latter method. however, is frequently used with metal
models. Since the desired weights of the models have already indicated use of plastic materials at the low
Rkmnolds numbers, the method of hollowing tb- base is chosen for these models.

With the base of the model machined out as shown in Figure 3.1, the center of gravity is moved forward to 0.35h
from the base. The static stability derivative, Cm, , computed using Newtonian theory for this center-of-gravity
position is -0.21 per radian (based on d). If nylon is used as model material (p. = 1.1 grams/cc), the model
would weigh 0.91 gram (acceptable for dreg measurements at the lower Reynolds numbers), and have a pitch moment
of inertia of 6. 1 x 10-0 kg-m 2 . which rould result in a pitching-motion wavelength of 21 meters at a free stream
pressure of 0.022 atm. This wavelength is about 0 .91ts , which is greater than the prescribed upper limit for
k , and hence, would not yield accurate stability data. The desired wavelength should be from 12 to 15 meters.

Equation (3.7) can be expanded and the terms rearranged to obtain

X ('siE~ ' d] .(3.8)

It is seen from Equation (3.8) that reducing the model size is an effective way of reducing the wavelength. How-
ever, when the model size is reduced, the free-stream density must be proportionately increased to keep the Reynolds
number constant: for a constant Reynolds number, the wavelength is proportional to d312 . These changes also
increase the distance decrement in the drag analysis, so these limits must be rechecked. However a . size
model, base diameter of 0.84 cm. tested at 0.034 atm (Re= 100,000) would have a wavelength of 12 meters
(acceptable) and a distance decrement of 6.9 cm (also acceptable).

. For measurements of dynamic stability, at least three well defined peaks in the pitching oscillations are
nbcessary, which, for this facility, would require a wav':length of 16 meters or somewhat less. With the 0.84 cm
diameter nylon model, we satisfy this requirement also.

To determine lift (as measu.ed by the lift-curve slope, CL *,, the displacement of the model's swerving motion

about a mean line, Zswerve , is measured. The appropriate equation is

z -CL0..=axjPSX
2 (.9

Zswerve - 8( 2m

For a 0.84 cm diameter nylon model at 0.034 atm pressure, assuming a theoretical value of CL, = 1.78 per radian,
and a maximum angle of attack, ax = 100 , the maximum swerve displacement would be 0.5 cm. This amount of
swerve should yield accurate results since the accuracy of these measurements in this facility is of the order
of 0.13 mm or about 2J percent of the maximum displacement. Equation (3.9) can be rearranged to obtain

Zswerve CLJ ( d] d [06(ax 
(d]

e-Cm a I (static margin]

where the static margin, for small angles of attack, may be written

static margin - Xeg - ,
c  

. (3.11)
d CL.

It can be seen from Equations (3.10) and (3.11) that the swerve depends only on the model size and the amplitude
of pitching oscillation for a given static margin.

Since it was specified that data ) obtained at Reynolds numbers from 100,000 to 1,000,000, models having

different densities will be requires. Using the basic model geometry shown 4n Figure 3.1 and the various
scaling equation3, the set of models of Table 3.3 can be formulated.

As can be seen in Table 3.3, three models, all the same size but of different materials, will cover the test

range. The use of similar models but of different materials will usually result in low machining cost and good
accuracy in reproduction. A single group of form tools can be uscd to machine all the models. Also, with the

model size and geometry constant, a common sabot design can often be used.

The models just described will satisfy the test requirements but only if (1) they can be launched at the
desired velocity without damage, and (2) if they survive the aerodynamic beating and pressure loading during
the flight with no significant change in shape. To determine whether a structural failure of the model (and/or
sabot) is likely to occur during launch, a simplified stress analysis is performed at critical sections in the
model and sabot. This analysis involves calculation of the compressive stress at sections A-A and B-B (see
Figure 3.21 and possibly at other intermediate sections. In these calculations the ultimate compressive strength
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as determined from static tests is usually used as a criterion to predict model failure. The possible increase
in strength due to rapid strain rates in the actual dynamic loading serves as an unknown safety factor. For
the desired velocity of about 5 km/sec, a maximum acceleration of about I x 106 gravities occurs with the par-
ticular light gas gun to be used. At these conditions, the calculations indicate 'hat the base (annulus) of the

nylon model would fail in compression when the acceleration forces are applied only on the base, but that the
steel and aluminum models would survive. However, it can be seen that if the plastic model is supported along
its entire base area (internal cavity and base annulus) by means of an internal plug in addition to being
supported externally along the skirt, much higher launch accelerations can be sustained. (As indicated in
Figure 3.2, a fillet is used to alleviate stress concentration.) This example illustrates how sabot design can
be used to overcome structural deficiencies in a model. Because plastics are much weaker than metals, the design

of sabots for use with plastic models is more critical than for those used with metal models.

Other types of structural failures which might occur, particularly with the nylon model are: buckling of the
thin skirt; bending or breaking off part of the model nose by convergence of stress waves in the tip or rarefaction
waves produced within the model during the launch accelerations; and shearing off part of the model due to latera).
accelerations developed by irregularities in the launch tube. These types of failures, however, are very
difficult to investigate analytically; therefore, their occurrence is determined by trial launches. Here, again

the importance of a good sabot design in achieving successful launches of fragile models can be demonstrated; in

many cases it was found that complete encapsulation of plastic models within sabot "fingers" prevents these

types of failures from occurring. Examples of plastic-cone models which used this type of sabot in actual tests
will be presented later in this chapter.

In cases where hollowing the base of the model is not sufficient to move the center of gravity forward a
desired amount, or where the nose of the model will burn because of hign heating rates during the flight (the
latter will probably occur for both the aluminum and steel models at the test conditions of this example), the
designer will often use a bimetallic model such as the one shown in Figure 3.3. In cases where heating is not a
problem, the important properties of the nose ballast material are that it has relatively high density, high
strength-to-weight ratio, and is machinable. Sintered tungsten alloys are commonly used for this purpose. In
tests where heating is important, metals which have very high melting temperatures (and also meet the other
requirements Just mentioned) such as tungsten, tantalum, and molybdenum are used. The problem of determining
whether or not a material will burn during flight will be discussed in Section 3.5 where other solutions to this
problem will also be discussed.

For the bimetallic model shown in Figure 3.3, it is again important that a simple stress analysis be made to
insure that a structural failure does not occur at the joint of the two materials during launch. Stresses at
the lower sections of the model will also increase due to the increased weight at the tip. Thus, the calculations

of the compressive stress at sections A-A and B-B must be repeated. The design of the joint between the ballast-
ing tip and the afterbody is critical. Considerations which can help prevent failure of this Joint are to use
fine threads for a screw attachment, and to achieve nearly zero clearance at both the base of the nose and the
base of the screw so that the weight of the nose is distributed over the maximum available cross-sectional area.

Other types of failures which have been known to occur and therefore should be examined analytically are: failure

of tb screw in tension or shear at section C-C or shearing of the screw threads of either matE:ial. Examples of
several saccessful bimetallic model designs will be presented and discussed in Section 3.5.

3.3.2 Sabot Design

Several aspects concerning the design of sabots for the models of this example have already been implied in the
previous discussion. The sabot shown in Figure 3.4 provides the internal pusher plug and complete encapsulation
required for the plastic models, while the sabot for the homogeneous metal models (Fig.3.5) pushes only on thebase annulus and uses shorter fingers.

A stress analysis is also required for the sabot to determine where failures might occur. Typical analyses
performed are the following: compression at section D-D, bending along section E-E, and shearing along section
F-F. These stress calculations are again based on the peak acceleration, or its equivalent, the peak gas pressure
on the base of the sabot.

The front section of the sabot for the plastic model, by enclosing the model completely, acts to prevent buck-
ling of the thin skirt and in addition supports the delicate tip. As shown, the front section of these sabots is
split into four segments (fingers) to facilitate a cleaner separation from the model while shear pins, machined
integral with the fingers, are provided to prevent differential axial movement of the segments during launch.
The segments are separated aerodynamically by the pressure forces acting on the beveled front face. These four
segments are usually machined from polycarbonate plastic (Lexan), a material chosen for its excellent strength
and light weight. The base of the sabot could be either polycarbonate or polyethylene and is machined to fit
the cavity of the model accurately. After the front segments have separated, the base piece being a full 1.27 ca
(iameter, decelerates behind the model in flight due to its hightr drag. The base is not split into segments and

so serves as a gas seal.

For the metal models, an aluminum insert is used in the plastic base to distrlbute the high str6ss under the
thin base annulus of the model into tha plastic. Because of the higher tip strength of the homogeneous metal
ff-%dels, complete encapsulation of the model in the sabot may not be necessary. Hence, an appreciable reductionin total projectile weight is achieved with consequent advantages in gun performance.
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The models and sabots described in this section represent a configuration that has been successfully launched

and tested. The final configurations, as used. were the hol'ow plastic and hollow bimetallic (tantalum nose.

aluminum afterbody) models. The sabot shown in Figure 3.4 was the type used. The model shape in this example

is simple, but the conditions of the test I-opose very critical requirements on the final design.

For models of more complicated geometry, the same general approach to design can be followed. Ordinarily

however, the more complex shapes will be more difficult to launch without damage and so may be limited to lower

speeds. T. configurations that have been successfully launched are so varied that a complete comprehensive
discussion woId be impossible. As an example, Figure 3.6 shows the variety of models tested at only one labora-

tory. The approach in the next two sections will be to Lelect a number of representative shapes and show how

their design was directed.

3.4 MODELS AND SABOTS FOR LOW-SPEED TESTS

In the low-speed range, arbitrarily defined here to extend to 2000 meters/second 'a velocity which is easiLy,
attainable using powder-gas guns), there exists a great deal of freedom in the type of model which can be tested
and In the type of des'gn and construction that can be used. For example, large models are feasible in this speed
range because of the wide availability of large-bore guns. The advantage of A rge size permits the use of very
intricate models with some degree of economy; and the low speed, with its low-acceleration loads, allows these
frequently fragile models to be launched without damage. (Size however, must be compatible with facility length

and pressure capability as was discussed in the example in Section 3.3)

To attain a saccessful design for model and sabot, even for this rather forgiving low-speed regime, one must
first estimate the forces and stresses whi2h will be applied to the model during launch and in some cases also
during flight The stress analysis for the more complex models must consider a number of additional failure
to-Jes. Consider the example of Figure 3.7.

' or the model:

(a) Compression at the base.

(b) Shear at wing and tail root joints.

(c) Compression at body joints, especially between different materials.

(d) Column stability of body (determine whether supporting fingers are needed).

fe) Deformation of tail.

Fo, the sabot:

(a) Bending along section AA (both stress level and deflections are important. Excessive deflection of
base can distort rear fins or other thin sections.)

(b) Compression Pcross section RB.

(c) Shear across section CC.

(d) Column stability of member L.

In addizion t, consideration of model strength, difficult design problemn might be encountered in ballasting,
.,taning the required model density, and in devising a sabot that will support the model during acceleration and
relea.e it cleanly with minlaum disturbance. Let us exaiine some specific cases n which these problems were
solved and suczessful designs were obtained.

3.4.1 Models Usembled from Individually-Machined Sub-Parts

Starting zith models used fzr testlng in the transonic to low-supersonic speed range (velocities up to about

500 m/sec). we will examine a series of models produced by assembling easy-to-machine sub-parts. Let us first
consider two examples of models having wings and tails. Figure 3.8 sho's an example of an airplane-Zike model

tested at velocities tip to 500 m/sec (Ref.3.2). The relat iely low launching loads expected allowed the construc-

tion of thts model to be kept simple and therefore ecnnomi.al. The model was constructed of four separate pieces,
nemely, a ncse, body, wing and tail section which were pinned togetner. The body, wing, and tail section were

2024 aluminum. The nuse was bronze to move the center of gravity forward for aerodynamic stability. To
minimize the amount of bronze, the aft section of the body was hollowed ouL. The materials selected here were
chosen merely on the basis of density, machinability and availability; strength of materials was only i secondary

consideration, even foi Lae aft section of tne body Chich was hollow. Tb" =.;el size and weight were dictated
by the facilit - used (an instrumented length of 20 meters at atmospheric i,-essure), the wavelength of oscillation

in pitcP (12 meters), and by the availability of a 7.6 cm diameter launch tube. The separate sections of this
model were Elsembled using a piess fit. The alinement cf the nose and aft sections with the rest of the body
was maintained by the long studs used for the press fit. In addition, steel pins rere used to assure that the
joli ts did not separate. Because the sections for the fins were quite thin, they were machined from a solid
piece of alumi:;um, and so were integral with the cylindrical aft -ection of the body.

The iabot used to launch this model is shown in Figure 3.9 and consisted of a steel-facri, cast, hollow plastic
cup with f,, foamod-ulastit. fingers. The sabot base was ,ast to allow inexpensive reproductiun without resort-
I' o repetit-ve machining of large ,iameter plastic stock. The plastic was reinforced with glass fiber to
;tre"tgthe th, crowr, The hollow design was used to minimize weight so the sabot would decelerate behind the
mooel after launch. The thin skirt also served as a gas seal. The steel plate cast r the front face of the
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sabot was used to distribute the acceleration loads into the plastic. The sabot fingers were cut from very
light. rigid-foam plastic and were used to aline the model initially for loading into the gun. The accelerating
forces kept the model alined during the launch (the fingers probably collapsed during this initial part of the
acceleration) and the model emerged from the muzzle essentially free of all restraint.

A slightly different design approach was used for the model shown in Figure 3.10. This configuration was
used to study drag at transonic speeds. It was desiined to be launched from a 7.6 cm diameter gun into air at
one atmosphere pressure. Again, multiple-piece construction was used but in this case, the wing and tails were
glued into slots cut in the body. A commercially available epoxy glue which had a thick non-running consistency
worked well for this application. The design philosophy here was that the glue joint offered more restraint
than pinned construction because of the extremely thin sections and large contact area inside the body. Steel
was used for the wings and tails to obtain sufficient stiffness in these thin sections. A long brass nose was
used with an aluminum body and a hollow magnesium aftersection to provide static aerodynamic stability; maximum
stability was desired because of the requirement to measure drag at small angles of attack.

Because of this model's low drag and relatively heavy weight, a solid sabot base was used. The base was
machined from nylon and a brass front face was used to distribute the load from the small diameter model base
into the plastic. This simple sabot was possible because of the large difference in aerodynamid deceleration
between model and sabot which assured quick axial separation. Foam plastic fingers were used with this model
also, merely to keep the model alined during loading. This sabot offered nearly disturbance-free launches.

Both of the preceding models are examples of a potentially large group of multi-piece winged models that can
be launched using simple sabots and temporary, weak, alinement fingers. This type of sabot arrangement offers
the advantage of permitting the largest possible model for a given size gun (the wing span is limited by gun
bore only) and the least chance of damage to the delicate wing and tail sections. The requirement that decele-
ration of the sabot base be much greater than that of the model is usually easily met with these slender winged
bodies.

The sabots just discussed are examples of simple types which can be used to launch winged configurations.
However, much more complex sabots must sometimes be used to launch very intricate and fragile models. One such
example which gave consistently good results is shown in Figure 3.11 along with the model3 "3. As shown in this
figure this sabot is made in four segments which are separated aerodynamically from the model by the high ram
air pressure inside the cylinder when the sabot emerges from the muzzle. This separation process removes the
segments from the flight path of the model. The long length of this sabot gives good alinement within the gun
and supports the model well during launch. These cylindrical sabots are of course more costly than the simpler
type shown in Figure 3.9, but their cost can be insignificant compared to that of the highly complex models
they must launch.

Another low speed model and sabot combination is shown in Figure 3.12 (Ref.3.4). This model differs from those
discussed previously in that it has very high drag and in addition had to be made very lightweight. These two
factors combine to give the model a low ballistic coefficient (m/CoS), which usually results in high decelera-
tion. The model construction was dictated primarily by the desire to launch the configuration at a velocity of
about 800 m/sec into still air at low static pressure (0.01 atmosphere). To afford maximum strength and light
weight, the body, skirt (or drag ring), and upper struts were machined from a solid block of 2024 aluminum
(a tape-controlled milling machine was used for this particular operation). The lower struts which would not
experience high loading, were soldered in place after machining the rest of the model. The nose was made of
bronze for ballast.

Because of the high-drag/low-weight cbaracteristics of this model, of primary concern was the design of an
appropriate sabot. To achieve minimum weight the sabot was cast in rigid polyurethane foam. To assure positive
separation from the model, the sabot was forcibly decelerated by shearing off the outer wall material (approxi-
mately 0.05 cm thick) of the sabot at the muzzle of the gun. No alinement fingers were used here because of the
natural, self-positioning characteristics of the skirt. The model base was fastened to the sabot with a small
anount of wax, which kept the model alined until the launching loads were applied. The base of the model which
experienced high boading during ,the launch was supported on a polycarbonate plastic pedestal, while the lightly
loaded skirt was supported on the polyurethane foam. This was done to equalize the compressive strain at the
two points to prevent distortion.

Figure 3.13 shows a model of the Apollo launch-escape configuration with its sabot3"5 . The model consisted
of three principal parts; namely, the tower, the music-wire supports, and the blunt-face capsule. The tower and
capsule sections were constructed from 7075-T6 aluinum with tungsten-alloy ballasts; the struts were made of
1.5 mm music wire and were press fit into the base of the tower and capsule. The model was launched at speeds
from 200 to 400 m/sec into air at one atmosphere using a 57 mm powder-gas gun.

The sabot was made of polyethylene to minimize weight and consisted of six pieces. The two-piece base had
shear pins to prevent differentlal movement of the halves during launch. The four fingers were used here to
aline the long front section of the model but not to support it; all compression was taken through the music-
wire supports into the base*. This was done to eliminate possible interference between the fingers and the
base of the tower section during the separation process. Separation of the fingers was initiated by aero-
dynamic forces acting on the beveled front faces.

* When fingers were not used slight misalinement of the model In the gun caused permanent bending of the music-
wire supports.
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All of the above molels were launched using smooth-bore guns and so th? model roll rates obtained were
usually quite small. In cases where a high model roll rate is desired or where large centrifugal forces must

be utilized to achieve positive sabot separation, rifled launch tubes are used '
.3

.). Esamples of models which
were launched from a 37 mm diameter rifled, powder-gas gun to obtain high roll rates are shown in Figure 3.14.
These models were used to measure the rolling 6oment developed by trailing-edge spoilers. (as shown, various size
spoilers.were used)3 -6. To achieve a low axial moment of inertia which in this case was necessary so the spoilers

could produce a high roll acceleration, the body was constructed ftor relatively lightweight materials (i.e..
aluminum with a hollow magnesium aft section). This bimetallic construction gave an aerodynamically stable con-

figuration. The cruciform tails were made of steel to afford maxiaum stiffness and were silver soldered into
slots cut in the aft section of the body. The trailing-edge spoilers were machined separately. pinned in place

for alinement. and then silver soldered. This technique permitted easy selection of spoiler height after the

models were built and was found to be satisfactory up to a launch velocity of 1000 /sec.

The sabot used with these models was made of six parts - a rifled aluminum base that was keyed to the model to
produce the rotation, four rifled nylon fingers and a copper obturation cup to prevent powder gas leakage. Since
both the sabot base and fingers were rifled, the re.nulting high spin rate of the configuration caused rapid radial

separation of the fingers from the model. The fingers were not keyed to the base since the rifling grooves

provided the necessary alinement.

3.4.1.1 Gas Seals

At this point, it is worthwhile to digress a bit from model and sabot design and discuss various types of
auxiliary seals and obturation cups which are often used to prevent the propelling gas from leaking around or
through the sabot. These gas seals are most often used when the sabot is of the split-base type (see for example,
Figure 3.13). or where it is desirable to have a loose fitting sabot in the gun initially to minimize any radial
compression of the model and sabot during travel through the launch tube. (Due to erosion by the driver gas, most
launch tubes develop a taper of several thousandths of a cm during normal use). These seals can take many forms
and the choice is usually made on the basis of material, weight, size and condition of the gun, as well as personal
experience and preference.

A very himple type of gas seal is a thin disk of neoprene rubber (3 to 6 am thick) and about 10 percent greater

in diameter than the bore of the gut. The slight cupping of the rubber forms an effective seal to prevent gas
from reaching the b2se of the sabot. Two other types of gas seal are shown in Figure 3.15. The first is a
composite seal, simply made from po'lyester plastic and double-sided pressure sensitive tape. This plastic seal
has worked remarkably well in many types of guns up to launch velocities of 8 km/sec. The other is the so-ca]led
obturation cup, which utilizes the high-pressure propellant gas acting in the hollow cavity to provide the seal.
The cup may be integral with the sabot base or may be a separate part.

3.4.2 Investment-Cast Nodels

The method of model fabrication discussed thus far, i.e., assembly from individually machined sub-parts, is
the preferred approach as long as these parts are easily generated by machine tools and the joints are sufficiently
strong to survive the acceleration loads during launch. In many cases, however, models which do not lend them-
selves to straightforward machining techniques are required for testing. For these models of more complicated
shape, the investment-casting technique has been used. This method of casting results in precisely duplicated
models which are relatively inexpensive and require little or no finishing work Both bronze and aluminum have
been used successfully for these castings. To achieve a center-of-gravity position other than that of the
homogeneous model, the models could be hillowed out and, if necessary, ballasting added. Figure 3.16 shows a
group of five models that were produced by the investment-casting technique and were successfully launched at
velocities up to 2000 m/sec.

One example of investment cast models is that of the X-15 research airplane 3
,
8 . This model and its sabot

are shown in Figure 3.17. The model was cast of aluminum and was launched at velocities up to 1500 m/sec

using a powddr-gas gun with a 57 m bore. The driver-gas pressure was used to separate the two halves of the
sabot. The halves were held apart by the shear pin and the aluminum pieces of the sabot. The resulting gap
provided the volume for the driver gas reservoir. No sabot fingers were used here; alinement was achieved by

a pin in the base of the model, which was gripped by the aluminum inserts in the nylon base.

The two delta-wing models shown in Figure 3.16 were also cast of aluminu_. The three-wing model is shown
with its sabot in Figure 3.18 (Ref.3.9) (a shadowgraph of this model in flight is presented in Figure 6.75). This
model used a three-piece nylon sabot with aluminum inserts to take the coucentrated load from the small base
area of the fuselage and wings. The sabot is separated from the model by the powder-gas pressure which acts
on the walls of a centrally-drilled hole in the sabot. Axial movement of the three segments is prevented by
the short, metal shear pins. In this design an O-ring on the outside of the sabot was used as an effective,
seal to prevent powder gases from flowing around the sabot. The four-wing model was essentially the same in
construction and used a rlastic sabot which was split into four segments 3.iO

A third example of a cast aluminum model is the glider-like model shown in Figure 3.19. This model proved
difficulL to launch at small or moderate angles of attack because of its light weight and long trailing wings.
Recnti'e of the long wings even a small disturbance by the sabot would result in large initial angles of attack.
A fow lovb-angle-of-attack flights were obtained with this model and sabot combinatio indicating neaily perfect

sabot separat Ion in these cases. As shown in Figure 3.19 the sabot used for this model was made of nylon.
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hollowed out at the front end, and used an aluminum pedestal screwed to the base to support the model. The
sabot was split in halves and was separated by aerodynamic pressure forces acting inside the hollor front end.
No alinement fingers were used - the pin in the base of the model served to hold and aline the model in the

sabot until the launching loads were applied.

Another example of an investment-cast model is the hilf-cone. lifting-body model shown in Figure 3.20 (Ref.3. 11).
Bronze was used as the construction material to achieve the desired model density. This nonaxisymmetric shape

trims, or flies, at a constant lifting attitude so the high weight was required to keep the flight trajectory
within the walls of the facility. The model was cast with internal cavities which extended to the base to obtain

the required center-of-gravity position without resorting to any internal machining or ballasting. The two pins

in the base were added after the base was machined to position the model in the sabot and to provide a reference

for determining the model' s roll, pitch, and yaw attitudes. The sabot halves were separated from the model by the

force of the driver gas trapped in the centrally-drilled hole.

3.4.3 Simple Machined Models

Other types of models which fall into the general category of being completely and easily machined are shown in

the next two figures. The bimetallic model shown in Figure 3.21 was used to investigate boundary-layer transition

on a highly swept wing 3.12. This model represents a sector of the surfece of a cone and thus was easily generated
by machining and amenable to automatic machine polishing. The bimetallic construction was necessary to provide
aerodynamic stability but resulted in an undesirable surface joint. This surface joint was a source of boundary-

layer disturbance and is cited as an example of the unavoidable consequences of conflicting requirements.

Presented in Figure 3.22 are a group of models that consist of open-ended tubes. They are shown in two groups:

the set shown in Figure 3.22(a) was used to study skin-friction drag
3 "' 3 (the model on the right has a large ratio

of surface area to frontal area, the model on the left is a tare model), and the other set was used to measure the
drag of trailing-edge spoilers3'6. Both sets of models were launched successfully from rifled guns using solid

metal pre-r lled bases as shown in Figure 3.22(b). In addition, the surfaces of the skin friction models were
separated and protected from the lands of the rifling by a simple wrap of photographic film, held in place with
cellophane tape during loading into the gun. A number of pre-rifled nylon supporting pieces were used with the
solid metal base to launch the spoiler models. The centrifugal forces developed by the rifling quickly separated

the sabot pieces from the model upon emergence from the gun.

The use of saboted models for ballistic testing is not limited to the sizes indicated thus far in this chapter.
Large guns, such as the 127 mm, 178 mm, and 406 mm diameter guns used in high altitude research (HARP)

3" 1,3.is

have launched very large saboted and instrumented models into the upper atmosphere. For example a model used in
the 406 mm gun weighed about 84 kilograms and was launched at a velocity of approximately 2000 m/sec. The sabot
base was aluminum with a steel insert and the supporting fingers were plywood. The capability of the 406 mm gun
is impresslve: models have been projected to a height of approximately 143 kilometers. Although these tests lie
somewhat outside the realm of typical ballistic-range tests, they represent the largest models for use in

ballistic research as well as the longest "instrumented" range.

3.5 MODELS AND SABOTS FOR HIGH-SPEED TESTS

Although the design approach outlined earlier is an almost essential companion to desig ing successful high
speed models and sabots, it does not assure a priori that success will be obtained when the model is launched.

This may be because the dynamic or transient loads imposed on the configuration during launch are not well
enough uiderstood to be evaluated accurately, or it may be because a failure mode has been overlooked entirely.
Therefore, it can be said that the design of models and sabots for use at high speeds is strongly guided by
design techniques which have proven successful in the past - i.e., the design is highly empirical.

It is therefore very pertinent to review designs which have been successful. In doing so we will examine some
relatively complex and fragile models which have worked well at speeds up to 8 km/sec, as well as some simple
configurations which have been launched at speeds up to 11.3 km/sec.

3.5.1 Design and Construction of Typical Models

The first configuration which we will consider is shown in Figure 3.23. Tests of this configuration were
conducted in a pressurized ballistic range of the US Naval Ordnance Laboratory3 .1 6 3'17 . The models were homo-
geneous steel bodies, hollowed out to obtain aerodynamic stability. This type of construction results in the
lightest possible model weight for a given material and represents the simplest approach to model design. The
plastic sabot used to launch the models is also shown in Figure 3.23. Plastics are generally used as sabot
material because they are sufficiently strong and lightweight, accommodate the small irregularities of the
launch tube well, cause no appreciable wear of the launch tube, and because of their lightweight, inflict less
damage to the test facility after emerging from the gun. Polycarbonate plastic (Lexan) is used widely because
it has both a higher impact strength and a high modulus of elasticity than most other plastics. This type of
sabot has proven very successful in launching models at high speeds and so is common in ballistic-range work.
It features four polycarbonate fingers which fit around the model and are separated from it by aerodynamic forces
acting on the beveled front faces. Polycarbonate pins are used to prevent longitudinal shiftinr of the fingers
J the gun. The thin titanium plate distributes the model weight into the base of the sabot fingers. The
seprate polycarbonate base piece is also comonl, used to more evenly distribute the pressure loads to the base
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of ,e fingers and also as a gas seal. In this particular sabot. linen-phenolic inserts were used to aline the
1 in the sabot fingers (rather than thickening the fingers to mate to the model) which results in a lower

t al weight and a lower ballistic coefficient, m/CDS . for each of the fingers, both of which provide for

better separation of the fingers from the model. In later sections of this chapter it will be seen that the
same basic components as these just described were used in other sabot designs; therefore, in these cases, it
will be necessary only to present a photograph of each sabot and to point out important modifications.

A different design approach to the configuration just described is illustrated in Figure 3.24 (Ref.3.18.
3.19). The aftersection of each of these models was solid and was machined from 7075-T6 aluminum; the front

sections of the models with and without afterbody were machined from phosphor bronze and titanium, respectively, to
obtain the same center-of-grAvity location (0. 48d from the nose) as the model discussed previously. As can be
seen, the nose ballast materials were attached to the aluminum aftersections by means of a screw of the ballast
material. The small screw on the base of the flat-based model was used to secure the model to the sabot and
the point on the base of the screw served as a measurement reference in the shadowgraph pictures. The sabots
for these models differed from the one shown in Figure 3.23 in that they were made in two pieces; a hole drilled

. .ie center allowed gases inside the sabot to separate the two halves from the model upon emergence from the

gw'.

Figures 3.25. 3.26 and 3.27 show sketches of three other bimetallic models. The noses of all three were

machined from a sintered tungsten alloy and threaded into an aftersection machined from 7075-T6 aluminum. The
configuration shown In Figure 3.25 (Ref. 3.20) was launched using a sabot machined from ethyl cellulose plastic,
split in two pieces, and having a hemispherical aluminum load-bearing insert under the model. The model is shown
in one half of the sabot in Figure 3.25. The ballasted-sphere model3 "21 shown in Figure 3.26 was launched from

a caliber 50 deformable piston light-gas gun similar to the one described in Reference 3.22 using the sabot shown.
The noses of the first two models launched with this type of sabot broke off for a rather obscure reason. Each
of th~se first two sabots had a, oversized hole to accommodate the stud at the base of the model, which in this
case ias necessary to define the model's angle of attack in the shadowgraphs. Although the sabot held the model

in place by gripping it above the maximum diameter, the model could pitch a few degrees in the sabot before the

stud made contact with the wall of the hole. This skewed attitude led to shearing of the screw that held the
nose to the aftersection. In succeeding tests the diameter of the hole in the sabot was made the same as that
of the stud and resulted in successful launches being obtained. Tests of this model at 4 km/sec through air at
one atmobphere were precluded because the tungsten-alloy nose material came apart or spalled under the high-

heating rates experienced during flight. A shadowgraph from one of these flights showing this spallation is
presented in Figure 8.37.

The configuration shown in Figure 3.27 (Ref.3.23) was launched at velocities of 3 km/sec and 4.6 km/sec into
still air at a static pressure of 0.4 atmosphere. The models launched at 4.6 km/sec survived the launch but the
tungsten-alloy nose material, as in the preceding example, spalled under the high-heating rates experienced in
flight. A successful method of heat protection for the model was therefore devised and will be described in
Section 3.5.2 of this chapter. These models were initially launched by means of the sabot shown in Figure 3.27.

However, the models were so statically stable that they had Lo be canted in the sabot by as much as 150 to
obtain data at angles of attack above about 50. Unlike the case of the ballasted sphere, the noses of these

models did not break off as a result of the model's skewed attitude in the gun.

A different design approach was necessary for the configuration shown in Figure 3.28 (Ref.3.24) to keep the
nose screw of the model from repeatedly breaking off at the joint during launch. Note the very small scale of
these models - 3 mm body diameter. A separate steel machine screw, which is stronger than the tungsten alloy,

*.z used to fasten the tungsten-alloy nose to the 7075-T6 aluminum aftersection. One end of this steel screw
extended through the nose and was machined to form the center of the front face; the other end was hemispherical

and bottomed, with essentially zero clearance, into the hole machined in the aluminum section. This trimetallic
design permitted these small models to be successfully launched at speeds up to 6.5 km/sec. While the resultant
velocity (i.e.. model velocity plus countercurrent flow velocity) was high (8.2 km/sec), the free-stream density

for these tests was low (p, = 0.03 atmosphere), and no spalling of the nose material was evident in the shadow-

graph pictures. A photograph of the four-piece sabot (three polycarbonate fingers and a partly hollow polyethy-

lene base seal) used to launch these models is presented in Figures 3.28.

A trimetallic model design was also used successfully for the configuration shown in Figure 3.29 (Ref.3.25).
In this case also, a steel machine screw was used to attach a rather large nose piece machined from a tantalum

alloy containing 90 percent tantalum and 10 percent tungsten (Ta - 10w), to an aftersection machined from

7075-T6 aluminum. This combination of materials, in addition to the hollowing of the base shown, gave the
desired center-of-gravity position. Sintered tungsten alloy was originally used as the nose material but it
blunted significantly during the flight and was so replaced with the tantalum alloy which survived the flight

with little blunting. These models were launched in the nose-forward attitude using the sabot shown at the

left in Figure 3.29. To help prevent possible separation of the nose from t!te afterseckion during the launch,
the two polycarbonate fingers of the sabot were designed to completely encapsulate the model. By this technique,

the tip is strengthened against convergence of stress waves. It is interesting to note that this technique of

encapsulating a model %ithin a sabot was used in early ballistic-range work to prevent "curling" or bending of

the tip of a slender cone when launched at relatively low speeds from powder gas guns.

To test their stability in a backward orientation, these models were launched in the base-forward attitude
by means of th? sabot shown at the right in Figure 3.29. To provide support for the model in this attitude,
al,,nnunm inserts contoured to =atch the =odel geometry were screwed to the inside of the polycarbonate fingers. This
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rigid support prevented the model from being driven through the base of the sabot by the launch acceleration

and permitted successful launching of the model at a velocity of 4 km/sec with no damage to the sharp tip.

Figure 3.30 shows a sketch of an Apollo-Type comaand module model, where a radial movement of the center
of gravity of approximately 0.045 d was required to produce a trim angle of attack of 30 degrees (Ref.3.26). This
radial offset of the center of gravity was achieved by use of a cylinder of sintered tungsten alloy and a
cylinder of magnesium pressed into a block of 4340 steel before machining the assembly to the desired geometry
with a smooth external surface. This model was made heavy to limit the flightpath curvature due to lift. The

polycarbonate sabot used to launch the models at the natural trim attitude was split in two pieces along its
plane of symmetry as shown in Figure 3.30. Two small peened-over sections of the sabot lip (1800 apart) held
the model in the sabot before launch.

One of the most complex and fragile models ever tested at speeds above 6 km/sec in a ballistic range is
illustrated in Figure 3.31 (Ref.3.27). This small-scale model of an Apollo command capsule used a passive telemetry
system (see Chapter 12) to mea,ure afterbody heating during flight. Each model was constructed from no less
than eight parts, which were glued together with epoxy glue. All electrical connections in the model were soft-
soldered. A photograph showing the individual components along with an assembled model is presented in Figure
3.31. Several of these models were launched successfully at velocities up to 6.1 km/sec and the desired in-flight
data were obtained. A sketch of the sabot used to launch the models is also shown in Figure 3.31.

3.5.2 Methods of Heat Protection

For speed above about 4 km/sec and for lower speeds when the free-stream density is high, a primary concern,
particularly for pointed bodies such as cones, may be heat protection during flight. The need for heat
protection is evidenced by melting or ablation leading to unacceptable rounding of sharp-tipped models, chemical
burning of models in flight (Chapter 8), or spalling of model surfaces. There are three ways in which the model
designer can solve these problems. One is to use metals that can be subjected to very high heating rates without
melting. Whether or not a particular metal will melt during flight at particular test conditions can be ascer-
tained by use of the following equation derived by Carslaw and Jaeger in Reference 3.28 for the time to reach

melting temperature

)2 k' (3.12)

where

tm time to reach melting temperature at a particular point on the cone surface

Tm melting temperature

To initial temperature

K thermal conductivity

k thermal diffusivity

and 4 is the stagnation point heating rate, which depends on test conditions and model geometry and is given
by the equation i = V ±p,,y9 , where C. is the heat-transfer coefficient, p, and V, are the free-stream
density and velocity, respectively, and S is the model bp , area. The heating rate, 4 , along the sides of
the cone varies as 1!/x (x is axial distance along the c.ie). It is seen from Equation (3.12) that the time
required to reach melting temperature is greatest for materials that have a high-melting temperature, high
thermal conductivity, and low thermal diffusivity. Since the thermal diffusivity, k , is equal to the thermal
conductivity, K , divided by the product of the material density, p, , and specific heat, c , it is helpful
to write Equation (3.12) in the form

tm (Tin To) 2KmCT
t 4 (3.13)

It isseen from Equation (3.13) that amaterial having a high value of the product of AT2Kpmc will have the
longest flight timo before starting to melt. Since the time to melt varies as the square of the melting tempera-
ture, metals wit' very high melting temperatures such as tungsten (36800 K), tantalum (33200 K), and molybdenum
(29000 K) are the best metals to use for this purpose. It is important to recall here that these dense metals are
also good ballast materials.

The second approach to the heat protection problem is to uue plastics which undergo ablation during flight,
The ablation gases coming off the model surface inhibit convective heating and minimize the mass loss. Plastics
such as polytetrafluoroethylene (Teflon), Acetal (Delrin), Polycarbonate (Lexan), Polyethylene, Nylon, and
Phenolic Nylon, have performed very satisfactorily in this respect. The amount of nose blunting and surface
recession they experience is often acceptable to speeds of 10 km/sec. It is important to state here that all
aerodynamic measurements such as static and dynamic stability, drag, lift, etc., made from flights where ablation
of the surface is taking place at a high rate, must be considered as aerodynamic characteristics of "ablating"
models. The aerodynamic characteristics of slender bodies are known to be strongly influenced by ablation.
Ncnablating models of the same geometry may have significantly different aerodyanmic characteristics (see. for
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cxample. References 3.29 and 3.30). A study of the feasibility of obtaining aerodynamic data on ablating slender
cones in a ballistic range is presented in References 3.31 and 3.32.

The third approach to the heat-protection problem is to use plastics but still not forfeit the advantages of
metals. Thin ablative heat shields have been applied over metal bodies to combine heat protection through surface
ablation and the high physical strength afforded only by metals. However, bonding these thin plastic coatings

to metal models is not always simple and requires development of techniques to obtain good strength withoLt

weakening the metal structure. In the following paragraphs, examples are given of particular materials a--" 3del

and sabot designs used successfully in high-speed tests where high heating rate was one of the problems to be

overcome.

A solution of the first type, that is. metals with high melting temperatures, was used for the models shown

in Figures 3.32 (Refs.3.31.3.32), and 3.33 (Ref.3.33). For the 100 half-angle cone (Fig.3.32) a tantalum nose
was threaded into the aluminum aftersection. These slender cones have been successfully launched at speeds up

to about 6 km/sec into still air at a range pressure of 0.04 atmosphere and experienced little blunting of the

nose during flight. The sabots used to launch these models are also shown in the figure.

The 60 20' half-angle cone shown in Figure 3.33 used a pure tungsten nose silver-soldered to a hollow, titanium

alloy aftersection to alleviate tip blunting. Since these two materials could not be threaded together because

it is nearly impossible to machine threads on pure tungsten, a silver soldering technique was used to join the

two materials. The soldering method used was unique in that the silver-solder adheres to the pure tungsten stud

but forms a mechanical junction with the titanium alloy aftersection by means of two rings machined into the

walls of the hole which accommodates the stud. The sabots used to launch these models (Fig.3.35) are seen to be

nearly identical to those presented in Figure 3.23. These four sabot fingers were made of linen-phenolic to

provide strength and minimize weight and used a separate two piece cylindrical center section to accommodate the

model. Use of the center section enabled straight-forward machining of the model cavity from one end.

A homogeneous plastic 300 cone, an example of the second heat protection method, the ablating model, is shown

in Figure 3.34; this model was successfully launched at high speed and survived the high-heating conditions of

the flight with no significant nose blunting or surface recession
3 "34. These models were made of solid polytetra-

fluorethylene (Teflon), a relatively weak material (Table 3.1)". Successful high-speed launching of these solid

Teflon cones was not attained until the completely encapsulating sabot shown in Figure 3.34 was used; all other

attempts failed. Note in Figure 3.34 that it was necessary to make the polyethylene base piece (also, gas seal

component of this sabot) very thin (1.2 mm) so that it would decelerate rapidly relative to the model.

Acetal plastic (Delrin) has also been used successfully at high-speed, and survived the heating during flight

with little nose blunting and surface recession in the slender cone configuration shown in Figure 3.35 (Refs.

3.31:3.32). The sabot base piece used to launch these models at velocities up to 6 km/sec was polyethylene.

It is interesting to note that gun performance limited the velocity of these tests rather than any structural

limitation of the model-sabot combination.

The third and sometimes most desirable method of heat protection in high speed flight, that of using a rela-

tively thin plastic coating over a metal model, is illustrated by the two configurations, in Figures 3.36 (Ref.

3.35) and 3.37 (Ref.3.23). The first configuration, a 300 half-angle cone, used a polyethylene outer sleeve

which was injection molded over an aluminum (7075-TB) core. The models were then re-machined and trimmed to

give the desired dimensions and were launched using the sabots shown in Figure 3.36. The polyethylene sleeve

survived launching, provided heat protection to the model,, and suffered little shape change during the course

of the flight.

A much thinnei plastic coating was iound to provide a successful heat shield for bimetallic models of the

configuration showr. in Figure 3.37. The coating consisted of vinylidene fluoride polymer sprayed onto the model

surface to a thickness of about 0.04 cm. The mode]s were re-machined and trimmed to give a final coat thickness

of about 0.02 cm. As can be seen from a comparison of Figure 3.37 with Figure 3.27, these configurations are

the same but use different materials for the aftersections. The plastic-coated models required titanium alloy

since the heat-curing cycle of the plastic was found to anneal the aluminum so that it deformed sevw ly during

the launch. The strength of the titanium alloy was not affected by the curing. Since titanium is heavier than

aluminum, the size of the tungsten alloy front section was adjusted to achieve the same center-of-gravity loca-

tion as for 'he earlier models. The coated models survived the heating with no significant nose blunting or

surface recession. Thi. is demonstrated by the shadowgraphs of one of these models at the first and last observa-

tion stations of the Ames Prototype Hypervelocity P~pe-Flight Facility shown in Figure 3.37.

1.5.3 Mlodels For lax,,nun Speed Tests

Ballistic range tests such as those conducted to study radiation emitted by the shock layer ahead of a model

(and also by the %ake flow), to study impact phenomena, and also to study ablation ana,or spalling of bodies

simulating the behavier of meteorites, usually requre the maximum model velocity attainable using the best

guns a' jlable. Launching models from presently available light-gas guns at speeds above about 7.5 km/sec pro-

duies accelerations in excess of about 2 , 106 gravities; therefore only very small simple models can be used

.ic,.ssfkll%. Fortunatelv. useful data can be obtait d using these models. In this section, some representative

I.. € -,e , of this tvpe %. " 
he discussed.

* - .. . -. a ia.f ane: zr-ate" than :9 is aer-'tna ically stable - no bhalasttng is necessary
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An important category of models here is the full caliber plastic model launched without a sabot. Most of

these models, especially those used to make radiation measurements, consist of a short cylinder ot plastic with

the front face contoured to the particular shape of interest, such as flat, spherical or conical. The cylinder

length for these models is usually about one-third caliber, or greater, for stability in the launch tube.

A sketch representing two full-bore plastic models, one of the type that achieved the highest velocity ever

attained by an undamaged model in a light gas gun (11.3 km/sec), and aiso of the type frequently used in gas cap

radiation studies, is presented in Figure 3.38. The full-bore right circular cylinders are machined from high-

density polyethylene, polycarbonate, or other plastics. The model which achieved the highest velocity was

successfully launched from a .22 caliber gun into a quiescent nitrogen atmosphere at a static pressure of about

I torr (Ref.3.36).

At times, however, meteorite simulation studies and impact studies require firing very small (sub-caliber)
models. In these cases a sabot is necessary. Figure 3.39 shows photographs of one such "model" and sabot

combination which was launched successfully at speeds of about 8 km/sec from a caliber 30 deformable-piston

light-gas gun at range pressures of about 0.03 atmosphere. The models were spherical particles of crystalline

aluminum oxide (A1203) of from 400 to 700 microns diameter. Despite the high g loading, the very small weight

of the particles kept stress levels below the strength of the materials. It wts concluded in Reference 3.37
that mechanical breakup or disintegration of these aluminum oxide microspheres )ccurred during flight at these
test conditions due to the thermal stress induced in the sphere by the temperature gradient in the particle.

The thermal stress induced in the sphere was calculated using the following equation given by Timoshenko in

Reference 3.38:

0E
UT = 0.771 - (T -To) , (3.14)

2(1 -v)

where

Tm melting temperature

To initial temperature

c temperature coefficient of expansion

E elasticity modulus

v Poisson's ratio,

and was found to be about an order of magnitude greater than the maximum tensile strength of the aluminum oxide,

which is approximately 40,000 lb/in 2.

The serrated sabot used in these tests offers very high resistance to differential shearing of the four pieces.

A further description of this interesting sabot type and its use are presented in Reference 3.39. A photograph
of a cone model with a four-piece serrated sabot taken from this reference is presented in Figure 3.40.

Other examples of small saboted metal or glass spheres and a saboted thin polyethylene disc which have been

successfully launched at speeds of about 9 km/sec are presented in Figures 3.41 to 3.44; pertinent information
concerning the models and sabots are given in the table in each of the figures. An adhesive with little impact
strength was used to hold the 600 micron diameter steel sphere in a small cavity on the front face of the sabot
shown in Figure 3.41 before launch. The sabots shown in Figures 3.41 and 3.42 were separated from the models by
aerodynamic forces acting on the front face. The saeots shown in Figures 3.43 and 3.44 were fired from a rifled

launch tube and upo, emergence from the gun, the centrifugal forces split and separated the sabot pieces from the
models.

3.6 PHYSICAL MEASUREMENTS OF MODELS

A very important aspect of ballistic range testing of models is the determination of their physical charac-
teristics prior to the test. The physical properties include dimensions and angles, mass, and moments of inertia.
Accurate measurement of these properties is essential, since errors incurred here can lead to significant errors
in the final results. Some of these properties are easy to measure accurately - e.g., diameter with a micrometer;
others are very difficult to characterize, e.g., surface roughness. A discussion of some of the techniques used
to make these measurements will be given in the following paragraphs.

3.6.1 Determination of bodel Mass

The mass of a model is easily and accurately determined by use of a good analytical balance of either the
equal-arm type (Fig.3.45(a)) or the substitution type (Fig.3.45(b)). For the equal-arm type, the model is
placed on one of the pans and known weights added on the other pan until equilibrium is reached. The sum of

the known weights is then equal to the model mass. For the substitution type, the model is placed in a pan.

and known weights, which are built into the balance, are removed from the same end of the balance beam until
equilibrium is achieved. Both types of analytical balances are easily accurate to 0.1 milligram. %hich. for

models of the sizes described earlier, provides accuracy to a small fraction of one percent.
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3.6.2 Determination of Model Center of Gravity

The center of gravity of a Lodel can be determined by use of a modified analytical balance of the equal-arm
type (see Figure 3.46). As shown in this figure. a plate which holds the model is attached to one end of the
balance beam at an accurately known distance from the fulcrum. (The pan on this end of the beam is not needed
and is therefore removed.) Known %eights are placed in the pan at the opposite end of the balance beam until
equilibrium is achieved. The distance between the model's center of gravity and the base of the model (front
face of the plate) is then computed using the following equation:

m -mtare XL  (3.15)XCG XR -X.(.5

where (see sketch in Figure 3.46)

M model ma.s

m sum of known weights necessary to achieve balance equilibrium

mtare sum of known veights necessary to achieve balance equilibrium with no model

XR distance from fulcrum to support point of pan

XL distance from fulcrum to base of model.

The distances XR and XL are accurately determined by prior calibration of the balanue using models with known
centers of gravity such as accurately machined right circular cylinders. By this method, the centers of gravity
of models can be determined to within 0.025 mm. This precision is usually quite adequate, however, the error
in this measurement should always be compared to the model's static margin to assess its effect on the f~aal
results.

3.6.3 Determination of Model Moments of Inertia

To determine the aerodynamic stability characteristics, the moments of inertia of the model must be known. A
simple method for measuring the moment of inertia of a body is by the use of a torsion pendulum. The period of
oscillation of a torsion pendul.m is

T = 7T. (3.16)

4where

I tare moment of inertia (should be small relative to model)

C. constant, dependent on wire diameter and length

I moment of inertia of model.

A sketch of a typical torsion pendulum setup is shown in Figure 3.47. By placing cylinders of known moments of
inertia in the holder, the value of Co and To can be determined by measuring the periods of oscillation. Then,
by measuring the period with the model in the holder, the moment of inertia of the model can be computed. With
sensibly chosen torsion wires and calibration cylinders, values of the model moment of inertia can be determinedaccurate to a fraction of one percent*.

A photograph of an apparatus used for moment-of-inertia measurements is presented in Figure 3.48. The wire
and holder with a model attached are seen to the right in the figure. The model holder has a polished face
which reflects a light beam from a fixed source to a photocell. The light beam serves to trigger the electron's
counter. To eliminate the problem of centering the oscillation, the counter is triggered on alternate pulses
emitted by the photocell. This method gives the time for one complete cycle.

3.6.4 Surface Finish Measurements

In ballistic-range tests intended to study boundary-layer transition on a model (see for example, Figure 3.21),
the surface finish of the model must be controlled very preclsel. This requires very accurate measurements of
the amount and type of surface roughness present or produced on the model by machining, polishing, etc. For
accurate measurements of surface roughness it is almost imperative that the techniques used do not mark, alter,
or destroy the surface in any way. The use of instruments which contact the surface for example and trace the
profile of roug ness in the manner of a phonograph needle has been shown to be both inaccurate and damaging to
the surface. Photomicrographs of the paths traced along the surface show that, even with a very light bearing
force (on the order of a fraction of a gram), the sensing contact produces a furrow in the surface. Thus, it
plows through the small grain roughness which is of interest in boundary-layer-transition work and in addition,
leave.& a srratch on the surface xhlch has a width of the order of the tip diameter of the sensor and a depth
whzch is r.porticnal to both the benring force of the sensor and the hardness of the model material.

-,t- u! ,f !h- .r' hul be such that the period of oscillation is cf the order of 1 to 2 seconds.
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Tmo methods of surface finish measurements which meet this requirement and give accurate results are the
multiple-beam interferometer and the wire shadow method. Both of these methoas are described in detail in
Reference 3.40. The first method uses green light with a wavelength of 5461 A to produce a fringe pattern
whose contour lines represent an elevation height of 274 x 10" mm. The second method, the wire shadow technique.

utilizes a line shadow cast obliquely on the surface in question. Irregularities in the surface will produce
an irregular shadow whose deviations can be measured with a microscope.

3.7 SABOT SEPARATION DEVICES AND SABOT TRAPS

As discussed in earlier sections of this chapter. the four basic methods used by the designer to achieve
adequate separation between model and sabot before the model reaches the test area are:

(a) Design sabot parts which will produce large lift and/or drag forces and thus cause these pieces to fly
away from the line of boresight and/or decelerate quickly behind the model. Success of this technique
depends primarily on the ambient pressure outside the muzzle of the gun.

(b) Use the pressure force of the propellent gas acting in cavities at interfaces of the sabot base pieces and

also sabot fingers to separate these pieces radially away from the model.

(c) Provide mechanical devices to decelerate the sabot and deflect it to one side. These devices will have
their greatest use at very low ambient pressures.

(d) Use a sectioned sabot in a rifled barrel. The high tangential velocity of each piece carries it away from
boresight and is independent of ambient pressure.

In some sabot designs employing the first method (i.e., aerodynamic forces), the sabot fingers separate
radially from the model initially but then remain in close formatioai around the model during the entire flight.

These segments can usually be stopped short of the test section by allowing them to impact into a steel plate
which has a hole in the center large enough to allow only the model. A shallow-angle steel cone with a similar1 1hole is sometimes added to the flat plate to make the initial impact oblique (and therefore less violent), and to
force the sabot pieces radially outward. Of course this sabot trap will only be successful if there is a

sufficiently high air density to provide an initial radial separation of the fingers.

For tests at low pressures, where the aerodynamic forces might not be adequate, a small tank with a higher

static pressure can be used between the test section and gun3 4 
. A tank of this sort can be, in its simplest

form, merely a length of tubing such as is shown in Figure 3.49. The entry and exit to this tank are sealed
using thin plastic diaphragms. The entry diaphragm which is usually at the muzzle of the gun is broken either
by the model and/or sabot or by the compressed air ahead of it. In the tank the high pressure air separates the

3abot from the model, and the sabot segments are caught by the sabot trap as before. The model fMles into the

test section through the second diaphragm. In some tests, models cannot be permitted to fly through even

these tLin diaphragms because of the possibility of damage to sharp tips, leading edges or surface finish. In
these cases the plastic diaphyag-s can be ruptured on signal with punches or exploding wires, or they might be
replaced by quick-opening valv

Extra care must be taken with this air-tank procedure to insure that the model receives negligible angular

disturbance during the sabot peparation process. If the model is pitched and enters the low pressure test section
with excessive pitching rate, there could be insufficient restoring moment at this lower pressure to prevent the

model from tumbling. If this disturbance is unavoidable but ,fairly repeatable it might be possible to adjust the

muzzle position and air tank pressure so the model enters the low-pressure section at nearly maximum pitch
amplitude (and low pitching rate), thus limiting the final amplitude.

In counter-flow facilities, as mentioned in Chapter 5, the shock-tube-wind-tunnel receiver tank (dump tank)

has been used as the high-pressure sabot-separation tank. With the coun ter-flow air stream, the exit diaphragm

(between the test section and the dump tank) is removed by the tunnel flow. Also, in this type of facility,
the static pressure of the still air in the dump tank can be adjusted so that the dynamic pressure experienced
by the model flying in this still air Is equal to the dynamic pressure experienced during flight through the

counter-flow air stream, hence, the model expP.'iences no large changes in restoring moment in moving from one
-regime to the other.

For the case of a solid sabot base, it Is often necessary to mechanically remove the piece from the flightpath
using some type of sabot decelerator together with a deflector. The most successful devices for diverting these

sabots are the contracting tube with a deflecting section or separate ramp
3
.4

L
,3.

2  The decelerator is a muzzle
extension of contracting bore diameter with gas-release ports, Figure 3.50. The model and sabot enter this
contracting section which then squeezes and decelerates the sabot base during the entire travel through the barrel

extension. The driving gases are diverted out the ports in the wall. The model,which must be subcaliber, leaves
the sabot and continues at launch speed. The sabot then strikes a deflecting ramp, or is deflected by the barrel

(see Figure 3.50) and is diverted off the flight line of the model and into a retaining plate. The ramp and

deflecting barrel are positioned so that the model passes undisturbed into the range. Another version of this
simple sabot decelerator is merely a plate, with a subcaliber hole, attached to the muzzle of the gun wnich

decelerates the sabot by shearing off a thickness of the sabot's outer wall material. This type of decelerator
was used to separate the model and sabot shown in Figure 3.12.

As noted earlier, separation of a finger type or split sabot from the anodel can be acaieeed .stn- a rifled
launch tube in tests %here model spin is either desirable or not detrLearal in - : 1. sa evs *tr*
setaraxion Ls demanded amd o13 the model n=s strike Mte -argt rifled ta.err.* i- c .%.a ar
:4 9 a= sec
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3.8 PROOF TESTING

With a newly designed model and snbot, it is usually necessary to conduct proof tests. Wlen these tests

are made. frequently the initial design is not completely siccessful; i.e.. it fails to put the model into flight
undeformed and intact, or it imparts excessive disturbance to the model at sabot separation, or the sabot does

not separate widely enough from the model. Qite often.when a new design is tried only- fragments of the model

and!or sabot will pass through the instrumented stations of the test facility. In these cases, it is very
difficult to determine the exact cause of model and/or sabot failure.

In such cases, additional instrumentation is often required, usually to obtain more information on events
occurring near the gun muzzle For example, if the condition of the model and sabot can be determined just as they
emerge from the gun. it ma3 be possible to conclude whether a structural failure occurred in the model or in the

sabot, and whether the failure is due to a misalinement in th- launch tube or whether the entire problem is in the
model-sabot separation sequence. To accomplish this, X-ray photographs have been taken at the muzzle to determine
the structural integrity and relative orientation of the parts.

The use of X-ray photography is advantageous, since such pictures can be taken in the presence of very bright
muzzle flashes, which would completely blacken ordinary visible light photographs. An example of an X-ray photo-
graph is presented in Figure 3.51. Also, a series of X-ray photographs taken at various distances from the gun

muzzle in separate launchings of identical modpl-sabot combinations is presented in Figure 6. 27. However,
pictures like these are not easily obtained, and usually require a significant investment of time and effort in

setting up the equipment, devising and testing suitable triggers, etc.

Pictures near the muzzle have also been obtained with high speed motion pictures cameras, looking toward the
muzzle with telescopic lenses from a safe distance. The muzzle flash can provide back lighting for such pictures,

and the sabot separation sequence can be recorded in silhouette. However, the number of frames is limited, even

with cameras operating at 5000 to 7000 frames per second and frequently the model is not seen until it emerges
from. and outrws the muzzle blast. The critical events may by this time already be past.

Yaw cards (Chapter 6) are also useful for diagnosing separation difficulties. The relative positions and
attitudes of model. sabot fingers, sahot base, etc., can be well identified, and used as a basis for constructing

motion histories of the parts. these can give considerable insight as to whether the separation Js taking place
as planned. Model failures can also be diagnosed in this way - e.g., a bent or broken tip is conspicuously evident,

as are other missing or separated sections of models. A problem with yaw cards is that they are normally torn into
small pieces by the muzzle blast, and these pieces must be painstakingly gathered aid fitted together. At very

high launch velocities, the cards are essentially demolished, and the parts may not be recoverable and may even

burn. Hence, this technique has very definite limitations.

Ahen the development process is successfully completed, which may take several iterations in the design, and
the model is launched in goon condition, at the proper attitude and wJth small disturbance, the end objective
of the design work described in this chapter has been achieved. Then it is possible to proceed, using th.se

models to conduct the various types of tests which will be dscussed in the following chapters.
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TABLE 3.1

Physical Characteristics of Commonly used Materials

(Ref.: Materials in Design Engineering, Materials Selector Issue. Vol.60. No.5)

Density Ultimate Strength Strength/weight
Densityratio

Material

(g/c) newtons (lbf - ~ newtons

m2 xl ki02 x /0 o

Metals

Tungstem 19.4 1520 (220) 78

Tatalm 16.8 11100 (160) 65
TA-IOW

Steel 7.8 1980 (287) 254
440

Titanium 4.5 1380 (200) 307
4. 7A1-4Mo

(Heat treat, max)

SAluminum 2.8 572 (83) 204
~~7075 7/6

Aluminum 2.8 483 (70) 172
2024 13

Magnesium 1.8 276 (40) 153
AZ83A

Plastics

Pluorocarbon 2.2 45 (6) 20
Teflon

Polycarbonate 1.2 65 (9) 54
Lexan

Polyamides 1.1 83 (12) 75
wlon 6

Polyethylene 0.94 37 (5) 39
High mol. wt.

r1

4,

6
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TABLE 3.2

Model, Facillty, and Test Requirements

Wfode1 100 Ju.f-angle cone

Test Conditions: Mach number 15

Reynolds number (based on model diameter)
from 100.000 to 1.000.000

Facility: instrumented length 23 meters

shadowgraph stations 16 orthogonal psirs

station spacing 1.5 meters

pressure capability 1 atm to 0.001 atm

air temperature 2900K

Gun: 1.27 cm diameter light gas gun (deformable-
piston. Isentropic-compression)

TABLE 3.3

ioel Characteristics

Rei (based on d) 100,000 500.000 1.000,000

Model dia. (cm) 0.84 0.84 0.84

Model material Nylon Aluminum Steel

Weight 0.27 0.63 1.80

(gram)

P6 0.034 0.17 0.34

(atu)

1 0.8 x 10 "1 1.8 x 10 "1 5.1 x 10 "

&Ig-m2)

XD  6.9 14.7 10.4

(C = 0.10)
(cm)...

12 8 10

Zswerve 0.5 0.5 0.5
(cM)
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Fig. 3.1 Sketch of cone hoilowed out for aerodynamic stabiltiy

A

Pig. 2.2 Sketch of critical sections for stress an&. ,:is

C A

Fig. 3.3 Sketch of bimetallic hollow-base model

SHEAR PIN ~ D E

FRONT SECTION C.OMPOSED D E

OF FOUR SEGMENTS (FINGERS) BASE PIECE WITH
SUPPORTING SECTION FOR MODEL

(SOLID)

Pig. 3.4 Sketch of enclosing sabot for plastic cone Lvdel
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SHEAR PIN
FRONT SECTION

COMPOSED OF FOUR SEGMENTS (FINGERS) ALUMINUM INSERT

BASE PIECE
(SOLID)

Fig. 3.5 Sketch of semi-enclosing sabot for metal cone model

F15.3.6 Photograph showing variety of models tested at Hypersonic Free-Flight Branch, Ames Research Center

MODEL SUPPORT FIN. G,S A

C - -c

BASE
PIECE

_ _ B

Fig. 3.7 Sketch of critical sections for stress analysis
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Fig. 3.8 Photograph of airplane-type model

Fig.3.9 Photograph of airplane-tylo( model with sabot
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I 0.8 0.01 3.4mRE

Fig. 3.12 Photograph of Martin Mars-Probe model and sabot

IV,, kmlis p, at GUN IREF
10 57mm

0.4 10 POWDER GAS 3.

Fig.3. 13 Photograph of Apollo launch-escape-configuration model and sabot
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I~Vm, kmlI ;Vtkrnis -~t I GUNI J, REF
0.8 0.1.1.0 37 mm RIFLED 3

!t-,yRPOWDER GAS

Fig. 3. 14 Photograph' of trailing-edge-spoiler models and~modelmsabot combination

DOUBLE.SIDED .d

PRESSURE SENSITIVE
TAPE (OR GLUE) 05d

BORE DIAMETER d -___

POLYESTER PLASTIC
0. 13 mm THICK

POLYETHYLENE OR
POLYESTER PLASTICPLY RB AT

0.025 mm THICK OYABNT
~-1.5d

(a) Composite seal (b) Obturation cup

Fig.3. !5 Sketch of two types of gas seals
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Pig.3. 16 Photograph of five-in!Ostment-cast models

44
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IVm, kmlis p, atm I GUN IREF
1.5 1.0 37mmPOWDER GA 3.

Fig. 3. 17 Photograph of X- 15 research-airplane model and sabot
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4W

IVn, km/hs p, atm I GUN IREF
0. 10 45mm NONE

0.6 1.0 POWDER GAS (AMES)

Fig.3.19 Photograph of hypersonic-glider model and sabot
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IVm, kmfis p, atm I GUN IREF
1.1 0.07 45mm

POWDER-GAS 3.11

Fig. 3. 20 Photograph of half-conL lifting-body model aud sabot

IVm, kmlis p, atl' GUN IREF
1.4 1.0 57mm 31

POWDER GAS 31

Fig. 3. 21 Photograph of 740 -swept-back delta-wing model and sabot
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IVm, kmlis VR, kmls jp, atrn GUN jREFd
1.3is .0 37mm RIFLED 3.13

POWDER GAS

(a) Photograph of skin-friction-drag models

MIU6
V,, km/s VR, km/s p, atmi GUN REF

I I37mm RIFLED i0.8 1.3 0.1-1.0 IPOWDERGA

I (b) Photograph of spoiler-drag models

Iig.3.22 Photograph of two varieties of open-ended-tube models
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STEEL 100

- -0-- - 5d d=1.27cm

(a) Sketch of model

TIANIUMSTRESS. ~- ,HOLLMWSTEE1 OE
4STRIBUTION4 PLATE

J..NENPIIENOLIC 0 1 FINGEW (POLYCARRONATEW
INSERT A

(b) Photograph of model with sabot

VM, km/s Ip, atm GUN REF

4. .12 20 mm TWO-STAGE LIGHT GAS 3.16, 3.171

Fig.3.23 Mort blunt cone, hollow base. (Courtesy of Jet Propulsion Laboratory and US Naval Ordnance Laboratory.)
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* 7075-T6 ALUMINUM 7075-T6 ALUMINUM

TITANIUM 1 00 PHOSPHOR 100
4-40 BRONZE

SCREW,

1.1c 1.14cm
- *- =1.lcm - ___

.820 d 
1.240d -

6-40 SCREW* 6-40 SCREW

(a) Sketch of model (b) Sketch of model with after~ody

*~Q 4~t 0"

ij(c) Photographs of models with sabots

*SCREW THREADS DESIGNATED IN THIS CHAPTER
0 ARE AMERICAN STANDARD FINE-THREAD SERIES.

mkm/s p, atm U E

3.0 .1 12.7 mm SINGLE-STAGE 3.8 .1LIGHT GAS 31,31

Fig. 3. 24 Short blunt cone (ballasted)
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TUGSEN90 7075-T6 ALUMINUM

ds d1.02 cm

(a) Sketch of model

cm

(b) Photograph of model with sabot

IVm, km/s IVR' km/s P.atm GUN R

3.0 3.7 .38 3m 1 ISTG 13201

Fig.3.25 Blunt-nosed 90 cone
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-I--- 7075-T6 ALUMINUM

TUNGSTEN ALLOY \6.40 SCREW

*1 ~(a) Sketch of mod'j-l

(b) Photograph of model with sabot

' m, ms p, atm GUN REF

5.0 .25 12.7 mm DEFORMABLE. .2
4.0 1.0 PISTON LIGHT GAS

Fig. 3.26 Ballasted sphere
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TUNGTEN70754T6 ALUMINUM
ALLOY 4-48 SCREW ______

$ (a) Sketch of model

(b) Photograph of model with sabct

Vm, km/s Ip, atm I GUN REF
3.0 .412.7 mm DEFORMABLE- 3.23.0 .4 PISTON LIGHT GAS I32

Fig. 3. 27 Conical body
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0-80 STEEL SCREW 7075.T6 ALUMINUM

TUNGSTEN ALLOY

I -- 3.11 d

j (a) Sketch of model

(b) Photograph of model with sabot

Vm, km/s 11 .km/s Ip, atmi GUN
1 6.4 8.2 I.03 12.7 mm DEFORMABLE. 3.24

PISTON LIGHT GAS

Fig. 3.28 Blunt-nosed flare-stabilized body
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95 . TANTALUM d .5c

7075-T6 ALUMINUM
41:

(a) Sketch of model

(b) Photograph of models with sabots

*Vm, km/s IVR, km/s IP, atmi GUN IREF
~.i .12 PISTON LIGHT GAS

Fig. 3. 29 Sharp-nosed flare-stabilized body
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-TUNGSTEN ALLOY

-- MAGNESIUM (PRESS FIT)

-~(a) Sketch of model

Vm, km/s VR , km/s p, atm GUN REF

4.9 .1 12.7______ mm DEFORMABLE- 2

Fig. 3.30 Apollo-type body
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POI.YCARBONATE). * OLD jCT 25

4TURN COIL

MODEL WEIGHT: -0.3 g

(a) Sketch of model (b) Sketch of model with sabot
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.; ~I

(c) Photograph of model components and assembled model

Vm, km/s p, atm GUN REF

6.1 .13 15.2 mm DEFORMABLE. 32
PISTON LIGHT GAS 32

Fig. 3.31 Passive-telemetry model
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2.54 cm -
7075-T6

S10* ALUMINUM

TANTALUM 00-96 SCREW,,

(a) Sketch of model

II (b) Photograph of model with sabot

Vm, km/s p, atm GUN REF

57 12.7mm DEFORMABLE- 3.31,3.32
PISTON LIGHT GAS

Fig. 3.32 Sarp-nosed 100 cone
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TEFLON
30

<-d 1.02 cm

-*.866 d-4

(a) Sketch of model

(b) Photograph of model with sabot

Vm, km/s VR, km/s p, atm GUN REF
7.08.8 12.7 mm DEFORMABLE-

7.0 I , ' PISTON LIGHT GAS 3.3

Pig,3.34 300 Teflon cone
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Iz2.54 cm

DELRIN

(a) Sketch of model

(b) Photograph of model with sabot

Vm, km/s p. atm GUN I REF
.04I 12.7 mm DEFORMABLE- .133

5.7 ~ PISTON LIGHT GAS ~

Pig. 3. 35 100 Deirin cone
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7075-T6
ALUMINUM

POLYETHYLENEMOE30" "I'H qMODEL.

30*

- d= SPLIT SABOT

< SPI.IT PLANE-

--. 86d--- L1 30cm 2

(a) Sketch of model (b) Sketch of model with spbot

Vm, km/s p, atm GUN REF
7.3 o26 12.7 mm DEFORMABLE- 335

2 1 PISTON LIGHT GAS

Fig. 3.36 300 cone with injection-molded plastic shell

MODEL (POLYETHYLENE) MASS MODEL = .0453 gm

T IF VMODEL = 11.3 km/s
.57 1 m P= 1-20 mmHg

GUN = 22CALIBER
DEFORMABLE PISTON

LIGHT GAS
(SMOOTH BORE)
REF = 3.36

Fig. 3.38 Sketch of thin rigzt .circular-cylinder model.
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VINYLIDENE FLUORIDE

4-48 SCREW, . I
TITANIUM

48*

" . d 1.05 cm

30. TUNGSTEN

ALLOY

1.45 d

(a) Sketch of model

First station (x = 0) Last station (x = 12.2 m)

(b) S '.dowgraphs showing negligible tip blunting

Vm, km/s p, atm GUN REF
4.6 .412.7 mm DEFORMABLE.

PISTON LIGHT GAS

Pig. 3.37 Conical body with thin plastic coating
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() Fromnte view of sabot with model

Vkm/s IP, atm GUN IREFI

8 03 7. mm TWO-STAGE 3.3
8 0 76LIGHT GAS I I

Fig. 3. 39 Photograp~hs of model (700-micron A1,0 3 sphere) with serrated rabcjt. (Courtesy of General Motors
Defense Research Laboratories.)
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I-

Pig. 3.40 Photograph of cone model with serrated sabot. (Courtesy of General Motors

Defense Research Laboratories.)

600 ± d MODEL = 60 0b
STEEL SPHERE

MASS MODEL = .001 g

MASS SABOT = .980 g
d SABOT = 1.31 cm

AOT= .81 cm

V MODEL =8.3 km/s
/P = .05 atm

.32 cm diam POLYCARBONATE SABOT GUN = 50 CALIBER DPLG*

(2.PIECES) REF = NONE (AMES)

*DEFORMABLE.PISTON

LIGHT GAS

Fig.3.41 Sketch of sabot for 600-micron steel sphere
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2 CUTS 90* APART WITHIM dMODEL =.16cm
.16 ci .025 cmOF BASE MASS MODEL= .0060g9

DRILLMASS SABOT = .080 g

I SABOT .334cm
ILL d SABOT .33 cm

V MODEL = 9.4 km /s

P = 28 mmHg

NYLON GUN = 22 CALIBER DP LG*
NYLN 025 cm (SMOOTH BORE)

REF = NONE (AMES)

Pig. 3.42 Sketch of sabot for 1600-micron aluminum sphere.

2CUTS9O*APART WITHIN d MODEL = .32cm

.025 cm OF BASE MASS MODEL = .03749g
MASS SABOT = .0875 g

d SABOT =.57 CM

* 025 cm I SABOT = .28 cm

V MODEL = 8.8 km/s

P = 1-6 mmHg

POLYARBOATEGUN =22 CALIBER DPLG* (RIFLED)

POLYARBOATEREF =NONE (AMES)

Fig.3.43 Sketch of sabot for 3200-micron Pyrex-glass sphere

IMODEL = .08 Cm

MODEL (1/6th CALIBER d MODEL = .51 Cm

POLYETHYLENE CYLINDER) MASS MODEL = .0161 g
MASS SABOT = .0595 g
d dSABOT =.58 cm

2 CUTS 90* APART WITHINSBO .5c
.025 cm OF BASE I MAOT = .85 cm/

0ABOT (POLYCARBONATE) P MO= .70 m /

GUN =22 CALIBER
flPLG* (RIFLED)

REF = NONE (AMES)

Pig.3.44 Sketch of thin cylinder model with sabot
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(a) Equal-arm type

(b) Substitution type.

Fig.3.45 Two types of analytical balances for measuring model mass.
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MODEL

XL 
XR-,

XCG 
FULCRUM

PAN

Pig.3.46 Equipment for the determination of model center of gravity

//L2Z/& z'//"/6< -////////

- TORSION WIRE

MODEL HOLDER AND LIGHT
REFLECTING SURFACE

MODEL OR CALIBRATING CYLINDER

Pig.3.47 Sketch of torsion-pendulum setup for moment-of-inertia measurements
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, "V ___

Fig.3.48 Photograph of moment-of-inertia apparatus

SABOT DEFLECTOR BO.F OT

(SEALED INITIALLY WITH PLASTIC OR ALUMINUM COVERS)

Fig.3.49 Sketch of simple sabot-separating tank
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Fig.3.50 Sketch of two types of sabot decelerators and deflectors
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TERMINAL BALLISTICS

James L.Summers and B. Pat Denardo

4. 1 INTRODUCTION

Studies of terminal ballistics, or impact and penetration phenomena, have been motivated by interests in

subjects as diverse as meteor craters on the moon and planets, armoring of military vehicles, meteoroid protec-
tion of space vehicles, and solid state physics of materials at extremely high pressures. To study impact, it
is necessary to have an impacting object, the projectile, in high-velocity, relative motion compared to the
target object or material. Aside from the study of natural impact craters, such as the aforementioned meteor
craters, the most evident method of studying such phenomena is to set the projectile in motion in a gun, and
to direct it at the target under controlled conditions of velocity and environment. Other means of putting
the projectile in motion can be devised - e.g., use of high explosives, use of rockets, use of electrostatic
forces to accelerate small particles - but it seems clear that the gun and the ballistic range comprise the
basic laboratory approach to Impact studies.

Classification of impact investigations by velocity ranges has some value in both discussions of the pheno-

mena which control the impact process and in equipment needed to perform the research. In the lowest velocity
range, within usual experience, the impacts may be either elastic or inelastic and penetration or permanent
damage may or may not occur. This range is below the velocities generally associated with guns and need not

concern us. The range of moderate velocities, associated with usual guns, is a range in which damage and pene-

tration occur, but strong shock waves are not formed in the target material. The higher velocity range, referred
to as the hyper-velocity impact range, is characterized by the formation of very strong shock waves in the
target, and pressures measured in millions of atmospheres. Special high performance guns (light gas guns) and
partially evacuated ranges are required to work in this regime.

While some elements of the ballistic range used for impact studies are the same as those discussed in
Chapters 2 and 6, namely the guns and part of the instrumentation, other elements are essentially different

and specialized. Spark photographs are used here primarily to measure the velocity and attitude of the model
in flight so as to define these conditions at the instant of impact. The bulk of the instrumentation will be
grouped around the target, and may include ultra high-speed cameras to time resolve the externally visible
impact processes, luminosity detectors, and other electro-magnetic emission detectors. Simple or multiple
ballistic pendulums may be provided to measure the momentum components of the impact. Special screens placed
to catch and record the distribution of material ejected either forward or backward from the impact region may
be installed. And, of course, primary emphasis is put on target recovery, measurement, and examination.

In this chapter, we will discuss these techniques which are special to the performance of impact studies.
We will also, for completeness, describe various arrangements of the basic equipment essential to doing impact
work in ballistic ranges. Since the nature of the research determines the kind of instrumentation needed, we

will begin by briefly reviewing the kinds of research objectives which may be satisfied in impact studies.

4.2 AREAS OF IMPACT RESEARCH

Specific areas of hypervelocity impact research that can be studied in the ballistic range include the
basic phenomenology of cratering, impact performance of complex space structures, and the properties of materials
at very high pressure.

In studies of the phenomenology of cratering, a further classification is made on the basis of the thickness
of the target specimen, because the phenomena observed depend very markedly on this parameter. Targets may
vary from thicknesses of only a fraction of the characteristic dimension of the impacting projectile, to very
thick, many times greater than this dimension, and are classified as thin, thick, and semi-infinite. Target

materials include virtually all known substances; metals, minerals, plastics, and organic substances. The

proceedings of several symposia covering this area of research are listed in References 4. 1 through 4.8.

A second area of research, the evaluation of the performance of complex space structures when impacted by
very high speed particles, is primarily a matter of assessing how much damage results from the impact of a

known mass at a known speed into a variety of structures. Of course, tests of this kind often suggest improve-

ments in design which increase the structure's resistance to damage. Examples of space structures include
vehicle structural components, fuel cells, solar cells, heat shields, propulsion units, and space-suit materials.

References 4.9 through 4.12 describe the results of some of the many experiments in this field.

Preceding page blank
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A third area of research involves the study of the properties of matter at the high pressures attained
behind the shock wave produced either by an explosive device or the impact of a high velocity projectile.
The velocity of shock propagation and of the mass of material behind the shock front permitsthe determination
of the density and pressure in the shock-compressed zone. The experimentally determined relation between
these two quantities is generally termed the "Hugoniot" of the material under test, after the Rankine-Hugoniot
relations describing the conditions across a shock wave. The equation of state of the material, which can then
be determined, is of value in all scientific studies of solids at very high pressure (as, e.g., studies of
planetary interiors). An excellent treatise on this subject is given in Reference 4. 13 including both analy-
tical-and experimental treatments.

4.3 DESIGN AND ARRANGEMENT OF BALLISTIC RANGES FOR IMPACT STUDIES

The ballistic range is well suited to impact research because the flight characteristics of the projectile
prior to impact and the test conditions at the target during impact are all precisely known and, generally.
widely controllable. The modern light-gas gun has the capability of launching impact projectiles at very high
velocities which are sometimes required for this type of research. These projectiles can range in shape from
very low fineness-ratio discs, through spheres and short cylinders, to high fineness-ratio rods and cones.
This is achieved by employing sabots which protect, support, a: d guide the projectile down the gun barrel (see
Chapter 3). The structural integrity of the projectile after launch, its velocity at impact, and its angle of
Inclination when contact is made with the target are all established in.the ballistic range through the use of
photographic stations (see Chapter 6). Projectile materials can range from light plastics to heavy metals
with corresponding densities varying from less than one to about 22 grams per cubic centimeter. Modest velo-
cities (about 3 ka/sec) are even achievable with foamed plastic projectiles having densities less than 0. 1
gram per cubic centiaster. Projectile sizes may range from the diameter of the largest bore gun suitable to
the range to as small as a few microns and, if desired, small particles can be launched in multiple quantities.
The lower practical limit in size is generally determined by the useable sensitivity of the in-flight diagnos-
tic instrumentation employed. Target environment is readily controllable and the standard procedure is to
introduce into the impact chamber the proper composition of gas at the required pressure and temperature levels.
Other test conditions such as target stress level, pressure differential possibly due to liquid containment,
irradiation from a variety of sources, artificial gravity, and possibly other conditions can all be provided
if desired. Finall.y, the variety of diagnostic instrumentation employed in the ballistic range suitable for
studying the impact event itself, seems to be limited only by the ingenuity of the experimenter.

The general layout of a ballistic tame intended for impact research exclusively would differ from those
previously descrited in that the flight range would be shorter and less well instrumented, and the impact
chamber, instead of being simply a place to stop the projectile, would be large in order to contain targets
of sufficient size as well as to allow the necessary amount of time to study the transient impact effects
thoroughly. A minimum of two photographic statione are required in the flight chamber in order to determine
the projectile velocity. However, it is good practice to instrument the flight range with four to six ortho-
gonal stations so that the aforementioned quantities, projectile velocity, attitude, integrity, etc., can be
accurately determined. The impact chamber is normally built with the back or a sidewall mounted on hinges so
that access to the entire chamber is provided without interference. This allows not only easy installation
of massive targets but also access room for the installation and adjustment of instrumentation such as ballis-
tic pendulums. A high-speed shutter 4, ", is often installed hea d of the target chamber to Insure that sabot
or pump piston particles or products of combustion from the launcher, all of which may result from somewhat
less than perfect operation, do not enter the test area to inflict possible damage to the target or obscure
the impact results. A photograph of a typical ballistic range installation showing a six-station flight range
and large impset chamber is shown in Figure 4. 1. The fast-closing shutter is located between the flight range
and impact chamber.

Occasionally, unusual operating procedures Ir techniques are devised to accomplish a certain goal. One
such techutique reverses the role of the projectile and target in that the projectile is stationary and the
target is moving. Thus. projectiles that cannot be launched because of configuration or strength considera-
tions, are suspended in front of the launching device, and the targets of sufficient dimensions, are shot at
them. The targets are then decelerated and finally stopped as gently as possible in some suitable catcher and
then examined and measured. This technique has been employed to study the effects of impact of filaments
having fineness ratios of the order of 1000 and of projectiles of foam and particulate matter having essentially
no strength .l . .16 This technique must be limited, of course, to cunditions such that the damage suffered
by the target during the deceleration and recovery is small compared to the impact crater produced. An exten-
sion of this technique is to launch a projectile at the moving target and after impact recover the target as
before '17. The impact velocity is then the vector sum of the projectile and target velocities. The additional
problems that arise using this counterfiring technique are the tm .ng and accuracy problems of the two launchers.

A vertical gun and flight range constitute a special facility for studying the effects of impact in target

materials of such low strength that they are unable to support themselves in an upright position suitable for
testing with horizontal launchers. Fluids and particulates are two such classes of strengthless materials.
In such a facility also, the effects of gravity on the cratering process can be studied by employing a target-
support table which can be accelerated vertically with respect to the launcher. By allowing the target to
drop away from the launcher, controlled accelerations between zero and one earth gravity can be given to the
target. Accelerations greater than this can be imposed on the target if it is accelerated towards the launch-
ing device. Gravity scaling relations for meteoroid impact occuring on the planets and their satellites are
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a motivating problem for the use of such sophisticated facilities. Figure 4.2 is a photograph of a vertical
firing facility in which the gun has been lowered to the horizontal for maintenance. This particular launcher
can be operated from horizontal to vertical in 150 increments.

4.4 MEASUREMENTS IN IMPACT RESEARiCH

Once the capability of conducting hypervelocity impact research is developed, the next problems are those of
acquisition and analysis of data. he measurements to be made can be divided into two categories: static and
dynamic. By static measurements, we ean those which can be made well after the completion of the events. On
the other hand. the dynamic parameters must be measured during or immediately after the event while the tran-
sient effects are still being felt.

Static target measurements include the basic crater parameters: penetration, diameter, volu.e, mas:. loss.
and shape. Penetration is the maximum depth of the crater measured from the undisturbed target face. This
quantity is readily measured with a depth gage. The crater diameter is the average distance across the crater
in the plane of the undisturbed surface and usually includes the total damaged area. This dimension is measured
with a filar microscope or precision micrometer, depending on the crater size, after the crater lip has been
carefully machined down to the undisturbed target surface. The volume of the crater is once again measured with
reference to the undisturbed target face. Two of the acceptable methods for measuring this parameter are de-
termination by liquid measure and by a casting technique. The first is accomplished by using a calibrated
burette containing a mixture of water and a wetting agent. The second method is considerably more time con-
suming, but more accurate on small craters. First a casting is made of the crater. This casting is then
projected on the screen of an optical comparator and tracings of several profile views are made. The tracings
are then mechanically integrated and averaged to determine the volume. This method is restricted to craters

whose surfaces are rather smooth, since the casting cannot be extracted cleanly from pitted crater surfaces.
Crater mass loss is determined simply by weighing the entire target prior to installation in the impact
chamber and again following the impact. Standard analytical balances are best suited for this measurement.
For thin targets, measurements of diameter of perforation, mass loss. etc., can be made using similar tech-
niques.

Other static measurements include target material changes such as hardness, grain and crystal structure,
color, and change (if state. Deformation of surrounding target areas is an additional parameter of this group.
A variety of standard metallurgical techniques and devices are available for quantitative measurement of
these parameters.

Finally. certain vtatic measurements can be made of the target ejecta and spray. Ejecta is that portion
of the target and projectile emitted uprange from the target face; whereas spray is that portion emitted to
the rear or downrange, Both ejecta and spray can include material that is solid, melted, or vaporized. The
spatial distributions of particles of ejecta and spray can be determined by allowing the particlas to impinge
on suitably placed witumss plates, termed spray catchers (Figures 4.3 and 4.4), which are essentially heavy
yaw cards (see Chapter 8). Careful examination of, and tests on the captured particles can reveal the same
material changes previou sly mentioned: hardness, grain structure, etc.

Dynamic measurements . nclude observations of the motion of the target during impact, a measure of the
momentum transferred, which can be measured with the classic ballistic pendulum (Figure 4.5). For hypervelo-
city impact in thick targo~ts, the quantity of ejecta can be so large as to result, in most cases, in the
target momentum being substantially greater than that of the impacting projectile 4.10

Both the momentum and tbe velocity of the target ejecta and spray can be measured dynamically. The velocity
distributions can be studiet through the use of high-speed cameras while the momentum is best evaluated with
special ballistic pendulums. Actually, a rather sophisticated ballistic pendulum setup can be arranged to
determine target, ejecta, ani spray momentum on a single shot for yielding the division of momentum of the
system (Figure 4.6). Particle size Pistribution is more difficult to measure, especially if the particle
velocity is high. For the lower velocities, the particle may be caught in some soft, undamaging material and
then measured. At higher velocities, unfortunately, even the softest and most porous of materials will cause
particle breakup. If, however, particle size is sufficiently large and photographic resolution sufficiently
high, the requisite informatioa can be obtained from film records. Usually, however, the scale of the labora-
tory event is small enough to j -eclude the use of the above technique.

Crater growth history, anothtr dynamic measurement, can be determined through the use of ultra high-speed
cameras or sequential flash X-ray systems. Visible, thermal, or X-radiation emitted as a result of the impact
can be studied with electronic aid spectroscopic devices such as are described in Chapter 9. Shock velocity
and free-surface velocity, required for determining the equation of state of target materials, can be measured
with electrical closure-type pin gages or by the argon flesh-gap technique. The pin gages are placed in the
target sample from the rear surface at different distances frop the face of the sample to be impacted. As the
shock wave travels into the sample, the pin gages close in succession -giving rise to spaced signals on a cathode-
ray oscilloscope. The shock-wave velocity is then computed from the pln-gage spacings and oscilloscope sweep
rate. A similar array of spaced pin gages located at the rear surface of the sample is used to determine the
free-surfaco velocity. All pin gages must be carefully located so that there is no mutual interference.
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The argon flash-gap technique makes use of the fact that this gas will glow brightly when strongly shocked.
The following description of the technique is greatly simplified and is meant to illustrate the principle only.
The test sample to be impacted is constructed with a groove of fixed width, but of tapering depth. which later-

ally traverses the rear face of the sample. As the shock wave proceeds into the sample from the impacted face.

it will reach the deepest part of the groove first and then proceed laterally along the groove bottom to the

shallowest part. The shock-wave velocity in the test sample can then be determined from (1). the angle between

the plane of the shock-wave and the groove bottom, and (2). the lateral closing velocity along the groove

bottom. This lateral movement of the shock-wave is made visible by inserting a transparent strip of acrylic

plastic (Lucite or Plexiglass) into the groove but spaced away from the bottom to orovide a gap of a fraction

of a millimeter. Argon gas is flooded into this gap. As the shock-wave proceeds along the groove, the bottom
moves as a free surface and generates a shock-wave in the argon gas. causing it to glow brightly. When the

free surface strikes the acrylic strip, the acrylic becomes opaque and acts as a sharp cutoff optical shutter.

Thus. a streak camcra viewing the test sample from the rear and with its film moving normal to the groove.
would record a sharply defined streak on the film. If appropriate fiducial marks are located on the tear of

the te.t sample for film calibration purposes, then the lateral velocity of the shock-wave, and hence the
propagation velocity of the shock-wave, can be computed from the camera speed and film-streak angle. A second
acrylic strip with an argon flash gap, but located on the plane portion of the test sample rear surface and at

an angle to it so that the closing distance from the free surface varies along its length, provides similar

information for determining the free-surface velocity. The pin-g-age and flash-gap techniques give experimental

results in substantial agreement. -Both methods are described in detail in Reference 4.13.

Many special techniques have been developed to study impact phenomena. Among these are the methods wherein

substitute materials are employed for the projectile, target, or both. Particulate material is often used for

the target material because binders of different strengths can be employed to vary the strength of the target

from a few pounds per square inch to several thousand pounds per square inch. Also, if the targets are made

up of colored layers of material, the movement of the target material caused by the impact of a projectile is

readily traced as can be seen from Figure 4.7. References 4.19 and 4.20 describe the results of some investi-

gations where particulate material has been used to study the impact process.

Another scheme devised to study c.atering phenomena at meteoric velocities, beyond the capability of the

launching devices, is to substitute for the desired test projectile, a simulating projectile made of denser

material. For a given impact velocity, this denser projectile will produce a higher shock pressure and thus

be somewhat representative of the desired projectile impacting at a higher velocity. Such a simulation results

in cratering data suitable for engineering purposes, but because of the fundamental differences in the Hugoniot

properties of the desired test projectile and its simulating counterpart, one cannot duplicate accurately all

aspects of the cratering process.

While the above discussion is not extensive, it indicates some of the key techniques employed in laboratory

atudies of impact. Certainly, many additional experimental techniques have been devised, and others will be,

to study particular features of impact problems. The reader is referred to the references given for more

detailed discussions of some of these techniques.
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Fig. 4. 1 Ballistic range for impact research

Fig. 4. 2 Vertical ballistic range (lowered to thei horizontal
positionl for maintenance)
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COUNTERFLOW FACILITIES

Robert J.Carros and Charles E.DeRose

5.1 INTRODUCTION

In ballistic testing, the maximum velocity is limited by structural limitations of the model and sabot and
by the velocity capabilities of the gun. Though these limits have been steadily pushed higher through changes
in gun operating cycles and design, availability of stronger materials for model and sabot construction, and
advanced construction techniques, the interest in very high-speed phenomena motivated by space vehicles and
basic research problems seem always to demand a velocity higher than that available. To satisfy this demand,
for aerodynamic studies, a test section with a high-speed airstream may be combined with a conventional ballis-
tic range to produce what has been called a counterflow facility. With this combination facility, the air-
stream velocity is added directly tip the model velocity.

Typically, the counterflow facility consists of a long test section (by usual wind-tunnel standards) in which
a supersonic airstream of near-constant stream properties is established. The model is ltanched upstream through
this test section so that the total velocity experienced is equal to the sum of the model launch velocity and the
airstream velocity. Data are recorded photographically as in conventional ballistic facilities, the only addi-
tional factor being that of accurately deternining the airstream properties - pressure, temperature, and velocity.

The major advantage of the counterflow facility is that of increasing the velocity capability for aerodynamic
testing with a given gun-model combination. However, it is not the only benefit realized. By control of the
free-stream temperature, the Mach number can be varied considerably. Extremely high Mach numbers can be obtained
by using a cold stream. Free-stream temperatures in the order of 1000 K are easy to obtain and, wJth the speed
of sound at this temperature around 200 meters/second, it is seen that a reasonable model velocity of 6 km/sec
can yield Mach numbers of the order of 30 or more. In the same vein, a change in the free-stream temperature
brings about a change in Reynolds number capability. Hot airstreams generated with high-energy drive systems
produce low Reynolds numbers, while, conversely, cold airstreams will be characterized by high Reynolds numbers.

Another benefit is that the total model flightpath can be lengthened by the use of a high airstream velocity
coupled with a low model velocity. Since the model flightpath length relative to the airstream is equal to

LT = Lts + Vt  (5.)

+ (5.2)

where V. = velocity of model alone, a/sec

Vt = velocity of tunnel airstream, m/sec

Lts = length of test section, m

LT = total resultant flightpath length, m

it can be seen that the total flightpath length can easily be stretched out far beyond the actual test-section
length. This capability contributes generally to the accuracy of aerodynamic measurements which improve with
increasing range length, and in particular can be important when conducting tests to determine stati, and
dynamic stability of a model where flightpath lengths must be of the order of two or more wave-lengths of
pitch oscillation.

The counterflow type of facility also affords the capability - with suitably designed nozzles and test
section - of permitting model flights through a variable density profile. Simulation of an earth entry for
a space probe can be accomplished by a facility of this type. This kind of facility is highly restricted in
the breadth of its research, but it is unique in offering a predetermined density, temperature, and velocity
variation along the model flightpath,

Finally, another variation of a counterflow facility can be used to study the effect of blast waves on
models in free flight. The use of a free-flying model allows the opportunity to observe the results of both
a shock wave' s dynamic effect on the model, and its aerodynamic effect on the bow shock wave, boindary layer,
and wake, etc. The facility for this kind of study is essentially a launch gun firing a model into a shock
tube.
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All of the aforementioned capabilities are extensions of the basic capability of a conventional ballistic
facility. At the sae time, the use of a couterf low airstream complicates the testing and increases the cost
of building and operating the facility. However, the difficulties can be largely overcome, and the benefits
that this type of facility can offer in the form of greatly increased testing range are, for certain apr&lca-
tions, well worth the effort.

. To illustrate the operating parameters and some of the inherent problems involved with operating a counter-
.low facility, we will examine the two major varieties in use. The first type will be designated the continuous

flow facility - typified by the blow-down, unheated reservoir, wind tunnel. By continuous flow, we mean that
the airflow duration is very long compared to the time of flight of the model. Flow times may be of the order
of a minute or two which permits manual control of the test section conditions and the gun-firing sequence.
The second type will be called the short-duration facility, in which the airflow times are only slightly longer
than the flight time of the model. Typical of this latter type is the shock-tube-driven wind-tunnel configura-
tion. Here, timing is of the utmost importance and most events in the launch procedure must be preprogrammed
and sequenced by electronic control.

5.2 LONG-DURATION COUNTERFLOW BALLISTIC FACILITIES

5.2.1 General Description

Perhaps the simplest form of counterflow ballistic facility is one that utilizes a supersonic blow-down wind
tunnel. The supersonic tunnel used in this way differs from a conventional blow-down tunnel mainly in the
longer test section and the greater number of observation stations. Lengthening of the test section requires
a divergence to the tunnel walls to account for boundary.layer growth. A maximus airstream velocity of approxi-
mately 0.6 km/sec can be attained without heating the supply air. This stream velocity of 0.6 km/sec for a Mach
number 3 airfliw, for example, when combined with a model velocity of 3 ku/sec, results in a test Mach number
of 18. (When en hetca air supply is expanded to a Mach number 3 airstream, the resultant sound speed is
approximately 0.2 kn/sec). The airstream density is relatively high (for this Mach number, 0.076 times the
density in the air reservoir). The minimum density depends on the diffuser and exhaust conditions of the wind
tunnel. For example, specification of atmospheric exhaust pressure with a blow-down wind tunnel determines the
minimum reservoir pressure at which the tunnel will operate.

The coplications to the testing introduced by combining a ballistic range and supersonic blow-down tunnel
are not great. The first consideration is of course that of introducing the test model into the airstream at
the proper time. This, fortunately, can be done quite easily, requiring no electronic sequence timers, since
the time-of-model flight through the test section is very short, only a few milliseconds, compared to the long
airflow duration of the order of a minute. The test operator can very easily fire the gun at a time when air-
flow has been properly established in the test section. Details of operation and instrumentation of a ballistic
range will be found in other sections of this book and details of wind-tunnel operation and instrumentation can
be found in the literature (see, for example, Reference 5. 1), and will not be discussed here.

5.2.2 The Ames Supersonic Free-Flight Wind Tunnel

The facility described in this section was proposed by H.Julian Allen In 1946 as a means of extending the
range of Mach numbers for laboratory aerodynamic testing beyond what was then available in wind tunnels. The
Supersonic Free-Flight Wind Tunnel, placed in operation at the Ames Laboratory of National Advisory Committee
for Aeronautics (NACA) in 1949, is shown schematically in Figure 5. 1 and was the first counterflow ballistic
facility. A brief description of the facility will be given here and a more complete description is contained
in Reference 5. 2.

5.2.2.1 Description of Facility

Air from an unheated reservoir, available to a maximum pressure of 6 atm. was expanded to Mach number 2
through a two-dimensional nozzle and exhausted to atmosphere. The most striking differences between this
tunnel and a conventional supersonic blow-down tunnel was the test section length and the number of windowed
observation stations. The test section originally was approximately 4.6 meters long and contained four verti-
cal and three horizontal observation stations. After an initial operating period of five years demonstrated
that the facility was both technically feasible and valuable, the test section was modified in 1955 to increase
its length to approximately 7.3 meters with nine orthogonal photographic stations spaced at intervals of 0.915
meters. An additional interchangeable nozzle was added at this time for Mach number 3 airflow. The test sec-tion width originally was approximately 30 centimeter and height was approximately 61 centimeters, while t.he

modified test section was approximately 43 cm wide by nominally 51 cm high. A photograph of the test section
is shown in Figure 5.2.

The unusual length of the test section does not introduce any fundamental difficulties. It has been found
that such a long supersonic flow can be established and maintained, with no more unsteadiness than is usual to
supersonic wind-tunnel flows. Interestingly enough, it is folnd that whe. the reservoir pressure is reduced
to the minimum levels that will sustain supersonic flow, the downstream end of the test section may lose super-
sonic flow while the upstream end retains it. However, the most important problem associated with the long
test section is the growth of the thick turbulent boundary layer on the walls. This boundary layer would, in
a long enough test section, ultimately fill the channel and leave no core of turbulence-free air for testing.
The Supersonic Free-Flight Wind Tunnel and the subsequent Ames counterflow facilities were designed so that
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this would not occur within the test section. and this specification in effect determined the miniom width
dimensions of the facilities.

The tie-aveorage boundary-layer thicknesses in the Supersonic Free-Flight Wind Tunnel were calculated to be
between 10 ae" 13 cm depending on stream Mach number and Reynolds number. With the final test section dimen-
sions, this left a turbulence-free core at least 18 cm wide by about 36 cm high at the downstream end of the
test section (station 1). This width was easily adequate for testing, since the model dispersion is least at
this end of this test section, which is the end nearest the launching gun.

The displacement effect of the boundary layer also had to be considered, since for a uniform test-section
cross section it would effectively diminish the area available for supersonic flow and thus reduce the Mach
number with distance from the nozzle. To avoid this source of stream nonuniformity, the upper and lower blocks
of the test section were designed to diverge and to compensate on two walls for the boundary-layer displacement

thickness on four walls. Displacement thicknesses were calculated to be of the order of 2.5 cm at the down-
stream end of the test section, and the divergence allowed on the upper and lower blocks was slightly greater
than 5 cm on each, giving a downstream and height of the channel of about 61 am actual as compared to 51 cm
nominal. As the stream Mach number and reservoir pressure were varied, this setting was not perfect, but re-
presented a compromise or best average position, which was weighted in favor of the test condition most often
used - the Mach number 3 airflow near maximum reservoir pressure. Some axial pressure variation thus remained
for some flow conditions, and this will be described in a later section. It was not deemed practical or neces-
sary to make the test section adjustable to best fit the airflow condition being used on each run.

The diffuser section had two right angle bends to greatly reduce the amount of daylight reaching the photo-
graphic film to prevent fogging. Furthermore, all surfaces in the diffuser and test section were painted with

flat black paint to reduce the 3ight reflecting back to the test section and the shadowgraph film. Carved vanes
were located at the first bend in the diffuser to turn the air smoothly.

The model-launching gun was mounted on an "I" beam anchored to the iloor of the diffuser. The beam and gun
mounts were arranged so that the center'ne of the gun was coincident with the axis of the tunnel test section.
A model catcher located in the settling chamber was filled with fireproof cotton waste backed up by several
thick steel plates.

As in a conventional blowdown tunnel, pressure and temperature were measured from which the necessary stream pro-

perties were obtained. The instrumentation used to record data pertaining to the model was identical to that
used in a bnllistic range and is described in detail in other sections of this book.

5.2.2.2 Range of Test Conditions

The range of test conditions that were available in the Supersonic Free-Flight Wind Tunnel are shown in
Figures 5.3 and 5.4. The test Mach number range is given for model-launching velocities to 6 km/sec. This
velocity is well within the capability of modern light-gas guns which have operated to a maximum speed of
11.3 lwAsec at Ames Research Center in 1966. The original Supersonic Free-Flight Wind Tunnel, however, never
operated beyond a model-launching velocity of 3.7 km/sec corresponding to a maximum test Mach number of 21.
There were three reasons for this limitation. First, the peak utilization of the original facility occurred
before the present high level of gun capability was developed. Second, the gun beam provided in the facility
was not long enough to accommodate the greater lengths of any but small-caliber light-gas guns. Third, the
self-luminosity of the flow fields at very high speeds tends to fog the shadowgraph pictures and obliterate
the model image (see for example, Figure 6.33 in Chapter 6). All of these problems could have been overcome,
and, in fact, steps were required and were taken to modify the shadowgraph stations to overcome the third
problem even at velocities of 3.7 km/sec; but at the same time, the higher performance, short-duration counter-
flow facilities were being developed, so emphasis was placed on them and use of the Supersonic Free-Flight Wind
Tunnel was phased out.

The Mach number for a test utilizing the airstream is the sum of the stream Mach number and the model Mach
number. (The sound speed is 0. 253 km/sec for an air reservoir at room temperature with the Mach 2 airstream,
and 0.204 km/sec with the Mach number 3 airstream). A test program using the facility air-off and air-on can,
in principle, easily cover a range of supersonic Mach numbers up to 33.

The Reynolds number capability is shown in Figure 5.4 and extends over a wide range to a maximum of approxi-
mately 10 million per centimeter. Early in 1959 the Supersonic Free-Flight Wind Tunnel was connected to a 9%-
atm air-supply reservoir. This increased the maximum Reynolds numbers available by a factor of 1.5.

5.2.2.3 Effect of Airstream Variations on Tests

The airstreams in supersonic wiad tunnels are invariably imperfect and surveys of the airflow in the long test
section of the Ames Supersonic Free-Flight Wind Tunnel disclosed a number of departures from uniform flow. A
brief description of these and their effect on the aerodynamic data obtained from the facility will now be dis-
cussed.

The observed longitudinal variation of Mach Number, shown in Figure 5.5, was small, being only approximately
± Y at M = 2 and ± %% at M = 3. The growth of the boundary layer, as discussed in Section 5.2.2. 1, is respon-
sible for the observed decrease in Mach number at the downstream (station 1) end of the test section for the
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M = 3 condition and demonstrates that the cross-sectional area of the test sectiin was insufficient to accom-
modate the thickened boundary layer. On the other hand, the small variation observed in the Much number at the
M = 2 condition shows that. in this case, the test-section area was adequate to allow for the boundary-layer
growth. Early during calibration some adjustments were made to the cross-sectional area, by increasing the
height dimension, to select the best setting that would result in the most favorable Mach number distribution
for both the M = 2 and M = 3 conditions. Since the total test Mach number was high (for example, for a rather
modest model velocity of 1.5 km/sec the total Mach number is approximately 10.5 for the M = 3 airstream) the
small Mach number variation observed was not sufficient to effect aerodynamic data.

Closely associated with the Mach number variation are variations in the static and dynamic pressures. These

are shown in Figure 5.6. The static-pressure-gradient results in buoyancy forces which are small compared to
the drag forces and therefore do not affect the data significantly. The dynamic pressure varied approximately
0.7% at N = 2 and IUA at M = 3 and this variation did cause some scatter in the results.

The variation of Mach number, static pressure, and dynamic pressure across the stream at station 1 is shown
in Figure 5.7 for M = 2 and Figure 5.8 for M = 3 . The variation in the central 5-centimeter core of the
flow, where most model flights take place at this station nearest the gun, was small. From shadowgraph photo-
graphs showing the boundary layer and from oscillations observed in the manometer used to read total head
pressures, as shown in Figure 5.9. it was evident that the boundary layer was approaching to within 5-centi-

meters of the tunnel centerline and was undoubtedly the cause for the variations observed in Figures 5.7 and
5.8.

Measurements of airstream angularity were attempted using cones that were pivoted so that they could become

aligned with the stream. Photographs of the cones, made with a high-speed motion-picture camera, showed that

they oscillated with an amplitude of about ±2 degrees at frequencies matching the natural frequency of the
cones. Since the frequency of variation of the stream angle was several times that of the natural frequency
in pitch of the test models, the pitching response of the test models to the stream angle variation was weak.
Furthermore, the effect of stream angularity on a moving model is less than on a stationary model, as shown by

the ratio

ua

Va + (5.3)

where ua = lateral velocity component of airstream

V = airstream velocity relative to earth

Vm = model velocity relative to earth

which defines stream angle relative to a moving model. For example, a model flying at a Mach number of 3 in
the Mach number 3 airstream (total test Mach number of 6) would experience only one-half the stream angle that
a stationary model would experience. It was concluaed that the influence of the observed stream-angle varia-

tion and the variations observed it. Mach number, static and dynamic pressures were small and resulted ii no

important errors.

5.2.3 Atmosphere-Entry Simulators

5.2.3.1 Description of Facility

A second and rather specialized counterflow facility to simulate the velocity history and heating of entry

vehicles coming into the earth's atmosphere has been mentioned in the Introduction. This type of facility

makes use of a long contoured nozzle to dynamically establish a density profile along the nozzle axis which

presents to the free-flight model flying upstream a variation similar to that encountered by a vehicle enter-

ing the atmosphere. The degree of simulation of entry aercdynamic heating which results has been shown to be

jurprisingly complete 5.3

Such a facility was built at Ames Research Center and placed in operation in 1960. It consists of a high-
pressure air reservoir, the specially contoured test-section nozzle, a vacuum tank, and a light-gas model-

launching gun. Figure 5.10 is a schematic diagram of this facility and Figure 5. 11 is a photograph of the air

reservoir, test section, and large diameter piping leading to the vacuum sphere. The expanding test section

was approximately 12 meters long, and during airflow, the air density varied exponentially with distance to

simulate the variation with altitude in the atmosphere. Approximately three decades of density variation

occurred within the test section so that an altitude interval of about 45 km in the earth's atmosphere was

simulated. The actual air densities were larger than atmospheric by the scale factor of the model tested

in order to achieve Reynolds number and heating simulation 5.3

Airflow was supplied by a 0.48-cubic-meter high-pressure vessel initially pressurized up to 45 atm with air

at room temperature. Mechanically rupturing the diaphragm between the reservoir and test section initiated

flow which was exhausted into a 9N meters diameter vacuum sphere. The test section was instrumented with 12

orthogonal pairs of shadowgraph stations, as well as with static pressure transducers located at the sidewall

to define the actual variation of air density with distance.
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The model-launching gun used with this facility was a two-stage, light-weight piston (shock-heated) light-
gas gun, with launch tube dianters of 12.7 and 20am. The gun is required to launch the model at the velocity

at which the vehicle to be simulated enters the atmosphere. A more detailed description of this facility will
be found in Reference 5.4.

5.3 SUORT-DURATION. HIGH-ENERGY AIR SUPPLY SYSTEqS

The facilities in Sectiop 5.2 all operate with room temperature air supplies and, as a result, are limited

to airstream velocities of about 0.6 km/sec. When very high test speeds are desired, in the range from 10 to

15 b/sec. it would seem desirable to attempt to realize a larger speed increment from the airstream. In order

to do so, it is necessary to utilize high-energy, heated reservoir types of drive systems. As the airstream

velocity is increased, the required temperature of the reservoir quickly exceeds the limits of standard con-

struction materials. Figure 5. 12 shows the reservoir temperature required to produce a given stream velocity.

The assumption is made that the airstream produced has a constant Mach number 7. The only way to obtain the

high airstream velocities desired (from 2 km/sec and above) is to operate the facility in a manner in which the

reservoir air is held fcr an extremely short time. As ballistic tests normally have flight times in the milli-

second range, the use of ahigh-energy, short-duration-type of facility seems particularly attractive.

Although a number of possible approaches to a short-duration, high-energy supply are conceivable, at this

writing there exists experience with only one - the reflected-shock (tailored-interface) shock tube s.S-S.13

Other possibilities which have not been developed would include arc-heated air supplies (hot-shot wind-tunnel

type), piston compression reservoir heaters 
5' 8s" . and electrical resistance heated air supplies. The

latter two types were seriously reviewed at Ames I.search Centre prior to the construction of the facilities

described later, and were judged to have considerable problems. Still another possibility that was considered

to the extent that development tests were carried out was the use of gun-powder gases as a shock-tube driver

system. Thus, although the remaining discussion is restricted to combustion-heated and cold helium shock-tube

drivers, the basic concept need not be restricted in the reader' s mind to this approach.

5.3.1 Shock-Tube Wind-Tunnel Configurations

The one type of system which has been applied to high-performance counterflow ballistic testing uses a shock-

tube driver to supply air for a wind-tunnel test section, as in Figure 5.13. As shown in the figure. the shock-

tube driven. counterflow ballistic range is composed of six component parts.

The first two, the driver and shock-tube, create the reservoir of high-temperature test gas. The driver

section is filled with high-pressure gases such as hydrogen or helium, and the shock-tube, with low-pressure

air (or other test gas). The two sections are separated by the main diaphrap, the explosively-triggered rup-

ture of which starts the gas-compression cycle. The driver performance may be enhanced by heating the driver

gas just prior to bursting the main diaphragm, either by chemical reactions in the driver (e.g., burning hydro-

gen), electrical heating, or compression heating. Basic theory and operation of shock tubes can be found in

numerous reports, examples of which are References 5. 5 to 5. 13. The emphasis here will be on special aspects

relating to their use as a counterflow air-supply system.

These first two tubes represent the high-pressure section of the facility and must be constructed to hold

and seal against an internal pressu~e measuring as high as 1000 to 2000 atm. This high pressure is required

for reasonable airstrean densities in the test section if airstream velocities above 3 kn/sec are contemplated.

Beyond the shock-tube, the end of which is the high-energy reservoir, are the nozzle section,' test section and receiver

tank, the low-pressure section of the facility. Here the pressure has to be reduced initially to the orde of

100 microns of mercury (0.00013 atm) to peimit the airflow to be established. This level of vatpum requires

very careful attention to qeals, piping, and valves, and a good quality mechanical vacuum pumping installation.

As noted in Figure 5.13, the volume of the receiver tank is preferably designed to contain all of the gas with-

out raising the resultant pressure above the safety limit of the glass windows in the test section. Frequently.

in the case of a large, high-pressure facility, a blow-off diaphragm will be added to vent excess gas; other-

wise, the volume of the receiver tank might be excessive.

The test section is an area that represents the greatest compromise in initial design. To assure constant

stream conditions over the long test section, the cross-sectional area must increase to compensate for the

boundary-layer growth. Unfortunately, the boundary-layer growth is dependent upon the p'essure and enthalpy

levels of the airstream. Therefore, the divergence rate of the walls must be set for a special range of

tunnel -running conditions. Airstreams generated by conditions off these design points will result- in either

an expanding or contracting airstream, which results in complications in reducing the aerodynamic data (see

Chapter 7, Section 10.2). The wider the range of stream conditions designed for, the more nonuniform will be

the off-design airstreams. In order to maintain airstream uniformity, the range of conditions must be limited

or else adjustable walls provided. Wall adjustment, however, is incompatible with the requirement for good

vacuum sealing.

5.3.1.1 Gas Compression Cycle

* To illustrate the operation of the drive system, the sketches in Figure 5.14 show schematically the time

history of the gas cycle. T.e description is intended only to define the various phases of the gas-compression

cycle, which follows bursting of the main diaphragm.
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5.3.1.? Tailoring Requirement

To utilize a shock-tube-drive system in a counterflow facility, the stagnation region, or reservoir, must
remain at constant pressure for a long enough time to complete the model flight. A constant reservoir condi-
tion can be accomplshed by operating the shock-tube in a "tailored" condition. This means that the return-

ing shock wave that brings the air and driver gas to zero velocity also leaves these two gases at the same
pressure. With no pressure differential across the air/driver-gas interface, the reservoir will remain at
nearly constant pressure until the expansion wave arrives to end the cycle. Testing time is then dependent
upon the arrival of this expansion wave. a fact which leads to designs favoring long driver tubes.

Operating the shock-tube in a 'tailored" mode limits the operation to a unique set of stagnation enthalpy
conditions. The "tailoring" requirement

y~k~~1)2 yV 5
2  } 7J ki) () \t/ ts 2  \al a./al Is

where y = ratio of specific heats. Cp/C v

p = pressure. newtons/m2

M = shockwave Mach number

a = speed of sound. m/sec

subscripts

1 = initial loading conditions in shock-tube

2 = conditions behind shockwave

4 = conditions in driver tube just prior to bursting main diaphragm

essentially reduces to the fact that given the acoustical ratio (a /a ) across the main diaphragm and the speci-
fic heat ratios, y, and yl, there is only one Msthat will "tailor". 1While this seems like a limiting factor,
in reality it merely sets the nozzle throat diameter and operating points for a given driver gas in the facility.

The counterflow facility that is shock-tube-driven may be constructed with a single nozzle contoured for a
specific Mach number and still allow the free-stream velocity to be varied by changing the reservoir enthalpy.
This makes it unnecessary to change the complete nozzle to change test-section air velocity. Only the throat
diameter iuad be changed, and this can be done by changing a throat insert. The required relation between
reservoir enthalpy and throat area ratio is shown in Figure 5.15 (Ref.5.19). The throat blocks are machined to
match the specific reservoir conditions dictated by the "tailoring" requirements and the driver-gas conditions

available.

5.3.1.3 Shock-Tube-Drive Capabilities

The shock-tube-drive system is able to develop high-energy reservoirs, and consequently, high-velocity air-
streams. Figure 5.16 shows the relationship of shock-wave Mach number in the shock tube and airstream velocity
in the test section. Indicated on this plot are typical "tailored" operating points - two for cold driver gases,
and two for commonly used combustion-heated-helium drives. Thus, it is apparent that not only can a high-stream
velocity be )stablished by a shock-tube-drive system, but that the stream velocity can be varied over a wide

range.

In a facility with the nozzle Mach number fixed, varying the airstream velocity is .ecessarily accompanied

by changes in the speed of sound and free-stream temperature in the test section. The variable free-stream

temperature, however, rather than being a disadvantage, actually permits a wide range of total Mach numbers
and Reynolds numbers to be obtained.

5.3.2 Limitations of the Shock-Tube Wind Tunnel in a Counterflow Facility

The advantages of this type of test facility to extend the testing range gre, unfortunately, accompanied by
operating problems which put definite limits on its use. First, there is the necessity for timing the arrival
of the model to match the establishment of the airstream. While at Ames Research Center, this has not been a
major problem area, for some guns there could be enough uncertainty in launch time to make timing a problem.

Another major problem with the shock-tube drive is that of contamination of the airstream. When the reser-
voir is established and airflow is started through the nozzle, there is a tendency for the driver gas to mix
with the air at the interface and flow through the nozzle before the end of the predicted clean-flow period.
Small amounts of driver-gas contamination cannot be detected by pressure measurements and therefore the true
air test time may not be conclusively known. The use of other techniques to determine when contaminated flow
begins is therefore required.

For aerodynamic testing, small contamination is not too serious, but it can introduce serious errors into
the measurements of shock-layer radiation from models. for example. In addition to chemical contamination, it
is also found that because of the violent nature of diaphragm opening and high-ncagnation enthalpy at the nozzle,
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metal appears in the airstream in the form of small particles. Again, the amount of this type of contamination
is not enough to affect mosv aerodynamic measurements, but may have important consequences in some tests, for
example, boundary-layer transition testing if the particles hit and roughen the model surface.

Another operating problem is that of accurately determining the airstream properties. Since running time is
in the millisecond range, fast-response gages are necessary. These gages have an electrical output and require
calibration periodically. Unfortunately, such calibration is frequently static in natnre while the use of the
gage is dynamic. The method used to assure accurate results is to use redundant gages and average the results
(eliminating any obviously wront values).

Parallel with this problem of stream measurement is the additional one of stream calibration prior to testing.
Pitot and static pressure measurevents need to be made across the instrumented section of the facility in order
to relate wall measurements to cen erline values. Because of the required test-section length, stream calibra-
tion needs to be performed at many stations and at many pressure and enthalpy settings in order to determine the
axial variation of the stream. This lengthwise calibration causes the stream calibration to be a long and in-
volved procedure.

A final disadvantage of a counterflow facility is that it is much more expensive to build and requires more
facility time and more man-hours per tost than a conventional still air ballistic range. The cycle time per

test is necessarily lengthened by the requirement to disassemble, clean, reassemble, and charge gases into the
long tubes. There are also numerous expendable parts required. Typically, two preformed diaphragms and a mech-
anism for opening the main diaphragm are expended for each test.

5.3.3 Facility for Shock-Wave Impingement Effects on Free-Flight lodels and Flow Fields

Before continuing with the counterflow facilities described above, let us examine a unique ballistic range
using the shock tube'driver without a nozzle. This type of facility5 .20 uses a shock-tube with a single photo-
grap ic station to study the effect of shock wave impingement on models in free flight. The model is launched

into the shock tube so as to be in the field of view of the window at the same time as the shock wave. Multiple
photographs are made of the interaction of the normal shock wave with the model and its wake.

The critical factor in testing with this type of facility is in timing the arrival of the model and shock
wave to coincide at the instrumented station. For windows of the order of 0.5 reter in length and model velo-
cities of 5 km/sec, the time allowable for coincidence of model and shock wave at the test station is 100 4sec.
This degree of timing accuracy is achieved by using a short shock tube and a long flight range, as is shown in

Figure 5. 17. The model is launched and its velocity is measured with a series of detectors. With this velocity
information, the arrival time of the model at the window is computed. This information is fed to a delay unit
which then fires the shock tube so as to produce P normal shock wave at the predicted time of arrival of the

model at the window.

The photographic information obtained can be related to shock Mach number and model velocity. A very wide

range of shock Mach numbers can be utilized as there is no necessity to tailor the drive conditions. The model

velocity also can be varied almost at will as the only requirement is timing for one point in space and not over
a protracted test-section length.

5.3.4. Hypervelocity Free-Flight Aerodynamic Facility

Of the four high-performance, short-duration, counterflow facilities which have been built at Ames Research
Center s'21, we will choose the largest for discussion and description in detail. It is called the Hypervelo-
city Free-Flight Aerodynamic Facility. The facility is shown in the sketch in Figure 5.18. The general struc-
tural arrangement is designed to allow approximately 0.025 sec of usable flow time in a test section 23 meters
long. The test section is large enough to allow model excursions of ±20 cm and remain within the photographic
field of view. Models up to 3.8 cm in diameter are possible with the largest available gun. The guns are in-
terchangeable on a fixed, prealigned gun beam 46 meters long.

5.3.4.1 Operating Range and Boundary-Layer Correction

The airstream capabilities of this test facility are shown in Figure 5.19. These values are functions of
the present operating pressure limit (680 atm) and the preselected Mach number of the airstream (M = 7).

Three interchangeable nozzle throat inserts are available to matci the three different reservoir enthalpy
conditions: H. = 1870 joules/g (cold helium/air drive), H. = 4670 joules/g (combustion-heated helium/air drive),
and Hs = 7500 Joules/g (another mixture of combustible gases with helium/air drive). As is noted in the figure,
these reservoir conditions give airstream velocities of 1.8, 2.9, and 3.7 km/sec.

The two combustion-heated drives differ in the mixture of gases loaded, thus yielding end products of com-

bustion having different final temperatures, molecular weight, and values of y. As an example, for a reservoir

enthalpy of 4670 joules/g, the mixture loaded is

4. 5(H e ) + 3.5(N 2) + 1.0(02) + 3.0(H2 ) (5.6)
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For convenience and economy, air is used instead of N2 and 02.

4.5(He ) + 4.43(air) + 0.07(02) + 3.0(H2 ) (5.7)

This combustion mix will tailor in this facility at a shock-wave Mach number of about 5.8.

The combustion-heated helium drive is used in preference to a cold hydrogen drive (which gives approximately
the same stagnation enthalpy) in the interest of safety. In the combustion mode. hydrogen is used but in rela-
tively small quantities. While some degree of hazard exists with the possibility of detonation instead of smooth
burning occurring with the H2. 02, He mixes, operating results have shown consistently good burning with the'
driver geometry available.

The driver tube for this facility is 0.43 meter inside diameter and 23 meters long (length/diameter = 53.5).
Ignition of the combustible mixture is accomplished by heating a single 0.38-mm-diameter tungsten wire with a
pulse from a 90 microfarad bank of capacitors charged to 14.5 kV. Used in this manner, the wire is heated and
not exnloded, thus giving a line ignition down the center of the tube. The wire is installed with sufficient
tens'on to keep the sag below 1 cm.

The pressure capability of the shock tube and driver tube is rated at 2040 atm with a safety factor of 1.5.
This rating gives a good allowance for any adverse burning conditions.

Higher velocities than the 3.7 km/sec shown can be obtained by adjusting the constituents of the combustion
driv. However, as is noted in the figures, the free-stream density drops rapidly with increasing stream velo-
city ,d aerodynamic testing in airstreams above 4 km/sec would be highly limited for this particular facility.
ObtL. ng ahigher free-stream density at higher airstream velocities by increasing the reservoir pressure is
possible but is presently limited due to operating limits imposed by the oain diaphragm (at 680 atm, this dia-
phragm is 1.27-cm thick, 304 stainless steel).

Auother limitation on the use of a wider range oZ shock wave drives is that of maintaining uniform test-
section conditions. As mentioned earlier, the test section must be constructed with a diverging test section
to compensate for boundary-layer growth. The rate of the boundary-layer growth with distance has been calcu-
lated for this facility and is shown in Figure 5.20. These slopes are based on flat-plate turbulent boundary-
layer growth at a distance of 37 reters from the leading edge.

The divergence rate built into this facility is 0.007 cm/cm, which matches the boundary-layer growth at
us = 10 at 700 atm. This divergence rate was chosen as it was intended '- operate the facility at high pres-
sure at high-reservoir enthalpies. Lower pressures were contemplated foi use with the lower reservoir enthal-

pies.

The result of operating off design is shown in Figure 5.21. To prevent the possibility of confusion with

regard to this figure, it must be realized that the airflow is from station 16 to station 1, while the model

flies from station 1 to station 16. This figure is so constructed sn as to indicate the density experienced by the model
at the time it passes through each station. This record of free-stream density shows clearly an expanding
stream where the boundary-layer-growth rate is less than the wall-divergence rate. In this particular example.
the stream effectively expands more than predicted by differences in boundary-layer correction. Figure 5.22
shows the stagnation-pressure record for this test. Indicated on the record are the pressures, which, when
translated downstream, affected the flow at the time the model a .aared in the stations. Thus, the rising
reservoir pressure alone created a 18-percent change in the stream pressure that affected the model from sta-
tion 1 to station 16. It is possible that a modification to the reservoir pressure history by varying the

shock-tube loading so as to decrease pressure with time could be used to compensate for expansion of the air-
stream in the off-design operation. Success of this type of operation could greatly enhance the operating
range of the facility.

5.3.4.2 General Test Range Capabilities of this Shock-Tube Facility

A general picture of the range of conditions that can be presently covered is shown in Figure 5.23. The
results are based on a rather cautious maximum model velocity of 6 km/sec (compared to a maximum-recorded gun
velocity of II km/sec) and a maximum model diameter of 3.8 cm. This choice is made to allow for the use of
models with more complex shapes and greater weights than the minimnum length plastic cylinders used in highest
velocity firings; that is to say. it perhaps represents the usual velocity of the kinds of models of interest
in aerodynamic testing. As can be seen. the velocity capability has been increased by more than 50% while still
retaining a useful range of Reynolds number. The advantage of the counterflow airstream is even more pronounced
when the model velocity is restricted by structural limitations to a value lower than 6 km/sec. However, because
of the short running time of this facility, a minimum model velocity of approximately 2 km/sec is required if a
countercurrent airstream run through the full length of the test section is desired.

5 3 4.3 Time and Coordination Problems

This imposition of a minimum model velocity is but one of the ramifications arising from the facility's
short run time. To illustrate. Figure 5.24 shows a time-distance plot of the operation of this facility. This
time history was taken from a test in which the airstream velocity was 2.9 km/sec and the model velocity was
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3.7 bo/sec. As shown on the diagram, with perfect timing, a minimum model velocity of 1.2 bv/sec could be ac-
commodated. However, to be realistic, leaving about 2 to 3 mec on both ends for timiug margin, the minimum
model velocity rises to the practical value of about 2 km/sec.

Expanding more on this timing problem, the example shown in Figure 5.24 was made with a relatively small gun,
1.27 cm diameter. This gun. for the velocity shown in the example, normally takes 0.042 sec between the signal
to fire the gun and arrival of the model at station 1. From the time-history plot, it is seen that the gun is
fired at the same time that the main diaphragm was ruptured. It is fortunate that this gun is fairly consis-
tent in this time of model arrival as this type of coordination is the poorest possible. The greatest variation
in time in the operation of these light-gas guns is in the time to burn the gun powder and set the compression
piston in motion. With a larger gun requiring a longer time to place the model at station 1, the timing of the
opening of the main diaphragm is determined by mke-switches triggered by the pump piston after it is in motion.

Smaller guns, which will have to be fired after the main diaphragm is ruptured, will have smaller errors in time
because of the smaller overall time of operation.

While the timing is critical, this facility has been sized to allow a usable test time plus sufficient excess

to cover expected irregularities in the operating cycle for all model velocities above the minimum 2 km/sec.

Scatter in the time for the shock wave's arrival at the nozzle has been observed to be of the order of 1 msec.
The gun's operation is less accurate, giving uncertainties of up to 5 msec for the worst case. These times
show that. for an adverse summation of timing errors, the model can be placed outside the flow time at either
the start or end of the flight.

5.3.4.4 Airstream Properties and Calibration

To accrately determine the stream parameters, four dynamic measurements are made during the gas-cycle process.
Tnese are: driver pressure at the time of diaphragm opening; velocity of the shock wave in the shock tube. reser-
voir pressure near the end wall of the shock tube, and test-section wall pressure. These measurements, along
with previously measured air pressure in the shock tube and the loading pressure in the driver tube, give suffi-
cient data to permit some redundancy in stream calculations.

The basic method of computing the free-stream conditions is to calculate the stagnation enthalpy from the
knowledge of the shock-wave Mach number and the stagnation pressure measured (see Figure 5.25). Ibis high-

energy air is then assumed to expand isentropically to the free-stream pressure measured. This process can be
traced on a Mollier diagram and yields a value for free-stream static temperature and enthalpy. The difference
in enthalpy between stagnation conditions and free-stream conditions gives the value of free-stream velocitydirectly, -

H H (5.8)
2000

where He = reservoir enthalpy, Joules/gram

H, = free-stream enthalpy. joules/gram
I! V11 = free-stream velocity, meters/see.

cree-stre m enthalpy and temperature may be used to compute the speed of sound and stream Mach number. With
this, all parameters concerning the arstieam are .Inown.

Commercially available pressure transeucers (quartz crystals) are used in the driver and shock tube to measure
pressure. These cells are mounted in a standard holder (standard for this facility) so that only one hole con-
figuration is bored in the tubes. A sketch of the holder is shown in Figure 5.26. An example of the driver
pressure record is shown In Figure 5.27; the record is from a combustion-heated driver-gas test and shows the
smooth burning that seems to be typical for this facility. This pressure is not used directly in any stream
condition calculations, but it is necessary in determining smoothness of burning, pressure ratio across the
main diaphragm, and for establishing timing relationships uetween ignition and rupture of diaphragm.

Two separate records are taken of the pressure in the reservoir region; the pressure transducers are placed
slightly back from the diaphragm. These records are shown in Figure 5.28. The first trace shows the value of

P2. the pressure behind the shock wave as it trave,. towards the nozzle. The second trace shows the complete
pressure history in the stagnation region. An accurate measure of p2 from the expanded trace is useful in
checking the value of shock Math number obtained by velocity measurements.

The velocity of the shock wave is measured using piezoelectric crystals in a holder as is shown in Figure
5.29. The pressure-sensitive detectors are relatively simple to construct and rugged; some in the stagnation

region have survived 50 tests ovei, a period of two years and are still in good working order.

The final measurement required is that of free-stream pressure. The wall static pressure is measured using
commercial unbonded-strin-gage cells mounted in a holder, as shown in Figure 5.30. The special holder is
necessary to prevent shock and vibration of the tunnel structure from affecting the signal. The trace of a
typical pressure history is shown in Figure 5.31.
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With the preceding measurements, a time-distance diagram can be constructed as was shown previously in Figure
5.24. Correlating this with the time history of model position, the airstream properties can be computed for
that time and position occupied by the model during its flight.

In order to define the properties of the airstream completely, measurements of stream properties across the
test section at each station would be necessary. This procedure, if done for even an abbreviated set of flow
conditions, would be a long and laborious task. Therefore, to date, stream calibrations have been performed

only at stations 1, 8. and 15. with the flat-plate assembly shown in Figure 5.32.

The design philosophy applied to this calibration rig was to obtain as much stream information with each test

as possible. Thus, the five static-pressure measurements from the flat plate, ulong with one wall measurement,

give a fairly complete cross-stream record. This is complemented further by measurements using the two pitot
probes.

Plotted in Figure 5.33 are calibration records of free-stream static pressure as a function of time from
three tests at nominally the sate drive conditions. To equate all measurements, the pressure is shown as the
ratio of free-stream static pressure, P,,. to stagnation pressure, pa. As seen, the centerline pressure cn

differ from the sidewall pressure by as much as 20% at station 1 to almost perfect agreement at station 8.

At all stations, the central core, that is, the center 30 cm, seems to be fairly uniform. Also, station 8

seems to be not only at about the average static pressure for the entire length, but also, its sidewall pressure
measurement reflects very accurately the centerline conditions.

This calibration at three distinct stations gives the end points and center of what is then assumed to be a
smooth variation with distance. To check this assumption, an additional strea calibraticn was made by firing
a sphere into the courlterflow airstream End measuring its deceleration. The drag coefficients of a sphere is
known and, because of a controlled small change in velocity, should be constant for the flight. By dividing
the flight into segments and requiring the drag coefficient to be a preset constant value, a measurement of
free-stream density can be made. The results of this method produced the tunnel density profile shown in Figure
5.21.

Along with the general determination of stream properties, some notice must be taken of possible stream con-

tamination which, as noted earlier, could escape pressure-measurement detection. In an effort to minimize the
travel of metal particles through the nozzle and into the test section, a simple modification has been made
to the basic structure of the shock-tube end. This modification is primarily a baffle plate preceding the nozzle

throat supported on posts. Solid metal particles traveling down the shock tube will either impact on the plate
or on the end of the shock tube. No direct path is available to a heavy particle from the shock tube into the
nczzle throat. The flow area available around the plate is made large with respect to the throat area so that
gan velocities are low. Observations of stagnation pressures in the reservoir region and static pressures in

the test section for similar tests have shown no discernible effect of the presence of this plate on the air-
flow. The only drawback to this plate is that it will suffer considerable damage from models, being directly

in the line of sight oZ the gun.

Since the problem cf stream contamination by the driver gas is potentially very serious, a great effort has

been expended on developing means of detecting and measuring its extent. To date, the most effective, but diffi-

cult, method is that utilizing gas sampling valves aad a gas chromatograph.

The gas-sampling valves are normally closed valves sealing off a previously evacuated chamber. These valves.
are placed in the test section within the usable ccre of the flow. At a preset time, the valves open for a

period of 1 sec and then close, trapping a sample of gas. With multiple valves set for staggered times, a
timewise sampling of the gas in the stream can be accomplished. Immediately after the test, the gas is analyzed
with F. gas chromatograph. The gas chromatograph can easily separate out small craces of the light gases, hydro-

gen and helium, from the heavier gases making up air. This gives an accurate measure of the onset of driver-gas
contamination. The operating problem with this equipment is to prevent leakage into the sampling chamber before

the sample is analyzed.

5.3.4.5 Operating the Factlity

Because of the large size of this counterflow facility, routine operations such as separating the joints,

cleaning the tabes, and ir illing diaphragms can become major operations. Therefore, in the design, thought
was devoted to mechanizip these operations and reducing the crew size needed to perform them. Reducing the

cycle time was also, of course, an objective. As a result, all connectlons between the driver and shock tube
are made up hydraulically. Photographs of the facility (Figures 5.34 and 5.35) show the hydraulic system and

the methods of connection used on this structure. Only one bolt needs to be tightened to assemble the facility-

that located at the nozzle joint.

Cleaning the tubes is achieved by first separating the tubes, then translating the shock tube laterally using
hydraulic rams. Then a cleaning patch over a diameter-size plug is drawn through the tubes using a capstan
drive. Two men can assemble this facility in about one-half hour, and disassemble and clean it in about one
hour. Without the time and manpower-saving function of the hydraulic system, testing would be considerably

slower and would require larger crews.
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PHOTOGRAPHIC WINDOWS
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5.13 Shock-tube-driven counterflow ballistic facility
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5.14 Sock-tube drive gas-compression cycle
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SYSTEMS FOR MEASUREMENT OF

MODEL POSITION., ATTITUDE. AND VELOCITY

C.S.James, R.J.Carros. .G.Soibsevain

R.I.Samonds, and M.PWilkins

6.1 INTRODUCTION

The data-gathering process for a great many aeroballistic-range tests consists of recording the position.
attitude, and time ot arrival of a model at several accurately surveyed poi. ts along its flightpath. One of the
earliest and simplest approaches to this task utilized the yaw card - a sheet of paper through which the model
flies. In the environments of most tests of current interest this approach is inapplicable, although it still
finds limited use. Most curreit data-gathering systems for documenting projectile motion ii ballistic ranges
are fundamentally photographic in concept. This is a rather obvious choice because it is a convenient form of

measurement capable of fast response and high precision, it does not disturb the phenomena being observed, and
it can provide .1sualization of the projectile and its surrounding flow field. In general, such data-gathering

systems are laid ott in the form of measuring stations set at intervals along the flightpath. The measurements
are repetitive and it suffices therefore to discuss the geometric arrangement and operation of the components
of a single measuring "station".

The components which typically make up a photographic measuring station are the following:

(a) A point source of high-intensity, shdrt-duration light. This is most often in the visible spectrum, but

is sometimes an X-ray source;

(b) A system of optics (i.e., mirrors, lenses, prisms, etc.) for collimating and directing the light across
the flightpath and onto a photographic film or projection screen;

(c) A photographic film, or camera, for recording the transient imagv of the model and flow field;

(d An optical shutter for limiting the duration of light incident on the photographic film;

(e) A trigger subsystem which is capable of sensing the arrival of the model and initiating the act'on of theI light source and shutter;

(f) Fiducial markers whicn are photographed simultaneously with the model, and which form a part of the range
spatial reference system.

In addition to these components, there is a chronograph system which receives signals from enough stations.
at, the times of passago of the model, to provide the necessary time increments for the calculation of velocity

and deceleration. Many geometric arrangements are possible, and there are alternative choices of components as

well. The selection of a particuler system, therefore, is dictated by factors such as the types of studies to
be emphasized, the velocity runge to be covered, the model scale, and cost. Counterflow capability also strongly

constrains total range lerigth and the placement of station components. In turn, the constraint on total range
length usually results In mort s.'vere requirements on precision in the measurement of time increments and model

position. (of. Section 7.11)

In the sections which follow, after a brief description of the use of the yaw card, representative optical
arrangements and components of the photographic measuring station are discussed in relation to the environments
in which they must function. The final section considers the requirements for extracting the desired numerical

data from the exposed photographic film.

6. 2 THE YAW CARD - C.S.James

Themost economical and least sophisticated of all measuring stations is the yaw card. As the name implies,

it consists simply of a sheet of paper hung in a plane normal to the ilghtpath with its center on the launcher
bore sight. As the model flies through the prper, it punches out a hole which registers the frontal silhouette
of the icudel at that instant. Figure 6. 1 is a typical puncture from a finned projectile. From the shape and
dimensions of the hole and the known geometry of the model the angles of yaw .tnd ,'oll may be inferred. Model

Sposition is obtained from the relationship of the hole to the nore line or sorto other suitable reference. The

time of model passage may be determined most simply, perhaps, through the use of an electrically conducting
grid painted directly on the yaw card. This grid then becomes a break switch when tae .idel penetrates the
paper. The most satisfactory paper for yaw card use is a short-fibered, relatively 1o, rt.rength and lightweight
paper which will punch out easily and cleanly without tearing, and which will minimize the Ctt!rbance to the
model. The "construction" paper, user by children in school projects, works wel'.
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- e two yaw cards, strategically placed, cai: be surprisingly useful in diagnosing model and sabot-launch-
ing Problems. vs indicated in Section 3.8, or can indicate whether or not sabot pieces have flown downrange.
Th-yaaw card's use.Jess in the vicinity of the gun i.% limited by its vulnerability to muzzle blast, although

- shredded yaw cards frequittly can be reassembled to yield valuable data. In this regard, distinctively patterned
and culored carais make he sorting job easier. By the use of multiple cards mutually related through spacial-
reference and chronograph, syzteas, all necessary measurements may be obtained for tho determination of aerodynamic~forces na cmets. Iis tecnque has bei used at the U.S. Naval Ordnance Laboratory (NO) | and is used inthe Aero-ballistic Ransc at the Canadian Armamei.t Research and Development Establishment CARDE) 6 2, which is a

large enclosed range having available 80 such stationa with capacity for 2.7-m by 3.7-m yaw cards. Piture 6.2 Ishows a typical statior..

Thne precision of measurement to be expPcted from a yaw card syst4% epends rather strongly on the configura-
,ion flown. In particular, accurate yaw angles are easily obtained with ;lender shapes, but difficult with bluff
.shapes. Roll angleo are easily measured with fnned configurations; while auziliary means, such as a colored
index which leaves a wipe mark on the yaw card may be required for a body of revoluticn. The potential accuracy
anticipated for ideal conditions in the CARDE facility is stated as 0.1 degree for attitude angles, 0.25 degree
for roll angle, and 1.6 ma for position. Limitations on the use of yaw cards are the possibility ',f damage to
delicate models from impact with the yaw card, and the effect of the impact on model motion.

6.3 OPTICAL ARRANGEMENTS OF THE PHOTOGRAPHIC MEASURING STATION- C. S. James

Severai types of optical system are used in ballistic-range testing - often for specialized purposes other
than observing projectile motion (e.g.. flow visualization). These which employ light transmitted through the
flow field, and which therefore view the model in silhouette, include the shadowgraph, the schlieren, and the6 3 6.8interferometer . Systems which view the model by reflected light or by the luminosity of the event it-
self include various forms of high-speed framing and streak cameras6*s  . A' Ahybrid technique, which in
a sense employs both transmitted and reflected light, is that of holography 6"8, 6.9 Holography is basically a

form of interferometry and is a relatively new technique. While it has not yet been exploited to any extent In

ballistic ranges, it appears to hold much promise for the future in that it is potentially capable of recording
on film a stereoscopic representation of a model and flow field which can be reconstructed hfter the event and
viewed from different vantage points.

Where the emphasis is on position and attitude measurement at multiple stations, the shadowgraph system is
invariably chosen over other systems for rcasons of dependability, accuracy, and simplicity. While thr shadow-
graph is not as sensitive to density modulations in the projectile flow field as the schlieren, nor as quanti-
tative in this respect as eit,.er the schlieren or the interferometer, stable optical alignment is easily obtained.
The shadowgraph can provide high local contrast both in the model silhouette, which is desirable for angle- and
position-reading accuracy, and in the features of the flow field, which is helpful in resolving muG:h of the fine
structure p:esent. Among the major ballistic ranges of thp world, therefore, differences in their primary optical
systems are invariably those of configuration, chosen in each case to meet particular requirements, rather than
of optical principle.

6.3.1 Shadowgraph Configurations

The simplest form of shadowgraph consists of a point source of light and a photographic film situated on oppo-
site sides of the flightpath. Since, in general, the model axis will not be parallel to the film plane, it is
desirable to provide two orthogonal systems in order to record two projections of the model. Such a configuration
is illustrated in Figure 6.3. Tho entire arrangement may be built inside a prcssure vessel so that no optics are
needed except for a small quartz window In the cannister which contains and isolates each spark-light source from
the pressure and humidity variations in the range tank. Aside fron its simplicity, the principal advantage of
this so-called direct-sbadow configuration lies in its ability to resolve much of the detail present in both the

inviscid and viscous flow field surrounding the model. The light field is .aformly conical and of uniformly
varying intensity since there are no optics to degrade it. A typical shadcwgram is shown in Figure 6.4.

The flightpath corridor, shown by cross-hatching in Figure 6.3 can be made reasonably large in relation to the
tank dimensions, for this configuration. It is limited principally by film size and the illumination angle ob-
tainable with the light source. The large flight corridor can be an advantage particularly at downrange stations
where it is needed to accommodate dispersion in model flightpaths. The magnification depends on the ratio of
distances of the film and of the model from the light source, while the sensitivity in recording density changes
in the flow field depends on distance of the film from the .7odel. By varying the distance of the film plane
from the flightpath. then. some control of both effective sensitivity and magnification can be exercised. A modi-
fication of this direct shadowgraph, which substitutes a plane mirror for one of the light sources, is employedin the Aerodynamics Range ' of the Ballistic Resarch Laboratories (BRL), and in the 285-foot Pressurized

Ballistic Range" ' 2 of the Naval Ordnance Laboratory (NOL). Figure 6.5 is a schematic of the NOL configuration.
Where internal space is limited, which is the case with the 0.9 meter-diameter NOL facility, this arrangement can
,.jmetimes be an Pdvantage in simplifying the placement of components, or in minimizing the need for windows. The
economics of substituting a mirror for a light source could also be advantageous. On the other hand, the reso-
lution of the flow field by the vertical light beam will be somewhat degraded by the mirror. Figure 6.6 shows
the two orthogonal views of a model in the NOL range. An advantage of this arrangement is that both pictures
are made at the 3ame instant. With two light sources, small differences in their timing are possible, which
translate into uncertainties of model position and velocity unless chronographs are used for each.
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For aerodynamic testing at subsonic and supersonic speeds up to a Mach number of 10 or 12, the direct shadow-
graph is quite satisfactory. Somewere in the Mach number 10 to 12 range, depending on the bluffness of the
model. its material, and on free-stream dcnsity, the model shock layer and wake begin to radiate with sufficient
intensity to cause fogging of the photographic film. At the same time, the increased model velocity causes the !t

model to move enough during the 0.2-to 0.6-/sec effective duration of the typical spark-light source to produce
undesirable blur of the photographic image.

The remedies for these problem are to selectively attenuate the light from the model shock layer, allowing
only that from the shadowgraph source to reach the film, and to shorten the effective duration of the exposure

to minimize the motion blur. Various methods have been devised to accomplish these improvements.

Wavelength filtering in the visible and ultraviolet spectrum is a means of selective attenuation. To be
effective, the output of the light source should be strong in a portion of the spectrum where the radiative out-
put from the projectile is weak, and where the sensitivity of the photographic film is high; and the filter must
have a reasonably narrow transmission band. These are difficult requirements to meet with an unfocused system
where the entire photographic film must be covered by the filter. Some success in exploiting this technique
with focused systems (cf. Section 6.4.2) has been reported, however6 .13, 6. 11.

If the shadowgraph system uses an X-ray source, filtering becomes a simple matter, but flow visualization is
lost. Pulsed-X-ray sources of sufficiently short duration (less than 10- sec) are available 6 "5 which can cope
quite well with the motion blur problem in, say, the 5 to 10 km/sec velocity range. The CARDE Range 5 utilizes
a direct X-ray shadowgraph system which is nonorthogonal6 "16 . A sketch of the configuration is shown in Figure

6.7(a). With this arrangement, both views of the model appear on one sheet of film, which is doubly exposed.
Figure 6.7(b) is a representative station photograph. X-ray systems can be used in undarkened ranges ard near

the gun for launch and sabot-separation diagnostics.

Another method of achieving selective attenuation is to image the ahadowgraph light source at an aperture

placed in front of the film, as illustrated in Figure 6.8. The light from the model, originating at a shorter
object distance, will not be in focus at the aperture; hence, it will bt largely blocked from striking the film.
A shutter in conjunction with the aperture will further block long-duration light from the model wake or from
muzzle or impact flash, ad can be used to reduce motion blur. The additional components add to the cost, and
to the complexity of alignment, operation, and maintenance, Furthermore, the addition of an electro-optical
shutter (transamissivity typically less than 0.4; cf. Section 6.5.2) usually requires the substitution of a much

brighter light source to produce acceptable pictures.

If the aperture alone is sufficient to attenuate the unwanted light, the motion-blurring may be reduced by
shortening the duration of the light pulse. Pulsed light sources of 10-8 sec or less duration are currently
available (cf. Section 6.4). 7hIs anproach has been taken with considerable success at the Lincoln Laboratory
Re-Entry Simulating Range6 ' 7  Figure 6.9 is a shadowgraph taken in that facility, which uses essentially the

configuration of Figure 6.8 In conjunction with a magnifying camera to obtain greatly magnified shadowgrams.
The 20-nsec exposure reduces motion blurring to the extent that spalled surface fragments from the sphere moving
at 5.9 km/sec are clearly discriminated.

The optical arrangement of Figure 6.8 is called a focused shadowgraph. -n addition to its usefulness as a
means of selective attenuation, another valuable use, for which it was originally exploited, is the control of

the effective shadowgraph sensitivity of the system. The position of the object plane imaged on the film may
be adjusted by moving the film toward or away from the focusing lens. If the object plane is made to coincide
with the model flight path, the shadowgraph sensitivity is minimum (ideally zero). Departure of the object

plane from the flightpath increases the sensitivity. This device is frequently of value in reducing the optical
distortion of the flow field in regions of strong density gradient, as, for example, the nose region of a bluff
body in supersonic flight (see Chapter 8 for a further discussion).

The focused shadowgraph of Figure 6.8 has been illustrated with lens optics. Lenses permit close coupling

and axial alignment of components, and are adaptable to direct magnification of the shadow image. Mirrors, on

the other hand, are more economical for a large field of view, and avoid possible problems of striae or chromatic
aberration. Figure 6. 10 is the mirror-optic counterpart of Figure 6.8. The necessary denarture from an axisym-
metric lightpath introduces additional aberrations, in the usual installation, which can be troublesome ill accur-
ate measurements of projectile position are reomired. (See Reference 6.3 for a discussion). Illustrated in

Figure 6. 10 is a means of avoiding aberrations due to nonsymetry of the optical path, which can be economically

feasible for a modest field of view. If the light source and its image lie respectively on the parallel axes

of the large parabolic collimating and focusing mirrors shown by the dashed lines, each mirror will operate as
an axisymmetric component with . vignetted field. For the same focal length, a mirror diameter slightly m're
than twice that of the smaller full-field mirror (f/number slightly less than half) is required. But since only
a small portion of the surface is used, a mirror of this diameter can be cut into sectors, as shown in the insert
of Figure 6. 10, to provide four (or more) components, thus offsetting in part the higher cost of the larger para-
bolic mirror. The dashed circles indicate the equivalent working area of the smaller full-field mirrors. The
apex of each sector from the large mirror can be used as a reference for alignment by placing it at point A in

the figure.

Two alternative :oncollimated but focused shadcwgraph configurations, which utilize single optical elements

to focus the conical light field, are shown in Figures 6. 11 and 6. 12, together with representa.ive shadowgrams
from each. The first of these 6

.18 makes use of a Fresnel lqns inside the ranfe tank, with the other components

located externally: while the second6" 
19 uses a spherical-segment mirror and folds the light field to contain it

entirely within the range tank. In the second case, the light field is intercepted twice by the model and two images are
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* rvgistered on the photographic film. Both of these versior retain the advantage of attenuating light from the
model flow fild by differential focusing, and require one .,ss optical element than the configurations of Figures
6.8 and 6.10. ''ile they are both adapted to a relatively wide field of view, a wide field calls for a large lens
or mirror, and the ecorrmlcs of such large components are usually against high optical quality. To overcome this
weakness, both versions utilize the large focusing elements not as objectives to produce an image of the projec-
tile on the film. but rather as efficient light-gathering screens. A small objective lens is then placed at the
aperture to re-image on the film the shados of the projectile and its flow field which fall on the screen.

An advantage that all focused shadowgraphs have over the direct shadowgraph is that the film size may be inde-
pendently specified to strike the best compromise between cost, storage, and handling limitations, on the one hand,

* and the requirements of film-reading accuracy, on the other.

A simple shadowgraph configuration which has been used for many years in large ballistic ranges is sketched in
Figure G. 13. It is an outgrowth of the direct shadowgraph, which, through the use of a camera, allows film size
to be independently chosen. Because there are no expensive optics, this configuration is economical for covering
a large flight corridor. Light from the source casts a shadow of the model and of the flow fiel' onto a projec-
tion screen placed on the opposite side of the flightpath. The screen is usually coated with glass beads which
reflect each incident ray approximately back on itself. A camera, placed as close to the light source as practi-
cable, photographs the visible image on the screen. The camera, then, sees both the focused silhouette image
from the screen and a displaced defocused image of the directly illuminated model. Figure 6.14(a) is a downrange
view of the Ballistic Research Laboratories (BRL) Transonic Range 6'20, which uses this configuration. Figure
6.14(b) is a representative shadowgrm.

In its capacity as a reflector, the beaned screen performs a function similar to that of the spherical-segment
reflector in Figure 6.12(a). but its light-gathering efficiency is considerably lower and it does not have the
selective light-attenuation capability of the focused shadowgraph. It has been found 6 "19 that the efficiency of
this'type of reflector can be impro%,d considerably if a lenticular motion-picture screen is used and mounted on
a cylindrical support. Such a screen, when flat. reflects light as would a cylindrical reflector. If the cylin-
drical support is curved, with the proper radius, in the orthogonal plane, the screen will then act as a spherical

treflector. Difficulties with beaded screen in variable-pressure range enclosures due to dust adhesion have been
reported6" '2 1 . The repeated pressure cycling between vacuo and atmospheric tends to work dust particles into the
inter-bead voids, reducing the reflection efficiency of the screen.

A novel arrangement of op,!cal components for a focused shadowgraph6 "22, illustrated by Figure 6. 15, permits
orthogonal viewing in an enclosed range with a single light source, and a single shutter and camera. Some of
the more expensive components are thus eliminated, and possible timing uncertainty resulting from operation of
two light sources is avoided. Figure 6.15(a) illustrates very simply the principle involved. A projectile
flying a path, normal to the page, which falls within the dashed boundary will intercept two bundles of rays, A
and B, :f a collimated light beam. Bundle A will be intercepted after reflection from the mirror, while bundle
B will be intercepted before reflection. Since these bundles are incident on the projectile at right angle. to
each other, two orthogonal shadows of the projectile (and flow field) will be cest on the film. Figure 6.15(a)
is itself a workable system which can be used with either a point source or a collimated beam.

Figure 6.15(b) is the focused version of this arrangement. Light from the source, collimated by lens LI,
passes the flightpath in one direction; is routed around the range structure by mirrors MI and M2; passes the
flightpath in a direction normal to the first; and finally is focused at the aperture of the camera by lens LA.
Lenses L2 and L3, working together, focus an inverted image of the projectile at a point slightly displaced from
the projectile itself. The image is also rotated a quarter of a turn by the mirrors MI and M2. Lenses L2 and
L3 are spaced two focal lengths apart so that the light beam emerges recollimated from L3. The projectile and
its inverted rotated image are focused in the film plane by lens IA. Fiducial wires are placed as shown to pro-
vide a Ivsltion and angle reference. The shadowgram, then, consists of two images moving in ooposing directions
and diamttrically displaced from the center.

Photographic stations of this configuration are installed on two small ranges at Ames Research Center. Figure
6.16 is a representatwie shdowgram from one of these stations. Figure 4. 1 shows one of the installations.

6.4 LIGHT SGOIRCES - R.J.Carros

Since much of the data collected in ballistic ranges is on film, the development of light sources suitable to
the task has been an importart factor. The light sources are usually required to be of very short duration to
effectively "stop" high-speed models. in their flight. Becam'e the duration is short, the intensity rust be
correspondingly high, to bring about photographic exposure. The development of su'table light sources has been
evolutionary, over a period of several decades.

We will describe some types which represent the best state of development available in 1968. Undoubtedly,
further developments will be made.

For purposes of classification, we will divide the discussion into sections on spark gaps, laser sources,
X-ray sources, and other sources. In terms of overall usefulness to date, the first class is by far the most
important.

'a
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6.4. 1 Spark Gaps

To illustrate the requirement far short duration, consider for example a model traveling at a velocity of 3
kilometers per second, It will ,ne 1 illiaoLUri in-0 6 seconds. It is clear then that for even such moder-
ate model velocities, a light source of less than one microsecond duration is required to limit blurring. Because

of the short duration, the srfttice must alao-be very bright to expo , the photographic film properly. A light
source which meets these requirements - and Is perhaps the one most widely used in ballistic range facilities -
is the capacitance-discbarg. spark gap. or Libessart spark, which consists of a pair of electrodes connected
across a high-voltal,., capacitor. The spark is discharged on command at. the desired instant bk. a voltage pulse
applied to a trigger ol ctrode. A circuit diagram of this system is shown in Figure 6.17. The trigger voltage
pulse ionizes the alir in the vicinity of the main electrodrs making it conductive. The eziergy stored in the
capacitor is theii discharged into the gap, vaporizing stse electrode aaterial and heating it and the air in t:'t
current path to very high temperatures, in the order of Lens cf thousands of degrees Kelvin, The hot plasmabecomes the source of the sparK gap light. Values commonly used for the voltage and capacitance are in the order

of .000 volts and 0.12 microfarads, providing a stored energy of about 3 joules.

A rzotograph of a spark gap light source of this type is shown in Figure 6.18. The cylindrical cover has been

t-msved to show the array of capacitors around the electrodes and the charging resitors a:id trigger pulse trans-
forer The principal electrodes shown disassembled in the lower part of thp photograph are made of aluminum
'causc both aluminum atoms and aluminum oxide molecules are efficient radiators at the plosma temperatures. A
1-mm diameter hole is drilled on axis at the apex of the ground electrode to allow the light to leave the gap.
The 1-mm diameter is a compromise between the light-quantity and point-siurce requirements. The trigger elect-
rode, also shown in the figure, is made from stainless steel.

Care must be exercised in the design and construction of the spark gap light source to keep the inductance of
the system low so that the natural frequency of the capacitor-discharge loop will be high and the light duration,
consequently, short. A good part of this is accomplished by placing the capacitors close to the electrodes thus

keepilr.g the path length to the electrodes as short as possible. The importance of low inductance in the circuit
has been emphasized in the literature6.23 6.26 The effective duration of the source described above is approxi-
mately 0.3 microsecond, which is commonly measured at the half-height of the peak light output. An oscilloscope
record of the light output of this type of spark, as a function of time, is shown in Figure 6.19. References
6.23 through 6.27 include some examples of other short duration spark gap light sources.

The radiated spectral power as a function of wavelength for the type spark gap of Figure 6.18 is shown in
Figure 6.20. Also shown in Figure 6.20 for comparison are two curves of the spectral radiance of a blackbody
radiating at temperatures of 20,0000 K and 23,0000 K. This comparison suggests that the spark gap light source
is radiating nearly as a blackbody at a temperature above 20,0000 K, To test this conclusion, the following ex-
periment was performed. Two high-voltage electrodes with a common ground electrode were arranged as shown in
the schematic diagram in Figure 6.21. The spacing of each high-vo, age electrode from the ground electrode was
approximately 2.5 am, which is the same spacing as that of the principal electrodes in the spark gap light source
of Figure 6.18. The high-voltage power supply was used to charge the capacitors and a trigger pulse amplifier
was used to supply the trigger voltage to fire the sparks at the desired time. The voltage signal, from the
IP28 photomultiplier tube with S-5 response, is a direct measure of the spark gap light output and was recorded
on an oscilloscope.

First, capacitor A only was charged (switch open). Spark A was then fired and the output recorded by the
oscilloscope camera. A record obtained is shown in Figure 6.22(a). Ten both capacitors were charged to the
same voltage as in the first step and both spark gaps were fired simulto.eously from the common trigger pulse to
record the signal shown in Figure 6.22(b). These measuremente were made for charging voltages of 3.5, 4.0, 4.5,
5.0, and 5.5 kilovolts. The data obtained from the oscilloscope records were reduced to the form shown in Figure

6.23. The percentage of light output from spark gap B transmitted through the plasma in spark gap A is over 607
at 3.5 kilovolts, but diminishes rapidly with increasing voltage to a level of 18% at a charging voltage of about

E kilovolts and greater. On3 may then conclude that the plasma in gap A has considerable opacity to the radia-
txon from gai. B and that the plasma in gap A is behaving as a nearly blackbody at a temperature slightly greater
than 20,0000 Kelvin. Therefore, to increase its luminous output, it would be necessary to increase the plasma
ten, srature.

6.4.2 Lasers

As noted earlier, one approach to rejecting from the spark photograph light emitted by the model flow field
is to use spectral filtering in the light path. This approach is particularly favored by a laser light source
which produces intense light at a single frequency. All other frequencies can thus be blocked by the filter.
Lasere can be switched to provide light durations of the order of J0 nanoseconds. A schematic diagram showing
a laser as a light source, and the placement of the filter in a filtered focused shadowgraph system is shown in
Figure 6.24. The system is otherwise unchanged from those discussed earlier. Since the laser output is a small
diameter beam, a diverging lens is used to spread the light to the diameter required to cover the desired field
at which point it is again collimated. It is necessary to pulse the flash tube of this type laser typically 500
microseconds prior to photographing the event. During this period of 500 microseconds, the so-called pumping
action takes place and light irtensity builds up to a peak. Therefore, a timing arrangement to start the laser
must be provided. Timing of the photograph, however, is determined by operation of the Kerr cell, which is
switched open when the model arrives at the photographic station. The usual timing signal would therefore be
applied to the Kerr cell. Ballistic-range facilities which have used laser light sources include US Naval
Ordnance Laboratory, MIT Lincoln Laboratory, General Motors Corporation, and Laboratoire de Recherches Balistiques
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et Adrodynamiques (cf. References 6.17, 6.28, 6.29). A shadowgram made with a laser system in use at the US
Naval Ordnance Laboratory is shown in Figure 6.25. 1he double image is a result of the geometry of the photo-
graphic system, as indicated in Figure 6.12(a). Lasers are not presently used widely in ballistic range photo-
graphic systems, however, because the "state of the art" is such as to present some problems including mainten-
ance, non-uniform or mottled background in the photograph, and starting the operation of the flash tube 500
m:croseco'As before use. Maintenance involves replacement of some components within the laser such as the flash
tube, Kerr cell, mirrors. windows, and ruby rod which may become damaged after only a few hundred pulses due to
the high energy levels in the laser. Some of the literature refers to the requirement that optics in the laser
photographic system, such as raege windows and mirrors, be maintained very clean to prevent scattering of the
light which would result in a mottled background in the photograph. A mottled background may also be caused uy
non-uniform light emission from the laser rod. However, laser rods can be chosen selectively to minimize this
protlem. The relatively high initial cost of the laser may also limit its use to only a few selected stations

to examine such details us model integrity, ablation, and shock shape on radiating models. All things considered.
the laser has very attractive potentialities and. as research and development continues, the laser will most
likely see increasing use in ballistic range facilities.

6.4.3 X-ray Sources

Still another source of electromagnetic radiation used to produce an image on photographic film is the X-ray
source. Since radiation from the X-ray will pass through film covers opaque to visible light, radiation from the
model shock layer can be blocked in an X-ray picture. Short duration or "flash" X-ray systems are commercially
available. They consist of a high-voltage supply, a pulser, an X-ray tube, and a trigger system. A block dia-
gram of a typical system is shown in Figure 6.26. The pulser is charged tc the desired voltage from the high-
voltage supply. Upon receiving a signal from the trigger system the pulser discharges tc the X-ray tube which
in turn emits radiation to photograph the event.

In addition to the use of this system to photograph self-luminous models, a second, perhaps more important,
use of these sys ,ems has been to photograph the model and sabot in the vicinity of the launching gun muzzle.where
radiating gun gases make conventional photographic techniques unusable. The photographs in Figure 6.27 illustrate
this use. They show a sequence of X-ray photographs of a model and sabot emerging from the launch gun muzzle and
follow the process of early sabot separation. Photographs of this type are extremely valuable when launching
problems are being experienced.

The laser light source with appropriate filters to prevent gun gas radiation from exposing the film is also
poteittially useful to obtain photographs near the gun.

It is a disadvantage of X-rav systems, used to obtain photographs of a model downrange, that they do not make
any of the flos field characteristics visible. Hence, the penalty for this approach to photographing models in
luminous flow fields is the loss of flow visualization,

6.4.4 Other Light Sources

Although the spark. X-ray, and laser are most often used in ballistic range photographic systems, other light
sources have been Used and have application in some special circumstcnces. These light sources include flash
lamps, flood lamps, carbon-arc search lights, self-luminosity of models or surrounding flow fields, and explosive
light sources. Flash lamps have been used singly or in groups of two or more and pulsed sequentially to either
back light or front light an event to be recorded by either a single exposure or a motion picture camera. The
flood lamp and carbon-arc search light (as used in Reference 6.30) may also be used for front or back lighting
an event. The luminosity from a radiating model is also used as a light source in some photographs made for
radiation studies; see for example Figure 9.1. All of these light sources are of long duration and therefore a
shutter must be used to limit the exposure time and to stop motion of the event. These sources are then, with
the exception of self-luminosity, limited to test circumstances where the event motion is relatively low speed
so that the shutter may remain open long enough to sufficiently expose the film but yet not lcog enough- to re-
cord event motion (blur) on the photograph. As described in the following section, image-intensifier-type
riameras are often used to photograph a self-luminous event. Explosive light sources have short duration and
therefore are suitable for photographing high-speed events. The explosive light surco described in Reference
6.31 has a duration of 3 x-10-8 seconds and contains a few tenths of a gram of lead azide and PETN, which when
detonated have sufficient energy to produce luminosity by shock compression of the air. For additional informs-
tion oa light sources, the reader is referred to such publications as Proceedings of International Congresses or
High-Speed Photography and the Journal of the Society of Motion Picture and Television Engineers.

6.5 SIIUTTERING - A.G. Boissevain

The "shuttering" provided by the short duration of the spark gap light sourn.e (about 0.3 microsecond for a
capa itance discharge spark) effectively stops the motion of low velocity models and the necessary image sharp-
ness for measurement is obtained. At increasingly high velocities, shuttering to achieve shorter exposures
becomes necessary to limit motion blurring and thus retain image quality. Furthermore, as has been noted, when
l1luit from the model shock layer and wake must be rejected to preserve useful images, active shutters may also
be iequired. These factors have led to a requirement for electro-optical or electromechanical shutters in modern,

high performance ballistic range optical systems.

Other reasons for shuttering may al~o arise. Fog exposure of the film may occur due to a variety of cause',
including room light, muzzle flash from the gun, flow field emission from sabot parts, light flashes from model
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and sabot impacts, light from adjacent shadowgraph stations and from station-triggering light screens, and lumi-
3nosity carried in the flow of counter-flow facilities. These problems can in some cases be overcome by simple

solutions, such as limiting the time the film is uncovered or creating a spectral mismatch between the unwanted
light source and the film response. As an example of the latter, the use of red photobeams and rod-insensitive
film is mentioned. The use of shutters, however, can largely overcome all of the above problems.

Shuttering systems can be grouped broadly as electromechanical and electro-optical. ai the following para-
graphs, several types within each class will be discussed briefly and their usual applications indicated.

6.5. 1 Electromechanical Shutters

6.5.1.1 Moving-Film and Rotating-Mdirror Cameras

High velocity events such as ballistic range models in flight can frequently be photographed without blur by
means of a moving film or rotating mirror camera system. The principle is simply one of holding the model image
stationary on the film for a long enough time to bring about exposure. The two sketches in Figure 6.28 show
typical operation. For maximum effectiveness the film velocity or equivalent mirror rotational speed must be
carefully matched to that of the model image to avoid blur in the direction of movement. While cameras employing
this principle are commercially available, they may, for particular applications, have to be designed to meet
test requirements and built to order or modified (cf. References 6.5, 6.6).

6.5.1.2 Spectrograph Shutters

For radiation studies in a ballistic range, a series of luminous events occur which may require shuttering to
isolate the event of interest. An unshuttered spectrograph may superpose some response to all the events from
the gun-muzzle flash to the impact of the model. Photomultiplier tubes and other radiometers that produce signals
in the form of voltages are not of concern in this respect since such signals can be time-resolved by oscilloscope
presentation.

In order to protect a spectrographic film from sources of light, other than the ones of interest, total block-
age of the light is desirable. The spectrographic entrance sjit is usually a convenient place for a shutter since
the slit width is small. A shutter that takes advantage of this fact is sketched in Figure 6.29. A single
current-carryi.g wire acting as the shutter is placed over the slit. Placed adjacent to this flexibly mounted
wire is a fix d wire connected in series with the first such that the current flow is in the same direction in
both wires. Discharging a capacitor through this circuit causer che wires to repel one another and the one which
is free is rapidly displaced. A similar effect can be achieved by placing the shutter wire in a strong magnetic
field parallel to the direction of light. This same concept can be used to close a slit that is initially open

-6
by providing a mechanical stop to the displaced conductor. Closing times on the irder of 5 x 10"  seconds can
be obt.ained6 '32 . A modification of the design which permits the shutter to open and then close is to use the
moving wire to displace a slide with a second slit cut into it. As this slide is pushed past the fixed slit, the
shutter effectively opens and closes6 '3 ' '

A similar shutter, but on a larger scale, is one in which a light, stiff blade with appropriate openings is
placed in tracks across an aperture. An explosive chprge then drives the blade across the aperture6 35' 6.36.
The dimensions of the openings in the blade can be matched to the translational rate of the blade to give 4&
specified opening rate, open dwell time, and closing time. Figure 6.30 shows the salient features. A shutter
of this type has closed a 3 mm hole in 1 x 10" seconds.

Another technique for shuttering spectographic openings is shown in Figure 6.31. In this arrangement an ex-
plosive squib is oriented so that the gases generated blow against a bi-stable shutter. Its usual moo of
operation is to close the aperture after the event of interest. A closing time of about 3 milliseconds from
receipt of signal for a 40 mm-diameter hole has been achieved.

There are several other types of shutter that depend on blocking out the incoming radiation by an irreversible
action. One of these consists of a tube through which the light passes. On receipt of a signal an explosive
charge, wrapped around the tube, caus.s it to collapse. (This technique may also be applied to locking gas flow
into a container). A light foil cyliivder can be made to collapse in a similar manner by placing it within a
short coil. Discharging a capacitance through the coil causes the foil to collapse. Another approach uses
shock loading from an explosive to destroy the transmissivity of a normally clear sheet of glass or plastic
placed in the optical train6 '37 . The use of an exploding wire to activate a shutter is discussed in Chapter 9,
and shown schematically in Figure 9.6.

6.5.2 Electro-Optical Shutters

Electro-optical shutters include Kerr cells and image-converter tubes.

6.5.2.1 Kerr-Cetl Shutters

The methot of operation of Kerr cells has been well discus13ed in the literature6'38 . Briefly, they have the
capability of rotating plane-polarized light on application o) a high voltage across a pair of plates along two
sides of the cell. The cell is placed in the light path between crossed polarizers, which normally block the
light. When voltage is applied to the cell, rotation of the polarization of the light by the cell permits it to
pass through the second polarizer. Hence, the shutter is oper.ed when the voltage is applied.
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The rotation of the plane of polarization by the cll is a function of the type of Kerr-effect fluid it con-
tains, the magnitude of the voltage gradient impressed at right angles to the light path, and the length of the
plates. These factors are adjusted to bring about 900 rotation of the plane of polarization.

Kerr cell shuters may be placed at the image of the light source in focused shadcwgraph systems, where the
aperture required is small. The duration of the light pulse which they pass depends on the duration of te
applied high voltage pulse, which can be as short as one or two nanosecods. These shutters have the disadvan-
tage. however, of heavily absorbing light, especially at short wave-lengths. Since they pass only plane pola-
rized light. a loss of 50% of the incident intensity is inherent. Further losses occur by absorption in the
fluid and by reflection and absorption at the polarizers. The transmission through the fluid drops rapidly with

wavelength below about 3500 A. The polarizer transmission also falls off in the ultraviolet. Figure 6.32 shows
the measured transmission of a representative shutter at the present state of the art as a function of wavelength.
The sharp reduction at 3200 A is probably due to absorption of the Kerr effect fluid. Unfortunately. much of the
energy of a typical spark unit is at wavelengths shorter than 3000 X (0.30,4). as shown in Figure 6.20

It should be noted that the Kerr cell and polarizers act as a refractive optical unit and can introduce aberra-

tions and distortion into the opticil system.

If the polarizers are made of crystal, their acceptance angle is small (on the order of 10 degrees), which
limits the f/number of the optical system with which it is to be used. The size of the polarizer largely deter-
mines the cost of the whole unit because its cost varies as the cube of the dimension. Cost of the cell itself
is not so critically dependant on size.

The improvement in picture quality made possible by the use of Kerr-cell shutters is shown in Figure 6.33.

The two photographs are of the same burning aluminum model in flight. The optical system used is a parallel
light focused shadowgraph of the type shown schematically in Figure 6.10. In obtaining the first picture, a
3 mm aperture was placed around the image of the source. In the second, the aperture was replaced by a 20-
nanosecond-exposure Kerr cell.

6.5.2.2 Image-Converter Cameras

In an image-converter tube, the photons of an image focused on its receiving screen cause the proportional
emission of electrons. Application of a voltage pulse directs these electrons, and effectively amplifies them
in the process, to the emitting screen of the tube where they activate the phosphors of the screen, which emit
photons, forming a duplicate of the image existing on the receiving screen at the time of the voltage pulse.
Voltage pulses as short as a few nanoseconds in duration have been used successfully. bluttering is achieved
by operating on the electrons rather than on the photons6 "7

One form of image converter tube uses deflection plates tr translate the beams of electrons to one sIde,
allowing consecutive pictures of the same event to be recorded on the emitting screen without overlap. Figure
6.34 shows three sequential photographs of a model taken with such an image converter camera. The exposure of
each image was 0.2 microsecond and the time delay between exposures vas 5 microseconds.

6.6 SPATIAL REFERENCE SYSTEMS - R.I.Sammonds

Since one of the most basic uses of ballistic ranges is to record motion histories of models flown through

them, both out of interest in the motion itself and for determination of the aerodynamic forces and moments
acting on the models, it is important to provide the means for accurate position and attitude measurement in

the spark photographs. The means for doing this are the spatial reference systems.

The accuracies demanded of these systems are, in some cases, the greatest that the ingenuity of the system
designer can provide. The reason is simple: Accuracy in the measuring system is essential to accuracy of the
aerodynamic data obtained. The more accurate the measuring system, the more marginal the canes that can be

treated. Accurate systems are especially necessary in very short ranges, such as counterflow facilities, where
the combination of maximum measurement precision and lightweight model design may be required to make possible
the collection of accurate results. On the other hand, short ranges make it easier to maintain high accuracy.
Accuracies achieved in these systems have been better than 0. 1 m (100 microns) in the three linear coordinates,
and better than 0. 10 in attitude angles.

Spatial reference systems are generally based on the following properties and principles:

(a) The straightness of wires drawn taut (e.g. grid wires), and the straightness and verticality of plumb
lines;

(b) The accurately known form of catenaries;

(c) The dimensional stability of statically determinate steel structures;

(d) The principle of self-recording of random small changes in optical alignment and shifting of the
reference system itself.

Where reduced accuracy is acceptable, the reference system may be established and aligned using surveyors'
instruments and thereafter presumed stable so that subsequent distortions are not reqorded. In such cases,
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distance fiducial marks can be placed in the photographic or yaw card stations, using a steel measuring tape.
and the range centerline can be established by identifying the extension of the gun axis (boresite) at each
station without any instrunents other than the practiced eye of a technician.

On the other hand, ranges required to produce the best possible translational and rotational histories must
be equip/rd with stable and accurate fidJucial systems. Although most systems depend on similar concepts, their

actual configurations are largely dictated by the type and size of test section, the type of shadowgraph system,
and the accurecies required. Because of the adaptation of fiducial systems'to conform to other range require-
ments, the descriptions to follow will be of particular systems which have proven reliable. The systems have
been adapted to both direct-projection and focused shadowgraphs and to parallel and conical light beams. We
will first examine a collimated (parallel) light system, which may be either direct-projection or focused.

6.6.1 Fiducial System for Collimated Light Field

In collimated light systems, the downrange distance. x . between adjacent stations is conveniently determined
from images in the shadowgraph pictures of plumb lines hanging at carefully gaged locations along a continuous
steel rod. The lateral and vertical displacements, y and z , may be measured relative to taut wires above

and beside the flight path running roughly parallel to the range axis. The plumb lines provide a reference direc-
tion for the pitch angle, 0 . in the side photographs, and the taut wire above the flight path provides a refer-
ence for the yaw angle, 4j . Such a system, in which the photographic station components lie outside the range
enclosure, or test section, is illustrated in Figure 6.35 where the complete arrangement of bars, plumb bobs and
wires for two stations is shown schematically. The other station components are deleted for clarity.

All plumb-line pairs are at identical spacing, S , as shown in Figure 6.35. This spacing is determined by
the grooves machined in the sleeves on the rod. The spacing, St , between corresponding plumb lines in adjacent
stations, determined by the spacing of the sleeves along the rod, is also constant. The rods from which the
plumb lines are suspended are offset longitudinally (i.e., in the flight direction) a small mount so that the
line images will not be superimposed in the shadowgraph picture. The two catenary wires, on the opposite sides
of the flightpath, are adjusted for proper position and tension so that they have the same sag and are parallel.
Again the wires are offset slightly (vertically) so that the two images are displaced in the shadowgraph. The
taut wires above and below the flightpath are arranged in pairs, two above the flightpath and two below. These
wire are installed so that the two pairs are parallel and have the sme spacing, t . The pairs are offset
laterally so that their images are not superimposed. Typical shadowgrams with this irrangement are shown in
Figure 6.36 where wires, A , C , and P are the plumb lines and catenary, respectively, on the side of the
test section nearest the film and B , D , and E are the plumb lines and catenary on the other side. Similarly,
H and J are the taut wires above and 0 and I the taut wires below.

The principle underlying this particular fiducial system stems from the necessity of accurately locating the
model in space when the light beams are neither exactly collimated nor perpendicular to the range centerline. Al-
though it is entirely possible to have the optical system perfectly collimated and aligned, it is more practical
to install a fiducial system that can be used to correct the model position for small angular variations due to
misalignment and lack of collimation. This, in fact, is the reason for the multiple wire system described here.
With this system of reference wires, the calibrated spacing between the plumb lines and the taut wires on the
sides of the range nearest to the film plane can be related to the spacing of these wires in the shadowgraph
picture to determine the magnification of the optical system. Further, relating the spacing of the plumb lines
and taut wires on either side of the range, in the shadowgram, (corrected for magnification) will indicate the
accuracy of collimation of the light hems. Relating the amounts of offset of the plumb lines. catenaries and
taut wires, as measured f'om the sbadowgram, to the calibrated offset distances will determine the alignment of
the optics. The working equations for these corrections are developed in detail below.

Referring to Figure 6.37, it can be seen that the mathematical expressions necessary to determine the model
orientation in space, x, y, z, corrected for light angularity and lack of collimation (6, g 62) are as follows:

AM & - (y + Ay, ) f, (6.1)

z = 14 + (y +6Y2) eZ (6.2)

y = GM- (z+Az) y, t6.3)

where c e , e are small-angle approximations for tan 6 . Since each equation has two urknowns in it,' y Z

we can determine y by substituting Equation (6.2) into Equation (6.3). which gives

(N - e (FM + Az + Ay2z)( -y = Y (6.4)

I + eyeZ

Similarly, substituting Equation (6.3) into Equation (6.2) and rearranging we get

FM + CZ (GM + AY2 - AZEY)Z= (6.5)
+

7 z
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and substituting Equation (6.4) into Equation (6.1) gives

A G 6 - EA PR + z- y ( - 8ycz +tp2z)] (6.6)

where
AB - Allc/E

X = E + K, (AM- AB) = +K, (AN-AB)W1

GH - GHc + K2 (GM - GH)

S= +K 2 (GM- G ) - CW K ( - )

3 1 W2
; El" ~~~~i - iF c _K I -- )

, e e3 - K1 (FMl+ EF) - W2~ mJiF

and

62 - El BD - c

BD W,(BD)

e5 - 64 HJ - HJCK2 =
HJ W3 (HJ)

The definitions and the use of K, and K 2 assume linear variation in the angularity of the light beaam.

For this analysis, the length increments AM, AB, and BD are measured in the plane formed by the plumb
lines A and C ; increments EF and PM are measured in the vertical plane containing the catenary wire, F;
and increments GH, HJ and GM are measured in the horizontal "plane" containing the taut wires G and I

In reducing a set of test data, however, these lengths, or distances, are measured on the photographic film
(e.g., Figure 6.36) so that the apparent distances between plunb lines, catenary wires, etc., must be corrected

for the magnification of the image-forming optical system in order to determine the true distances used in the
foregoing equations. This can be accomplished (Fig.6.37) by taking ratios of the known calibrated spacings of
the plumb lines in the horizontal view, ACc and the taut wir-s in the vertical view, GIc , to the apparent

distances, ACa and 6 Ia, read from the photographic film. The true distances are then obtained from

AM Ama(c) ; a(/A \ /AC\

GM : =ae ,). HJ Ha: I
-B \~A,, WA~ EF,6.

where -c is the magification factor for the side film (horizontal view) and -- is the magnification
ACn AI a

factor fo9 the bottom film (vertical view).

Since both x and z are determined from the side film, the assumption has been made that the magnifica-

tion at this film plane is the same in both the horizontal (Ax) and vertical (z) directions. However, for
certain optical systems where spherical aberration and coma effect due to off-axis mirrors are a problem the
above assumption may lead to significant errors :n the determination of EF and FM . A discussion of this

problem is given at tie end of Se tion 6,6.1.1.

6.6.1.1 Optical Distortion of Fiducial System

If the optical system includes windows through which light must pass, and if the windows are not perpendicular
to the light path, or if the surfaces of the windows are not parallel (prism effect), or if distortions are pre-
sent due to imperfections in the glass, error can arise in Ax y , and z . The nonperpendicularity of the
light path with respect to the window can come about from either systematic or random causes. If the range walls
containing the windows are flared, as they are in a counterflow facility to allow for boundary layer growth, the
windows are systematically inclined. If during construction of the tunnel the window walls are not aligned per-

fectly, there will be random variations in the window inclination. Although these errors are generally quite
small the equations for 6x , y , and z (Equations 16.4) through (6.6)) will now be modified to account for
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the refraction of the light through the windows. Consider the pair of windows included in the shadowgraph sta-
tion schematic of Figure 6.38. We can see that

Mx = N- (y + 4Y ).tan E

where A =AM + a

and M is obtained as follows:

Since tte angles Ex and et are small, the following relations apply:

i = 6K - (Snell's law of refraction)

Thus. from the law of sines.

it xf yI y
i - 1- - - = t

sin (i-i') i - sin (90 °-i-et) I

or

MR t (i- ) t(E - Et) +

thus%

Ax AM +(6.8)

Substituting for y (Eq. (6.4)) we get

= + t(E x - Et)I -E- - - 61 + , y 2e)] (6.9)
S I + Eye z

This now corrects Ax for the longitudinal taper of the test section and angularity of the light rays. If
the convergence angle of the range walls remains constant and the windows are of uniform thickness, the correc-

tion due to Ct will be the same for all stations and thus would not affect the relative model position.

If the windows have a component of inclination in a plane normal to the range axis, then corrections similar

to that for Ax may be required also for y and z . Figure 6.39 has been drawn to represent the case where
the window pairs are inclined by angles of ey and ez  with respect to the vertical and horizontal light beaa

(which might occur, for example, if the range enclosure became warped or twisted about its axis). The situation
is analogous to a perturbation of the light rays of Figure 6.37 due to the presence of windows. Thus,

y GM + tey I- -Ey (Z +z)
yP

z FM -tE z )4 Z (y + AY2)

Substituting each of these equations into the other givesam- E +, 6 + ,C (,- I
y INA=- T,

I + eyEz

FM~ + 6Z[C + Ay, - CYZi t(I !T, ( )]

y z

Substituting this value of y into the *basic equation for Ax (Eq. (6.8)) gives,

GM -6, FM +i', + E4, I,) + E,)]i
Ax AM + t(E et)  (6. 10)X 64 6 + 6y~

This set of equations corrects y and z for light angularity and Ax for both wall convergence and light an-
gularity. As previously stated, however, these corrections may be so small in actual practice that they can be
ignored.
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Minor irregularities in the windows and mirrors, as well as soierical aberration due to the use of spherical
mirrors, and the coma effect due to an off-axis optical system cavse distortions in the sh.vdwgraphs that can
lead to significant errors. These distortions can be compensated for by mapping the field of view of each sta-
tion using a calibrated grid or perforated plate placed on the exis of the range (flightpath). Tho grid is
photographed with the shadowgraph system. Measurements made on the photograph are then compared wth the known
dimensions of the grid.

6.6.2 Fidcial System for Conical Light Field

Conical projection shadowgraphs, like those described in Section 6.3.1. are often used. Vor a conical light
field several types of reference system are feasible. For instance, where reflecting surfaces (CADE Aerohb.llis-
tic Range" 2 and NOL 100I ft Hyperballistics Range 6 1 2 ) or fresnel lenses (VIP IC0, ft Hypervelocity Range' 1 8 )

are used, marks or grids can be fastened to them which, when related to the surveyed position of the light source
provide by themselves a good earth-fixed reference. A notched fiducial bar located at the intersection of the
side and bottom film planes (BIL Aerodynamics Rane 6 "1 1 , and NOL Pressurized Ballistiez 7ange "1 2) can also be
used to establish the origin and orthogonality of the local statin coordinate system. Eacit self-,:oatained sta-
tion of this type is aligned to the optical axis (centerline) of the range through reference to the two faces of
the fiducial bar6' 1 1. System of this nature rely on the stability of tho mounting system mu4 no account is
taken of short-term shifts of the station components relative to the range axis. Where accuracy demands improved
inter-station relationship, an auxiliary reference system consisting of plumb lines accurately spaced at each
station, and a catenary wire, similar to that previously described for the collimated light system, can be added.

If the conical light field is produced by a point light source and there are no distorting optical elements
between the light source and the fiducial references, the position and attitude of the model in the station co-
ordinate system, as' they appear in the shadowgram, need only be corrected for magnification due to the conical
projection in order that they be determined accurately. However, since the magnification of a model image may
differ from point to point on the film (significant for long bodies at high angle of attack) the projected angle
shown in the shadowgraph picture may be distorted. This distortion m.dt be taken into consideration when deter-
mining the corrected angle.

Once the position and attitude of the model have been established within each station coordinate system, they
must then I*e related to determine the overall model notion and trajectory. In a rigid system, this would be

accomplished directly by having aligned the stations in the range shell. However, when a secondary reference
system (range coordinates) is used to improve the interstation relationship, the model position and attitude
previously determined with respect to the station coordinate system must be translated and rotated into the secon-
dary reference system.

The working equations for these operations are developed in detail below in two parts. Section 6.6.2.1 covers
the equations necessary to accurately locate the position and attitude of the model in the station coordinate
system, and Section 6.6.2.2 derives the equations necessary to relate the model position and attitude in each
station to the range coordinate system in order to determine the overall model motion and trajeotory. If a rigid
system is under consideration then only the first part is needed.

6.6.2.1 Station-Coordinate System

The particular system under consideration is a simple direct shadowgraph which uses grid wires adjacent to the
orthogonal film planes to establish the station reference system. The station axes (t, y', and z'), shown in
Figure 6, 40, are defined as follows:

The y' axis is the line passing through the side spark perpendicular to the side film and is positivo , tie
right when looking downrange. The z' axis is the line passing through the top synrk perpendicular to the bottom
film and is positive upwards. The y' axis and the z? axis intersect at 0' , the origin of the station co-

ordinate system, thus forming the y' -xI plane. The Ax' axis is the line passing through 0' perpendicular

to the y'-z' plane and is positive downrange. Grid wires just above the side and bottom film planes mark

the intersections of the Ax'-y' plane, the Ax'-z' plane and the y'-z' plane with the side and bottom

films. The plane containing the bottom grid wires is parallel to the Ax'-y' plane and the plane containing
the side grid wires is parallel to the Ax'-z' plane. Thus, the grid wires form a precisely orthogonal set
of reference lines.

The apparent model position and orientation (4xa, Y.' Zaa' O'a, ). as measured from the shadowgram, are correc-
ted for the conical light projection (magnification) within the station coordinate system in the following manner:

In the notation of Figure 6.41, the relationship for the magnification of the coordinates of a single point,

m, is

y - C -Z z' C ys - y Ax'
-a - - -- -- (6.11l)a B Za Fs a

where the subscript, a , stands for the apparent values read from the film. At this point, it should be noted

that the film platens must be very flat ir. order that the apparent values of Ax, y, and z may be accurate.
Any waviness in the film will show up as a waviness in the image of the grid wire in the shadowgram.
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Solving Equations (6. 11) simultaneously gives expressions for the location of the model In the station coordi-
natc system.

Ax' ty8(~ C~a~.y)a' =x ICaF a a a c

(C s B F ZaCs

a Fsa - YaZa

. ...a,, 
(6.12)

where Cs , Fs, C.. and F. are calibrated values. The magnification of the coordinates of two points on a model
will be different if they are at different distanceb from the film plane. It would also appear from this analysis
that it would be impossible to determine unequivocally the magnification of a model if there were no specific
points through which the light rays from both sparks would pass; for instance, a large diameter sphere. Hdwever,
by suitable mathematical manipulation, it is possible to arrive at an expression that can be used to determine
the sphere diameter

d = 2r = 2 [Jc C-Cstanc, (6.13)
Lc -T. -tan cctanOJ

where, with reference to Figure 6.42,

=2 -tan F

=" -- [tan-I(O

0(4 = I-- t an + t an -( ,2 F- \s s

,here OA, OC OD, and OF are measured from the film and F., FB , CS, and C. are calibrated values.

Concomitantly, when the magrification at the nose of a body differs from that at the base, the result is a

distortion of the angular position of the model projected onto the film. This angle distortion can be quite
large for long bodies at high ang.es of attack; it also changes with 6x, y, and z . The equutions relating
the apparent angles of pitch, 0a , and yaw, "a' and the true angles of pitch, 0', and yaw. , and the
projected pitch angle, 9' (in the station coordinate system) are us follows:

tu FCs -Y')(,- z') tanka +(Cs-y')(6x'tanp'-y') tan a1
L (Cs-Y')(Ce--z') -(Ax'tan 6a-Z')(Ax'tan a-y')

OC= tan Ga +(CB-z')(Ax'tan Oa -Z') tan 0.1

tL (C-y')(C.-z') - Ox'tan 01 -z')(6x'tan Pa-y') J

01 = tan- [ tan op, cos tan-, F tan0i)

= tan-' /(tan t P' + tan ') , (6.14)

where the angle convention is shown in Figure 6.43. Since the angles of yaw and pitch are dependent on each
other, it is necessary to decide on some angle sequence in order to derive the above equations. For this parti-
cular analysis, the model was assumed to have first yawed through some angle, I" . and then pitched through
some angle, 0' . In this manner, the apparent angle of yaw, "'a seen in the bottom film, is a direct projec-
tion of the true angle of yaw. qV , whereas the apparent pitch angle, 0 , in the side film, is the projection
of the angle, 0'

p

6.6.2.2 Range-Coordtnate System

The relationshir of the photographic stations to one another may be accomplished by a second reference system,
somewhat like that described in Section 6.6. 1, supported from the range structure. A system consisting of plumb
lines, suspended from a calibrated steel rod, and a single catenary wire, is shown i Figure 6.44. One plumb
line isphotographed in the sideviewof each station, while the catenary is photographed in both views. 'Aie model
position and attitude, determined with respect to each station coordinate system, may then be translated
(xoI Yo I zo) and rotated 1 , , 4E 3 ) into the common range coordinate system in the following manner.
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The local range axes, Ax ,y. and z (Fig.6.44) are determined by the catenary wire. qtretched the length
of the range under a knomin tension, and the plumb lines. The vertical plane containing the catenary and parallel
to the plumb line is the Ax-z plane. The y-z plane is the plane perpendicular to the Ax-z plane which
contains the plumb line. The origin. 0. of the local range coordinate system is defined to be the point at
which the catenary wire intersects the y-z plane. The sign convention for the range axes is the same as that
for the station axes. (Correction must be made for the sag of the catenary wire when determining z values for
the entire range).

The equations to accomplish the translation and rotation of the model center-of-gravity coordinates from sta-
tion axes to range -xes are:

AxCG = C+ G I + ZuE

+ Yo - C' 3 (6.15)

ZCG CG 0 - 64GE2 + YCG63

where

Ax'CG Ax' + I cos 0'cos6' 1
,c( = y I + 1 sin t cos 0'(616

y'o +sn 'os '(6.16)

= z' + 1 sin 6'

and I is the distance from a measurement-reference point on the model axis (6x' , y', z') to the center of gra-
vity of the model ('LcG' Yc'G Zcc). The coordinates X0 YO, and zo are the range-system coordinates of the
station-systau origin. 0' . The angles. E1 , , and E3 , are, respectively, the angles of yaw, pitch, and

roll of the station system with respect to the range system.

In order to solve these equations for Axc ,,ycG, and ZcG it is necessary first to determine xo, yo , and

zo and e,, 62 , and c 3 . If we notice that these equations for Axcc. YCG, and Zcc hold not only for the
center-of-gravity location at the model but for any point in space, we need only find a point, or points, one or
more of whose range coordinates are known and all of whose station coordinates are known in order to solve for
X0. Yo, and zo * To accomplish this, we define two points, Q and W , illustrated in Figure 6.45.

Define Q to be the point of intersection of the plumb line with the Axt-y' plane and define W to be the
point of intersection of the catenary wire with the y'-z' plane. Further, let HQ be the distance from Q
to the side film. Since Q is on the plumb line, all of whose points are by definition in the y-z plane, it
follows that xQ 0 . The station coordinates of Q (see also Figure 6.41) are:

AX = AxQaFs - HQ
FS

~F 5 +C+HQ~(6.17)

Y' = - Fs + Cs + Hq 6 7

Similarly, since W is on the catenary wire, we have Y. z. 0 and the station coordinates of W are

given by:

Ax' 0

(BFs-ZhCs

Y Wa \FSF B - ywzZWa) (6.18)

(CsFB-YwCs)
Fs waFFB - yw ,w

We may now use equations (6. 15) to solve for x0 , y 0  and z, as follows:

Ax~-Ax-YrC1 - y -A C

Yo 
=  y- + 6 XE 1 + ZWE3  -y + Z (6.19)

zo = ZW + x'- 3EY-

AXE Y 3Y
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Substituting these values of xo , yo and z o into Equations (6.15) and adding A.z (the correction for caten-
ary sag) to zcs gives:

f~c A, +x -A4 zfEC + (YI0 - yQO C,

Yco YCsVI - -(zC - (6.0 )

tCG CG j G2+(cG P'3+A
Note that there is a slight error in zCG due to the fact that Az is calculated at the plumb line instead of
at W . However, this error is sufficiently small (0.25 mm) regardless of station size or configuration, as long
as the plumb line is within a few centimeters of the y'-z' plane, that it may be neglected.

We are now ready to compute 61, 2 , and c 3 ' where again a1  is the angle of yaw of the station coordinate
system with respect to the range coordinate system. a 2 is the angle of pitch. and c3 is the angle of roll.
The sign conventions for these angles are as follows*

61 is positive when the Ax axis, viewed from above, is rotated cloctwise from the Ax' axis.

is positive when the z axis, viewed from the side spark, is rotated counter clockwise from the z'
axis. !

C 3 is positive when the z axis. viewed looking along the direction of the positive x axis, is rotated

clockwise from the zv axis

Notice, first, that these angles are small, and thus we can reasonably make the assumption that they are in-
dependent of each other; and second, that e3 and H. cannot be measured from either the side or bottom film.
Therefore, c3 must be calculated from independent mechanical measurements made in the range, from which we
also obtain HQ , the distance between the plumb line and the side film platen. The assumption is made that
although the range may bend about the y and z axes, or change length due to expansion or contraction, it is

not as likely to twist about the Ax axis importantly. Additional reference wires could be included to elimin-
ate this assumption, but actual measurements have shown that twisting is negligible in the nnly case studied by
the authors.

From Figures 6.46 and 6.47 we can see that the apparent values of 6, and e2 are given by:

tan c1 _ ¥- Y
12 XGRID

(6.21)
ZL - Z R

tan -,2 
a XORID

and z, and y., are given by

ID 
(6.22)

Zvi = CAZI + CZ e

where C1 and C2 are constants depending on the grid wire spacing. Using the Equations (6.14) and the assump-

tion that c, and E2 are small angles we may now solve for e, and c2 as follows:

(Cs-YI)(C 3 -z ) tan ,+ (Cs-y')(Ax. tan 61 -y) tan E2a

(Cs-y )(CB-z ) - (Axv tan wa-y )(x tan E2, - z,)

(6.23)
(C -yW)(C -4ZV) tan 62a + (Ce-Z')(AXV tan E2-Z) tan Cla dz

(C-y)(CB-z ) - (Ax tan va-y) tan Edx- zV) dx

where dz/dx represents the slope of the catenary at the plumb line.

Since Equations (6.14) determined the model attitude angles in the station coordinate system (0n', 01, 0', c,),
these angles must be corrected for the rotation of the station. Thus

0 = tan'1 (tan 0p cos

and (Xr = tan'.(tan 2 + tan ) P (6.24)
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6.6.2.3 Non-Orthogonal Projection

Although most ballistic ranges have orthogonal-viewing shadowgraph stations it is sometimes desirable, or
necessary, to use other viewing geometries. One facility in particular, the 122-meter CARDE Range 5
uses a non-orthogonal arrangement such that two light sources produce two images of the model on one piece of
film, '' 6 (see Figure6.7) The proper location of the light sources, film plane and the fiducial system, consisting
of two plumb lines and two catenary wires, result in geometrical relationships through which the spatial location
and attitude of the peojectile can be determined. This "stereo" system is explained in detail in Reference 6. 16.

There are, however, no real differences in principle between this system and that discussed in Section 6.6.2.1.

6.6.3 Error Sources and Determination of Accuracy

Systematic errors in recording on photographic film the position and attitude of a model in space are incurred
to the degree that the recording system does not conform to the geometric relationships assumed for it. Such
errors are introduced by optical refraction of light rays nd by misalignment of the photographic and fiducial
elements of the system. These errors must be accounted for by calibration, either through calculation, or by
direct comparison of quantities measured in space with those deduced from measurements on the film. The calibra-
tion itself is, of course, subject to small residual systematic errors.

Significant random errors also may accrue from various sources. If a vibration environment exists, care must
be exercised to prevent transient distortions of the reference system. Such problems may arise, for instance,
in counter-flow facilities, and in transonic or subsonic tests where shock waves and pressure fields about the
model may disturb an exposed reference system.

Apart from the effects of dimensional changes in the photographic film during processing, errors can arise
if the film is allowed to curl or is not held precisely in the image plane during exposure. This is particularly
true of a conical projection system. Complete or partial compensation for film misalignment can sometimes be
effected by appropriate design and placement of the reference grid, as, for example, in a focused shadowgraph.

The accuracy of the system, once installed and calibrated, may be assessed by the consistency of the data
which it produces or by artificial tests. The accuracy of the y and z measurements, for instance, can be
checked by photographing catenary wires stretched through the range. A heavy projectile having low drag can be
used to check the distance measurement, Ax, as well as the y and z measurements. This technique is parti-
cularly effective if the range can be evacuated.

If accurate account is kept of the apparent residual errors in the motion fit to the measured coordinates in
all the stations for all the tests, systematic errors at a given station can be identified (cf. Section 7.11.5).
Once the bias inserted into the results by a given station error is well documented, an arbitrary correction
can be applied to the measurements made at this station. The running account of residual errors also permits
early detection of changes in optical alignment and other shifts in the system which might degrade overall per-
formance.

It should be noted that the two fiducial systems described in detail, herein, are designed to get the maximum
accuracy available from the facility. The degree of attention to be given to accurate meAsurement systems de-
pends entirely on the uses intended for the facility under consideration.

6.7 TIME- AND VELOCITY-MEASURING DEVICES -C.S.James

The most rudimentary ballistic-range test requires the simple determination of a Aelocity, while a more ela-
borate test usually calls for a complete time history of the projectile flight, thrd~gh which various photo-
graphic and photometric measurements may be mutually related and used to study the projectile behavior. Time
intervals of interest vary from several seconds for a large outdoor range to a fraction of a microsecond for
a short enclosed range. In some tests, time resolution to the nearest 10" 9 sec or less is desirable.

The one feature common to all modern ballistic time-measuring devices is an electrical or electronic time
base. This time base can be simply the frequency of the power source, or it can be an oscillator controlled by
a tuning fork or crystal, depending on the precision required. Beyond this common point considerable variety
is found in the manner with which current systems meet their particular requirements. Some of these are purely
electronic6' , 6.39, 6.0, 6. 1; others are fundamentally optical6' 2' 6.93, 6.99, 6.45 They may be single-
channel units capable of measuring one time interval, or multichannel units capable of measuring 50 or more
time intervals 6'1 8. Some units measure the time interval required to move a given distance" 9 °' 6.92, 6.93.

others measure the distance covered in a given time interval6 " 6.

While electronic counting or optical recording techniques are employed in the large majority of.joystems, two
additional methods may be identified. Oscilloscopes, as opposed to counters, have been used both in interior
ballistics, in conjunction with microwave interferometry • , 6 7 and, to a limited extent, in thp aerodynamic
range6 ,. 6.48 to record and display time increments. Doppler Radar technique:, .which have long been useful in
large outdoor ranges over great distances, have found increasing application in the laboratory' 3 ' 6.99 6.50

Applicability of this method in enclosed ranges is enhanced as the techniques for producing and transmitting
micrc,,sve beams of shorter wavelength and narrower beam width improve.

Representative systems which utilize each of these techniques are described briefly in the following sections.
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6.7.1 Electronic-Counter Chronograph

The electronic-counter chronograph, because of its flexibility, reliability, arid simplicity of operation is
the most widely used time-measuring device in ballistic-range work. Commercial units are available which are
capable of recording, in digital form, time increments as long as I sec to as many as seven significant figures,
on the one hand, or of resolving a time increment to the nearest 10 or 20 nsec, on the other. A typical hookup
for a single-channel counter is shown in Figure 6.48 where the optical arrangement represents half of a typical
orthogonal-viewing photographic station. The counter, together with those.at all other stations, is started by
a signal from a point in the launcher cycle, or from a sequencer or other reliable source. The counter is stopped
upon the arrival of the projectile at the photographic station by a signal either from the shutter, if one is

used, or from the light source. The element which controls the precise time of film exposure is selected as the
signal generating element to minimize error in the time-position-attitude relationship. The interstation time
increment is obtained by subtraction of adjacent counts. There are other ways of connecting and starting the
counters, but the one described is believed the most reliable, in terms of both minimizing data loss due to
individual station malfunction, and of accuracy in time measurement by minimizing the uncertainty due to tallied

or untallied fractional counts.

While there is great flexibility in the single-channel counter, manual reading is a potential source of error
when many photographic stations and counters are employed. A solution to this problem is the multiple-event
digital chronograph developed for the VKF 1000-foot hypervelocity range6" 8, 6.1 which receives annunciation
of projectile arrival at any of 59 measurement stations and presents the corresponding times in tabular formimmediately after the shot. This system incorporates a principal 10-MHz counter which is guted by the event

signals to record successive time intervals, and a secondary counter which continues the time base .-.-nt while
each recorded interval in the principal counter is being unloaded to a core storage. Events mt. . separated
by at least the cycle time for this operation, which is 50 x 10- 6 sec. Time-interval resolution is 2 x 10-7

3ec.

6.7.2 Optical Chronographs

Chronographs have been designed which co!Abine optical recording with an electronic time base. On, design
uses a rotating prism as the time-position link. Another employs a reel-type streak camera for this purpose.

6.7.2.1 Rotating-Prism Cronograph

A rotating prism chronograph 6"45 was employed in the first Ames Supersonic Free-Flight Wind Tunnel and served
four photographic stations. Figure 6.49 is a schematic of this system, showing one of the photographic stations.
The time bage in this system was an electronic oscillator which controlled the pulsing of a mercury-arc lamp
(Mazda BH-6) usually at 50 kHz. Light from the pulsed lamp and from each spark source was directed along a com-
mon vertical path to a rotating prism and brought to focus on a strip of 35-mm film held against the inner 4.5-
meter circumference of a stationary cylindrical drum. Through the combined pulsing of the lamp and rotation
of the prism a train of exposed spots, or pips, was spread along the film. The spacing of adjacent pips repre-
sented one period of the oscillator, 20 /sec. The firing of each station spark put an additional pip on the
film. A segment of such a 35-rM film record is reproduced in Figure 6.50. Flight time of the projectile between
stations was determined by counting the full and interpolating the fractional time-base .ntervals between station
pips.

To realize the maximum precision of the system and yet not risk loss of data by overlapping of the record, it
was necessary to spread the record of station pips over the full circumference of the drum, but no more. To do
this requ.Ared a reasonably good prediction of the velocity of the projectile, so that the proper rotational speed
of the prism could be established. Overlap of the record was prevented by opening a magneto-mechanical shutter
just prior to the arrival of the projectile at the first station, and then quenching the pulsing lamp after the
prism has subsequently made one complete turn. With a good film record this system was capable of time resolu-
tion to the nearest 10- 7 sec over a total y'riod of 4 msec with the prism turning at 15,000 rpm.

6.7.2.2 Streak-Camera Chronograph

The streak-camera chronograph was developed at the US Naval Research Laboratory (NRL) and evolved from a drum-
camera "streak-spot" technique 6' 52 . As presently constituted, it is in use both at NRL6'42, 6.43 and at the Air
Force Materials Laboratory6 '6.4 . In essence, the chronograph functions as follows: As a projectile moves past
each successive recording station, its shadow image is projected onto a moving strip of film, together with a
time-base reference. The separation of shadow images on the film is interpreted as projectile transit time be-
tween recording stations.

A scheratic of the arrangement, with one recording station, is shown in Figure 6.51. The system consists of
a Fastax streak c,,,era, a pulsed-light source, an illuminated slit at each recording station, and a system of
mirrors which, together with the camera lens, project the images of the pulsed source and slits onto the moving
film. The time base is a 10 kHz signal generator, which in the one system controls the pulsing of a flash lamp.
and in the other controls a shutter which chops the steady output of a tungsten-iodine lawp. The pulsed light
is brought to focus on the moving film by the camera lens and produces a train of timing pips. The vertical
slit at each recording station is normal to the projectile trajectory and is illuminated from across the flight-
path by a steady light source. The image of the slit is rotated into a horizontal direction by a three-mirror
system so as to be normal to the direction of film motion when the camera is operated in its normal erect orien-
tation. Lightpatb extenders are placed where needed to make all optical path lengths equal. This permits all
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images to be focused in the film plane by the single camera lens and ansures ecrial magnifications. It also en-
sures that the transmission times from slits to film arc equal. The Xenon winker lamps are discussed in a sub-
sequent paragraph.

As the film moves, the slit imag. from each station sweeps out an exposed band along the film strir. When
the projectile, or any other object on the trajectory, posses the recording station, its shadow moves across
the illuminated slit producing a shadowgram on the film. Under ideal conditions, prior knowledge of the projec-
tile velocity, together with the optical magnification of the system, allows matching the speed of the film and
that of the projectile image. so that there is ne spatial di .tortion of the shalowgram. In practice, mismatches
occur which produce moderate fore-shortening or lengthening of the image. This does not significantly affect

the time-measuring function of the system.

Figure 6.52 is a portion of a film record, obtained in the NPL facility, for a spherical projectile and several

sabot pieces. The film and image motion are from right to left. The spaces between the timing marks in the
middle of the film strip each represent 100 tsec. The lower band is from a slit at the first station, while the
upper binds are from slits at succeeding stations. At thir portion of the film record the model and sabot cluster
have passed the first two stations, and their images appear in the first two bands. The horizontal displacement

of the projectile images in these bands, measured to the scale of the timing marks, represents the elapsed time
of flight between recordi., stations. With a 1.5-i' interval between recording stations, velocity is measured
to 0.25 percent accuracy using !ais system. The number of bands which can be put on one 35-rm film strip depends
on the slit length and on the magnification. At NRL as many as six bands are put on one film; and by using three
cameras with a common time base and placing the shadowgruph from a common slit on two camera films simultaneously,
16 recording stations have been instrumented.

An advantage which this system has, of particular significance to terminal ballistic studies, is that all ob-
jects passing the slits while the camera is recording 're photographed. Thus, the space and time separation of
sabot fragments, or other debris, from the projectile can be ascertained. Another advantage is that synchroniza-

tion of the cameras with the projectile flight is required only to the extent that the flight occur while the
film is moving near peak speed. The projectile is effectively "self-detected" at each recording station, so that

no independent sensor-trigger system is needed.

A limitation of the system is the demagnification required to match the speed of the projectile image with that

of the film, The maximum translational speed of the film is about 70 meters/see. To match this with the image
speed of a projectile moving at 7.kn/sec requires a magnification of 0.01, so that a projectile of, say, 5-mm
diameter would produce an image of 0.05-mm diameter on the film. Smaller images than that become difficult to
resolve.

It is of interest to note that, with this magnification, an allowance of 3 mm for the length of the slit image

on the film would permit monitoring a trajectory 300 mm in width.

A versatile auxiliary device, used in conjunction with the streak ca&,ra, to record the times of occurrence of
supplementary events is called a "Winker System" 6.k13, 6-44. An auxiliary slit is imaged on the film in the same
alignment as the velocity measurement slits. Behind this slit is placed a row of eight small Xenon flash lamps

each of which can be caused to discharge, through a thyratron circuit, by an event supplemental to the projectile

flight, such as a flow visualization photograph or a radiometric measurement. The lamp discharge places a mark

on the film, relating the time of that event to the projectile flight. The lateral position of the iark on the

film is directly related to the position of the Xenon lamp in the row, thus identifying the event. The arrange-

ment of this winker system appears in Figure 6.51.

6.7.3 Oscilloscopes as Chropographs

Oscilloscopes have been used to advantage in ballistics where it is desirable to record a large number of time

intervals or to obtain a continuous time record of a characteristic such as velocity. Current application appears

to be limited almost exclusively to interior ballistic studies
6 "41' 6.47, 6,53, but the principle is equally ap-

plicable to range work.

6.7.3. I Raster-Display Recording

The feature which gives the oscilloscope the necessary flexibility in meeting the usually conflicting require-

ments of precision on the one hand and total recording time on the other is the use of a raster display' 47 . This

may be accomplished without any electronics external to the oscilloscope in th, following manner. A dual-trace
scope is used (Tektronix 545 with type CA plug-in unit) with the horizontal sweep controlled by the delaying-

sweep time base. The saw-tooth signal of the main time base is used as a triggered ramp generator and connected

to one of the dual-trace input channels. The signal to be recorded is connected to the other input channel, and

the plug-in unit set to adct the inputs algebralrally. A sketch of this hookup is shown in Figure 6.53. The

record may then appear as shown in Figure 6.54, where the horizontal time scale is effectively folded back on

itself many times. By knowing the sweep rate, a continuous velocity history - or a number of discrete velocities

- is obtained. The vertical modulation of the trace may contain information as well. The number of sweep lines

which can be resolved, hence the recording time, depends primarily on the amplitude characteristics of the recor-

ded signal. If one line rer millimeter can be resolved, then a total recording test time of 40 milliseconds

would be possible with a 4- by 10-cm display and the sweep rate of Figure 6.54. If the record could be read to

the nearest 0.2 m, say, then corresponding time resolution would be 2 Imec. With increased sweep rate, the

resolution could be improved by perhaps 2 orders of magnitude but with a corresponding reduction of total record-

ing time.
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For the arrangement described, the flyback time is likely to be a significant fraction of the sweep tine and
therefore mist be accounted for. In addition, the nonwriting interval may cause loss of data. To avoid this
problem, raster geuerators have been developed 6 "" 6.53, 6.54 which are substituted for the internal time bases
and produce sweep patterns, such as those in Figure 6.55 which permit continuous writing. A block diagram of
the generator " 1 used to produce the sweep pattern of Figure 6.55(a) is shown in Figure 6.56. The staircase
voltage signal is applied to one vertical channel of the dual-trace plug-in and added to the data signal, as

before. The synchronous triangular voltage signal is applied to the horizontal channel. In addition, the accu-
racy of the system is improved by placing timing marks along the raster. This is done by applying short negative
pulses from a time-wark generator to the cathode of the display tube. Figure 6.57 is an example of the record
from such a system. In many circumstances the timing marks could be applied, alternatively, to one of the verti-
cal channels. Reference 6.54 describes a similar raster generator which produces the sweep pattern of Figure
6.55(b).

6.7.3.2 Circular-Sweep Interval Interpolation

Another use has been made of the oscilloscope purely for the measurement of time intervals; namely, for inter-
polating within the least count of an electronic-counter chronograph 6 *"8. The oscilloscope was made to have a
five-radius circular sweep display to'operate in conjunction with four spark-shadowgraph stations and a set of
1.6 MHz counter chronograe(s" 5. The sweep function is driven by a 400 kHz oscillator to give one revolution
for each four counts, c: 2.5 psec. The start-and-stop pulses, defining the interval to be measured, are fe!
simultaneously to the z-axis grid of the oscilloscope and to the counter. A sweep frequency less than the cunter
frequency was purposely chosen to eliminate the ambiguity, which would arise with a synchronous frequency, as to
whether or not a count was re :orded if a start or stop pulse occurred very close to an instant of counter trigger-
ing. A radius-control circuit decreases the radius of the oscilloscope circle after receipt of each pulse. This
serves to differentiate between start and stop pulses and identifies the spark station originating the pulse. The

r angular separation of successive bright spots on the oscilloscope trace represents a fraction of 2.5 /zec. The

whole number of 2.5 psec intervals is deduced from the counter reading. To locate the center of the circles
and facilitate the angle measurements a sixth innermost circle is fully exposed. Figure 6.58 is a typical oscillo-
scope record giving three time intervals. Figure 6.59 is a block diagram of the system as it would be used to
record four successive time intervals.

Comparison of this system with the rotating prism chronograph described earlier has established an accuracy
for this system equal to or better than ±10 "7 sec. Uniformity of the sweep rate was such that angular positions
could be read to an accuracy equivalent to ±2.5 x 10" 8sec. Use of higher-frequency counters would permit a
higher rotation rate of the circular sweep and correspondingly greater potential accuracy.

The radius control circuit of the oscilloscope could be made to produce a spiral raster in which case the
oscilloscope would be used in a manner analogous to that described in the first example. This would obviate the
need for counters. but would greatly shorten the total recording time for a given accuracy. Using the 400 ktz
sweep rate as an example, if one-millimeter spacing to a maximum radius of 50 m were achieved, a 125 psec re-
cording period would be available.

6.7.4 Doppler-Radar Measurement of Velocity

The Doppler-Fizeau principle has been applied in the ballistic range using CW microwave radar to measuref velocity directly from determination of the Doppler frequency, in a head-on orientation of the incident beam
and the projectile. The use of this technique and its application to drag determination is treated in Chapter
10. It is sufficient to mention here that such systems have been developed6 '39' 6.55 which are capable of
measuring velocities of small projectiles in relatively small range enclosures (e.g., 2-m dia over distances
measured in tens of meters to an accuracy approaching 0.1%.

Doppler radar may also be applied in an interferometer mode, as is now done in the study of interior ballis-
tics (cf. Chapter 10). A unique application of this mode to range measurements, which allows the determination
of a time-distance history and at the same time provides sequential triggering of range photographic stations
has beer employed at the Deutsch-Franz'sisches Forschungsinstitut, Saint-Louis 6 "5 0 . The system is capable, in
principle, of measuring both velocity and distance. Used as an unbalanced interferooeter to measure distance
increments, it is coupled with counter chronographs to obtain a time-distance history. With this combination,
accurate measurements of drag are more readily obtained than by the direct measurement of velocity because it

does not require an accurate measurement of the time-vatying Doppler frequency.

A schematic and block diagram of the arrangemert is shown in Figure 6.60. The microwave antenna is placed
near the butt end of the range, and its transmitted signal is directed uprange by a metal reflector which is
apertured to allow passage of the projectile. The reflected signal from the moving projectile follows the re-
verse path back to the antenna. The wavelength, X , of the transmitted signal is 3.16 om (frequency of 9.5 GHz)
in the installation. The photographic stations are spaced along the flichtpath at multiples of the half-wave-
length, nDX/2 , Ahead of the first station is a photoscreen separated from it by a distance noX/2 . The re-
flected signal received by the antenna is mixed with a portion of the output signal. The resulting signal which
oscillates at the Doppler frequency, f0 - is amplified and fed through a gate to a step counter which has stored
in it the numbers no and nD . When the projectile passes the photoscreen, the gate opens allowing the Doppler
signal to reach the step counter which sends a signal to a pulse distributor at the end of no half-cycles of
the Doppler srgnal and every nD half-cycles thereafter. The pulse distributor, in turn, triggers the photo-
graphic light sources and counter chronographs in order. At the end of the flight, the projectile penetrates a
trigger screen which closes the gate. The design of the microwave unit permits the use of a low-power klystron
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of rbout 20 mW output to track accurately a 3-c-diameter projectile from a distance of 15 . Smaller projec-

tiles with sharp tips require higher transmission energies. A velocity-distance relationship having scatter as

low as 0.01 to 0.02% has been obtained with this system, so that accurate drag measurements are possible.

6.7.5 Precision Requirements

The precision requirement of a time-measuring system depends in part on the accuracy demanded in the derived
quantities of interest, in part on the accuracy of related measurements, and in part on the magnitude of the

time interval to be measured. While a comprehensive treatment of error analysis, as it relates to data reduction.

is &iven in Chapter 7. it is useful here to illustrate precision requirements which may be placed on the time-

measurement system by considering, in a simplified manner, two example situations - one in which only velocity

is to be determined, and one in which drag is to be determined.

Suppose that one is interested in measuring the velocity of a projectile, over a distance interval of 5 meters,

to an accuracy of I part in 103, or 0. 1%; and suppose further that the anticipated distance measurement error is,
say. 5 parts in 104. It can be shown that to good approximation the uncertainty in velocity is

C(V)I 4E(t) (x)
(I _ ( +- (6.25)
V -max t x

where E(t)/t is the uncertainty in the measured time increment and E(x)/x is the uncertainty in the measured

distance increment. It follows, therefore, that the tolerable error in time. E(t)/t . is 5 parts in 104. or
equal in this example to the anticipated distance error. For a velocity of I km/sec. time must be measured to

the nearest 2.5 microsecond; for a velocity of 10 km/sec, time mst be measured to the neartst quarter of a micro-

second.

As a second example, suppose now that one must determine the drag coefficient of a 1-cm-diametr aluminum

sphere flying at a velocity, V , of 5 km/sec in an atmosphere whose density,, p , is 0.1 atmosphere. The deter-

mination is to be made by measuring the time increments, t, . and t2 , required to cover two successive dis-

tance intervals, x , of 5 meters each. Suppose, further, that the drag coefficient, CD , mst be determined

within an accuracy of 1%. The governing equation may be written

A CD pA (6.26)

V2 t

where, because AV << V

V may be taken as the average velocity over the combined intervals.

AV is the difference between the two measured velocities: (x/tY) -(x/t 2 )

t is the time interval over which the velocity changes by AV

A is the projected frontal area of the sphere,

m is the mass of the sphere.

The value of CD is taken as 0.9 for this example. The computation may be greatly simplified if it is assumed

that

1. All of the measurement error resides in t ; thet is, all measured quantities not involving t are exactly

known;

2. The quantities involving t may be decoupled and the error limitation in each treated separately. (Care

must be taken in making this assumption. For the present example, it is justifiable).

it can then be stated that

e(t) E(V2) - E(AV) (6.27)

t AV

At a velocity of 5 km/sec the time required to fly 5 meters is 10
-3 sec. so that

E(t)t '< 0.01 x 10-3 = 10-' sec

Similarly. by neglecting second-order terms in E(t) , it can be shown that

t6
E(t) 2 < 0.01 x - 5 x 10" sec

V2 2

and that

t 2 - tiE(t)Av < 0.0 7.6 x 10- 8 see.

AV
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It is clear that the error limitation on AV determines the permissible error in t

If the configuration in this example were a slender cone (C. = 0.01) the permissible error in t , Et)Av,
would be only 0.6 x 10- 9 sec; and if finite errors in other measured quantities were to be compensated for. this

number would he still smaller. Present-day technology would be hard put to meet such a requirement. As a prac-
tical aatter, however, the accuracy limitations of related measurements must be considered in arriving at a
realistic requirement for the precision of time measurement. For example, it is clear from Equation (6.25) that
there is little to be gained by requiring a higher order of precision in the time measurement than is attainable
in the distance measurement..

In practice, it is found that error limits such as these just calculated can be greatly relaxed if redundant
measurements are obtained (e.g.. several successive measurements of V or AV ) and treated simultaneously by
a least-squares 6 "

56 technique. This permits the desived quantity to be determined with an accuracy greater than
that of the individual measurements, provided that the measurement errors are random. This subject is treated
in detail in Chapter 7.

6.7.6 Sources of Systematic Error

The primary sources of systematic error in time measurements related to ballistics are the accuracy of the
time base, differences in transmission time of time-mark signals to the recording device, and the relationship
of the time-mark signal to the related distance measurement. Differences in transmission times of electronic

signals can usually be reduced Lo the order of 10- 8 sec by use of components having the same characteristics,
and transmission lines of the same characteristics and length. If the transmission is optical or electrical,
a differencein path length of 3 meters introduces a time difference of 10-8 seconds or more. which should be
accounted for if that order of precision is required. The relationship of the time-mark signal to the distance
mark is likely to introduce the greatest uncertainty if not given careful attention, particularly if the pro-
jectile is not photographed. Differences in the rise characteristics of light sources, the circuit constants

of electronic shutters or sensors, or the sensitivity and directionality of sensors, can introduce time biases
as great ds 10-6 or 10- s sec. Such biases can be minimized if the wave forms and strengths of the signal out-
puts are matched to each other and to the needs of the electronic counters so that all will operate with similar
characteri s tics.

6.8 SENSORS AND SEQUENCERS FOR INSTRUMENT AND TEST-FUNCTION CONTROL- C.S.James

The extremely short duration of the typical ballistic-range tests, which may last one second for a low-speed
flight in a long range, or 10- 3 sec for a high-speed flight in a short range, is a dominant factor in the de-
sign of the equipment used in the conduct of the test. This is particularly true of a short-duration counter-
flow facility where proper timing of the counterflow generation, launcher cycle, and data gathering is critical.
A problem inherent in ballistic-range testing, therefore, is that of coordinating these functions.

Two types of controller have evolved for this purpose: sequoncers, which provide a programmed series of
command signals to prescribed functions; and sensors, which provide a command signal upon detection of some
characteristic of the event. The sequencer tends to be simpler, and more reliable when the time of the event
or the rate at which it takes place can be controlled or accurately predicted. When this is not the case, sen-
sors are more reliable. More often than not both types are found in a given facility, with the sequencer coor-

dinating the operational components of the range, and initiating the event, and with setsors controlling the
instrumentation. Frequently the two modes of control are directly coupled. For exa, plE a sensor may be used
to initiate one or several time-delay circuits, which in turn control suisequent functions.

6.8. t Sequencers

The sequencers used in ballfstic ranges are almost all either electromecharlal or electronic in operation.
Motor-driven cams operating w,,chniical switches have some application. Electronic time-delay circuits are most
often used where time increment must be short and precise. Multichannel electronic counter circuits and cap-
acitor charge circuits have been built 6 "s7 ' 6 '8 which can provide considerabie flexibility in controlling com-

plex instrumentation over periods ranging from a few microseconds to several minutes. In addition to its
control function, the sequencer may also contain the time base 6

.5
7

Sequencers which are not based upon the time-delay principle, and which might be classified as hybrids, have
found some application. One suoh device 6 "5 9 is used to synchronize a reel-type cine camera with the event. An
induction probe is placed near the teeth of the drive sprocket and used to count a preselected number of frames
during film acceleration before initiating the event. Another example is the microwave Doppler system described
in Section 6.7.4. in which preselected numbers of half-waves of the microwave signal are counted to determine
the proper moment for initiating each of the photographic light sources. This system effectively slaves the

"sequencer" to the progress of the event.

6.8.2 Sensors

A great amount of ingenuity has been arplied in the development of sensing devices. In principle, anything
that is capable of responding to some phenomenon associated with the event is a potential sensor. In ballistic
ranges the most important sensing function is to trigger the photographic and other data-gathering stations
which must operate at the precise moment the projectile passes. Several sensors developed for this purpose are
discussed here to illustrate a variety of operating principles. Some of these have found widespread application,
while others have found only limited application.
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6.8.2.A Early Systems

Among the early sensors were single-or multiple-strand breakwires, printed circuits, and foi)l switches. These

circuits were interrapted by the projectile - or momentarily connected by it in the case of the foil switch. The
profectile must make physical high speed contact with these sensors, with attendant possibility of damage to the
projectile. Figure 6.61 is a micro-flash photograph of a projectile, triggered by a multi-strand breakwire, and
damage due to the impact is evident on the projectile nose. For situations where projectile damage is of minor
consequence, these sensors find application because of their simplicity (e.g.. printed circuits painted directly
on yaw cards).

Microphones, or pressure switches, have been used as sensors, which respond to the projectile bow shock wave.
Their action thus depends on distance away from the flightpath and projectile Mrch number. For Mach numbers much
abo e 2. projectile dispersion can cause significant timing uncertainty.

6.8.2.2 Light-Decrease Systems

The term "light decrease" can be used to classify a group of sensor-trigger systems which respond to the inter-
ruption or attenuation of a beam or screen of light by the projectile. In this context the word "light" refers to
virtually the entire portion of the electromagnetic spectrum from microwave to X-ray. The first systems made use
of visible light as do most systems now in use. A steady light source and a photo-sensor are placed on opposite

sides of the flightpath. Light from the source is coliimated by a two-dimensional lens, or a three-dimensional
lens apertured with a slit, to form a screen across the flightpath. The light is then focused onto the sensor
by another lens. Figure 6.62 is a sketch of this arrangement.. -% rojectile passing through this screen inter-
rupLs part of the light, causing the sensor to respond with an electrical pulse which is amplified and used as
a trigger signal. Mirrors are often used in place of the lenses to produce folded optical paths or to make wide
screens.

The width of the screen and the size of the projectile determine the strength of the output signal in relation
to electrical and optical noise. It is desirable, therefore, to use a screen no wider than is necessary to en-
sure its penetration by the projectile. For some applications, particularly near the gun, a narrow beau will
suffice, in which case the entire beam may be interrupted. To retain the advantage of a narrow beam and still
get effectively a wide screen, a folded mltila-s optical path can be used. Two such arrangements are shown in
Figure 6.63. Optical alignment and optical noise due to vibration become more critical with these arrangements,
however, and shielding from stray light mav be more difficult. The strength of the output signal depends also
on the thickness of the light screen in relation to the length and shape of the projectile. For maximum signal
strength the thickness of the screen should be no more than the length of the projectile, and for some shapes
(e.g.. slender cones), considerably less.

Measures to reduce the noise level of the system are sometimes required. These may include the use of a
filtered D.C.power supply for the light source, to eliminate any ripple present; use of a photodiode sensor and
transistorized trigger circuitry to eliminate microphonic noise in the electronics; shock mounting of optical

components to isolate them from vibration; and shielding of the sensor from stray light. Optical noise due to
vibration may be minimized by taking care to overfill each optical component, including the sensor, with the
incident light by an amount slightly greater than the vibration amplitude of the beam to prevent momentary vig-
netting, chopping, or extinction of the peripheral rays.

A problem with the visible light system which can arise, particularly when it is used with a direct shadow-
graph installation, (Section 6.3.1) is the protection of the shadowgraph film from fogging by the light source
in the sensor-trigger system. Sielding is often ineffective. The usual solution, noted earlier, is to use a
red filter in front of the light source, a sufficiently red-sensitive sensor, and orthochromatic film in the
shadowgraph. There is a case here, however, for shifting the operating region of the sensor-trigger to the in-
frared. Photodiodes are available which have their peak sensitivity in the near infrared, and have microsecond
response time. (An operating infrared system is described in a subsequent paragraph).

When a sensor is used to control a photographic station, there is an advantage to orienting it in such a way
that it triggers at the moment the projectile is at the desired point in the field of view, so that no time delay
is needed. This obviates the necessity of predicting projectile velocity and pre-setting time delays, and im-
proves the reliability of the system. One way to accomplish this without interfering with the photographic
function is to direct the light screen diagonally across the field of view of the photographic station as is
shown in Figure 6.64. (The light-increasq feature is discussed in Section 6.8.2.4). A configuration which works-
well with the direct shadowgraph and which can be integrated into the photographic station to give accurate posi-
tioning of the projectile in the photographs is that of Figure 6.65. The light source is housed in a canister
between the film platens and about half way from their midpoint to their downrange edge. It is covered with a
red filter and shielded with a rectangular slit such that it produces a fan-shaped light screen whose width just
matches the effective photographic corridor (see Figure 6.3). A series of spherical-segment strip mirrors dis-
tributed along an arc between the photographic light sources focuses this light onto two or more photo-sensors.
Each sensor is paired with two mirror segments. With the fan-shaped light screen, however, the signal strength
varies in proportion to the distance of the projectile from the light source. A very similar arrangement, used
in the NOL Hyperballistic Range, makes use of the large photographic station reflector to focus the fan-shaped
photoscreen back across the flightpath onto the sensor, as shown schematically in Figure 6.66 (see also Figure
6.12,a)). Tne photoscreen light source and sensor are placed on opposite sides of the photographic light so.rce.
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An extremely simple wide-view light screen has been used for many years on open ranges at CARDE 6 "2. It con-
sists of an apertured photocell placed directly below the flightpath to view the sky. A cylindrical lens is

used to image the aperture slit at a height of approximately 2.5 meters above the photocell, the image dimensions

being about 2.5 om by 3 m. Indoors, the illumination has been provided by t back-lighted frosted diffuser and.

more recently, by a linear infrared source of about 7 mm width. The infrared operation avoids fogging of photo-

graphic film. The sensor used is a 6ISV lead sulphide photoconductive cell having a sensitive surface approxi-

matoly 7 - square, so that the effective screen thickness is about 7 mm at all points. In the range three cells

are used to increase the width of coverage of the flight corridor. Figure 6.67 shows the relation of this light

screen to other components in the Aeroballistic Range (cf.Figure 6.2).

When other sources of light can reach the sensor, for example, from the projectile flow field, gun-muzzle

flash, or projectile impacts, light-decrease systems fail or become unreliable. Various approaches to the use

of light-decrease systems under such conditions have been tried. Where the radiation is from the projectile

flow field, a focused system analogous to the focused shadowgraph of Figure 6.8 may provide sufficient attenua-

tion of the flow-field radiation to operate satisfactorily. Near the gun muzzle, where projectile dispersion is

small, a visible-light system utilizing a narrow laser beam has been successful"
°. By utilizing three means

of attenuating the muzzle flash - collimation, polarization, and wavelength filtering - and by interrupting the

entire laser beam, a sufficiently high signal-to-noise ratio has been obtained.

Other regions of the spectrum, which permit use of a detector not sensitive to visible light, have also been

employed. Some effort was put on the development of a CW X-ray beam attenuation device at the Ames Research

Center with poor results. The use of X-ray scattering rather than attenuation might have proved more success-

ful. The microwave region of the spectrum has, on the other hand, been used in "light-decrease" systems with

good success 6 - 29 ' 6.61, 6.(2, 6*.63. Two modes oi operation have been developed. In one, the projectile inter-

rupts one leg of a balanced interferometer circuit, upsetting the balance and producing a positive signal. In

the other, the projectile simply attenuates the microwave beam. The interferometer circuit tends to be the more

sensitive, but also the more complex both in construction and in use because it must be balanced before each

firing. The interferometer mode does nut function on a true "light-decrease" principle, strictly speaking.

An interferometer system has been developed to trigger the 38 photographic stations in the Hyperballistic

Tunnel at the Laboratoire de Recherches Ballistiques et Adrodynamiques'"' 6.62 This system is sketched in

Figure 6:68(a). The microwave signal is generated by a klystron and separated into two branches. Ninety per-

cent of the energy is directed into the antenna branch consisting of waveguides G1, cigar antennae El and E2,

and waveguide G2. The other ten percent of the energy is directed into a regulation branch containing an attenu-

ator and a dephser. The two branches are rejoined by a T terminal and fed to a crystal detector. Since much

of the energy directed to the antenna branch is dissipated in the transmission between the antennae, it is

neeussary to attenuate the energy passing through the regulation branch to match the amplitudes of the two

signals. Before each firing the amplitude and phase of the signal in the regulation branch are adjusted to

nullify the signal in the antenna branch. The crystal detector thus senses no signal. The passage of a pro-

jectile between the antennae disturbs this equilibrium both in amplitude and phase. The resulting signal

(Fig.6.68(b)) is sensed by the detector, amplified, and used to trigger the photographic station. The system

is operated at a frequenty of 10 GHz (3-cm wavelength), and a microwave power of 50 mW. The antennae are

approximately 70 cm apart. With this arrangement the system will detect a metal cylinder 3 cm in diameter and

3 cm long within an ellipsoid joining the antennae and having a maximum diameter of about 10 cm. If the cylinder

is a transparent plastic (Plexiglass), the region of sensitivity is about douLled, that is, the ellipsoid has a

maximum diameter of 20 cm.

An example of a microwave attenuation system is one developed at the Royal Armament Research and Development

Establishment
6 6 3 . At present it is a two-station system operating at 9.5 Giz (3.16-cm wavelength), and is used

to obtain X-ray photographs and to measure velocity. The antenna horns are mounted inside a 2.5-meter-diameter

range tank on a swinging support to absorb blast loads (W'ig.6.69). The transmitting horns are rectangular in

section with the short dimension equal to the short dimension of the waveguide. The long side is oriented in

a plane normal to the flightpath and flared to a width of 5 cm. This produces a narrow beam which opens to

about 10 cm 0.3 meter away. The receiving horns have a 10-cm square opening and are separated from the trans-

mitting horns by about 0.3 meter. Figure 6.70 is a block diagram of the microwave circuit. In normal operation

a simple unmodulated wave is transmitted which results in a steady output from the crystal detector until the

beam is interrupted by the projectile. For alignment purposes, the wave is modulated with a 3 kHz square wave

which is monitored with an oscilloscope. The antennae are adjusted for separation and direction to give maximum

power transfer, which occurs when separation is a multiple of the wavelength. With this system, however, tuning

is not critical, and once adjusted the system is stable over a long time period. The system has good axial re-

solution in detecting small opaque projectiles (30 mm long by 6 mm diameter). Projectile shape is not critical.

The system is less reliable with transparent (plastic) projectiles, at least at velocities less than 1.5 km/sec.

In the Aerophysics Range at General Motors Defense Research Laboratories
6 '2 , where transverse focused micro-

wave probes are used for wake ionization studies, part of the transmitter energy for the probe is diverted through

a pair of horn antennae a few centimeters uprange of the probe antennae to produce a trigger beam which is used

to activate the probe recording instrument. The probes operate at frequencies of 35 GHz and 70 Iz.

6.8.2.3 Light-Increase Systems

When event luminosity is of sufficient intensity to hamper or defeat a light-decrease sensor, the sensor-

trigger system can be made to respond to a light increase instead. If the luminous source is a moving projec-

tile, the sensor must be masked to restrict its view angle to detect the projectile at the selected point 
in

its trajectory. A device used in the AEIC 1000-Foot Hypervelocity Range6.
1 3. to prevent stray light from
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prematurely triggering the system, is shown schematically in Figure 6.71. The field of view of the sensor is

confined within the slotted opening of an optical cavity in the opposite range wall. The cavity is formed by two

exponentially curved sheets of metal joined along a co-mon seam and closed at the ends. The interior surfaces
are coated with a non-reflecting black paint. The shape of the cuvity prevents light rays entering it from
returning to the exterior. Optical noise from stray light is thus reduced to near zero. The sensor responds

when the luminous source (model) is within its fan-shaped field of view. If the structure walls opposite the

sensor are effectively blackened and, if stray light is not iqtense. the system operates reliably without the

cavity. Since dust is a good light scattering agent, maintenance can be reduced and system reliability improved

if the components of the system are arranged such that both the window covering the sensor and the background

surfaces viewed remain as dust free as possible. Gravity can he exploited here.

6.8.2.4 Dual-:1ode Systems

Systems which can respond to either light increase or decrease are useful, since they are capable of operating

over a wide range of ambient densities and velocities without fore knowledge of the luminous output of the model.

Some light-decrease systems can be adapted to respond to a light increase as well. For example, in the arrange-

ment of Figure 6.66 the sensor can view a luminous projectile as well as the reflected image of the light source

and will respond in either mode. In all of the arrangements illustrated in Figures 6.62 through 6.65 a defocused

image of the luminous projectile shock layer will be swept across the fae, of the sensor. Given an appropriate

detector circuit, these systems can be operated as light-increase or dual-mode systems. There are usually prob-

lems associated with achieving sufficient sensitivity and directional selectivity of such systems to ensure

reliable operation, however. One method of improving both of these factors is shown in Figure 6. 64. where a

second focusing mirror is placed to sweep a more sharply focused projectile image over the sensor. The sharpness

of focus permissible will be tempered by the width of flightpath coverage required for reliability. This mirror

is placed in such a way that the image which it forms will pass the sensor slightly ahead of that formed by the

light-decrease mirror. In addition, the light-decrease mirror may be shielded to restrict its field of view to

the collimating strip mirror.

If the system is to operate on either a light-decrease or a light-increase signal, the detector circuit must

be designed to respond to either mode. One way to achieve this . apability is demonstrated by a parallel light
screen system recently installed in the NOL Hyperballistics Range

6*' " to supplement the lower sensitivity system

of Figure 6.66. The output amplifier of the phototube sensor modifies the sensor output according to its pola-

rity. as illustrated in Figure 6.72. If the projectile is nonluminous, the amplified phototube output is as shown

in Figure 6.72(a). If the projectile is luminous, the phototube output is of opposite polarity in which case

the amplifier distorts the signal to produce an over-shoot of the proper polarity from which the trigger pulse

is taken, as shown in Figure 6.72(b). The trigger pulse then occurs at slightly different times in the two

modes.

With a sensor-trigger system which will respond to either a light increase or a light decrease, the system

may, under just the right circumstances, fe'l to respond if light reaching the sensor from a luminous projectile

shock layer is just sufficient to replace -hat blocked from the photoscreen light source. A system which avoids

this difficulty by responding to a light increase for both luminous and non-luminous projectiles is in use in the

Hypersonic Range at the Royal Armament Research and Development Establishmentl .6 (Fig.6.73). The sensor, a

IP21 photomultiplier, views tire flightpath diagonally across the photographic station. It is restricted by aper-

tures to a field of view 9 cm high by 2.5 cm thick, in the flight direction. The region of the flightpath is

imaged on the sensor cathode by a lens. Light from a small 48-watt coiled-filament lamp mounted near the sensor

is directed, by two plane mirrors, along a path nearly coincident, with that viewed by the sensor. The two paths

intersect at the flightpath, where a magnified image of the lamp filament is focused by a lens placed near the

lamp. The image size, being approximately 9 cm by I cm, coincides closely with the field of view of the sensor.

When a projectile enters this field of view the sensor will respond either to light from the lamp reflected by

the projectile or to light emitted from the projectile if it is luminous. The signals are of the same sign, but

larger in the latter case.

6.8.2.5 Electromagnetic and Electrostatic Sensors

Sensing devices to detect projectiles, where extraneous light, vibration, or other noise sources are trouble-
some, have been developed at the Naval Research Laboratory

6" ' 6' 5' 6.52 These devices must be placed close

to the trajecto'y.

One can be made to discriminate between two or more projectiles. It is electromagnetic in principle and con-

sists of two coaxial and collateral solenoids which surround the trajectory. A direct current in the outer

solenoid produces a strong magnetic field which has its axial gradient along the trajectory. A conducting but

non-magnetic projectile moving through this field, experiences a continually changing field strength which

induces an internal eddy current. This eddy current in turn produces a secondary magnetic field which counters

slightly the i;0rength of the primary field, thereby inducing an emf in the inner solenoid. A projectile of mag-

netic materials locally strengthens the primary field more than the eddy current weakens it, so that the emf

induced in the inner solenoid is of opposite sign to that induced by a conducting non-magnetic projectile. As

the projectile passes through the magnetic field, the induced emf in the inner solenoid varies as a sine wave.

changing sign at the moment the projectile reaches the center of the field. This sign change is used as the

detection signal. A nonconducting projectile or fragment induces no emf.

Another device operates on the same electrostatic principle as the Liebessart spark. It requires a projectile

velocity high enough to ionize part of the gas in the shock layer. Two electrodes face each other across the



trajectory with the gap electrically stressed to 90% or more of its breakdown voltage by a pulse-forming nr.work.
As the projectile passes through the gap, its conducting shock layer triggers a spark in the gap, which diacharges
the pulse network and produces a detection signal. This technique has proven successful in detecting projectiles
of 1.55-rm to 5-rn diameter moving at 4 k/sec. with an electrode spacing of approximately 2.5 cm. I kV across
the gap, and range pressures up to 5.3 ib. Both coaxial blunt-ended rods and parallel rods or bars bae been
used successfully as electrodes.

6.8.2.6 Reliability Comsiderations

More often than not, sensor-trigger systems are subjected to noise fields or spurious signals of various kinds.
and if multiple units are closely spaced or operated-fro. a common power supply, there is the likelihood of mutual
interference.

Radio-frequency noise from the discharge of sparks, from high-voltage generators, or from other sources, can
enter the system through power lines and exposed conductors and components, including elements of the sensors
themselves. Optical noise from adjacent light sources, or from the system's own light sorce due to stipply
current ripple, can cause spurirus triggering. The reliability of the sysLem depends o, the degree of success
with which it can be isolated iron such disturbances. Methods of isolation include shielding from RF and visible
radiations, electrical and oPtical filtering, use of short cabling, shoc mounting and massive construction to
attenuate vibration, and %se of transistorized circuits to avoid microphonic sensitivity. With optical systems
particularly, there is .f:en an optinme viewing direction. Other measures have been discussed thmighout this
section.

Advantage can sometimes be taken of the shape of the sensor output pulse both to reduce timing uncertainty
and to discriminate between true and false signals. A typical pulse is sketched in Figure 6.74. The rise time
of the pelse (time separation between 0 and C ) is a function of the projectile shape and velocity, the
penumbra of Lhe light screen or viewing aperture, and the sensor response charwteristic. If the trigger re-
sponds to the magnitude of the sensor signal, it will be delayed by this variable rise time, or n lrcge fraction
of it. The timing uncertainty can be reduced by designing the trigger to respond to the maxiwee la the first
derivative of the signal at &B or in the second derivative at A. False signals having the sroe rise time (i.e.,
the eame frequency) but lower amplitude can be discriminated against by triggering on the larger-magnitude deriv-
ative of the true signal at B.

The best possible application of all of these techniques is sometimes insufficient to reduce false triggering
from spurious signals to an acceptable level. Also, with counterf low facilities, luminous transients and bits
of debris in the counterflow may pass the sensors causing premature triggering. In such cases, a blanking cir-
cuit may be employed so that a signal pulse from the sensor is accepted only within a short time increment when
the projectile is in flight. At all other times, the blanking circuit prevents the trigger pulse from being
formed. This technique my be applied in a number of different ways. For example, a blanking voltagt" applied
to one or more triggers in the range may be removed by a signal taken from the launching gun. time-delayed to
allow the projectile to approach the first sensor. If there is a series of trigger or photographic stations
which mutually interfere, the blanking circuit may be arranged such that the signal from each station unblanks
the next successive station6 '"° . An alternative approach is to control the entire blanking function with a
sequencer. To prevent multiple triggering of a photographic station by sabot fragments or other debris passing
the sensor, a single-shot thyratron trigger circuit, self-resetting after a suitable time delay, is sometimes
used. Where the light source is energized by a capacitor, thiz may also be accomplished by preventing the capa-
citor from recharging.

6.9 INTERPRETATION OF THE PHOTOGRAPHIC RECORD- M.E.Wilkins

The optical systems and their components described thus far produce (usually) a shadow picture of the model
and certain distance measuring references or fiducial marks. After the picture is developed, the picture is
used to measure positios and angles of the model as they were at the instant of exposure. The picture may
also t. used to study the flow configuration about the model in flight, and that asrect is discussed in Chpter
8. In this section, we consider the accurate measurement of the positions and angles.

Many factors contribute to the accuracy of the final results - the type of film used. the size and shape of
the reference points of both the model and fiducial system, the quality of the photographs, the instruments used
for making measurements on the film, and the judgment of the person reading the film.

6.9.1 Film Selection

The emulsion selected must achieve adequate contrast with the light available and should have a ilnimum
grain size for clarity of enlarged images. Of great importance is the dimensional stability of the film base

during development and storage. Glass photographic plates offer the best dimensmal stability since glass is
affected by only thermal changes (0.0009 % per °C). P,'Ayester-base films are affected by both thermal and
humidity changes; in thermal expansion about three times that of glass, and from about 0.0015 to 0.0035 % per
1% change in relative humidity over a range of film base thickness of 7 to 2 mil (0.178 to 0.064 m) respec-

tively. Polyester-base films, however, are usually sufficiently stable for precise work. Acetate-base film is
approximately 50% less stable than the polyester in both therral and humidity changes '

6
,
'.7 6.68
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6.9.2 Model Reference Points

The design of the model should provide at least one reference point and line which will define its position
an6 attitude on the film. Many models have ntural references. e.g., pointed noses. All axially symmetrical
bodies have a well-defined axis of symetry. Cruciform wings provide excellent roll position references. In

some cases, however, references are best added to the model. For example, a ballasted sphere might require a
small pin protruding at the base to indicate the axis location, and an axially symmetric body might also, in

certain cases, benefit from such a pin. Two or more pins placed off the axis of symmetry may be needed to de-

termine the roll position. An example of a particularly difficult configuration on which to make position and
attitude measurements is given in Figure 6.75. The model has an ogive-cylinder body with three highly swept
wings spaced 1200 apart. Since the wings extend from the tip to the base of the body, a projection of the
model will not disclose the body exc.pt for the nose tip. Consequently. a base plug (in this case a screw
which also served to hold the model to the sabot during launch) was attached to the base of the body to identify
the model axis. The nose tip was used as a reference for x. y, and z measurements from fiducial references

which do not appear in the figure. The tip and the base plug were used to define the angles of pitch and yaw,
and thus to compute the position of the model center of gravity from the measured position of the tip. The
roll angle was obtained from the projected positions of the model wing tips and the base plug. In this case the
ba.e plug is necessary to obtain the roll angle accurately. (One wing tip wa clipped for positive identifica-
tion). Assuming that distortions due to the diffraction and the refraction o1 light are the same along both

wing edges, measurements are made from the axis (base plug) to each wing tip. Subtracting these two measurements

cancels the optical distortion, and the two possible roll angles can be determined. (An orthogonal view is
necessary to select the correct angle). This example will make clear both the need for and types of approaches
to measuring aids designed as part of the model.

When more than one possible reference point exists on a model, the best choice my not always be imediately
evident. The choice usually depends upon how well one point is visible in all the shadowgraphs of that test.
For example, for the abdel shown in Figure 6.75, the x. y, and z measurements would have been made to the
base plug instead of to the nose tip but the base plug image was occasionally partielly obscured by flow coming
off a wing. When a series of photographs is taken of a model at different stations, the same reference point
or points on the model should be used in each. This compensates for systematic distortions in the location of
the point due to refraction and diffraction. Similarly, readigs of the film from several stations of the same
test should be done by one person, so that subjective differences in selecting the reading point will not be

introduced.

6.9.3 Fiducial System Reference

At each shadowgraph station it is necessary to relate the position of the model to that of the measuring
reference system, so that the overall motion from station to station can be defined. This is most easily ac-
complished by allowing part of the reference system to be photographed with the model (cf. Figs.6.4. 6.7(b),
6.11(c)). The fiducial reference photographed should define the direction along which measurements are made.
Plumb lines and taut wires are : '.quently used for this purpose. Symmetry of the part photographed is valuable,

since it obviates the need to esmate the position of an edge. (Edges are indefinite in shadowgraph pictures
because of diffraction, finite light-source size. etc.) Thus, measurements to the end of the image of a rod
or column arc not reliable unless a correction can be applied for the error due to diffraction or unless the
error is cotpensated by being repeated in all stations. Wires, notches, spherical beads, and pinholes can be

used to advantage. Where a direction reference (for angular measurements) is required, taut wires, straight

edges, or pairs of pinholes are desirable. The best reference systems also provide information from which

changes in optical alignment, magnification, etc., can be corrected.

6.9.4 Film Measurement

Given the images of the model and measurement references on film, the problem is narrowed to accurate measure-

ment of distances and angles between them. For negatives of moderate size film (say up to 25 cm) machines are
available to make measurements to a scale reading accuracy of about 0.002 mm (2 microns). However, with larger

film sizes sometimes used in conical light field shadowgraph systems, up to 0.5 meter, for exumple, accuracy

and ease of measurement are more difficult' to obtain.

The degree of accuracy obtainable is frequently limited by the quality of the photograph from which measure-

ments are to be taken. It is obvious that with even the most precise measuring instruments relatively poor

accuracy will be obtained from blurred or indistinct images. Since the photograph of a model in flight must

always have a finite time of exposure, some motion of the model is always present in the picture. Additionally.

sharpness of the image is reduced by various effects such as finite light source size, and diffraction. These

effects should be minimized by design wherever possible, but it is clear that the sharpness of the photographic

image will often be the limiting factor in the accuracy obtained.

A simple technique for reading film is illustrated in Figure 6.76. It consists of laying a transparent grid

over the film negative to be read. (In this case the grid is a glass photographic replica of an accurate master

grid - the numbers have no significance here being actually spaced one inch (2.54 cm) apart.) The fiducial

reference consists of a straight edge appearing at the top of the picture with vee notches every 0.6-inch

(1.524 cm). After aligning the grid marks with the reference images, the coordinates of all the necessary points

are read from the grid, possibly with the aid of a magnifying glass. Angles may be measured with a protractor

or deduced from the coordinates. This process can be quite rapid and is frequently accurate enough to produce

excellent results (linear dimensions accurate within 0.2mn). However, it allows opportunities for human error

and, for high precision, involves more labor than required if more mechanized equipment is used.
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A mechanical film reader consists basically of a film holder and a reticuled viewer, with provision for accurate
relative motion in one or more linear or angular coordinates. The measurements of distances and angles are given
by accurately machined lead screws, micrometers, etc. The determination of which parts should move is a designconsideration which will not be pursued here. The measurement of the displacement will be discussed briefly,

followed by some observations about optical viewers.

The transla.ional movement of either the viewer or the film is usually effected by means of the calibrated
lead screw which is in effect the length standard of the measurement. Backlash in the gearing mechanism should
be eliminated to the extent possible. If present it can be compensated for by making all measurements from the
same direction.

An alternative method of measurement which is free of backlash problems makes use of the moir6 fringe counting
technique 6 - 6 9. Moirg fringes are produced when light passes through two transparent grr.tings mounted face to face
with the rulings inclined to one another at a small angle. The fringes are observed to be nearly perpendicular
to the rulings. When one grating is moved in a direction perpendicular to the lines with the other remaining
fixed, the fringes move across the field at right angles to the direction of grating movement. The spacing of
the fringes represents a magnification of the spacing of the ruling. Hence, a visual or an optical scanning
count of the fringes passing a particular point is a measure of the number of rulings passing that point. A pair
of gratings is required for each direction in which measurements are to be made. (Angular measurements may also
be made with radial gratings.)

Another design choice in film viewers is the choice between microscope viewing of the images and enlarged

image projection onto a screen. The microscope type (Fig.6.77) is probably the simpler of the two. The micro-
scope is carriage-mounted and focused on the film, backlighted with a diffuse light source. The microscope has
a reticule (usually 900 cross hairs) for alignment on the model and measurement references. The microscope may

have a calibrated rotating reticule so that angles may be determined with the microscope alone or the film holder
may rotate for angular measurements.

In the projection type (Fig.6.78) a high intensity point light source is used to project the film image onto
the screen which contains the reticule. The reticule can be physically fixed on the screen and the screen rotated
to obtain angular measurements, or an image of the reticule can be optically projected onto the screen and the
image rotated. The latter method has more versatility. The image may be a shedow of cross hairs giving a dark
line reference, or an image of an illuminated slit which provides a bright line reference. By use of filters the
color of the illuminated slit can be chosen to give contrast with the film image.

It is possible to eliminate the human judgment factor at least in part, by use of a scanning densitometer
which is programmed to locate t'he .- cl and reference profiles by measuring relative densities of the film and
to output the desired coordinate information on punch cards or tabulation sheets. This approach is useful for
certain applications and is being increasingly exploited where many frames of cine film must be read. But ac-
curacy, using this approach, appears difficult to achieve in the ballistic range where photographic exposures
often vary considerably from one station to another and where the photographs may also include extraneous mark-
ings. such as smears on windows, fingerprints, blemishes on the film, etc., which can cause such a reading in-

strument to misinterpret what it sees. At present, the reading of ballistic-range film usually requires human
judgment to choose the coordinate positions of the various references.

6.9.5 Design Considerations for Comfort and Speed In Reading

Since numerous measurements to high precision are required on many negatives, film reading is a slow and
laborious task. In :.e design of a manual film reader, consideration of comfort and ease of operation can lead
to improved speed ant, accuracy of reading.

The moving parts of a film reader, whether manually or motor driven, should be geared so as to provide rela-
tively fast motion a3 well as exceedingl3 slow motion in approaching a reference line or point. When the distance
between references is quite large, it is desirable to cover the major part of the distance as quickly as possible.

The direction of motion should be related to its control in the sense expected by the operator. It adds to the
difficulties and is time consuming if the image moves in the opposite of the expected or natural direction.

6.9.6 Summary

With well designed film readers, well exposed pictures, a good meastirement reference system, and care, linear
coordinates accurate to 0.05 mm can be routinely obtained. Angular accuracy depends on the base length of the
model being measured, and can be estimated from the linear accuracy. For example, on models 10 cm long, the
angular accuracy implied by cumulative positional errors of 0.05 mm at either end is only 0.001 radian or 0.060,

while with a model with a reading length of 1 cm, the error would be 0.60. The most essential ingredient to
the acquisition of quality data, after the precautions of system design have been taken, is the inotivated,
conscientious reader.
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Fig.6. 1 Yaw-card puncture made by a finned projectile (courtesy of US Naval Ordnance laboratory)

Pig.6.2 Yaw-card station In the CARDE Aerobailistic Range. In the foreground is a shadowgraph velocity
station with an infra-red light screen kcourtesy of Canadian Armament Research and Development

Establishment)
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FILM PLATEN 0.5-, 1.0-,
OR 1 5 m WIDE

Fig.6.3 Schematic of shadowgraph configuration in the Ames Pressurized Ballistic Range.
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Fig.6.4 Shadowgram of slender cone obtained in the Aaes Pressurized Ballistic Range. Mach No. 3.

PLANE MIRROR

0.6 /sp sec SPRK\

35.6.- x 43.2-cm PHOTOGRAPHIC PLATES

Pig.6. 5 Scheuatic-of shadowgraph configuration in the NOL Pressurized Ballistics Range.
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(a) horizontal light beam.

(b) vertical light beam.

Fig.6.6 Orthogonal shadowgram of a finned 1O-deg. cone in the NOL. Pressurized Ballistics Range. Mach
number: 5; range pressure: 436 mm Hg. (courtesy of US Naval Ordnance laboratory)
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3-m-DIAM RANGE TANK

LI

2.5 mn WIDE

Fig.6.7(a) Schematic of nonorthogonal. shadowgrapi configuration in (ARDE Range 5 (courtesy of Canadian
Armament Research and Development Establishment)

iiL

Pig.6.7(b) X-r-ay shadowgram of a cone in flight; taken in CARDE Range 5. Velocity, 4.5 km/sec: Film exposure,
50 nsec (courtesy of Canadian Armament Research and Developmient Establishment)
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Fig. 6.9 Shadowgram of a 4.8-m-diameter phenolic sphere, exposed with a 20 nsec pulse of a ruby laser. Sphere
is moving at 5.9 ku/sec in air at 40 torr. Spalled surface fragments are visible in the wake

(courtesy of Massachusetts Institute of Technology - Lincoln laboratory)
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Fig.6. 10 Schematic of a focused shadowgraph using mirror opticsI
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1.~ 18-mm f/2.5
20- x25.cm

CAMERA 3-rn DIAM RANGE TANK

I Fig.6.I2(a) Schematic of shadowgraph configuration in the von Kirmin Gas Dynasiics Facility 1000-ft
Hypervelocity Range

ittl

Fi g.6. 11(bl Uprange view of Fresnel lens shadowgraph stations in the VKF 1000-ft Hypervelocity Range
(courtesy of von Karman Gas Dynamics Facility, Arnold Engineering Development Center)



Fig.6.II(c) Fresnel-lens shalowgram of a 6-deg-semi-angle cone in the VKF 1000-ft Hypervelocity Range. Model

base diameter: 20 m; velocity: 5. 1 km/sec; range pressure: 0.2 atm. (courtesy of von Kirmin Gas
Dynamics Facility, Arnold Engineering Development Center)
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Fig.6. 12(a) Schematic of shadowgraph configuration in the NOL 1000-ft Hyperballistics Range
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Fig.6.12() Rane~wo eflector shadowgrah statiodenson in the NOL 1000-ft Hyperballistics Rangelbs

(courtesy of US Naval Ordnance Laboratory)
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BEADED SCREENT

Fig.6. 13 Schematic of a reflective-screen shadougraph

Fig.6. 14(a) Downrange view of the BRL Transonic Range (courtesy of US Army Ballistic Research Laboratories)

Fig 6. 14(b) Shadowgram of a double-cone model taken in the BPL Transonic Range. Model diameter: 157 urn;
velocity: 616 n\/sec (courtesy of VS Army Ballistic Research Laboratories)
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Fig.6.15(.) A simple orthogonal-view shadowgraph

4'l
L3 FIDUCIAL, KERR CELL

APERTURE

IMAGE L4SHADOWGRAM

SPARK GAP
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115.6. 15(b) Schematic of a focused orthogonal-view shadowgraph using a folded light pathj

Fig.6. 16 Shadowgram obtained In a small range using the configuration of Figure 6. 15(b)
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Fig.6. 17 Schematic circuit diagram of capacitor-discharge-spark-gap light source

Fig.6. 18 Capacitoi'-discharge-spark-gap light source

TIME

Fig.6 19 Light flux as a function of time of a capacitor-discharge-spark-gap light source, time scale: 0.2
microseconds per division
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Fig.6.21 Schematic diagram of apparatus for spark-gap absorptivity test
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TIME

(a) Light output with capacitor A charged

'TIME

(b) Light output with capacitor A and B charged
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(c) Tracing of curves (a) and (b) from above

Fig.6.22 Light-output records from spark-gap absorptivity tests
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Fig.6.23 Percentage of light from gap B being transmitted through gap A as a function of capacitor charging
voltage
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Fig.6.25 laser shadowgram from the NOL 1000-ft Ilyperballistics Range; velocity of 5.2 kilometers per second.
and pressure of 33 millimeters of mercury (courtesy of the US Naval Ordnance Laboratory,

hite Oak, Maryland)
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Fig.6.26 Schematic diagiam of X-ray photographic system
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-N

Fig.6. 27 X-ray phiotographs of a model and sabot taken near the muzzle of the launch gun in the Ames Pressurized
Ballistic Range

(a) Moving-film cam,3ra
FILM

(b) Rotating-mirror camera

Fig.6. 28 Image-movement compensation
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Fig.6.31 Explosively-driven pivoting shutter
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iig.6.32 Spectral transmissivity of polarizers and complete Kerr-cell shutter
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041

(b) 20-nsec Kerr-Cell shutter at secondary Image of source

4Fig.6.33 Focused shadowgram of burning aluminum model. Velocity 6.0 km/sec; range density 0.25 atmosphereI

Fig 6 34 Sequential image-converter photographs of 13-rn-diameter polyethylene slug. Velocity: 7.1 km/sec;
range density: 0. 1 atmosphere
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Fig. 6. 37 Relationships between light rays, measurement references, and iodel-image location in one near-
parallel-light shadoiNgraph station
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Fig.,&.39 Ray diagram illustrating the displacement of light beams through two parallel glass windows
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Fig. 6. 40 Schematic drawing of the station-coordinate system for a conical-projection direct shadowgraph
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Fig.6.41 Ray diagram illustrating the magnification of the model image due to conical projection
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Fig.6.42 Illustration of the paths of the light rays about a sphere in a conical projectionJ
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Fig.6.43 Ray diagram illustrating the distortions of the model attitude due to conical projection
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Fig.6. 44 Relationship of the range- and station-coordinate system for a conical-projection direct shadowgraph
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Fig.6.48 Hook-up of a one-channel electronic counter
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Fig.6.49 Sketch of a rotating-prism optical chronograph
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Fig.6.51 Sketch of a streak-camera optical chronograph
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r,, ,rd ,,ure. of VS Naval Research LaboratorN
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Fig.. 53 OscllosopeDATA

Fig-.53 Oscilosopehook-up for raster display (after Pennelegion, National Physical Laboratory. England)
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'Fig.6. 54 Raster-display oscilloscope record (after Penneleglon, National Physical Laboratory, England)
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Fig.6.55 Alternative raster patterns
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Fig. 6.60 Schematic of mic rowave-Doppler range instrumentation at ISL (courtesy of Deutsch-Franziisisches
Forschungsinstitut, Saint -Louis)

Fig.6.61 Multi-strand breakwire used to trigger microf lash photograph of projectile. (Courtesy of US Naval
Ordnance Laboratory)
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Fig.6.63 Alternative arrangements of a folded multi-pass light screen
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Fig.6.64 Schematic of a shadowgraph station with diagonal zero-time-delay light screen
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Fig.6.66 Zero-time-delay light screen used in the NOG 1000-ft hyperballistics; range. (Courtesy of US Naval
Ordnance laboratory)
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Fig.6.68 Microwave-interferoleter trigger developed at LRBA. (Courtesy of Laboratoire de Recherches

Ballistiques et AMrodynamiques de Vernon)
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Fi g. 6.69 Microwave-attenuation-trigger antenna horns on swinging support in range tank. (Courtesy of Royal
Armament Research and Developmuent Establishment. "Britisn Crown copyright reserved.

Reproduced with the permission of The Controller, Her Brittanic Majesty's Stationery Office")
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Fig.6.71 Schematic of an optical-radiation projectile detector
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i'ig.6.72 Dual-mode triggering. (Courtesy of US Naval Ordnance La~boratory)
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Pig.6.73 Light-increase sensor which responds to luminous or nonluminous projectiles (after Wall, Royal
Armament Research and Development Establishment)
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Pig.6.74 Triggering points on a typical sensor-output-signal trace
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Pig.6. 75 RiadcJram of three-wing model

Fig.6.76 Photograph of glass grid superimposed on shadowgram negative
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Fig. 6. 77 20.3- by 25.4-cm film reader with microscope

t I

Fig.6.78 50.8- by 50.8-cm film reader with viewing screen
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AfRODYNAMICS OF BODIES FROM MOTION ANALYSIS

C.ary T.Chap-n. Donn B.Kirk.
andt Gerald N.Ualcolm

7.1 INTRODUCTION

The purpose of this chapter is to examine a number of techniques for determinink the aerodyr.nmic character-
istics of bodies in free flight in a ballistic range. The measurements fros which the aerodvw, ics are to be
deduced usually consist of angular and linear position data from photographic records of a model .., flight,
such as shadowgrapbs; they could conceivably be acceleration data obtained from onboard accelerometers, or
velocity data obtained from onboari integrating accelerometers or rate gyros. With gun-launched models, the
accelerations and velocities are not usually measured, since at the present state of development accelerometers
and trensmitters cannot withstand the launch loads imposed by the gun (see Chapter 12). The discussions in
this c.llnter will therefore be restricted to the analysis of angular and linear position data as functions of
either time or distance traveled.

There- are bascally two approaches to the problem of obtaining aerodynamics of bodies from such data. The
first is to curv -fit the position and angular orientation data and differentiate the fitted curves twice to
obtain the aprropriate accelerations. These accelerations are directly related through Newton's laws of motion
to the aerodynamic forces and moments acting on the body. This technique presents no problems in mathematics.
but does renrre data of very high precision. The second approach is to consider the differential equations
which govern the motion and perform the appropriate integrations to obtain solutions for the position and

angular orientation as functions of time or distance. These solutions are then curve-fit to the data to yield
the aerodynamic characteristics of the body. This approach does lead to problems in mathematics. The differen-
tial equations are highly nonlinear and in general cannot be solved in closed form.

Much work has been done by many people on this latter approach. The original contributions in this field
were by Lanchester "  at the turn of the cekitury. His work was mainly restricted to the analysis of airplane-

type motions in which he considered only small deviations from a steady-state glide-path, linear aerodynamics,
ann small roll rates. Since ballistics studies generally involved high roll rates and symmetric bodies, the
ballistician had to take a somewhat different approach from Lanchester's. The original analysis of symmetric
apiiuning bodies was conducted by Fowler and his associates in 1920 (References 7.2 and 7.3). Because the two
uzeas. aerodynamics and ballistics, originally had so little in common, they developed independently. With
t0z arrivai of guided missiles, in particular, airplane-launched missiles, the aerodynamicist was confronted
with the szkv. roblems as the ballistician and was not familiar with ballistics or ballistic terminology.
Bolz' ., Nicolaldes7 .5 and Charters7"  did much to alleviate this situation. They made an attempt to merge
the approaches of !,he ballistician and the aerodynamicist and to clarify the differences in nomenclature

between the two. All of this work was predominantly for linear aerodynamics. The introduction of nonlinear

aerodynamics was dont y such people as Murphy and Rasmussen in the early 1960' s7.1 ,
7.8

With the advent %f tu', electronic computer, the application of many of the above procedures war greatly

eihanced; but even more impirtantly a completely different approach to the problem was made possible. That
approach is to curve-fit %he ponition and angular orientation data using the differential equations directly
by employing numerical integratle.ns. A method for applying this technique is described In Section 7.8.2.

Much of the work in the field of J.,mics, in particular, ballistics and aerodynamics, has been to describe
the motion, given a set of aerodynaaiP coefficients. Although some attention will be directed to this problem,
throughout most of this chapter emphasis will be placed on the inverse problem. That is, given the equations

for the motion, determine the aerodynamic rt.!cients which best describe that motion. This problem is not
nearly as unique since it is not known a prioxi what the functional relationships will be. For instance, it

is necessary to assume either that the aerodynaa.cs are linear or nonlinear, and if nonlinear, the form they

take.

Because the discussions vill be focused on ballisti rage oata reduction procedures, the derivations of the

equations of motion will incorporate assumptions that are pertnent te this type of facility. For example,
because ballistic ranges are normally short, the direction of the 2ravity vector can be assumed not to change.

Major at.umptions which are implicit in all of the material will be z", cofically pointed out.

The chapter begins with a discussion of the different coordinate systeT, ...ed in analyzing free flight data.
Once these have been established, the differential equations of motion are derivf.,,t ty considering several ways

of writing the equations for flight dynamics and combining these witn appropriate -,s:essions for the applied

forces ad moments. With the equations of motion derived, the vari. -- tecnniques tu? c,,.,ucing drag, static and
dynamic stability, lift, and rolling moment coefficients (both linear and nonlinear) fr, o measured data are
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discu sed. Typical examples are pieh:.nted and 3omc of the resaits compared to conventional wind tunnel measure-
isent.. The ihapter concludes -with a secton on ertor analysis and an appendix treating the method of least
qs os using differential ,:ofrections.

7.1 NOTATION

A refr .'ence ai.-a

Ci  force or moment cceffie:E'.t; i can take the values x,y z, i,.g.. LNS, 1,m, or n.
Some pvrticular coefficicnts .hat oppear frequently are:

drag
CD drag coeff.cient, -

ypV-A

lift
CL lift coefficit it, -

F _jpV2A

moment
Cm  pitching moment coeffieient, ,pV2 /l

Ci partial derivative of Ci with respect to a variable k k can take the values U,, C,/3,,
p , p q, q , r, or r (refer to Equation (7.74)). Some particular derivatives that appear
frequently are:

C1.2 lift-curve slope, 3CL/'c

CmO moment-curve slope. 3Cm/3x

C, iQ Cm& damping-in-pitch derivative. 3Cm/'0(q1/V) + 'C0/3(&1/V)

C Nnormal-force-curve slope, ZCN/acc

Ck partial derivativc of Cik with respect to the roll rate p (%agnus terms)

CIO value of C, at zero angle of attack

F; force vector

Fc Coriolis force

FI component of force

g gravitational constant

H damping moment coefficients, n = 0, 1 , 2 , ....n
Hoe effective linear damping

SHn t n (Equation (7.201))

hn  2 + n Ho it

moment of inertia: for an axially symmetric body, I- I I; for a general body oscillating
in one plane, I is the mom~ent of inertia about an axis perpendicular to that plane

F y roll, pitch, and yaw moments ot inertia in body-f1'. •2ordinates

li roll moment of inertia in fixed-plane coordinates (I5.=i )

K pA/2m

K r Al/2IS

I reference length

M moment vector

static moment coefficients, n - 0 1 , 2.fl

~ -momn/(t ,V n-Ain/2)

MIl.M.11 moment components in body-fixed coordinates



moment componentb in fixed-plane coordinates

M. Mach number

in mass

= n/M or Unn •. n a 0 nC n/M °

p. q. r components of angplar velocity in body-fixed coordinates

p, q, r components of angular velocity in fixed-plane coordinates

P roll-rate parameter, (Ij/I)p (Ij/I)5

generalized coordinate

R.. Reynolds number

SD standard deviation

T total kinetic energy

[T]A/A 2  transformation matrix from A. coordinate system to A, coordinate system

t time

u, v ,w linear velocity components in earth-fixed coordinates

u 'v, w linear velocity components in body-fixed cocrdinatos

W v, w linear velocity components in fixed-plane coordinates

V velocity vector

V magnitude of velocity vector, VI

x, y ,z earth-fixed coordinates

x ,y, z body-fixed coardinates

x, y, z fixed-plane coordinates

x, y, z trajectory coordinates

c, /3 projection of resultant angle of attack onto x-z plane, onto x-y plane

c4, angle of attack and angle of sideslip in body-fixed coordinates

4, angle of attack and angle of sideslip in fixed-plane coordinates
2 2 + 2+It defined by ca = U~y~ + (cm)k+i) where k denotes peal; number

maximum angle of attack

OLR resultant angle of attack

arms root-mean-square anglo of attack

r gamma function

TI .Y? angles relating trajectory axes to earth-fixed axes

0, "P, Pprojected angles

OR ,.OR Euler angles

OME, sE modified Euler angles

0 a, lo the direction of flight with respect to the local meridian and the geographical latitude of
a given facility (Equation (7.71b))
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X wavelength of oscillation

dynamic-stability parameter (Equation (7.104)1

p~rcluity of tes: medium

maximum resultant angle of attack

0o  minimum resultant angle of attack

period of oscillation

wangular velocity

frequency

WE magnitude of earth's angular velocity (7.3 x lO-5 rad/sec)

Subscripts

cg center of gravity

cp center of pressure

0 drag

eff effective

exp experimental

L lift

l,m.n designation of moment orientation; that is, roll, pitch, and yaw, respectively

N normal force

0 initial value

s side force

(.) derivative with respect to time

derivative with respect to distance

7.3 COORDINATE SYSTEMS

The discussions in this capter will involve a number of different coordinate systems, each of which has

c-.rtain advantages in specific applications. For example, an inertial system is desirable for writing the
equations of motion of a body in flight since the equations become much more complicated in an accelerating
coordinate system. Other systems are more useful for obtaining experimental flight measurements and for

iescrib~ng the aerodynamic forces and moments acting on the body. Coordinate systems are also chosen to take
ad antage of certain degrees of body symmetry. Se-'eral of the more important ones will be described in the
following sections.

7.3.1 Earth-ViLd Axe.%

Strictly speaking, earth-fixed axes are not inertial because of the earth's rotation. However, because of
their convernence they can be used for writing the equatinns of m'jtion if care is taken. An earth-fixed axis
system is shown in Figure 7.1. It is a right-handed cartesian system with the z-axis aligned with the gravity
vector. The x-axis i in the general direction of the flight (i.e., do-,5,range). The origin is arbitrary.

The flight path is assumed .,ort. so the change ii oireclon of the gravity vector due to curvature of the
earth's surface can be neglected.

In this coordinate system, position measurements of the model center of gravity and angle measurements with
respect to axes fixed in the model are made. The figure shows that the model flightpath is not in general
along the x-axis; hence, the velocity has components u, v, and w.

As a result of the earth's rotatior, an apparent force (Coriolis force) acts on a model in flight. In
ballistic ringe testing, this can normally be neglected, but can become important for long-flight-distance or

low-speed testipg.
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7.3.2 ody-Fixed Axes

A body-fixed txis system is one #-f - averal systems introduced to provide a reference frame Zor angular
measurements and, hence, for writleg the equations of an.ui-ar seentum. Jt may also be used to define aero-
dynamic forces and moments. rhbtZ system. desigated by . F. and 5. is shown in both Figure 7.2(a) and
7.2(b), along with the earth ' .e axes (ir ) the components of sazgIiar velocity (pqr). and the components
of linear velocity ( l,.i. l;,: body- 1, ed axes are normaily chosen to be principal axes through the center of
gravity (products of inprtf:- fre zeru). The virtue of this coordinate syscem is that it greutly simplifies the
equations of angular mosntum. For airp!ane-like configurations, the 1-e-xis corresponds to the longitudinal
axis (tail-to-nose). tte transverse Y-axis to the direction of the righ; wing (perpendicular to the plane of
symmetry) and the '-axis intersects the other two forming a righit-hqc-ded system.

A There are tg., aets of angles which are commonly urej in Lnis system. First there are the Euler angles
shown in Fiq*.:e 7.2(a) which are deiined as:

(i) ,.ate about the % axis, OE (precession). Th,;; forms a new axis N (called the nodal axis) in
the y-z plane. Note that the nodal axis is the line of intersection of the moving - plane with
the fixed y-z plane.

(ii) Pitch about the N axis. o (nutation).

(iii) Roll about the X axis, qjE (spin).

Second, there are modified Euler angles shown in Figure 7.2(b) which are defined as:

(i) Yaw about the z axis, 1P.

(ii) Pitch about the new y axis, 0.,

(iii) Roll about the 3 axis, (k

Note that neither set of angles forms an orthogonal set or is commutative.

Another important set of angles used in the description of the forces and moments is C, , and (XR-
referenced to the velocity vector. These angles are defined by

O sin- (W/V) , angle of attack1

/3 sin- (V/V) , angle of sideslip (7.1)

OR =cos - (U/V) , resultant angle of attack (has significance only for axisymmetric bodies).

7.3.3 Model-Oriented Fixed-Plane Axes

For axisymmetric bodies, simpler equations are obtained if a oordinate system which takes advantage of the
axial symmetry is used. Of the three principal axes, only one is uniquely defined for axisymmetric bodies,

the i axis. There is an infinite selection of principal ares normal to the axis of symmetry. Hence, the

. axis may be chosen perpendicular to i and contained in the x-y plane in a airection such that,, when .
and x coincide, so do Y and y . The 2 axis is then chosen to form a right-handed system. This system

is shown in Figure 7.3. Again, the angles of interest are the modified Euler angles defined as:

(i) Yaw about the z axis, 'PME

(ii) Pitch about the Y axis, OME

(Iii) Rotate about the 9 axis, 5 . Note here that only the body rotates - not the Y and 2 axes.

( The angles of attack and sideslip, and their resultant are defined as

sin' (/V) ]
= sin - (I/v) (7.2)

OCR cos " ( /V). I

The relationship between the-e angles and the modified Euler angles is shown in the upper portion of Figure 7.4.

In ballistic range work, a set of "projected" angles is also defined, which is similar to the modified
Euler angles. The only difference is that the polar angle, OME , is replaced by its projection on the x-z
plee to correspond to the angle seen in side-view photographs (PME, as defined, is the angle seen in
top-view photographs). This set of angles will be designated as 0b, 9, and b, where P = E (Fig.7.3).

7.3.4 Model-Oriented Nonrolling Axes

Another axis system introduced in Reference 7.9 but not used here is convenient with axisymmetric models,
and has the advantage of allowing a simple angular momentum equation to be derived in an exact manner. It has
the disadvantage of being difficult to visualize and requires that ballistic range data be transformed before

being analyzed.
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7.3.5 Trajeetor) Axes

Another usetul coordinate system has one axis along the local velocity vector. (i). and the other two per-
pendicular to the local velocity vector. (9,£). The 9 and £ directions are chosen such that Y lies in
the x-y plane perpendicular to i . and forms a right-handed system. This system Is illustrated in
F1igure 7.5 The angles locat ing these axes are , and )'2 analogous to jME and 0ME I

These c,-ordinates are useful for axisymmetric bodies and/or planar motion in vriting the aerodynamic forces
and, in some cases, the equations of linear momentum. In tests in a ballistic range, the angles y, and '2
are normally very sinall and hence certain simplifications are possible.

7.3.6 Relationships Retueen Systems

Since it is somtimes necessary to transform one coordinate system to another, we will give some transforma-
tion relations, both exact and approximate, before we proceed to the equations of motion.

The transformation matrix is that matrix which operates on a vector in one coordinate system to produce the
vector in another system For example, the forces in the body-fixed coordinates F transform to earth-fixed
coordinates F. by

FE"- (TIE/B B' 73

where iT]E/B is the transformation matrix. This transformation matrix preserves the magnitude and direction
of the vector; that is, it simply relates the vector to a different coordinate system. Hence, these matrices
have the properties of a unitary matrix, that is, the inverse is equal to the transpose,,

(T- I  z (Tj) - (Tij )T (7.4)

Hence, it follows that (TiJ)A/B 7 (T /)T/

The transformation matrix for body-fixed to earth-fixed coordinates (using modified Euler angles) is

/ cosOMEcosq'ME sinOMFco]M .sinf , - sinMEcos) sinOmE COS'PEcosk + sinP0Esin k

[TIlE/B, cosOME sin 01E sin OMEsin Msin 5 + cosME cos 0 sinOMEsinOMECOSk - coso sin . (7.5)

-sin OM cos OME sin) cos MVI cos

For body-oriented fixed-plar coordinates to earth-fixed coordinates, it is

/ c o s O M E c o s O ml E - s i n ObME s in 0 M E c o s M E

[T] E/FP cosQMzsinomE cos 4JmE sinOME sin ,ME) (7.6)

-sin OME 0 cosOME /

and for trajectory coordinates to earth-fixed coordinates, it is

cos _Y Icos-Y2  - sin y, cos-y, sin'Y2

[TIE/T Ysi 1 COS'Y2  cosy'1  sin'' sin'y) . (7.7)

-sin)'2  0 Cos /
It is possible to obtain relations between any combination of these systems using appropriate matrix

multiplication.

These matrices will now be considered for small angles (except k); that is

sin (a) a

cos (a) 1

Then the transformation matrices become

fl, ,si,, 'IE O MEcos(k ),sn

[Tlr,, ( e 22Fiosn -sine (7.8)

ME sine cosO

[TE (P \ q'E 1 0 (7.9)
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[T) E/T 0 , (7.10)

Note that in these last three transformations, it would be consistent with the small-angle assumption to
replace eME and T2 by their projected values (on the x-z plane).

Another transformation matrix which is of interest is thtt between the trajectory coordinates and the body-
oriented fixed-plane coordinates. This is obtained by the appropriate operations on Equations (7.6) and (7.7)

(i.e., [TIFp/T. [T]PPE •[T/T= [T]T/Fp• [T]E/T). The result to first order is

'PMEY1 _0 ME + Y

[T3FP/T = -0ME + Y, 1 0 • (7.11)

\ ME - 0 1

The interpretation of the elements of this matrix is straightforward. If one calculates the components of

velocity in the fixed-plane system using the first order matrix, the result is

VFP - 'f] P/T" VT

or

I OME i 90ME +Y (/2 V

S-"ME 4 -/ 1 0 0I) (-= /+T (7.12)

(8ME - Y2 0 1 0 (ME-_2)V

Since the angle of attack and angle of sideslip are defined as

S=sin-' ! _

(7.13)

=sin-'

then to first order
ME 2 1

ME (7.14)

These angles are the off-diagonal elements in the transformation (7.11). They can be better visualized by

referring to the lower portion of Figure 7.4. This is a view looking aft along the earth-fixed x axis
at the y-z plane. A unit vector along the model axis., R, has a pro iection 0-A, labeled , with

components 0 ME and OME . A unit vector along the total velocity vector appears as a projection 0-B aad
is called y. The components of 3 are /V and /V , which are essentially equal to y, and -T2 .

The vector B-A between the velocity vector and the model axis i is called Lhe resultant angle of attack,

R and has components C and 83 . Therefore

61-R 
-  (7.15)

This is an exact expression when velocity components are used. Also shown in this figure is the angle. 4',
which one would observe between the coordinate axes and a canard on the nose of the body.

The coordinate systems necessary for motion analysis are now defined, and their relationships to one another

have been giv-n. We can now proceed to the development of the equations of motion for a body in free flight.

7.4 EQUATIONS OF MOTION

The equations of motion will be deseloped in three steps. First, the dynamics of a body in free-flight will
be expessed in several forms. Second expressions for the aerodynamic forces and moments will be obtained.
Then th,, forces, moments, and flight dynamics will be combined to obtain the differential equations of motion.
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7.4.1 Flight Dynamics

7.' .1.! Igtroduct ton

The behavior of a rigid body in flight is governed by Newton's laws of motion. Although there are various

%ays of expressing these laws, the simplest is to write the equations of conservation of linear and angular

momentum within an inertial reference frame

d(mV)
-F (7.16)

dt

and
d = . (7.17)

dt

where m is the mass of the body, V is its velocity vector, F is the force vector acting on it, [I] is

the moment of inertia (a 2nd rank tensor), r is the angular velocity vector, and M is the moment vector.
To apply these equations in a moving coordinate system one needs the transformation

- I - axA,. (7.18)
\dt m dt I

where A is any vector quantity. m denotes the moving system and f the fixed system. An example of the
type of quantity produced by the 2nd term is the Coriolis acceleration which appears in the equations of motion

expressed in earth-fixed coordinates.

Another formulation of the momentum equations is that of Lagrange. It will be used more extensively in the

following development than the basic form given above.

7.4.1.2 Lagrangian Equations

The Lagrangian equations of motion are derived in textbooks on dynamics
7 i10. These equations greatly simplify

the handling of the pitching and yawing motion of a body in free flight. The Lagrangian equations are

d /3T\ T
- . Q, • (7.19)dt 4 qi

Here T is the total kinetic energy of the system; qi .s the ith generalized coordinate; ii is the time

rate of change of qi ; Q, is the force tending to change qi ; and t is time. There are as many such

equations as there are degrees of freedom, the subscript i representing, therefore, the ith degree of freedom.

For free flight of a rigid body there are six degrees of freedom, three translational and three rotational.

The total kinetic energy of a rigid body in free flight is written as

T Im (p2 +j + j ) 4 {Ijp 2 + - I2q1 + 1 I r , (7.20)

where m is the model mass, I, IY, and IF are the moments of inertia about the three principal axes, p. q,

and r are the angular rates about the principal axes and i = u, i = v, and . = w are the components of
velocity in the earth-fixed axis system. Note that in using earth-fixed axes some energy has been ignored due

to the non-inertial character of the earth-fixed coordinates. The only important term here is the Coriolls

acceleration which we will discuss under the section on forces.

For a body with axial symmetry

IY= IF I (7.21)

and hence the total kinetic energy can be written as

T = im(i+j 2 +j 2) + 11-p 2 +I(q2+r2) • (7.22)

Note that any body which has a plane of mass symmetry and trigonal or greater rotational (mass) symmetry can be

considered to be axially symmetric with respect to its moments of inertia (I- = I-).y Z

7.4 .1.3 Eqtattons of Linear Momentum

The equatuons of motion "n the x , y, and z directions can be obtained as follows: Let x be the first

generalized coordinate,

dt -, DT 
(7.23)

Using Equation (7.20).
d x

M j- = x (7.24)
dt2 x
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similarly, mF7dt2!m a7 = v,(7.25)

and 2
Z

d 2, rd- " = z  (7.26)

In vector form these equations can be written

d2R -
m - F (7.2-1)

Note that the mass, m, has been taken otside the differential operator. This can be done not only if to.,
mass is a constant. but i.lso if the velocity (relative to the body) of the mass that leaves the body is very
small. In that case, itz contribution to the change in momentum can be neglected. Most of the problems to be
treated will be for constant mass but some cases will be considered with variable mass where this momentum
assumption is thought to be valid.

These equations can alternately be wr-tten in the trajectory coordinates described earlier. The result for
the component of force along the velocity vector is

d2x
M F =  (7.28)

and that normal to the velocity vector is

i Idf\%-..
m x- Rc /R 2  F (F..F,) . (7.29)

The term on the left side of this equation is the centrifugal force term (RC is the radius of curvature of the
flight path) which arises from the non-inertial character of the trajectory coordinates.

7.4.1.4 Equ:tions of Angular Momentum

The Lagrangian equations of angular motion can be written with each of the three sets of angles which have
been introduced. The angular momentum equations will be written (at least in part) using all three sets so
that similarities and differences can be seen. First, however, one must obtain tie angular velocities in ter-is
of the angles for each of the systems. They are listed in the following table.

IFixed-Plane ModifiedEuler Angles Modified Euler Angles ele Angle~Enter Angles
r =  "  .cos -p EsinOHE = -'PEsinO

•E + E.OS0' o Ms M
q = ocosOE +OEsinosinkE q MECOS +MECOS0 e MEsinO = Mv

r = -tsinE + bEsino-coOOE r 4E COSOMECOSO - &MEsin F = ¢Mcos0ME

Since the Euler angles and the modified Euler angles are more general in that they do not require axial symmetry,

they will be considered first. The total kinetic energy using the Euler angles is

T m (i2++.2) + i P+O ~cosa)2 + jl (cosPE+EsinosinqE,)2 +

+ (-&in OE +esino-cosPE) (7.3 n)

and the total kinetic energy using the modified Euler angles is

Tin(2
)+ j 2 + 2 )+ + COS •COS sini)+ +- ( + + 2) + ll( - O M +l ().cosOSME-

4I, cME COSO-b-msin .) (7.31)

It is straightforward to substitute both of the above expressions for T into the Lagrangian equations (7.19)
and arrive at the equations of angular momentum. However only those equations using modified Euler angles will

be listed here. For the OME coordinate, we get

-- lli( -kMEsinOE)(-sint9ME) + 17 OME coso 4ME COSOME Si'k) (COS ME sinI) +

+ lZ(OM4 COS OME COS <hOE s in () (COS OMECOS 0)) = ME (7.32)

=sin 46 +Un cos ) cos oME
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for the OEw coordinate.

d (51T 'IT dd (=) _ T = __d I (O.£cos4+k. 5 cosO.5 sin,)(os,) +
dt -6E aON dt (Y(1Esn (O

+ 1i ( ON, cosesg cosO- ONE1 sinO) (-sine)] +

+ h ( -' *1 sinONEs) (IE CosNEg) +

+ If (Obg cOS i+ iEcos 6,,sin) ('kVE sin8OE sinO) +

+ I E4. Cos o QO15  = U. cos 0- U. 6in 0 (7.33)

and for the (k coordinate

d (aT\ ZT _d (j(-Nsnm)

dt dt

+ N ( C3 cos 0+ I cos o, sink) in 0-E COS ONE COSO) +

+ Ix = COS -- .l • (7.34)

These equations represent a set for the angular momentum. They are general in the sense that they apply to an
arbitrary rigid body.

A more widely used form for the equations of angular momentim of an airplane-like confikuration can be obtained
from (7.17) and (7.18). First let =Z)(p.qr). Then note that the cross-product needed in (7.18), Z x1I ,
can be represented by the determinant

p q r

1 p Iyq l1r

The resulting equations are:
lg' = Pq(I 1- Y) + |

= pr (IE- Ij) + % (7.35)

= qr(Iy-Ij) +M, .

In comparison to (7.32), (7.33). and (7.34), these equations are much simpler. Be'iuse (7.32)-(7.341 are so
complicated, we will treat some specialized cases which result in many simplifical ions.

7.4.1.5 Planar Motion

For the case of planar motion (an oscillation confined to a single plane, here arbitrarily the x-z plane)
ONE is identically zero and since there can be nn roll, 4 = 0 . Note that the results obtained will apply
to any planar motion since in the absence of an important gravity force, the x-z plane can be rotated to the
plane of motion. With these conditions (a single degree of rotational freedom) the equation for angular momentum

is

Iy&ME- = Am • (7.36)

7.4.1.6 Small Angular Motion

There are a number of svbcases in this category and several of them will be considered. First assume that
the angles ON, and ONE (but not necessarily 4k) and the angular rates and accelerations are small. Hence,

sin4OE = OE

sinOM = = m

coso,b = cosO8 " =

With these restrictions and neglecting products of &mall terms, the equations of angular momentum in terms of
the modified Euler angles reduce t, the following:

IY (OURSilOSos 1 N ,' knlo) + 12(/iscPs2 4,-O.5 ia,,cos0) U. sin + M cos 4 (7.37)

5 ( Ecos 2+ 0 +- sinfcvs)+ l (-Ij(- sin4,cosO+ O, siW) = coS 0- U, sin 4 (7.38)
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M. (7.39)

If. in addition, we assume there is no rolling torque (I/=0). (7.39) can be solved and

= A + Bt. (7.40)

If this result is substituted into (7.37) and (7.38) the result is

I[9K sin (A+Bt)cos (A+Bt) + I/3 sin2 (A+Bt)] + Ij[P cos2 (A+Bt) -O 5 sin(A+Bt) cos (A+Bt)] (7.41)

= I sin +Mn Cos .

and

Iy [9,3 cos 2 (A+ Bt) + ,bsin (A+Bt) cos (A+Bt)] + Ij [-.-Psin (A+Bt) cos (A+ Bt) + Omsin
2 (A+Bt)] (7.42)

= Mcos 0-M n sin .

The left hand sides of these two equations are linear with variable coefficients and are coupled.

Finaily, if it is assumed that the angle 4 is also small, the equations become

(7.43)

I J.
All of the coupling has now been removed from th,, left hand sides.

7.4.1.7 Axially Symetric Bodies

A more restricted but often encountered case will now be considered, namely, that of an axially symmetric

body. Noting that I7 = IE = I , the kinetic energy can be expressed in terms of Euler angles as

T - j2++2) + I (#-+bgcoso.)2 + 1I(42 +& sin2 o) . (7.44)

The following equations of angular momentum can then be obtained.

d 6 [ (b+9 cosa)coscr + I. sin 2 ]= QO (7.45)

d [I*] + I (bE+9zcoso')c95 sino- x9~sincrcosar Q (7.46)

dt

d

dt [Ij(abE+Gcosa)j = QE (7.47)

These eq'ations represent the most general case for an axially symmetric body. Noting that PE + Ecoso = p
and, defining a new parameter

p ,(7.43)

then (7.45), (7.46). and (7.47) can be written as

d
d (IPcosa+IbEsin'u) Qo (7.49)
dt

d(Ic) + IPbEsincr -IS sinocoso- Q, (7.50)
dt

-(IP) 
(7.51)

dt = QbE

A special case using these equations is for zero roll torque (Qq,, 0) and for zero precession torque (Qz 
- 0).

With these restrictions, (7.49) and (7.51), become

IPcosO + lbOsin2  = constant a Ib (7.52)

IP = constant , (7.53)

and hence. (7.50) becomes

d IP(b-Pcosor) Icoscr(b-Pcosa) 2

-t ()+ sin o- sin 3 Q Q (7.54)
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Note that even for this restricted case the problem is highly noulinear even if the right hand side of the
equation is linear. This equation remains nonlinear even for small angles (i.e. a' small).

For the case of a small. (7.54) reduces to

(b- P) (b-P) 2
Q + Pl 3 = 7 . (7.55)

a a3  Q1

For planar motion b = P = 0 and (7.55) reduces to

Io6 Qc,- (7.56)

Note the left hand side of the equation is linear.

One other case that is of interest is that for which the moments are ali corqervative. Here the sum of the
kinetic energy plus the potential energy is constant. This case is developed in Referenc, 7.P and will not be
discussed here.

Next the momentum equations using modified Euler angles in fixed-plane axes will be considere6 Noting that
I = Ii = I, the total kinetic energy is

i'm~~~ ~ ~ ~ (i" ?+i)112 2+I 2 "2 0

T (x ".+? 4 +2) Pl ( -PM sin as? + 0 2(9 8 + MEcos0 M) . (7.57)

Substituting into the Lagrangian Equations (7. 19) one obtains for 'Pug, ONE , and 0k respectively

d 2d [I q-bpi~p ) snu +I(@Mcos 29ma)] = Mn cos O0g (7.58)

(IONE) + Ii( - sinONE)+MZcos OE + I 8sin 0 (7.59)
dt M in0EcoO0 m

d
d [I,(k- MEsin0MEl)] = . (7.60)

These are the basic equations using modified Euler angles, and are similar to those with Euler angles. Consider
the case where 0 (no roll torque). One obtains

( -MEsinOm)= constant . P. (7.61)

Substituting this in the remaining two equations yields

-IP ME cos O. + IPME Cos, OE - 2l¢.g.b sinO. cosO.u Mn cos m (7.62)

and
+ PP5csO 5 + IIP sinuO u Mm . (7.63)

If these equations are now linearized, the result is

I'bn - IPbMC = Mn (7.64)

10.E + *P 1 = , (7.65)

where it has been assumed that
cos 1ME

(7.66)
sin ON 0 a

and products of small terms have been neglected. Note that it is convenient to express (7.64) and (7.65) as a
single equation in the complex plane (since 6 an 4'g are orthogonal). This is done simply by multiplying
(7.64) by i (M-1)) and then collecting real and imaginary parts.

IH- iIPQ (7.67)

where 7Q= 0 ME + i .P (7.68)

and

M = iMn. (7.69)
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There is another method (although not discussed here) of developing the dynamic equations of motion of a
symmetric body which employs the nonrolling axes mentioned in Section 7.3.4 (Ref.7.9). This approach is
adgantageous in that a simple, exact differential equation for pitching motion can be obtnined, but it is not
as convenient to use since measured data must be expressed in an inconvenient reference frame.

With the above several formulatioizc -f the dynamic elations of motion available to us, it remains to consider
the applied forces and moments which make up the right hand sides of these equations.

7.4.2 Forces and Noments

7.4.2.1 Introduction

The forces and moments acting on a body in flight can originate from a number of different sources, including
pressure and shear forces, gravitational force, buoyancy force. Coriolis force, and electromagnetic force. In
ballistic range tests, aerodynamic forces are usually dominant, and for tests of low flight velocity and/or long
duration, gravity and Coriolis forces can become important. Buoyancy and electromagnetic forces are negligible
and will not be considered. The bulk of the discussion in this chapter will be concerned with aerodynamic forces
and moments. However, since gravity and Coriolis forces are sometimes considered, they will be described briefly

now.

If the coordinate system is earth-fixed as described earlier, the gravity vector is always aligned with the
z-axis vnd hence the gravity force can be written as

Fz gray = mg. C7.70)

The Coriolis force is given by
Fc = 2m (&ExV), (7.71a)

where r,) is the rotational velocity of the earth (O = 7.3 x 10- rad/sec), and m is the mass of the body in
flight. Equation (7.71a) can be expanded to obtain

PC = 2mo8V (sin j+ i cos 81sin a) ,(7.71b)

where the first term is along the y axis 2nd the last term is along the z axis, 01 is the geographical
latitude of the facility (00 at the equator) and Oa  is the direction of flight (i.e. the angle between the
earth-fixed x uxis and the local meridian - due edast yields 0a = 900).

7.4.2.2 Aerodynamic Forces and Moments

The aerodynamic forces and moments are defined in body-fixed axes normally chosen to be principal axes through
te center of mass. This coordinate system, with related forces and moments, is shown in Figure 7.6. The force
components produce moments M, Mm, Mn  about the i. Y, and 2 axes, respectively.

The aerodynajic forces and roments are in general quite complicated. The aerodynamic force coefficients are
expressed as Cforce = ForceipV2 A and the aerodynamic moment coefficients as Cmoment = Moment/-pV 2A , where
p is the density of the fluid throutqh which the body is flying, V is the flight velocity, A is the reference
area, and 1 is the reference length. They are functions of flight speed, conditions of the test gas, model
scale, and geometry. They also depend co some degree on the flight history. If the dependence oa history were
strong, a correlation of results would be neit to impossible. In practice this dependence is not strong.
Thezefore, the "aerodynami hypothesis" will be invoked; that is, the forces on a body in free flight can be
expressed in terms of the ody's instantaneous motion. This can be done in two ways; in term3 of velocity
ratios i/V, V/V, W/V, p, q, and : and deriva-ives thereof or, equivalently, in terms of the angles repre-
sented by the velocity ratio3 L/V , ~, F, p , q , T . In the work to follow the latter will be used.

,he aerodynamic hypothesis should apply when thf- flight distance in a cycle of oscillatory motion is many
t imes the length of the body, '.he usual situation both in full-scale flight and in ballistic ranges. Despite
this simplifying assumption, there remain many variables on which the forces may depend. We will write this
functional dependence as

= Ci(R.M.,,2,P, ,p~q,r...)pVA , (7.72)

where Ci(R,,M . ........ ) is the ith force coefficient (for example, i --,, ) and R. , M. are Reynolds
number and Mach number.

Similarly, for the moments

Mj = Cj (R., M..6,, p. .r... ) PVA 1 (7.73)

where Cj is the jti moment coefficient (the subscript j becomes 1,m,n for moments about the 1,Y, and 2 axes,
respectively).
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For well-behaved aerodynamic coefficients (i.e., smooth, continuous and single-valued functions) the coeffi-
cients can be expanded in a Taylor series as follows:

CI C +ifC +

'&V ciV

p1 q1 rl

+C lC -C -l

Ip V iq V Vr V

H j2

qip q V V r V V

+4 +Ci a -1+c C At
1

OLP V '/3 p V

a1 p1 '51 p1

*& 1aV V 'Ip V V

C C 1  P1 + rlpV1

C 1 L 1 ! 1 l Cj12 p 2 p
Slp V2 V Clp V, V iC p V2 V

+ higher order terms. (7.74)

Here i is used as a general subscript for both forces and moments (for example, i =,y, , l,m,n). The second-
order subscripts denote derivatives which have been nondimensionalized (e.g., CiC = aCi/ Cia = aCi/a(/V),

C, 0 = 2Ci/j&(p//V), etc.). The terms involving i. i, and r are included for completeness since, under
cener of gravity translation, they are required to keep the force system invariant. They are neglected in
practice, however, because they are small, and will not be carried along any further in this chapter.

The terms in the above equation can be interpreted as follows:

C1  trim coefficients (e.g., the axial force Co)

C, Ci initial static force or moment curve slopes (e.g. initialCa normal-force-curve slope)

Cia. , CA damping coefficient due to rates of change of angle of

C ' attack and sideslip

ip, C Q, Cr damping due to model roll., pitch, and yaw

.C . Magnus terms. (A body traveling in, say, the x direction
Cap and spinning about the z axis experiences a force in the

y direction due to the spin; forces of this type are

called Magnus forces.)

These coefficients depend on Mach number, Reynolds number, and perhaps on other test conditions, but not on
i, , p. q, r and their derivatives. In any ballistic range test there will be a change of Mach number,
Reynolds number, etc.,, over the length ot flight. One could expand the coefficients about the values at the
center of the flight trajectory to yield a mean value.

CiK = CiKjen + M M ,- R. +

For most of the material covered here, the following assumptions will be made:

N. LAM, << CiKimean

CiK m<eCR. <<CK Imean
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Therefore. for all flight conditions

C : =CKimean

Note that these assumptions may be satisfied in two ways: either the derivatives are small (normally they are
except at certain critical conditions such as in the transonic regime); or there is little change in conditions

along the instrumented flight path. For example, the velocity loss is small.

In general, (7.74) states that there are 126 aerodynamic coefficients (first-order plus Magnus terms).
However, depending on the degree of symmetry exhibited by the particular body under consideration many of the
terms are zero or equal to other terms. The reader should be aware at this point that although these symmetry
arguments are based on good mathematical and physical concepts, there are some recent experimental data

7 - 
ii

which show that under certain conditions an (apparently) axisymmetric body at some angle of attack and zero yaw
experiences nonzero side forces. These forces are not understood at present. With this in mind conventional

symmetry arguments will be presented.

7.4.2.3 Mirror Symmetry About One Plane (Airplane-like)

Mirror symmetry was considered in a very general mathematical fashion by Maple and Synge 7" 2 and a good
physical description is given by Charters7 "6 . Under the conditions of mirror symmetry many of the coefficients
in (7.74) are zero. In addition Magnus terms can be ignored for airplane configurations because roll rates are
normally of the order of pitching rates and hence the Magnus terms are 2nd order.

The force and moment coefficients can be written as*

-__C-o - cx-- -Ciq

- cF0 -C - - - c&f pl rlCi Cj + c_. + C_ -+ C_ -+YA Y4V p -V Yr V [CFO)

c+ C +Cm a+C + q

C. =C.0 MOL m&LV M (IV

_ -l p l r l
Cn n 1 + cn . V +  -V+ V+ +

These then represent the linear force and moment coefficients for airplane-like configurations. The minus signs
on 1 and 9 are in conformity with standard practice. There remain 27 coefficients.

7.4.2.4 N-gonal Symmetry Plus Mirror Symmetry

This notation simply means that the configuration has a plane of symmetry and has N indistinguishable
orientations of roll about its axis of symmetry located 277/N radians apart. Magnus terms will he retained
now since p can be large. Again Maple and Synge 7 "12 have given the results which follow (as well as for the
N-gonal case without mirror symmetry, e.g., canted fins), and a good physical description of a configuration
with 900 roll symmetry (N =4) hbas been given by Charters 7 "6. It will suffice here to state that for linear
aerodynamics any model with trigonal or greater rotational symmetry can be considered axially symmetric. This
additional symmetry allows many more coefficients to be set to zero and also yields

C- C C - C- C - C-
C- - - C = C.a, C, = c,

CY-p C- p- %& = Cbp, CYqp = -zCrp (7.76)

C = -c C -c C nrmn'- n n C'nr = mq.

Cnp =Cmjp ,  Cn&p -Cm p ,  Cnqp = -Cmrp .

* The bracketed terms in (7.75) are ideally zero. In some sections of this chapter, however. they will be recained to
account for small asymmetries.

r
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Hence. due to trigonal symsptry or greater the force and moment coefficients become

C- -C- -C i  
P

0 pp '"

- rl pl Z1pl ql pIcir = i C- CZ_ % , + C_ -, U ... + C °vv
Z&V P v i~, V V C'rP V + Cj0 I

Ci = i d ql -pl ,l pl rl pl

Cl C1

ql -p1 ,/3 p1 ri p. V qV /p V m 3 y 'p t o

I/C rl p/ &/pI ql pl

Cn -C+2  -C-C - -+[c
. &V q V *p V MAP V V Mrp V [ ]

Again. the bracketed terms are ideally zero but are retained to allow for small asymmetries.

7.4.2.5 Drag and Lift Forces for Airplane-like Configurations

The expressions for aerodynamic forces and moments given so far have been in tenis of the body-fixed coordinate
system. Another frequently used set of aerodynamic force coefficients are those oriented relative to the
velocity vector. For airplane-like configurations these are drag, lift, and side force. The drag component
is along the velocity vector; the lift force is normal to the velocity vector and the Y axis; and the side-
force forms a right-hand system. These forces can be written by transformation of th. forces in the body-fixed
axis system:

FD0  - FIOUO yi jirca

FL = FisinF - F1osU

Fs = Fjcosasinl - FYcos + Fisinasin .

An alternative is to express them through their own expansions.

F0  = CDPV2A

= + C. L" + C -q 7) 2pV2A (7.78)

FL = CL pV'A

= CL + CL + CL. " + CLq lpVA (7.79)

Fs = CsfpV2 A . (7.80)

7.4.2.6 Drag and Lift Forces for Axially Symmetric Bodies

For axially symmetric bodies, the drag force is again along the velocity vector, but the lift is now definied

as being normal to the velocity vector and in a plane such that there is no side force. It is difficult to
express these forces in terms of body-fixed forces because of the Magnus terms. Ignoring Magnus terms, the
drag and lift are related to the body-fixed forces through the resultant angle of attack, aR

FD  = - FjCOSC4R + FNsin CAL

Fl. FisinO R + FNCOS(A } (7.81)

Fs = 0

where FN = IFy + iFl.

Note that FN is frequently referred to as normal force and Fj as axial force.
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The drag and lift forces can also be written with their own expansions, and to first order including the
Magnus terms

- -CVA (CD + CO ( pV2A (7.82)

(CL -E_ (C iLpl

(LFL  = rL) +" ic+ p + +- V N+ rq + + iCL i . (7.83)

7.4.2.7 Coordinate Transformation of Angular Rates

A question which has not beer considered up to this point is what happens to the rate terms in the force and

moment expressions when rotations about the i-axis are required in transforming from one reference frame to

another; for example, from body-fixed coordinates to fixed-plane coordinates. The complex angle, (+ i ). when

rotated to fixed-plane coordinates, is simply

eif (dt+iF) = /3+i .

Consider the rate terms by differentiating both sides with respect to time:

ife dt * if dt 3 + i) = -i+ ia.

- if~dt
Rearranging and substituting 6 + ii for e- (6 + iFA) we get

Note that we have generated an additional term. Murphy7"9 "avoids" this 1Y including a term of opposite sign

(+i (,+0i)) in the force and moment expressions in body-fixed coordinatec, and hence the second term disappears

after transformation. Nicolaides 7 " neglects the second term in the '.bove equation completely. An important

conclusion is that when rate coefficients are quoted, one should indicate what coordinate system they are applic-

able to.

7.4.3 Differential Equations of Notion

The momentum equations and expressions for the forces and moments may now be combined to obtain the equations

of motion for use in analyzing experimental data.

7.4.3.1 Airplane-like Configurations

The equations of motion of an airplane-like configuration can now be obtained by combining the momentum

equations (7.24), (7.25). (7.26). and (7.35) with the forces and moments given by Equation (7.75). The linear

momentum equations for small angles and angular rates (except roll), neglecting gravity and Coriolis forces,

then become

d 2d q~

- - [ CD + + CD {pV2 A (7.84)
d y (Fo-F-3)cosq

r, - (FE- F)sin 5+ (y x- Cos (7.85)

d T , - (Pj-PF ) c os  + (F(-FF-)sin (7.86)

where (FE-F -i) FL is given by (7.79) as

FL CL + CL +C + l pV2A (7.87)0, La eL& V C

Now using the angle relationships developed earlier for small angles (Equation (7.14)), the angle of attack and

sideslip in body-fixed axes can be written as

(ONE -_ 2 ) cosO + (ONE- Y) sinO (7.88

- (q , - 1 )coso + (OME -1) sing' . (7.89)

Differentiate these equations to get i and ; then substitute the small angle expressions of p q, and r

(see table in Section 7.4.1.4). note that -- (/V) Y and 5, = (/V)Y. and utilize (7.85) and (7.86) to

arrive at
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E - F--_- q -0 (7 .90)
mV

-r p~+~pa - (7.91)

Equations (7.35). (7.90). and (7.91) can be combined and after eliminating q and r and their derivatives.

the following differential equations are obtained.I- -c 1 (
CP1 +P1 - pV 2A/cT + (c14-cz ) - cp¥ + C~r aj-

I /3 r) V P V 'rY J 2i

[- . [ cy (a + 0) CC0 -c P + C(.o92

If k clot C2F4 + c' + c"5 - Cv2^0,- +-T- - Y' ~ -(~/)

• 1- ~2I nI£ - , pVA p 0 (7.93)

VA VAl(C + Cy. )
y I-. 2 V

pV2A I I.p 2 A
+ 2 . L + Y _ 0 (7.94)

I 2m 21- V

wpV A A L 
I- ( C m + 1o

2m Lo2 1 V q c2

pVAI - p2

C2  = 2 1- --- 
"  I

C3  = (Ii I~ + )

L V l 1 I - I- pVA ]p

Ce L 21 Y Vn  l 2m C Y'8 0

pVA (C8+ CD) - 2A (Cn -r~

C6  -1iCn + i

rVAl 1 Ij - Iy C'IA 1LOCs [fL- -Cn+ .- j .-.-- -
L21Z V I~2 c

In the above coefficients the following types of terms were deleted:

(i) Products of aerodynamic coefficients (because they always ap.',ear with (pAl/21)
2 or (pW2m)(pAl/2,)

which are normally very small).

(ii) Certain rate terms which appear with other terms that are much larger; for example (pAl/2m)(CLQ +C1 )<< 1.

(iii) Terms involviag products of angles and/or angular rates, like 63 or &4.

Equations (7.84) (7.85). (7.86). (7.92), (.93), and (7.94) are the equations of motion used for the analysis

of airplane-like configurations. Note that for constant roil rate the right hand side of Equation (7.92) is

zero as is the 6 term in (7.93) and (7.94). Note also that the last telm in (7.93) and the last two terms

in (7.94) are normally ignored.

Even for constant roll rate the coefficients C, C2' C, C C6 and C. are not strictly constant since

they contain velocity which will change because of drag. The coefficients can be made essentially constant by

changing the independent varisble from time to distance. This is accomplished as follows:
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d d

A- =u -
dt dx

- = d -- -- U2d;+ddt2 dt dx dX2  dt dx

but V u

du pV2
A

dt D 2m

d2  d2  pA dand hence - =-- _ C - V -
dt2  dxCo 2 dx

p(t) = Vp(x) .

Equations (7.85). (7.86), (7.93)., and (7.94) now become

dy pA dy FL Fy - F co

dj- F cDX +  V sin + q5 os2 (7.95)

d2z _pA dz F Fy /
- C D -- -Cos< + sin< (7.96)

dx2  2m dx mV2  mV2  s

Retaining the most dominant terms, the forces are given by

pV2A pV2A
FL =_ (CL+CLZ) F( = ,

pV2 A
Fy= 2 YCr0 +Y 13-P

F+ FL + C2+-C C -1 + C.-C -. 0 (7.97)

V2  2 V 2  21-

off + cS'1 +  c64 + - c 7, + 2 + 0, (7.98)

where

S 5 - Co

-V 2m

The coefficients are now considered as constants, based on the assumption that thj aerodynamic derivatives are
invariant.

7.4.3.2 Axial!y Symmetric Bodies

To determine the differential equations of motion for axially symmetric bodies, we start with the Lagrangian
dynamic equations. The Lagrangian equations for small angles and constant roll rate (Equation (7.67)), rotated
to fixed-plane coordinates (and where Mm =CMpV2Al/2 is obtained from Equation (7.77)), become

Spln-iC. (ia) + (Cmq iCm. P) ( +iF) +

+ cic.a)! v Oj (7.99)

where + = + Fi ,

It should be noted that Cm and Cm- (Equation (7.77)) have been written here as Cm and Cmp
which is the more common notation for those coefficients; for axisymmetric bodies, derivatives with respect
to & or are equivalent. The same argument applies to writing Cmrp  as Cm.,

Transforming the forces given by (7.8'.-) and (7.83) into y and z directions and including gravity and
Coriolis forces from (7.70) and (7.71), the linear momentum equations (7.24)-(7.26) become
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pV 2A

f " - (i+ia) +2m+ z 2 C LOL CLap

L qp V q)V ( C La ap V/V

+ CO (. - Y2) 1 + ig - 2uV (sin 01 + i Cos 01 s~n 19 )  (7.100)

Here y, and V2  are the projections of the local flight path angle y on the x-y and x-z planes, g is

the acceleration due to gravity, and the last term is the Coriolis acceleration. Combining (7.99), (7.100).

and (7.15) and making the following assumptions:

(i) Products of aerodynamic derivatives are small and may be neglected.

(ii) Multiple-term coefficients preceding the various derivatives of CR which are of the form (I +a+b ....),

where a. b, etc. are <<1, are treated as just 1,

(iii) The quantity (pA2m) CDL is much less than one. For cases with small roll rates where Magnus forces

and moments are not important, this can be relaxed to (pAI2m) (X/277)C << 1 . Here. X is the wavelength

of the oscillatory motion and L is the length of the facility.

the equations of motion for axially symmetric bodies become:

&tR - B6 - B2 C(R  0 0 (7.101)

where

B1 = VA _ + (Cmq +Cm) + i C + (C m
2m I

+ iIpI

pV2AL/) pVAI 1 p I
B2  = * |Cm+ *ic C - LPCL -p

+ i" pV2A L +ic ) + - + iI(CL+C )+

2m {(CL +  
- (/ i)+ ( La

+ i (CL, CL I( ia) +

+ COn 1 -i )i i - ig - 2wEV(sinel +icostlsinOa) (7.102)

For clarity, the definitions of the derivatives appearing in the last two equations are as follows:

Ca
C - static moment-curve slopeCm '60L

C 4 C 'a + damping-in-pitch derivativec Q ma T(q /V'-- - a( 1/ ) '

32C
C static Magnus moment coefficient

C, -C WC . ' 2 CM dynamic Magnus moment coefficientCmap p MQ NaW(&I Np/) (ql/V),a(pl) 1

CL - . lift-curve slopa'

CL +cCL + CL lift derivative due to pitching and plungingLq (q/i/V) i( /V)
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: . CL

CLp = - - static Magnus force coefficient

CL. -CL L _______CL= CLc l ( C/ ( , dynamic Magnus force ccefficient.!~ ~ ~ & 4LP, - Na l'./V)0'l/) a)(qV) N(P I/0

Distance again proves to be a more convenient independent variable than time, since it eliminates (to second
order at least) the velocity from the equations. The transformation of (7.101) proceeds as follows:

a xi Vcosa. _ Vj (cos y 1)

- dV d 2Cai d -, d 2x

dt dt dx2 dt Rd

p(t) = Vp(x)

Then (7.101) becomes

IpA p A p M12  1 1-1-R 2m LCap I M(cap J

fPAL,( ~ Ap(L
+iC pl) m P(C p-ic) 4a = 0, (7.103)

where , which is called the dynamic stability parameter for unpowered flight at constant altitude, is defined
as

CD - CL - (Cm +C) (7.104)

A similar transformation applied to (7.102), again assuming y is small, leads to the following differential
equation:

y" + izx - {(CLL +iCL pl)( + ia) +

+ I [(CLq+ C) + i(CL& -CL) p/l(' + ia')} +
q La c~ qp

ig a
S 2-- (sin i+icos l sin a) . (7.105)

We will now allow for the possibility of small asymmetries.

7.4.3.3 Small Asymoetries

For the axially symmetric body case just considered, but with slight asymmetries in foices end moments which
are body fixed, we can, following Nicolaides7 "s , simply add to the force and moment equations a term which
rotates the asymmetry into the fixed-plane coordinates. The appropriate term to add to the right-hand side of
(7.103) is

2 C + + i - -l- i CL&C 8 iPX. (7.106)

L 212m V I/

while the term to add to the right-hand side of (7.105) is

2m CL8S ,eiPi (7.107)

where CL8  and CaS are the trim force and moment coefficients due to small asymmetries from, for example,

a flap ddflection 8 ,. If the body is externally axisymetric but has a center of mass not on the axis of

external symmetry, then only C, 8  would have a value.

ejuati.zs (7.103) and (7.105), along with the additional terms given by (7.106) and (7.107). represent the

equations normally used for analysis of axisyetric bodies with small asymmetries. They are often referred
to as the tricyclic equations, a term which gives a physical description of the solution of (7.103) plus (7.106).
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7.6 DRAG ANALYSIS

Consider that a test has been conducted in a ballistic range and that time and distance data hive been
obtained at a number of discrete observation stations. It is desired to determine the drag coefficient
governing the test rAcel. We start with the avaentum equation along the £light path, which is (neglecting
gravity)

d2;a d- = P; D V
dt2

where i is the distance traversed by the model c.g. and the drag, D, can be written

D =PA(dx) C

Note that the measured data are along the earth fixed axis, x, not along i . However, x is relaft'W: a
i by

x - Cosy d

or

LCosy

where y is the angle between the x axis and the flight path. Extracting the drag coefficient from time and
x-distance measurements using the above aquations is a difficult task. In h .'listic range testing, however,
y is normally less than a degree (I ft swerve in 60 ft of travel). Hence, one can make the very good approxi-
mation that cos- = I, and thus i = x. The momentum equation can then be written

d2x dV pA- = - = _- V2CD  (7.108a)
dt

2  dt 2m(0

or
dV pA- = _-- VCo  (7.108b)
dx 2m

This is the basic equation for determining the drag coefficient.

7.5.1 Case with Constant Coefficients

When the density, reference area, mass, and drag coefficient (p,Am,CD) are all constants, (7.108) can be
integrated in a straightforward manner. Prom (7.108a),

V = (7.109a)
1 + VOKCD(t-to)

Alternately from (7.108b)
logeV = logeV0 - KCD(X-XO)

V Voe-KCD(Z-Xo) ' 
(7.109b)

where K = pA/2m, and the initial conditions are t= tO , V= Vo at x=x o .

Integrating again yields

t to+ -- [eKc(x-x ° )[i - (7.110)

Any of these equations can be used to determine the drag coefficient, and different simplifications are employed
which lead to varying degrees of accuracy. The simplest approaches will be considered first since they are
amenable to hand calculations and then more complicated ones suitable for high speed digital computers will be
discussed. (A brief discussion of drag determination is also given in Chapter 10.'Section 10.2.3).

Method 1: The simpler methods are based on (7.109) rather than (7.110), and begin by calculating the velocity.

The average velocity between stations i - 1 and i is given as

V V-x i - xi-1Vav 1- x, 1 (7.111)
ti - ti. 1

For small velocity loss, this average velocity may be assumed to occur at the center of the distance intervwl,
and the use of two adjacent intervals will give two velocities whose difference 6V is a measure of the
deceleration. Thus, data from two such intervals may be substituted into (7.108b) in difference form
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Av
= - KVAVCTJ (7.112)

to calculate CD . Here VAV is the average velocity over the double interval of three measuring stations.

Method 2: More accurately, the velocities calculated using (7.111) my Le used in (7.109b) which may be written
as

logeV = lOe.eVo -KCnX. (7.113,

where x0 has been arbitrarily set to zero. The slope of a plot of logeV versus x is -KCD . A least
squares fit (see Section 7.12) of this linear equation to the logeV versus x data will yield the drag
coefficient.

This approach still retains a small error in that the average velocity does not occur at the center of the
interval. The error can be almost entirely eliminated by a procedure suggested by Seiff -1 3 . This prvledure
is given next.

Method 3: First note that (7,109) and (7.110) can be combined to yield

At - -1 - - (7.114)
KCD \V V01

where Vf is the velocity at the end of an interval. Vo  is the velocity at the beginning of an interval.
and At is the time of flight over that interval. Next the average velocity for that interval is

Ax 1
'VAV - =KCDAX. (7.115)

Now consider at what x position this average velocity occurs. Using (7.109).

VAV = VoeKC0KAX . (7.116)

where KAX is the x position in the interval (measured from the beginning of the interval) at which VAV
occurs (K=1 for constant deceleration). Combining (7.115) and (7.116) yields K as

log 
0

K P ofog - i)/oge 'f (7.117)

lgVo
ioe f

This then represents the fraction of the interval Ax at which the average velocity occurs and hence the point

where VAv should be plotted.

To apply this result, K is first set equal to . After the first approximation to the velocity-distance

curve is obtained, K can be evaluated for each interval and x positions adjusted accordingly. This new set
of data can be treated as before and iterated to convergence. (Normally, a single iteration is sufficient.)

This procedure is straightforward but requires precise calculation in evaluating K from (7.117).

Method 4: Another approach is to use (7.110) to obtain the drag coefficient directly from the time-distance

data. An approximate method for employing this equation is to expand the exponential and retain terms to
order x2 . Thus, setting x0 = 0 , we obtain

t = to + I x + E x2. (7.118)Vo  2V o

A least-squares fit will then yield the drag coefficient.

Method 5: Equation (7.110) could also be used without any expansion approximations even though C3 appears
in an exponent by using either a differential correction procedure or some other numerical procedure to minimize
the sum of the squares of the residuals of measured and calculated times at the given x locations. One method
of minimizing residuals is to fix the value of the drag coefficient (use approximate value of CD obtained from

applying Equation (7.118) to start with) and fit (7.110) to the x-t data by least-squares (this is straight-

forward) and obtain values for Vo and to . Next compute the sum of the squares of the time residuals, then
change the drag coefficient a small amount and repeat the process. If the sum of the squares of the residuals

increases, change the drag coefficient In the other direction and repeat the process. If the sum decreases
continue to change C. in the direction minimizing the sum of the squares of the residuals. Whenever the sum
increases, CD is changed in the other direction by a smaller increment. This process is assumed to converge
when the increment becomes smaller than some prescribed value.
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7.5.2 Cases with V¥riable Coefficients

7.5.2.1 Treatment oJ L &g Coeffictent Dependent on Angle of Attack

At first glance it would appear 'lat the drag coefficient determined assuming CD constant (Section 7.5.1)
would be of little value when .D r.. pends on angle of attack. However. this is not the case. Reference 7.14
showed that for axially symetric bodies with drag coefficients which are quadratically dependent on angle of
attack, i.e.

CD Cao DC2 2 (7.119)

a man line (to be described) through a plot of logeV versus x data determined an effective drag coefficient
CDeff given by

CDef f  CD0 BCo( - (7.120)

Here COo is the zero-angle drag coefficient. a. is the resultant angle of attack, and

From (7.119) and (7.120) then. it is seen that CDeff is that value of CD which occurs at a resultant angle
of attack equal to the root-mean-square resultant angle of attack of the flight in question. Therefore. for
each flight or flight segent one obtains a value for CD f and ar s . If these points are plotted as
Coef versus Cr2ms and a straight line is fit to them by least-squares, values for CD0 and C 2 are obtained

and one then has an expression for CO versus angle of attack.

If the drag coefficient cannot be expressed as a quadratic function of angle of attack but is instead of the

form CD=Co + CDnn , then the angle of attack at which to plot the effective drag coefficient is 7 " 5

armn = L -d X

and C0  C nCcL
CDeff CD0 + Dn

The best value of n is found by a trial and error process.

A generalization of these ideas is possible. The drag coefficient is assumed to be monotonic (either increas-

ing or decreasing with angle of attack) and can be represented by
CD = CD 0 + CD i CCD ... (7.121)

where the exponents i . j , etc. are arbitrary. If this is substituted for C0 in (7.108b) and integrated once,

then
logeV logeV o - K 10 CD dx . (7.122)

With the definition

I it th deinti CD dx C 0 + CD (CS.mi)t + C0  (rmj)j + ... (7.123)

where r/i
%m X1,RC dx etc.

Equation (7.122) can be written
logeV logeV 0 - KC xeff . (7.124)

Hence, a mean line through the logeV versus x data would yield COeff and from several tests which had

different values of angle of attack one could determine the coefficients C00 , C0 i , etc. provided the angular

motion had been analyzed and the appropriate angles determined. The qLadratfc and nth power laws are special

cases of thi.-. approach.

The term w,.,an line has appeared several times and needs to be defined. It can best be visualized by con-

sidering the log V versus x plot in conjunction with an angle of attack versus x plot such as those shown

in Figure 7.7. For a drag coefficient which is monotonic with angle of attack the mean line which yields the

effective drai, coefficient is that line which intersects the actual logeV curve at x positions corresponding

to maximum and minimum drog points and hence to the maximum and minimum angle-nf-attack points as noted in the

figure.

Note thMa in the present formulation the mean line is straight; hence, the pitching motion is assumed not to

be excessively damped. Furthermore, in practice a least-square procedure is normally used to obtain CDeff and

this does nit necessarily yield a mean line in the sense just described. It gives the mean line only if the

angular motion is undamped and the least-squares fit extends over a flight path of mmy cycles of oscillation.

For a half cycle of pitching motion, the result shown in Figure 7.8 occurs.



The deviations are normally small for cases of practical interest, however. Some examples of the error
introduced by assuming that the least-squares line is the mean line have been obtained by numerical techni oues.
It was assumed that the drag coefficient was quadratically dependent on angle of attack and that the draz

coefficient at zero angle of attack (CD 0) was known exactly. The deduced value of CD2 was found to ftcend
on (i) the amount of damping present. (ii) the number of cycles of pitching notion, and (iii) the phasc c-lation
of the pitching motion to. bay. a sine wave. The ratio CD2 (deduced)/C 0 2 (actual) is shown in the followi-g

table.

af/ao  n=0.5 n= I n--2 n- =3 n = 5

0.9 0.70-1.30 0.92-1.08 0.98-1.02 0.99-1.01 .0.99-1.00

0.7 0.70-1.30 0.90-1.07 0.96-1.01 0.97-1.00 0.98-1.00

0.5 0.67-1.29 0.86-1.06 0.92-0.99 0.93-0.98 0.95-0.97

0.1 0.54-1.22 0.58-0.98 0.65-0.83 0.68-0.79 0.71-0.78

n = number of cycles of pitching motion

Cf = imgle-of-attack envelope at end of flight

(o = angle-of-attack envelope at start of flight

The quantity af/ o is proportional to the damping. The range of the numbers tabulated for the Co 2 ratio
extends from the smallest to largest obtained as the phase relation was varied between 00 and 00 . 4ote that if
2 or more cycles of pitching motion are available and modest damping is present, the error introduc. o into CD2

is at most L few percent.

When the least-square curve fitting procedure is applied directly to the time-distance daza rat.ier than to
loge17 versus distance data, the situation is moee complicated. It cinnot be shown exact fy th.t £he CD ,f
concept carries over to this case since (7.108) sannot be integrated twice in closed form nen the drag coeffi-

cient depends on angle-of-attack. However, for planar !_otiort and small velocity loss the Cve, concept can
be proved valid. For quadratic drag, it can be shown to apply for nonplanar motion aguin assuming a small
velocity loss. Since in most cases of practical interest the velocity loss is small, the effective-drag-
coefficient concept is valid within the limits imposed by the small damping restriction.

7.5.2.2 Treatment of Variable Ambient Density

In counter-flow facilities, the model may encounter density variations along its flight path. Usually the
density variations encountered are not extreme, deviating perhaps ±20% from a given level. When thi ; is the
case, a very accurate estimate of the drag coefficient can be obtained exactly as before but using iJhe average
density over the length of the flight instead. That is

PAV = L p(x) dx. (7.125)

7.5.2.3 Treatment of Variable Model Mass

The problem of variable masa, which arises in the study of meteors, can also occur in the simulation of
meteoric events in t'ie laboratory by use of models. (ro a lesser degree, mass variations occur with any model
which ablates in flight.) The parameter of interest here is not the drag coefficient but rather the mass

loss rate. If the mass loss rate is small, the drag coefficient and model reference area may be assumed
constant. Further, it is assumed that the velocity of the mass leaving the body is small so that (7.108) is
still applicable. Then differentiating (7.108) with respect to time and rearranging yields

d 2V/(dV

pvACD - mP-m/

} (7.126)

or 
2m dV d2 V dVorV Ft - m dtPIdt *

If CD is known from another source, the first of these equations should be used. These equations indicate that

the distance versus time data must ae differentiated three times to determine i . Unless the data are very good,
this procedure will not yield accurate information.

Given the functional dependence of the mass loss rate on velocity, one can obt2in the mass loss rate more.
accurately. Consider the function

= - kV , (7.127)

where k is a positive proportionality constant which depends ,;n modal material, si7e, and freestream density.

(This function approximates ablators with good convective heit transfer blockage at very high speeds.) Equation

(7.127) can be integrated, yielding
mi-in 0  - kx , (7.128)

whereat x =0, mzm o , V=V o , and t= t o .
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By restriction to small mass loss. the refererce area and drag coefficient are again assumed constant.

Zubstituting the linear expression for m into (7.108) and integrating gives

V 'IC'PACD/?k
= I - - x (7.129)

V o  n o

Integrating again yields

tt 4_ k x1y(PAcD'2k)

af m 0  ) /-t to 4 (7.130)0 ) k pAC D Vk 2 k ) V o n' o 2 o

For small mass loss this can be expanded as follows:

1 PACX 2 pACD C _3
t t+-x i - - + (7.131)

vo  2morV 2 2. 0  2a o 6

Note that this equation is the same as that derived previously for constant mass (Equation (7.118)) to the

order x 2 . The information defining k occurs in the x3  (and higher order) terms. Hence, well-defined

data are again required, but less accuracy is needed than for the first method, since (7.131) uses the entire

run to determine the coefficient k , while in the first method, the curvature in the velocity curve was con-

sidered locally.

In the event that the area changes importantly while the drag coefficient remains approximately constant

(e.g., the case of an ablating meteor model with intermittent flange build-up and loss), one can deduce the

mass-loss rate, provided the area change is known from shadowgraphs or other sources, by rearranging (7.108)

to yield
- pA(x)CDV(x)

2 = ./d (7.132)
2 dV/dx

Since all of the quantities on the right side of this equation are known or measurable at various points along

the trajectory, one can plot the mass versus time. The'slope of this curve is the mass loss rate. Again. this

slope involves effectively a third derivative of the time-distance data.

7.5.3 Correction for Swerving Flight Path

The assumption that flight path distance, x , is equal to the distnce along the x axis can be removed if

the swerving motion of the model center of gravity has been analyzed to yield a flight path distance. To first

order, an average value of l/cosy is computed over each data interval and applied as follows:

Ai1 AXexp _ AVj (7.133)

where
I 1 x tx dx (7.134)

\Cosy/AV A x Cos y

A good approximation to the flight path distance is then

2 Af i . (7.135)

This correction is time consuming and usually unnecessary. It need be considered only in cases where the swerve

is very large, enough to significantly increase the total distance traveled.

7.6 STATIC AND DYNAMIC STABILITY ANALYSIS

A model designed so that its center of gravity is ahead of the center of pressuie of the aerodynamic forces

will oscillate when in free-flight. Normally orthogonal shadowgraphs are taken at a number of stations alortg

the trajectory to define this oscillation. Frequently, small pins are included on the base of the model so

that the roll orientation (and hence roll fite) can also be determined.

The types of motions obtained from ballistic range tests are many and varied. The easiest way to visualize

the motion is via a crossplo, of the angle of attack versus the angle of sideslip (c versus P3). This is equiva-

lent to watching the path traced by the nose of the model on a plane normal to the velocity vector. Examples

of typical motions are shown in Figure 7.9. The upper left motion has essentially zero roll rate, the lower

right motion has a high roll rate. The roll rate present can be measured by the amount of precession of the

peak amplitudes.
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From a knowledge of the aagle history experienced by the model, it is possible to deduce the static and
dynamic stability coefficients which governed the flight. A number of methods are available for doing this
and will be discussed in the following sections.

7.6.1 Determination from Wavelength and Amplitude Variation

The first method to be considered is not sophisticated. it does lead to a good physical understanding of

the problem. The following assumptions will be made.

(i) Static restoring moment is linear with angle of attack.

(ii) Dynamic stability parameter is constant with angle of attack.

(iii) Aerodynamic coefficients are constant over the trajectory portion analyzed (small Mach number and
Reynolds number changes or insensitivity of coefficients to Mach number and Reynolds number).

(iv) Motion is planar, which implies that the roll rate is zero. This assumption is introduced to simplify
the discussion, and will be dropped presently.

The static and dynamic stability parameters, Cm and , are determined from the wavelength and the change
in the maximum amplitude of the motion, respectively. Consider the differential equation of angular motion that
is appropriate under the assumptions listed (simplified version of Equation (7.103)):

U K U' - KsCm = 0 (7.136)

where

pA

2m

dynamic stability parameter (or damping parameter) for
unpowered flight at constant altitude

K pAI
- 21

Cma - .A = static moment-curve slope.
Ba

Eqjmtion (7.136) is of the form

U"+ 277a' +60a = 0, (7.137)

which is the differential equation for daeped simple harmonic motion. The solution to this equation is

e x [A coS (W 2 -7 2) x + A 2sin ((92-)
2 ) X] . (7.138)

Normally n} << w so the frequency can be approximated (a? -)2) .

From (7.136) and (7.137) we can write

-277 -277 (7.139)
K pA/2

and
-<,2 -2W2I

C
ma K - pAl

The wavelength is
277
C',

and CM, in terms of the wavelength becomes

-8772I
C = (7.140)IO 2 pAl

Note that this equation specifies that for linear aerodynamics (i.e., o. constant) the wavelength of the

motion does not depend on the amplitude.

Making use of (7.138) and Figure 7,10, it is seen that

at x, = 0, ct = A1

at X2 = X , a2 = e-'7%,(A coswX+A 2 sin);
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but h =

so a2  :e
"7 (A cos 27 +A2 sin2-n) A e

a2  A e' =e

al Al

Hence log, CA2l-7),\ (logarithmic decrement in amplitude)

__ loge -. (7.141)

In terms of , from (7.139).
C'2

log e

(pfl4m)Xk

which con also be written as
a42  a4,e(PA/4MWfX (7.142b)

Hence, knowing the wave length and the amplitude ratio, the static and dynamic stability parameters can be

determir,ed from (7.140) and (7.142).

tce thst the dynamic stability parameter could also be determined using, for example, the ratio 1a3 /a11together with the distance between these peaks. This is not as accurate as using the ratio from every other

peak due to the possibility that the model is oscillating about a trim angle of attack other than zero.

Assume next that the motion is not planar but the roll rate is small. The static and dynamic stability
parameters can be determined exantly as before except now the wave length and amplitude ratio are determined
from a plot of the resultant angle of attack (as) versus flight distance (note aa ;k/ (a2 +/82)).

Now assume in addition an arbitrary (but near-constant) roll rate which is presumed known. The expression

for the static stability parameter is then given by the following equation, the first term of which is the same
as (7.140):

-87711 21 tD1, 2x

cma = 2pA" I p-Al \ 2 "

In this case, however, there is no simple expression like (7.142) for obtaining the dynamic stability parameter.

7.6.2 Determination from Angle of Attack Variation Near a Peak

The pitching moment coefficient (Cm) and damping parameter (6) can also be determined by applying directly
the differential equation of motion and determining the angular accelerations from the angle of attack history.

This method can be applied to notions at all amplitudes (including tumbling motions) and is not limited to

linear aerodynamics. While the method of the previoas section requires that more than a cycle of oscillatory
motion be defined, wihh three peak amplitudes to get dependable results, the method we will now : esent requirei

instead as many data points as possible in a quarter to half cycle of motion preferably containine a peak

amrttude near its center. The assumptions made in this approach are:

(i) The Mach number or Reynolds number variatior. in the aerodynamic coefficients may be neglected.

(ii) The angular motion is accurately defined on both sides of a peak.

(iii) The motion is nearly planar. This assumption will be relaxed later.

The general differential equation of angular motion for planar flightis

a" K(Cm)D + Ks(CM)s , (7.143)

where
(Cm)j = dynamic pitching moment coefficient

(CM)s = static pitching moment coefficient

pA

2m

pAl
K S 21

The half cycle of motion to be analyzed is represented in Figure 7.11 and can be considered as two segments,
divided by the peak, where a' 0 . If there is damping in the system, the a(x) curves on either side of
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center will not be identical. The difference between the two curves is a mearure of the damping. The shape

of the curves ac(x) and a 2(x) will reveal the nature of the pitching moment which produced the resulting

motion.

We proceed as follows. Define

a 1 (x), x x 4  xc

a a2(x), xc x x 2

and at X = (c

cc, --0. a/tx I W a2(x) = Un .

From (7.143)

a2  K(Cu)0  (7.14C,)

At any given a the static moments are identical, that is

(C,)sI = (C,)s2 = (C)s.

From (7.144) then, at points of equal a,

"+ all K [ + (C,)
0
] + 2Ks(C(.)s

or
"+ K~(C')s = [%c)D + (C .)D] (7.145)
2Ks  2Ks  I

Thus, from values of the angular accelerations all and a2
t , if we could either evaluate or neglect (C3 )0

and (C,)2 - we could readily comput* values for (C*)s . When the damping contributions to the total moment
are zero or negligible, that is (C)D1 = (CM)0 2 = 0 - then

and (7. 145) reduces to
all

(C')s = - (7.146)

An expression for a = a(x) can be obtained by fitting a polynomial in x to the a versus x data.
Differentiation of this expression twice yields values of a" (x) which lead directly to C (x) through

(7.146). By plotting Cas versw, a for cown va,-es of x, Cws(a) is obtained.

Real systems have some damping, which is in general proportionalto the angular rate,

(C3)0  =

where s is again the dypamic stability parameter.

On substituting (C,)D = eal and (Ca)0 2  e a into (7.144) we get

al,= Kgal + YCM)s
(7.147)

1= 2 (11 a + Ks(C,)s .

Subtracting these equations for points at a co=.cn value of a , remembering that (Cm)s 1 = (CM)8 2 at a given

a , we get
l - 2 =K(-a)

so that
C I all

4 1 - 2= __,-_) (7.148)
K(a 1-a2)

Thus, the damping parameter can be calculated from the first and second derivatives of the angle of attack

variations with x at points of common amplitude on both sides of the peak, a a.
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When the damping terms are retained, the static pitching moment is calculated as follows:

Equation (7.145) is written with the damping coefficients proportional to angular rate

U '" a" Kf(C ) S  (C( + C4).
2Ks  2Ks

But is defined by (7.148) so

(Cm)S 2K 5  2Ks( '-a2)

and we obtain

U.2 CX. (A-C(
(Cm)s -K 2 (7.149)

The static and dynamic pitching moment coeffiients can be obtained over a large angle of attack range by

this technique if the observed motion of a versus x can be well represented mathematically. A polynomial

of the form U = Al + A2x f A3x 2 + ... + Ax N'1  is fitted by least squares to the a versus x data. At

each value of a , there will be two (meaningful) values of U' and C'., one for each side of the peaK.

Substituting these values in (7.148) and (7.149) gives the desired results. The method is least accurate in

the low-angle portion of the a versus x curve where the acceleration is small and consequently the curvature

approaches zero. An improvement to the results can be made by first locating the point of O' = 0 by least-

squares fitting the entire set of data. Then, two separate polynomials, one on each side of the peak, of the

form CA - m AIx 2 +  A2x 3 , .. + ANXN*i can be given zero slope and the same peak amplitude at this point.

Assume now that the motion is not planar but that the roll rate is small. Equations (7.148) and (7.149)

then become
R, R aRIO,- OCR 0= C-t - _ _2- . (7.150)

K(aR a -a R 21 - oR2 )

' at 2 al Rk 12R
(CM)s C4R2 R,( -  ' )U, s- - u rAR2 2 RI R (7.151)

K. ((. ~- a4 2) K OR

where a4 again denotes the resultant angle of attack and q5 is he rotation rate of the resultant-angle

vector in the a-P plane (Fig.7.12). The subscripts 1 and 2 on OCR and 0' are interpreted exactly as in

Figure 7.11. At a given value of NR on each side of the peak angle there will be corresponding values for

and 0' just as there are for ac1  and O .

For motions governed by a linear static moment and constant damping, one can analyze aR(x) , a(x) , or P(x)

separately and obtain equally valid results within the limits of experimental error in angle readings. For

motions governed by a nonlinear moment where the minimum a, is more than about 20% of the peak AR, only

the a1R(x) curve will yield meaningful results. However, since a11 does not go to zero as in a planar case,

the range of aR values to be analyzed should not go beyond the inflection points on either side of the a1(x)

curve.

The success of this method depends strongly on accurate angle readings. The damping coefficient is vcrs

sensitive to random error. The static pitching moment coefficient is much less sensitive and sometimes can be

determined to a useful degree of accuracy even in the absence of a peak. However, without the motion history

on both sides of a peak, one has no way of determining the dynamic moment. An example showing application of

this method is given in Section 7.9.2.

7.6.3 Tricyclic Method

The methods discussed so far run into serious problems in cases where asymmetries are present or when an

unknown roll rate exists. These cases require the more complete tricyclic equations of motion for proper

treatment'''' 6. In discussing the tricyclic method, projected angles as defined in Section 7.3.3 will be

used instead of modified Euler angles. To the order of the approximations that will be made, the two sets of

angles are essentially identical.

The important assumptions of this method are:

(i) Basic axial symmetry with only slight asymmetry due to, for example,, a control surface or offset

center of mass.

(i) Linear aerodynamics.

(iii) Constant roll rate.

(iv) Small angular displacements

(v) Small linear displacements due to swerve.

(vi) Small velocity change.
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The differential equation of angular motion has been given in (7.103) and (7.106) and is reproduced here as
follows.

_, A + i A P, Ccp+ m12_  ( C - p]+
L( 2 m 

p  
- Lp I Cmap!2 p I

fpAI + ( icmcpPO - A P (C pl-iC Reipx (7.152)

12i(C, iC p 2m I (LT J

where '8 + la

and - tC + Cm)

and ± C-CL If

Equation 7.152) can be written as

c°" ( + 2 K3(. -¢) ('3-42)e 3x (7.153)

which has the solution
g=K 1e 

I1x + K2e 2x + K3e/3X . (7. 154)

This is called the tricyclic equation, since it is equivalent to three rotating vectors in the C-,8 plane.

This is shown in Figure 7.13, with the following nomenclature defined:

= 1 + io1  K, = b1 
+ ia

02 = 72 - iw 2  K2 = b2 +ia 2

03 = ip K3  = b3 + ia3 .

If we write the components of 6R in (7.154) we get

e7lx (b cos wIx-a sin wx) + e7 2X (b2 cosCo2x + a2 sinw 2x) + (b3-cos px - a3 sin px)

e 1X (bI sin &oIx+a I Cos wIx) + e2
x (-b2 sinwo2x+a 2 cosco x) + (b3sinpx+a 3 cospx)

Note that from (7. 152) and (7. 153) we get the expressions

pA pA M 12  1 I-
01 + 0 2 =- 

+ i -; p -CL +- (C -C )] + i Tp
22m m Lacp map m qp

2--, " (c + iCmp 1 ) + -A P (CL pp iC )

K3 (03 -(k) (03 -02) = R.

Also,

1k +k2  - 7T + 72 + i(10,-( 2)

( ~ 11722 + '0W + i (712 ") - 7 I7C2 )

v We therefore have
pA + 72 = pA (7.155)

= A + (Cm - C mqp + (7.156)

-pAl pA I 1

-C7 + W 2 + - p~lC (7.157)
21 Mr 2m I Lo

-pA I pAl
7w -t = 2m 'PLc - -Cm3  

p  "l (7. 158)
71 2= 2m I La 21 cOLp

In order to obtain numerical values for the desired aerodynamic coefficients one must obtain the coefficients

in (7.154). A least squares procedure using differential corrections (described in the appendix) can be used to
fit (7.154) to the experimental data, 0( and [3 , at various values of x . The constants a1 , a., a3, b1, b2,
b3 -, 7 , and co(2 are determined from the fit. .If one examines (7.155) thru (7.158), it will be noted

that there are more aerodynamic coefficients to be determined than there are equations, a seemingly impossible
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situation. However. for most ballistic range tests of aerodynamically stable projectiles launched from non-
rifled guns, the model experiences low rol! rates and the Magnus terms can usually be ignored. It will be
shown later, after development of the displacement equations of motion, how some of these Magnus coefficients
can be obtained. When the Magnus terms are negligible, it is very simple to obtain the remainiag coefficients.
From (7.155) the dynamic stability parameter is

pA/2 (7.159)pA/2m

while from (7. 156) with CL,.(2p.CmPand C.a=0

WI -1 2  -p. (7.160)

Thus, the roll rate p is not an independent parameter but is fully determined by 1  and &j. From (7.157),
since ) 2  << (w(0 2 . we obtain -2 (,2(

Cm = pal(O? (7.161)

Equation (7.158) indicates that C a can be obtained from

C 7110 2 W (7.162)
I pA Il

However, the 4's and at s are usually not precise enough to define an accurate value of CL. from this
expression. If CL can be obtained from the serve (displacement of the model trajectory) then one can
express 72 as a function of 71,. CL and p (Equations (7.160) and (7.162)):

LA ) Ld p _ a

We therefore have to determine only nine independent coefficients rather than eleven. For the case where p
is known from experimental measurements of the model roll rate, then from (7.160)

I-V - - (7.164)

2 O1 jp

and as a result

4, LAx CL (I/)I . p- Ca. (7.165)

Then a 2 and 722 are functions of only w and 7) and the measured values of p and CL'. and only eight
unknown coefficients have to be determined.

7.6.3.1 Starting Solutton

To initiate the least-squares-with-differential-corrections procedure, starting values for the unknown
coefficients must be provided. The method used is a modification of Prony's method'i17. Fundamental to Prony's

methiod is the following theorem: If
(lia01 =k = j~ x l  (7.166)

where
x x1 , x, .... xn  (x locations of equally spaced points, Ax apart)

I 1, 2 ... n (n = number of points, /3+ ic)

then / iC( satisfies the linear difference equation

( ' 1C)1 3 + Q2 (/5+i1()1 2 + QX(/13I' l+ 1 + Qo(16+iCA)l 0 , (7.167)

where Q's are constants such that the roots of h3 + Q 2h2 QIh + Q0 = 0 are

h = e

This minimizes

(13 +ia)1+3 + Q2(3+iU)/+ 2 + Q1 (/3+i()/+1 + Qo(/3+iCt)1]
2 (7.168)
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instead of Z[( +ia)measured - (B +ia)calculated] 2 (7.169)

which means simply that the coefficients derived from the procedure are not the "best possible" coefficients
but are good first approximations. To obtain values for the coefficients Kj and .j the first step Is to
solve the following set of equations by the method of least squares for Q2. Q, and Q. (see Equation (7.167)).

(8+10). + Q(W+ia)3 + Q1 (3+ia) 2 + Qo(3+ia)1  = 0

(1+ ') , t Q2 (0+i') + QI1( +ia)3  + Qo(B +i'a) 2  = O

(wlia)n + %(
3
+i)ni + Q +ia)n_2 + Qo(B+iC)n_ - 0 1

With Q2 Al, and Q0 known, the cubic equation

h3 + Q2h
2 + Q~h+ Q0  0 (7.171)

is solved for roots h. h2 , and h3 . where hl= e4 1Ax

h2 = e 02A X  (7.172)

h3 = e63A X "

Then Equations (7.172) are solved for 01 .102 and 03. which are substituted into (7.166) to obtain K, . K2,.
and K3 by a second least squares operation,. However, since i. is not independent of 0, and 9 for the
tricyclic equation in question (i.e., p=f , ,o2 ) 3 =g(,,t2 )) the procedure is slightly modified.

We assume initially that 03 = 0 and therefore e'3 = e I = . We therefore have

(0 0ia)l - K 1 eX + K2e
4 ' X + K3  (7.173)

and h3 + Q2h 2 + Q{h + Q, = 0 has unity as a root and we get 1 + Q2 
+ Q 1 

+ Qo = 0 . If we eliminate Qo
between this equation and (7.167), we have

[(B+iCX) 1 +2 - (/+iCt )Q 2 + [(3+ia) 1 1 - (3+ia)]Ql (A+ia)/ - (A+ia)/+3 • (7.174)

Thlis equation is now solved by least squares for the coefficients Q1  and Q2 The exponentials e la x and
ew2 AX are now found to be the roots of

h-1+ (Q2 +i)h+ (Q1 +Q2 +1) 0. (7.175)

So from

1e a g eA x 
( 7 .1 7 6 )

we can get , and 02 •From 95, and k we can calculate 1k3 using the expression

where & denotes the imaginary part. The process is repeated with the new 3 until the coefficients remain
essentially constant. The values of Oj are then substituted into (7.166), and K1  solved for by a second
least-squares procedure. Since equally-spaced data are required for Prony's method, they are either computed
from the raw data using some interpolation scheme or obtained from hand fairings of the data.

7.6.3.2 Swerve Corrections

In ballistic range tests the angular measurements are normally made with respect to an earth-fixed axis
system while the differential equations involve angles relative to the actual flight path. Hence a correction
to the angular measurements may be required for the swerving of the trajectory. These corrections (which are
usually small) can be computed by differentiating with respect to distance the z(x) and y(x) curves derived
from the tricyclic lift analysis (Section 7.7.3). Figure 7.14 shows the relationship of the swerve trajectory.
flight path angle, and measured angles in orthogonal planes.

(L = 0 + tan-' dz
dz

A = -'+ tan " -
dx
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With this new set of angles the stability analysis could be performed again to give a better set of coeffi-
cients from the tricyclic analysis and then an iterative procedure set up between stability and lift analyses
to obtain the best solution possible (that is. one sould iterate until the angle corrections remained essentially

constant).

7.6.3.3 ilotat ion of Coordinate Axes

One of the assumptions necessary in the derivation of the tricyclic equation (7.154) is that angular displrce-
ments are small so that the resultant angle of attack is simply the square root of the sum of the squares of the
pitch and yaw angles:

0a = /(2 +,82) (7.177)

The exact expression for the resultant ang'e of attack (with a and 5 regarded as projected angles) is

(A - tan-Y/(tan2cA+tan,3) . (7.178)

These two equations agree closely for small angles. They agree exactly if either C cr / equals zero. Thus.
the error introduced by (7.177) can be reduced for near-planar motions by rotating the coordinate axes through
an angle (D to keep the angles in one plane small. To zccomplish this, a peak amplitude near the middle of the
flight is rotated into either the pitch or yaw plane, establishing the angle 4) and then all data points are
rot- ted through this angle. This concept is illustrated in Figure 7.15.

The error due to using the tricyclic enalysis at large amplitudes (without rotating the data) is most evidenL
in the dynamic stability parameter, . Figure 7.16 demonstrates the magnitude of errors that are encountered

for a typical case. Consider a test in a range which has 11 data stations at 1.22 meter interva-s with test
conditions such that pA/2m = 0.002/m and the wavelength of oscillatory motion is 7.9 meters. Various values
of f are considered at root-mean-square angles of attack of 200, 300, and 400 for a planar motion with
t = 450 (the worst case). The figure shows the induced error (6- exact as a function of 6 for the three
values of Crms • Note the near linear dependence of the induced error on , and also the progressive
increase in the error with increasing a rms

7.6.4 Nonlinear Static Restoring Moment

7.6.4.1 Introduction

One of the assumptions inherent in the tricyclic method (Section 7.6.3) is that the static pitching moment
varies linearly with angle of attack. This is usually a good assumption at small angles of attack, but may
not be true at larger angles of attack. In this section an examination will be made of nonlinear moments which
contain various terms from a power series in angle of attack (or in resultant angle of attack).

M = - 2Mn+1. (7.179)

The term represented by n = 0 will be referred to as a linear moment. Similarly, n = 2 will be called a
cubic moment; n = 4 , quintic moment; etc. Care must be taken in using even powers of a since they result
in a moment curve unsymmetrical about the origin. For axially symmetric bodies, we want a moment which is an
odd function of a , and hence use even exponents in the form M3c 3JI , etc. It will be shown that the
results from the tricyclic methcd previously developed can be used as a first step in finding the nonlinear

coefficients.

It is worthwhile to consider just how nonlinearities in the static moment can be detected in ballistic-range

oata. These nonlinearities affect both the shape and frequency (or wavelength) of the model oscillation. It
is found, however, that moderate nonlinearities have only a second-order effect on the shape. In most instances,
the resulting wave form differs very little from a damped sine wave. This is illustrated graphically in
Figure 7.17. where the wave form for a pure cubic moment (M= -M 2( 3 ) is compared to a sine wave having the sane
wavelength. This comparison is for planar motion with zero damping. It should be noted that the wave form
corresponding to all nonlinear moments of the form M M ou- M2U3 , where both terms ar3 stabilizing, would
fall between the two curves shown in this figure.

Hence, the primary means for detecting nonlinearities in the static moment is by observing changes in the
wavelength with amplitude of the pitching oscillation*. When the moment is nonlinear, the wavelength changes
with amplitude as a consequence of the change in the mean slope of the pitching moment curve, Cm% (see
Equation (7.140)). Normally, the aerodynamic damping is small so the wa.elength of the model oscillation is
essentially constant during a given flight even though a nonlinear static moment exists. For this reason, a
number of flights of a given configuration must be made having different peak amplitudes before the form of
nonlinearity )n the static moment can be determined.

A number of methods have been developed for analyzing ballistic-range data where a nonlinear static moment

exists. Some of these methods will be detailed in the following sections. For clarity, the discussion will
proceed from simple, very restricted systems toward a general solution with many of the restrictions dropped.
First, however, it is useful to illustrate the influence of nonlinear static moments by considering a mechanical
analogue.

In at least one instance7 ' , the change in the wave form itself was used to determine the nonlinearities in the static
moment.
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7.6.4.2 Mechanical Analogue

The analogy between a spherical ball rolling over a contoured surface and the combined pitching and yawing
motion of a model in flight is developed in Reference 7.19. A necessary assumption is that zero gyroscopic
roll rate of the missile being simulated must be prescribed. Consider for simplicity an axially symmetric
configuration. Then construct a bowl according to the equation

z - zo f A0r 4 A2r4 +

or

dz
- = 2Aor + 4Ar 3 

+
dr

where z is the height of the bowl surface and r is the distance from the bowl center. A ball rolling over
this bowl would execute a motion equivalent to the 4 versus /5 motion of a model in free flight which was

governed by the static moment
Cm - oa + B U3+...

where Cm denotes the moment coefficient at a given resultant angle of attack. In other words. C, has the

dz
same form as -

dr

A number of bowls were made to chec, out the usefulness of this mechanical analogue. The contours of these
bowls, tuid Lhe static moments they correspond to, are shown in Figure 7.18. The bowls were placed directly
below a motion-picture camera, and balls of different sizes and different materials were launched into them by
rolling the balls down a chute. It was found that the surfaces of the bowls could be oiled in varying amounts
to maintain a control on the damping in the system. Checks made with the "linear-moment" bowl, where an exact
analytic solution exists, showed the bowl analogy to be valid.

The real interest in this analogy lay in examining the effect of a nonlinear static moment. One set of
results for a linear-cubic moment where the linear term is destabilizing is shown in Figure 7.19. The two
components of the resultant angle of attack make little sense by themselves, but the cross-plot of Ca versus
is completely understandable. The deflection away from the origin in this cross-plot is a characteristic of a
nonspinning configuration that is statically unstable at small angles of attack. This mechanical analogue can
often be helpful by intuitively revealing the type of static moment governing a particular model.

7.6.4.3 Static Moment Consisttng of a Single Term

As an introduction to the treatment of nonlinear moments, we will consider a simple case where an exact
solution exists. Consider the case of a single degree of freedom in pitch (planar motion), no aerodynamic
damping, and a small velocity loss, and assume the static moment can be represented as

pV 2A
s t M m 2 Mcn+l, n . 0, (7.180)

so that

-Mn(n+ l)CtnCm = (7. 181)m vOL

The equation of motion to be considered is
Ia + Mnn+l 0. (7.182)n

On multiplying this equation by 6 and integrating., we obtain

I61 0d~in+2
+6. M n+

2 n+2

To find C, we use the fact that &=0 when o=a5 . Thus

C - Mn+ 2

n +2

and

dt (( d _ ) (7.183)
2Mn T 2( a+)/

We can determine T/4 (wheie -r is the period of the oscillation) by integrating (7.183) from a 0 to a a .
that is,

" ((n+2)I % X.c dua
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An expression for the Period can be obtained in terms of gum functions.

2I(n+ 4)
2  

_ t 2)(7.18

n( 2+ )
This is an exact relationship that shows the effect of the coefficients assmed in (7.180) and the maximum angle
of attack. However. it does not provide much in the way of intuitive feel. This can be helped to some extent
by introducing the concept of an "effective" angle of attack. First. consider the experimenter's situation.
A number of firings have been made of a given configuration. The data have been analyzed as though the static
moment were linear and the moment-curve-slope obtained. It is found that the moment-curve-slope is not a
constant, but varies with the amplitude of the particular test. The question then arises, for what angles of
attack are each of the moment-curve-slopes obtained true local values? That is. what is the effective angle
of attack for each measurement?

Solving for Mn in (7.184) and substituting into (7.181) leads to the expression for C.. ,

C -2n(n+ 1)(n+4) 2 [ + 2. r)f (T (7.185)<.~ ~ + l2<+ > i ',

For a linear moment, n = 0 and this equation reduces to (7.140):

C - = -8.
2  (7.186)

.. x = . = 2V pAl

We define the effective angle of attack aeff as that angle at which the moment-curve-slope obtained from a
linear analysis of a motion of amplitude a. matches Cm . To obtain this angle of attack, we equate (7.185)
and (7.186). substititing C4eff for U in (7.185). Thus,

{eff (n+l(n + 4)2 (i/ (7.187)

This equation in effect gives the transformation from a plot of C%, versus % to a plot of Cm versus cc
which can be integrated to obtain Cm * Figure 7.20 shows a plot of r efflm versus n . Note that for a cubic
moment (M = ..M2 C3 ), Cql, should be applied at 0.489 a,. This value will also arise when a linear-plus-cubic

moment is considered.

The one-term moment represented by (7.180) has zero slope through the origin, and thus does not allow initial
static stability or instability at a = 00 . Hence, this representation is not generally applicable, but was

included as a simple introductory case.

7.6.4.4 Linear + Cubic Static Moment

Many real physical cases can be represented by the cubic case if a linear term is added to provide finite
static stability or instability about t-e origin. We will still assume undamped angular motion, with only a
small change in velocity, and consider a static moment represented by

pV2 AI
M = m  2 = _ M OO - M 2co (7.188)

2

C = - 2- (Mo +3M 2 ) . (7.189)

It should be noted that three cases of interest exist depending on the signs of Mo and M 2 . These cases are

shown in Figure 7.21.

Note that we are considering cases where a model in free flight is oscillatitig between +ctm and -cs.

For a type 1 moment, C can be any value. For a type 2 moment, am must be less than ot, or tumbling will

occur, and for a type 3 moment, Cm must be greater than CA (defined by L2Mdc=O) or the oscillation

'hill take place about the trim angle (ca) and never pass through zero.
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Following the same approach as in the preceding section. we can obtain exact closed-form expressions for the
effective-angle i;rameter. Ceff/a. In terms nw of elliptic integrals. Defining a. M 2C a o , these
expressions can he written as follows:

Type 1 and type 3 mments:
1ef f 72k(l ) + - (7.190)

K(k) complete elliptic integral of the first kind

k ='21+ .
+ 22

Type 2 moment-

ef V (2m2) (7.191)

These solutions are shown graphically in Figure 7.22. It is interesting to note that the value of Ceff/l

obtained in the previous section for a pure cubic moment (0.489), is representative of Learly all linear-cubic
moments of both type I and type 3. In fact, except in the vicinity of the singular points for types 2 and 3.

a value of aeff/% of 0.5 would be a fairly close approximation.

What is most important to note at this point is that exact expressions have been obtained which allow a
transformation from Cil (equivalent linear system) versus C to a local C% versus a and the unknowns
U. and Uz 2can be obtained from experimental data by a simple iteration procedure, which proceeds as follows:
Assume that C. and a. have been obtained from a number of tests (e.g.. using the tricyclic method).
First (neff)i is assumed equal to [0 5 (a3 ) i ) and a least squires fit is made to the equations

(-2i= [NO I 3M2 (aeff)i,

solving for Mo and U2 . Depending on the type of moment, either (7.190) or (7.191) is then applied to yield

better values of the transformation to apply to each of the (a) i and the least squares procedure is repeated.
It is found that the iteration process converges very rapidly for any of the three types of moment.

7.6.4.5 General Power-Series Moment

We will now relax some of the assumptions of the preceding sections and obtain an expression for the case of

a spinning symmetric missile governed by an arbitrary nonlinear moment in the resultant angle of attack. It is

still assumed that aerodynamic damping is negligible and that there is no swerve of the flightpath; therefore.

C We start with a body-fixed coordinate system denoted by 7, y, , with the origin at the center of gravity.
This system is related to the inertial coordinate system (x,y,z) by the Euler angles 0., a-, and qP, (see
Figure 7.23). The body has constant angular velocity p about the I axis. lIe will consider that the restor-
ing moment is given by the expression

M(01) =- - .Me~U

2 n

The moment is completely arbitrary in that any of the coefficients Mn may be set equal to zero*. Following
the development in Reference 7.8, it is found that the following differential equation governs the resultant
angle of attack o,

II, 0() ncm+ 4 - -nc +-- = - -m - n 'q) (7. 192)
)~ n m c ' +4__ + 71928 1\ dr n--o 2

n'o ml 0 n +22o.

Here Um and 0o are the maximum and minimum resultant angles of attack, and the Mn _terms are the coeffi-
cients Mn modified to include the effect of spin. For the odd subscript terms (M1 . M3 ... ). Mn - M/I.
For the even subscript terms, a general expression for Mn is exceedingly complicated. In most pl'uctical
cases, however, the following expressions are essentially exact:

It should be kept in mind that for the symmetric missile under consideration, the desired moment is an odd function of
* angle of attack. Since a ) 0 .this poses no problem but for planar motion, note that terms like M I OcIL are implied.
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1 4

2 12

U 17

I 960

where P IpI

gy integrating (7.192) from co to a. . an expression for the frequency of oscillation can be obtained.

Evaluating the resulting integral in closed form can be done only in special cases. However, an excellent
approximation for the frequency can be obtained7 8

:

2(t) = 2 2 (7.193)
o aO 2

This equation is least accurate for the case of planar motion. It becomes increasingly more accurate as more
and more circular motions are considered, and is exact in the limit of circular motion.

Because the equation is least accurate for planar motion, it is interesting to compare it in this limit with
exact results and also with approximate results obtained by the Kryloff-Bogoliuboff tochnique 7 20, For planar
motion (a =0, p =0), (7.193) assumes the form

4(t) =n [1 - (x)(n+2)/2].n (7.194)

The first comparison will be for the one-term moment of arbitrary power in angle of attack considered in Section

7.6.4.3 (i.e., M = _M aCxn+). This comparison is shown in Figure 7.24. It is seen that the approximation given
by (7.194) is superior to the Kryloff-Bogoliuboff approximation for all values of n greater than 2. It

also agrees well with the exact resolts.

The other planar-motion comparison that will be shown is for a linear-cubic-quintic restoring moment:

M = - MoCJ - M2C4
3 

- M10
6 

,

Exact results for this case Pre presented in Reference 7.21. For brevity, only the particular moment having

stabilizing linear and quintic terms and a destabilizing cubic term will be considered. The comparisons are

shown in the carpet plots (Fig.7.25), where the dashes represent the exact solution and the solid lines a given
approximation. Both approximations are fairly good, but results from (7.194) are clearly superior. Since (7.193)

is least accurate for planar motion, it is apparently a very accurate representation.

7.6.4.6 Application to Free-Flight Data

Equation (7.193) shows the influence of maximum and minimum amplitudes, spinning rate, and an arbitrary set

of restoring moment coefficients on the frequency of the motion. Before applying this equation to free-flight

data, it is again convenient to transform from time to distance, which essentially removes velocity from the

problem. If (7.193) is divided by V2  and the terms of the series are written out explicitly, with only the

dominant spin term retained, we obtain

,o 2 + 02

2(<X)_ = p(x) + 1 + M -- 2 2 A 2 0"+ ") +4 IV M 0 1 (
0 

2  a 2)Z 0-

2 4 m a0

Recall that each of the unknown Mn's contains V2  (for example, Mo- -Cm /pV2 A/2), so Mn /V2 is independent

of velocity. If we now define

in pV'A I/2

the Mn's are coefficients in a power series in CM,

n
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t and are assumed to be constants. Then the above equation becomes
I $ 2 2 512-

0 L p(x) pAL + (c2 O)]

,,o"' ____

4 M 2 1+~ +l 3(,2_ 2)2

+ [c,_ + _+

+ 2k, (7u + + +1^ + V"_' 2 2

+ 6 (3a, + 5-" o + 5o-; + .... (7.195)

From a set of flights made at about the same test conditions, assume that a converged solution for each has
been obtained with the tricyclic aethod of analysis. Then values of all the parameters except Mn are known
for each flight for use in (7.195). A decision as to the number of terms to be retained is made, and then the

in can be calculated from the set of m simultaneous equations (one for each test flight or portion thereof)
by the method of least squares, provided m > number of unknowns. Note that 60

2(x) - [P2 (x)/4 is essentially
equal to the product w,2 given by the tricyclic analysis.

Although damping has been assumed negligible in deriving (7.195), the procedure still gives good results

when damping is present if values of o, and oro are determined as follows:

a =Io (first peak) + or (last peak)]2, = Il 2o' (atek)

O-o = [o (first minimum) +o2 (last minimum)]

The question of which and how many terms to retain in (7.195) would seem to be critical. The possibilities
are essentially unlimited, and there is no systematic way to make a choice a priori. Fortunately, however, a
number of different assumed forms for the moment, when fit to the experimental data, turn out to yield nearly
identical, Cm(O) curves. Hence, there is no unique iepresentation for the moment that gives the "best fit"
to the data but a number of choices which will give equally good fits.

This is illustrated by the following set of results, based on the experimentil data of Reference 7.18. The
data showed large nonlinearities, and it was decided that a four-term series representation of the moment was

needed. The linear coefficient k was known from other sources and was not allowed to vary. All possible
four-term moments, each containing Mo ', and three members of the set (kM2,M 3,M ,.6,) were fit to the
experimental data using (7.195) and the method of least squares. The results are summarized as follows:

Povers of resultant

angle of attack Sum of the squares

in assumed moment of the residuals

1-2-3-4 3.5 x 10"

1-2-3-5 4.9
1-2-3-6 6.6
1-2-3-7 8.5
1-2-4-5 6.6

1-2-4-6 8.4
1-2-4-7 10.4
1-2-5-6 10.2
1-2-5-7 11.6

1-2-6-7 12.4
1-3-4-5 2.4*
1-3-4-6 2.0*
1-3-4-7 1.9*
1-3-5-6 1.8*

1-3-5-7 2.0*
1-3-6-7 3.2

1-4-5-6 8.4
1-4-5-7 11.3
1-4-6-7 17.3
1-5-6-7 32.0 x 10-
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Some of the moment represer.tations have much larger error sums than others, and can be rejected as inferior.
However. among several of the better fits. there is little to choose, Figure 7.26 shows the envelope from the

five moments that gave the smallest sum of the squares of the residuals, marked in the above table with stars.

The moment curves are close enough together, out to a '1 360 , that no real choice between them need be made.

7.6.5 Effect of Nonlinear Static Moment on Deduced Damping

The study of nonlinearities in aerodynamic moments has been extended in Reference 7.22 to allow nonlinearities

to exist in both the static moment and the damping moment, and nonlinear damping moments will be treated in the

next section. The study revealed that a nonlinear static moment could lead to apparent nonlinearities (and

large errors) in the deduced damping even when the actual damping was in fact linear. This effect will now be

discussed.

For this purpose, it is assumed that the motion is planar and thct there is no swerve in the trajectory.

The equation of motion considered, with distance as the independent variable, is

a" + H&+ 2 _n e n  = 0 (7.196)

Note again that since Mn contains V2 , Mn /V2 is independent of velocity. The constant H0 '10 =- (pA/2i) )

is a measure of the damping and we desire to determine its value. First, we consider the (idealized) case where
we have exact values of the angle of attack Q_ at every peak. If the static moment were linear, these peak

angles would fall on the exponential envelope e(HO/2)x and the logarithmic decrement would be constant with

the value

log -= (7.197)

where the subscript k denotes the peak number and w is the frequency of the motion defined by

(02 = Mo H2 :, 0
IV2  4 IV2 "

The difficulty that arises is when the static moment Is nonlinear, the logarithmic decrement is no longer a

constant. However, it is useful to analyze the data as though it were constant and an effective linear damping

Hoe is defined by the expression
log %'mk I- H"° (7.198)
e k+i 2 '

where co is now a function of a, Mn , and Ho . An approximate relationship between the apparent damping

and the actual damping, which is in excellent agreement with numerical integrations, is derived in Reference 7.22,

for arbitrary nonlinearities in both the static and damping moment and is expressed as the ratio of two power

series. The complete expression will be given later, but the expression for a linear plus cubic static moment

(and constant damping) is as follows*: Hoe -- m° + (5/8)m2 (71.199)

HO  mo + (5/16)m 2

Here mo  is +1 if the linear static term is stabilizing and -1 if it is destabilizing. Note that the

definition of m2  is now modified slightly, becoming

2 
2

Mo0a2  2 2

where C( represents an "average" value of the maximum angle of attack; i.e., Q f (C4m)2 + (CM)+ The

physical import of (7.199) is shown In Figures 7.27-7.29, which give the variation of H0 /Ho with m2 . The

solid lines represent the case we are consideiing (exact knowledge of successive peak angles) and it is seen

that a significant Lifect on the deduced damping is introduced by the nonlinear static moment. For the stable-

stable case (Fig. 7.27), the deduced damping is always less than the true damping and in the most extreme case

(pure cubic moment), it is 2/3 of the true damping. For the stable-unstable case (Fig.7.28), the deduced dampinj

is always greater than the true damping. The largest deviations of the deduced damping from true values occur

with an unstable-stable static moment (Fig.7.29), for which the error is never less than 33 percent.

It is, of course, unrealistic to presime exact knowledge of successive peak angles of attack. In the real

case, the damping would probably be obtained using the tricyclic solution developed earlier (Equation (7.154))

fitted to the d,.crete data points measured along the trajectory. Results obtained in this manner are indicated

by the circular symbols in Figures 7.27-7.29. To obtain these results, a number of exact trajectories were

generated for a variety of linear-cubic static moments and these "data" (50 points for each run) were analyzed

by the tricyclic method. There is scatter in the results, which is expected when discrete data are being

A similar approximate formula was derived in Reference 7.23 and can be written

Hoe  mo + (3/4)m2

HO M + (9/8)m2

This proves to be less azcurate than (7.199).
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analyzed, but the results show consistent trends. For each of the three types of nonlinear moments, the dis-
crepancy from the true damping coefficient Is greater than for the "exatt-data-at-every-peak" case. What is
noted is that the percent error is just about double that of the first case considered. Again the worst case
is that with an unstable-stable static moment. It appears that if a static moment of this type governs, the
deduced damping will differ from the true damping by a factor greater than 3. This statement holds whether

the motion is damped or undamped.

For the case where exact values of the angle of attack are known at successive peaks, the true damping can
be derived by a procedure to be given in the following section. However, when discrete data are analyzed IV
linear methods, no precise method exists to correct the deduced daaping. An approximite correction would be

to double the error calculated by assuming the peake known.

7.6.6 Nonlinear Damping Moment

7.6.6.1 Approximate Solution

Since the aerodynamic damping is one of the most difficult aerodynamic parameters to determine from ballistic-
range tests, the definition of "second-order" effects produced by nonlinearities in the damping is even more
difficult. An important reason for studying the subject has been developed by Tobak and Pearson7 2M, who
indicate that static nonlinearity should be accompanied by nonlinear damping. There are, of course, ample

practical reasons for defining nonlinear damping in cases where the sign of the damping coefficient changes,
introducing limit cycles and other major effects on the motion. With the recent advances in shadowgraph optics

(particularly Kerr-cell shutters, see Chapter 6) and more sophisticated methods oi reading the pictures obtained,

far better data are becoming available for analysis; this should lead to less scatter in the experimental results
and allow some coefficients previously lost in the scatter to be determined.

We will briefly consider nonlinear damping coefficients, confining the discussion to planar motion and zero

swerve. The differential equation considered is

CCa" + Hn n)I+ +1 0 (7.200)
I~ V
2

The middle term represents the damping moment, the last term, the static restoring moment. Note again that n 2
will be referred to as a cubic moment, etc. As discussed in the previous section, if the static moment is non-
linear, the logarithmic decrement (determined from successive penks) is not constant. We will consider that we
have exact data at every peak in the angle of attack, and that we will analyze the data as though the logarithmic
deciement were constant, %shich aeain introduces the concept of an "effective linear damping" (H0e). An approxi-
mate expression relating the effective linear damping to the linear term in the actual damping has been derived
in Reference 7.22 and is given as follows*:

V aknmn
Hole n >'O-- - hk , (7.201)

H0 L n.>0 bknmn

k>o -~

where h k = (

M a
and mn = nMo

The constants akn and bkn are given in the following tables.

Values of akn

k 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

0 2.0000 1.2732 1.0000 0.8488 0.7500 0.6791 0.6250 0.5821 0.5469

1 1.5349 1.0095 O.C065 0.6913 0.6143 0.5582 0.5147 0.4797 0.4510

2 1.2500 0.8398 0.6797 C.5875 0.5250 0.4788 0.4428 0.4136 0.3895

3 1.0568 0.7208 0.5894 0.5130 0.'4i08 0.4218 0.3912 0.3663 0.3453

4 0.9167 0.6323 0.5213 0.4565 0.4118 0.3784 0.3519 0.3301 0.3118

5 0.8102 0.5639 0.4679 0.4118 0.3731 0.3439 0.3206 0.3014 0.2851

6 0.7266 0.5092 0.4249 0.3756 0.3415 0.3156 0.2950 0.2779 0.2633

7 0.6589 0.4645 0.3894 0.3456 0.3152 0.2920 0.2735 0.2581 0.2450

8 0.6031 0.4272 0.3596 0.3202 0.2928 0.27:20 0.2552 0.2413 0.2294

CO 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

* Note that (7.199) is a special case of this expression.
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Values of bkn

F 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

0 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000

1 0.9593 0.9575 0.9542 0.9505 0.9468 0.9434 0.9399 0.9364 0.9337

2 0.9375 0.9346 0.9297 0.9243 0.9138 0.9135 0.9084 0.9038 0.8997

3 0.9247 0.9211 0.9155 0.9091 0.9027 0.8964 0.8905 0.8850 0.8797

4 0.9167 0 9127 0.9067 0.8998 0.8929 0. 8861 0.8797 0 8735 0.8677

5 0.9115 0.9073 0.9011 0.8940 0.8868 0.8798 0.8729 0.8665 0.8603

6 0.9082 0.9039 0.8975 0.8904 0.8831 0.8758 0.8688 0.8621 0.8558

7 0.9060 0.9016 0.8953 0.8882 0.8808 0.8735 0.8664 0.8596 0.8530

8 0.9047 0.9003 0.8940 0.8868 0.8795 0.8722 0.8650 0.8582 0.8516

L 0) 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0

An example of what this equation looks like in expanded form is given as follows, where all terms relating

to a 1-3-5 static moment together with a 1-3-5 damping moment have been retained.

Ho, mo + 0.6250m, + 0. 4583m, m. + 0.6797m 2 + 0. 5213m,
+ h +

Ho  mo + 0.9375 m2 + 0. 9167m, m + 0.9297m2 + 0. 9067m,

0.7500mo + 0.5250m2 + 0.4118mb. (7.202)

mo  0. 9188m 2 + 0. 8929m,

Equation (7.201) has been compared with the results from numerical integrations for many different nonlineari-

ties in both the static and dynamic moments
7 22. In al, coses investigated, the approximate formula yielded

results extremely close to the "exact" result. Of concern ncw is how the coefficients (MnHn) in (7,200) can be

extracted from experimental data.

7.6.6.2 Determination of Nonlinear Damping Parameters from Data

Equation (7.201) can be useful in determining the nonlinear damping parameters from a set of obsel-ved oscilla-

tions. Assume that a given oscillator is governed by (7.200). We wish to infer from observed oscillations the

appropriate values of H0o. H2 , 114 ... and M0 IM 2, M I.. . .

We assume that the frequency and maximum anplitudes for every half cycle of motion from each model flight can

be accurately determined from the data. The ¢,ffective linear damping for each half cycle is then computed by

0m)kI
H0  2 l m . (7.203)
Oe - "

In addition, we assume that the damping is small so that Ho/ << 1 . This assumption is normally satisfied in

ballistic-range testing, and allows the simplification that the damping can be neglected in determining the

static-moanent parameters Mn .

By use of the approximation for the frequency developed earlier (Equation (7.194) transformed to distance),

we ran write

X) An - n) A - (7.204)
I n>O

where

A ()(n+2)2)
n n 2

a 2 ')

This formula is a good approximation for large and amall nonlinearities, except in the vicinity of the singular

points of static instability. By fitting this equr.tion to a set of frequency versus amplitude data, the appro-

priate values of Mn car be obtained.

A similar but sligh ly more complicated situation exists for determining the damping parameters Hn - In

this case, the static parameters play an important role, whereas in the determination of the static-moment

parameters Mn - the effect of the damping parameters can be nieglected. Rewriting (7.201) in a slightly

difteient form. floe is given by
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Ho BoHo + Z BkHkc , (7.205)
Ce k>0o ;a

where Bk (k 0) is

a M o'nB aknnaa

B k 2 +k - E 
bknMnA

n>o

Equation (7.205) is analogous in form to (7.204). In this case, however, the coefficients Bk are functions
of MO .M1 M2 ....... and aa whereas the coefficients A. were constants. In the determination of the

damping, however, the static parameters can be regarded as already determined by the use of (7.204). Hence.
the coefficients B n are functions of only c% insofar as determination of the damping is concerned.

It is now useful to divide both sides of (7.205) by B0 , obtaining

Hoe  "Ho + 2Bk k

BOB o Hk a. (7.206)Beaue 0'1'2'" al ar wt C nai.

Because BI Bo  I B2 , all vary with aa in a similar manner, the ratios Bk/BO vary slowly with a
Equation (7.206) can now be used to study a set of damping data in a manner analogous to studying frequency
data with (7.204).

As a simple example, consider that a set of data for a given oscillator has been obtained and that the static
moment, completely arbitrary, has been determined with the use of (7.204). Assume that the damping moment can
be described by a linear term and a single arbitrary nonlinear term so that (7.206) appears as

H H + Hn 
(7.207)

where n is not known. Choosing a particular value of n determines Bn/B o . Then on a plot of Hoe/B o versus
(Bn/Bo)Oan , when the right value of n is chosen, the data will fall on a straight line. The slope of the line
yields Hn , and the intercept of the line with the Hoe/B0 axis yields Ho . This will be true without regard
to the particular form of the static moment.

For an arbitrary damping moment described by a given set of data over an amplitude range, there may be many
combinations of the parameters Ho , H 2 ..... that will fit the data. This situation also occurred in
determining the static-moment parameters. One must often settle for a member of a class of moments that gives
a good fit. Thus, a certain amount of experience is useful in analyzing the data. For a set of data including

small angles of (a as well as large, one should plot the damping data as Hoe/Bo versus (B /Bo)(a (or as a
fistya ais e2 sic B afirst try against 22 since B 0/Bo varies slowly with %). If the data fall on a straight line, the damping moment

is a cubic as described by (7.207) with n 2 . If the data deviate from a straight line, which might be
expected to occur aL larger values of 0(a , one can estimate the magnitude and sign of the next higher order
damping term needed to fit the data. In such a manner the appropriate form of damping polynomial tends to
suggest itself.

7.7 LIFT ANALYSIS

A model in free-.'light normally develops lift which causes the center of gravity to follow a trajectory that

deviates from a straight line. For airplane-like configurations, this is often troublesome in that the lift

can cause the model to quickly fly out of the field of view. Even for axisymmetric bodies the lift usually
causes the model to depart from bore sight of the gun. This can be explained as follows. Consider the simpli-

fied form of (7.105)

z" = - C, (7.208)
2m L

where CL, is the lift-curve slope. Now assume for simplicity that the model emerges from the gun at zero angle
of attack but is given an angular rate during separation from the sabot. A simple form for the angle of attack
that satisfies these conditions is

rA = O s i n u~x .

Substituting this expression into (7.208) and integrating twice yields

pA Cm
Z = - 1  .. snxC+

M C a _07 sincox + C1x + C2 (7.209)

If we make the initial conditions z = z' = 0 at x = 0 , then

pA I' pA I'-CL sin x --- C -x . (7.210)
2m CLa 2m CL

V:
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This equation indicates that even with zero vertical velocity upon emerging from the gun, a vertical velocity
is acquired due to the lift. For this simplified case. the center of gravity oscillates about a straight line

in phase with the angle of attack as shown in Figure 7.30. The presence of aerodynamic damping, gravity, etc.
would cause the swerve oscillation to take place about a curved line. What is important to note here is that
the magnitude of the deviation from some mean line is a measure of the lift. We will now consider various
methods for determining the lift coefficient.

7.7.1 Determination from Displacement Variation Near a Peak

The most basic method for determining the lift coefficient as a function of angle of attack is by analysis
of the lateral displacement history of the model mass center (which is caused by the lift). The deduced
lateral acceleration is related to the angle of attack nistory to define CL(L) . For motions involving a
small roll rate, an approach similar to that used for determining the moment coefficient in Section 7.6.2 can
be used. For a planar motion in the x-z plane (ignoring gravity), the dif~erential equation of motion is

z" = - Kl(CO)D - K(CL)s . (7.211)

where (CL)D = dynamic lift coefficient

(CL)s = static lift coefficient

K = pA/2m.

As with the angle of attack data, a desirable segment of vertical displacement data is one which brackets a

peak deviation, and which can be considered as two sets of data about this maximum or peak. (The swerving
motion peaks at very nearly the same x position as the angular motion; they peak at exactly the same x if
damping is zero.)

The development of the equations is exactly analogous to that for angles and we have, at any given C,

-(C) s  - (CL)DI + (C,)]. (7.212)
2K 2

If we assume that (CL)D = (CLQ +C)ca' we have

z+ zg
2K 2 (CLq La+C t)(Cl+0t') (7.213)

Usually, the contribution of the dynamic term to the lift coefficient is very small. Therefore, when z" and
z; are determined (for points of equal angle of attack on either side of the peak), (CL)s is effectively
determined. If damping in lift is truly negligible, the two values of z" are nearly identical. The deduced
instantaneous values of (CL)s are plotted against the instantaneous corresponding angles of attack to generate
a curve of CL(A) . An example showing results from this method is given in Section 7.9.2.

7.7.2 Normal Force from Stability Data on Models with Different Centers of Mas

The normal-force-curve slope, CN (C5  ,CL + CD), and the center of pressure location x , are often
found by testing models of fixed externarshape but with two different (known) center of masslocations. The
two bodies would have the same values of C and x , but the moment-curve slope, C. , would be different.
Values of CmL can be obtained experimentally for eacE of the bodies by methods already described. Then using
the relationship between Cm and CN ,

Cm = C (cg ) , (7.214)

where I is the reference length, we have a pair of simultaneous equations for the two unknowns, CNa and xcp.

7.7.3 Tricyclic Method

When the angular motion is not planar and involves precession due to spin, the tricyclic method discussed

in Section 7.6.3 can be used for the analysis of the swerve and the determination of lift coefficients. A
trim lift force may be includld in this analysis,, defined as follows:

Cy0 lift coefficient in y direction for / 0 at x = 0

CL0 lift coefficient in z direction for C( U at x = 0

These are components of the CLS term in (7.107). They rotate with the body at a rate, p , and their
resultant represents the force at zero angle of attack due to small asymmetries in the model.
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The equation for displacement acceleration is (see Equation (7.105))

Y" + iz" - -K{(Cl, 4+iCL pP/)( J6c) + l [(CL +CL. + i(CL. -CL )pl1 (6' +ic') + (CY0 +iCLo)eiPX} +
c p Q c c p q-p ~

+ ig/V2 
- 2 (sin 01+iCos0lsinOa) . (7.2-15)

V

Note that the lift coefficients due to Magnus effects (CL(XpCL&p.CLqp) are retained in this equation, but are
exceedingly difficult to obtain experimentally unless very high roll rates are experienced. If these coeffi-

cients can be obtained, moment coefficients due to Magnus effects can be found from the stability analysis.

If we now integrate the above equation twice with respect to x we obtain

x ( +i( dxd px
y + iz = - K{C i: L: (B+icO dxdx + ipICL"  (6 +ia) dxdx +

+ l(CL + C.) 10K (,8 + i) dx - /(CL + CL) (' 0 
+ iAO) x +

a

+ ip/2 (CL. -CLp) 1 (/3+ic) dx - ip/ 2 (CL -CL )(/o 0+iao)x +

+ (Co~ico)I + ipp - elPX

+ ( C ( + i p e , + (yO + iz ) x +

+ +iz o ) + i 1 dx dx-

X Vo

- 2 (sin 01 + i cos O sin 0a) r : dxdx

which, after terms are rearranged, becomes

y + iz -K {(Cu +iPiCL pi: i o (,+ia) dxdx +

+ I I(CLq +CLa) + ip/ (CL.p -CL)J [ fox (,+i(x) dx- (8 o + ia o ) x] +

' + Cy0+OL0) 
+ IPx eipx-)

+ (C +iC 0 +i}+ (yO + iz-) x +

+ (Yo+izo) + ig : -- dxdx -

2 (sin 01 + i cos Oz sin a) 10 16

The term I pxf

ig J J dxdx

is the dipnlac,ent in the vertical plane due to gravity. It can be calculated separately and added to z
algebraically. If the precise flight time is known for a specific x location, the displacement due to
gravity is simply zg = gt2  The Coriolis term can h e integrated directly since Vo/V ezcox (Equation

(7.109)). The result is
2 e-KCD X

- TO, (sin0/+icosO/sinea) \  (KCD )2  (7.217)

and for small KCD e Kc x -KCDx - x

(-) - .(7.218)(KCD)2 -2

This contribution to y and z can also be calculated separately and added algebraically to the y and z

data.
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If the Magnus terms are ignored, there are eight unknown coefficients in (7.216): CL, (CLq +CL&), Cy o , CLo.
Yo . Yo. z'. and z, . All of these coefficients appear in a linear fashion and if the integrals of (,G+ia) can
be calculated in closed form and p is inown. then the coefficients can be solved for by a standard least squares
technique. The expressions for (W + L) can be obtained in closed form from fitting (7.154) to the angle data in
obtaining the static and dynamic stpbility. The roll rate p is also known from the stability reduction.

Some of the Magnus coefficients can now be found by using the stability and lift analyses together, provided
the data are accurate and well-defined. Fro (7.216). values for C1 U and (CLD -CLQP) can be obtained from
a least-squares fit since they occur linearly as do the other coefficients. Then from (7.158). given CL,. we
can calculate COO, . With (7.157). given CL p  we can calculate a slightly modified value of CmcL . With
(7.156). given CL. we can obtain (C&,p-C ). Therefore, from the combined stability and lift analyses, we
can derive all of tMe following coefficients: Cm. CLU - Ce + Cr, CLq + CL&. C p . CLp. C - - Cuqp
CL&p - CL . Cyo . and CLo . For most ballistic range tests. however, the models are fired from smooth-bore
guns so that the roll rates are small and the Magnus terms are negligible.

It is alto possible to deduce the center of pressure, Xcp , and normal-force-curve slope, Ck . from measure-
ments of a single model flight which define the lift, drag, and static stability coefficients. For small angles

CM ; CL, + CD

and. as noted earlier.

C C (Xci Icr)

so that

xcp _ Xcg Cm_

I l CL + CD

7.7.4 Nonlinear Lift

Another method for obtaining the lift coefficient, which can handle a case involving nonlinear lift, proceeds
as follows. The lift coefficient is expressed as a polynomial in resultant angle of attack, a5 , as

n

C1CtiC . (7.219)

For simplicity in demonstration, we will use the two-term series

CL = CLaC + CL C3(. (7.220)
3

In the a-/3 plane, with the y and z coordinate axes also shown, we define an angle (k (see Figure 7.31)
as the angle between the resultant angle of attack CtR and the 8 (or -y) axis. The lift in the z direction
is

CL = CLsinf = CL aRsink + CL a 3sin(k (7.221)
Z OL COL3 R

and in the y direction

l CLcOS k CL CROS CLo 3C COS 3 . (7.222)

The differential equations of motion (with no damping) in the z and y directions are

g

+ -- (7.223)

y" = - KCL (7.224)
Y

where K --/A/2m and g is the acceleration dup to gravity. Substituting (7.221) and (7.222) into these
equations, we get zqa- - K(CL aRsinb+CL 3 sink) + g/V 2  

(7.225)
COL CL3

y" =C - K(CL aRcosk+CL (Acosk) . (7.226)

Integrating twice with respect to x we obtain

- rx KCL 2i~ xd CG3sitdd 727



*1 At each data staticn there are measured values for C. 1. y ; z CC1 can be calculated from

and 0 can be obtained from
= tan-1 (a/ 3).

Thus, C%,sine. %cos4, acsin4), and a3cos4 can be plotted as functions of x and iiitegrated graphically.
With the integrals determined, a least squares technique can be used to find best values for all of the unknowns
in (7.227) and (7.228).

7.8 NUMERICAL INTEGRATION OF EQUATIONS OF NOTION

The tricyclic method described earlier has been the most widely used means for obtaining aerodynamic coeffi-
cients from free-flight tests. Within the realm where the assumptions made in the derivation of the tricyclic
equations were satisfied, the method was convenient and gave good results; Even when the assumptions were not
satisfied, this method was normally applied first, and then the results were modified by some of the methods
that have been described.

It is easy to see how this strong dependence on the tricyclic equations came about. The problem was to deduce
the aerodynamic characteristics governing a body from discrete observations of its position and attitude in space.
The complete differential equations governing the motion were presumed known. Since errors were certain to
exist in the position and attitude data, a "best fit" of some kind was called for, preferably an iteration scheme
that would search for this fit. A least-squares fit was the natural choice, and with it a differential correction
technique would have to be used. For this to work, however, partial derivatives of each dependent variable
(e.g. C,/,y,z.....) with respect to each unknown coefficient in the differential equations of motion had to be
known at every data station.

At that period in time, electronic computers were too slow to consider numerical determination of these partial
derivatives. The remaining choice was to get a closed-form solution (e.g. a=f(x)) so that the various partial
derivatives would also have closed-form expressions. A least-squares fit is then straightforward, although
convergence of the iteration procedure cannot be guaranteed. The tricyclic equations are the implementation of
this approach. Enough approximations and assumptions are introduced into the differential equations of motion
so that a closed-form solution can be obtained.

It would be beneficial if the need for having a closed-form solution could be by-passed, and the data fit
instead by numerical solutions to the differential equations. This would allow far more generality in the
problem of obtaining the aerodynamic coefficients because, at least theoretically, the exact differential
equations of motion could be used. Two such methods will be described. The first (Section 7.8.1) is an
approximate method which has been successfully applied in the past to small-amplitude motions of airplane-type
configurations 7,25 . It does not require a very sophisticated computer, but does have the drawback that it
yields results which cannot be improved except by trial and error. The second method described (Section 7.8.2)
eliminates this drawback by providing an iterative scheme for seeking the "best fit" to experimental data 7'26.
In this case a high-speed digital computer is essential. In practice, the first method can be used to obtain
a starting solution for the morp powerful second approach.

7.8.1 Approximate Method

In Section 7.4.3.1 we obtained a set of differential equations to describe the motion of airplane-type
configurations (Equations (7.55)-(7.98)). Simplifying the nomenclature, these equations appear essentially as
follows:

y" Bly' + B2a sinck + B3/3cos 0 (7.229)

Z BIz' - B2F&coso + B3/3sin 0 (7.230)

+ B, + (7.231)

ll B,8' + BoP + B,1,' + B,2, + B13 . (7.232)

Here P is the angle of roll abou the model's X axis measured from the pitch plane (see Figure 7.2b).
Presumably it is a known function of distance. Thcse four equations form the basis for determining the aero-
dynamic coefficients from the flight records. The following results are obtained after integrating twice with
respect to distance ( and i7 are dummy variables):

y(x) = Yo + (Yo +Bly o)x + B, f'y dj + B, fd f'RsinO d + B3  dT J'LcosO d (7.233)

z(x) = z o + (zl+Blzo)x + B, z d77- B2 !:d f" Acos 4 d + B3J d7? sin d (7.234)
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&x) do* (Zl i B4FAf ,,e0 )x i B4 I d~ di B5  1,d J:'d d + B, d,1 d+ B, Jdq f"TSd B,'7235C2

4 q( ~B30t B,1 & x fB, f d1 jBf y d + B, f1 J' di1+ B 2 fJ d7 FA d + 8, - (7.236)

To accurately evaluate the integrands in the above equations, a continuous history of ii and / must be
obtained. Since the basic data 4I'E. ONE. (P. Y .z are obtained only at discrete points along the trajectory.
it must be assumed that a faired curve drawn througs these observed points represents the true continuous
trajectory of tLe model. For any x position, the angle of attack, FA , and the angle of sideslip, /, can
then be determined from the observed parameters by use of the relationships defined in Figure 7.4.

(ONE+z') cos'k + (tbMg-y') sink (7.237)

O- NE -y')Cos + (OE+')sink. (7.238)

This method of obtaining a continuous record of & and 0 is considered to be more accurate than to transform
the measured points into a and 6 and then fair the points.

Sets of redundant simultaneous equations are obtained by evaluating each of the equations (7.233) thru (7.236)
at a number of x locations; since the required coefficients appear in a linear fashion, a straightforward
application of a least-squares technique can be used to solve for them.

7.8.2 Iterative Approach 7"2 6

As mentioned earlier, for a least-squares fit employing differential corrections to succeed, partial deriva-
tives of each dependent variable with respect to every unknown coefficient must be known accurately at every
data station. The problem of obtaining these partial derivatives can be successfully handled by the method of
parametric differentiation. To iliustrate the procedure, assume that the equations of motion governing a
particular configuration are the two coupled nonlinear differential equations

G#; r C('L. 2
G  

C3.3 C~~
e" 

---0 (7.239)

+8"+ c1,6 Cc + ccM - a' :o.}
Note that C, is related to the damping moment, C2 and C3 define a linear-cubic static moment, and C, is
related to the roll rate.

The initial conditions at x 0 are
(O) = C5

= C6

/8(0) = C7

/6'(o) C.

We want to determine the four aerodynamic parameters (C to C4 ) and the four 'nitial conditions such that we
obtain a least-squares fit to experimental a(x) and /k(x) data. The method of differential corrections
will be used to do this (described in the Appendix). Assume that initial values of the unknowns, required
to start the differential correction procedure, are available tprevious section). Next we need the partial
derivatives of both C and /6 with respect to the eight unknowns, No closed-form solution exists for these
derivatives., but they can be obtained numerically by the method of parametric differentiation. First define
the following notation:

Da P 'a .2P DaCit
P -- I Pl -

i i

Note that it is explicitly assumed heie tl.at the order of differentiation can be reversed and that

- - etc.

For well-behaved functions, tis is normally true. Now differentiate (7.239) with respect to Ci , to obtain
the !oilowing 16 differential equations.
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+ C (C2 + C3 sCL2 )P1  CQ -CL'

P+ C1P + (C2 + 3C3C,)P + C4Q = - a,

P;+ CIP' + (C2 +3C 3Ca2)P 3 + C4Q =-C4

P' +CP' + (C +3C 3 (2)P +C4 Q - -3'3 143 2 3 3

P"' + C P1 + (C2 + 3C. 2 )p" + C4Q I 0 o

P"'+ C PI + (C2 + 3C3P
2)P, + C4 QN 0

P" + C PI + (C2 + 3C3 a2 )P7 + C Q8 0
P.,"+ C1 P (C2 + 3C3CL 2) +C7 0

(7.240)

Q',' + CQ' + (C2 + 3C3 /32)Q1 -c 4 P -/3'

Q2" + CQ' + (C2 + 3c, 2 )Q2 -c 4 P - -

3 (C-C/ 2 Q -C4 P3 /

o' f CQ4Q + (C2 +3c 3,82 )Q, - CP, = + a'

Q " + CAQ + (C2 + 3C3/32)Q - C4P5 0

Q" + C1 Q1 + (C2 +3c 3f32 )Q - cup = 0

+, + (C 2 +3C 3/3
2
)Q 7  C4 P7 = 0

Q1'+c Q+(C2 +3CY/32 )Q8 -C4 P, .0

The initial conditions are
Ps = Q?

P6 = Q at x 0

all other Pi P; Q Q! O

Note that these are all linear differential equations with variable coefficients. However, both thE variable

coefficients and the right-hand sides are known from the numerical solution to (7.239). Hence numerical integra-
tion of (7.239) and (7.240) can yield values of L, /3, and all partial derivatives. It is necessary to inter-
polate during the integration to obtain the values at the particular "x" locations where data exist. Corrections
(ACi) to the starting values of the eight unknown coefficients can then be obtained by solving the matrix equation

[Al [AC] [B]
8x88x1 8xl

where general elements of the A and B matrices are

(20 za - + '3
all data iC1/\-Cj/ ( Ci,\jCJ
stations

(7.241)

Bi = ((exp- 4calc2
all data i
stat ions

The subscript "exp" denotes experimental values, while "cal1" denotes ca-ulated values obtained from the

numerical integration. New values of the coefficients are obtained by adding AC1 to the present values, and
the iteration proness is continued until any prescribed degree of convergence is reached.

Some miscellaneous notes relating to this technique should be listed.

(i) As a stRrting solution, an approach as outlined in the previous section is best. In many cases,

however, results from the tricyclic method or even educated guesses from a hand-fairing of the data
can be used.
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(ii) Although a large number of differential equations can become involved, the time to analyze a given
flight is not prohibitive. With the foregoing example, the time to get a converged solution (five

iterations) for a 200 ft flight is abeut 90 seconds on an IBM 7090.

(iii) Any known functions of distance isuch as variable density) can easily be incorporated. For example,
in (7.239) if Cl is replaced by D1f1(x). C2 by D2 f2 (x) , etc., it is possible to solve for Di
exactly as C1 was solved for. The functions, of distance may be either expressions or tabulations.

(iv) A number of different flights of a given configuration can be analyzed simultaneously to obtain the
aerodynamic coefficients that best represent all flights. This woulC often be necessary to find terms
that are nonlinear in angle of attack.

(v) Alternate approaches for numerically fitting differential equations to experimental data are discussed
in References 7.27 and 7.28.

7.9 EXAMPLE CASES

7.9.1 Introduction

Examples showing application of some of the data reduction procedures that have been described will be given
next. First the determination of aerodynamic coefficients from analysis of data points in the vicinity of a
peak amplitude will be illustrated. This will be followed by examples illustrating the tricyclic analysis, and
finally by an example applying the method of numerical integration of the equations of motion.

7.9 Analysis Using Angles and Displacements Near a Pe ik

.j -xample application of the procedure described in Section 7.6.2 will now be given. A planar motion was
generated numerically using nonlinear aerodynamic coefficients. A half cycle of motion bracketing a peak was
then analyzed by the most complete version of the method in Section 7.6.2 (including damping) to see if the
G( versus x variation could be reduced to obtain the aerodynamic coefficients used to generate the motion.
The A versus x segment analyzed is plotted in Figure 7.32. The center is found to be at x = 18.4 m where
a = 24.890 . When both halves are plotted with the center as origin, the difference in the two curves can
easily be seen as shown in Figure 7.33. Each curve is fitted with a polynomial of the form

a- Om = A1
X
2 

+ 
A2X3 

+ 
A3

x
' 

+ 
A4

X
'

where C- 24.890 . The Cm and curves deduced are shown in Figures 7.34 and 7.35. With no random errors
introduced into the a data, both results are very precise except at U < 100 , where the curvature in the
angle data tends to vanish. With various degrees of random error (vnifcrm error distribution), the deduced C.
curves remain fairly accurate bu. the curves become poor rapidly as tie maximum error is increased.

This example has also been used to illustrate the method for obtaining the lift coefficient as described in
Section 7.7.1. The deduced CL versus a curves are shown in Figure 7.36. Included are results for exact
data (no random errors) and a case with random errors in both a and z . Above 100 both curves are very
close to the exact curve.

7.9.3 Analysis Using Tricyclic Method

7.9.3.1 Data Reduct ton Procedure 7.29

will now discuss the overall procedure one might use for reducing data from a free-flight test utilizing
the tricyclic analyses for stability and lift coefficients (Sections 7.6.3 and 7.7.3) and the direct t versus x
analysis for drag coefficient (Section 1.5.1, Method 5). The emphasis here is on the interaction between the
various reduction procedures which have previously been described.

A representative flow diagram for the order of the calculations in reducing ballistic range data is shown in

Figure 7.37. The steps can be summarized as follows:

(i) Determination of drag coefficient by fitting x-t data with (7.110); correction of z and 0 data

for gravity effects.

(i) Smoothing of experimental data. This smoothing procedure has not been discussed previously, but
basically seeks to eliminate data points which lie well outside the standard deviation of the fit
obtained. No exact criterion for rejection can be given but experience has shown that it is usually

helpful to eliminate data points having residuals greater than about 2.25 standard deviations and

replace them with the calculated values.

(iii) Determination of static and dynamic stability coefficients from angle data using tricyclic analysis

(Equation (7. 154)).

(iv) Rotation of orthogonal coordinate system to reduce inherent error in tricyclic analysis due to large

angles.

Determination of lift parameters from displacement data (Equation (7.216)) in conjunction with

tricyclii analysis of angles.
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(vi) Calculation of corrections to measured angles due to curvature (swerving) of the flight path.

(vii) Repeat stability analysis and continue with iterative scheme between stability and lift until angle
corrections from swerve remain constant.

(viii) Smooth angle and displacement data and repeat any steps that are necessary.

7.9.3.2 Example, and Comparison of Free-Flight and Wind-Tunnel Results

An example of the application of the above procedures, and a comparison of results from free-flight and
conventional wind tunnel tests of the same body shape at identical test conditions, is now made to illustrate
the generally good agreement and to point up a common discrepancy in drag results7- 29. The shape selected
is the AGARD standard hypersonic ballistic correlation model HB-2. Free-flight data obtained in the Pressurized
Ballistic Range at Ames Research Center7 .29 are compared to wind-tunnel data from Arnold Engineering Development
Center (AEDC)7"30 '7 31 and some free-flight results from the Canadian Research and Development Establishment
(CARE) 7 , 3 . The model used in the Ames' tests (Fig.7.38) was ballasted at the nose to make it aerodynamically
stable. The two pins on the base were used to measure the roll orientation and the small frustum on the base

was gripped by the sabot during launch. The tescs were conducted at a Mach number of 2.0 and a Reynolds number

based on cylinder diameter of 1.7 million. A shadowgraph of this model in flight is shown in Figure 8.17.

Figure 7.39 shows a typical set of position, time, and angle data for the free-flight tests. Figure 7.39(a)

shows the flight time as a function of distance and the resulting velocity decrease over the length of the range.
Figures 7.39(b), and (c) show the displacement and angular measurements.

The total drag coefficient* as a function of angle of attack is shown in Figure 7.40. The Ames data are indi-
cated by the circular symbols, through which a least-squares curve has been drawn, and the AEDC data are indi-
cated by the dashed line. There is a significant difference in the level of CD between the ballistic-range

and wind-tunnel results although it is noted that the curves are roughly parallel. The wind tunnel total drag
"as Obtained by combining the contributions of forebody and base drag measurements given in Reference 7.30.
Sting effects on the base pressure were suspected to be the cause of the discrepancy (see, e.g., Reference 7.33).
Therefore, the base drag coefficient was calculated from the flow-field configuration shown in shadowgraph
pictures of the free flight models. More detail on base pressure estImation is given in Chapter 8. Section
8.9.4. This base drag coefficient, when added to the AEI)C forebody drag, gave the shaded region in Figure 7.40
(the region brackets the results from four different flights analyzed in this manner). The agreement with theIi free-flight measurements of total drag is now excellent.

The lift-curve slope, c3 deduced from the swerving motion of each model, is shown in Figure 7.41 plotted
against pitching amplitude. These data indicate that the lift coefficient is linear with angle of attack at

least to 7 degrees. The wind-tunnel result for lift-curve slope (deduced from normal and axial force
measurements) is shown, together with a value obtained using the Ames-deduced base pressure in the axial
force contribution. The agreement between free-flight and wind-tunnel results is very good.

A curve of normal force versus angle of attack was calculated from the measured lift and drag data where

CL = 3.40a and CD = 1.239 + 0.00249a and CN = C1, cos C + CD sin U . The results are plotted in Figure 7.42
and are coigpared to AEDC wind-tunnel data and to ballistic-range data obtained at CARDE7 ' 3 2 . The CARDE results
fall slightly lower throughout the angle of attack range.

The nonlinear pitchiag-moment coefficient was calculated by the method described in Section 7.6.4.6 with
linear and cubic lerms in resultant angle of attack chosen as most representative of the data. (Higher order
polynomials were examined but gav icarly identical results.) One flight at low amplitL'., (om= 1.80) :evealed
a significant decrease in static stability, w.ach is reflected in the lower initial slope of the Ames pitching-
moment curve in Figure 7.43. The curves u-termined at AEDC and CARDE indicate slightly higher values for the

pitching moment. Small differences in boundary-layer conditions or base pressure, as well as measurement
inaccuracies, could contribute to the discrepancy.

As shown in Figure 7.39(c), the angular motions of these mod3ls were fairly heavily damped. The values
obtained for the dynamic-stability parameter for unpowered ^light at constant altitude,

md
2

C0 -CL + I (Cm +c '&

are shown in Figure 7,44(a) while the values for (Cm +Cm-) are given in Figure 7.44(b). The wind-tunnel

result, from Reference 7.31, shows about 20% less dynamic stability than the free-flight results. The reduced
frequencies (wd/V) for these two sets of tests were different (0.010 and 0.006, respectively) which might have
an influence on the data.

It is concluded from these comparisons that ballistic range tests and wind tunnel tests will give closeiy
comparable aerodynamic coefficients when the test conditions are similar, and that most discrepancies which
occur can be explained in terms of known effects (e.g., sting interference effects, differences in boundary

layer transition point, etc.).

* In the aerodynamic coefficients that are presented, the reference area is the cylinder cross-sectional area and the
reference length is the cylinder diameter.
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7.9.4 Analysis Using Numerical Integration of Equations of Notion

A series of ballistic-range tests of models of the Gemini capsul, conducted in 1962 in the Ames Pressurized
Ballistic Range. indicated that both the static moment and the damping moment governing the model oscillations
were nonlinear functions of angle of attack 7"3 ". Four of these flights were found to be essentially planar and
were analyzed simultaneously with the method described in Secion 7.8.2 using one-degree-of-freedom simulation
given by

a"* (1i sha1)a' + (M CM2 )a - 0 . (7.242)

The constants Ho and H2 define the nonlinear damping %oment, while the constants M0  and M2 define the
nonlinear static moment. Twelve unknown coefficients were sought; four aerodynamic parameters, and eight
initial conditions, two for each flight. The solution converged as follows: SD(a) = 2.290, 1.400 . 0.880,
0.750 .0.74260 , 0.7424o . 0.74240 . The data points for the four flights together with the fit obtained by this

method are shown in Figure'7.45. Values of the four coefficients are as follows:

-0.0199 0.000344 0.224 -0.000404
m H 2' . m2 deg 2

Several points should be made at this time. The first is tbat the nonlinear static moment obtained by this
analysis of four flights is in good agreement with that obtained using the method described in Section 7.6.4.6.
This comparison is shown in Figure 7.46. No comparison with the nonlinear damping moment is possible; however.,
the value at a = 00 is in good agreement with results in Reference 7.24.

Another point is that if one looks carefully at the fits to the experimental data shown in Figure 7.45. three
of the motions are matched very well. while run 582 is not matched as well. For this run (although small-
amplitude and hence small residuals) the fitted motion leads the data points at the early stations, reproduces
the data well in the middle of the flight, and lags the data points at the end of the flight. When the analysis
was first performed, it was not realized that any intentional difference existed between the models tested in
the four flights. However, the model tested in run 582 turned out to have had no "simulated window cutouts",
whereas the models for the three other flights did have these simulated windows. As discussed in Reference 7.34,
the effect of the window cutouts was relatively minor, but when more than one flight is being analyzed at once

as ir the present case, minor differences in the aerodynamics can be detected. This kind of effect becomes more

and more pronounced with increasing distance flown.

The three remaining runs, where the design model geometry was constant, were then analyzed together. As would
be expected., the standard deviation in the fit did become better, (SD(c) =0.71830) but the improvement was small
due to the small amplitude of run 582. The values of the coefficients are now: Ho = -0.0180 , H2 = 0.000315,

N0 - 0.220, M2 7 -0.000380. These coefficients generate moments that differ only slightly from the previous
set. The static moment obtained from these coefficients is also shown in Figure 7.46.

7.10 MISCELLANEOUS TOPICS

In this section, two topics will be considered. The first is the study of rolling motions. In particular,
refezence will be made to cases where a roll torque exists and hence the assumption made previously of a constant
roll rate is invalid. It is sometimes of interest to study either roll acceleration due to control deflections,
or roll damping. Interest in these properties can be stimulated by practical problems of missiles with fins,

or even bodies without fins which sometimes acquire rolling velocity due to small asymmetries.

The other topic is the treatment of density variations along the flightpath. This has been mentioned briefly

in Section 7.5 2.2 on drag determination and Section 7.8.2 on numerical integration. The motivation for con-

sidering it is the countercurrent ballistic facility (Chapter 5), in which the density encountered by a model

is never absolutely constant. Density variations with respect to pitching motions will be emphasized and practi-
cal methods of handling them will be indicated.

7.10.1 Determination of Roll Derivatives

The equation for the angular momentum about the R axis in terms of Euler angles is given as iollows. Using
the expression for the kinetic energy given by (7.30) in the Lagrangian equations, one obtains

I ( E COS(' - 0,c sinu ) t(1- ly) [0'sin'usin 4EcosSE -

- i n ? s i C O S t ' + ( (' s in ) (C O S ' OE - s in2' , )] = Q p E

This applies to a general body. In this section, we are going to consider (near-) axisymmetric bodies, but are

going to allow small toll-producing as3n.ctries, like canted fins. It can still be assumed that ly = I,
and theni the above equation reduces to

( +"0Y ' cos - it',. sin u) Q. E L . (7.243)

The moment L is of aerodynamic origin. Retaining the most dominant terms in (7 74), we can write

2 IA 4C 2 4 C a + C (7.244)2 (C10 Cp -V
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Here C, is the static rolling moment; it is i,ormally produced by an asymmetry, like canted fins, deflected
tabs on fins. etc. C/p is the damping due to roll, and CI, and CI, are changes In the rolling moment with
angle of attack and sideslip.

Equation (7.243), with the moment given by (7.244), is difficult to solve in its present form since it is
coupled to the motion in the other degrees of freedom. In practice, however, when rolling moment coefficients

are ttbN1 determined, the model is rolled at a fairly rapid rate and, hence, the motion about the other axes
tends to be small by comparison. It may then be permissible to assume that the terms in (7.243) involving 0.

and o, are small and can be neglected. With this assumption and a similar argument for terms with A and

/. (7.243) and (7.244) are combined to obtain

VA I
Sf +C - (7.245)

For consistency with previous discussions a change will be made to x dependence. Equatiop (7.245) then

becomes (note that O- P) A
,,.pA (D m! pal(.26

C + - C~h4 C (7.246)
B 2m 51 11)/O 21i CO

The solution to this is -a3x
OE 

=  a0 + aix + a2e ,(7.247)

where a. and a2 are constants of integration, a, is the equilibrium roll rate given by

a, -CIO (7.248)

(!i c + Ic)

and

53 - (CD + - (7.249)
2m \,X

There are several alternatives to the application of these equations Lo obtain rolling moment coefficients.

The most general is to seek a least squares fit of (7.247) to OE versus x data, and hence obtain C/0  and

CDp . Since a3 appears as an exponent, a least-squares procedure using differential corrections is requirpd

(see Appendix). The disadvantage to this approach is that the data must be very accurate or extend over a long

distance to yield accurate rolling-moment coefficients. The reason is apparent if one considers an expansion
of ('.247) for small values of a3x;, that is

a2 2 3 3a 2ax a 2a 3  (7230)

OE 
=  

(a°+ a,) + (a 1 -a 2 a 3 )x + 2 6

In order to obtain the four coefficients (a0 to a3), terms to order of x3 must be retained. This means to

obtain accurate values of the a's, the data must be accurate to a small term cubed (a x3). This is equivalent

to being able to determine the third 
derivative of 0E accurately.

If the roll rate changes only a small amount over the instrumented range { constant), the total rolling
moment is essentially constant and hence the solution to (7.246) can be written as

+ 21 C/ + (D +- C, Po 2 (7.251)

where po is the average roll rate over the length of the test flight not far different from the initial roll

rate CI . A least-squares curve fit of (7.251) to OE versus x data will yield a value of the total rolling

moment (since CD is known from the drag reduction) but will not permit separation of CIp and CIO terms.

If two tests are conducted, identical in all respects except roll rate, and they both satisfy the assumption

of small roll rate change, then it is possible to separate the two terms.

Under special test conditions we can make one of the coefficients dominant and neglect the other. Near zero
roll rate the CIO term will dominate and the data can be curve fit using (7.251) to determine Cl0 . Similarly,
for certain model geometries and very accurate model construction, the CIO term can be made very small and a

curve fit using either (7.251), or (7.247) with the a x term droppzd, will yield Cp .

7.10.2 Variable Density

When testing in a counter-currnt ballistic facility, the possibility exists that the density of the test

medium may vary with both time and position within the facility. This makes extraction of the aerodynamic

coefficients more difficult. As noted in Section 7.8.2, the integral method can handle this problem quite
generally. However, it is useful to consider some of the more traditional techniques that have been applied

in the past 7"35 .7 "36.
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Ty~lically, the density encountered by the model changes-slowly with distance flown. In most instances, the
density can be represented simply by p =p -, ax , with a change in density of less than 20% between the first
and last data station. Under these circumstances, an effective method of accounting for the density variation
is as follows: the data are first analyzed by the constant-density methods already described (using the average
density over the trajectory) and values of both the aer.1dynamic coefficients and initial conditions are obtained.
These values are then used with the measured density variaL;.n. in the differential equations of motion.. The
equations are numerically integrated to generate a motion which roughly approximates the motion obtained experi-
mentally. This generated motion is then analyzed by the constant-density program (again using the average
density) and the computed coefficients compared with the input values.

The values of CD, Cm,, and Ct. obtained by the constant density analysis have been found to show very
close agreement with input values, and thus requii- no adjustment. The computed value of the dynamic stability
parameter , h.xever (and hence (Cm +Cm&)), differs significantly from its input value. It is found by
repeating th,. process of generating a motion, then analyzing it with the constant-density program, for different
value, of e that a simple relationship exists between the actual and-calculated values, namely

e(actual) - (calculated) = const.

Thus. the value obtained from analyzing the experimental data can be corrected to obtain the proper value.

Note that the constant in the above equation applies to a specific set of data. What the equation means is
that the constant-density program, applied to a given set of experimental data where the density varied slowly,
introduces a certain error in s that is independent of . It is probable that the foregoing approach-would
be of little use if the denalty variation encountered were either very large or highly ncilinear.

With an arbitrary density variation, if the successive peak angles of attack are known, the following
equtions may be applied. It has been shown 7"36 that the envelope of the angle of attack of a coasting body
In free flight can be written as

~'nv~)C 0eif dx(.2)CefB(X) dx

Cn,,v(x) = [Cm'(x)p(x)V2(x)/21 1 P. (7.252)

where

B(x) = ACDJ

J = C 1, + (C M +C

Note that CD has been assumed constant in deriving this equation, but that any of the other aerodynamic
coefficients, as well as the density, can be arbitrary functions of distance*.

When both the aeroynawic coefficients and density are constants, (7.252) reduces to (7.142b). namely

Cenv(x) = Cie(PA/4m)fx "

When t'he aerodynamic coefficients are constants, but tie density variati s arbitrary, a simple expression
can again be obtained for Cenv . Equation (.108) is integrated once tt ,e

= i0 e-f(PA/2m)cudx . oe -(I/J)fB(x)dx

Then *-J/2 'J/2e fB(x) dx

x0  e

and (7.252) can be written
C2 (i)'J/? C3( )' /2CD(.53

nv(x) " (x)V(x)/2F '/Jp(x)J T/ "7

With peak aiigleb ,,i attack presumed 'nown, together with velocit and density variations, the parameter J
can be easily determined from ballistic range data. If the Jensity variation is not extreme. CD and C,
,an be determined from the constant-density Drogram and hence (CmQ +Cm.) follows. For more extreme density
var, tions, an approact, like that described in Section 7.P would have to be used to find the components of
the parameter J

Note also tL.t (7.252) is an asymptotic solution, and hence would not be accurate in cases like the first. few cycles of
moton during atmospheric entry. Pertaining to billistic ranges, however, it is essentla'ly exLct.
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7.41 ERROR ANALSIS"

In closing this chapter, we will undertake to discuss how accurately aerodynamic coefficients can be deter-
mined from-ballistic range tests 7 3 7 . iis is a difficult question to answer, even partially. In the first

place, the problem is statistical in nature. Instead of talking about a coefficient being accurate to within
plus or minus some number, statements must be made-concerhing parameters like the standard deviation in the
coefficient. A further concern is that errors that degrade the results can enter from a variety of sources,
and some of these are not amenable to analysis. Errors can be introduced by

(i) Incorrect determination of physical characteristics of the model.

(ii) Incorrect determination of test conditions (pressure, temperature. etc.).

(iii) Erroneous time measurements.

(iv) Erroneous measurements of model position or attitude angle on the film.

(v) Incorrect position reference system calibratidn (Chapter 6).
'(vi) Incorrect mathematical model used in analyzing raw data.

These errors can- be either random or systematic. The random errors come principally from misreading the film.

To consider how random errors affect the deduced aerodynamic coefficients, a simplified approach will be followed
and it is assumed that angle-distance data satisfy the equation

U = Beft cos (277x/) . (7.4)

Note that the constant D is proportional to the dynamic:.stability parameter e and the wavelength X is
proportional to, Cma.

7-.11.1 Dynamic-Stability Parameter

An approximate expression for the standard deviation in the dynamic-stability parameter can be derived as
follows. The',sum of the squares of the angle residuals-(SSR) is defined by

SSR E i -- %exp ) 2

where ac is the value of C4 calculated from (7.254) at point xj , and 0exp, is the experimental value of

a- at this point. Differentiating this equation with respect to D and setting the result equal to zero gives

(GSR) (t-el ( 1

2 " cexp 0. (7.255)

i iD

Assume B and X are known exactly and that aexpi is given by

1exPi B xe Xcos (27xi/XE) + Act . (7.256)

where the subscript E denotes exact values and ACc is the experimental error in a at xi . Now let
D =- DE + AD, substitute (7.254) and (7.256) into (7.255), expand the exponentials involving AD retaining
only linear error terms, and solve for AD . This gives

BE E Acixie i cos (27Txi/XE)

AD =

B
2  X2 2
RE Ie E COS'(27

The variance of D , which is the same as the variance of AD , can now be obtained.

VAR(D) 
VAR(C)

B 2 2Daxix'e cos (27i/xa)

Now Pxpand the exponential retaining terms linear in x , assume that the data points are close enough
together to allow replacing the summation by an integration, and neglect all oscillatory terms after integrating.
The result is

6 VAR(cc)
VAR(D) B2 2N'n (I + 3XDN/2)

As a supplement to this section. the Appendix (Section 7.12) shows how a differential correction procedure can be used
in estimating errors in the deduced coefficients.
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itere N is the number of cycles of motion being analyzed. and a is the number of data p6ints Oir cycle. -We
want the standard deviation in the dynaumic-stability paeter . Since b = 2D/K (Equation- (7.,139)) 4here
K = pA/2a . the variance of e can be related to that of D as follows:

A 4 4D2

SvM( T) = 2 VAR(D) + vVA()

The standard deviation is the square root of the variance, and the final result is

SD( = ]{B2K2XFN3n (I + 3KXON/4) K 2 [SD(K)] 2}.

A number of approximations have been introduced in deriving this expression. Nevertheless, the expression

yields results that are in very good agreement with results from a Monte Carlo analysis. This is shown in
Figure 7.47. where the standard deviation in e is plotted versus the number of cycles of motion being analyzed
(N) for a variety of number of data points per cycle (n) Each data point represents the results of analyzing
20 cases having random errors in the angle data (using the tricyclic method of analysis. Section 7.6.3). It is
noted that SD(g) increases rapidly below N = 1% as would be expected, due to the ditficulty in being able
to differentiate between damping and trim angle. Results from (7.257) ire shown for two values of n

7.11.2 Static-Stability Parameter

A similar derivation for the standard deviation in the static-stability paraeter C, assuming that B and
D in (7.254) are known exactly yields

5D(Cmc MC 6f [S~a + [S(K )]2 (7 258)
Ca, 772 BFN 3 n (I + 3K,\6N/4) K~ 2

where K, = 21/pAl . This equation has also been investigated .byanlyzing many cases containing random errors.
The-results showed (7.258) to be valid and indicated similar trends.to those'shown itkPigire 7.47, but the
induced errors were exceedingly,small (always less than 1%). ,An accuratemeasure of Cm. is far easter to
achieve than anaccurate measire of .

7.1:.3 Lift-Curve Slope

The swerving deviations from straight-line flight are used to deduce the lift-curve-slope. By treating the
equation (simplified version of Equation (7.216))

z = Zo + zx - KCL, x o Be nx cos (27x/X) dxdx

in a similar manner as was done in the discussion of the dynamic stability parameter (presuming now that all
constants except Cl, are known exactly), the following equation for the standard deviation in the lift-curve
slope is obtained:

SD(C ) = 6?(D5P+2 2 ~~)
qJK BX Ts+) + "-i27B2(T +I) + K2

Here T, is the total number of observation stations. The results of this equation have also been confirmed
by a Monte Carlo analysis.

7.11.4 Diag Coefficient

The time-distance equation which determines the drag coefficient is (Equation 7.110))

+ 1 (eKC 1X )

0 V 0KC0

To obtain the standard deviatioa in CD , the exponential is expanded and terms to order x2 are retained.
Again the derivation is similar to that for SD(6) , except here all three unknowns (CDVO, t0 ) are allowed to
contain errors, so the resulting expression is more accurate than those previously given. The result is

)r720(T
s- 3){V

o[SD(t)]2
+  + [SD(K)]2 .

He(CD) + 0 the+dista (7.259)
K2Axu (T. + 2)1 K2 J

Here Ax is the distance between data stations, assumed constant.
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Some insight can be gained by considering a specific example.

T, = 11 stations SD(x) = 0.000114m

Ax = 1.22m SD(t) = 0.02jusec

K = 0.00041/a Vo-SD(t) = 0.000122m

C 0 = 1.0 SD(K) = 0.

Vo = 6100m/sec

Substituting these numbers into (7.259) leads to SD(C n) = 0.0187 . Twenty cases were generated using a uniform
error distribution with standard deviations as listed. These cases were analyzed by Method 5 described in
Section 7.5.1 and from these 20 cases, SD(C n) = 0.0198 , very close to 0.0187. The results for these cases,
-in order of increasing drag coefficient, follow.

CD  (At)2 (sec 2)

0.953 0.58 x 101-
0.977 0. 41

0..983 0.78
0.983 0.22
0.989 1.45
0.991 0.46
0.996 0.34
0.997 0.71
0.997 0.42
0.999 0..3
1.004 0.42
1.004 0.42
1.007 0. 75
1.010 0.26
1.013 0.51
1.014 0.52
1.015 0.64
1.015 0.46

1.016 0.69
1.055 0.32 x 10" i

Avg. 1.001

Also listea is the sum of the squares of the residuals for each case (ascribing all the error to time, none to
distance). In about half of the cases, the calculated drag coefficient is within 1% of the actual value.
There are two cases, however, where the calculated drag coefficient is off by a significant amount, about 5%.
Note that the sum of the squares of the residuals for these two cases would not indicate tLat bad answers had
been obtained. It is cases like these that prove perplexing when real data are being analyzed. Re-reading

the position data on the film would probably improve the answers, but nothing can be done to get different
time measurements.

7.11.5 Facility Calibration

It Is obvious that poor position and angle calibrations of a ballistic facility can introduce errors in
deduced aerodynamic coefficients. Furthermore, these errors are more likely systematic than random, which

is a worse situation. What is interesting to point out here is how the facility calibration can be monitored
in the process of determining aerodynamic coefficients.

Every run analyzed yields, among other things, differences between measured and calculated values at every
data station. The drag routine gives time residuals (or equivalent Ax = VAt residuals), the stability routine

gives angle residuals, and the lift routine gives y and z residuals. If these residuals are saved, station
by station, from every run analyzed until there are enough of them to be statistically meaningful, then errors
(or changes) in the facility calibration can be detected. If the errors at each station are random, the
residuals should scatter about zera. If they scatter about a non-zero value, in all likelihood there is a
calibration error. From the error indicated, a correction can be made. This analysis is most meaningful if
done for a number of tests of a single configuration at given test conditions, since the variation in film
reading accuracy between different configurations and free stream conditions would be eliminated.

Figure 7.48 shows the y residuals versus station number from 32 tests of sphere-cone models conducted in

the Ames Hypervelocity Free-Flight Aerodynamic Facility. It is obvious that at some stations the scatter is

not symmetrical about zero. The fact that the amount of the scatter is about the same at every station indi-

cates that this is probably the reading accuracy, in this case SD(y) - 0.015 cm. If the amount of scatter

differed from station to station (stations assumed identical), it could be an indication that the equations

used to analyze the motion were not sufficiently complete.
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7.12 APPENDIX

7.12.1 Method of Least Squares Using Differential Corrections

The problem can be stated as follows: given a set of experimental data and the function relating the
dependent and independent variables, find the unknown coefficients in the function such that a "best fit" to
the experimental data is obtained. The method of least squares determines a best fit on the basis of minimizing
the sum of the squares of the residuals (differences between experimental and calculated values).

The function can be written as

Y = f(x;Cj.C 2 ....... Cr) , (7.260)

where the C' s are the unknown coefficients*. The sum of the squares of the residuals is then

n
SSR = ley - f(x C2 .... ] (7.261)

i=1 expi i;C,

where n is the number of data points. Note that the errors have all been assumed to be in the dependent
variable y . The minimization is achieved by taking the partial derivative of SR with respect to each
coefficient. Theme expressions are equated to zero, suwned over all data points, and the resulting equations
are solved simultaneously for the C's . This is straightforward if all the C's in the function, f , appear
in a linear manner. A simple example is the case where f is a polynomial. Consider the three-term polynomial
y Cx 2 

+ 2 x + C . The unknowns are obtained by solving the following three equations:

n
X4 LX3 E X1 C, 2xy

. . . It I -i

EX3 x2 E xi C2  ExiYi (7.262)

_ xf Ex n C _ yi

In many cases of practical interest, however, the coefficients appear in a nonlinear or transcendental manner.
For these cases the straightforward approach does not work, but a technique employing what are coamonly called
differential correctons can be used instead. First an approximation to each coefficient must be available.
The function f can then be expanded in a Taylor series about this approximate solution.

r -f0

f(x;Cl.C2 ...... Cr) f 0 (xCoCo ..... c)+ C

The zero superscript refers to the approximate solution, and ACj = Cj - CO , Substituting this into (7.261)
yields

Rexp - fO(xi;C0 .... C) 'If . (7.263)

Note that the AC 's appear in a linear manner and the minimization of SSR with respect to them Is straight-
forward. The partial derivative of SSR with respect to ACk is

N(S5R) .J[0r f]
2 e - f°(xp;c° .. co) - f l - f 0. (7.264)
M~k Yxpi- i r i=1 ZC J ZkJ

In matrix form, then, we have
[A) [AC] [R] (7.265)

rxrrxl rx1

where [A) is a square matrix with elements

Ak Ak Zf Z (7.266)

Note that some of the C's might represent initial conditions and not appear explicitly In f for exauple, if

y = g(w) dwdw . then y(O) and y'(0) would also be aaim'Nns.
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AC Is a column vector containing the corrections to the coefficients

AC .(7.267)

and R is a colmn vector of the residuals

(Yexp I  -8

R (7.268)

1 ( y e x p i -i) Lr

SJ

Note that normally the partial derivatives that appear in the A and R matrices have closed form expressions
and are hence easy to evaluate. A case was presented in Section 7.8.2. however, where numerical techniques were
needed to obtain the partial derivatives.

Equation (7.265) may be solved by hand for simple cases or on a computer for complicated cases. Symbolically,
the result is

6C = A] - R, (7.269)

where [A]- is the inverse of [A) . New values oi Lhe coefficients are obtained by adding AC to the present
value.

Cj = CO + 6C . (7.270)

This new.solution can now be considered as an approximate solution and the entire process repeated to obtain
a better solution. Ibis process continues until changes in the coefficients. AC , approach zero or in practice
soe small value. It Is~often easier to monitor the convergence process by computing the SSR for each iteration
and when it stops changing within some prescribed limit, the solution is considered converged. When this point

is reached, the best least squares set of coefficients has been obtained.

An additional benefit of a differential correction process of this type is the simplicity with which the
accuracy of the various coefficients can be determined. It can be shown that after convergence, the elements of
the [A)- 1 matrix are related to the variance (VAR) and covariance (COV) of the coefficients as follows:

VAR(C) = A-I VAR(y)

SD(CI) = VAR(C))1 (7.271)

COV(C.C) = . v- (y) j

Here A- denotes the ijth element of the [A]' matrix. T,.,,s if one can estimate the accuracy of the measured
quantity y , the accuracy of the coefficients can be obtained. Note that the standard deviation of the least
squares fit to the experimental data (SD = v/(SSl/n)) is normally better than the true measuring accuracy.

If the parameters of interest are related to the coefficients (Ci ) by a i -itine relationship, the following

equations can be used in conjunctlon with (7.271) to find the accuracy in these parameters. Let a and b be
constants.

VAR(aC 1 ) = a 2 VAR(W )

VAR(aC 1 ±bC2 ) = a2 VAR(C 1 ) + b 2 VAR(C 2) ± 2abCOV(C,,C 2 )

VAR ,a C) a 2 [4C2VAR(C,) + 2VAR 2 (C,))

VAR(aC1C2) I a2 [C2VAR(C 1 ) + C2 VAR(C 2) + 2CC 2 COV(C,.CC) + VAR(C,) VAR(C 2 ) + COV 2(C,C 2 ))

VAR VAR(C ) +- 1VAR(2 I - OVC.'( ;; 12 2 2

VAR(eac') a2eiaCl [VAR(C 1 ) + 2a 2 VAR 2(C ) + La4 VAR(C ) + .....

The two equations involving VAR(aCf) and VAR(aC1 C2 ) are exact if C, and C, are normally-distributed

random variables.

* There is no guarantee that this iteration procedure will not diverge. However, with reasonable initial estimates of the
coefficients, convergence is nonAlly obtained.
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SHADOW, SCHLIEREN. AND INTERFERONETER PHOTOGRAPHS
AND THEIR USE IN BALLISTIC RANGES

Alvin Seiff

8.1 IN ODUCTION

Spark shadow photographs are the means most often used to record the instantaneous position and attitude of
models In flight through ballistic ranges. It has long been known that such pictures also make visible certain
features of the flow field about the projectile. This was demonstrated as early as the 1880's by Ernst and
Ludwig Mach and by C.V. Boys in their famous photography of bullets in flight at low supersonic speedsa*1.6.2

The ability of optical systems to make features of high speed gas flows visible has been invaluable in the
history cf fluid mechanics and the development of all kinds of devices to fly at high speeds in the atmosphere,
from projectiles and missiles to aircraft and man-carrying spacecraft. Without the massistance provided by these
pictures, our intuitive understanding of the nature of high speed flow would certainly be far less than it istcxy. It can properly be said that one of the key contributions of ballistic range studies has been the thous-
ands of beautiful pictures of nigh speed flows they have provided.

Plow fields are made visible in photographs by virtue of the variations in the gas density, which result in
variations in the refractive index. Light rays encountering the non-uniform medium are curved or bent, and hence
laersect optical elements or the photographic film with altered directions or at altered locations. The velocity
of light also is lowered in regions of high gas density compared to its value in the free stream. Different op-
tical systems may be used to detect one or another of these effects of the flow field on the light rays and waves.

The ;hree best known optical systems for this puposn are the shadowgraph, schlieren, and interferometer.
Repretientative flow photographs recoided by theue systems Ere shown in Figure 8.1. The qualities of flow visua-
lization demonstrated in these examples are well and widely known. Shadowgraph pictures, such as Figure 8.1(a),
display the bow shock wave as a dark band of finite width with a light band on its inner boundary. They also
show secondary shock waves, suc. .,; the strong waves trailing the body; outlines of supersonic expansions, e.g.
at the base corner of the cone; turbulence in boundary layers and wakes, showing fine details of structure; and
weak disturbance waves generated either by body-fixed disturbances or the irregular edge of a turbulent boundary,
as at the edge of the se flow in Figure 8. 1(a). In schlieren photographs, such as Figure 8. 1(b), regions ofthe flow field with uniform density gradient are brightened or Jarkeneeo depending on direction of the gradient

and the knife edge orientation. Thus, in Figure 8. 1(b), the shock wave outlines a dark region about the cone
within which the density gradient noamal to the knife edge is nearly uniform. Light intensity gradations occur
in such pictures wherever there are density gradients, as in the region surrounding the wake where pressure

pulses occur. The appearance of the turbulent wake is noticeably different from that in shadowgraphs, but close
inspection reveals the same structural features. In interferograms, such as Figure 8. 1(c), fields of dark and
light interference fringes are displaced or shifted by the density distribution due to the flow. Discontinuities
in fringe slope occur at shock waves, and fringes in other locations may be sharply curved (notably in the ex-
pansion fan in this picture). The fringe displacements measured may be quantitatively interpreted in terms of
the density distribution of the flow field. Turbulent regions, such as the wake in Figure 8.1(c), give irregu-
larity of contour to the fringes.

Although not usually thought of as a means of flow visualization, self-luminous photographs (e.g. Figure 8.2)
of very high speed flow fields (velocity greater than about 6 km/sec) certainly contain information about the
flow, and we mention them here for completeness. Such pictures can provide an outline of the high temperature
shock layer, show the dimensions of the base flow region, and indicate the development of turbulence in the
wake. The wake flow visualization occurs at the speed represented in Figure 8. 2 because of the injection into
the flow of efficient radiators by ablation of the polycarbonate plastic model. Pictures of this kind, whose
flow visualization properties will not be further discussed herein, are obtained with image converter cameras
or Kerr cell shuttered cameras (Chapter 6). The radiative properties of high speed flows are discussed in
Chapter 9.

In this chapter, we will first discuss the three optical systems normally considered for flow visualization,
and the principles by which flow features are made visible. The nature of the images to be expected from parti-
cular flow configurations will be analyzed and compared with images observed, since understanding how the image
is formed permits us to b more precise and confident in our interpretations. The basis will be laid for quan-
titative consideration where it is desired. Some remarks on the capabilities and limitations of the three systems
in ballistic testing will be included. The second main topic will be a discussion of research uses of flow

Plow photographs in this c:iapter which are not otherwise credited were obtained in the ballistic test facilities of the
NASA Ames Research Center and its predecessor, Ames Aeronautical Laboratory of NACA.
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visualization. These may be put into three classes: (1) The definition of flow configurations (studies cf

fluid mechanics). (2) The correlation of flow features with observed aerodynamic and flight behavior. (3)

The indirect determination of properties of the flow or flowing gases. The second and sometimes the third cate-

gories constitute use of flow visualization in support of other test objectives. The first and third may

represept uses of flow visualization as the principal approach to investigation. The third category will per-

haps be obscure until some examples are given later in the chapter.

8.2 TILE SHADOWGRAPH

Sadowgraph systems are widely used in ballistic ranges because of their simplicity and the excellence of

flow visualization which they can provide.

8.2.1 Optical Arrangements

The simplest shadowgraph optical system consists of a spark source, approximating a point source, and a sheet

of film. The spark firing is timed so that the model shadow falls on the film and light rays traverse the sur-

rounding flow field, as in Figure 8.3. Sensitivity of the shadowgraph is determined by the distance from the

model to the film, which also affects the magnification due to the conical light field.

The requirement for short spark duration, in the sub-microsecond range to prevent blurring of the image due

to motion, has been discussed in Chapter 6. This requirement, imposed basically to permit accurate measurements

of model position, is one of the factors which has led to the excellence of ballistic range shadowgraphs*. Since

the gas velocities relative to the earth are equal to or smaller than model velocity, the flow configuration,

including its rmall details such as turbulent eddies,, are"stopped" along with the model. Thus, transient fea-

tures of the flow are photographed in their instantaneous configuration, even in the simplest shadowgraph system,

as long as the spark duration is short enough to stop model blur.

Some advantage is gained by collimating the light in shadowgraph systems. The model shadow is then recorded

in true size (except for diffraction effects), and distortions due to yaw are avoided. (The latter arise in

conical light fields when the model axis is not a uniform distance from the film plane, in which case the magni-

fication is a function of position along the model axis). A single spherical or parabolic mirror will produce

a nearly-parallel beam of light which can be passed through a test region to fall on the recording film, arranged

as in Figure 8.4. The shadowgraph sensitivity depende, as before, on distance from the flow disturbance to the

film, but the collimating mirror may be placed at any convenient distance from the flight path without any first

order effects on sensitivity and magnification. It should be noted, however, that imperfections of the colli-

mating mirror and the off-axis arrangement of the spark can affect the accuracy of position measurements, since

a perfectly parallel light column is not practically attainable.

If an imaging mirror is added to this arrangement on the film side of the test section, the system is called

a focused shadowgraph system (Figure 8.5). The film is now effectively located at its image plane (as indicated

in the sketch), and the sensitivity of the shadowgraph may be varied by moving this position toward or away from

the flight path of the model projectile. This is conveniently accomplished by moving the film plane toward or

away from the imaging mirror. The shadowgraph can be adjusted for minimum sensitivity by placing the effective

film location on the flight path. The sensitivity will not then be zero, however, because refraction occurs as

the light rays both approach and leave the plane of flight, within the bow shock wave envelope. The plane of

focus may even be placed on the far side of the model from the imaging mirror - an arrangement impossible ex-

cept in focused systems. This reverses the direction of light displacements in the picture.

Shadowgraphs of a blunt body with various sensitivity settings are compared in Figure 8.6. Increasing the

sehsitivity broadens the shock wave image and makes visible some features not discernible at the minimum setting,

specifically the trailing shock wave and base flow. At the highest setting, the bow shock wave image is wider

than the shock layer, ar.d it obscures the model front face. Thus, the sensitivity appropriate for one region

may be inappropriate for another, and the proper setting depends on the flow feature of imediate interest.

The value of focused shadowgraphs for rejecting model and flow field luminosity has been noted earlier in

Chapter 6. An aperture plate which blocks extraneous light at the focal plane of the second mirror is a parti-

cularly effective addition (Figure 8.5). The overall rejection ratio of such systems for light from the flov

field can be as large as 104 compared to that which would fall on a photographic plate placed in the usual

position near the flight path. A very mild illustration of this effectiveness has been included in Figure 8.6.

The two focused shadowgraph pictures are clear, while the parallel light, unfocused picture is fog exposed,

even though the test relative velocity was only 11,000 ft/sec, and the luminosity was limited to the stagnation

region of the spherical nose. With blunter models at higher speeds, the parallel light picture would become

blackened and the modol shadow indiscernible.

In the progression of optical systems, described above, it is evident that the schlieren system is the next

step, requiring only the addition of a knife edge at the focal point of the imaging mirror. Discussion of this

optical system will be deferred until after a consideration of the theory of shadowgraph systems.

By comparison, it was at one time conventional to use light sources of millisecond duration for flow photographs in wind
ri tunnels.
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8 2.2 Theory

A consideration of the processes by which light rays are redirected in compressible flow fields enables us
to understand what we see in flow photographs, and opens the possibility of making quantitative interpretations.
While we do not intend a comprehensive treatment of this subject, it will be of interest to describe quantita-
tively the effect of shock waves on light rays, and to write the equation governing the effect of regions of
continuous but varying density. Consideration of these two topics provides the basis for understanding the
images seen in shadowgraphs of shock waves, wakes, turbulence, boundary layers, separated flow boundaries, ex-
pansion-fau boundaries, streamlines of density-gradient discontinuity, and boundary-layer-induced sound or
pressure fields - in short, all the phenomena normally displayed in shadowgraphs.

8.2.2.1 Shadowgraph Tmages of .Sock Waves

The index of refraction, like the more familiar fluid properties, density, pressure, and temperature, is
discontinuous at a shock wave because the density is discontinuous. Light rays intersecting the wave surface
therefore behave as they do at the surface of a lens, i.e., they obey Snell's law,

sin i- ciic- , (8. 1)
sin r c 2

where c2 , the speed of light within the shock layer, is slightly lower than cp, the speed of light in the am-
bient atmosphere. The incident ray, where it is not normal to the shock surface, is therefore bent toward the
normal on entering the disturbed flow field, and away from it on leaving (Figure 8.7), in both cases being
deviated inward. Consequently, it intersects the shadowgraph film inward of its undisturbed location. Even
thie limited consideration is consistent with the shadowgraph image pattern typical of a shock wave, which is
a dark (unexposed) band at the wave surface, with a brighter than normal band inside that (Figure 8. la). The
tangent ray (outermost boundary of the dark band) is not disturbed by the presence of the shock wave. except
for diffraction effects. It therefore defines the location of the shock wave in space.

Let us now show that the presence of the dark and light bands can be fully predicted from elementary con-
siderations, and derive expressions relating the width of the dark band to the strength of the shock wave.
Consider an axially symmetric shock wave,, shown in cross section in Figure 8.7 which, for simplicity, is
assumed to be approximately cylindrical in the direction of flight so that all light rays lie and remain in
the plane of the sketch. (Note that the equations written under this assumption apply exactly to a body of
revolution inthe plane of symmetry containing the incident ray direction, aswell as to all spanwise stations of a
cylinder in cross flow in awind tunnel test). A futher assumption is that the gas has uniform index of refraction

within the shock layer. This assumption is made to isolate the effect of the shock wave alone on the light ray.

If we denote the deflection of the light ray at entry into the shock layer by 81, then

i, = r, + 81 , (8.2)

and 81 is presumed small. The complement of i, is 61 and Equation (1) may be written

cos (E I + 81) - 02  (8.3)
Cos 61 Cl

For non-ionized gases of constait composition, the speed of light may be related to the gas density through
the expression

c/c o = I-op. (8.4)

where t is the index of refraction, cc is the speed of light in vacuun, and G is called the refractivity or

the Gladstone-Dale coefficient*. Its value for undissociated air is 0. 227 cm3/gm. Since Gp << 1.

C 1 - G(P2 -pI) . (b.5)

On expanding cos (e, + 81) and combining Eqs. (8.3) and (8.5), qe obtain

Cos tatanC sin 8 tan 2 p (8.6)

With small angle approximations for 81 this may be solved to give

81 tan 61  [(rtan l 2+i* (8.7)

si st 
8 1)

*For ionized gases, c/co I 1 - - Op. where ne is the electron number density,. is the light wavelength, and o. is
a coefficient. At appreciable degrees of ionization, the change in thq velocity of light due to free electrons tends
predominate over that due to neutral gas particles. In such a case, with monochromatic light, Equation (8.7) will

apply, but Equation (8.8) must be modified to read = [2(o2n,. - ,)]!
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where 8st is the deflection angle for grazing incidence (e s = o),

Sit [2o 1 (p/p 1-l)] . (8.8)

and 8 1/ 8 It -. 0 as (tan E1)/8. It 1.

Equations (8.7) and (8.8) relate the ray deflection angle on entry into the shock layer to the complement of
the incidence angle E,, the ambient density p,., and the shock strength as measured by the density ratio P/P.
From symmetry, i2 = r,. and from Equation (8. 1). it can readily be shown that the ray deflection on leaving the
shock layer is equal to that on entering. Hence, the total angular deflection of the light ray, neglecting the
refraction that occurs inside the shock layer, is twice the value given by Equations (8.7) and (8.8).

S = 281 * (8.9)

The linear deflection of the ray on the shadowgraph film, designated An in Figure 8.7, is just

An = B8 . (8.10)

for a distance B from the model to the film plane$. If we define the coordinate n to be zero at the projected
actual position of the shock wave, then a light ray which would have intersected the film at n now falls instead
at

nf = n +An = n +BS(n) . (8.11)

The coordinate n is related to the compliment of the incidence angle E1, as may be seen from Figure 8.7, by

cos e1 = I -n/R . (8.12)

Equations (8.7) through (8.12) allow nf to be calculated for all n. A representative example is given in the
lower part of Figure 8.8. The dark band is predicted by these equations and is calculated for this example to

be 2.5 m wide, starting at the projected actual position of the shock wave, nf = 0. Note that light intersec-
ting the shock wave in the first few thousandths of a mm inside the tangent ray is directed 18.7 mm inside the
flow field in the shadowgraph.

Normal or uniform exposure of the film is defined by the total energy per unit film area, E, provided by the
light pulse from the shadowgraph spark. Outside the disturbed flow field, the energy falling on unit width of
the film in elemental length An is EAn. For rays originally separated by An which pass through the shock wave,
their spacing on the film may be termed Ant, and the energy per unit area is E(An/nf). The ratio of this energy

to the uniform energy per unit area is just An/6nf, which will be termed the average light amplification factor
'A over the zone Anf.

Since, as may be seen in Figures 8.8 and 3.9, there are two contributions to light intersecting the film at
given nf, one originating in the dark band and one outside it, An is the sum of two parts. For positive Ant,
611 is negative (see Figure 8.8) and An 2 is positive, but both contribute positively to the exposure of the
film, so we write

- -An 2t~f (8.13)

In the limit of very small Anf. the amplification factor at a point becomes

A = - dni/dnf + dn2!dnf. 18. 14)

At the outer boundary of the light band, slopes and amplification factor become locally infinitet. Amplifi-
cation factors for the exfmple are plotted in the upper part of Figure 8.8. The bright region with A > 2 is a
band 0.3 mm wide, bayond w.lich A levels off to a value of about 1.5. A shadowgraph picture taken at approxi-
mately the conditions of the example is reproduced in Figure 8.10. The dark band on the axis of symmetry
measures 2.6 mm wide on the original negative.

The above analysis is ourposely simplified to give insight into the shock wave image-forming process. It is,
however, a first order quantitative description of that process in shadowgraphs.

8.2.2.2 Refractton Within the Shock Layer

Now let us turn attention to refraction effects within the shock layer, and derive the governing equations.
Then we will give a phenomenological discussion of images of flow features frequently visible in shadowgraph
pictures, and how they are formed.

Note in Figure 8.7 that the effective position of the model differs slightly from the actual position, being defined by
the point of intersection of the extended incident ray with the extended emergent ray.

$ Total light on the film remains finite, however, because infinite amplifaction occurs only &long a line of zero width.



A wave front, proceeding along z across a region in which density and hence light velocity varies z2ong y.
will rotate, as indicated schematically in Pgure 8. 11, where yz has been chosen as the plane containing the
light ray and the density gradient. Since the velocity c 2 Is greater than cl , the upper end of the wave
front advances in time At by a distance z2 > z 1 , and rotates by an amount

A z
*=' (8.15)

where

Az = (c 2 -cI)At = zi ( .) (8.16)

and tj and t2 are the local refractive indices. Since A = -

Az - (8.17)

and
' =- 1 (8.18)

In the limit of vanishing At , for which z, becomes Infinitesimal, and for vanishing E , Equat.- .P. 18)
becomes the differenttal! equation

1 a. -- - a,(8.19g)

The rate of ray rotation along the direction of propagation is thus proportional to that component of the gra-
dient of the index of refraction which is normal to the ray. Since tcdO = dz, where Rc is the radius of cur-

vature of the ray, we Identify W/Zz as l/P.. The total rotation of a ray traversing the density field is
obtained by integration of Equation (8.19) over z. where z is a curvilinear coordinate following the ray
and y remains perpendicular to z . The angle of the ray at exit from the field is

e = d = - (8.20)

0 zti

A bundle of rays, within which 9e is constant will deliver the same energy intensity to the film as if it

had been undeviated. Only where

z - 0 (8.21)

is the exposure affected. Differentiation of Equation (8.20) yields

We p fh \2 1~f dB + 2 ~ 1/
_~ [ BY) 5y, 1 (8.22)

By use of Equation (8.4). this may be expressed in terms of the gas density,

rzrf~p 2  -82dz ~ p
( -=fZ[2l G ) ' p -- OP) dzi- t-G o)(P Zf (. 3

Je - Z j(IP ) G(1 -U p) -jdz+ G(1-Gi) B - G- G f .2

Thus, We/ay depends on both first and second derivatives of density taken normal to the ray.

Exposure intensity on the film in a region between two rays, initially a distance dy apart, whose emergent
angles differ by d~e, depends on the separation with which they intersect the film, dy + Bd~ e . The local
light amplification factor A may be expressed as

dy I
= + - (8.24)dy +BdG e  l+ BAel?

Thus, when Wel'Y is negative, the rays are convergent and A > 1. With aelay positive, the rays are

divergent and A < 1.
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8.? 2 3 Shadowgraph Tmages of Particular Flow Features

Ordinarily, in viewing shadowgraph pictures, we are less concerned with subtle variations in the light ampli-

fication factor than in the appearance of sharply delineated photographic features which arise where 6e under-

goes discontinuous or nearly discontinuous change. Let us now consider in a more qualitative way the nature of

such interactions of the light field with particular density fielut, specfically Prandtl-Meyer expansions, tur-

bulent eddies, streamlines of density-gradient discontinuity, and laminar loundary layers.

In Prandtl-Meyer expansions, density is constant on Mach lines emanating from the expansion corner. A density

gradient exists normal to those lines. The e:.pansion fan is bounded by an initial Mach line, inclined at the

initial Mach angle to the streamlines approaching the corner, and a final Mach line, inclined at the final Mach

angle to the streamlines leaving the expansion. The gradient is discontinuous at the initial Mach line and at

the final Machi line, so that the density distribution is of the type schematically indicated in Figure 8.12.

The coordinate y lies along the direction of the density gradient, in the plane which is normal to the inci-

dent ray direction. The bending of the light rays by this density profile is schematically indicated. The

disturbance is,, for simplicity, "ollapsed to a plane, which may be regarded as its effective location, where

the emergent rays extended backwards .ntersect the incident rays. ince the density gradients outside the ex-

pansion fan are presumed small by comparison with those within the fan, rays passing outside the fan are indicated

as undeflected. 7tose passing through the fan are deflected toward the high density region. As a result, a

doubly-exposed light band occurs along and outside the initial Mach line, while an unexposed or dark band lies

along and inside the final Mach line. Since the light-ray deflection angles 6e vary comparatively slowly in

the intervening region, the amplification factors, A, Equation (8.24), are near unity and the exposure is al-

most uniform. A shadowgraph in which an expansion fan origitsting at the model base corner may be compared with

the above description has been given in Figure 8.l(a)*.

Turbulence is recorded in shadowgraph systems as a collection of spot patterns whose size and shape show some

degree of regularity. These spots may be clustered in large, seemingly random, groupings, giving an irregular

outline to the boundary layer or wake (see, e.g., the wake of the model in Figure 8.1(a)), or in a single file

row in the early stages of development of a turbulent layer (Figure 8.13). The mere fact that turbulence is

visible in shadowgraphs, of course, is evidence of density fluctuations. If we assume that the eddy or vortex

is a basic element of turbulent flow, then the fact that pressure forces must be centrally directed in a vortex

to maintain circular motion, and that density will have the same direction of variation as pressure leads us to

expect a density distribution in an idealized eddy like that indicated in Figure 8.14. The light field passing

through this density pattern is deflected outward, yielding a bright ring around the eddy. Inside the bright

ring, there will be a da.k center, with perhaps a spot of light at the center, depending on the sharpness of

the density minimum. The correspondence of this description with the spot patterns seen in Figure 8.13 may be

regarded as evidence for the existence of such density patterns in the flow.

The density distribution across a representative laminar boundary layer on a ballistic range model is like

that in Figure 8.15. The density rises near the wall because of cooling of the inner layers of the boundary

layer by the model surface, which is generally at a much lower temperature than the boundary layer recovery

temperature. As in the case of the turbulunt eddy, the light field diverges on either side of the density

minimum, some light being refracted into the model shadow. The divergent region is a region of dimmer than

normal exposure. A band of convergent rays orginates near the boundary layer edge, to produce a bright band

which lies roughly along, but,, depending on the shadowgraph sensitivity, possibly inside or outside the boun-

dary layer edge. Thns the boundary layer image is expected to comprise a region of reduced exposure near

the model surface and extending slightly inside it, with a bright band near the boundary layer edget.

The existence of this pattern with attached lam!nar boundary layers is very difficult to determine, because

of two factors. First, the boundary layers are generally very thin - typically a few thousandths of an inch

thick. Second, wave diffraction patterns occur at the edge of the model shadow, and interfere with observa-

tion.of the boundary layer image. However, separated laminar boundary layers are readily seen, as, e.g., at

the boundary of the base flow region in Figure 8.16. Primarily, a single bright band is recorded, presumably

the outward directed convergent rays of Figure 8.15.

Transition to turbulence can often be seen in following this line. The line develops irregularities and

gaps before the spot patterns typical of eddies begin to appaar. However, a high contrast line pattern behind

the base is not always proof of laminar boundary layer coming off the base, since it hav been observed that

such lines occur for a short distance beyond separation of a turbulent boundary layer (see baseflow region in

Figure 8.17). This may be the exposure intensification from inward directed light from the sublayer, which,

behind the model base falls on an already illuminated region of the film. The dissipation of the bright line

would then signify the disappearance of the sublayer, without a wall to bound it.

Streamwise vortices frequently occur in laminar boundary layers as an early stage of the transition to tur-

bulence. When these occur in a base flov region, they might be expected to leave an image on the film. Since

the density dstribution in the vortex cross section is like that of Figure 8.14, extended along the length of

the vortex, the image pattern should consist of two bright lines surrounding the darkened vortex core. Several

m'tterns of this description can be seen in the base region of the cone in Figure 8.16, and are attributed to

streamwise vortices.

An interesting but not typical feature of this picture is the large deflection which the light band takes near the
expansion corner. This is attributed to combined effects of the boundary layer and the expansion.

A similar discussion with similar conclusions has been given by Holder and North
8'3 (see their Figure 11-26 and its

discussion on page 28). Thvj u uikdered two-dimensional boundary layers with density profiles appropriate in wind
tunnels at zero heat transfer - i.e., they do not exhibit the upturn near the wall.
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hen secondary shock waves intersect a bow shock wave. as in Pigure 8.18, streamlines crossirg the bow wave
above and below the intersection experience different total pressure losses (entropy increases). Since. at the
dividing streamline, there must exist a comon static pressure, it can be deuonstrated from elementary considera-
tions that the velocity and temperature are discontinuous at this streamline. It follows from the gas law that
density is discontinuous, being higher on the inward side. Light rays will interact with this density jump just
as they do with a weak shock wave. Hence, in Figure 8.18, we see that the streamline originating at the wave
intersection point near the conical tip is visile downstream, and has the dark outer band, light inner band
typical of shock wave images. Because there is a high velocity gradient across this streamline, it develops
into a shear layer which can become turbulent, as in Figure 8.18.

Figure 8.19 is a somewhat more subtle (and more typical) example of the wave intersection phenomenon, where-
in a large number of streamlines become marked by the intersection with the bow wave of wavelets generated by
disturbances fixed on the model surface. This methed of marking the streamline paths can be very valuable in
3tudies of the flow field.

It has also been observed that a very strong expansion interacting with a shock wave will mark a streamline&U.
In this case, while density is continuous, the density gradient is discontinuous. Characteristics solutions per-

formed on a large-angled cone cylinder showed that, along Mach waves emanating from the base corner of the cone,
the density distribution was of the type shown in Figure 8.20. The discontinuity in gradient occured along the
streamline crossing the bow wave at the point of intersection of the bow wave with the first Mach wave of the
expansion. Light rays are deflected away from this streamline in both directions, leavtng it marked as a dark
band. This marking is observed to persist far downstream.

The above examples illustrate qualitative prediction of shadowgraph images, given the density distribution.
When research objectives demand it, the predictions can be made quantitative.

8.2.2.4 Dimensional Distortion in Shadowgraph Flow Fields

If dimensions of the flow field are to be measured from shadowgraphs, it is important to consider at least
qualitatively the details of the process by which the image is formed so that possible distortions can be evalu-
ated. Flow field dimensions which have been obtained from shadowgraphs in past research include shock wave
stand off distances, shock wave profiles, angles of embedded shock waves, convergence angles of wakes, angles
of Mach wavelets from surface disturbances,, initial and final Mach angles of expansion fans, thicknesses of
turbulent boundary layers, thicknesses of wake minimum sections, and diameters of turbulent wakes far downstream.
When primary research results depend on these measurements, it is important to evaluate the optical distortions,
either inherent in producing the shadowgraph image of the feature being measured or in the surrounding flow.
When large distortions are found to be present, it may be possible to correct the data from an optical analysis.

An example of large distortion may be of interest. In the course of some turbulent boundary layer studies,
the writer desired to measure the boundary layer thickness from shadowgraphs of thin-walled tubes with sharp
leading edges, having flow both inside and out (Figure 8.21). As a test for optical distortion, model image
diameters were measured in the pictures. The model image diameters were found to be consistently larger than
actual diameter,, 3.8 cm, by as much as 0.25 cm. The measurements of boundary layer thickness therefore could
not be accepted as valid, without considering the cause of the distortion and its effect.

It was known from previous calibrations that the light beams were accurately parallel, so simple magnification
was not the cause. Pictures of stationary models in the test section showed that light diffraction (discussed
below) caused an image enlargement of only about 0.05 cm. Analysis of light ray deflections at the shock wave
and in the flow external to the boundary layer showed that they were opposite in direction and produced a net
movement of the ray on ti e film of only a few thousandths of a cm in the vicinity of the model edge., Hence, none
of these could explain the observed distortion. In the thick turbulent boundary layer, however, the density
gradients were large near the wall, and the light path within the boundary layer on models of this diameter was
long. By use of theoretical density profiles, refraction was estimated to cause outward ray displacement of
0. 1 cm on each side of the body for rays passing just outside the temperature maximuir near the model surface.
Thus, the model diameter distortion was traced primarily to boundary layer refraction. Near the boundary layer
edge, however, the mean density gradient was small, and the mean distortion calculated to be negligible. Hence,,
it was concluded that the most reliable measurement of boundary layer thickness was to be obtained by measuring
the distance from the boundary layer edge on one side of the model to the boundary layer edge on the other side,
and subtracting the actual model diameter. It should be pointed out that the distortion occurring in this example
were larger than usual for turbulent boundary layers,, for two reasons - because the boundary layers were very
thick (artificially thickened by use of high drag trips); and because of the large model diametr.

Other quantitative uses of shadowgraph images are suggested by the theory, given earlier. One, which was
proposed in Reference 8.5,, is to determine the density ratio across a shock wave from,, the width of the dark band
which it generates in the shadowgraph. It is evident thac very accurate measurement and correction for diffrac-

tion effects would be required to give aseful accuracy. Also suggested in that reference, but,, to the writer's
knowledge, untried in the intervening years, was the use of a wire grid of accurately known dimensions, super-
imposed on and photographed through a flow field to indicate ray angles induced by the flow field. These could
be compared with predicted ray directiuns for confirmation of theoretical density distrifuticns, or possibly
used in an Abel-integral approach (see Interferometry) to deduce density profiles.

Other quantitative applications will suggest themselves to the interested investigator.
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8.2.2.5 Diffraction Effects

The discussion of the theory and phenomenology of image formation in shadowgraph pictures would not be com-
plete without some comments on diffraction ef fects. These occur at the model shadow edges, and at every sharp-
edged dark band such as those indicated in Figures 8.12 and 8.20. as well as at the undeflected tangent ray at
a shock wave surface. Diffraction, a wave interference phenomenon, produces fringe patterns at shadow edges in
monochromatic light (see. e.g.. Reference 8.6, page 197). The first fringe is bright, and its center lies at a
distance 1.2 (B,/2)1  outside the edge of the geometric shadow, where B is the distance from the object to
the film. and X is the wavelength of the light. (For example, with X = 5000 1 and B = 30 cm, the distance
to the fringe center is 0.33 mm outside the shadow edge). This bright fringe forms a border around the shadow,
and diameters are naturally measured by the eye to its inner edge. Shadow images are accordingly found to be
larger than the object, in perfectly parallel light.

In monochromatic light from a point source, a series of fringes would be observed, but in the multi-colored
spectrum characteristic of a shadowgraph spark (Chapter 6), only the first bright fringe and the first dark
fringe are usually seen. with an occasional suggestion of a second bright fringe. Typical of these patterns
are those in Figure 8.22, photographed in a shadowgraph light beam with a razor blade and a thin-walled tubular
model mounted on a supporting stand to serve as shadow forming objects. The first bright fringe seen around
these stationary objects is the same kind of light pattern expected from a laminar boundary layer, and this
similarity akes it difficult to distinguish one phenomenon from the other.

Theoretically, as noted above, one would expect fringes at the shadow edge caused by a shock wave or a density
gradient discontinuity, and occasionally, in a print of suitable contrast, one can find a suggestion of a bright
fringe at the appropriate edges of the dark band. Such fringes can be seen in original prints on Figures 8.10
and 8.1' at the outer edge of the bow shock wave dark band, and in Figure 8.16 at both edges of tho. final Mach
wave of the base expansion fan. One should always keep diffraction effects in mind in studying and interpreting
shadowgraph pictures, as they can be responsible for some of the subtler things seen, as well as for the easily
measurable effect on apparent object diameters, even in the absence of flow.

8.3 SCHLIEREN SYSTEMS

Schlieren optical systems for flow visualization have been used far less extensively than shadowgraphs in
ballistic ranges. Primarily, this is due to the excellence of flow visualization afforded by the simpler shadow-
graphs under usual ballistic-range conditions. Schlieren systems require somewhat more care in their use, since
the image of the light source must be carefully alined on the knife edge, and the pictures obtained may eem, in
some respects, less informative than shadowgrahs. The masses of dark and light exposure which differentiate
expansion from compression regions tend to dominate the picture, while many interesting details, such as noise
fields due to turbulence tend to be lost. However, it has been often assumed that in some circumstances,
schlieren pictures may possess higher sensitivity to flow features than shadowgraphs.

Schlieren photography has thus found application in ballistic range studies of laminar wakes, far downstream
of bodies flying through low density air, and in some other problems as well. We will therefore briefly re;iew
schlieren systems, with attention to optical arrangement and basis of operation.

8 3.1 Optical Arrangements

The standard optical arrangement for a parallel light schlieren system is shown in Figure 8.23. The film is
so located that the model image formed by the second mirror is in focus at the film plane. Then light rays re-
fracted by the flow field are, in the image plane, returned approximately to their original locations relative
to the model. Ideally, this cancels the shadowgraph effect, but in practice, this is not fully achieved, since
rays passing through different parts of the flow field do not have the same effective plane of origin. Also,
even a small error in focal position due, e.g., to the model flying out of the bore sight plane, can result in
a shadowgraph image of the shock waves.

The image of the spark light source formed by the second mirror is partly occulted on the knife edge, thereby
dimming the level of illumination on the film. The knife edge does not shadow any part of the film, however,
because rays from all parts of the source image fall on all parts of the fi~m. The sensitivity of the schlieren
system depends on the width of the source image which is allowed to pass the knife edge. The sensitivity is in-
creased by reducing the unccculted width of the source image. It follows that the position of the source image
on the knife edge is required to be either stable or adjusted just prior to use.

Stability may be hard to achieve because of earth movement,, thermal expansion, etc. An added fundamental
difficulty is that conventional spark light sources do not fire at a fixed location on the electrodes, but
rather,, the spark moves about, finding a new location at each firing. Mercury filled discharge lamps also ex-
hibit -this behaviour when fired in short duration pulses. Note in Figure 8.24, from Reference 8.7, the pro-
gressive change in shape of the mercury arc column over a sequence of 12 firings in 110 microseconds.

If the source movements due to all causes are appreciable compared to source diameter, the sensitivity
variations will be large. The effect of uncontrolled source position is illustrated in Figure 8.25, which is
a schlieren picture inadvertently obtained in P focused shadowgraph system. In this case, the source image,
intended to be centered in a circular apertare, moved onto the edge of the aperture. A schlieren visualization
of the wake re3ulted, while the bow shock wave and discontinuity streamlines are shadowgraph images. The high
sensitivity of the schlieren system to changes in light ray angles is well demonstrated by the appearance of
rings in the focusing mirror. For shadowgraph use, this mirror has no detectable imperfections.
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To overcome the problem of source movement within the electrodes, confined sparks have been developed.

Reference 8.3 describes four configurations of confined sparks which have been used in wind tunnel schlieren
system, and Reference 8.8 indicates "a semi-confined spark between parallel electrodes in a quartz block"
used in a ballistic range application of schlieren phntography. Sketches of these confined spark sources are
given in Figure 8.26. The dimensions used in the semi-confined gap were approximately 0.5 m width by 5 mm length.

Light from the spark is imaged on a smaller slit, which further restricts source movement, since the slit be-
comes the schlieren source. For maxieom sensitivity, slits of very small width (e.g.. 0.1 am) have been used.

Other schlieren optical arrangements than the parallel light system of Figure 8.23 are possible and have been
used. A single mirror, single pass, conical light system is shown in Figure 8.27. While having the advantage
of requiring only one parabolic mirror, this arrangement has two conspicuous disadvantages: (1) The source must
be placed more than twice the focal distance from the mirror, to satisfy the requirement for source image loca-

tion on the mirror side of the flight path. This means that the light falling on the mirror and hence on the
film is much less than in Figure 8.23 for mirrors of equal focal length and aperture. (2) The mirror is required
to be severalfold larger than the inttaded field of view. Thus, this arrangement is in need of a large aperture
mirror of snort focal length - i.e., an expensive rirror.

Double light pass systems have been used in cases where high sensitivity is required. The parallel light system
may be made a double pass system by replacing the second parabolic mirror by a flat mirror, just slightly inclined
(away from normal to its incident rays) so that the source image formed by the first mirror does not fall directly
on the source. The first (collimating) mirror thus becomes the image forming mirror for both the source and the model.
The tilting 6f the flat mirror gives rise to a slightly displaced second (double) image, which degrades picture
quality. This can be partially avoided by alining the flat mirror to return the source image precisely to the source,
and using a half-silvered mirror near the source to reflect the source image to the side (Fig. 8.28). Half the light
is then lost at each pass through the half-silvered mirror, and the picture brightness is reduced by 3.

Conical multiple pass systems, Figure 8.29. have apparently been preferred for use in ballistic ranges because
they eliminate the need for a good quality flat mirror, and are more compact. A single parabolic mirror is
placed near the model flight path, and the spark source is located at twice te focal length from the mirror.
If the source and its image are off axis, as shown, the double imige problem occurs, but it may be minimized by
flying the model near the mirror and by reducing the axis separation. The double image may be avoided by use
of the half-silvered splitter mirror, with attendant light loss. Conical double-pass systems have been success-
fully employed to obtain laminar wake photographs at low ambient pressures (Figure 8.30 and Reference 8.8).

8.3.2 Theory

The basis for understanding the operation of schlieren systems has already been developed in the section on
shadowgraphs. Here, we need consider only the special features of the schlieren arrangement and their effects
specifically the knife edge. and the focus of the model image on the film plane.

Because of the focusing, ideally, light rays will intersect the film undeviated from positions relative to
the model image they had near the model plane of symmetry. The effect of the density field thus will not be to
displace the rays, but rather, to lighten or darken local exposure., through the action of the knife edge.

Refraction in the model flow field moves the image of the light source in its plane, the plane of the knife
edge. Each point in the flow field is illuminated by light from all points of the source, so that though a
single point P in the model's plane of symmetry, there passes a slender conical bundle of light rays, one ray
from each point in the source. The point P and every point in the plane of symmetry is tus a point of vir-
tual origin of an image of the light source. Now if all the rays passing through P are refracted through an
angle 9e' the source image formed by these rays is displaced, since the position of this image is governed en-
tirely by the ray directions. For a parallel light system, the image movement is f0e' where f is the focal

length of the image forming mirror. More generally, f may be replaced by the image distance from the mirror.
Thus, instead of a single image of the source, there is an image of the source for each point in the model image.

The refracted positions of the source images, when they are toward or away from the edge of the knife, will
cause the light quantity passing the edge from the points P to change. This in turn changes the brightness
of the image of P on the film. This action is illustrated in Figure 8.31. If the knife edge was originally
set to pass an unrefracted width, w. of the image of a rectangular source,, the change in intensity of light

on the film at the image of the point P may be expressed as

AT/I Z f9e/w,, (8.25)

where 61 may be either positive or negative,, depending on the direction of ee . Now, &e represents the
total angular deflection of light rays passing through a givn point in the plane of symmetry of the flow.
Earlier, equations were given for the deflection 0 e in coitinuously varying regions (Equation (8.20)) and at
the shock waves (Equations (8.7), (8.8),, and (8.9)). These deflections combine to give the total deflection 0e"

In schlieren photography, particular interest is direcled toward the continuously varying density regions.
Hence, Equation (8.20) is further developed in the following steps. First, it may be expressed in terms of the
density gradient as

6e (1 - Gp)G- dz , (8.26)
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where I - Gp I- I. Since only that component of Be which is perpendicular to the knife edge is effective in
changing the exposure, y in Equation (8.26) ma be taken ma the coordinate perpendicular to the knife edge.

For a knife edge oriented parallel to the axis of a body of revolution in axially symmetric flow, we may
express p as a power series in the coordinate r radial to the axis. so that

B o + +a2r 2 + ar 3 + (3.27)

where the constants are functions of the axial coordinate x . They are selected, and as mam terms retained
as necesqary, to r-present accurately the density gradient profile in a given cross section of the flow. Now

'W/ay is te component along y of o/?ar (Fig. 8.32) and may be written as

p ap y p 7
wher r 8 Cos 0 = y-- + aly + a 2yr + a3 yr 2 + (8.28)BY Zx~ s  -rr - ar

where r = (y2 + z2)J. For o << 1. the integral of Equation (8.26) my be written, with the approximation
that the ray path does not deviate far from a path of constant y . as

o = J+ dZ + +,2)1z + + z2) dz +. 8.2

20~(y+2 a Z5....+ a (8y.29)ayf(y

which may be integrated to give

[-oy + -JLnlo [+ {l+(.A. )I + ,,yZ+ + 2 si + (. )211 +a 3y3Z ' 3 srZ ....... (8.30)

Thus, for a given density profile, the intensity variation over the schlieren field of view may be predicted.

In principle, this can be used as a basis of comparison of theoretical density profiles with experiment.

Schlieren systems which are sensitive enough to detect continuous variations in density are normally satu-
rated at he shock waves. Very large ray deflections can occur at the shock wave, Just inside the tangent ray
(see Figure 8.33, computed from Equation (8.7)). By Eqution (8.25), with 0e = 8, Figure 8.33 also repre-
sents relative light intensity on the film near the shock wave. When the ray deflection fS exceeds either the
unocculted width w of the source image in one direction (Figure 8.31) or the occulted width in the other
direction. saturation occurs. There is then a region of uniform illumination Just inside the shock wave,
either at full available brightness or at zero exposure, depending on knife edge orientation relative to the
ray deflections. The saturated zone may extend well inside the shock wave location. For example, in the case
represented by Figure 8.33, the deflection is 0.0033 radian at n/R of 0.2. With a 3 meter focal length mirror,
this would correspond to a source image displacement of 1 cm at knife edge. The example shown is, however, more
severe than many cases of interest, since St = 0. 1 radian corresponds to a normal shock wave with a density
ratio of 5.5 at atmospheric ambient density.

If the focusing is imperfect, and in general it will be, some residual shadowgraph effect remains at the
shock wave. Then the narrow dark band characteristic of the shock wave shadowgraph image is superimposed onto

the schlieren effect, tnd quantitative interpretation becomes very complicated.

8.4 INTERFEROMETRY

An interferometer, as the name implies, is a device for measuring t0 interference between two coherent
light beams, usually obtained b7 splitting and later recombining a single beam. In flow visualization applica-
tions, one beam, the active beam, is passed through the flow field, while the other, the reference beam, is
passed around it. Unlike the other flow visualization systems discussed, the interferometer does not depend
on or respond to refraction (literally, bending of the rays). Rather, it measures the retardation of waves
locally (within small ray bundles) from their phase shift relative to the reference beam. Thus, the index of
refraction, basically defined as the ratio of light velocity in vacuum to the velocity in the gaseous medium,
is measured from the velocity itself rather than from ray deflection.

An interferometer requires exceptionally precise alinement, and also requires a monochromatic light source
of very high intensity. Its optical surfaces must be very accurately ground, flat within fractions of the
wavelength of light. Its supporting frame must be dimensionally stable against temperature changes and vibra-

tion isolated. As such, it is not the "rough and ready" instrument that the shrdowgraph is, or even the schlie-

ren. It is available in research only after careful design, development, and investment of time toward its

perfection. Hence it is not considered a device for routine flow visualization in ballistic ranges. It is rather

a special purpose instrument, quantitatively interpretable, and usually pplied only to problems selected for

careful study.

8 4.1 Optical Arrangement

The usual instrument employed in ballistic ranges (and wind tunnels) is the Mach-Zehnder interferometer.Although other optical arrangements have been used, they are in principle closely related to the Mach-Z&hnder,

and only the latter will be described here.
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Figure 8.34 shows the basic arrangement of optics. Light from a monochromatic A ource is collimated to produce

plane waves, of which half the intensity Is reflected upward at the first half-silvered mirror to form the re-
ference beam while the other half passes through the mirror and through the flow field to be examined. The two
beams are recombined at the second half-silvered mirror where they may nterfere If the Instrument Is well alined.
Note that half the beam energies are lost at recombination. The image forming mirror. provided where the recom-

uined beam emerge from the in.trnment. is In focus on the plane of the model, so that a iharp shadow image of
the model is superimposed on tW, interference field and refraction effects are minimized.

Although It Is not the purpose of this Cscussion to examine In detail the practical problem of such an inter-
ferometer, It must be noted that these problem are considerable. There are problems of the light source and
problem of alinement and stability of alinement. (Numerous papers have been written on these subjects - see.
e.g.. References 8.9 through 8.13). The light source mst be of short duration to prevent model motion during
exposure. If a high voltage spark is used, its output mast be passed through a prism or grating monochroator
or an interference filter to select a restricted wavelength iegion to be admitted to the interferometer. The
number of fringes of good contrast depends sensitively on spectral purity of the source. Unfortunately. the
bulk of the light output of the source must for this reason be discarded, leaving adequate film exposure a prob-
lem, with restrictions on both the duration and spectral band width of the light pulse. Accordingly. some

investigators (see e.g., Reference 8.13) have used rotating mirror cameras to hold the image stationary on the
film and permit longer durations of exposure. The laser would seen an advantageous light source for an inter-
ferometer, being by nature monochromatic and intense. At this writing, no papers describing the use of a laser
light source in a Mach-Zehnder interferometer have come to the author' s attention, although a novel interfero-
Peter employing holographic techniques has been reported (Ref. 8. 14).

For discernible interference between the active and reference beam, thdr wave fronts must be nearly parallel
past the recombination of the beams. Alinement of the instrument to achieve this parallelism is affected by all
four flat mirrors, the two on the right affecting the active beam; the two on the left, the reference beam. Thus,
once alinement has b12en achieved, the mirrors must be rotated in pairs to retain it. Furthermore. the mirror
rotation mechanism must be capable of very fine and slow motion, and mechanically very smooth to achieve the per-
fection of alinement required. The alinement is also affected by mechanical vibration and thermal expansion, so
that shock mounting and the use of low expansion materials such as Invar are desirable.

To initially aline the mirrors, both physical measurements for rough alinement and use of targets placed ahead
of the first half-silvered mirror and viewed in the emergent beams are helpful. Alinement to equalize path lengths
in the reference and active legs is needed if the source is not perfectly monochromatic, in which case the fringe

contrast diminishes away from the equal-path-length fringe because of the superposition of many sets of fringes
of slightly different spicing. For perfectly monochromatic light, the paths do not have to be equal, since inter-
ference need not be restrie' ted on recombination to the same plane wave front which was split. That is, am pair
of plane wave fronts can be made to interfere, depending only on their relative phase.

8.4.2 Theory of Fringe Formation

If two superimposed trains of plane waves of equal wavelength are perfectly parallel, they will produce a
uniform Intensity on a screen or film, depending on their phase. If they are in phase, their intensities add;
out of phase, their intensities subtract; and intermediate phase conditions give intermediate intensities
(Figure 8.35).

If the first beam is slightly inclined tothe second, the rclative phase of the two families of waves varies
across the field. This is shown in Figure 8.36. Constructive interference occurs at intervals, shown by the
long dashed lines. Half way between the lines of constructive inLerference, lines of destructive interference
occur. If these wave trains fall on film or a screen, the alternation cl bright and dark regions is termed a
series of fringes, and the distance from one bright fringe to the next is the fringe spacing, s. From the
geometry, it may be seen that when the wav fronts are inclined to one another by an angle E , the fringe lines
are inclined at 6/2 to the ray directions and

X
- s tan (e/2) (8. 31)2 con (4/2)

With small &ngle approximations appropriate to the actual values of the angle e , this may be written

s = \/ (8.32)

For example, with = 5000 A and a = 0.5 cm,

5 x 10 "s

e - 0 = 10 " radians or 0.00570
0.5

Thus it is seen that only a minute angularity of the beams is desired (corresponding, e.g.., to a rotation of a
20 an diameter mirror by 10- 3ca at Its edges), and that small angle approximations for e are indeed valid.

Now suppose that a local patch of one of these wave trains is delayed by having traversed a region of low
light velocity. Further suppose, as an example, that this delay puts the wave system locally half a wave length
behind its normal position. Locally, then, constructive interference is replaced by destructive, and vice versa
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and the fringe Vttern is shifted. The bright fringe becomes dark, and the dark becomes bright. Such a shift.
when seen, may be interpreted as a phase shift of the wave train by X/2 (or more generally. tw any odd inte-
gral multiple of X/2). Generalizing this observation, we may say that when the fringe shift is ueasLred in
units of the fringe space, it represents the phase shift in numbers of wavelengths. Thus

a = As/s. (8.33)

where a is the number of wavelengths of retardation of the wave fronts. It will be noted that the same fringe
position would occur for all values of a which differ by integers, but if the fringe shifts can be followed
from a region of no disturbance to the poinL in auestion. then a value can be assigned unambiguously to aL

The fringe shift is measured from the position which the fringe would take in the undisturbed ambient gas.
Since this position is not marked in an interfergrm of a disturbed flow. it most be determined by interpolation
of the fringe positions on either side of the disturbed ftw. Now In real interferometers, fringes are not per-
fectly straight, nor perfectly steady. They tend to swim about a little under the influence of air motion in
the room. Hence, some error in measuring fringe shift arises from lack of knowledge of the exct position of
the undisturbed fringe. Since the rncertainty will usually be less than one fringe space, it is of most concern
wten the fringe shifts are also of this order. When fringe shifts of many fringes occur, this source of error
is less important.

Immediately behind shock waves, the value of As/s is not always easy to determine, because the fringe
shifts become large and the slopes are steep (see e.g., Figure 0,37). In suc.L cases, one mU either grossly re-
duce the ambient density (in ballistic ranges where ambient pressure may be controlled) to reduce the fringe
shift and thus make it easier to trace the fringes, or use so-called white light fringes, obtained with a broader
spectral band in the light source, to trace the fringes near the shock wave. With white light, only a few dis-
cernible fringes are obtained and the central fringe, because of its sharp contrast with its neighbors, can be
readily traced across the flow field.

With the wave retardation determined to be mk from the picture, the remaining task is to make an interpre-
tation in terms of the flow field density distribution responsible for the retardation.

8.4.3 Deduction of Flow-Field Densities

The test data to be analyzed will be either axially symmetric or three dimensional. The axially symmetric
case is the easier to analyze, but in experimental practice, it is the harder to achieve, because the free-flight
model in general will be at some angle of attack. Thus, for simple interpretation, a companion problem to ana-
lyzing the photograph is that of getting the photograph at small resultant angle of attack. One technique which
has been used (Reference 8. 15) is to place the interferometer station near an expected node in the oscillation
(e.g., half a wavelength of the pitching motion from the origin of the pitch disturbance near the gun nuzzle).
Spheres coLprise a special case. Except near the viscous wake. they will always generate an axially symmetric
flow at high supersonic speeds, regardless of attitude.

Let us then describe the procedure for ana, sis of axially symmetric interferograms*. We use the notation of
Figure 8.32, and neglect the bending of light rays traversing tie field. (This may not be permissible in all
cases, but without this assumption, the analysis cannot be writ'en explicitly. The analysis with ray deflection
would necessarily be numerical, but it would proceed similarly to that given below.)

The time for a ray to traverse the flow cross section at the level y above the axis of symmetry is

t = 2 ( , 8.34)

foc

where c is c(z). In the absence of flow disturbance, a wave front would advance in the time t a distance
cit, c, being the light velocity in the ambient atmosphere, whereas in the flow field, the wave front advances
by 2z s . The difference is the distance by which the wave front is retarded by the presence of the flow field.

JZs dz

mX = 2c - - 2zs (8.35)
0o c

The light velocity ratio, c /c, may be replaced by the inverse ratio of the indices of refraction, /C,,
and may be in tirn be written as 1 + Gp, so that

c - (1 + Gp) dz = [ + z ] (8.36)

We will assume in this discussion that ionization does not occur in the flow and that the index of refraction is deter-
mined solely by gas density. If ionization is nresent, the expressions for index of refraction are modified (see footnote
on page 353)
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Equatio (8.35) thn becoms

l = 2G ps 2jpoz a  (8. 2_

(sinc Lf1 - I - - Sclving for the integral, we obtain the equation relating tte density distribution

to thmeU retadatio

r 1jPdz + PZs% (8.38)

Note that C, in this equation may usually be regarded as unity for practical purpobes. and that a is expri-

mentally determined from the interferogram (Equation (8 33)).

Givea a density distribution, we can readily calculate m(y) and hence the frige shift distribution by ueans

of Equation (8.38). Tihe reverse problem - give m(y). calculate p(r) - is lers convenient to solve. Yt is
referred to In the literature as the Abel tne'gral inversion problem. The usual approach to solution Is t9 ap-
proximate the actual density distribution by a large number of linear segments, each linear segment corievponding

to a thin aimular zone. A second approach vhich will be described is to represent the density by a po' r series

in r whose term coefficients are to be determined.

To perform the zone approximation solution, we first express the integral in terms of the radial coordi,!ate
r as independent variable to take advantage of the axial symmetry.

z2 2
Y zs pr/dr

P -J, -- r (8.
y

In this integral, which is performed along a light ray. y is a consrant. The upper limit ./(y2 + ze) = r,.

We replace the Integral with a sum of term, one for each zone. The subscript I is used to denote the number

of the inner boundary of the zone, and j = I + I represents the number of the outer boundary. The density
within the zone is represented linearly by

p = Pi +P 1 - P1 (r - r). (8.40)
rj - r,

The contribution of the zone to the integral represented in Equation (8.38) may be obtained by inserting Eqaation
(8.40) into the integral, it is found to be

yr pr dr

v(r2-y2) = A Ip - BipJ • (8.41)

whereAi r 2 ) ~(1 y 2  r 2 _ t~ y2)

where Ai = r r ri  
2(r - r l g e ri +/(r -y)

/(r -y2  ) - 2(r[ -y 2 ) y 2  r +/(r 2 -y2 ) (8.42)

ra - ri  
2 (rj - ri) ri +-/(r2-y 2

)

Note that y is determined by the location of the ray being analyzed, and ri and r1  are known numbers for

each zone. Hence, the coefficients A1 and Bi are known. The total integral along the 'ay is the sum of terms
similar to Equation (8.41) for each of the zones traversed and may be written

if pddz -. r. -BIP (8.43)

/(r2 - ( i - BiP-)

Here, i = I at r =y, and N is the total number of zones between y and rs . The value of the integral is

obtained frcm the interferogram through Equation (8.38). Hence, the gas density at or.e zone boundary may be un-

known in Equation (8.43) and be determined from it. This boundary is tangen.t to the position y of the ray being
analyzed. The densities at all zone boundaries outboard of this will have beer d.cermined in sequence, progress-

ing from the shock wave inward.

For tne calculation to start, the density immediately behind t- shock wave must be determined. If the flow

field is known to be in chemical and thermodynamic equilibrium. ?nis can be done most simply from a measurement

of the shock wavq inclination and reference to shock wave tables. If P. is to be determined from the experi-

ment, it is necessary to make a one zone calciilation at the shock wave and to assume that p = ps = constant with-
in the zone.
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This leads to r
f=r r; rdr MY9 (.'

pdz Ps 7/(r-2 _  
Ps v(r.2 -y 21 + plZs

from which P. may be obtained. The zone for this determination, r s - y, is chosen thin to minimize the vari-
ation of density within the zone. The density determined is more properly plotted at the center of the zone than
immediately behind the shock wave.

Tables of coefficients for these calculations. corresponding to (out not identical to) Ai and B , have been

poblished in Reference 8. 16 for a 50 zone division of the flow field. The use of these tables can sake the reduc-

tion less laborious. Of course, with modern electronic computers. the labor of this analysis is of less concern

than it was formerly.

The ser4eqprepresentation method - the second method noted earlier - is calculationally simpler but may present

difficulties in cases where the density profile is not smooth. It is analagous to the approach used earlier to

obtain expressions f6r flo% deflection angles for schlieren and shadowgraph applications. Equations (. 27) through

(8.30). Here, however, we represent the density rather than the density gradient by the power series.

p = Po + air + a 2r 2 + a3 r 3 + ar + .... arn-I . (8.45)

Note that in this expression. po is the density on the axis of the flow. where r = 0 ad is fictitious for

stations of the flow where the body occupies the axis. Now, since se wish to evaluate p dz, we put Equation

(8.45) in terms of z,

V~l+Z2) +a,(y 2 + 2) ay 2 z23
12 +%(y 2 42)2

P 0 +ai/(y 2 + + + + + y4 z+)Z + ..... (8.46)

This expression may be substituted into the integral and evaluated term by term to obtain

Ibzs = a.F~ z+ ri ~
pdz = pozs + al rs +y 2 log e  4 a Zs +- j .+

2 sr2 [2 2% +sr + _ ]~g + I

3 3o r+! [r 3 +-3y 2z r5 + - [ lgY~z + 2y2Z3 + + (8.47)14 3a 2 e Yy 3...

Now for any given axial station of the flow. r s may be measured from the interferogram, y is selected by the
analyst, and zs = /(r2 _ y 2 ) . Hence, the bracketed multipliers of the coefficients a1 , a 2 , a 3 , an .... in

Equation (8.47) are known numbers. By choosing a number of values of y for analysis at a given axial station of

the flow. we may write Equation (8.47) as many times as we please, with values of the bracketed multipliers ap-

propriate to each value of y chosen. If we write in this way the same number of equations as terms used to

define p., we may solve these questions simultaneously to define po. a,. a2, etc., and hence obtain a
representation of the density profile across the flow field at that station. If we write more simultaneous
equations than the number of unknowns, then least squares mebods my be used to obtain a best fit.

Although five terms have been retained in representing the density profile above, more or fewer terms can be

retained. Sometimes, higher order terms in a series will improve the fit to a few measured points, but introduce

physically unrealistic inflections in the curve. When the number of measured points is large, or the data are

faired continuously, more terms in th3 series should be of advantage. This is a matte; for study in individual

applications. The picture of a slender cone st'wn in Figure 8.38 has been analyzed by the power series method

to obtain the results shown in Figure 8.39 for one and two term approximations. The one term approximation.

where density is regarded as constant along each light zay, but variable from ray to ray, already shows the

character of the distribution and may be hand calculated very quickly. The one-term densities have been plotted

both at y (the lonation at which fringe shift is measured) and at (y + r,)/2 to bracket the position at which

they would be expected actually to occur, and these two curves do indeed bracket the two term approximation. The

two term approximation requires data at only two values of y to define a series of values of p0  and a1 .
hence was solved locally between every adjacent pair of fringe-shift measurements, of which there were 4 in all,

corresponding to the fringes intersected by a plane normal to the model at the station analyzed. The locally

derived segments, which are entirely independent, come very near to intersecting and forming a continuous curve.

A fairing of these two teri solutions is shown by the long dashed curve. The agreement of the two-term solu-

tions and their fairing with conical flow theory is reasonable considering that the model was at an angle of

attack at 1.250 and that it wL.s the windward side which was analysed. Note that the sensitivity of the inter-

feromoter has permitted definition of detail even though the density is only a few percent above ambient.

8 4 4 Reported Applications

Because of the difficulty of the method, both experimentally and analytically, there have been comparatively

few applications of interferometry to obtain quantitative density distributions around projectiles in ballistic

ranges. There have been several applications to spheres, because the symmetry requirement is satisfied and
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because of fundamental interest in flcw about spheres. A beautiful Interferogram of a 90 m sphere tested at
the Ballistic Research Laboratories at a Mach number of 5.7 and a range pressure of 0.05 atmospheres is shown
in Figure 8.40. Results of analyses of the flow field of a sphere have been presented and discussed in Refer-
ences 8. 17 and 8. 18. It is difficult to achieve accurate spatial resolution in the forward part of the shock
layer because it is thin (see especially Figure 8.37). On the other hand, density is slowly changing in this
region. so that a high degree of spatial resolution my not be required, except for purposes of detailed com-
parisons with theory.

Cone flow fields also have been analyzed (Reference 8. 19). then cones are slender, their fringe patterns
are slowly varying and permit accurate measurement (Figure 8.38). When the cone angle is large, problems are
analagous to those of other low fineness ratio bodies. Low ambient densities favor clear identification of
fringe shifts. but my introduce non-equilibrium flow effects. These were the subject of study in Reference
8.20 which, while it was a study in an expansion tube, could equally have been performed in a ballistic range.
Cones may be used to test the validity and accuracy of the analysis procedure and tae instrument, since a wide
range of theoretical solutions is available.

Interferometry has also been used to investigate density profiles in turbulent boundary layers on models in
a ballistic range (Reference 8. 15). Long conical and ogive-cylinder models were selected to maximize the boun-
dary isyer thickness, and precautions were taken to min3mize the angle of attack at the interferometer station.
Figure 8.38 is an interferogrm from this investigation, and Figure 8.41 shows an enlargement of fringes in the
boundary layer. The boundary layer fringe shifts are appreciable and indicate the presence of density variations
associated with turbulence. The boundary layer fringes were analyzed assuming axial symmetry (which, because of
the fluctuations, does not precisely obtain), and both the mean density profiles and the fluctuation levels w-,re
determined. It was also possible, with the aid of an energy balance, to deduce the heat transfer rate to the
model from the measurements.

8.5 RESEARCH APPLICATION OF SNADONGRAPH AND SCHLIEREN PICTURES

Now let us review some of the ways ohadowgraph and scblierenphotographshave been used in research in ballis-
tic ranges, and thereby indicate how they may be used, in a goneral sense. The discussion which follows is
organized under eight topics - Shock Wave Location and Shape, Boundary Layer Transition and Turbulence, Separated
Flow, Base Flow Configuration and Base Pressure, Wakes, Determinations of Local Mach Number and Static Pressure,
Density Ratios and Non-Equilibrium Flow, and Additional Phenomena (outside the other categories). A logical
place to begin is with the most prominent features of supersonic flow fields, the shock waves.

8.5.1. Shock-Wave Location and Shape

From what has already been said, it is clear that the shock wave may be located in a shadowgraph or schlieren
picture from the position of the last undisturbed light ray upstream of the wave, i.e., the ray tangent to the
shock wave envelope. Measurements of the coordinates of a series of points along the bow shock wave require
correction only for any magnification that may be present (or, in parallel light systems deviations of rays from
perfect parallelism). Measurements of this kind have been used to test theoretical calculations of shock wave
shape, and as inputs to the computation of downstream flow fields' 1 . It has been found from such measurements
that bow shock waves can often be well represented by power law expressions of the form y = kxm , or by connec-
tion of a series of such expressions e8 ' 2 .

A second important property of bow shock waves is the stand off distance from blunt bodies, or the analagous
property for cones, the stand off angle. This distance or angle may be directly measured from the above-noted
criterion for location of the shock surface, but may be significantly in err , if refraction in the shock layer
distorts the location of the body surface. This error is minimized by (a) fccusing the shadowgraph on the plane
of flight, and (b) operating at low air densities. It may also be corrected by theoretical analysis of the
emergent angle of the light ray tangeut to the body surface. Particularly obvious errors will occur when the
dark and light bands produced at the wave 'extend across the shock layer and overlap the model (Figure 8.6(c)).
No useful measurement can be expected in such a case. For highest accuracy, correction for diffraction at the
shock and model surfaces may be required. To illustrate that a useful degree of accuracy can be obtained with-
out the latter corrections, but with the restriction of shadowgraph sensitivity and air density to give favorable
conditions for such measurements, Figure 8.42 is reproduced from Reference 8.23.

.,

In addition to bow shock waves, secondary or embedded shock waves are of significant interest. An example is
the shock wave generated on a flared afterbody (Figure 8.43) or other stabilizing or control surface. From the
standpoint of configuration aerodynamics, it is important to know the flow configuration, since the forces and
stability are sensitive to the shock waves present. Since the light rays recording embedded waves traverse the

bow shock wave and intervening density field, distertions of positions can be expected. The locations of em-
bedded shock waves relative to adjoining body surfaces, however, should be recorded fairly accurately, since
the distortions to the absolute location of the shock surface and body surface due to the surrounding flow
field are similar.

Interest may also be directed to the interforence of shock waves with downstream body surfaces. Por example,
when a bow .hock wave impinges on or passes near the location of a body surface, the bow wave may be deflected
(strengthened), as in Figure 8.44. Actually, in this case there is an intersection of the bow wave with an

embedded shock wave, and reflection of the embedded wave off the bow wave may be observed. Also, emerging from
the intersection, a discontinuity streamline appears and undergoes transition to turbulence. The embedded wave
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is not formed on the leeward surface of the flare. In this example, the wave interaction occurs because of
angle of attack, but on appropriate configurations, it may occur at the equilibrium flight attitude. Plow
photographs document the occurrence and give details of the resulting flow configuration.

Figures 8.43 and 8.44 were obtained as part of the investigation reported in Reference 8.24.

8.5.2 Boundary-Layer Transition and Turbulence

A very rich and interesting use of shadowgraphs has been the observation and investigation of boundary layer
transition phenomena. Under favorable conditions, this method of detecting transition is of great value, giving
information not available from methods traditionally applied in wind tunnels. The optical method, developed in
ballistic ranges. has therefore found application in wind tunnels also.

The visibility of turbulence in shadowgraphs, e.g., Figures 8.13 and 8. 16, implies that the place where
turbulence begins, the laminar-turbulent transition location, should be observable. However. since the turbu-
lent boundary layer may be initially very thin, the question arises as to whether it can be detected in its
early stages - i.e.. the eddies might be initially too mall to observe within the limits of diffraction at the
model edge. film grain, etc.

Experience has shown s. 2S *. 26 that thin turbulent boundary layer conditions can occur under which discrete
eddies cannot be individually identified. Under these conditions, however, the eddies collectively still give
characteristic appearance to the boundary lsyer, and in addition may give indirect evidence of their presence
by generating a field of sound waves which can be seen in the adjoining flow (see, e.g., Figure 8.45). Note
in this figure that the noise fipld is bouded by a Mach wave at an inclination appropriate to the boundary
layer edge Mach number. Tracing this wave to its point of origin identifies the forward limit of the bourdary
layer region which is generating a noise field. It may be assumed that this point is the instantaneous point
of boundary layer transition.

The transition point obtained from such an observation may be compared with that given directly by the appear-
ance of the thin turbulent boundary layer. In regions where discrete eddies cannot be resolved, models with thin
turbulent boundary layers have been described as having a "hairy" appearance along their edges ' 2 5 (Figure 8.46).
When the eddies are small, the density gradients are very large, and light may be refracted tG much greater dis-
tances than the eddy diameter. Thus, in Figure 8.46, we see shadow filaments projecting well outside the boundary
layer along the model's forward surfaces, beginning near the tip. A glance at the model base region leaves no
doubt that the boundary layer is turbulent as it comes off the base. A sound field from the boundary layer can
also be seen within the shock layer. If the limits of the hairy region coincide with the limits of the noise
generating region, confirmation of two independent techniques for ,.eating transition has been obtained.

A further test can be applied to the selected location of boundary layer transition on long models which attain
appreciable boundary layer thickness. Prom selected indi',idual photographs, one can measure the boundary layer
thickness and plot it against streamwise distance on logarithmic paper to obtain, ideally for conical and cylin-
drical models, a straight line growth curve (see Reference 8. 15 for plots of this kind). Extrapolation forward
to the paint where the theoretical laminar boundary layer thickness is matched will yield a transition point
estimate which can be compared with the other two determinations.

It was implied above that the instantaneous location of transition to turbulence is time dependent. This is
indeed the case. Views of the same model meridian in successive photographic stations generally show different
locations of transition, and may also show the presence of short duration bursts (,f turbulence (Figure 8.47).
These m- proceed separately along the surface, precede a steadier turbulent boundary layer, or be superimposed
on other bursts or on the steadier turbulent boundary layer. The mean location of transition may furthermore
differ on different meridians, because of the presence of microscopic roughness elements along taose meridians.
Angle of attack also, for slender bodies, has a first order, determining influence on transition. Thus, no
single picture can be taken as definitive of the boundary layer transition oe a given model flight. Rather,
the effects of unsteadiness, meridianal differences (due to surface roughness or tip asymmetry), and angle of
attack must be carefully isolated in a series of pictures, normally requiring a series of test firings. The
unsteadiness by itself leads to a region of intermittently laminar and turbulent boundary layer which has been

identified, from ballistic range studies and from hot wire anemometer studies in wind tunnels, a the transi-
tional boundary layer zone deffied by other, time-averaging techniques of observing transition (see, e.g.
Reference 8.26).

The fact that the noise-field-bounding Mach line may have a slope appropriate to the boundary ayer edge Mach
number indicates that the transition point generating this field is at least momentarily stationary, or moving
slowly on the surface. in the case of bursts, however,, the shock wave attached to their leading edges is seen

to be much steeper than the stationary disturbance Mach angle, because bursts are in rapid movement backward
along the surface. The slope of the wave may be used to determine the speed of movement of the upstream edge
of the burst down the surface, which is found to be about 6/10 of the boundary layer edge velocity. It has also

been found possible to define the shapes of bursts in profile and plan view from their shadowgraph images0 '27.
The profiles were obtained by careful thickness distribution measurements, while the plan dimensions were deduced
from bursts wide enough to appear on two or more of the four visible meridians in simultaneous orthogoal shadow-
graphs. Correlation of the measurements of a large number of bursts was necessary in order to arrive at a repre-
sentative definition of shape. The shapes obtained by this technique were found to relate closely to shapes
previously determined by other technicques in wind tunnels. The growth patterns of bursts were also deduced by
relating size to distance from the model leading edge or from the observed disturbance point responsible for the

bursts.
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The measurement of turbulent boundary layer thickness from shadowgraphs is seemingly straightforward, except
for difficulties posed by the irregularities of its outer edge, but it is also subject to certain optical in-
accuracies. The edge irregularities, illustrated in the preceding figures, are an inherent feature of the
turbulent boundary layer. The thickness at a given point and at a given instant is sharply defined, but like
the transition point, the thickness at any station varies with time, and can be fully described only statisti-
cally. The simplest statistical approach is to measure the actual thickness at a large number of positions
along the surface, plot these measurements, and let the eye fair a mean line. hether a more formal approach
is justified will depend on the quantity and uality of the data available.

Distortions of the boundary layer thickness recorded on film have been discussed earlier. They may arise
from three sources: (a) eddy refraction, causing the eddy images to be larger or smaller than their actual dia-
meters. (b) refraction in the steep density gradient of the inner part of the boundary layer, causing the model
edge to be displaced. (c) refraction through the surrounding flow field, causing a (nearly equal) displacement
of the boundary leyer edge and the model edge. Of these three contributions, the third seems to be of least
concern, being nearly self compensating. The second can be of major concern, as noted Parlier. The first
source of distortion, due to eddy refraction, can only be evaluated theoretically, or by comoarison of boundary
layer thickness measurements obtained with those given by a different measuring technique. Such comparisons
are necessary if the measurements are to be regarded as more than a rough indication of the boundary layer
thickness.

Additional features of the structure of the steady state turbulent boundary layer may be observed in shadow-
graph pictures. The correspondence between the theoretical image of an eddy and the spot patterns seen in turbu-
lent boundary layers has been noted in an earlier section. Close study of these patterns reveals that the spot
images are nearly of uniform diameter for a wide variety of test conditions, and that they are arrayed in ringle
file order during early stages of boundary layer growth (to Reynolds numbers of 107) (Reference 8. 15). Wben the
boundary layer thickness begins to exceed tue diameter of a single spot, the spots are found in staggered rows,
two deep. This process develops until as many as five spots are seen across the thickness of the boundary layer.
At this stage, one can find repeated patterns where the spots are arrayed in slanted lines, inclined to the sur-
face at about 450 (Reference 8.15). These configurations are thought to be related to "horseshoe vortices"
reported from studies of low speed boundary layers by other visualization techniques, and which are also inclined
to the surface in this way.

The use of flow visualization for transition and turbulent boundary layer studies is, of course, limited to
favorable optical and fluid dynamic conditions. First of all, the Reynolds numbers must be large enough to
generate turbulent flow (greater than about 106). In addition, the model tu be studied must be large enough to
develop appreciable boundary layer thickness (which is roughly proportional to the 0.8 power of the length of
run along 'the model), since observation of thin boundary layers is difficult and may not be definitive. Third,

shock waves should not lie so close to the body surface as to obscure a clear view of the boundary layer (studies

of slender pointed bodies at very high speeds encounter difficulty in this respect). Fourth, the gas densities
must be high' enough to produce appreciable eddy refraction (note that this requiremer~t is usually satisfied if
the first requirement is satisfied). At iow subsonic speeds, shadowgraph visualization of turbulence tends to
be lost because the density gradients are small in low speed flow. Thus, the technique is not universally
available. However, when it can be applied, it is a ve y powerful and informative one.

8.5.3 Separated Flow

Flow separation on ballistic range models is often associated with stabilizers, such as conical flares, for-
ward facing steps (e.g., Figure 8.18), or backward facing steps, of which the blunt base is an almost universally
present example. The photographic indications of flow separation are: (a) the boundary layer image may be seen
to leave the surface. (b) An oblique shock wave may be formed by tLe turning of the external flow at the sepsra-
tion point. (c) Reattachment phenomena, such as additional shock waves or gathering compressions, may be seen
at a reattachment point.

The detailn seen liffer. depending on whether the boundary lever approaching the separation point is laminar
(Figure 8.48) or turbulent (Figure 8.49). When it is turbulent, the separated region is conspicuously filled
with turbulent eddies. When it is laminar, the shadowgraph image of the separated boundary layer appears as a
smooth line bounding the separated region. Such a line is clearly visible on the bottom side of the model in
Figure 8.48, extending from a separation point ahead of the midlength station of the model to a reattachment
point near the center of the flare. The separation shock wave is weak but discernible, while the reattachment
shock wave is stronger, and replaces the embedded wave which would, in the absence of separation, originate at
the flare-cylinder intersection. (The background of turbulence in this picture comes from the boundary layer
on the windows of the Supersonic Free-Fligat Wind Tunnel, a counterflow facility where the photograph was
obtained).,

Another type of separation results from the inability of a flow to negotiate a convex corner: this type of

separation is frequently seen at the sharp or slightly rounded corners of the fece of blunt bodies. This Ja
illustrated clearly at the outermost corner of the step in Figure 8.18. The thick turbulent region behind th,
corner clearly indicates separation. Separations of this kind are often, unlike Figure 8.18, very local, with
reattachment occurring immediately behind the corner, accompanied by a reittachment shock wave. Laminar sepa-
rated regions of this kind are sometimes so thin that their presence can be definitely determined only from the
presence.of the reattachment shock wave. Figure 8.10 shows a very strong reattachment shock wave in a case
where the separated streamline can be clearly seen.
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8 5 4 Base-Flow Configuration and Base Pressure

Shadowgraph pictures contain a wealth of descriptive informatiun on the configuration of base flows (see,
e.g., Figures R 16. 8. 1', and 8.19). When a model terminates in a bluff base, the flow must expand to reoccupy
the full cross section behind it. This process begins in a Prandtl-eyer expansion fan at the base corner. As
noted earlier, in the section on images of flow features and as may be seen in these pictures, the first and
last Mach line of the expansior fan are made visible by the bhadowgraph. The flow is turned toward the axis by
the expansion, and the lnminar (Figure 8 16) or turbulent (Figures 8.17 and 8.19) boundary layer coming aff the
model becomes the boundary of the dead air (separated flow) region behind the base, and leaves its image in the
picture. If transition occurs along this boundary,, that may be seen (Figure 8.16). The inward directed flow
must be turned parallel to the main flow direction again, and this is accomplished in a compression region -
usually not a single,, discrete oblique shock wave. The multiple shock waves of the compression soon coalesce
into a single shock wave, however. The boundary layer passes through a minimum section, usually termed the
neck of the wake, near the region of origin of this closing shock wave. Beyond the minimum section, the boun-
dary layer air and air sibsequently entrained by it comprise the viscous wake.

Besides the conspicuous differences between laminar and turbulent base regions due to the visibility of tur-
bulence,, systematic differences in flow geometry also are found. Since turbulent boundary layers involve more
mass flow. Lhey tend to have a larger diameter wake neck at a given Reynolds number, and furthermore, the dis-
tance downstream from the base to the minimum section is different (Figure 8.50). (These two pictures were
obtained at nominally equal test conditions. Differences in the boundary layer and wake were a result of minro-
scopic differences in roughness and symmetry of the model tip. The different flow configuration is accompanied
by a difference in base pressure).

The downtream distance to the neck is sensitive also to Reynolds number, particularly with laminar flow.
At very low Reynolds numbers,, the wake may actually be initially divergent. The angle of convergence of the
wake is, in addition, Mach number dependent,, becoming smaller at low Mach rumbers, and slightly divergent under
some subsonic flow conditions. This tendency for initial divergence at low supersonic Mach numbers is illustrated
by Figure 8.18.

Although a low speed recirculating flow exists in the dead air region (and in separated flows generally), no
evidence of this is provided in the shadowgraphs. An interesting phenomenon which is made visible is the forma-
tion of streamwise vortices in the separated laminar boundary layer,, as an intermediate stage of transition to
turbulence. Attention has already been called to these vortices, marked by dark cores bounded by light edges,,
in the base region of Figure 8.16. They can also be seen in the upper picture of Figure 8.50.

We can fully explain the lines bounding the Prandtl-Meyer expansion fans on the basis of earlier sections on
particular flow features and diffraction effects. For example, the final Mach line of the fan is located along
the inner boundary of the dark (unexposed) band (Figure 8.12). Diffraction may contribute a light fringe along
this boundary of the band, to &;ve it the appearance of a shock wave. It is believed that this pattern has in
some cases led to discussion of a " lip shock wave" in the literature. It is, however, possible for a weak
shock wave to form along an initially curved edge of the separated flow region, and shock waves may, in sor .

instances, occur there.

The base pressure can be estimated from the image of the flow configuration by two independent methods. The
first is based on a measurement of the angle through which the streamlines turn in coming off the model base to
the direction of the boundary layer image behind the base 0.28. This method has been applied in the example of
the preceding Chapter. The boundary laryer line image is considered the boundary for an inviscid Prandtl-Meyer
expansion. (This may be in error to the extent that the boundary layer affects the expansion). The pressure
and Mach number preceding the expansion are required, but for cones, e.g., these are readily available from
theory. The measured turning angle may be used to enter tables of Prandtl-Meyer flow (e.g., for perfect air,
Reference 8. 29). to determine the pressure after expansion - the boundary pressure of the base region*. Since
flow velocities in the dead air region are small, it is presumed that no large pressure difference can exist
within it.

The second method requires measurement of the Mach angle after expansion, the angle between the final Mach
line of the expansion and the streamline direction as given by the boundary layer image. From the Mach angle
2, the local Mach number M may be calulated (sin 3 = l/M)., The ratio of local (base edge) static pressure
to total pressure p/pt is a function of the Mach number, available in tables for both perfect and real gases.
Since the flow may be assumed isentropic except at the shock waves, the total pressure is calculable (for
streamines near the body surfacel from the flow tables and shock wave tables,, given the shock wave slope at
the worlel apex. Hence, the base edge pressure may b? computed. An advantage of this method is that it does
not require knowledge of pressure and Mach number on streamlines approaching the model base, and hence may be
applied in cases %here theoretical solutions for the forebody flow field are not available.

8 5 5 takes

The visibility of turbulent wakes has been evident in many of the pictures discussed thus far. These pic-
tures invariabl3 show turbulent spot patterns, the spots being of remarkably uniform size. The grouping of the
spot patterns into turbulent clusters gives irregularity to the edge of the wake, which, in many pictures, is
strongly suggestive of a helical or "corkscrew" pattern.

Although the expansion becomes three dimensional some distance away from the comer, it may be considered two-dimensional
at radial distances from the corner small compared to the body base radius. To make the use of two-dimensional tables
valid, then, it is necessary to measure the angles as close to their initial values as practicable. It is also emphasized
that optical distortion of these angles can be present, as car flow distortion by the boundary layer.
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Laminar wakes downstream of the trailing shock wave have not been seen as often in routine ballistic range
testing because at the Reynolds numbers associated with fractional atmosphere ambient pressure, the boundary
layer is seldom stable enough to run along the separated flow region and pass through the trailing shock wave
system and remain laminar.

Interest in wakes iery far downstream has been stimulated by observations of entry vehicles coming into the
atmosphere, which may leave ionized trails thousands of feet long. A number of techniques have been applied in
ballistic ranges for measuring the properties of these wakes. (Some are described in Chapters 10 and 11). Two
areas of interest have been served by studies employing optical examination of wakes in shadowgraph and schlieren
pictures. These are the Reynolds number of laminar-turbulent transition in the wake (at very low body length
Reynolds numbei ); and the rate of growth of wakes in the far downstream region.

For the study of these problems, the firing of the light source may be delayed until the model has traveled
a desired distance (as much as 102 to 104 diameters) past the photographic station. Alternatively, the last
station in the range may be used to trigger all the stations simultaneously to record the instantaneous config-
uration at a series of positions along the wake9 ' 

30
. The turbulent wake "diameters" measured from shadowgraphs

are, of course, irregular and must be interpreted statistically.

The laminar wakes produced at very low range pressures (order of 0.01 atmosphere) are visible only in highly
sensitive optical systems. Double pass schlieren systems have been used to make these flows visible. Figure
8.30 is one such picture, obtained with the knife edge horizontal, at a body JLength Reynolds number of about
60,000. First indication3 of transition appear shout 10 diameters downstream of the base of the 12V° half-
angle cone. Although the base flow pattern is not strongly convergent, a trailing shock wave originates near
the wake neck about 2 diameters behind the base. Thr rate of growth of the wake is seen to be slow within the
region covered, and it appears that approximace measurements of the rate of growth of the laminar wake could be
obtained from pictures of this kind. The experimental conditions of this photograph are further discussed in
Reference 8.31.

8.5.6 Determination of Local Mach Number and Static Pressure

Whereever Mach wavelets are generated by body-fixed disturbances and recorded in flow pictures, e.g., Figure
8.51, especially on the upper surface of the sphere, it is possible to determine both the local Mach number and
static pressure near the body surface. The local Mach number is determined frn' the angle 8 between the Mach
wave and the local streamline direction, which at the surface is tangent to the body, by the well known relation-
ship between Mach ,jmber and Mach angle, M = 1/sin 8. The static pressure may be calculated from the local
Mach number with the assumption that the flow is isentropic except in passing through shock waves. (The effect
of the shock waves on flow total pressure is calculable from shock wave theory, see, e.g., Reference 8.32, from
the slopes of shock waves traversed by streamlines near the body surface).

To generate such Mach wavelets, shallow grooves may be machined on the body at selected locations. To avoid
undue disturbance to the flow, they should be of the minimum depth needed to generate a visible wave. From a
properly distributed set of these grooves, surface pressure distributions may be derived.

The Mach waves may remain visible well away from the surface where, in general, they become curved. If the
stream direction and points of streamline crossing of the shock waves are known for off-surface locations, local
Mach number and static pressure are, again,, defined. A few streamlines may be marked by intersection with the
bow wave of shock waves generated by accidental or purposely located disturbance generators near the model nose.
The combination of marked streamlines and Mach waves would make it possible to obtain a considerable definition
of the flow field surrounding a body, particularly a slender body at moderate supersonic Mach number.

In the past, these techniques have been used only occasionally to determine base pressures and surface Mach
numbers at isolated points. They would seem to be capable of much more, in principle providing a way of obtain-
ing from ballistic ranges information normally conceded to be outside their measurement capabilities.

8.5.7 Density Ratios and Non-Equilibrium Flow

Three techniques have been identified for determining indirectly the density ratios across bow shock waves.
Two of these have been applied' 33 ' 8.38 Through comparison of the density ratios determined with equilihrium
values given by theory, the presence of non-equilibrium flow can be invebtigated. One technique, limited to
conical flow fields, is capable of giving relaxation times for non-equilibrium processes.

A technique applicable to blunt nose bodies,, originally described in ReferLnce 8.33, is based on the depen-
dence of bow shock wave stand off distance on the density ratio at the shock wave in the stagnation region. (For
spherical noses,, the relation S/R = 0.78(p,/p2 ) has been established as accurate within a few percent"23, 8.35
Here, R is the body nose radius of curvature ana p1/p2 the ratio of ambient to shock layer density in the
stagnation region). Measurement of the stand-off distance of spherical-nosed bodies may thus be interpreted to
define stagnation region gas density. Comparison of densities determined with those tabulated theoretically
for chemiLal and thermodynamic equilibrium behind the shock wave (e.g., Reference 8.36) will indicate whether
equilibrium is attained in the experiment. Calculations can also be made of density ratios with some of the
degrees of freedom equilibrated to provide further interpretation of what is observed.
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A related tichnique, applicable to shock waves on cones, can be used to determine relaxation times
6 '3" , 8.20

In this case, it is the angular separation of the bow shock wave from the model face - the stand-off angle -

which depends on the density ratio. The initial wave an3le at the tip is determined by the unrelaxed gas and

is therefore larger than the equilibrium angle. At large enough distances from the apex for the bulk of the flow

in the shock layer to have equilibrated, the wave slope becomes asymptotic to the equilibrium slope. At low

ambient pressures. equilibration may never occur within the physical length of the model, while at high ambient

pressures, the non-equilibrium zone may be very local, confined to the region of the tip, and may not be observ-

able. The intermediate regime, where shock wave curvature may be visible and measurable, leads through theore-

tical interpretation to the relaxation time8
' .

Still another technique for determining density ratio is the measurement of the dark band width of the shock

wave in shadowgraphs, discussed in an earlier section. This is directly an optical technique, since the index

of refraction in the shock-compressed gas is the property determined, and is directly related to gas density (for

velocities at which ionization may be neglected). When ionization becomes the dominant process affecting the

index of refraction, experimental studies of the degree of ionization immediately behind the wave could conciev-

ably be approached on this same basis.

8.5.8 Additional Phenomena Sometimes Seen in Shadowgraphs

There are many interesting and infurmative phenomena seen occasionally in shadowgraph pictures which do not

fall under the above headings. We will mention and show examples of some. These include evidences of high fre-

quency oscillations in otherwise steady flows, unusual configurations in base flows; evidences of model damage,

deformation, burning in flight, or surface spalling; and evidences of soot particle condensation from products

of ablation of organic model materials.

High frequency oscillations have been recorded emanating from shallow spanwise or circumferential V-grooves,

machined near model leading edges to act as boundary layer trips. An example occurs near the wing leading edge

of the airplane model in Figure 8.52. There were several grooves a few thousandths of an inch deep machined

parallel to and near the wing leading edge. The oscillation indirated by the train of waves coming from this

vicinity, at a frequency of the order of 250 kilocycles/second, is believed to result from correlated pulsating

flow into and out of the grooves. (The trip was effective in starting turbulence at a chord Reynolds number

less than 106).

Unsteady waves have also been recorded in the stagnation region of blunt body shock layers
8 '37 ' 8.38 in the

absence of grooves or other intentionally placed roughness. These waves (e.g., Figure 8.53) are less regular

than the waves of Figure 8.52, and their origin is uncertain. They are not always seen in such flows. One

possible cause is unsteadiness of boundary layer transition. Another is minute grooves left on the surface in

machining and polishing. It is not difficult to imagine oscillations rebounding across the thickness of the

shock layer, compressions reflecting as compressions off the solid surface and as expansions off the shock sur-

face. once a source of initial disturbance has been introduced
8"39.

An example of a very regular boundary layer transition process in the base flow of a blunt body is shown in

Figure 8.54. Transition occurs at a nearly constant station around the wake periphery, and evidences of vortices

transverse to the flow are presented by line images spanning parts of the base region. The profile views of

these vortices, seen at the outer boundaries of this station of the wake, appear as small black cores. Pictures

presented in this chapter have shown the diversity of processes by which laminar boundary layers become turbulent.

Expcrimenters will always inspect their shadow pictures closely for model damage, which may range from cata-

strophic to minute. Supersonic flow over a surface helps provide evidence of minor damage, su k. as upset joints,

by generating Mach waves where the surface is not smooth and continuous. Note that the model in Figure 8.17

shows joint imperfections both at a forward station on the cylinder and at a station near the base of the flare,

both of which are so small as to be almost imperceptible in the model shadow image. Figure 8.55, while not o

very general significance, presents the intriguing picture of a model being pulled apart in flight by the drag

force on the flare. The friction available on the nose plug was not sufficient to provide the incremental force

needed to give the heavy nose the same deceleration as the drag force gave to toe complete model.

Three kinds of model surface reaction to its thermodynamic environment are recorded in Fig.res 8.56 through

8 59. The model in Figure 8.56 had a titanium nose which was ignited in flight by aerodynamic heating and it

burned chemically as it flew. The image of the flame was recorded as a bright streak exposure in the focused

shadowgraph Other models in this series were flown at the same conditions withuut igniting. The phenomenon

in Figure 8.57 has been seen many times when heating rates become very large (greater than 104 watts/cm
2).

Surface spalling is apparently induced in some materials at these rates, and small particles are explosively

ejected from the surface to fly momentarily as small companions to the test model. The spalling has been ob-

served to be continuous throughout the flight and surface erosion is clearly evident in later pictures. More

intense spalling or material ejection is represented in the photograph of Figure 8.58. Here, the ejections

are so large and frequent that the contour of the shock wave is affected over the entire field of v' .. Gas

evolution may be the principle phenomenon here, since no clear evidence of large solid particles appears.

Figure 8 59, shows a dark shadowed wake and is typically obtained when carbon-rich otganic materials,, such as

x)lycarbonates (trade names - Lexan, Zelux). are used for models'
°. This wake is brightly luminous when

,,canned with radiometer instrumentation such as is described in Chapter 9, and bun a grey body spectrum, at a

temperature of about 4000
0 F, with molecular bands superimposed. The partial opacity in the shadowgraph, the

grv b)dy spectrum, and the high atom ratio of carbon in the material have indicated that carbon condensation

occurs to form minute soot particles in the ablation products in the wake"'
40 .
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The above discussion is not comprehensive, but it suggests the nature of the many interesting, miscellaneous
phenomena which occasionally appear in high speed flow pictures.

8.5.9 Correlation of Shadowgraphs With Other Data

The strongly supportive nature of what is seen in shadowgraphs and what is measured with other techniques

needs little additional emphasis. For example, it is evident that if a change in Reynolds number changes the
base region from laminar to turbulent, a change in drag coefficient is to be expected. If the location o: tran-
sition to turbulent flow changes from test to test under similar flight conditions, the skin friction coefficient

and drag coefficient may show significant changese "41. If two model flights exhibit considerably different flow
separations near the stabilizer, then their stability coefficients will probably differ. If a shock wave comes
near to a body surface above a given angle of attack, non-linearity of the aerodynamics may follow. The inter-

play and correlation of shadowgraph study with other measurement techniques in ballistic range testing is contin-
ual. It is one of the more powerful aspects of the use of ballistic ranges for study of aerodynamics and fluid
mechanics.
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(a) Siadowgraph, M 2, cone half-angle. 9.50

(b) Schixeren. M r1.8 ., cane half-angle, 9.50, knife edge vertical. (Courtesy of US Army Ballistic
Research Laboratory)
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(c) Interferograis N 3.6. cone half-angle. 4. 10

8. 1 Representative shadawgrapb. schlieren, and interferometer pictures of cones.

8.2 Self-luminous photograph of an ablating polycarbonate round-nosed, large-angle cone at a vrelocity of
7 km/sec. ambient density of 0.066 atmospheres

LIGHT FL
SOURCE 7

8.3 Conical-light-field shadowgraph
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VZ~~4]FILM
MIRROR 84UH

SOURCE

84Parallel-light shadowgraia

FILM

SOURCE LOCATION

8.5 Focused shadowgraph

(a) Focused shadowg,,aph, low sensitivity
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(b) Focused shadowgraph. intermediate sensitivity

(c) Parallel-light shadowgraph (Figure 8.4), high sensitivity

8.6 Shadowgraph pictures of a round-nosed 300 half-angle cone with various sensitivity settings
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8.7 Light-ray deflections at a shock wave
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8.8 Example calculation of light-ray deflection at a shock wave, and light-amplification factors in the

bright band
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8.9 Two rays intersecting film at a common point
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8.10 Shadowgraph showiag shock-~wave dark band width for conditions: velocity, 0.9 km/sec; I-atm. ambient
pressure; shock wave radi;:s of curvature on axis of symmetry, 3. 5 cm; and distance B from model to

filn approximately 30 cm
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8. 11 Wave-front rotation due to n~n-uniform light velocity
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FILM

LIGHT RAYS

EFFECTIVE PLANE
OF DISTURBANCE

8 12 Schematic light ray paths in a Prandtl-Meyer expansion

8 (3 Shadowgraph of a turbulent boundary layer on a slender body of revolution at hl 3.5, length Reynolds
number of 12 million
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FILM FILM

_LIGHT RAYS

pp

EFFECTIVE PLANE
OF DISTURBANCE

8. 14 Light-ray paths in a tuibulent eddy 8. 15 Light-ray paths in a cold-wall
laminar boundary layer

8. 16 Shadowgraph of 9. 50 -half-angle cone at M =4. showing separated laminar boundary-layer image behind base
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8.17 Line image in sublayer of a turbulent boundary layer behind the base of a flare-stabilized body
(M 2.06 Re6 x 10)

-~-~Ag

8 18 Image of a velocity-discontinuity streamline emanating from an intersection of shock waves
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8.19 Marked streamlines, due to minute waves from body-fixed disturbances intersecting the bow wave

FILM

8 Li

8.20 Light refraction at a streamline where density gradient is discontinuous
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8.21 Shadowgraph of thin-walled tubular model with thick, turbulent boundary layer at M 3.8. length Reynolds
number of 4 x 106

8.22 Diffraction fringes at the edges of a razor blade (left), thin-walled tubular model with serrated leading
edge (right), and metal stand in a parallel-light shadowgraph system
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MIRROR MIRROR
LIGHT

SOURCE

8.23 Parallel-light schlieren system

8 24 Shape variations of luminous region in a mercury-arc lamp (BH-6) when pulsed repeatedly at intervals of

10 microseconds
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8.25 Schlieren effect obtained inadvertently in a focused shadowgraph system. Model, 300-half-angle cne at

a velocity of 6 km/sec. ambient pressure. 100 m mercury
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8.26 Sketches of confined spark gaps
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8.27 Single-mirror, single-pass schlieren system
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8.28 Double-pass, parallel-light schlieren system
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FOCUSING
LENS MIRROR

KNIFE
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SOURCE

8.29 Double-pass, conical-light schlieren system

8.30 Schlieren photograph of a laminar wake at 0.013 atm. ambient pressure, undergoing initial stages of
transition to turbulence. Model is a 12W°-half-angle cone at velocity of 2.4 km/sec
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8 31 Action of the knife edge to differentially occult source imagcs from various points in the flow field
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8.32 Notation for integrating Equation (8.26)

1.0

St = 0.1 RADIAN

-0.58t

0 .04 .08 .12 .16 .20
n/R

8.33 Relative deflections of rays passing through a shock wave as a function of normal distance from the
tangent ray
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VIMAGE
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MIRROR INTO PAGE

8.34 Optical arrangement, Mach-Zehnder interferometer
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Ist BEAM I1 1 1
2nd BEAUM 111111

IN PHASE OUT OF PHASE

CONSTRUCTIVE INTERFERENCE .STUCTIE INTR ERFERENCE

BRIGHT FIELD IARK FIELD

8.35 Interference between .perfectly-pamllel 
plane-wave trains

IL 5

8.36 Interference between slightly inclined 
systems of p:1ane waves

8 37 [nterferogram of an aluminum sphere, 20 m in diameter, at a velocity of 3.4 
km/sec,, range pressure of

0 1 atmosphere. (Courtesy of US Army Ballistic Research 
Laboratory)
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8.38 Interferogram of a cone in flight at 1.25 kii/sec through air at one atmosphere pressure. Cone half-angle.
3.580, and length, 30.5 cm
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8.40 Interferogram of 8 9 cm-diameter sphere in flight at a Much number of 5.7, range pressure of 0.05
atmospheres. (Courtesy of US Army Ballistic Research Laboratory)

11 Enlargfeent of the fringes in the turbulent boundary layer along one edge of the model in Figure (.8.38).

Boundary- layer thickness. 2 mm, Reynolds number. 25 x 106
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8.42 Comparison with theory of sphiere shock-wave stand-off distanices measured from shadowgrapibs

8.43 Shadowgraph of a flare-stabilized body in flight at a Mach number of 5.2, showing the oblique secondary
shock wave generated by the flare
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8.44 Interaction of the bow wave with the embedded shock wa'!e from a downstream suriece at a Mach number of 11,
180 angle of attack

84. Aeoust.c field associated with bouniary-layer turbulence on a slender body of revolution at a Mach ndmber
of 3.5

"Ha i im~w at tl( mode I edge signifying the presence of turbulent boundary y: Mach umber 4.
Reynolds minhber bascd on diameter. 3 10 1Oay
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8.47 Shadawgraph of isolated bursts of turbulence on a slender body of revolution at a Mach numner of 3. 5

8.48 Laminar separation ahead of the flare on a flare-stabilized body at a Mach number of 15

ti 49 Turbulent seppration in front of a step on a holl-ii-cylindricaI model in flight at a Mach number of 2 2
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8 50 Illustration of the influence of laminar-turbu lent transition on length of the base-flow region and
thickness of the wake neck

-,I Field of Macwh iaves generated b.N body-fixed disturbances on a sphere between the sonic point and separation1
po~int at a flight Mach number of 1.4
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8 52 Field of high-frequency sound waves generated by shallow V grooves parallel to wing leadlng edge of an
airplane model Jn flight at a low-supersonic Mach number (orthogonal views)

8.53 Oscillations in the stagnation region of a blunt-body flow at Mach number of 2.31, Reynolds nurber of
1.6 % 106
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8.54 Transition effected by vortices transverse to the flow
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8.56 Model with titanium nose, burning chemically in flight at a velocity of 3 km/sec (M = 15)

8.57 Sintered iron-tungsten nose updergoing surface spelling and ejecting small particles due to intense surface

heat transfer at a velocity of 4 km/sec in atmospheric air
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8 58 Plastic model in violent ablation at a relative velocity of 12 bm/sec

8 *-,.hadowgraph of soot irl the wake of an abhting polycarbonate model at a velocity of 5.8 kmi/,ee and
amkent pre'-surv of 0. 19 atm
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TECHNIQUES FOR OPTICAL RADIATION STUDIES IN THE BALLISTIC RANGE

William A.Page

9. 1 INTRODUCTION

At the velocities reached by ballistic range models the temperature of the disturbed flow field is sufficiently

high to excite electronic states in the molecules and atoms present. Much of the resultant characteristic photon

emission appears in the spectral range amenable to observation and can be used by the researcher in several

important wiys: (1) to identify the species present in the shock layer, boundary layer ad wake, (2) to study

the basic radiative properties of high temperature gases, (3) to study the ablation of heat shields and the

physical-chemical processes in the wakes of entry bodies, and (4) to provide basic data for estimating the

radiative heating and entry signatures of entry vehicles. Historically, the fourth of these possibilities pro-

vided the initial motivation for opening this area of research.

The major purpose of the present chapter is to describe the experimental techniques and the instrumentation

which have been developed for radiation studies in ballistic ranges and counterflow facilities. For convenience,

emphasis is placed upon the experiences of the writer and his colleagues in the Hypersonic Free-Flight Branch at

Ames Research Center, even though similar and very excellent research work has been performed elsewhere.

9.2 RADIATIVE PROPERTIES OF FLOW FIELDS ABOUT FREE-FLIGHT MODELS

Before we discuss instrumentation techniques for use in ballistic-range radiation studies, let us review the

spatial features, spectral characteristics, emission intensities, etc., that are typical of the experimental

events to be measured. The spatial distribution of the luminosity generated by ablating blunt projectiles flying

at hypersonic velocities in a ballistic range has been recorded in image-converter photographs, such as Figure 9.1

from Reference 9.1. The camera, sensitive to the 0.38 to 0.60 micron spectral range, had an exposure time of 0.05

microsecond. A corresponding shadowgraph picture, Figure 1, shows density disturbances in the flow field.

including the bow shock wave and the viscous wake.

Radiation is seen primarily in two locations - the shock layer behind the nearly normal part of the bow shock

wave, and the viscous core of the wake beyond the wake recompression shock. The boundary layer along the model

sides is also luminous. The radiation of the boundary layer has been shown to be associated with products of

ablation, as has that from tie wake. The turbulent structure of the wake somewhat further downstream can be

identified from the luminosity pattern.

The time required for this event to pass a stationary observer (or instrunent) placed to the side of the

flightpath is extremely brief. The luminous shock layer of the typical 13-mm-diameter blunt-faced model is only

about 3 - thick. For the model velocity of 6.6 km/sec = 6.6 mm/psec this layer pnses a point in about 1/2 psec:

hence any instrument designed to measure the shock-layer luminosity separately from the emissi,;jj frowh, t > ,.del

sides must respond to the radiation in a time period shorter than 1/2 A4%ec. Observtions of the luminosity from

comparable-sized regions of the wake require similar instrument rise-time capability. It is these very short

observation times which place very stringent response requirements upon the radiometric instrumentation.

Three types of spectral features are to be expected in ballistic range tests of ablating bodies. As depicted

in Figure 9.2, there can be. for example, an underlying continuum caused by the interaction of free electrons with

atoms or Ions9"2 or by the presence of particulate carbon particles in the ablation products
9" . Mu ,

radiation can be present, such as N+(1-) and N2(2+) systems in the shock-layer gaSes9,
3 or the CN (violet)

or CN (red) systemsnormally present in the ablation species in the boundary layer and wake
9 I' " '. Tnese

0 radiating systems tend to extend over moderate spectral ranges in vibrational bands from 20 to several hundred

Angstroms wide. Lastly, atomic-line radiation can be present, at discrete wavelengths. In this example spectrum.

we have shown the bright carbon line at 2478 X. and the sequence of strong nitrogen atom lines
9"  which exist 5n

(1) the infrared portion of the spectrum.

Convincing identification of the various spectral features can be made with either a spectrograph using phf ,o-
graphic film or with photoelectric scanning instruments. Experience hs indicated that the required resolutif:,'

for identification can be jurprisingly low. For sufficiently intense atomic lines, for example, a resolution

> of about 10 A will allow the lines to be recognized above the background continuum*-". Some molecular bands

can be identified sith a similar resolution. .rtieularly if they are of low intensity and are well dispersed

over broad spectral ranges examples are C1 (red) (Ref.9.6) and .,l.b). The rn'iartoo from C1 4violet).
a wich as a seqmence of coace•trated bnd structuea. em be recogmised ad even mo-Asr.-d witb a '%,4wt i, of

) IA (Mf.9_T)_ ktml reInints. of coae.. 1o " dped spunmark f ar j!r -- i- -f e

(D ws a ah v no om t m - --- , sae . i. , w -- i Je 2ea lt, "e , m -,z wir
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Representative erimsion levels are shown by the computed values in Fig.9.3. The computations are for the
emission into 4ty steradians from the .hock layer of a 13-mu-diameter nonablating blunt model flying in air
at various velocities. This shock layer has an effective radiating volume (to be discussed in Section 9.3.2.7)
of about 0.060 cm. The emission will vary with thp cube of model scale and approximately with the square of
the free-stream density. The numbers given on the figure are for a free-strea density ratio, p/,'0  of 0.08,
which is about that required for thermodynamic equilibrium in the shock layer".

For the example, we have given the total radiation"' in the spectral range 0.2 < X < 1.24 , the spectral
range most readily measured. Also shown is the emission from a 5 1 region at the band head (3914 X) of the
v ' 0 vibrational sequence of the N2 (1-) molecular system 910, a typical molecular radiator. The emission
from the single N atomic line at 8680 A is also shown. This is the most intense atomic nitrogen line in this
spectral range. The calculated emissions have been corrected for self-absorption, which is significant at the
higher velocities shown on the fig-ire. We will discuss the instrument sensitivity limits shown on the figure
in a subsequent section.

3.3 NEASIJgEENT TECNNIQUES

9.3.1 pectrorahic Techniqes for Secies Identification

As noted earlier, convincing species identification can be made by spectrographic observations using a
photographic plate as the recording medium. Obtaining photographic spectra of ballistic-range events is diffi-
cult, however, because of the speed of movement of the radiation source.

A method for observing the flight of a ballistic-range model with a spectrograph is sketched in Figure 9.4. If
the collection optics are arranged to focus a point along the model flightpath on the spectrograph input slit,
then for a system free of diffraction effects the energy placed upon the photographic film from a source of
height h , parallel to the spectrometer entrance slit, traveling at velocity V. , and which emits W watts
in 4-r steradians, in the spectral range 6X. is given by

E , watt-sec/cu2  '""- + (9.1)4711, sin 0I 2

where Tx is the system transmission. VP2  is the solid angle subtended at the camera mirror, D2  is the
spectrograph dispersion. w)2 is the monochromatic image width of input slit on the film plane, and 0 is the
unsle of view. Equatior :9.1) results directly from consideration of: (1) The iriadiance per unit area of the
siurce which falls upon the input slit. (2) the actual velocity of the source image across the input slit, and
(3) the effect of spectrograph dispersion on the area of film exposed. The equation, of course, assumes that the
colio at ion mirror is filled with radiation from the collection mirror, that is, tk < 4 , and indicates that
increasing energy per unit film area (i.e.. exposure) follows from (1) brighter sources per unit height,
(2) high system transmission. (3) a large value for 412 , (i.e., a low f-number for the cAmera optics), (4) a
low model velocity (actually, since W - V.O . where 5 <n<15. a higher model velocity in fact will increase
the exposure). (5) a value of 0 approaching 00 (but there are practical limits to the gain obtained as the
viewing angle approaches head-on because the model image at the spectrograph slit does not remain in focus
during the exposure), and (6) using the widest slit which still provides adequate spectral resolution for species
identification. It is interesting to note that the equation places no demands on the f-number of the collection
or collimation optics other thu. the collection optics fill or overfill the collimator and be arranged so as to
allow for some variation from test to tesi, in the actual location of the model flightpath.

To demonstrate the use of Equation (9.1), consider the observation of the molecular system N (I-) for the
nonablating ballistic-range model having d = h = 1.3 cm considered in Figure 9.3. Let the spectrograph have

>, 0.02 ster (f,'6.3). TN - 1/4 . and w 2/D, = 2 X (i.e., the image width of input slit on film is equivalent0to 2 X dispersion). Let 2.,\ of the N'(I-) band head be 5 A and let the rbservation be at right angles to
O the flightpath so that sin 0 = I. Since a value of E = 1.0 - 10" watt-sec/cm2  I typi"' Cf that required

for exposing the film"'". the required source intensity io

a) V . watts 4n(1.3)(l . l') El + 5/21 V.
1/4 (0.02) (9.2)

1.1 V, V. In km/sec.

> Fquation (9.2) is plotted on Figure 9.2 and intersects the N4(1-) curve at about 10 km/sec. that is, a rather
< high model velocity would be required before this molecular band system would be adequately exposed on the pho -

graphic plate. A higher-speed spectrocraph is of great advantage If the camera optics are changed to f/2.0
fr e sple. the velocity at which N:(I-) can be observed is reduced from 10 to 7.8 km/sec.

)t ,STr-,craphic observation of even the brightest nitrogen atomic line (Fi..9.3) is very difficult since mot
Co r asr-' iat.sit no hch~o r thm that of the mleemla' system discused but the senitivty of phr-

In, , Viar L-6~" '41 !%V 'e 'vcrw to I.6% &V fartorws of to or 20 thu the sematwtty ot tilai rn&
-f~ -~ a 1 MA
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Most of the spectrographic observations made in the ballistic range have been of ablating models and the
species most easily observed have been those from the ablation products. Prediction of the spectral intensity

of these species is not nearly as straightforward as for the air shock layer species shown in Figure 9.3.
Attempts at prediction have been made. however, and have had moderate success 9- 

4,.12

Figure 9.5 shows an example spectrum of an ablating polycarbonate model of 13-ma diameter flying in air at
P.po = O. 12 and at 9.4 km/sec. The spectru was obtained9 "  with a spectrograph, as described in the example
given by Equation (9.2) above. The well-exposed and easily recognized spectral feutures are from ablation-product
species, CN , C2 , N4 , and several contaminant species. Cr . Ca* K , and Pe . (The contaminant species

are present in the 1.8 km/sec countercurrent airstream of the Ames Prototype Itypervelocity Free-Plight Facility
in which this spectrum was obtained.) The spectrum also contains the moderately exposed Av 0 bandhead of
N*(-) at 3914 . The film density for this air species is reasonably consistent with the prediction given on

Figure 9 3. The spectrograph entrance slit was left open to both the shock layer and wake and the major source
of the dominant emission from the ablation species is 1rom the near wake. The total time-integrated emission
from the ablation species is about 10 times greater than that from the air species in the shock Jayer. Thus,

threshold velocities for spectrographic observations of ablation species are several km/sec lower than those for
the shock-layer air species.

During a ballistic-range firing there can be luminous events caused by processes other than the passage of

the model. Emission from the gun muzzle blast, from the model impacting the model catcher, or from sabot pieces

following ic the wake of the model can be recorded on the spectrograph plate. It nay also be required to observe
the emission from the shock layer free of Interference from wake emission. Protection from these extraneous
sources can be provided by use of a high-speed-shutter mechanism. The spectrum shown in Figure 9.5 was limited
to the model and near wake by use of a shutter consisting of a sheet of thin brass shim stock, which was blown

(by the use of a small explosive squib' ever a rectangular hole located a short distance in iront of the spectro-
graph slit. The shutter closed off the light path to the spectrograph in about 20 psec after a 30 psec delay

from initiation of the squib.

Several other shutter designs have been reported in the literature9" 3-9. '6 One of the best designs is shown

in Figure 9.6 (following Wurster9- 15,) and has demonstrated closure of a 2-mm-wide optical path of a spectrograph
in 5 pjsec or less. A capacitor charged to 3 kV ., containing approximately 20 joules, is appropriete for explod-
ing the wire. Such a shutter, if properly timed, allows the separation of radiation from the shuck layer and the
near wake. The shutter begins to close after a time delay dependent upon the spacing between the wire and the
optical beam; for 1.5 cm, about 40 + 2 microseconds is required after the pulse is applied to the exploding wire,

Improvements to the performance of this shutter have been made by shortening the shock-tube length downstream
of the flap.

9.3.2 easurement of Absolute bdIftion Intensittes

9.3.2.1 Detectors

The multiplier phototube is the principal photon detector used in instrumentation designed for measuring the

absolute Intensity of optical radiation from ballistic-range-model shock layers, boundary layers, and wakes,
The general characteristics and availability of this detector have led to its wide use in the observation of
transien, optical events. It exhibits high sensitivity, linear response over several decades of intensity,

stability,, and rise-time capabilities appropriate for use in the ballistic range. Photocathode materials are
available which are sensitive to radiation from the vacuum'ultraviolet (below 2000 X) to an upper linit of
about 1.2 microns. At longer wavelengths, photon energies are too low to overcome photocathode work functions and

the most suitable type of detector is a liquid-nitrogen-cooled Indium Antimonide or Gold-doped Germanium crystal.

These detectors exhibit rise times of -10-6 sec and are the Pnst sensitive type presently available in the
spectral range from I to 10/,.

9 3.2.2 Threshold Sensitivity,, Multiplier Phototubes

The threshold sensitivity of the multiplier phototube can be shown to be less than the minimum radiation

signal of interest from ballistic-range tests for viewing arrangments where the photocathode is simply exposed
to the radiation. For highest signal-to-noise ratio, correct operation of the phototube9" 16 is obtained when
"shot noise," caused by the statistical fluctuations in the electron current from the photocathode, is dominant.

The mean-square shot noise developed by an electron current, I , is given by

1" = 2e1 Af (9 3)

where e is the charge on the electron, and Af , the frequency bandpass cver which the mean square current

is being observed. For the multiplier phojtotube the dominant current flowin; f,-om the ohotocathode is due to

the signal itself. Hence. the signal-to-noise ratio is

-- _ - (9 4)
N v ) /(2Ve1 V\ 201! :
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This expression is recognized as nothing more than the square root of the number of electrons observed in a time
interval given by (2 Af)', a quantity closely corresponding to the minimum time interval of observation (the

instrument rise time). If S/N = 10. then the number of electrons observed is 100. Since the minimum time

interval for observation must be - 0.1 psec or less for reasonable spatial resolution along the model flightpath,
the minimum photocathode signal current, I . is 109 electrons per second. For a photocathode quantum efficiency

of 10 percent. (number of electrons generated from the number of incident photons) and for radiation at

-- 4000 A, the minimum radiative power incident on the photocathode is

Pmin = 10 Ihv = 10 Ihc/X

= 10(10')6.625 x 10'(3 x 100)/0.4 x 10-4

= 5 x 10.9 watts. (9.5)

Only a fraction of the source emission is observed by the radiometer. A typical viewing distance from model

to photocathode is 50 cm. For photocathode surfaces of 1.0 cm2 this fraction is

F = 1.0/4n (50)2 3 x 10s.

Hence, the minimum observable source power is

Wmin  = 5 x 10-9/3 x 10 -  = 1.7 x 10-" watts. (9.6)

This "minimum detectable signal power" has been placed on igure 9.3 for creparison with the previously calculated

power emitted by various shock-layer sources. It is observed that all features can be observed down to rather
0

low model velocities, even for a spectral bandpass as narrow as 5 A.

9.3.2.3 Threshold Sensitivity, Infrared Detectors

The threshold sensitivity of liquid-nitrogen-cooled Indium Antimonide and Gold-doped Germanium infrared

detectors is controlled by the same phenomenon as for the multiplier phototube, namely, the 'shot noise" from

the detector current. However, near signal threshold, and for zero-bias conditions the dominant current developed

in the detector arises from the 3000 K background radiation. This current can be reduced by cooling the detector

aperturE and background environment and such techniques have improved the threshold sensitivity of the devices.

The steady current developed by the incident flux is given by

I = erjJA, (9.7)

where 7) is the detector quantum efficiency, A is the detector area, and J is the incident flux in

photons/cm 2 sec. As an example, consider rn Indium Antimonide detector having a quantum efficiency of 1 , a
detector area of 4 mm2 , and which views a 3000 K background through 2n sr . The spectral response extends

frow 1 to 5.5 microns and -alculation of the flux of background photons, JN , gives about 2 x 1016
photons/cm2 sec. From Eqx; (9.7) tne computed current would be

I (1.6 x 10"19)(1)(2 x 10*11)(0.04) = 1.20 x 10"4 amps .

This contrasts with an actual measurement of 6.0 x i0- 5 amps, or about one-half the predicted value. 'he
difference can be caused, for example, by a quantum efficiency of 1/2 or by an uncooled viewing solid ,igle

somewhat less than 277 sr. Using Equations (9.3) and (9.7) we can ,vrite an expression for the signal-to-noise

ratio

S _ e- 1J7A (9.8)

N -V'(- / V(2eIAf)

where Js is the signal flux, and I is the observed steady current due to the ,ioise or background flux.
Observed rise-time for actual detectors having A = 4 mm

2 is 1.0 X 106- seconds. Hence, if we demand S/N - 10,

S '(2Af 1) 10 J(6 6 x 10-5
- -- 10- - - 5 x 1012 photons/cm^ sec (9.9)

S N ,,Ae 0.04\ 1.6 x 10-19(10-6

For radiation at 5 microns, and for a source 50 cm from the detector, the minimum detectable power (for the

observed fraction F of 0.04/477(50)2 = 1.3 x 10 - 6 becomes
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JsAhc 1 (5 1012)(0.04)(6.625 x 10"3)(3 x 1010)

X F (5 x 10-4)(1.3 x 10-6)

6 x 10- 3 watts. J (9.10)

This number is quite small and allows the surface radiation from typical ballistic-range models to be easily
observed.

A low-input impedance preamplifier developed at Ames Research Center, NASA. which provides zero-bias conditions.
a current gain of 103, and no degradation of IR detector rise-time capabil.ties, is depicted in Figarc 9.7.
The observed noise from the amplifier-detector combination is about twice the theoretical value for the detector
alone as given by Equation (9.3).

9 3.2.4 Physical Arrangement

Maltiplier phototubes can be mounted in any convenient position. Infrared detectos, on the other hand, are
usually cooled with liquid nitrogen and are designed to be mounted vertically. Front-surfaced mirrors, however,
can be utilized to direct radiation from the model in the appropriate direction. The arrangement in common use
for observing the model luminosity with a muitiplier phototube or infrared solid-state detector is sketched in
Figure 9.8. The instrument assembly, called a radiometer, consists of: slits, used to reduce scattered light
and to define the spatial field-of-view of the detector along the model flightpath; a spectral filter, (as
appropriate for the spectral wavelength region under observation);, the multiplier phototube, or other photon
detector, its power supply and anode load resistor;, a wide-band preamplifier (if needed); and an oscilloscope

for display. The record of the detector signal as a function of time is photographically recorded. A typical
radiometer record of an ablating polyethylene model is shown inset in Figure 9.8. The oscilloscope sweep may be

started by either the signal itself (self-triggering) or, as in Figure 9.8, by an electrical signal obtained by
a model detector located somewhat uprange of the radiometer. The first pulse on the oscillograph represents the
model shock layer passing through the field-of-view, whereas the second is the radiation from the shock recom-
pression zone in the near wake (cf. Fig.9.1). The additional rise on the first pulse represents the radiation
from the model sides coming into the field-of-view.

9.3.2.5 Electrical Requirements

The rise-time capability of the radiometer is controlled by the RC time constant of the phototube anode
coupling circuit. The capacity to ground of the anode itself, the wiring, and the input capacity of the amplifier

connected to the anode all contribute to C. The wide-band preamplifier of the ballistic-range radiometers
developed at the Ames Research Center9" '7 uses an effective load resistor of 2000 ohms, giving an observed rise-
time of 0.060 psec, which is equivalent to an RC constant about three times shorter. (The measurements were
made using a GaAs infrared-light-emitting diode, Hewlett Packard HP4106, as the source.) Hence, the input

A capacitance is C = &/R - 2 x 10-/2000 = 10-11 farads = 10 picofarads, a small value difficult to further
reduce. A diagram of the coupling circuit, the preamplifier. and the dynode power supply is shown in Pigure 9..J.
If the anode circuit is connected directly to the typical oscilloscope vertical deflection amplifier, having an

input impedance of 106 ohms and an input capacity of 50 picofarads, on the other hand, a load resistor of 500
ohms or less must be placed in parallel across the oscillosrope terminals to obtain a similar time constant.
The capacitance of cabling connecting the phototube anode te oscilloscope must also be considered, unless the
cable is resistively terminated with its characteristic impedance (- 100 ohms). Such small load resistors lead
to large pulse currents in the anode circuit, which in turn changes the electron multiplicatioi of the dynodes,,
unless the power supply providing dynode voltages has low output impedance. The effective impedance can be
reduced by placing capacitors across the dynode voltage terminals to provide the energy required for the dynode
current pulses without dynode voltage fluctuations and consequent changes in tube gain.

Excessive radiation falling on the photocathode, or excessive pulse current demands in the last dynode or anode
circuit, leads to saturation where the output voltage is no longer linearly related to the incident radiation.
Tests, using transient radiation sources, should be made to determine the linear range of operation, particularly
as a function of the applied power supply voltage across the dynodes. Control of the maximum radiation falling
on the photocathode is most easily accomplished by adjusting the distance from the photocathode to the model
flightpath, or by the use of neutral density filters placed in the light path. Thin etched brass plates, having
multiple holes on 1-mm centers, for example, with optical transmissions of one to ten percent, have been found
particularly useful.

Stable and reproducible operation of multiplier phototubes also requires careful measurement and control of
the high-voltage supply, since the tube gain depends critically upon applied voltage (G = bn where G - total
current gain, 8 = gain of single dynode stage, approximately proportional to applied voltage, and n = number of
dynode stages). Differentiation of the equation gives dG/G = n d'/b ; hence small changes in applied voltage
are magnified by the number of dynode stages, n . in their effect op total gain.

Further details regai'ding the proper operation and calibration of multiplier phototubes can be found in
Appendix A.

Liquid nitrogen cooled Indium Antimonide detectors are operated at zero bias and require a current preamplifier
having low input impedance (< 100 ohms), and a cuirent gain of 102 to 103 , for providing an adequate electrical
signal for oscilloscope display. As previously remarked upon, Figure 9.7 diagrams the preamplifier developed at
NASA Ames Resetrch Center, for this purpose.
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9.3.2.6 Spectral Fiutering

The usefulness of radiometers can be tremondously enhanced by spectral filtaring. Attention can be directed
to specific spectral regions, much narrower than the photocathode spec.ral responp, or to radiation from
individual species. If a sufficient number of filtered radiometers are used. it is possible to obtain low-resolu-
tion spectra over the spectral range for which photocathodes will respond. This spectral range is normally
restricted (a: at short wavelengths, by eithcr absorption in " ointervenfng gases (for air, - 1800 A) or by the
phototube window transmission cutoff, (for fused silica "- 2000 A), and (b) at long wavelengths, by photocathode
work functions, - 12,000,A. The infrared limit can b; tarther extended by the use of infrared detectors. Multi-
channel radiometers have been constructed using two liltering techniques.

Made-to-order interference filters were utilized in the 12-channel system shown schematically on Figure 9.10
The resultanc spectral response curves. RX . which are tn product of the spectral transmission of the filters
and the spectral responsivities of the multiplier phototubes, are shown in the upper portion of the figuie.
Note that the spectral coverage extends from 0.20j to 1.15A and within this interval is almost complete. The
lower portion of the figure shows the physical arrangement of the radiometer ccmponents consisting of slits,
interference filters, neutral density filters (as required), and multiplier phototubes. They are positioned in
a pie-shaped array so as to view the model from the side at a single point along the flightpath and over a
reasonably small angular extent. Typical research results obtained by this multichannel radiometer are reported
in References 9.2. 9.18, and 9.19.

Similar rultichannel radiometers using various physical arrangements have been developed at almost all ballv,-
tic range laboratories.

Spectral filtering can also be obtained by utilizing the spectral disgersion of a prism or grating. Viewing a
section of the focal plane of a spectrograph with multiplier phototubes or other photon detectors iL. a well-known
technique for observing a selected region of the optical spectrum. An application of this technique to a multi-
channel ballistic-range radiometer is shown in Figure 9.11. The sketch shows 9 monochromator-radiometers of a
total of 18, arranged in two tiers of 9 each, all positioned so as to view from slightly different angular
positions the model flightpath at almost one point. Bausch and Lomb model 30-84-40 monochromators, with 1/4-meter
focal length and 67 A/um reciprocal dispersion, individually provide filtering for each channel. Blocking filters
are used to attenuate the second and higher order spectrum.

A particular advantage of dispersive filtering is that spectral adjustments are available. Not only can the
set of monochromator-radiometers be arranged to cover the complete spectral range (see Ref.9.12) as was provided
by the set cf interference filter radiometers shown on the previous figure, but they can Le set at selected
wavele.ogths, with the appropriate spectral width, for study of specific radiating systEt. An example of the
measured and predicted spectral response of a sin le monochromator channel set to observe the 0.1 vibrational
head of the CN (violet) molecular system at 4216 A is shown in Figure 9.11.. The slit function is trapezoidal,
and, as is well known, determined by the width of the input and output slits of the monochromator. Ii this
example, one slit opening is about 1/2 mm, giving the half intensity bandpass of 30 X, whereas the other is about
1/3 mm, giving the wavelength extent of the sloped portion of the slit function.

9.3.2.7 Techniques for Theoretical Comparison, Shock-Layer Emission

One of the uses to which shock-layer radiometric observations in the ballistic range has been put is to
establish the total emission characteristics of high-temperature air 9" e and of CO-N 2 -Ar mixturis

9" ° ' 21 .
Multichannel radiometers or single broadband multiplier phototubes have been used. Since the broadband photo-
tubes, (S5 or S13 photocathodes for the ultraviolet range, S1 photocathode for the infra" ed range), do not
respond uniformly over the spectral range covered, spectral corrections can be made by ap,#eal to a theoretical
relative spectral distribution, or to spectral measurements obtained by a set of filtered radiometers. Reasonable
estimates of the total radiation in the spectral range from 0.2 to 1.1/i can be made from single phototube
observations by this method. An S-5 phototube, for example, typically observes about 0.6 of the total radiation
from air in this spectral range9" . The emission outside this range, mainly -n the vacuum UV portion of the
spectrum, is not measured nor accounted for in this comparison.

Several different methods, varying in complexity, have been developed for comparing the radiometric observa-
tions with predictions. If the assumption is made that the gas is optically thin (which is typically the case
for the spectral range observed and for the thin shock layers of ballistic-range models), then the spectral
emission from the shock-layer volume viewed by the radiometer is

WX , watts/ = V (P.11)

where EX is the volume emission coefficient, watts/cm3ju , and is a function of tl," space cuordinatep of the
volume element in the shock layer. The symbol V represents the observed shock-layer volume and is less thdn
the total shock-layer volume for radiometers which view the model from the side as, for example, in Figure 9-8.
Predictions for WX require knowledge of the thermodynamic properties in the shock layer as well as the emission
properties of the shock-layer gases. Such predictions have been particularly successful when generated for
comparison with the emission from a single radiating species, as will be discussed.

When it is desired to reduce the experimental observations directly to a volume emission coefficient, the
expression utilized has been9" 8
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EtX . watts/cm 3  = WX/Veff . (9.12)

where Veff can be conside_, ld as an effective volume having the thermodynamic properties existing directly behind

the normal part of the bow shock ant which emits the observed radiation. The effective volume will be less tian
the total shock-layer volipme. since (a) the observable volume is reduced by the bulga of the model face for
radiometers viewing at right angles te the flightpath, and (b) almost everywhere in the Ehock layer the a'erage

emission per unit volume is less than that from the gas directly behind the bow sh~ock. 7f we assume the shock
wave is concentric with the spherical model nose, then the observed volume is defined by the body surface, the

shock wave, the corner expansion fan and a cylindrical surface tangent to the model :urface and parallel to the
radiometer line of sight. The expression (in spherical polar coordinates, r, 0, 95) fur the effective volume then

becomes:

F f, fOr r
eff r2 r(EX(9 r)/E d)siL 0 dr d+ f) r 2(E, O.r)/EtX) sin 9d dr dO . (9.13)

,1 0

where r2 is the shock wave radius, R is the body radius, r, is a point on the cylindrical surface given by

r, = R[sin 2 O cos20+ cos20]
-
/I2 , (9.14)

0 is the co-latitude of the model, and 4 the limit of the integral defined is

00 const sin' {[1 - (R/R + S)2]1/12 [sin ]1} (9.15)

or

= sin-' {[1 - (R/R + )2 P" 2 [sin 9-i} (9.16)

as dictated by the intersection of the spherical and cylindrical surfaces bounding that part of the shock layer

on the side opposite the radiometer. It should be noted that the effective volume depends upon the relative

distribution of radiation through the shock layer, E (9, r)/Et , and not upon the absolute intensity levels.

Calculations of the effective volume for an inviscid shock layer have been made for air, utilizing the relative

variation in total radiation as predicted in Reference 9.22. and letting the total shock-layer volume be defined
as

Vtota I  (I + S/R) 3 
- I I - (I - [R/dl') , (9.17)

where d is the model diameter and 8 the shock standoff distance. The calculations account for the r
variation in E(9,r) by computing only E(0,0) and E(8) and letting E(9,r) vary linearly for Intermediate r

values. The results for three model nose radius to diameter ratios are shown in Figure 9.12 as a function of

shock-wave standoff distance.

Other approximations for the value of K have been given in the literature; in Reference 9.23 a value of
K = 0.1 has been used for a spherical body.

9.3.3 Measurements of Radiation Distribution

As is evident from Figure 9.1, the radiative emission about a free-flight model has a complex spatial distribu-
tion. Air species and their dissociated and ionized products emit tadiation in the shock layer; ablation species

and reaction products with the free-stream gas emit radiation in the boundary layer;, and both can emit radiation
from the wake. Radiometric measurements are more valuable when spatial resolution of the flow field is possible;,
and the lise of ilits, which define a narrow field-of-view for the radiometer, is a convenient way of Itaining
sufficient spatial resolution, so that, at least, radiation from the shock layer and wake are well separated.

Slit widths, however, c nnot oe reduced indefinitely. In addition to limits imposed by diffraction phenomena,
the radiometer must Lave sufficient rise-time capability to respond to a radiation source during the time it
passes through the slitted field-of-view. For example, if the radiometer rise time is 0.1 /isec and the model

velocity 8 km/sec, then the minimum allowable slit width is 8 x 10+6(0.1 x 10-6) = 0.8 mm.

Other methods of obtaining spatial resolution have baen developed. Because of the desire to know how shock-

layer radiation is distributed across the front face of blunt bodies (for radiative-heating studies and for
checking calculations such as those for the effective volume as discussed in the previous section), techniques
have been develiped for measuring the distribution. We describe, next. two methods which have produced useful
results.

The absolute emission predictions from this report are now considered obsolete. Houever, the relative variation with
velocity and density Is approximately valid. More up-to-date emission oredictions can be found in Reference 9.9
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In the first metnod a nearly head-on view of the model front face is imaged with a mirror and lens onto a
pld e. as depicted in Figure 9.13. Focal lergths and distances a.-e adjusted so that the model image is x= focu3
when located at the plate certcr. The flight off-axis angle of viewing makes the model image sweep across the
plate as the model flies down the range. The center of the plate contaias a hole (diameter - 3 percent of the
model image diameter) behind whih is located a multiplier phototube. When the model flies by, the phototube
scans the radiative distribution :,cross the model iage, and if the alignment with the model flightpath is correct.
the scan passes through the model line of symmetry giving the desired radiation distribution. The spectral range
of operation depends upon the photocathode response and the transmission characteristice oL the optical elements
between the phototube and the model and. if desired, an interference filter can be placed in the optical train
to study a specific radiating species. Successful measurements obtained by tiis "image dissectior" method have
been published in Reference 9.24.

Another method of obtaining head-on radiation-distribution measurements replaces the orifice plate described
above with the photocathode of an image-convrrter camera. A model detector is positioned along the range to
operate the camera when the model image is focused on the photocathode. Ex osure times are about 1/4 microsecond.
Standard step-wedge techniques are used to calibrate the film density versus intensity rezponse k7. the result
is a head-un photograph which gives the relative radiation distribution over all the model ffont face. In con-
trat to the iiuge-dissection technique which has the advantage of linearity of rv ise, the photographic nethod
records tne entire radiation distribution of the shock layer. The spectral response of the syster iepends again
upon the photocathode response of the image-convertar tube and the transmission of any optical eleme:,*' In the
light path. Filters can also restrict the spectral range if desired, as long as ain1.quate intensity ley.iv: are
available for exposure of the film at the output of the image-converter camera. An example of photor,,,.
obtained by this method is shown in Figure 9.14, along with flow-field suadowgraphs and a plot of the rela~l±'
radiation distribution obtained from the densitometer traces of the image-converter camera negatives. The 1%
bright horizontal lines in the head-on photographs are caused by the grid structure in the camera tube and do
not represent emission from the shock layer. The method has also been used to measure relative radiation
distributions on bodies at angle of attack and preliminary results are reported in Reference 9.25.

9.4 STUDIES OF BASIC RADIATIVE PROCESSES

So-eral additional ballistic-range radiometric techniques have been developed for studies in which the basic
radiative processes taking place in the high-temperature gases of the model shock layer are of particular
interest. The instrumentation developed has, In each case, been sceewhat unique and different from conventional
ballistic-range radiometric instrumentation.

9.4.1 Mloving-Source Scanning Spectrometer

The quantitative study of basic radiative piocesses (i.e., molecular system osiillator strengths, continuum
cross sections, etc.) require spectral measurements from gas samples haviag known thermYLynamic properties.
Conventionally, such measurements are performed in shock tubes or electric arcs using s -.trographa or narrow-
band radiometers essentially similar to those used in ballistic ranges. Quantitative studies of selected radia-
tive processes have also been performed in the ballistic range using an instrument called the moving-source
scanning spectrometer, described below.

The optical arrangement of the spectrometer is depicted In Figure 9.15. The instrument is a spectrograph
with no entrance slit, and a photoelectric readout. As the model moves along the line of flight, the luminous
shock layer acts as an er.trance slit and by virtue of its movement, sweeps out the spectrum of the shook-layer
emission on the exit slit. The measurement is made by a phototube located behind the exl. slit. Wheni the model
material is chosen so that there is no discernible radiation from the wake In the spectral region being scanned,
the shock layer is the only important source of radiation in Lhe flow field, as can be seen in the image-converter
photograph included in Figure 9.15. Nonablating metLi rcuel tnd some ablating plastic models have been success-
fully employed 9 '2.'9 3 and have given spectra free of wake effects. Successful measurements have been made of
oscillator strengths of molecular band systems' 3 . and of cross sections of continuum radiative processes 9 2.

The design of a moving-source scanning spectrograph is based upon standard spectrograph relationships. Some
of the practical design principles are: (1) A reasonably small angular collimator scan (5 to 100) should be used
to prevent significant change in the fraction of the snatck-layer volume being observed. (2) One of the optical
elements of the spectrometer should be masked down so that the remaining elements are underfilled with radiation
during the scan. This feature prevents the instrument intensity calibration from being sensitive to variation
in the model flightpath. (3) To maximize spectral resolution, the output slit width should be adjusted to just
encompass a monochromatic iwage of the luminous shock lay'." (4) The spectral resolution is increased for larger
collimator focal lengths. However, the spectral extent oL Ahe scan is reduced. In fact, the resolution and
scan length are related, as.can be appreciated by considering that the maximum number of spectral "resolution
elements" obtainable is simply given by the luminous shock layer width along the flightpath divided Into the
length of the observed flightpath.

A four-chai.,'el scanning spectrometer, covering the spectral rnge 0.2 <X< < 9, has also been constructed9'2 6.

An example scan from this instrument, having about 25 X spectral resolution, is shown in Figure 9.16. The model
is flying through a 60-mm-Hg gas mixture of 27 percent 00, and 7 - percent N. at 6.0 km/sec. Theoretical predic-
tions for a transparent gas' 10 for the expected molecular band r~jlation, are also showa on the figure for
colparison purposes. It can be observed that there is a reasonablo correspondence between thecry and experiment
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and ( Zrt band qystems of (91. NH. CN (violet). C. (Swan). and CN (red) are obs, rved along with atomic lines from

C and 0 . By using a longer focal-length collimator with this instremoent. the spectral resoluti3n has been

increased .o 4 A. but at the cost of a much reduced spectral scan.

9.4.2 ieasurments in the Vacuum-UV Spectral Range

At the high temperatures rc.ched in vehicle shock layers during entry into planetar atmospheres an appreciable

portion of the radiation contributing to vehicic lzting lies in the vacuum-UV portion of the spectrum

(X < 2000 X). Laboratory measurement ,)f this radiation is particularly difficult since any intervening window

material or ga ec taining nitrogen, oxygen, CO. , etc., is so strongly absorbing that the radiatiolt detectors

oust be placed adjacent to the high-tesperature gpa sample being observed, or al: of the absorbing gas must be

removed from the light path by, for example, differt-!L?'1 veuum pumping.

The ballistic-range technique depicted in Figure 9.17 has bccn successfully developed for making vacuum-UV

measurements
9 

27. To circumvent the difficulty introduced b" intervening windows and gas. the ultraviolet

radiation from the model shock layer is measured by a radiometer placed directly in the flightpath. The radiom-

eter consists of an ultraviolet-sensing phosphor, sodium salicylate, sprsyed ou a quaitz substrate, a turning

mirror., and a calibrated multiplier phototube to meazure the phosphorescent output. The measu- .ent is made in

the last few microseconds prior to model impact onto the detect.r. In practice, two detectors are placed ii.

the model path ((Fig.9.17);; oue is filtered with quartz or CaF2 so as to allow determination (by taking the

difference between the two readings) of the vacuum-UV radiation below the cutoff wavelength of the filter material.

In this way, some resolution of the vacuum-UV spectral range can be obtained in the measurements.

Calibration of the detector system is done by determining the quantum efficiency of sodium salicj]-,te as a

function of !wvelength (extensively reported in th#: literature), calibrating the multiplier phototubox; in the

spectral range (- 4203 X) of the phosphorescent output, and considering the solid angles and distances from the
model shock lyer to the sodium salicylate detector screen and from the screen to the multiplier phototube

cathode.

Measurements of vacuum-UV continuum and line radiation from nitrogen obtained by this method are reported in

Reference 9.28. Because of the residual free-stream gas absorption between the model shock layer and detector

at the required stream pressures and because of the desire to reach shock-layer temperatures above 13,0000 K at

moderate model-launch velocities (<8 km/sec), a mixture of nitrogen and neon was used as the test gas. Neon

is easily shock-heated to high temperatures and, furthermore, except for isolated narrow-6pectral-line absorption,

is optically transparent down to its photoionization edge at 575 A. It was found, however, that for the 99

percent neon. 1 percent nitrogen mixture used, and for the conditions of the reported tests, thermodynamic

equilibration of the gas in the shock layer was a problem. This problem, however, does not detract from the

basic approach described to vacuum-UV radiometry in a ballistic range which will have additional applications

as well.
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APPENDIX

Radiomiter Calibration Techniques

Roger A.Craig and William C.Davy
NASA-Ames Research Center

9.5 INTRODUCTION

This appendix contains a discussion of ballistiL lange radiometer calibration techniques. E&phasis is placed

on Vroblri-w hich arise because of the significant differences between the intensity and time scale of the
radiation from the ballistic-range event and from the availa",e calibration sources. The discussion is based

upon a previotis treatment given by the authors in Reference 9.17.

A radiometer can be considered a transfer device, that is, a device shose response to the incident flux from

the test is compared to its response to the incident flux from a calibration source of known intensity. To

increase the reliability of this comparison, the calibration source should simulate as much as possible the
intensity-time characteristics of the test source. The viewing geometry is matched if the sources are small
compared to the distance to the detector, which is usually the case, and the distances are equal. However, the

calibration source is often very much lower in intensity and almost always substantially longer in time duration
than the ballistic-range event, requiring that the detector dynamic range, nonlinearities, and possible fatigue

effects be known. Relating the test and calibration responses thus requires extrapolations which can be done

with confidence only if the effects of changes in intensity and time duration on the instrument response are
known.

In the fellawig discussion we treat the mathematical relationship which defines the transfer comparison
between test and calibration source, the practical tecliques of spectral and absolute calibiation, and the

extrapolation of instrument-response characteristics from the calibration conditions to the test conditions.

9.6 RESPONSE EQUATION

The radiometer-response equation relates the radiometer signal output to the incident flux falling on the

radiometer. This equation must apply in two instances: for the calibration condition and for the test condition.

The concept of a radiometer as a transfer device is easily seen when the response equations are proportioned
and written in the form

e T  J R(X)T(X)J(X) d\
(9.18)

c f.R(X)T(X)L(X) dX

where tT and EC are the radiometer electrical signals (either voltages or currents) from the test and

calibration, respectivelyZ

R(/) is the relative spectral response of the detector,

T(\) is the relative spectral transmission of any spectral filter,, if present; and

J(\) and L(\) are the spectral radial ion intensities inciden+ on the radiometer from the test fdtu c ibration,
respectively, or alternatively the source emission if the 'Viewing" gecmetry is identical.

Before J(W) can be evaluated, ET an0 Ec must be measured, the lower Integral must be evaiuaLed (by

calibration of R(\), T(X), and knowledgi of L()), and&the upper integral inverted. Note that J(X)

occurs in the integrand of an integral equation. Without knowledge of the form of J(X), exact closed-form

solution is never possible. If the relative spectral quality of J(X) is known, however, the integral can be

evaluated by factoring out the ratio of absolute to the relative spectral quality. If the relative spectral

quality is not known, all that is possible to report are the test results in terms of an effective average

flux in the spectral response region of the radiometer.

We will now discuss techniques for determining the various quantities in Equation (9.18).

9 7 CILIBRATION TECHNIQUES

9 7 1 Spectral Calibration of Detectors

The detector relative spectral response, R(X), is determined by comparing its response at various wave-

lengths to that of another detector of known relative spectral response. It is of particular advantage to use
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a comparison detector whose response is independent of waveler.gth, such as a blackened tlermcouple ° . The
comparisons are made on an optical bench (cf. Fig.9.18) by utilizing along the bench: a radiation source such
as a tungsten lamp. a monochromator or a set of narrow-band interference filters to generate radiation at various
wavelengths, a choppihg wheel, and an arrangement whereby first one and then the other detector can be placed in
the optical beam. Special precautions are required to assure that the monochromatic beam is free of scattered
radiation of other wavelengths, and the detector apertures are over-filled with radiation so that the detector

responses are not critically dependent upon their exact positioning in the beam. Scattered radiation 5s reduced
by using two monochromators in series, or by using an interference filter along with the monochromator.

It has been the experience of the authors that precise response measurements can most easily be made with a

modulated beam, utilizing, for example, a chopping wheel (see Fig.9.18) and detecting the signal from the
detector with a synchronous amplifier9.3 1. The authors use a Princeton Applied Research, Inc. model no. HR-8
amplifier. Modulating frequencies must be within the capabilities of the radicnieter frequency response; for
multiplier phototubes and InSb infrared detectors, 0.8 kHz, which avoids highe- harmonics of the power-line
frequency, is typically used. For thermocouple detectors. 5-20 Hz is typic.ily used. A mechanical chopper allows
the use of more stable AC amplifiers after detection, narrow electrical bandwidth to reject noise, and rejection
of any background radiation not passing through the mechanical chopper.

9.7.2 Spectral Calibration of Filters

The filter transmission, T(h), is usually the quantity which dominates the determination o the spectrally

sensitive range of the radiometer; and for this reason the degree to which it first delineates this region, and

second, rejects the unwanted portion of the spectrum, must be investigated. Filter-transmission measurements are
made by determining the ratio of the responses of a detector to nearly monochromatic radiation with and without
the filter being positioned in the beam. Hence, the measurement system described in the foregoing section can

be used. Absorption or interference-filter manufacturers normally will provide transmission calibrations of
their filters upon demand. These calibrations are usually obtained on double-beam recording specLrophotometers.

Sideband transmission below T(\) = 0.01,, however, is usually not well determined. If there are possible con-
tributions to the integrals of Equation (9.18) in the filter sideband region, then it is necessary to request
careful calibration of this region or determine the sideband transmission oneself.

The common circumstance when the sideband transmission is important is when the filter center wavelength is
in the UV portion of the spectrum and the complete radiometer is exposed to a standard tungsten lamp for final
calibration. Because the lamp radiation increases by a factor of 103 or 104 in the visible and IR portion
of the spectrum, the product of T(K) L(\) in the denominator of Equation (9.18) can have contributions to the
integral in the visible and IR spectral regions unless the sideband transmission is quite low. Measurements
of sideband transmission to as low as 10-5 may be required to evaluate the integral. For a specific case
described in Reference 9.17, the radiometer output was almost entirely due to response of the detector in the
sideband region. The sideband-transmission problem can also be reduced if an additional calibrated ultraviolet-
transmitting, visible- and IR-blocking filter is placed in the beam to modify the spectral quality of the source

during the calibration. The extra Cilter reduces the radiation in the unwanted region of the spectrum.

Care must he taken when measuring sideband transmission to insure the spectral purity of the transmitted bea.,
since any spurious radiation in the region of primary transmission can invalidate the results. It may be advan-

tageous to reduce the dynamic range over which the detector is being used by using a calibrated neutral density
filter when taking readings with the filter under measurement out of the beam. These readings must, of course,

be corrected by dividing out the neutral filter transmission.

When a monochromator is used for the spectral filter of a radiometer, the monochromator spectral transmission
(sometimes called the slit function) can in principle be measured as described above. Another technique, however,
which Is particularly applicable when the monochromator bandpass is narrow, is to scan a spectrally isolated
atomic line (by turning the wavelength control of the monochromator) near the center wavelength of the bandpass.
Atomic lne radiation at various wavelengths can be obtained from gas discharge lamps (utilizing a monochrnmator
or filLeis for isolation) of various types, such as low Pressure mercury vapor, neon, or argon. Examples of ,,uch
mex-surements are shown and discussed in References 9.17 and 9.32.

The sidebh.nd transmission of a monochromator tends to be nearly constant with respect to wavelength. For

example, the grating monochromators used for the research measurements reported in Reference 9.32 exhibit a con-
stant value of about 10-3, which may not be adequately low for some applications. Additional blocking filters

may be required. For prism monochromators, the dispersion (and hence, slit function) varies with wavelength and
usually must be measured for each part cular application. Reference 9.33 discusses s)it functions of prism
monochromators.

9.8 ABSOLUTE CALIBRATION

Once the relative value of the product R(X)T(X) is known, an absolute calibration must be performed; that
is, the radiometer response must be measured when the radiometer is exposed to an absolute calibration source.
A source of known radiation intensity is required - usually a tungsten lamp for wavelengths between 0.25 and
2.5 microns and a heated "blackbody" cavity at longer wavelengths. For calibrated sources useful to 0.2 micron

Information regarding the use of thermopiles as reference in the vacuum ultraviolet and in the infrared can be found in
Refirences 9.29 and 9.30.
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:t.re are short-livcd tungsten lamps available 9- 
3

. Absolute calibration in the vacuum ultraviolet requires
additional techniques and is beyond the scope of the present discussion. Some applicable vacuum UV techniques
are discussed in References 9.27. 9.29. and 9.35.

1 I iay1qen-Flament Standard L-Amps

Calibrated tur:gsten lamps, for operation at fixed currents, either AC or DC, and traceable to the US National
Bureau of Standards prtmary standards, can be purchased from several sources. There are available tungsten

ribbon filament lamps. These lamps are to be used with spherical mirrors which image the filament onto a small
aperture to isolate a small central portion of the filament (see Figure 9.20, to be discussed). The spectral
reflectivity of the mirrors must also be measured. This can be easily done in a manner analogous to the filter
transmission technique described in Section 9.7 2 The detector, however, must be physically moved from the

incident to the reflected beam. The ribbon filament lamps are operated at high currents for use in the ultra-

violet, and at a somewhat lower current for use in the infrared. The lower current provides longer operating

life. Filament temperatures are from approximately 22000 K to 25000 K. Reference 9.36 discusses these laaps and

calibration of the mirrors. Figure 9 19 contains a plot of the spectral irradiance at the radiometer aperture

under typical radiometer calibration conditions.

Also available are coiled filament lamps 9
.
37, which are calibrated in terms of the specific intensity from

the entire lamp (i.e., the 'ap is not masked) falling onto a surface at a specified distance. These lamps are
supplied calibrated as a function of wavelength at a prescribed lamp current. The filament temperatures of the

coiled filament lamps are operated near 29000 K, substantially higher than that of the ribbon filament lamp. A

plot of spectral irradiance is also shown on Figure 9.19 for typical calibration conditions. The life of the

coiled filament lamps has been extended due to the presence of iodine within the envelope
9
.
38.

9.8.2 Infrared-Radiation Standards

As previously indicated, tungsten ribbon filament lamps, operated at lower temperatures, can be used for an

irradlance standard in the infrared spectral range. The lamps are calibrated frau 0.5 to 2.5 microns. The
spectral range can be exte'ded by using lower temperature blackbody radiation sources. Shown also on Figure 9.19

is the irradiance from a sotrce operating at 10000 C (12730 K), of one cm 2 aperture. The distance from the

aperture to the detector was taken to be 10 cm. Several such devices are commercially available.

9.8.3 Operating Practices, Tungsten-Filament Lamp

To increase the lifetime of the calibrated standard, the usual practice is to use a secondary, or working,
standard. This working standard is an identical lamp which is purchased uncalibrated and which is compared to the
standard and then used for routine calibrations. The function of zhe standard lamp then is to periodically check

the performance of the working standard. References 9.36 and 9.37 give instructions for lamp operation. Not
cited therein, but of interest, is the relationship between accuracy of current through the lamp to accuracy in

radiant output. This relationship9 "  for a tungsten filament lamp at temperatures greater than 10000 "

Ai AL(X)'

where Ai/i is the fractional error in lamp current, AL(X.)/L(X) is the fractional error in svcctral irradiance,

X is th-e wavelength in microns, and T is the filament temperature in OK . For example,, at a wavelength of

0.25 micron and a filament temperature of 25000 K, the precision in current control must be 16 times greater than

the desired precision of the radiant flux. An additional need for precision arises because, in practice, there
,re three current measurements involved in the calibration of a radiometer, one for operation of the standard

lamp, one for initial calibration of the working standard, and one for calibration of the radiometer. For

calibration at 0.25 micron, with an expected jrecision of 5 percent, it is necessary to regulate and measure the

lanp current to the order of 0. 1 percent.

A typical calibration setup, utilizing a ribbon-filenent lamp, a mirror train, an aperture, and a mechanical
c0oppor, i, - oxn in Figure 9 20. The pictured arrangemont includes a 3-inch-diameter, 12-inch-focal-length
spher,.. r,-or fir compact folding of the optical bear. The use of a coiled filament standard does not require

i"aging mtirors uld thiir clibration. If a coiled filament lamp were used, it would be positioned at the

api,rL ;re (image of the riboor filament lamp) shown in Figure 9.20.

9 9 EXTR1POl,11U'r FROMI CALIBRATION TO TST CONDITIONS

The response equation (Eq. (9.18)) was written presuming that the absolute sensitivity of the radiometer is

identical for both the calibratin and test events. Since the signal intensities and time duration are different

dur;ng calibration and testing, the extent to which this presumption holds must be investigated. It therefore
becomes necessary to define the limits within which the radiometer output remains a known function of the incident
flux Additionally calibration is usually done in a continuous, or steadily modulated mode with typical pulse

lengths of 0 6 milliseconds (mechanically chopped at 0 8 kHz), whereas the test event is usually a single pulse
if a few microseconds duration preceded by a long period of dark quiescence; thus it is also necessary to
inesti gate and measure possible changes in sensitivity due to fatigue effects.
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In addition to the tUbe scale difrren.'t. there is also a difference in intesities. - er.phaslze this
latter difference, compare at 0.39"1 . the source power of the N (l-. tv = 0 bansead shown on ligure 9.3
with the calibration signal from Vi'c-re 9 19. At 50 zz. the equivalent source power for k = 5 X for the
ribbon filament lamp is

3 Y lo" (O.000 ) 4 f .(50)
2 = .6 w t (9.20)

which is weaker by a fr-.tor of I0" than t.he test signal at V = 7 ka/bec Note that it is indicated from
Figure 9.3 that this calibration signal is too weak to be measured witb a multiplier phototube havinq a rise-
time of 0. 1 A r.c. l -level signals such as this are measured by lengthening the rise-time of the radiometer
by, for exampl, Oding capacitance at the multiplier photatube mode (see Pig.9.9), or by use of a synchronous
amplifier 

. 
3;

9.9.1 t.uemic Seam. bltiplier FNototibes

*4!* iplier pbototabes are inherently linear devices; a doubling of the photon flux doubles the output signal.
Nowvier. there is am upper limit ot useful dynaaic range usually determined by one of several saturation
p*m'eomesa, either from the associated eleetranics. 3r from the phototube itself. Multiplier phototubes commonly
exhibit three types of saturation" ",. .,. ' photocathode, s1.e- charge, and reduction of dynode voltage.

S Phtocathode ataratio results from excessively high radiation ,xcs incident on the photoemissive surface.
Space-charge satratiom is the result of high curients tithin ' ',te at the later dynode stages changing the
electrostatic field between the dynow 's. Dynode voltage reduct. ,s are the result of high currents within the
tube which are drn from the capacitors on the external voltage divider. If the charge depletion is significant,
the voltage is rudedmo htochangethe overall amplification of the t.be. It is oftenthecasc that the divider
capacitors are chosen so that the limiting saturation observed during ballistic-range testing will be photocathode
or space charge, but the limiting saturation observed during longer calibration pulses might be from reduction
of dynode voltage. The. the saturation limits for both testing and calibration must be determined.

A simple method of determining the onset of saturation, and hence the linear dynamic rangn of the detector,
is by measurement of the tramsmission of a filter. The incident intensity falling on the detector is increased
as the filter transmission is measred over and over again until the transmission appears to increase, indicating
saturation of the radiometer with the filter out of the beam. This, then, defines the maximm linear output
from the radiometer, fer the conditions of this measurement.

Saturation limits should be determined for the calibration conditions, with the mechanical chopper operating
at the same rate as for the absolute calibration tests, as well as under conditions simulating the ballistic-
range event, both in time duration and intensity. A practical method of perforing this latter test is by use
of a General Radio strobe lamp, Type 1531-A. which has a flash duration of about 3 lisec and which is intense
enough to saturate the detector.

9.9.2 Dynamic Range, Infrared Detectors

Infrared detectors of the Indium Antionide type, which are broad-band photodiodes, are not necessarily linear
in response. The degree of nonlinearity depends on the diode characteristics of the )articular detector, and
the voltage developed across the detector terminals. If the detector is operated as a current source
(i.e., terminated by a low resistance, " 100 fl or less), the output will be linear over a wide range. The
current amplifier developed at Ames Research Center (cf. Fig.9.7) is adjustable to obtain zero volts across
the detector for the background conditions, and provides an input impedance of approximately 20 n2

Curves of output signal versus input radiation can be obtained in a direct manner by noting the output signal
as the distance from detector to source is changed. The detectors examined, using the amplifier described
above, haveexhibited linear behavior over the entirf operating range of the radiometer, from signals just dis-
cernible from the amplifier and shot noise (the limiting-noic sources) to signals just saturating the amplifier -

a dynamic range of about 3 decades.

The authors have not yet made extensive measurements of fatigue effects of InSb radiometers. For the few
detectors examined, the long-term stability has been excellent, the sensitivity has remained constant to within
a few percent.

9.9.3 Fatigue Effects. Multiplier Phototubes

Fatigue effects9" 3 are defined as changes of multiplier phototube sensitivity due to the prior history of
tube use. Generally these effects are the result of strong irradiance, high-ambient temperature, or high
currents within the tube. The effects are not well understood and in some instances the sensitivity may not
recover to the previous value for particularly severe exposures. Fatigue effects are always reduced by
decreasing the irradiance level and the tube currents to as low a value as possible during calibration and use.
The procedure used by the authors 9 17 to determine the extent of fatigue effects, and hence correct for it,
simply compares detector response due to a steadily modulated source to that of a single short pulse from the
same source after the tube has been dark-rested for a period of time. The test is repeated for various source
intensities. These corrections have been found to be generally less than 10 percent for the majority of photo-
tubes checked and may be positive or negative. Fatigue phenomena have been found to depend on the part icular
phototube; some phototubes show unusual sensitivity to fatigue effects and are rejected for use in any calibrated
radiometer.
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An addltioual fatigue effect has been observed when the radiometer is physically attached to the facility.

Apparently the shock load fron the ballistic-range gun can damage the tube. This problem can be avoided by'
using vibration isolative mounting or by remotely locating the radiometers.
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Fig. 9.2 Spectral features of radiation from typical ablating ballistic-range model
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Fig.9.20 Calibration setup utilizing tungsten-ribbon lamp. A. Precision ammeter; B. Working standard lamp;
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F. Aperture at filament image; and G. Radiometer under test
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MICROWAVE STUDIES

M.Gravel, D.Heckman, and R.Tremblay

10. 1 INTRODUCTION

The chapter which follows here is concerned with the use of microwave techniques in the ballistic-range. A
notable advantage of these techniques is that no physical disturbance is offered to the flow by microwave probes,
and no disturbance of its plasmai characteristics is produced by the low intensity microwave radiation .whichis
employed. As will be shown. micrcvave techniques are not only applicable to -the study of the hypersonic flow
environment, but- also have importait roles to play in the development of light-gac-gun launchers. The aim of
this chapter is not to discuss every possible application of microwave technology, but-rather to concentrate.on
those techniques which are, or which have been, in routine'productive use inballistic' .acilities.

The following-section begins by-discussing Doppler radar techniques -for measurements , _ ,velocity and drag
of ,variousprojectiles in controlled range atmospheres. Velocity measurements are again the subject of the third

Section,j but here the motion of the projebtileas it travels-down the-launch tube-of the gun is-the object of
measurement, through the use of cavity tedhniques as well- as- DO pler -radar.

In the fourth section, considerable space has been devoted-,to a description.of the hypersonic flow field and
then to a rapid survey of some of-the bitsic electron-producing mechanisms in-such a flow. There is also a brief
mention of the importance of the measurements of mean electron density distributions, to the development of
adequate models for-complex, chemically-reactinghypersonic, flow fields. The Section closes with an tntroduction
to the relationshipbetwen thelmicrowave.measurables such as the phase change and-attenuation suffered by
electromagnetic waves upon their passage-through an ionized gaseous~medium and the plasma.characteristics of the
medium, setting the stage for the discussion of microwave diagnostics to follow.

Section 5 is a description of the plasma sheath effect oi the radar cross section for spheres as measured
from the-head-on aspect, and-discusses the physical optics model which has been developed to explain the phenomenon.
Section 6 describes the-measurement of mean electron density and collision frequency using the microwave interfero-
meter and microwave cavity, among the most-productive of all microwave techniques used In the ballistic range.

Finally, in Section 7, the study of scattering of microwave radiation from wakes is introduced. Although not

much information about results -has yet been published concerning these techniques, their basic interest and
practical importance should ensure continued effort In the near future.

10.2 KINEMATIC MEASUREMENTS USING DOPPLER RADAR

In hypersonic range facilities the Doppler radar technique is particularly useful to the aerodynamicist by
providing accurate velocity and drag measurements' 0". Other kinetic parameters of interest such as oscillation
frequenoies, rolling rates and maximum angles of attack are better determined by photographic methods. However,
amplitude variations appearing in Doppler radar signals can often be related to model oscillations.

The Doppler radtr principle is well known 0'" . The important point is that the electromagnetic signal returned
from a moving target, having experienced the Doppler shift, can bebeaten against a sample of original signal to4 yield the Doppler frequency which is relevant to the target- velocity component along the line of sight. One
interesting aspect of this technique is that continuous records can be obtained over a long portion of trajectory
by operating in the continuous-wave mode. As a matter of fact, pulse radars are not really suitable for kinematic
measurements in indoor ranges because of the short observation times available.

This section is devoted to the description of one Doppler radar system which has proved to be very useful for
data acquisition in hypervelocity ranges. Some remarks are made concerning the accuracy with which velocity and
drsg measurements can be made using simple recording and data-processing techniques.

10.2.1 Dopp' .r-Radar Apparatus

The type of apparatus being described here was developed at the Defense Research Telecommunication Establishment
(DRTE). Canada, by Primich et al. 10. 3. The developments were initially made for the Canadian Armament Research
and Development Establishment (CARDE) where extensive measurements have been made in 1.8-meter-diameter hypersonic
ranges. More recently, the same technique has been introduced at the General Motors Defense Research
Laboratories 0'o.
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A schematic diagram of the apparatus mounted in the flight chamber of a hypervelocity-range is shown in
Figure 10.1. A continuous-wave electromagnetic signal enters the range .through a polystyrene window espicfally
designed for minimum reflection 0 "  and is deflected along the flight path of the projectile by a thin expendable

microwave reflector. A proper lens' °"6 mounted ir. the aperture of the circular conical horn antenna ensures
maximum gain for the aperture size being used. Typically. with a 30-db antenna operating at 35 GHz a beamwidth
of about 60 is obtained.

As the projectile travels down the range into the radar beam, microwave energy is returned to the radar
according to the reflection properties of the complex structure presented by the hypervelocity model and its
associated plasma sheath. This back-scattered signal, whose frequency has been increased due to projectile
motion. is converted in the radar head into the so-called 'Doppler signal" whose frequency and amplitude depend
upon the projectile velocity and effective scattering area respectively.

The heart of the system, as indicated in the block diagram in.Figure 10.2, is a-hybrid-T which permits the
use of a single antenna for both transmission and reception, and which conveys the received signal into the
balanced mixer where the Doppler frequency is extracted.

The Doppler signal, whose frequency is typically in the megahertz region, can be recorded on an oscilloscope
triggered, for instance, by the passage of the projectile itself in front of a photocell. Oscillcscope records
are very convenient both to obtain rapid estimates of the model velocity and to determine the magnitude of its
radar cross seation. However. -accurate velocity and drag measurements usually involve recording on magnetic
tape, necessitating often a second frequency reduction of the signal in order to fall within the frequency-range

of the" tape unit.

The Doppler radar technique has been adopted for a number of reasons. One-of these, as mentioned earlier,
is that it provides continuous measurements. Another interesting feature is that the probing signal appears at
a frequency which is high enough to permit the use of a bandpass filter so. as to ensure, on one side, the rejection
of high-frequency noise, and, on the other side, the rejection-of the-stationary background signal as well as
low frequency signals that may come from vibrations of the test chamber. A typical bandpass filter accepts
Doppler frequencies corresponding to model velocities ranging from 2:5 km/sec to 7.5 km/sec.

It should be pointed out that any important static reflections occurring inside the range may interfere with
the radar beam and hence affect the phase and the energy distribution along the axis to such--an extent that, for

instance, the inverse square law dependence with distance could be slightly modified in a-more or less random
manner. This effect will-result in a spatially dependent amplitude and phase modulation of the Doppler signal.
Appropriate care must be taken lest this modulation adversely affect the accuracy of the results. Nevertheless,
it has been shown10 " 3 that when the radius of the test chamber is greater than one hundred wavelengths, the
diverging angle of the radar beam can be made small enough to ensure that side wall reflections-will occur only
in the very far field, so leaving an appreciable working range rather free from interf'ereace. For example, in
a 2-meter diameter test chamber, measurements at 35 GHz can be made over a good 10 meters without there being
any necessity to cover the side walls with microwave absorbent material. However, the end wall fecing the radar
beam generally needs to be covered.

10.2.2 Free-Flight Velocity Measurements

%ben the radar beam is aligned along the trajectory, as in the present case, the classical Doppler frequency
formula reduces to

2V
fd - to (10.1)

c
where fo is the radar frequency, V the velocity of the wodel and c the speed of light. From this equation

a relative error formula immediately follows

AV _ At 0  '. d

V c f0  Ifd '(10.2)

whose first term on the right side indicates that the accuracy in velocity measurements can never exceed the
accuracy with which the apeed of light is known, say 1 part in 106 as per actual knowledge.

In current hypervelocity range application, the velocity need not be determined to an extremely high precision,
and accura'y of 0.1% appears largely satisfactory. In order to achieve this, as the frequency stabilization

required for the micru.ave source poses no problem, the only factor that matters is the precision with which the
Doppler frequency is produced, recorded and analyzed.

Notice that the motion of the center of mass of the projectile is not the only mechanism responsible for the
frequency shift produ:ed in the range. Any irregularities arising in the axial phase distribution of the radar
beam as well as any displacement of the scattering center of the projectile during the period of observation
also contribute to the shift. Such phenomena arise, for example, f.om wall reflections or from model instabilities
and associated variations of the ionized flow field. The true nature of these secondary phenomena as well as the
exact itfluence they exert on the Doppler frequency production,are, unfortunately, very difficult to appreciate
with confidence To be more specific, let it be said that these factors appear to the authors as being those

that really limit the technique to the point that velocity measurements in hypervelocity ranges can hardly be
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made to an accuracy better than 0. 1%. Incidently that limit also corresponds to the point where the axial phase

contraction-due to antenna diffraction generally becomes apparent 10 7

With conventional techniques of display and data processing, an error analysis is generally not difficult to

carry out, because the characteristics of the recording equipment are well known. Values of frequency shift

deduced from oscilloscope traces are not usually more accdrate than 2Y. or 3%. due to uncertainties in sweep

linearity. Comparatively. much better accuracy is obtainable with magnetic tape records because they cover a

longer section-of trajectory, and smoothing procedures can be used to eliminate some of the spurious effects.

Playback of magnetic tape records cannot be expected to be accurate to any better than 0. 1% with actual

apparatus. Increased accuracy in frequency measurement can be obtained however by mixing the Doppler frequency

with a stable known frequency and recording the di ,ferencge. The increase in accuracy is proportional to the

ratio of Doppler frequency to difference frequency. There iE a limit to this technique in that a certain number

of cycles are required for analysis.

10.2.3 Drag Determination

The drag force, or deceleration force, experienced by a body of mass, M , traveling at a velocity, V , into

an.atmosphere of density, pa , is defined by the formula

dV 2

FD) -- dt 2 PaCDAV

where CD is the so-called drag coefficient and A designates the cross-sectional area of the body relative

to, a plane perpendicular to the trajectory. From the knowledge of the velocity-time history, that equation can

-then be used to-determine either the ballistic coefficient, M/CDA , the drag area coefficient, CA , or the drag

coefficient alone.

Perhaps the most-direct method of data processing with regard to the above equation is through the use of

a frequency discriminator. Indeed. Doppler signals previously recorded on magnetic tapes or magnetic discs, can

be played back into a frequency (iscriminator whose output voltage is proportional to the Doppler frequency, and

hence the velocity. The .behaviour of this voltage, as a function of time, can be predicted by integration of
Equation (I0.3)"-

Assuming CA constant over the perted of observation, one obtains

V(t) = V0(l+avot l  (10.4)

where a =PaCDA/2M and V, is the velocity at the time t = 0.

Because of the short time of observation available in hypervelocity ranges, the term aVet in the above

equation is usually not large compared to unity, so that the first few terms in the power series expansion

V(t) = V0  - Voat , (V0at) 2 
-... 1 (10.5)

often constitute a useful approximation. This is substantiated in Figure 10.3 which shows a frequency-

discriminator trace that appears very close to a straight line. This Is a simplified situation where only the
linear term in the series expansion is needed to describe satisfactorily the velocity decay and, consequently,

where the slope of the trace, in a good approximation, is directly proportional to CDA.

When high-power terms in the series are significant, one must come back to equation (10.4) in which the
parameter, a , must be determined using some curve-fitting technique. In this case, it may be found more convenient
to rewrite equation (10.4) in the form

1 1
- =- + at . (10.6)
V(t) V0

which represents a straight line whose slope is also proportional to CDA

Comparing Equations (10.5) and (10.6) it appears that even If the slopes are measured with high accuracy,

the exact formula (10.6) is to be preferred since the factor, V. , appearing in the expression for the slope for

Equation (10.5) limits the ccuracy In CDA . in that case, to the accuracy to which the velocity itself is

determined.

Several other approaches can be taken in drag determination. The choice depends upon many factors such as the

capability of the radar system, the recording method, the accuracy required and the rapidity with which the results

must be obtained.

10.3 MICROWAVE STUDIES OF INTERIOR BALLISTICS

The use of microwave techniques to study interior ballistics in hypersonic launchers seems to have first been
reported by L.Pennelegion°" 8 ,o1 0 . 9 of the University of Southampton, England, who measured piston displacement

and velocity in a hypersonic gun tunnel. More recently, microwave measurements of projectile kinematics inside
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the launch tube of lightwgas guns have been reported by several 1'&6oratories, notably Ariiold Engineering
Development Center (AEDC)1o.10.1o.11.1o.12. NASA Ames Research Center1°" 13 and the Canadian Armament Research
and Development Establishment (CARDE).

The technique considers the gun barrel as a circular wave guide. Micrbwave energy fed from the guzzle is
transmitted down -the barrel where it is reflected back from-the front surface of the projectile; The motion
of the latter changes the phase of the reflected signal, and the time required to produce a phase variation-of
2uT radians corresponds to the time taken by the projectile to move -through half of a guide-wavelength; The
distance-time data so obtained during the launch phase are differentiated twice to determine the time history
of acceleration from which the driving pressure can-be estimatedby taking into account the mass of the projectile
and an assumed friction coefficient inside the launch tube.

Because the gas processes in the pump tube of, light-gas guns are very complex and not monitored, the pressure

at the base of the projectile (or drivtng pressure) becomes a central factor in interior ballistics studies.
Consequently, the microwave diagnostic technique under consideration appears to be veryus'eful to ensure that
the driving pressure is not going to exceed the mechanical tolerances of the gun or of the~model being launched.
or to study variation of this pressure with the aim of increasing the gun performance, or to assess the validity
of theoretical models used to describe launching cycles.

In the following, some design considerations are given together with a brief-description of two different
microwave techniques that .have been used for acquisition of interior-ballistics data. Typical results are
included. For detailed discussion, the reader should consult the references.

10.3.1 The Gun Barrel as a Wave Guide

In an empty wave guide, the guide-wavelength, X. , is given by the formula

Xg = X[1- (X\/c) 2]'1/2 (10.7)

where X is the free-space wavelength, and Kc is the cutoff wavelength for the propagation mode chosen. The

guide wavelength is then always greater than the free-space wavelength and even increases to infinity as-the
cutoff condition is approached.

The cutoff wavelength of the different modes encountered 'in- circular waveguides depends-upon the ratio of
the inner guide radius, r , to the free-space wavelength, X . Figure 10.4 indicates cutoff ratios fora ,few
of the lowest modes. When modes are being excited at frequencies .below cutoff the rate of attenuation is very
high and no electromagnetic power is carried down the guide, which-in effect, behaves like a high-pass filter.

Equation (10.7) prescribes that the best spatial resolution is obtainable .with the transmission mode that

has the longest cutoff wavelength, namely -the TE11 fundamental mode. Furthermore, the- higher the frequency of
the microwave source, the better is the resolution and the smaller is the attenuation rate. However. -operation
in the multi-mode frequency region requires the development of mode selectors, in order to avoid mode interferences

and signal ambiguities.

From the point of view of energy carried down.the guide the TE1, mode also appears to be the most suitable
one, not only because it accepts more energy than, any other mode but also because its attenuation, rate Is generally
lower. A good theoretical estimate of attenuation in gun barrels is, however, difficult to make due to
uncertainties in surface conductivity and permeability. For instance, the state of ionization of the gas in the
portion of the barrel located ahead of the projectile may well influence these parameters.

It should be pointed out that some particular shapes of projectile may exhibit matching properties with the
incident signals, thereby reducing considerably the amplitude of the reflected signals. In general, when the

sabot supporting the model is made from a dielectric material, the addition of a thin metal plate at the base
contributes to increase the reflectivity. Sometimes it may be found more advantageous to operate in the TN.,
symmetrical mode whose energy distribution pattern shows a relatively great concentration of energy at the center
of the guide, in contrast to a broader pattern associated with the TE1 mode. However, the attenuation rate of

the TM0 mode is typically two to three times higher than that of the fundamental mode, depending upon the
frequency of operation.

10.3.2 The Microwave-Cavity Technique

The gun barrel can be transformed into A microwave cavity by terminating the muzzle end with a reflector, the
other end being terminated by the projectile.

Different configurations are possible. The schematic diagram in Figure 10.5 shows an arranrement comparable
to a hybrid-T in which the launch tube and the reflector form two arms, while the excitation ani the detection
circuits form the other two arms. Upon entering the barrel, the incident power divides itself between the
reflector and the projectile arms. In principle, the system can be designed such that there is no direct energy
coupling between the excitation and the detection arms. The signals reflected at both ends of the barrel add
together in the output port with a phase depending upon the position of the projectile. The motiob of this latter
produces an amplitude modulation of the output signal, the modulation rate being proportional to the model velocity.
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In actual design several important requirements must be met. From the point of view of mechanics it is

necessary to insist on ,the condition-,that the presence,of coupling holes should not seriously affect the strength
-of the barrel, and that the reflector should not present an obstacle to the passage;of the model being launched.

From the electrical point of View the couplers must provide an effective transfer of energy in and out of the gun
barrel. without ambiguity and at the desired transmission mode. Thedesign of these couplers is no doubt the
most iportant task in this technique.

Figure 10.6 illustrates-one configuration used at NASA Amesl1013 on a 25.4--m light-gas gin. The muzzle of
the gun is terminated with a circular horn in the aperture of which is mounted the reflector. A hole located
at the center of the reflector plate permits the model to escape. The purpose of the horn is to expand the
incident microwave signal so that a large fraction of it is reflected back, despite the hole in the reflector.
The system operates in the TE,, cylindrical mode (11.5 GHz) which is being excited by way of two magnetic-coupledit -slot apertures cut through the wall of the horn. diametrically across from each other. Another pair of slots
located halfway between the first slots serves to extract the signal. In both cases the length -of the rectangular
waveguide connecting one-pair of slots is equal to an odd multiple of half a guide wavelength in order to match

the-TE11 electromagnetic-field configuration. The frequency of operation must be carefully chosen such as to
minimize direct energy coupling between the exciting and, receiving slots.

Operation in the TMl symmetrical mode would require a slightly different arrangement.

-10.3.3 The DoplerRdar Technique

Because the open end of a gun barrel is similar to an open waveguide this aperture can be used as a low
gain antenna~both to pick up energy from an illuminating radar beam and to radiate back the signal reflected by
the projectile inside the barrel. As vieved from the radar site, the motion of the projectile can be observed
not only during the launch phase but 'also. in principle, for some time after its exit' from the barrel.

At CARD,, where this technique has been itsed in conjunction with light-gas guns having bore diameters of
38 - and 102 m, the axial, illumination is realized th'ough the use of a thin microwave reflector mounted in
the flight path to deflect the radar beam entering the .range from the side (Fig. I0.7), This reflector is made
sufficiently-fragile to be blown out of the way by the shock wave ahead of the hypersonic projectile, leaving
an open path for the model. The muzzle of the gun is made in the form of a circular horn in order to increase
the coupling between- the radar beam and thebarrel. A satisfactory illumination isobtained when the muzzle is
located in the far field of'the radarlintenna.

The signal returning to the radar consists, in the-first part, of a static background reflection arising
from the portion of incident beam which is not coupled to the barrel, and, in the second part, of a dynamic
reflection caused by the moving projectile. While the former is cancelled out in the radar circuit prior to
firing, the latter is beaten with a reference signal from the microwave source to obtain the Doppler shift from
which the instantaneous model velocity is deduced.

The TE1t cylindrical mode is easily excitedandsomewhat favoured with the feeding technique considered here,
because the field configuration of the illuminating beam has much in common with the field configuration of this
mode. Operation at afrequency just below the cutoff frequency of the TM., mode will ensure the existence of the
fundamental mode alone. However In order to obtain a high spatial resolution it is preferable to operate at a
frequency as high as possible. Static measurements made at CARDE have revealed that it is possible to operate
at a frequency as high as twice the cutoff frequency of the TMo0 mode without introducing intolerable modulation
of the signals, arising from multimode Interaction. For instance, satisfactory results have been obtained at
9.950 GHz in a 38-m. barrel, but at the same frequency in a 102-mm barrel, severe amplitude and phase modulation
were observed.

Vibrations and gun recoil c-ccurring during the launch phase generate lare-amplitude low frequency signals.
These signals can be removed with a high-pass filter at the cost of losing the first few cycles of projectile
movement.

10.3.4 Data Processing and Typical Results

The same data processing methods can be used in both microwave techniques just described because the information
appears in the same form, namely, a frequency-modulated signal whose amplitude. incidently, does not matter.

The method of analysis most commonly used is based on measuring the time increments of each successive cycle,
or number of cycles, to obtain a distance-time history. Several ways of measuring these time increments have
been employed. At AEDC, for example, after suitable pul~e shaping, the time intervals between nodes in the
recorded signal are read out digitally on electronic counters'' 1. This method gives direct digital indication
of time intervals corresponding to projectile displacements of half-wavelengths inside the barrel.

Direct display on an oscilloscope can be made, but single sweep records are not always convenient to perform
a good diagnostic, due to the limitation in the number of Doppler cycles being resolved. To overcome this
difficulty the signal can be displayed on the vertical axis and simultaneously recorded on a fast moving film
from which the time interval data can be obtained. Another way is to use the oscilloscope in conjunction with
a proper raster sweep-generator so as to obtain multi-sweep recordings (cf Section 6.7.3. 1). An example of this
type of data 10'*13 is shown in Figure 10.8. J
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As the range of Doppler frequencies generally encountered in interior-ballistics studies does not exceed
300 kHz. the use of magnetic tapes for recording is very straightforward. For data analysis, the tape is usually
played back at a much lower speed and the data are displayed on a strip chart recorder.

Another method of processing the Doppler signal is to pass it through a wide-band frequency discriminator
ard to display the output on an oscilloscope. This yields directly a velocity-time curve as shown in Figure, 10.9.
With this technique, the accuracy in displaying and reading the data remains comaprable to that of previously-

mentioned methods, but the results of acceleration should be more accurate because only-one-differentiation is

required instead of two. and also because the curves do not need to be smoothed before differentiation.

The overall accuracy of the data is often difficult to establish precisely. Even with a well-stabilized
microwave source and an accurate determination of the empty guide wavelength, there exist many imponderables

such as spurious signals due to mismatch, change of guide wavelength due to. the state of ionization of the hot

gas ahead of the model, and possible reflection from the shock wave preceding the model.

Perhaps the first precaution to take against ionization is to make sure that the driving gases are well
sealed by the projectile and cannot flow along its side and thus pass ahead of it. Also. the shock wave

ionization is certainly v'educed by evacuating the barrel to low gas-pressure, say 100 microns-lig. Hdwever, in
the presence of high projectile acceleration andvelocity. additional precautions must be taken. For example,

the barrel can be flushed with a gas that has a higl.4r ionization level than air. such as helium. A getter gas
can also. be used that has a strong affinity for free electrons.

Despite some rather severe operating conditions, useful datahave been-derived using both microwave approaches

discussed here. Two examples of acceleration histories obtained at Ames with the microwave cavity method are

shown in Figure 10. 10, along with theoretical predictions. Figure 10. 11 shows'typical velocity and base pressure

curves obtained at CARDE, using the'Doppler technique. Although. in both cases, the theoretical calculations

were based on idealized models that do not take into account real-gas 'effects, heat losses and friction, the

agreement is certainly remarkable, especially in the first part of the motion. It is-believed-that with good
firing conditions velocities can be measured to an accuracy of 5 per cent. although the~error in acceleration

can hardly be reduced below 15 per cent. (cf Section 2.4. 2)

Besides the study of projectile kinematics inthe gun barrel, these microwave techniques can also-be, used"

to study the motion of the shock wave preceding the projectile down the barrel and even to study the motion of
the piston in the pamp tube. Several piston-observations-have been-made at CADE, utilizing-a specially designed
projectile slug that is semi-transparent to micruwaves. Data have beenobtained from the, moment of firing up to

the time of release of the slug.

10.4 HYPERSONIC-PROJECTILE P!,AENAS AND MICROWAVE DIAGNOSTICS

The present section is intended to provide an elementary review of some of the characteristics of the flow

field associated with hypersonic projectiles and also to provide an elementary discussion of the basis of the

interaction of microwave radiation with plasmas.

The discussion begins with a brief description of the hypersonic flow-field and then touches on the chemical

dissociation and ionization processes which take place in shocked air. Some reference is made to work involving

the theoretical computation of temperature, density, and chemical species concentrations for chemically reacting

hypersonic flows. This was believed to be desirable because the results of measurements of electron density

using microwave techniques to study the free electron population in hypersonic projectile environments in the

ballistic range have proved to be extremely valuable in the construction of acceptable flow field models and

chemical reaction schemes for the theoretical prediction of the thermochemical characteristics of hypersonic

flow fields. The following subsection reviews the interaction of a microwave beam with a plasma, and shows how

the phase shift and attenuation experienced by a plane wave on passage through a plasma are related to the

electron density and collision frequency in that medium. The section closes with a discussion of a few of the

particular problems which arise when microwave techniques are applied in the ballistic range.

10.4.1 Description of Plasma in the Projectile Vicinity
and in the Wake

The interaction of microwaves with the flow field immediately adjacent to a hypersonic projectile or with

the wake following the projectile is determined mainly by the density of free electrons in these regions. The

electron density is in turn determined by the thermochemical histories of the fluid particles which pass through

various parts of thb flow field. For example, gas which has just passed through the normal part of the bow

shock in front of a blunt body will be at a high temperature and the degree of ionization will be relatively

high. However by the time this gas has expanded around the body and found its way into the wake, its temperature
will have dropped considerably, recombination will have taken place and the degree of ionization will be lower,

though b~ill higher than that associated with other gas in the wake which passed through a relatively oblique

portion of the bow shock.

The purpose of this subsection is to briefly touch on some of the processes which play a role in determing the

ionization in the flow field associated with a hypersonic ptojectile. First, the main divisions of the flow field

are enumerated. Following. some of the features of the chemistry of hypersonic air flows concerned with the
production and remova, of free electrons are described.
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Figure 10.12 illustrates schmatically the flow-fields, in the neighborhood of a blunt a-isymietric projectiie
moving at hypersonid6speeds. In the -figure. thebody, is considered to beat rest and -the gas is considered tor liimotionover-the-body. Jut in front of the bdy and trailing off-to the sides is the bow shock. Behind

the-bow shockis' the inviscid flow-region.- extending on down tbehifd Lhe body. 'Adjacent to ,the body is the-viscous

boundary er, which separates, at the'base of ebly The free shear layers thu -shed conierge and merge at
the "neck" region behind the body. The_.mQor pt of the flow, in the converging free shear layers passes through
a recowression region at the neck (which coalesces into the trailing shock) and is turned.parallel to the wake
axis. The oth6rpart, of the shearlayer flmo, that below the dividiig streamline, is turned back by the high
pressure region at the-neck into the recirculation zone bounded by the dividing streamline, the stagnatiog point

at the neck, and thc base of tbe body.

The region downstrean of the body forms the wake flow. The core of the wake is formed from that part of the
shear layer flw which passes through the neck recompression region; the outer part of the wake is the continuation
of the inviscid flow. Downstream of the recompression region the flow expands to ambient pressure. The inmer

wake core. dhich may he either laminar or turbulent depending on the location of transition, tends to diffuse
into ,the outer inviscid part of the wake flow. Across the flow field there exists a profile of velocity variution.
In the frame of reference of-Figure 10.12. in which the air is considered to he flowing over the'body-at rest.
it is customary to speak of-a-velocity deficit-profile, where the flow velocity decreases from a maimum. or
freestream value, at the bow shock to some-value. Vc . on the wake axis (the velocity defect on the axis is.
hence. V,-Vc).

Associated-with the various regions of the velocity field there are distributions of enthalpy, temperature.
density and chemical species concintrations. The flow field is much influenced by the shape of the Projectile.
For example, in the-caseof a blunt:body. some very high temperatures are developed in the region of the nose
stagnation-point, and the strong normal part of the bow shock processesses a considerable amount of gas, such

that most of the momenia*"deficit and.static enthalpy is located in the inviscid flow. In the case of a slender
cone; the only high temperatures are those developed 'in the boundary layer, while the very oblique shock extending

from the cone tip barely decelerates the flow. Thus 'behind a cone the inviscid enthalpy is very low compared
with theenthalpy inside thewakecore at-the neck. Again, with blunt bodies; there is some cooling of the flow
possible through the-mechanism'of expansion about the-body, This mechanism is.less important for slender cones

and generallyit is found-that the enthalpy in the wake behind cones decays faster than it does in, the wake

behind blunt bodies. The effect of body shape is reflected in the distribution of chemical species and ioniza-
tion in the flow. as well as in the variation of thermodynamic variables.

The processes-governing the transfer-of energy to gases passing through a strong shock wave are familiar -

ones. In-the high-static-enthalpy region'behind a shock, translational and rotational degrees of freedom of
gas molecules are imediately equilibrated, followed slightly more slowly by excitation of vibrational degree
of freedom, and then by dissociative processes. In the case of air, with shock velocities of less than 10 km/sec,

the degree-of ionization is small, and, the coupling between dissociation and ionization is approximately
one-way' 0 . Therefore by making the approximation that air consists only of 02 and 2 , the temperature
density, and molecular- and -atomic-concentration profiles behind a shock are mainly determined by the following
six dominant chemical, reactions:

02+X -+5.1eV 0 +0 +X

N2 +X +9.8eV---N +N +X

NO+X +6.5 eV --N +0 +X

0 +N 2 + 3.3 eV NO+N (10.8)

N + 0 2 - !.4 eV NO + 0'

N2 + 02 + 1 9 eV NO + NO

where X represents any molecule or atom in the dissociating gas mixture. The concentrations of species in an

air flow field determined with these reactions may then be used to compute electron density.

The competing ionizatiou processes behind a shock (electron-impact, photoionization. charge exchange, electron
attachment, ano atom-atom, atom-molecule and molecule-molecule collisions) have been considered by Lin and

Teare o' ", who match theoretical predictions based on cross section data for the various processes with experi-
mental shock tube measurements of Lin, Neal, and Fyfe1 ° .15. According to their findings (Fig. 10.13) the most
important group of ionization processes appear to be the atom-atom reactions, followed in approximately decreasing
order of importance by photo-ionization, electron impact. atom-molecule and molecule-moecule collisions, depending
on the shock velocity. The atom-atom processes are most predominant at low shock velocities (5 km/sec); however
electron impact processes may become predominant at shock velocities greater than 10 km/sec. This has recently
been confirmed by Wilson' 0 16

.

Among the atom-atom ionization processes, the N-0 reaction

N + 0 + 2.8 eV -NO' + e (10.9)

is the major contributor for shock speeds from 5 to 9 km/sec. although at 9 km/sec the contribution from

N + N + 5.8 eV-N4 I e (10.10)

becomes comparable to that from the N-0 reaction.
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-The reaction

0-+ 0 + 6.9 eV V-0' + e (10.11)

is somewhat less important. Most workers dealing with the calculations of ionization in flews at re-entry
velocities have considered only the first of these three electron producing reactiors.

The inverse reactions (dissociative recombination of ND+ . N4 and (4) are the most important paths for dis-
appearance of,free electrons. The atomic ions are neutralized most-efficientlyby charge transfer processes
with diatomic molecules, thereby producing diatonic ions which have a much higher probability of reaction with
electrons than the atomic ions 0 -1 7. The effect of the presence of charge transfer reactions in the shock layer
for a typical case of ballistic re-entry has been shown by Eschenroeder et al 1 o' 7 However in the wake of a
re-entry body. when the wake temperature drops below a range of values extending from 700°K to 9500K (depending
on pressure), the oxygen attachment reaction

02 + e +02 - 0 +02 (10.12)

becomes much faster than the two-body electron-ion rt-cembinat.on reactions1 0 - 1 ,1o0.19. This causes the electron
density to drop below the positive ion density.

Examples may be found through the literature of nonequilibrium flow field callulations undertaken using-pure
air chemistry reaction schemes such as those sketched in the preceding paragraphs. There is no intention here
to attempt a list of such contributions; however one or two sources will be given. An example of inviscid flow
field-calculations -for the dikediate vicinity of- ablunt - body are-those ofU-IHall. Enchenroeder and Marronel 0 -2 0,

while a description of a technique for nonequilibrium boundary layer computations, for ,the case of sharpcones
is given by Blottner- 0 ' 21 . A description of progress in computation of reacting laminar wake characteristics-
behind spheres and cones including-a comparison of electron prediction with inte~grated iectron-density -intirfero-
meter measurements is given in a number of reports from General Motors Defense .Research Laboratories1 0 - 2 2

.
1 0

. 2 3
.

Certain attempts have also been made-to compute species in.turbulent reacting wake flow. Reference-to these
together with conclusions as to their usefulness are provided in two papers by jkoudis; ° - 2 "O 2 S. Filalll, a
thorough review of the wholE field of wake chemistry as just recently been indertaken-by Eschenroeder, including.
discussion of the low temperature -reaction schemes which influence electron popul'ation in-the intermediate aad,
far wakes 10-26.

The foregoing has been ,concerned only with the chemistry of pure air. In the presence of impurities, .additional
electron-influencing reactions are introduced into the chlelstry,, with the-result -that the-observed- electron
densitymay be drastically- changed from that obtained in the absence of impurities.. In general. the effect of
impurities is an, initial enhancement of electron densihy near tothebody, followed by-a4radically ,increased rate
of electron cleanup in the wake. Contamination may arise -from, several sources.- There is the dust arising-from

model and Sabot impact which may remain in the atmosphere to affect subsequent shots, -and-impurities which-Way
arise from dirt or ablation material from the model itself. Care must be taken also- with- the gases whicb.'are
introduced into the range to form the atmosphere. A discussion of these, problems has been;given in a paper by
Slattery. Clay, and Worthington' 0 2 7. At the present time, -considerable controversy still surrounds the subject
of range contamination and its eff: ,t on electron density levels in the wake.

Further discussion of flow field electron chemistry would tzke ,us beyond the scope of this Chapter on micro-
wave- studies. However, inclusion of the previous material is important to the realization that measurement of
electron density has increased our understanding of the physics and.chemistry of hypersonic flow, particularly
in the wake. The mean electron density has been the point of comparison between the, results of experimental
measurements of integrated electron density obtained by microwave interferometer and cavity techniques. This
has led to refinement of chemical reaction schemes on the one hand and to at least qualitative information about
turbulent transport on the other.

10.4.2 Microwave Interaction with Plasma

From the point of view of employing microwave techniques to diagnose hypersonic flow fields, the ultimate
aim of the theoretical analysis is to provide meaningful expressions for the various parameters of interest in
the flot in terms of the microwave measurables such as the amplitude of the s.gnals, their phase, their frequency
shift aa~d their change in polarization.

In th. case of the ionized flow in the waka of projectiles generally studied in ballistic ranges, the gas
is weakir ionized. This weak ionization leads to two basic simplifications.

First, the current contribution from the motion of ions may be neglected in comparison with the current
contribution resulting from electron flow. In other woids, it is only necessary to consider momentum conservation
in the collision of electrons with ions of zero velocity. In addition we suppose that the electrons and ions
retain their identity after the collision and the electrons are left with zero velocity. This yields

Von  Mel/Mion) Vel ; i.e., the maximum ion current contribution is at most 1/2000 the electron current contribu-
tion for an electron-proton collision.

Secondly, in addition, weak ionization allows us to neglect the effect of electron-electron and electron-ion
collisiors in comparison with electron-neutral collisions.
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One of- the'most useful descriptions of such an ionized gas medium. as far as microwave-plaima int ractlo-s

are concerned. -s obtained by assigning to it an effective dielectric coefficient. Most laboratory plasmas

act like loss dielectric materials through which'icrowaves can propagate, experiencing attenuation:an..piaso.

ibift. Refraction. reflection.and change-in polarization can also occur at boundaries or when irh"6eneiti&-

are present as im the case-of dielectric materials. Hence, using this appWrOach. the protlem redi_ -to-the
classical bee of-electromagetic-wave propagation in a medium having-a complex dielectric coefficient.

According to Maxwell's equations, the -relative dielectric coefficient. K . of a homogeneous medium possessing

space chiarges can be expressed as a function of the electrical conductivity, a G by the formula

K = I + Cl(jW 0) (10.13)

where (o is the angular frequency of the electromagnetic signal. e0 is the electrical permittivity of free

sace. and j is ,C-I)

In a weakly ionized -gas the conductivity, o cAn be determined from the equation of motion of the free electrons

n VE (10.14)
dt

were the symbols a , qe v and V designate respectively the mass, the charge, the cllision frequency and

the drift velocity of the electron, and 1 is the electric field strength. The term !V represents the drag
f-)rce resulting from collisions between free electrons and neutral atoms, while the.term 141 is the electrical

component of the Lorentz force; the magnetic component being neglected since the drift-rlocity is much smaller
than the speed of light.

Considering a harmonic time dependence and introducing-the electron current density-

i nqV = oE. (10.15)

where, n Is the free electton density, the solution for a takes the form

nq2

m(:j- 4(10.16)• (V +jC4

which leads to

K = I 1 (10.17)
9me0  +,)

This expression can now be related to the complex propagation constant for a plane wave

jc
7' = = - =' c + ji (10. 18)

in order to solve for the-attenuation coefficient, OL. and the phase coefficient, 63. This yields

% 2N+2] 1/2 (10.19)

where c is the speed of light and cep is the so-called angular plasma frequency defined by the formula

2
= e •(10.20)

me 0

The exponential dependence of the electromagnetic wave in the plasma is then

!E(x) =eCXxeJ(-t -fx) (10.21)

E(0)

Men v < < o the equations indicate that C( - 0 and the signal propagates without attenuation, as long as (o
remains greater than oo . Indeed when o < o , the phase coefficient becomes imaginary, which results in

J attenation. Thus, ionized gas behaves as a hfgh-pass filter, the cutoff frequency being the plasma frequency.

Now. as regards the diagnostic potential of measurements of attenuation and phase coefficients, a simultaneous

solution of Equations (13. 19) leads to
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which mans that an estimate of v and n is readily obtained.

If, for instance, we consider a slab of, plasm of thickness, d , and make the assuption -that the electron

density and collision frequency remain reasonably constant over the thickness, th the signal. in passing

through the plasma; is attenuated by a factor, e - d 
. and experiences a pfise shift of - 06)d radians.

Denoting by A and A0 the final and initial signal'amplitudes respectively and by q5 the experienced phase

shift, we have

(8- o)d = 46 or 16 = + 4d (i0.23)

- e c  or a= -In- Ao .~)
and A- = ex or a -- !In - I0 o

A0  d :A.

which means that the microwave diagnostics of v and n are based on the measurement of-phase shifts and

aplitude ratios.

Such an ideal case is not generally found in the study of real plasmas. The total attenuation and phase

shift correspond to an-integrated value of transmission coefficient through agenerallW nonun-ifoiaslabor
cylindrical columin. In such cases, valies. of n and v can be, determined only for simle variations of
plasma properties.

10.4.3 Microwave Plasma Diagnostics In.Free Flight
Ballistic Ranges

Several'-ethods of microwave diagnostics have been developed to study laboratory plasmas 1 0 -2 8 . The study of

the ionized flow-field associated with hypersonic pellets poses, however, particularproblems and is hamered by
the short time available for observations. Also. ,tbe task of datannalysis is often cowlicated by the

"integrated" nature of the data.

The size of the pellets determines the spatial resolution required. Though there exists no definite criterion,

a resolution of about one fifth of the model diameter is generally acceptable. With present launching facilities,
ionized flow fields of interest for microwave probing are obtained with model sizes not exceeding a few centimeters

diameter. As microwave beams cannot be focused into a region smaller than the wavelength, milliietric wavilengths

must then be used in such studies.

Because the period of observation is not long enough to permit probe displacement in the flow field, it is
often necessary to use an arrangement of several focused probes, mounted as a fence across the flight path, in

order to ensure that all the imortant parts of the flow-will be probed in a single flight. The ence configura-

tion also permits allowance for the dispersion of the projectiles from one shot to another.

Depending upon the local free electron density, and upon the microwave frequency used, the different regions

of a given flow field can then be probed. The upper density limit that can be sensed is determined by the

critical electron density, while the lower limit is determined by the size of the flow and the sensitivity of

the particular instrument used. Figure 10. 14, from Heald and Wbarton
10'28 , indicates these two limits in the

case of phase shift measurements involving a single pass, assuming a minimum detectable phase shift of 18 degrees.

Nowadays, with stabilized equipment and low-noise detector crystals, a minimum phase shift of one degree is

readily attainable. Of course, the sensitivity obtained with multipass probes, such as resonant cavities, permits

measurements of much lower electron densities than is possible with single pass instruments.

When the results of microwave interactions are analyzed under the hypothesis of an underdense plasma, the

upper electron density limit is generally taken to be about one order of magnitude below the critical density.

This condition must be satisfied, for example, when experimental results are to be compared with theoretical

calculations based on the Born approximation.

Regarding analysis of "integrated" signals, one of the two following approaches can generally be tat:en to

infer the local properties of the plasma through which the probing wave has passed.

First, when the distributions of ionization can be represented by some realistic empirical laws involving

adjustable parameters, the true distribution can be estimated by solving for the unique set of parameters that

lead to the observed phenomena. This is the approach taken in the following section which is devoted to the

study of the plasma sheath.
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Second. when the for. of the distribution, cannot be assumed, one mist proceed to the ;'inversion" of the
integrated results, an operatlon which generally requires a large amouit-of precise input data to yield realistic
distributions. As-pointeid out in section- 106.1. this is the approach taken to deduce radial electron density
distributions in wakes from mlti-bem Interferometer records.

10.5 MICROIAVE DIAGNOSTICS OF Tit PLASMA SNEATI

It is well, knbwan tGaithe layers of ionized gases created in front of a body traveling at high velocity

through the atmosphere can greatly influence the propagation of electromagnetic signals. One striking evidence
of this is the period of telecommunications blackout occurring ddring the re-entry of Mercury and Gemini vehicles,
a phenomenon caused bi an overdense electron population in surrounding gas layers.

In controlled flight experiments, such as in ballistic range facilities, the electromagnetic wave-plasma
interaction can be used as a probe to measure the electron density in the plasma sheath in front of the model.
This sort of diagnostic has.ben, performed for instance at the General Motors Defense Research Laboratories
(a/IU&) ' . and at the Canadian Armament Research and Development Ftablishment (CANDE) with the help of
continuous-wave Doipler radars of the-tybe-presented at the beginning of this Chapter. Observations consisted
of dynamic head~on radar cross-section measurements at different model velocities and ambient pressuzres.

Spherical metal projectiles are particularly suitable for this type of experiment. indeed, as metal objects,
they-are practically nonablative and absorb nb eleitromagnetic energy; as spherical objects, they give rise to
data not dependent upon flight attitude. All these properties result in better reliability in the measurements
afid greatly simpltfy the tasks of data analysis, theoretical predictions, and interpretation of the observed
phenomena

The choice of -the radar frequency is an important factor in the experiment. It must be made such as to favor
the interaction of microwaves with, the plasma sheath- over the range of velocities and ambient preesures covered
in the ballistic range. This interaction, mainly depends-on two factors: the degree of ionization in the plasma

sheath, and the size of the model;

Equations (10: 19) indicate. bow the population of free electrons and their collision rate influence the
propagatioi of electromagnetic waves. Inparticular. a strong int(,raction iu-predicted when the plasma frequency
approaches the probing frequency a conditioh which must be satisfied to ensure a good diagnostic capability.
H1owever, calculations of plasma frequencies in the ionized , sheath of hypervelocity bodies are very complex and
involve, among other things, the development of a chemical model that includes all important high temperature
chemical reactions contributing to the production of free electrons. Ai appreciation of this problem is given
in Section 10.4.1. Reference Is made here to published tables 1 0

.
29 ,1 0

.
30 of plasma frequencies and electron

collision frequencies encountered in front of hypersonic blunt bodies. These tables apply to rarified air, and
cover all velocities and pressures of interest in ballistic range studies.

Projectile dimensions and-firing-conditions determine-the thickness1 0
.
3 1 of the plasma sheath. If, for

instance, that thickness could-be made such that the ionized sheath would behave as a quarter-wavelength
transforuer1 0

.
32 over. an appreciable region of the body, -there is no, doubt that the resultant phase interference

would greatly reduce the bask-scattering signal. The main point here is to deal with a sheath thickness that
represents an important fraction of the radar wavelength. This condition not only ensures appreciable phase
interference~but also ensures that the projectile will be at least a few wavelengths in diameter, a condition
which permits the neglect of diffraction phenomena ' 3 3 , 1 0 3 1' when developing a scattering model.

In the following sections, we first indicate a method of measuring head-on radar cross sections in hypersonic
ranges. Next. some typical experimental results are examined using a simple physical-optics model with the aim
of deriving the gross electron distribution along the plasma sheath.

10.5.1 Radar Cross Section Measurements

According to the well-known radar equation 1 0 , the power density, pr - returned to the radar by a target
of effective area, o,, located at a distance, x , in the far field of the antenna is

P r -- " 7r ( 10 .25 )

where Pr and Gr are the power transmitted by the radar and the gain of its antenna respectively. This
equation assumes that all the electromagnetic energy intercepted by the area, o" , is radiated isotropically,
and therefore leads to an inverse fourth-power-law dependence upon distance.

Figure 10. 15 shows an oscilloscope record of the Doppler signal intensity obtained in a ballistic range as
the projectile approaches the antenna. One can check the x-" dependence of the amplitude of this signal, all
over the far field region. (It will be recalled that the far field is usually considered to begin at a distance
D2/X from the antenna, where D is the antenna diameter and X the wavelength of the radiation.)
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A dynamic calibration of the radar is needed to determine the absolute-.value of, radar-cross-section. This
calibration consists of relating the amplitude and the frequency of the recorded ignal, to the amount of energy
returned by the projectile. A very convenient way by which this can be achieved is through the use of an
auxiliary microwave source, located up-range, that transmits to the radar a signalsimulating in frequency and,
amplitude the signal returned by the projectile itself. Figure 10. 16 illustrates a target simulator uhit-whose
output power is controlled with a precision attenuator and whose operating frequency is maintained, by means of
a phase locking circuit' 0 3 6 .1'0 4. above the radar frequency by-an amount equal to the desiredrDoppler frequency.
This latter is provided by a variable oscillator, and then added to a reference signal taken from the radar
source. One notable property of this technique of frequency control is to provide a calibration which is
invariant with respect to the 'usual frequency instabilities that may occur in the radar kiystron; indeed.,the
frequency difference between the two klystrons is kept constant.

Upon radiating a power. Ps. from the simulator antenna, the power density produced at the radar antenna becomes

Pr = P eG s  (10.26)4 r -

where Gs refers to the gain of the simulator antenna and L. designates its location in the radar bean. Under
conditions of simulatxon, the two expressions for Pr given above are-equal and iead to the simple formula

a= 4( (#)i0 (10.27)(1. (LID (T--

showing that the dynamic head-on radar cross-section can be determined at any-point, x , of the trajectory from
the knowledge of Ps • For convenience, a calibration can be done immediately Prior to firing in order to relate
the amplitude of the oscilloscope signal to P5 •

Typical experimental results obtained at CARDEwith a 35 GHz CW Doppler radar are shown in Figure 10. 17. The
projectiles were 2.54- cm-diameter aluminum spheres launched in air at an ambient pressure of 76 -A Hg. The
dynamic radar cross-section, o , is given in decibels below the static value, , as a function of velocity.
Each vertical segment on the figure corresponds to one observation. The solid curve drawn through the average
of the experimental results, shows more clearly the behaviour of the cross section as a function of velocity.

The results indicate that the plasma sheath does not influence appreciably the backscatter until the projectile
reaches a velocity of 3.km/sec. There then appears-a strong absorption phenomenon-which-reaches the -12 db

level at about 4 25 km/sec. At this point the ionized sheath acts as an-anti-reflection dielectriccoating, but
beyond this point the addition of free electrons gradually transforms the dielectric coating into a conductor,
thus increasing the radar cross-section. The increase can exceed the static value, as-observed by GM/DRL'0-4

at higher velocities.

It should be mentioned here that in some cases free electrons can also be found in significant numbers ahead
of the sheath, due to electron diffusion'0 3

7 through the shock front or to photo-ionization by ultraviolet
radiation 10

.
38 emanating from it. A sufficiently thick spherical electron cloud ahead of the shock can very

effectively refract radar-energy away from the~target-and-reduce-backscattering 0 .
3

, Reduction as-high as
20 db may occur in a typical re-entry condition.

In the ballistic range experiments under consideration, the mechanisms of electron production ahead of the
shock front are not significant1 °'39; the microwave-plasma interaction remains confined to the plasma sheath.
This interaction will now be examined on the basis of a simple physical optics model.

10.5.2 Physical-Optics Model

According to physical optics, the far-field-backscattering radar cross-section of a metallic body of large
dimensions compared to the wavelength can be estimated by summing up, in a reference plane normal to the line of
sight, all the signals reflected from each element of surface of the body. Upon extending the application of
this principle to the axisymmetric plasma-projectile structure shown in Figure 10.18, the normalized head-on
radar cross-section takes the approximate for

r~o~ 2[J F(y)e" 2 yVo(Y)y dy
a'.(10. 28)

N R ( l)e 2v1,[G(y)+H(Y)I y dy

where F(y) is the complex voltage reflection coefficient of the structure at a radial distance y from the
axis of symmetry, and -/ is the free space propagation constant.

It is difficult to estimate the function F(y) because of the non-uniformity of the electron distribution
within the plasma sheath. Moreover, these distributions are not well known; only in a few cases have detailed
flow field calculations been made and published. Approximations must then be made, not only because of the lack
of data but also because of the desirability of developing a method for which numerical calculations are not too
involved.
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As a first simplification, the distributions across the plaskaseatii, in the diretion p a ilel to -the axis
of symjry, are approximated by ayerged~constant distributions. This is justified in-the jresent-case because
the !hock detachient distance. represents bnly a fraction of the wavelength, and consequently no significant --

-spatial resolution can h expected- along the direction, of sight. On the contrary; in the transverse direction.
gradients can"be seen-asithe dimensions involved are comparable to thewavelength aideven longer.

Further simplification is obtained ,when the shock front curvature is approximated by- a staircase. function
with steps much smaller than-the wavelength. Then the element of integration appears' as-,a small-corona of
radius, y.. According to the flow diagram; inFigure 10. 19, the voltage reflection coefficient-of this plasma
corona backed by a metal surface takes the form

r 12(y)- e 2Y,2 (Y)H(Y)

F(y) = - 2 Y2(Y)H(Y) (10.29)
I-r,2e"

where y2 is the plasma propagation constant and rx, the voltage reflection coefficient at the shock front
where- an abrupt discontinuiey isassumed. These last two quantities can be calculated in terms of plasma
frequency, 0. -and electron collision frequency, o as follows:

Y1 --2

"Y1 + "Y2

27T1! J__ (10.30)

.7, 2, 1 / 2Y2, + + 1 "))

We recall thatthe stagnation values of plasma frequency and collision-frequency are available from charts
for,hot equilibrium~airl°'.9 ,l°3O according to projectile velocity and pressure. However, outside-of the
stagnation region thesefrequencies must-be estimated from detailed flow field calculations.

-Results of detailed flow field calculations ,at, CARDE, verify that the radial distribution of free -electrons
in the plasma sheath of ,a sphere can be described approximately by the following, two-parameter formula

n(y) n(O) exp (-y/aR)b (10.31)

where R is the radius of the sphereand a and b are parameters indicating the spreading of ionization
and the decay rate, respectively. The interesting point with this siv)le formula is that even without prior
knowledge of the values of a and b for ,a given experiment, it is still possible to analyze the radar- results
by-adjusting these parameters so-as to fit the data.

Figure 10.20 shows the results of a study of the influence of the pair~aeters a and b for the flight
conditions corresponding to the minimum value of the radar cross-section occurring in Figure 10.17. (For
simplicity, the stagnation value of electron collision frequency was assumed constant throughout the sheath.)
Some discussion of the uniqueness of the determination of a and b is in order. From Figure 10.20 it is
apparentthat chere is an infinite number of ways to choose a and b such that the -12 db level in radar
cross-section can be attaine a velocity of 4.4 k/se. However, U unique set of parameters that one seeks
is that for which the cross-section is a minimum at these conditions. Considering that the form of the-electron
distribution should not vary rapidly with velocity, sothat the parameters a and b can be assumed constant
over the velocity range of interest, different sets of parameters were tried, each of thew being related to a
point -on segment X, in Figure 10.20. In this way, t was found that the set, a = 0.474 and b = 4 , provides
a reasonably good match to the experimental data, as illustrated in Figure 10.21.

The same analysis was applied to some GM/DP radar cross-section esults °10'. obtained at 10 torr using
projectiles consisting of plastic slugs with spherical metal noses of 1.25-cm radius-of-curvature. The radial-
electron-density function inferred, from the radar data by the forego.ng analysis is shown in Figure 10.22. Also
shown on the figure are the results of a theoretical avwrage distribution calculated at CARDE by Ellington for
conditions at 10 torr on 2.5-cm-diameter spheres, using the reaction scheme described in Section 10.4.1. The
agreement is remarkable.

In the light of this physical-optins model the mechanism of microwave-interaction with the plasma sheath of
metal spheres is clearly indicated: The distribution of power-reflection coefficient along the shock front is
a "pinched function" which covers only the central part of the front surface of the projectile when the strong
reduction of radar cross-section first appears (at a velocity of 4.25 km/sec in the case considered here). As
the velocity increases, the overdense disc of plasma extends over the Fresnel zones to give rign to successively
destructive and constructive interferences between the signal reflected from the disc and that reflected from
the part of the projectile which is not screened by overdense layers. The number of Fresnel zones, and 4ience

the number of oscillations encountered as a function of velocity depends, of course, upon the radar frequency
and the size and shape of the hypersonic body.
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10.6 AVERAGE WAKE-ELECTRON-DENSIT¥ AND (OLLISION-
FREQUENCY MEASUREMENT

As mentioned previously, the measurement of electron density distributions in the ionized wakes of hypersonic
projectiles are of prime interest to the understanding of the electron-determining reaction mechanisms in the
wakes and te the study of the radar retuin associated with re-entry objects.

One important result of the analysis presented in Section 10.A is that only two plasma parameters really
influence the propagation of microwaves through an underdense ionized medium, namely, the free electron density

which is mainly responsible for phase shift, and the electron-collision frequency which is mainly responsible
for attenuation. For an accurate determination of these parameters in the wake of hypersonic projectiles
launched in-ballistic ranges. the most valuable microwave instruments.have proved to be the single-pass inter-
ferometer and the resonant cavity.

10.6.1 Single-Pass Interferometer

The interferometric method consists in using a bridge circuit to yield the total phase shift experienced by
the probing wave upon its passage through the plasma. Several types of microwave interferpmeters and display
techniques have been described by Heald and Wharton1 ° '28 and others 1o- "0 1°'"10.41 

2 The choice of the
technique mainly depends upon the phase, space, and time resolution needed.

One technique adopted in ballistic range studies is to mount a microwave fence of adjacent focused beams in
a plane perpendicular to the line of flight, (Fig. 10.23). By using dielectric lenses with small focal-length-
to-diameter ratio, the microwave field is concentrated into P cylindrical region whose diameter is of the-order
of the wavelength, thus permitting the system to have a good spatial resolution. Electrical isolation-of the
beam is ensured by an appropriate spacing between the beams and, in :ertain cases, by alternating the polariza-
tion from one to another.

The choice of the operating frequency is gov.erned by such factors as the spatial resolution required, the
maximum electron density to be measured, and the availability of microwave components. For example, systems
developed' °'4 3 using frequencies at 35 GHz and 70 GHz, have shown that electron densities in the range of 1010
to 101 3 electronm/cm3 can be measured with sufficient spatial resolution to permit the mapping of constant-
elictron-density profils in axisymmetric wakes.

The measurements are made by recording both the amplitude and phase variations produced by the wake. The
phase shi.t is obtained by comparing the transmitted signal-with a reference signal through hybrid elements.
A block diagram of a typical one-channel microwave interferometer is shown in Figure 10.24. In this type of
interfcrome'er. the reference signal provides a bias on the crystal detector to ensure operation in the linear
region. By making the amplitude, A(t) , of the probing signal small compared to the bias, two components are
obtained in phase quadrature, namely,

S1 (t) = A(t) cos (t) (10.32)

S2 (t) = A(t) sin q5(t)

t being time. The phase angle, 0(t) Is then explicitly given by the formula

0(t) = tan" - t 
. (10.33)

As shown in the figure, the amplitude, A(t) , is simply obtained through the use of a directional coupler.

Figure 10.25 shows results for A(t) and A(t) sin q5(t) obtained at CARDE from observations on a 2.5-cm-
diameter polycarbonate (Zelux) sphere in a ballistic range at 4.6 km/sec, and at a pressure of 70 mm Hg. Both
quantities are given as functions of time, or equivalently, as functions of axial distance in body diameters,
x/D . behind the projectile. The regions of flow probed by each beam can.be seen from the illustration-at the
bottom of the figure. The size of of the circles indicates the spatial resolution of the beams relative to the
flow, and the arrows simply indicate the polarization. The strongest signals occurred in beams 3 and 4 which
were located almost symmetrically about the axis of the flow. Because of the symetry, both beams show similar
amplitude and similar phase behavior. A strong absorption pulse is first observed when the sphere cuts the
beams. In tact, this pulse reaches the cut-off level predicted by the pre-flight calibration. Immediately
behind the projectile, when the beams are in the rarefied region, the transmission returns to the high level.
A second absorption pulse follows immediately at the recompression'shock, indicating an important increase of
ionization at this point. With increasing distance behind the projectile the signal traces gradually reach
theii initial levels. The signals obtained from channels 1 and 2 were observed to behave differently, of course,
according to the region of the flow that was probed.

The signals recorded give the sum of the variations occurring along the lines crossing the wake, they represent
"integrated" results. Before applying Equations (10.22) of Section 10.4 to find the electron density, n , and
the collision frequency. v . it is necessary to solve the "integrals" and obtain the variation per unit length
occurring at any point in the wake. The experimeatal measurements are then used to obtain an approximate
analytical expression of the integral, the radial functions are deduced by assuming symmetry of revolution in
the flow. The method for doing this is described in Reference 10.44. Unfortunately, while the technique is
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fairly strztghtforward in principle, the stringent requirements in accuracy of the signals in various beams make
it very difficult to obtain precise contour maps of- electron density in practice, except for a relatively select

set of conditions. The problem with the inversion technique is that relative errors of the order of 10 percent

(which would be considered excellent for an integrated electron density measurement from one beam) can generate

regions of apparent negative electron density-and other anomalies-in the deduced contour maploS.

Typical results obtained by the application of this method are shown in Figure 10.26. Contours of constant

electron density in the region near the wake of a "Zelux" sphere are indicated. These results are the average

of 5 firings under the same conditions. The increase of ionization at the recompression shock is well marked.
In the region of the wake shown, most of the ionization seems to be confined to a cylinder having a diameter
let than twice the body diameter.

From such rounds, valuable information can be deduced about the rate of recombination of the electrons, the

influence of ablation products upon ionization, and so forth, over a wide range of firing conditions.

1.6.2 Resonant Cavity

The microwave Interferometer is restricted to measurement of electron densities of 1010 electrons/cm
3 or

greater. This sensitivity limitation of the interferometric method leads to the use of the resonant cavity method.

Here,,an increase in sensitivity of the order of the Q of the filled cavity can be obtained when plasma is
occupying the total volume over which the field has significant values.

It is well known-that the plasma introduced into a microwave resonator will change the resonant frequency.

fo , and will ten4 to lower the Q of the unperturbed cavity. The presence of a low-electron-density plasma
(dielectric conbLant, 6 , close to unity) with-a low electron-molecule collision rate, v , will shift the
resonant frequency of the cavity by an amount Af (f -f 0) such that

Af V, -12(10.34)
fo 2h _ + (/ 01 [IE dv 0

and will modify the Q according to the relation

! Pl.o v, ( 1/ ) 2 [JE2 dr 1 2v f
- _______________ --- (10.35)
Q -1 + NOl 2  JE 12 dv (10.35

where E is the local field in the unperturbed resonator, v is the volume of the resonator, and v, is the

volume of the perturbing plasma. As before, OP and o are the angular frequencies of the plasma and of the
propagated signal, respectively. Knowing the field distribution and the parameters of the cavity which may be

obtained from other indirect measurements, the electron density and electron-molecule collision frequency can

be calculated for measured values of Af/f0 and A(I/Q)

In the resonant cavity method, systems can be built by using two types of resonators: UHF resonators (closed
resonators) and quasi-optical microwave resonators (open resonators). Two typical examples of such systems,

as well as their use for microwave-plasma-wake diagnosis, will now be presented.

10.6.2.1 Closed U11F Resonator

The closed cavity employed in plasma diagnostic experiments at UHF frequencies resonates in the TMo0 o mode,

which has a longitudinal electric field parallel to the line of flight of the projectile. Entry and exit ports,

provided to permit free passage of the projectile, are made with orcular tubes of such a diameter that at the
operating frequency the tubes are beyond propagation cutoff and the UHF field is thus confined inside the cavity.

Figure 10.27 shows a diagram of a cavity used at Lincoln Laboratory, MIT, in which pellets of diameters varying

from 4.7 mm to 12.7 am were fired at speeds ranging up to re-entry velocities
1 0' .

The wake electron density and collision frequency are derived from the change of the cavity transfer impedance.
Two circuits are used: In the "standard" circuit used for plasma diagnosis in a high-electron-density wake

(values of electron line density, N , ranging from 1012 to about 108 electrons/cm) thephase and the amplitude of
the output signal from the cavity are compared with the corresponding values of the empty cavity. To measure

electron line density from about 109 to about 10s electrons/cm, a "difference" circuit is employed. Here the
output signal is balanced against the input signal of the cavity. Figure 10.28 shows the combination of the

two systems, permitting measurement of the electron line density from 1012 down to about 105 electrons/cm.

By this method of measurement the plasma is characterized by the linear electron density. N , the number of
electrons per unit length; that is, if the plasma column is located in the region of nearly constant electric
field, then

N = 'e n(r) 27r dr , (10.36)

where Pe is the radius of the plasma column, and n(r) is the radial distribution of volume electron density.
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Relations for calculating the electron line density and the electron-molecule collision frequency are
reproduced below (in the present nomenclature) from Reference 10.19.

For the "standard" circuit:

7Ir(J()m sin FS ,cos -S 

N = .Io 1 electrons/meter
(Q LOQL S, L sin IP

(10.37)

(cos 4'collisions/sec,
sin 4J

and for the "difference" circuit:

N -. 2J:(C)m S2  12 -=electrons/meter

SQeLOQL sin 4,
(10.38)

(cos 4 - S2) collisions/sec.

sin q52

Here a 2.405 is the first root of Jo(X) = 0 . J. and J, being respectively the Bessel functions of zeroth
and first order; m . the electron mass; qe the electron charge; g. the vacuum permeability and (a. the
loaded Q of the cavity. S represents the normalized output amplitude and 4 its phase shift. The subscripts
1 and 2 refer to results obtained with the standard circuit and difference circuit respectively. Detailed
derivation of Equations (10.37) and (10.38) can be found in Reference 10.46.

It is clear from Equation (10.36) that this method yields no direct information either on the radial distribu-
tion of the electrons or on the plasma column diameter. .Moreover the electron collision frequency, v , for
momentum transfer has been assumed constant. In order to obtain information about the plasma column diameter

of the wake of a hypersonic projectile in free flight, as well as data on the transition from laminar to turbulent
flow and the volume electron density, the projectile can be fired at right angles to the electric field within
a cavity operating in TMo10 mode (Fig.10.29). The measuring circuit is the same as the previous one described.

Assuming a uniform cylindrical plasma distribution, Reference 10.47 gives for the electron density, n
wl)sinn = .qe . c sin 4 elec/cm3  (10.39)

qCos4- J

and for the electron wake radius, Pe

p 2 J, (L)Sc 2 cos 4- (I/S o) - So
Pe (10).40)

4.QL (1. 189) (P/V)(So-cos 4) + sin q5

where 8 is the height of the cavity (Fig. 10.29), 4P is the phase shift of the output signal, SO , the normalized
signal amplitude, while the other symbols have been previously defined. The value of v can be estimated by

the relation

v = 2 x 108 x (pressure in Hfg) (10.41)

or from measurements with the same technique at low electron density1 "''.

10.6.2.2 Open Microwave Resonators

The closed UHF resonator described in the previous section. ftile having excellent sensitivity (from about
101 2 down to about 105 eleetrons/cm), has poor spatial repolution. if used with larger projectiles (4.7 mm to

12,7 mm was the diameter of the pellets fired in the 1W resmators of Ref. 10.46), part of the cavity, namely
the entrance port, will physically interfere with the flow field, mand cause reflections of the bow shock which
may modify the distribution of ionization in the wake. The smaller cavity dimensions demanded by operation at

higher frequencies lead to the same limitations.

At higher frequencies, the open microwave resonator can be used to overcome these difficulties. Primich,
Hayami, et al. 1 0°"-'0°' have shown that quasi-optical microwave rehqnators can give sufficient spatial resolu-

tion, good sensitivity and negligible wake perturbation. Also by using a number of resonators displaced radially
as in the focused multi-probe interferometer, the radial gradients can be determined. '.. this section a brief
description of concentric focused Fabry-Perot resonators 10

.'
2 will be presented, and their use as a plasma

diagnostic instrument outlined. For a more detailed analysis of the various open resonators, the reader is

referred to the paper by Boyd and Kogelnik °'0' 3

The configuration of a focused Fabry-Perot resonator for plasma diagi ,sis is shown in Figure 10.30. It has
been shown 10.1 that by an appropriate choice of reflector spacing, ape, ;ure radius, and reflector radius of

curvature,, such a microwave structure resonates in the dominant TM 0q mode in which the field distribution is
given by
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=Eodb(0) ~- (y2 +-z25j1 x (cos kx) -for evC-n values of q
E(x~y~z) - - exp -2 -1(10.42)

db(x) [ (x) y x (sin kx) for odd values of q

where

(j)1/2(2R 1/t 4x'
db(x) _ I11+ (10.43)

is the spot size of the TEM..Q mode at coordinate x defined by twice the value of (y2 +z 2)1 /2 for

E(x.y.z I

Here. X is the wavelength of the unperturbed resonant signal, k = 277/X , q = 2dr/( -1) and other quantities
are defined-In Figure 10.30. The envelope of the field distribution at which (E/Eo)2 = l/e is also shown in
the figure.

Moreover, it has been, shown 1 0 -5 1 that for maximum sensitivity (which is directly related to the Q) the
resonator must be operated 'at a dr/ ratio near 1.9.

Using Equation (10.42) for the electric field of the unperturbed resonator, tayami and Kelley10 -5 2 have
found that the relative resonant frequency shift of the resonator due to the presence of the plasma cylinder
can be represented by the relation

-f = 7Dpo F[xo.yo.DV.db(0)] = 1 tan 9'- (10.44)
f- 4dr nc 2Q

where for a Gaussian radial density distribution

P (D+d(0)) p j cos 2kx exp (10.45)

and for a uniform radial density distribution

p /2 T2
2Dp o cos
d=- J./exp [s 2 co 0 k 1 sin (kDp cos cos 0 dG. (10.46)

7Tdb(O) 772db(O) [Co DV

Here, n. represents the electron density at the plasma-wake center-line; nc ,.the critical electron density
defined by nc = e2m%/q ; Dp., the diameter of the plasma cylinder for a uniform distribution and the diameter
to the 1/e point in density for a Gaussian distribution; db(O) the diameter of the microwave beam to the
1/e point in power, at x 0 ; Q , the unperturbed Q of the resonator; and q the phase shift of the
transmitted signal due to the perturbation of the resonator by the plasma. For other definitions refer to
Figure 10.30.

Figure 10.31 shows a block diagram of the system for measuring Af . The frequency of an oscillator is
periodically swept through the bandpaas of the cavity and the transmitted signal is displayed on an oscilloscope
whose time base is related to frequency. As the wake passes through the cavity, the location of the successiveresonant frequency peaks referred to the unperturbed cavity resonant frequency peak give the values of Af

(Fig. 10.31). The swept-frequency resonator system is limited in the first instance by its relatively slow
response to a rate of change of frequency, thus forcing the system to sample the wake only at relatively long
intervals of time during the passage of the wake. Secondly the determination of Af is difficult because it is
done by locating two maxima which are close and eventually this becomes a critical limitation when the system
is used for measuring a small perturbation.

To overcome these limitations, a phase system (Fig. 10.32) can be used'o5 2 for measuring the phase of the
transmitted signal and thus for determining the value of Af from Equation (10.44). The klystron is set at
the resonant frequency before perturbing the resonator and the Q is measured under the same condition. The
maximum rate of perturbation to which such a system can respond is related to the time response of the resonator
itself. Q/o0 , (approximately 0.2 microsecond for a Q = 50.000 and operating frequ.ency of 35 GHz) and to the
rise time of the phase measuring system.

On the other hand, the sensitivity of the system can be increased by increasing the Q of the cavity, but
this will cause a deterioration in time response'of the system. A compromise between the maximum sensitivity
and the desired time response is required.
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10.7 SCATTERING OF MICROWAVES FROM UYPERSONIC WAKES

The microwave diagnostic techniques described in the preceeding section are useftd to determine average
electron distributions in hypersonic wakes. These distributions, in the case of-laminar wakes can be used in
conjunction with an appropriate scattering model to predict reflection properties aad values of radarcross
section. In the case of turbulent wakes, however, the scattering depends not only itpon averaged values of
electron density but also upon spatial and temporal variations. Thus, scattering wasurements can be reg*Wed
as a way to obtai, information about the wake structure, in addition to assessing the validity of theoretical
itcattering models. The interest in this approach also arises from the fact that scpttering measurements are
the only type of radar measurements that can be made on the wake of hypervelocity objects moving intothe
earth's atmosphere, such as meteors and re-entering satellites or rockets.

Of particular interest is the case of scattering from largely underdense wakes in which the process of single.
scattering can be assumed. Then the signals arising from the different parts of the wake are independent from
each other and the formulation of the problem is greatly simplified by using the Born approximation which yields
accurate results in this case. This is very fortunate because the- inclusion of multiple scattering processes, .

which are dominant in an almost critically-dense plasma, is a very difficult task that defies accurate formulation.

The purpose of this section is to indicate the type of information that can-be obtainedfrom radar scattering
measurements on underdense wakes. This includes the observation of -the laminar to turbulent wake tr-anSition.
the measurement of the average turbulent -wake velocity and a brief description of wake structure studies using
well known scattering models applicable for underdense laminar and turbulent wakes. Particular attention is
given to the study of the statistical behavior of the turbulent wake.

10.7. 1 Laminar-to-Turbulent Wake-Transition Studies

The ballistic range has been the site of a considerable number of, studies of the transition from laminar to
turbulent flow in the hypersonic .wake. In free-flight tests, photographs of the wake are obtained;with the aid
of optical systems, such as schlierens, and transition is identified on the photographs by irregularities in the
images of the viscous wake core at some axial distance behind the body. The techniques are described in
Chapter 8.

Wilson'0 -5t has recently discussed the possibility that the viscous wake may sometimes be turbulent but
appear laminar in a schlieren picture because the gas density is too low to produce adequate refraction of the
light. This problem is aggravated in the case of blunt bodies by the high-temperature (low density' layer of
gas formed around the viscous wake by that part of the "inviscid" flow-which has.beenm6st highly heated by
passing through the nearly normal part of bow shock wave. Tue outer limit of this hot, inviscid layer is fairly
sharply defined in a schlieren photograph and may resemble a laminar'viscous wake even though there be an
"invisible" turbulent viscous wake inside it. Only when the turbulence propagates radially to the outer (higher
density) edge of the hot layer does the schlieren detect it. Radar waves, on the other hand, may penetrate
the hot layer and be scattered by the turbulent core.

It has been reported 1'0" that backscattered radar signals have indicated -thea presence of turbulence in the
wake, even when this could not be ascertained with certainty from schlieren photographs.

A convenient eperimental approach is through the use of a focused-beam Doppler radar viewing the wake from
an oblique angle. When the illuminated portion of the wake is laminar the reflection' produced are mainly
specular, and no si~nificant signal is returned to the radar. However, at the time of transition, the appearance
of turbulence in the radar beam can produce significant reflections in all directions, in particular towaids
the radar. Thus the transition is associated with the beginning of the detection of a random signal caused by
the turbulence. It can be observed whether the wake is overdense or underdense.

10.7.2 Turbulent-Wake Velocity Measurements

Turbulent-wake velocity measurements can be performed on under-dense wakes using the same radar arrangement
as described above for the observation of laminar to turbulent wake transition. The wake should be underdense
enough to ensure that the backscattered signal contains all possible Doppler components corresponding to the
velocity profiles existing in the wake.

Observations of the wakes of spheres made at GM/li.L '0-  have shown strong backscatter exhibiting pronounced
periodicity with random modulation. The mean periodicity was obtained by averaging data over small axial
intervals and the wake velocity determined. An example of such data is presented in Figure 10.33. Recent sphere
wake convection velocity measurements made with electrostatic probes appear to be in good agreement with the
radar measurements1 .

There appears to be little prospect of measuring turbulent wake velocity behind slender bodies such as
sharp cones by this technique. In contrast to returns from sphere wakes which exhibit strong periodicity with
a superimposed amplitude modulation, the returns from cone wakes exhibit no periodicity'" S . The signals
appear to be random with much lower fluctuation rates than those observed behind spheres.
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'As the difterent|nodels launched in ballistic ranges are ijuily auismetric, the discussion is limited
here to the Case-of-naderdense axi s netric. wakes. Assuing further that the collision frequency is much
smaller than the angular radar frequency. then the dielectric constant of the plma remains everywhere close
to d ity and can be represented by

np. z)
K = 1 (10.47)

c

where nc is. the critical electron density and- n is the local electron density at a point of radial coordinate
p and axial coordinate z (see Figure 40.34).

The problem of scattering of plane electromagnetic waves incident at an arbitrary angle on such a dielectric
structure has been formulated by Albini and agelberg" ° - s' -10*5 using the Born approximation. At large distauces
from the structure, the integral representation of the scattered electric field, E,. takes the approximate form

?k2 sin j r)
si r X[ ] [11(Jkor0.48),,,-,_~ ~ IL -jL - -j  (n) ,

where I(n) = ,n(i') expljCk, - f1 : . ]d?i (10.49)

90 is the amplitude of the incident electric field; k o the vacuum wave number; r the magnitude of , which
is the vector frum the scattering-region to the point of observation directed along the line of sight to the
point of observation; X the angle between 'and the direction of polarization of go; and VEi and Ir are vectors
of magnitude ko oriented along the direction of incidence and the direction of the point of observation.
respectively.

The differential scattering cross section, defined as the ratio of the power scattered into a differential
element of solid angle divided by the magnitude of the incident power flux, is then given by

2
k2 sin X

S= 0 ] I(n)I*(n) (10.50)

where the asterisk denotes the complex conjugate.

Because of the-assumed symetry of revolution, the integration over the polar angle q5 (see Figure 10.34)
can be carried out, with the resultiO' s 7

I(n) = 27ffn(p. z) exp(jk0yz) Jo(k0 p)pdp dz , (10.51)

where J. is the zero order Bessel function and

-Y =  Cos 0 - Cos 00 (10.52)

(sin 2
o + sin 2

o - 2 sin 0sin 0 Cos0 o)/2 , (10.53)

and 0o and 00 are the angular coordinates of the direction of observation.

This form is very useful for studying the influence of various radial and axial distributions of the
scattered field pattern. Several types of distributions have been considered by Albini 1'57, notably in the
case where the electron density function can be written in the form

n(pz) = A(p)B(z) . (10.54)

The inverse problem, which consists of determining the electron distribution from the analysis of experimental
data obtained at different angles or differ ent frequencies, is difficult to solve. One approximate approach
is to assume some realistic parametric functions whose parameters can be adjusted so as to match experimental
results, in a way similar to that taken in Section 10.5 to study the plasma sheath.

10.7.4 Scattering by a Turbulent Wake

Since the original paper of Booker and Gordon 10' 9 in 1950, many studies have been reported on the problem
of scattering of electromagnetic waves by numbers of randomly distributed scatterers. Under the same assumptions
as in the case of the laminar wake discussed above, but considering further that the fluctuations in electron
density arising with turbulence cause the scattered field to fluctuate, the average value of this field can be
written 10'57 as

( ) 2.n ] I((n X )) (10.55)

where

I(( n n) (n(Y1') ) exp[j(r k-Xi.] di' . (10.56)
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As the local electron density can be written as the average value. (n) . in the vicinity of &he point
indicated by j? plus a perturbation. Sn . the expected value of the differential scattering cross section
takes the form

k; sin X
7nnc j [R(n) + 4'(8n) (10.57)

where

t(n t=J,(n(_Ft)) ( n*(?'))]exp[j(fI-frMPr-?:)] d3f'd3?

and I(Sn) is a similar function in which n is replaced by Sn . The integral It(n) represents the
contribution arising from the average distribution in-electron density while the integral f(Sn) represents
the contributions due to fluctuations. Experimentzl observations 10-60 have indicated that in most cases the
second integral is much more important-than the first which can often be neglected.

Mathematically, the expression P(Sn) is the Fourier transform of the spatial correlation function of the

fluctuations in electron density, and as such represents a power density spectrum which characterizes the
turbulence. The measurement of the scattered energy at a given wvelength and in one particular direction
determines one point on the Fourier spectrum with the wavenumber 2ko sin ((/2) , where ) is the smalle~it
angle between fi and fr . The complete spectrum can be obtained either by varying the radar frequency.or

the angle of observation. Figure 10.35 shows an arrangement of three focused antennae used at G/DRL 0"'61 for
observations at different frequencies, and Figure 10.36 shows the antenna system used at CARDE to monitor :,he
scattered signal in five different directions around the wake. Whatever the approach taken it is always

convenient to illuminate the same volume of wake with the different antennae in order to simplify the task
of data analysis.

When the turbulence is isotropic and the correlation length is small comparatively to the size of the
illuminated volume of wake, the statistical behavior can be described by a one-dimensional correlation function

and the corresponding Fourier spectrum is readily obtained. The usual approach is to assume again a realistic
form of correlation function and adjust the descriptive parameters so as to match experimental results. Exponential

and Gaussian laws are often considered as well as a more general law given by Tatarsky 1°-62' and used notably
by Pippert1'0 6

0 in the analysis of field radar data, and by Guthart et al1 °" 3 in the analysis of laboratory
data obtained on a plasma jet. Significant amounts of data concerning scattering from turbulent wakes~as
observed in ballistic ranges have not yet appeared in the open literature.'

The correlation length so obtained determines the average size of the energy-containing eddies in the turbulent
wake. On the oth.er hand, if the fluctuations of free electrons do follow mass fluctuations then the amplitude
and the form of the power spectruim determines the intensity of turbulence, the way the kinetic- energy is
distributed among the differprit eddies, modes of exchange of internal energy, and dissipation rates by viscous
forces 10.62.

In addition to recording the amplitude of the scattered sigual, it is also useful to record the phase as a

function of time. In particular, when the phase changes arising from the time fluctuations of electron density
are slow compared to the phase ctauges produced by the displacement of the eddies, the velocity component in
the direction (Vi can be measured. The complete velocity spectrum characterizes the type of motion occurring
in the turbulence.

S
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Fi.04 The rtoof waveguide radius to free-space wavelength at cut-off for various modes in a circular
waveguide (after Moreno, "Microwave Transmission Design Data", Dover PNblications, Inc.)
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Fig. 10.8 Multi-sweep oscilloscope record of the motion of a projectile in a gun barrel using the hybrid-T

configuration. The signal is displayed from left to right and fron, bottom to top. Each cycle
represents a projectile displacement of half a guide-wavelength
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ri i

00

TIME, msec

F'ig.1O.9 Frequency-discriminator record of the velocity of the projectile in a gun barrel using the Doppler-
radar configuration. This record was obtained at CMWDE at 9.95 GHz on a 38-mm-diameter gun

barrel. (Courtesy of L.Moir)
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Fig. 10. 10 Typical results from gun-cycle measurements as obtained at Ames using the gun barrel as a
microwave cavity
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Pig. 10. 11 Typical result from gun-cycle measurements as obtained at CARDE using a Doppler radar. The solid
curves are the experimental results. The dotted curves are theoretical predictions based on an

approximate gas-dynamic model. (Courtesy of N.Cloutter)
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Pig. 10. 12 Definition of the various regions of the flow field surrounding a hypersonic object. In the figure,
the model is assumed to be at rest, while the gas is flowing over it. VO , Vf . Vc ' represent

respectively the free stream velocity, the ,,elocity at the turbulent front and the velocity on the

wake centerline
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Fig. 10. 13 Illustration of specific ionization rates for the various groups of ionization processes (atom-atom,
electron impact, photoionization, etc.) as functions of distance behind the shock and for various
shock velocities. Diatance behind the shock is measured in numbers of upstream mean free paths,
I1 . The specific ionization rate is defined as the absolute value of the time rate-of-change of
the normalized electron density, multiplied by the time it takes the shock to traverse one upstream
mean free path, l/V, . The initial air density is specified by the pressure, p, ' at room

temperature. (By permission from "Rate of Ionization Behind Shock Waves in Air, II. Theoretical
Interpretation" by Lin and Teare in Phys. Fluids, Vol.6, March 1963, p.355)
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Pig. 10. 14 Range of measurable electron density in a path length. L , using adiabatic phase shift analysis.
The term "nonlinear", as used here, means that the phase shift is not directly proportional t3
average density. The minimum detectable densities assume a~phase resolution of 7T/10 , or 180.

(By permission from "Plasma Diagnostics with Microwaves" by Heald and Wharton. copyright 1965,

John Wiley & Sons. Inc.)
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Pig. 10.15 Oscilloscope display of CW-Doppler-radar record. The upper trace shows clearly the inverse-fourth-
power law, while the lower trace shows the Doppler frequency from which the model velocity can be

obtained. (Courtesy of General Motors Corporation, Defense Research Laboratories)
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Pig. 10. 16 Schematic diagram of a CW-Doppler radar and simulator unit mounted in a hypersonic range
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Fig. 10. 17 Normalized dynamic radar cross-section as a function of model velocity for 2.5-cm metal spheres
fired at a range pressure of 76 torr. The radar frequency was 35 (3Hz
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Fig. 10. 18 Geometrical definition of the terms used in the radar cross-section integral given by Equation 10.28
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Pig. 10. 21 This figure illustrates how well the observed variations in radar cross-section with projectile
velocity can be explained on the basis of a simple two-parameter electron-density function
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Fig.10.22 Comparison between the radial electron-density function inferred from analysis of radar-cross-section
data and that obtained from flow-field calculations
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Fig. 10.23 Muti-beam focused-microwave interferometer for electron-density measurements in hypersonic wakes.
(Courtesy of General Motors corporation. Defense Research Laboratories)
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Fig. 10. 24 Block diagram of microwave-intgrferometer circuitI
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Fig. 10. 25 Typical example of amplitude and phase records from a 4-channel microwave interferometer (x is
distance behind projectile and D is diameter of the projectile)
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Pig. 10. 26 Example of a map of constant-electron-density contours in the iwake of a 2.5-cu-diameter polycarbonate
(Zelux) sphere fired at a velocity of 4.6 bm/sec in air at a pressure of 100 mEg
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Fig. 10.27 Geometry of a UHF closed-resonant cavity experiment. (Courtesy of Massachusetts Institute ofSG oTechnology, Lincoln Laboratory)
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Pig. 10.29 Geometry for a cavity plasma-wake-diameter measurement. (Courtesy of Massachusetts Institute of
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Fig. 10 30 Schematic of operation of open resonator. (Courtesy of General Motors Corporation, Defense
Research Laboratories)
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Fig. 10. 31 Block di~gr==a of swept-frequency resonator system and sample of photographic record. (Courtes7
of General Motors Corporation. Defense Research Laboratories)...
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Fig. 10.33 Doppler-radar measurements of turbulent-wake velocity behind 15-mm spheres, at a range pressure of
100 torr and velocity of 5.65 km/sec. as a function of axial distance from the body, measured in

body diameters. The wake velocity, Vw , is normalized to the projectile velocity, V . (CourtesyL of General Motors Corporation Defense Research Laboratories)
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Fig. 10.34 Illustration of the scattering geometry considered by Alb.1ni. 'Aftei Albini, "Scattering and
Absorption of Plane Waves by Cylindrically Symmetrical Underdense Zones," in AIMA Jour.

Vol.2. March 1964, p. 524)
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POINT MEASUREMENTS IN THE WAKE

L.Tardif, C.IaHaye. D.Heckman, D.Ellington and J.G.G.Dionne

I1.1 INTRODUCTION

The wakes of projectiles fired in ballistic ranges bear a very close resemblance to those produced by larger
bodies flying at very high altitudes. If the flight velocity and Reynolds number are duplicated, the viscous
wake of the model should closely simulate that of the larger vehicle, except for two, well-recognized effects:
(1) The higher pressure needed to match the Reynolds number on a small model leads to differences in equilibrium
composition of the wake, including the equilibrium degree of ionization. (2) For processes which are governed
by other than binary scaling, the chemical kinetic effects will differ between model and vehicle.

In addition, far downstreamfrom the model, wakes in the ballistic range may be disturbed by reflections of
bow and wake shock waves from the range walls and equipment. The reflected waves have been observed to displace
the wake and to affect significantly the temperature, mass density, and electron density measurements. This
interference can best be studied at low pressures, where laminar wakes may be achieved. Absorbing materials on
the walls can help to suppress reflections. The best results have been obtained with anechoic-type Fiberglas
wedges. Acoustic Fiberglas and urethane foam blanket treatments become inefficient at low pressures. But in
studies to date complete suppression has not been obtained.

Therefore, the detailed study of wakes in ballistic ranges must be viewed as an effort to understand the U
physical processes which govern the behavior, and to verify theory, but not as a valid simulation of all features
of the wakes of large entry bodies at high altitudes. In Chapter 10, the use of microwave techniques to determine
electron density in the wake was discussed. Since the best spatial resolution possible with conventional micro-1
wave frequencies is comparable to the wake diameter, this technique leaves a need for improved spatial resolution.
Even if higher microwave frequencies were available (wavelengths in the millimeter range), the response to the
ionized wake would be improper, because the plasma frequency would be too low.

In order to study the detailed structure of wakeE, therefore, several measurements of wake properties by other
means have been tried. These techniques, grouped under the title "Point Measurements in the Wake," are the subject
of this chapter. The objectives of these measurements are to determine loca) variations in velocity, temperature,
density, and electron population. Most of the methods described have been tried only recently and are therefore
evolving rapidly.

The four techniques included are each based on a distinctive principle, some of which have been a,,plied in other
kinds of test facilities. They are: spark tracing of ionized paths to determine velocity, electrostatic
(Langmuir) probe measurement of the wake plasma, heat transfer (hot wire or cooled film) anemometry, and electron
beam excitation of the flow to determine density from optical radiation emitted. The special features of these
techniques for ballistic range studies will be noted, and their capabilities and limitations given, consistent
with the present state of their development.

11.2 VELOCITY-PROFILE DETERMINATION BY USE OF SEQUENTIAL SPARKS

11.2. 1 Description of Experimental Technique

The technique of using sequences of sparks for the measurement of flow velocities has been treated by various
authors 11 .''.2 . This technique is a quantitative flow visualization experiment which operates on a very

'1 simple principle. When an electric spark is produced between a pair of electrodes, a low resistance ionized
path is created between the electrodes and appreciable ionization persists for about 0.1 millisecond. Subse-
quent sparks produced during this time interval will follow the ionized path made by the first spark. When
a series of sparks of short duration are made across the wake of the projectile at properly selected time inter-
vals, the ionized path due to the first spark is displaced at the velocity of the gases in the wake and each
succeeding spark reilluminates the ionized path. By open shutter photography of the spark traces, a profile of
the displacement of the gas i3 obtained and the wake velocity profile can be ialculated knowing the time interval
between the sparks.

To produce the sparks, 90 kilovolt pulses of 0.8 microsecond duration have been used across the electrodes and
a maximum current of 20 amperes is measured in the discharge '" 3, 1-. These high-voltage pulses can drive the
spark across gaps of 12 to 18 cm at pressures from 10 to 200 torr. The time interval between the sparks can be
adjusted to any value from 3 to 150 microseconds. A typical train of pulses may consist of a series of four
pulses at intervals of 3 microseconds to form the spark path, followed by a series of 4 pulses at properly selected
time intervals. It has been found experimentally that large curvatures of the spark path may reduce the accuracy
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of the measurement. These large curvatures can be avoided by restricting the time intervals between spark firings.
Satisfactory results are obtained when the wake displacement between two firings of the spark is 10 to 20% of the
viscous wake width.

With the recent development of a method to select the position of the spark in an array of electrode pairs, it
is possible to measure multiple radial profilee in the wake of the same projectile. Figure 11.1 shows the stereo
photographs of the three sequences of sparks made in the wake of a 2.5 cm aluminum sphere trnvelling at 4.4 km/sec
at ambient pressure of 40 torr. These three sequences were mode at axial distances of 450. 1000 and 2400 body dia-
meters using spark intervals of 35. 75 and 150 microseconds respectively. The switching of the spark position is
made in the following way: The three anodes (top electrodes in Figure 11.1) are connected in parallel and the
+90 kilovolt trains of pulses are applied to the anodes. The cathodes are insulated from one another and a 10
microsecond. -30 kilovolt pulse is applied to the cathode at which the spark is to occur. The reliability of th,
spark switching depends on synchronization of the positive pulses fed to the anodes with the negative pulses on
the cathodes. The switching also depends on the fact that between sequences, the old spark path is convected out
of tho electrode region by movement of the aake. -Switching of the spark position has been achieved after intervals
as short as 0.75 millisecond.

Preliminary measurements have indicated that the sparks do not necessarily pass through the center of the wake
along a straight path and therefore, a three-dimensional record of the spark path is required. This has been
produced by a precision-stereo system consisting of two cameras whose optical axes lie in the horizontal plane

and intersect at the center of the electrode gap. One camera looks downrange at 60 degrees from the flight axis,
while the other looks in an uprange direction, also 60 degrees from the flight axis. Horizontal and vertical
reference lines are provided to define the geometry. A film reader reproducing the range geometry is used to
perform the three-dimensional analysis of the spark traces. The flight trajectory of the projectile with respect-
to the spark paths is determined to an accuracy of 2.5 mm from the X-ray shadowgraph system.

11.2.2 Data-Reduction Method

An example of the data reduction procedure is given using the sequence of sparks shown in Figure 11.2. In this
case, a series of sparks was made at a distance of 600 body diameters behind a 2.5 cm diameter aluminum sphere
travelling at 4.4 km/sec at an-ambient pressure of 40 torr. The sequence of 7 sparks at 40 microsecond intervals
is shown together with a Schlieren photograph taken imediately after the occurrence of the fourth spark. It is
seen that, in this case, the diameter of the turbulent wake ia greater than the electrode gap.

In order to obtain velocity profiles from these data, it is necessary first of.all to locate accurately the
flight path of the projectile with respect to the horizontal reference lines. Theplates from the stereo spark
cameras are then mounted in the stereo projector reading assembly which is aligned by using the vertical and
horizontal reference lines. The co-ordrates of numerous points of each spark in the xz and yz planes are
determined by standard phutogrammetric techniques. Projections of the sparks are shown in Figure 11.3 where the
x axis is the direction of flight, the z axis is the vertical direction and the y axis is horizontal. This
figure shows the displacement of three of the sparks in the yz plane and it is seen that none of them passes
through the axis of the wake which was displaced about I cm to the right of the electrodes. This was the case
for all seven firings of the spark in this sequence. The velocities are computed by measuring-the distance between
-oints on consecutive spark traces and dividing by the measured time intervals between the sparks. It is assumed
in the analysis that the velocity in the z direction is zero.

Graphs of the resulting velocity profiles obtained from every pair of consecutive sparks are shown in Figure
11.4. The notation V.3 means the velocity profile computed from the second and third sparks. No measurements
are shown closer than 0.3 body diameters from the axis, because the sparks did not pass through the center of the
wake. Averages of the profiles shown are usually used for further analysis.

Data which have been gathered by this technique behind spheres travelling at supersonic and hyrersonic velocities
are reported in References 11.3 and 11.4. Comparisons with data obtained by an alternate technique, an electro-
static probe array, will be made in a later section.

11.3 ELECTROSTATIC-PROBE MEASUREMENTS

Electrostatic probes have also been used to investigate turbulent wake plasmas. but they present some difficulty
in the interpretation of the probe current. The requirement of high enough air density to make the wake turbulent
in the ballistic range pre,rents operation at sufficiently low pressures for the established collisionless probe
theory to be applicable and an appropriate continuum theory is not yet established.

Typically, the ion collection theories available indicate that the probe current depends on electron and ion
temperatures, pressure, probe voltage, etc., as well as on charge density. If the flow were in thermal equilibrium,
then the ratio of the rms electron density fluctuation compared to the mean electron density would be so much
larger than similar ratios for temperature and other variables that it could be assumed that the observed probe
current fluctuations (under proper bias) are dominated by charge density fluctuations. Under these conditions it
could be assumed that statistical analysis of the probe current signals would determine the statistics of the
charge density fluctuations. However. it appears that the wake is very often not in equilibrium for conditions
studied in ballistic rarges and the ratio of the rus probe current to the mean current is small enough t cast
dAubt at this stage of our krosledge on the assutpion that charge density fluctuatioms dcaimte the p-oce-s.
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Nevertheless, it has been observed at Lincoln laboratories' - that the mean current to an electrostatic probe i

a wake follows the mean electron density, and there is some supporting evidence from turbulent flame study at
Ctanford Research Institute"" that a major contribution to fluctuations in probe current is due to fluctuations
in charge density, at least in the case of thermal equilibrium.

Of course some results can be obtained with probes which do not depend on the interpretation of the probe
current. For example n measu rements of convection velocity, velocity fluctuations. and to a lesser extent, time

scales of the turbulence, the electrons in the wake may be considered as a kind of passive contaminant or tracer.

The final objective of electrostatic probe work in turbulent wakes is to measure mean electron density and the
characteristics of ele'wt-oa- 4ensity fluctuations. The most valuable results to date, however, have been obtained
by eiploring other psromisini avenues. tn particular, velocity. At CAR E, beginning with the use of single probes.
it me realized that interpretation of a-probe signal time history in terms of a spatial pattern would require
the use of Taylor's 'hypothesis and a suitab!e mean wake velocity. Rather than rely on the results of another

experiment, an attempt was side-to measure wake velocity with a device consisting of two probes aligned parallel
to the line of flight. Whe tistecbnique gave-promise of success, it was only a short series of steps to the
adaptation -of the classicaltwo-probe techniqqe, one fixed and one moving, used to investigate turbulence in
steady jets 1 " 7 . The-analogous technique Is an electrostatic probe array technique of the type in use at CAMVE
to investigate wake turbulence in the ballistic range 1 '.

figure 11.5 shows a typical axial electrostatic probe array consisting of five equidistantly spaced electro-

static probesn-mited in a thin support with the probe tips aligned along the flight trajectory so as to present a minimum
Interference to the-flow. Because of projectile trajectory dispersion, the radial distance of the wake axis from
the-tips of-the probes is only approsimately deter ped when the projectile is fired. After the passage of the
projectile, the wake grows onto the array. As the wake As convected past, it is seen in sequence by the first
probe in the array, then the second, third, fourth and-fifth. To achieve synchronization of the signals needed
in the-data reduction, the signals of each of the four last probes-are recorded individually on a Fastax film
along with the signal of the first probe. Figure 11.6 shows a typical example of the four pairs of probe signals
from five probes (P1 designates the first probe, P. , Pa , P, and P5 the following probes). The signals on

each film are digitized and a cross-correlation curve of each probe signal with the signal of the first is obtained.

Because of-the decay of the mean wake velocity and the decay of the mean electron density in the wake, the sets
of- electrostatic -probe signals are divided Into short segments. The normal length of a correlated interval of

signal is about 0.5 millisecond; which corresponds to a change of axial distance behind the projectile of about 30
body diameters. Figure 11.7 gives an example of a family of cross-correlation curves from a given set of probe
signal segments. the envelope drawn over the four cross-correlation curves represents the autocorrelation in the

moving frame1 1'7 from which a tiae scale measuring the temporal change of the turbulence pattern can be inferred.
The points of tangency between the cross-correlation curves and the envelope measure the time lag arising before the
pattern which first passed the first probe P1  arrives at successive probes. By plotting the distance between
pairs of probas as a function of the time lags obtained corresponding to the various points of tangency, we arrive
at a curve such as the one given in Figure 11.8. The slope of the straight line fitting the points is a measure
of the convection velocity of the wake past the array of probes. Successive sets of signal segments provide
successive estimates of the velocity history along the wake at a given radial distance thereby allowing a complete
profile of normalized wake velocity versus axial distance to be plotted"' 9 .

Recent work at CARDE'I °10 has indicated that the spacing between the pairs of probes in an axial array cannot
be reduced beyond the point where succeeding probes see a 'low disturbed by the preceding probe. Further investi-
gation of this effect has been carried out by Ghosh and R-hard at RCA Victor Research Laboratories'' 1 .

11.4 COMPARISON OF VELOCITY DATA FROM SEQUENTIAL SPARK PHOTOGRAPHS AND PROBE ARRAYS

Wake velocity data from sequential spark photographs is in the form of velocity profiles as a function of
radius at fixed axial distances in the wake (Fig.ll.9). Convection velocities from the electrostatic probe array,
on the other hand, are obtained iv the form of velocity profiles as a function of axial distance behind the base
at a fixed distance from the azis of the wake. In order to permit comparison of the experimental results from

the two techniques, a large number of radial profiles at various axial distances, as measured by the spark
technique, may be transformed into axial profiles. he normalized mean velocities are plotted and interpolated
to obtain velocity data at selected radial distances, say, 0.1, 0.2, 0.3, 0.4, etc., body diameters, for various
axial positions. The axial distributions of data points thus obtained can be compared directly with the axial
distributions of data points obtained by the probe array at the same r'adial distance.

Such a comparison has been made, with data collected at CARDE. Because of scatter in the sequential spark data
due to turbulence, which masks differences resulting from various ambient conditions, relatively large variations
in ambient conditions have been tolerated in the data used to obtain the axial distributions of velocity, in! order to increase the statistical confidence. Radial profiles measured behind 2.5-cm-diameter spheres travelling

at velocities between 3.6 and 4.6 km/sec were used because the normalized wake velocity shows a very weak dQpend-
ence on projectile velocity in that range of velocities. Measurements made at pressures varying between 20 and
76 torr have been utilized despite the appreciable dependnce of the wake velocity on pressure. Assuming a linear
dependence of wake velocity on ambient pressure, however, the distribution of data points is reasonably balanced
giving an average pressure of 40 torr. A total of 40 radial profiles were used in the formation of these
distributions of points. A least mean squares fit of an equation of the form
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Vw/V =a + b log (x/d)

where a and b are functions of radial position, was made on the distribution of velocity data points at each
preselectea radial distance. This particular form of equation has no theoretical justification, but fits the

data very wll. Figure 11.10 shows a typical example of the semilogarittmtc least mean squares fit (open circles
and full line) of the sequential spark wake velocity data at a radial distance of 0.7 body diameter. The scatter
of the data points is attributable in part to the large range of ambient conditions included in the data. Note
that data are presented for axial distances from 130 to 1000 body diameters. The comparison with the electro-
static probe array results obtained behind a 6.9-cm titanium sphere travelling at 4.6 ka/sec at an ambient
pressure of 20 torr Is shown by the filled data points and dashed line. The scatter of the probe array data

points Is typical of the velocity fluctuations that can be observed on a single measurement of an axial velocity
profile. More measurements at the same conditions may change the scatter; however, the agreement between the
results obtained by the sequential spark and the probe array techniques is remarkably good.

Comparison of the results of these two techniques with the results of an integrated wake velocity measuring

technique - the sequential Schlieren photograph method of Herrmann et al. 1 1 " 1 2 - is indicative of the advantage of
point measureents. The Schlieren technique averages the wake velocities through the wake and across the velocity
profile 11 .1 3. and consequently underestimates the wake velocity on the axis11'1 O,11'

13

II. S COOLED-FILN-NEMOUETER MEASUREMENTS

An application of hot wire aemometry to the study of the turbulent characteristics of projectiles in free
flight was made by Fox. et al. 11' 14, employing a constant temperature anemometer to study the wake of 0.22 calibre

rifle bullet travelling at supersonic speed in a ballistic range. These measurements were aimed primarily at
determining the frequency content of the wake and from the measured power spectral density, the microscale and

integral scale of the turbulence were determined as functions of axial distance downstream.

In the hypersonic wake the environmental temperature may exceed the operating temperature of conventional hot
wires and it becomes attractive to consider the use of the cooled film anemometer developed by Fingerson 11' 5.
An experimental application of this technique at CARDE has employed two a.iemometers at different temperatures to

determine both temperature and velocity.

In the cooled-film constant temperature anemometer, the sensing element consists of a tiny pyrex-U-tube, 0.15 mm
in diameter, through which a cooling fluid can be circulated (Fig.ll.ll). A platinum film, one micron thick and

1 m long, is deposited on one limb of the U-tube and electrical contact is provided by a gold coating on the rest
of the tube. With the coolant circulating through the sensor, the platinum film is maintained at constant resis-

tance (and hence constant temperature) by means of a bridge circuit (of which the sensor forms a branch) and a

feedback system.

In the absence of any heat transfer between the film and the environment, electrical power supplied to the film

element is dissipated by the coolant circulating through the sensor. When this element is exposed to environmental
conditions such that a power transfer Q,,V occurs between the environment and the element, the power supplied to

the element electrically, QPS , is adjusted so that the power dissipation to the coolant QWATER is unaltered.
In this way fluctuations in bridge voltage are related to changes in the environmental conditions. The power

balance described is indicated schematically in the lower part of Figure 11.11.

In the two-temperature method, two sensing elements, each controlled by its own heat flux system, are placed

in close proximity to each other and to the predicted flight path of the projectile. The sensing elements are

maintained at two different but constant temperatures and the two outputs are recorded simultaneously on the same
Fastax film. The signals from the two probes can be analyzed to yield wake temperature and velocity as functions
of distance behind the projectile.

The analysis is based on an empirical relation between Nusselt number, Nu, and Reynolds number, Re, of the

probe cylinder, and the assumption of constant pressure in the wake. One relationship employed is that due to

Collis and W1I iams .1 6 which was obtained for the cooling of heated cylinders at relatively low environment

temperatures and under subsonic incompressible flop conditions in undissociated air. This relationship is

Nuf (Te/Tf)m = a + b (Ref)n , (11.1)

where subscript f refers to so-called film conditions or conditions in the boundary layer of the cylinder. (The
effective boundary layer temperature Tf is usually taken as the mean of the sensor and environment temperatures.)

The environment temperature is Te, and a ,, b , m and n are empirical constants given below:

Ref a b m In

0.02-44 0.24 0.56 0.17 0.45

L" -40 10.48 0.17 0.51
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The Hsselt number in Equation (11.1) "s defined as hcd/kf , where he  is the beat tra-sfer coefficient corrected
for slip flow effects, and is related to the md6rrected coefficient. b. by the relation

1 1 2 (rn)(d)

h ks  (11.2)

Here, In is the Knudsen number 'evaluated at the sensor temperature. Ts , d is the cylinder diameter, and ks
and kf are the fluid conductivities at temperatures Ts and Tf . Also, the heat transfer coefficient. h, is
related to the power input, Q, from the environment to the sensor, by the definition

h d= (Te(. )

where I is the rylinder length.

With these definitions and the usual definition of Reynolds number based on diameter, Equation (11.1) my be
expanded to obtat, the fluid velocity past the sensor in terms of the temperatures, sensor dimensions, and fluid
properties, 1/

-T8  (/k) (IT -a],In (11.4)

For two sensors operating at the same point in the fluid, but at different constant temperatures denoted by

subscripts 1 and 2, two equations of the form of equation (11.4) pertain. The velocity V may be eliminated

between them and the resulting equation solved for the environment temperature T . An iterative technique for
solution of the equations has been described by Ellington cnd Trottier1 '1 7 and the method programmed for solution
using a digital computer. A-pair of values (Te ,V) is computed from each input pair (Q1 ,Q2).

It became evident at an early stage that the method suffered from inaccuracies introduced in the calibration,
measurement, recording, reading and analysis phases of the experiment. These inaccuracies were such as to produce
an unacceptably large cumulative error in the final determination of wake temperature and velocity. For ease of
performing an error analysis Equation (11.4) has been written in a simplified form

( e (j) (11.5)
I! (Te -Ts,) VZ /

Q2  (Te-.s)fT - (11.6)

for the two sensors respectively corresponding to the Colis and Williams correlation for 44 < Ref < 140 (n ': 1/2and a =0). It has been assumed that the term containing the Knudsen number may be neglected. Then, Z1 ,2 is defined

1,2
1,2 d b217 212 k2  (T1  /Te) o.34 "

1,2 1,2 fl,
2  1,2

A

For a given ambient pressure, over the range of realizable values of Ts , and T82 , the values of Z do not
vary by more than a few percent for typical values of Te likely to be encountered in the hypersonic wake. Thus
we take

ZI = Z Z

and from Equations (11.5) and (11.6) obtain

Te = s2 -T1 (11.8)
K-1

and

ZQ'(K-I)2
V = ,(11.9)

(T5 -T5 )(s Ts2
2 1

where we have defined the parameter K.
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Q , Te -T o
K -= - = I'I,1.10)

Q, Te  -T, 2

The fractional error in K is related to fractional errors in Q, and Q. Assuming IAQ,/Q1 -IAQ,/Q21
IAQ/QI , we note that the max imum error in K occurs when

__ -AQ 1  AQ,

Q Q, Q2

The resulting errors in T,, and V are given by

AT e  AQ /KT. K

and

AV fIQ l

Equations (11.11) and (11.12) have been evaluated as functions of K for various combinations of sensor
temperatures. Figure 11.12 is appr)priate to sensor temperatures Ts, = 4000 K and T2 = 7000 K . It will be
seen that the values (0Te/TP)/(6Q/Q) increase sharply for values of K between about zero and 2.

With distilled water coolant and laminar coolant flow, the platinum film temperature cannot mrach exceed 450" K.
This is because the high mass flow rate through the sensor required to accommodate the higher film temperatures

without coolant boiling may cause transition to turbulence in the coolant flow, which produces the equivalent of

electrical noise in the bridge circuit. Under hypersonic wake environmental conditions of Te = 10000 K , and
To, = 400" K and To2  = 5001 K , the maximum realizable value of K is about 1.2. Under these conditions,
the error analysis shows that 10% error in the measured heat transfer signals can result in a maximum error In
estimated wake temperature of 60% and a maximum error In estimated wake velocity of 220%. The corresponding
figures for To, -600" K . ,T 2 = 8000 K . T 1 = 000" K are 8% and 60% on temperature and velocity respectively,

corresponding to a I0 error in measured signal.

Consequently. some effort has been expended to increase the maximum operating sensor temperature and also to
improve the accuracy of the measurement. With regard to the former, it has been found that with the use of a
coolant of higher viscosity than that of water, the mass flow of coolant can be increased to accmmodate a higher
sensor temperature before the coolant flow becomes turbulent. Temperatures in excess of 8000 K have beer obtained

in this way. with the use of fluids such as Fluorolube PS.

The use of Pluorolube in one of the sensorb also permlt:- the power dissipation to the coolant to be equalized for
the two sensors. This is Itecessary, because as can be shown analytically, the frequency rusponse of the system
is proportional to the power dissipation to the coolant.

Trials have been made using sensor temperatures of 400o K (water coolant) and 700D K (Pluorolube). Under these
circumstances the frequency response of the two sensors is reasonably matched. Figure 11.13 shows typical
temperature results using the two temperature methods in the inviscid region of the wake and in the viscous core.

Although the mean temperature values are probably reasonable, the fluctuations observed are still subject to
question. It has been decided that further progress in this technique will require the additional pre:ision

capability of digital data recording, However, some residual error may be expected to remain because of the
physical impossibility of pitting the two sensors in precisely the same small fluid element.

11.6 ELE;CTRON-1EAM EXCITtTION TO DEFINE DENSITIES IN WAKE

w:n a beam of electrons traverses low density air, a small number of electrcns collide with nitrogen molecules

leaving the nitrogen in an excited state. In dropping down to the ground state (almost instantaneously), the

excited molecules emit radiation, and the intensity of the radiation is a measure of the gas density in any small
volume from which th, fluorescence is observed. At gas densities low enough to prevent non-radiative de-excitation
processes. the light output is a linear function of gas density and electron beam current.

This technique has been successfully usea in the study of densities in shock tubes and shock tunnels (Refs. 11.18.
Il.19.11.2-O). It is also applicable to the measurement of mass density in the wakes of hypersonic projectiles.
Th. technique i.s capable of temporal and spatial resolution without mechanically interfering with the wake flow.
Necause th. electrons are att,nuated and scattered by oxygen and nitrogen molecules, Ambient pressures at which

,... ,-hnl*i '- ran b. us%-d sr restricted tj less than 10 torr. Th.s pressure limitation permits measurements of

-. . i -s b-h !A~inar and Turbulenat ro . but redwces th.- capability of the techib to mesure

13eSt Availjable CopV
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detailed analysis of the excitation emission processes was reported by Muntz1 1. 21 and Casel -22 Davidson

and A'Neil I d - 2 3 have made a complete spectrographic study of the radiation. The bulk of radiation is emitted by
the second positive system of the neutral nitrogen molecule N2(2+) and by the first negative system of the singly
Ionized nitrogen N+(I-). For pressures above one torr, which are of most interest, the intensity is found to be

both stronger and more linear from the N2 (2+) system than that from the N2 (1-). Tests conducted in pure nitrogen
at pressures up to 10 torr have shown that the intensity of the N2(2+) system is more linearly dependent than is
the case in air.

A density measuring apparatus which has been used at CARDE is illustrated in Figure 11.14. A 100 Key beam
generator, capable of a beam current of one milliampere has multiple pumping stages allowing operation at test
section pressures up to 10 torr. The light collectiag and field defining system consists of a quartz lens and

j a slit defining a 1.2 mm by 12 mm field of view with its smaller dimension alovg the beam direction. The photo-
detector thus measures the fluorescence originating in a cylindrical volume geometrically defined by the field of0

view and the beaw diameter and spectrally limited by an interference filter centered at 3375A with half-peak

bandwidth of 55A and a transmission of 45%.

Calibration under static conditions at room temperature and various nitrogen pressures ranging from 0.5 to
10 torr has shown some departure from an exact linear dependence. The calibration data can be fitted by

S =k-- , (11.13)a+p !

where S is the output signal from the photodetector

k is a normalizing factor 4,

a is a parameter to fit the curve shape

p is the gas eensity.

By a least mean squares fit of the calibration data points, the value of a can be determined. The determination
of the normalizing factor k is more difficult as this value depends on various experimental and instrumental
parameters such as the solid angle of the light collecting system, amplifier gain and detector sensitivity, as
well as filter and lens transmission. However k can be determined by measuring the fluorescence intensity under
ambient conditions just prior to the arrival of the projectile. Then

km k (11.14)

a + p,

Equation (11.13) is solved todefine the density ratio normalized to ambient conditions,

p aS(ka-S (11.15)
pW p. (ka -S)

and k is determined from LFJation (11.14).

The parameter, a , is related to the quenching efficiency of the gas and may have a temperature dependence.
Shock tube results of Cuelac 1 22 however, have shown the temperature effect to be negligible at temperatures of

interest In wakes at velocities of the order of 4 km/sec.

Typical measurements of average density as a function of downstream distance in the wake are shown in Figure

11.15. These densities were obtained along the axis of wakes of 6.9-cm-diameter titanium spheres fired at
4.6 km/sec in nitrogen and air atmospheres at 8.0 torrl''21 , 1 "

.
1
. Correction for the reduced attenuation of

the beam in the presence of the wake would lower these densities slightly. Recent wake density computations per-
formed by K.S. Wen e al. 11.26 allowing variable diffusivity along the turbulent wake have shown excellent agree-
ment with these experimental results for axial distances from 10 to 1000 body diameters.

As noted in the Introduction, the techniques described above are all of very recent origin. It is expected
that they are capable of further development and improvement. It also seems clear that other., similar measurement
techniques could be identified and dpveloped. The possibilities for such direct measurements in the near vicinity
of free flight models is a new direction for ballistic range instrumentation, which will perhaps be further
exploited in the future.

K
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_ _ _ _ _ _ _ -A,

Xd450 '1000 2400:

Fig.i1.i Stereo-photographs of three sequences of sparks made at axial distances of xid 450, 1000 and 2400
behind a 2.5-an-diameter aluminum sphere.

Fig.11.2 Stereo-photographs of a sequence of sparks obtained behind a 2.5-ca-diameter aluminum sphere.
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Fig. 11.3 Projections in the xz (axial) and yz (lateral) plane of the series of sparks of Fig.11.2.
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Fig.1ll.4 Radial profiles of the axial and lateral wake velocities obtained from the spark photographs of Pig. 11.2.
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Fig.ll.7 Fully of cross-correlation R(xr) curves obtained from corresponding 0.5-mil!zs-ond sections of

the probe-current signals shown in Fig. l.6.
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Fig.11.8 Convection-velocity determination from the data sho-4n in Fig.1l.7.
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Fig. 11.10 Semilogarithsic rms fits of sequential-spark and probe-array normalized wake-velocity data, compar~d
at rid 0.7.
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Fig.11l1 Cooled-film anemometer, typical heat-flux power balanc,. ;Tbe inzert shows the senssr element.)
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CONVECTIVE-HEATING NEASUREUNTS
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12.1 INT3ODUCTIC'N

Ballistic rarges and free-flight tunels have only Infrequently been used to measure convective heating because
of the difficutly of detersintzg the rate of temperature rise of the model surface in flight. Although consider-
able effort has been made to develop miniature active telemetry systems for this purpose, the lack of data obtain-
ed shows tbe difficulty of this approach. A brief de6crtvtion is given of what has been done and what the future
holds in store for active telemetry. However, throe methods of determining heat-transfer rates have been devel-
or-,d t.the level of producing reportable data in the last 15 years for use in ballistic ranges; one is based on

pasobiv telemetry, while the other two are completely different in approach. Other convective heating data have
deduced from studies of recovered ablated models. These techniques will be summarized in this chapter.

The passive telemetry system12' 1 uses the electromagnetic conpling between two coils, an energized (signal)

coi1 In the model which flies through a fixed coil (antenna) in the ballistic range. The coil in the model is
energized by the output of a thermocouple, and in turn induces a cureont in the pickup coil in the range. The
pickup coil output is proportional to the current fsom the thermocouple and hence to the surface-temperature rise.
By firing the model through a series of coils placed along boresight a temperature-time history of the model is
obtained and from this the heat transfer can be inferred,

The second method involves calorimetric measurement of the total aerodynamic heat in the recovered model,

immediately after it has been decelerated from a high initial velocity by aerodynamic drag '1 2 ' 2 . Since the heat
content of the recovered model is accurately measured in a calorimeter, a series of teats at various launch

velocities can be analyzed to yield heat-transfer rates. One of the limitations of thin method is that, if the
heating rate to the model becomes high enough (e.g., by increasing launch velocity) the model will begin to melt
and lose material so that the calorimeter will fail to measure the total heat input. This particular limitation
becomes the basis for the third method.

The third method is based on the detection of the time of onset of melting of the model12 "2. The onset of
melting on free-flight models can be fairly reliably detected, since tie molten material runoff apparently forms a
fine opaque mist which yields a shadow image in the range photographb. Surface melting on the model ordinarily
occurs first where the heating rate is highest - at the stagnation point for most models. The time at which
melting first occurs is a measure of the stagnation-point heating rate.

These three methods are basically independent of each other and each has inherent advantages and disadvantages.
It should be noted that all three are applicable with most guns and baliistic facilities. Each places its own set
of requirements on range size, pressure levels, and auxiliary equipment.

12.2 ACTIVE TELEMETRY

Considerable effort has been expended (notably, M.Letarte et al., of Canadian Armament Research and Development
Establishment, and P.L.Clemens et al., of von Kirmin Gas Dynamics Facility, ARO, Inc.) on active telemetry systems
to measure heat-transfer rates. The telemeters used are typically transistorized F%1I-P systems with a carrier
frequency of about 60 MHz, and a subcarrier frequency of about 50 KHz. Thin-film gages have been the most
frequently usea temperature sensor for these systems.

The development of an active telemetry system for high-velocity launches has been hampere' by the fragility of
the electronic components built into the models. Transistors, for instance, are unusable in their off-the-shelf
state and must be carefully potte .. With careful selection of suitable components and tedious manufacture, active
telemetry models have been tested sLccessfully. The acceleration loads have been limited to about 200,000 g
(quite modest by light-gas-gun standards), which resulted In launch velocities of less than 3 km/sec. The use of
integrated circuits might overcome many difficulties of the past; unfortunately, however, there is evidence that
above 4 km/nec the ionized sheath around the model will impair the data transmission in the case of blunt-nosed
models.

Clemens has compiled a comprehensive bibliography on telemetry suitable for br'listic-range use1 2 "3 . His
survey listed 30 references chronologically from June 1954 to July 1962, including the extensive work of Letarte.
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12.3 PASSIVC TELENETRY

The models used in passive-telemetry heat-transfer tests contain a copper-censtantan thermocouple, the active
element, connected in series with a low-resistance coil, as shown in Figures 3.31 and 12.1. The hot junction,
located at th'. nose of the model in Figure 12. 1, is formed by the copper-calorimeter nose cap and the constantan
wire core, which also joins a copper disk buried in the model (the cold Junction). The small copper coil, wound
on an insulating form. joins the disk to the edge of the calorimeter.

The detector is a multi-turn, single-layer, center-tapped, coil wound on a cylindrical dielectric form and
enclosed by an electrostatic shield to minimize spurious signalA caused by the model's static charge, its ionized
flow field, and wake. A photograph of a pickup coil with its shield and support is shown in Figure 12.2.

The experimental setup shown in Figure 12.3 illustrates one of several identical detector stations. The
magneti- field caused by current flow in the small coil in the model induces an e.m.f. on the pickup coil. This
signal, recorded on a differential-input oscilloscope, is proportional to the current flowing In the excited coil
and to the rate of change of mutual inductance between the two coils. Since all these parameters are either
known before the flight or are measured during the flight of the model, the temperature history of the calorimetei
can be determined. A representative signal is shown in Figure 12.4. Only the central feature (i.e., th?
antisymmetric rise. fall, and return to zero) is of importance. The other signals are electromagnetic interference
picked up from the firing of sparks in the shadowgraph stations.

12.3.1 Analysis

The voltage induced in the pickup coil by the moving model is given by Faraday' s law

= _10.d d (MI) ,(12.1)

dt

where

e = e.m.f, induced in the pickup coil, volt

M = mutual inductance between the coils, pH

I = current flowing in the model coil, A.

If the current is assumed to be constant during the short passage time in the coil, the voltage induced in the
pickup % oil is

e = -10! I . (12.2)
dt

The mutual inductance between the two coils may be expressed12" as

M = 0.00986 t A 2 +b( ) , (12.3)
b V[(x +b)2 + A %[( b) AJ2]

where

a = radius of model coil, cm

A = raius of pickup coil, cm

2b - length of pickup coil, cm

Na number of turns of modei coil

NA number of turns of pickup coil

x axial distance between the centers of the coils, cm.

With the appropriate coil dimensions substitued into Equation (12.3), M is defined. Equation (12.3) may then be
differentiated with respect to x , and this derivative substituted into Equation (12.2) (after transforming
Equation (12.2) from time to distance as an independent vaiable by dM/dt = VdM/dx) to give

e = -8.826 x 10-6 IV ({(X+1.905)2 + 25.80613 / 2 - [(x-1.905)2 + 2 5 . 8 06 - 3 12} (12.4)

In order to reduce the data from the peak voltage recorded on the oscilloscope, Equation (12.4) is differentia-
te( to find the value of x for which e is maximam. The substitution of this value of x into Equation (12.4)
)ields

emax = kIV, (12.5)

%hcre. tor the part icular coil dimensions of Reference 12.1. k = 3.78 x 10-8 volt sec/ampere cm. The value of
ema x can be determined from the oscilloscope record, V (cm/sec) can be calculated from the time distance
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history recorded in shadowgraphs and on electronic timers. Thus. I , the current flowing through the model
coil, can be determined. The product of I and the known circuit resistance of the model gives the voltage
output of the thermocouple. The temperature rise of the nose cap can then be obtained from a copper-constantan

thermocouple calibration curve.

The preceding calculations are valid only when the model axis and pickup coil axis cnincide. For off-center
shots, the voltage induced in the coil is still given by Equation (12.2); however, the expression for M
(Eqn(12.3)) must be modified to account for the radial distance between the axes of the two coils. This expres-
sion has been evaluated on a digital computer1 2"1. The result of this evaluation, as applied to the coils in
that reference, is shown in Figure 12.5 as a correction-factor plot. This curve was verified experimentally by
measuring the mutual induction (using a probe coil with a measured current to simulate the model coil in off-
center positions), as shown by the experimental points.

The raw experimental data give a temperature-time history of the inner surface of the copper-cap calorimeter.

To ccumpute the heat-transfer rate at the stagnation point, the following assumptions are made:

(a) Temperature is uniform across the thickness of the copper cap.

(b) Conduction along the cap may be neglected.

(c) Conduction past the :nner surface of the copper cap may be neglected.

The heat-transfer rate, , is obtained from the measured rate of rise of model surface temperature through
the expression

kl dTq (12.6)
C( dt

where

= thermal diffusivity of copper

k = thermal conductivity of copper

1 = thickness of the nose cap

T = measured temperature.

Assumption (a) is intimately related to the finite response time of the copper calorimeter cap. It has been
shown 12,' that the error incurred in making this assumption is less than 2 percent. Assumption (b) is satisfied
because the heat-transfer rate over the entire front surface of the copper cap does not vary by more than 5
percent. Assumption (c) is fulfilled because the boron nitride behind the copper cap is a good heat insulator;
the constantan stem is not only small but a relatively poor heat conductor (conductivity about 1/20 of that of
copper) as well.

12.3.2 Desip Factors

The working equations which define the signals to be expected indicate the significant parameters for designing
the models and antennas, and selecting test conditions. Because the expected signals are small (less than 10 mV),
it is important to optimize the design of the model and the antenna to obtain a favorable signal-to-noise ratio.

From Equations (12.2) and (12.3). the signal is proportional to the current in the model coil, the number of
turns, and the square of its radius. The maximum allowable coil radius is fixed by the model size; and the maximum
ampere-turns is obtained when the coil resistance is one-half that of the thermocouple. The constantan wire which
forms the hot junction largely determines the circuit resistanzce."However, this wire must necessarily be small to
minimize heat conduction away from the calorimeter, even though a larger wire would increase the signal potential
of the model and facilitate its fabrication.

The coil form in the model must be a good insulator, and it must not deform when heat is applied to the nose
cap to silver-solder the hot junction and the coil. Boron nitride, while not a strong structural material,
fulfilled the requirements adequately when supported by an aluminum alloy afterbody.

The circuit resistance was accurately measured with a Wheatstone bridge before final assembly. Epoxy cement
was used to join all nonelectrical surfaces and fill all voids.

To achieve efficient coupling with1 the model coil, the pickup coil should have a large number of turns and a
small radius, as indicated by Equation (12.3). In practice, however, the number of turns is limited by the
corresponding increase in the amount of aoise picked up by a more sensitive coil. Moreover, it is desirable for
the coil to have a high resonant frequency to insure flat response, which also limits the number of turns of the
coil. The coil should be critically damped with a resistor whose value can be determined experimentally.

The size of the pickup coil is determined by the dispersion of the gun-launched models; that is, a coil too
small would not only be more susceptible to damage from erratic launches, but the correction for off-center
flights would be more critical. With the radius of the pickup coil four times the usual dispersion at the last
coil station of successful launches, the off-center correction was found to be usually less than 10 percent.
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12.3.3 Comparison With Other Techniques

The accuracy of the heat-transfer measurements using this technique is believed to be comparable to that made
using calorimeter heat-transfer gages in shock tubes. (Some experimental data are shown in Figure 12.15.) Since
the radiated field is essentially d.c., it is unaffected by the ionized sheath around the model, so that the
technique is usable at hypersonic speeds. The hot thermocouple junction can be located in areas other than the
stagnation region, e.g., on the afterbody, where this technique would have a distinct advantage over conventional
wind-tunnel tests because of the absence of sting effects. On the debit side, the models are fragile, difficult
to manufacture, and difficult to launch at high speeds. The vulnerability of the pickup coils to damage from

model impacts is also an expensive nuisance.

12.4 CATCHER-CALORIMETER TECHNIQUE

The heat content of ballistic-range models can be determined by capturing them in a calorimeter after flight 12 2, 12. 6 .

The test arrangement for this catcher-calorimeter technique is shown schematically in Figure 12.6. The model, held in
a completely enclosing sabot, on being launched from the gun emerges from the sabot and enters the range, where it

is photographed in spark-shadowgraph stations while decelerating. The model scale, model material, air density,
and range length are selected so that the model slows below a speed of about a hundred meters per second before

entering a catcher. The model decelerates to zero-forward velocity by piercing many sheets of paper and then falls

through a funnel into the calorimeter, where its total heat content is measured.

As the model decelerates during its flight, a major portion of its kinetic energy is converted to heat in the

surrounding air by virtue of the strong bow shock wave; some of the energy is delivered to the model surface by
boundary-layer convection. The rates of energy loss and model heating are highly variable along the trajectory,

and the analysis must allow for this.

12.4.1 Heat-Input Analysis

The instantaneous average heating rate over the model surface, av , is defined as

qav q1 lAw , (12.7)
Aw A

where ?j. is the local heat-transfer rate, and A. is the wetted area of the body. The functional relationship
between qav , free-stream density, model scale, and velocity, for laminar flow, is taken as

1 2 .5

a K ,(12.8)

where p, is the free-stream density, r is a reference length (e.g., radius of curvature at the stagnation

point), V is the fligt speed, and K and n are constants to be determined.

The total aerodynamic heat transfer to a model during a given trajectory can be expressed as

Qaero Awf av dt' (12.9)

where t is the time of flight.

The equation relating velocity and time is

dV V2

-= -P00CDA-I
dt D 2

where

m model mass

A = reference area

CD  drag coefficient,

This equation may be used to write Equation (12.9) in terms of V as the independent variable.

Then, from Equations (12.8) and (12.9), we obtain

-K2mAw  catch Vn-2
Qaero - C d vL -d (12.10)

Since the velocity history and drag coefficient are known, evaluation of Qaero depends only on a selection of

n and K . The procedure for selecting n and K , to obtain a best fit to the experimental data, is normally
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a least-squares procedure using differential corrections. For the case of constant drag coefficient Equation

(12.10) has the simple form

Qaero ( -catcm . (12.11)ACn(n-1)(Sr)T VrI-V1 1.1

12.4.2 Design Factors and Equipment

The design of tests which employ this technique requires that the model scale and material, range length, and

ambient density be selected to slow the model to a suitable recovery speed by the time it reaches the catcher.

This can readily be done by use of the equation which gives the velocity variation with distance flown for constant

drag coefficient, which is

- = exp I COXI . (12.12)iVi

This equation is plotted to show the "elocity variration with the dimensionless distance (PACD/2m)x in Figure

12.7. Similarly, in Equation (12.8). av , ard in Equation (12.9), Qaero . are functions of velocity only,

other test conditions being given. Hence they Ma be universally plotted against the dimensionless distance.

Thus 6av has been given in Figure 12.7 in ratio to its value at launch and Qaero in ratio to Oaero at

the catcher, which makes it unncessa., ' to specify K . The exponent n , however, has, for illustrative

purposes, been assigned the value 3.15 (Ref.12.5). This figure may be used for the case of a constant drag

coefficient and a heating rate which is dependent on the velocity to the 3.15 power, to design a total-heat-

transfer experiment for any particular combination of model, test conditions, and ballistic-facility. For

example, a 0.635-cm-diameter aluminum hemisphere at 1 atm (CD = 0.9 and pA/2m = 0.1 meter
-') takes on 95

4 percent of the heat and loses 78 percent of its velocity in 16 meters of flight. It can be seen from this

figure that the major portion of the heating occurs when the velocity is still relatively high. a result of the

near-cubic dependence of heating rate on velocity.

Calculations must also be performed to determine that the model does not begin to melt, since heat would then be

discarded in the melted and vaporized material and would not all be found in the model at recovery. This require-

ment does not hold, however, if one wishes to study the heat that is absorbed by the remaining part of an ablated

model.

12.4.2.1 Sabot Design

The sabot, in addition to its usual functions of supporting the model during the launch and providing a seal

between model and launch barrel, also must be designed to minimize heating to the model from three unwanted sources:

(1) barrel friction, (2) the compressed gas in front of the sabot, and (3) the hot propellant gas behind the sabot.

The protection provided by a conventional split sabot alone against the driver gas has been found to be inadequate;

the propellant gases can pass along the parting planes of the split sabot and scorch the model. This leakage can

be largely prevented by a thin disk gas seal behind the sabot (see Section 3.4.1.1). The total enclosure of the

model within the sabot and the evacuation of the launch barrel will control or eliminate heating from gas in front

of the model. With plastic sabots, barrel friction is small and the heat generated at the barrel wall and conducted

to the model is negligible during the very brief acceleration stroke, Hence, with suitable design, ppurious heat

inputs in the gun can be made small compared to Saero.

12.4.2.2 Catcher ar.dFunel

The catcher is designed to stop models flying at subsonic speed, intact and without appreciably altering their

total heat content. A suitable catcher developed in the study reported in Reference 12.6 consists of many (50..100)

sheets of building paper hung on a rack. Sheets are spaced so that the model will fall freely between any two

sheets into the funnel.

The funnel is formed of wrapping paper with steep sides to minimize transit time. Squaring the corners reduced

the tendency of the model to spiral down the .funnel, because spiraling increases the descent interval and hence

permits additional heat loss from the model to the funnel and the air.

12.4.2.3 Calorimeter Description and Analysis

A very sensitive type of calorimeter is required, since the heat deposited by a small model may be of the order

of a joule (0.001 Btu). One type possessing the desired sensitivity and accuracy is the conduction calorimeter in

which the temperature difference across a known thermal conductance is measured as a functiui, of time for as long

a time period as any sensible temperature difference exists. Such a calorimeter is shown schematically in Figure

12.8. The differential equation for the conductive heat transfer from the source to the isothermal sink (of large

heat capacity) is

dQ

- = K,[TA(t) -TO] " (12.13)

Thus

Q = Q = K 1f [TA(t)-Tal dt. (12.14)
0
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In practice a finite integration limit can replace the infinite limit on the integral in Equation (12.14). If
properly selected, this finite truncation bus a negligible effect on the results.

In the technique described here, the calorimeter consists of a thin cup into which the model d.°opss a heat

sink to absorb the heat, and a controlleu conduction path between the cup and heat sink. Figure 12.9 is a
quarter-sectional view of such a calorimeter. To obtain a large value of TA(t) with a small heat input, it is

important to keep the heat capacity of the cup very low. To obtain rapidly a spatially uniform equilibrium

temperature with the hot model, a high thermal diffusivity is required in the cup material. A small thin silver

cup meets these requirements. The cup is instrumented with several thermocouples on the bottom exterior. All
but one of these are connected in series with the reference junctions located in the heat sink. The remaining

thermocouple is used to determine absolute temperatures.

The heat sink is constructed of two large blocks of phosphor bronze. The silver cup is suspended in a cavity in
the lower block. The purpose of two large blocks is to provide sufficient heat capacity that the temperature level
Ts in Equation (12.13) does not change more than a few thousandths of a degree while temperatures are being
recorded. Buried in the lower portion of the lower block are several iron-constantan thermocouples which utilized

"'* the heat sink as a constant temperature reference mass; all but one of these are the reference junctions for the

cup thermopile, and the remaining one is used to record absolute temperature. The model enters the cup through

a conical hole in the upper block. This hole is lined with a low conductivity material to minimize any beat

transfer due to contact with the model as it drops through to the cup.

The conduction path between the cup and heat sink consists of small support arms made of low-conductivity
material, such as epoxy resins. These are fastened between the cup and the rim of the cavity. The conductivity

of these supports (proportional to the value of K, in Equation (12.13)) is made such that the major portion of
the heat from the hot model 1 transferred to the heat sink in a few minutes. It is necessary to use very fine
thermocouples on the cup to minimize both their heat capacity and their conductivity between the cup and the heat

sink. The excess volume of the cavity can be filled with foamed plastic to minimize free convection.

The output of the thermopile is proportional to the instantaneous temlerature difference TA(t)-T. . This

output, in millivolts, is recorded on a strip chart recorder (or other suitable device) from which portions of a
typical trace are shown in Figure 12.10. The integral under this temperature difference - time curve is proper-
tional to the heat transfer. Measurements of heat inputs as low as 10-2 jbule were found to be possible with
such equipment12"6. The development of this highly sensitive and accurate calorimeter made this test technique
possible since, as noted, heat quantities to be measured may range down to a joule.

To calibrate the calorimeter, preheated models are dropped into it .o determine the constant K, in Equation

(12.14) and to determine the effects of several variables on K. such as model geometry, model orientation in cup.
model material, and nonuniform temr,i tures in the model, etc. The value of K1 was found to be insensitive to
these variables.

12.4.3 Reduction of Total-Heat-Transfer Data

The reduction of the total heat-transfer data proceeds from an energy balance. The thermal energy, Q , added
to the calorimeter by the model is obtained directly from the area under the temperature versus time curve of the
calorimeter and the calibration constant K, . This increment of energy consists of two parts, the energy due to
aerodynamic heating, Qaero, and the energy due to possible temperature differences between the model and the
calorimeter prior to launching thl model. The increment in energy, AQ , can be expressed as

AQ = Oaero + mc(Tmi -TAi) , (12.15)

where m is the mass of the model, c is tie bperific heat of the model material, and TMt and TAi are the
prelaunch model and calorimeter temperatures, respectively. Equation (12.15) may be solved for Qaero * It is
assumed that there are no extraneous heat sources. This assumption is justified if proper precautions are taken.
(See Section 12.4.5 for the details of these precautions.) The initial model temperature is evaluated from the gun tempera-
ture prior to launch. To assure that the model attains the gun temperature, it is loaded as much as an hour prior to launch.

12.4.4 Typical Results

Some typical total heat-transfer data obtained with such a calorimeter technique are shown in Figure 12.11,
where total aerodynamic heat input, Oaero , is plotted as a function of launch velocity VL for eight indepen-
dent tests. These results aro for a 0.635-cm-diameter aluminum hemisphere tested at 1 atm free-stream pressure.
These data were analyzed to obtain the constant and exponent in the heat transfer Equation (12.8) by fitting
Equation (12.11) to the data. From this, the instantaneous heat-transfer rates averaged over the wetted surface
area may be plotted against velocitj as in Figure 12.12. The experimental curve (solid line) is compared with a
theoretical curve (dashed line) obtained using the stagnation-point results of Reference 12.7, together with the
distributions of Reference 12.8, for the case of zero base heat transfer. It can be seen that the agreement is

good.

12.4.5 Error Analysis

The accuracy of the total heat-transfer measurements depends primarily upon the accuracy of the calorimeter
measurements and the size of extraneous heat sources and sinks. The calorimeter precision can be determined from
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calibration by examining sensitivity and repeatabijity. The extranecus sources of heating to be considered are:

1. Heating from gases in front of the model while the model is traversing the launch tube.

2. Heating caused by propellant gas leaking through the sabot to th model.

3. Heat loss due to long subsonic flight.

4. Heating and/or cooling during capture in the catcher and funnel.

:As nloted earlier, the complete enclosure of the model within the sabot, and the partial evacuation of the launch

tube, are believed to essentially eliminate heating resulting from item 1. The heating resulting from item 2 can

be a; high as 100 percent of Qaero when no gas seal is used. The effectiveness of the gas seal in reducing this

heating can be ascertained from the repeatability of data from several test shots with various seal designs. The
heat lost from the model during the low-speed portion of the flight (when the wall temperature may be greater than

the recovery temperature) has been found to be small 2 "6 .

The model may be heated or cooled by friction and conduction as it passes through the catcher and funnel combina-
tion. This can be studied experimentally with models preheated to a known temperature and fired at low speeds into

the catcher from a compressed air gun placed inside a temperature-controlled oven. Since the am.int of energy
stored in the model before launch is known. tht overall effect of the catching process on the total heat transfer
can be evaluated. Reference 12.6 has reported on the basis of such tests that errors of the order of 10 percent of

the aerodynamic heati#9 can be introduced in the catcher. This small error, once defined, can s reconciled.

The sum of the estimated errors due to items I through 4, in the total heat input measurements of Qaero
reported in Reference 12.6, are listed below for three different velocities. As expected, the percentage error
diminishes as the launch velocity, and hence, Qaero , increases.

Launchvelocity Error range

(kmlsec) (percent)

1.7 +13 -15

2.3 + 8 -10

3.3 +6 -8

Because of the method of data reduction used, it is difficult to estimate the accuracy of the heatiu rates,

av • The maximum expected error could be larger than the maximum error in the total heat-transfer measurements.
As can be seen from Figure 12.12, the difference between the heating rates obtained from the present technique
and from well-established theory, for the case of a hemisphere, is near the maximum, estimated error in the total
heating measurements. However, a part of the disagreement is due to base heating, and as such, should not be
classified as measurement error. Thus, it appears that the technique is accurate to the order of 10 percent
under the conditions described. This is comparable to the accuracy of more conventional heat-transfer-measurement
techniques.

The technique is applicable to determination of heat transfer in gases other than air. Measurement of heat
absorbed by ablating bodies can be used to evaluate transpiration blockage effects. Local heating to selected model
regions can in principle be measured on segmented models which come apart on entering the catcher if mechanical
devices can be designed to allow only the part of interest to enter the calorimeter. Thus, for example, if the
blunt tip of a conical model is separated from the parent body by deceleration loads in penetrating the paper

sheets, and if a proper sized screen is placed over the calorimeter entrance, only the tip enters the calorimeter,
and tip heating is measured.

As rioted earlier, the velocity limit of this technique may be imposed by the begining of melting in the stagnation
region. This limitation to the catcher-calorimeter technique becomes the basis for the melting-onset technique.

12.5 MELTING-ONSET TECHNIQUE

This technique uses the time of onset of melting in the stagnation region of small metal models as a measure
of the stagnation-point heating ratei 2

.
2 ,12. . A sabot-held model is gun-launched ut high velocity into either

still air or an oncoming airstream. Heating is experienced by the model as it decelerates. This heating serves
to raise the. temperature of the model and, if heating is prolonged, at some point along its flightpath the surface
of the model will begin to melt. Melting occurs first in the stagnation region, where the heatiug rate is highest.
Since the viscosity of the metal used (aluminum) is low, the metal flows off the model surface and into the wake.
This liquid aluminum runoff produces a partially opaque screen which is visible in the wake region in spark shadow-
graphs. If the free-stream density and model size are adjusted correctly, melting can be made to begin during the
portion of the model flight through the instrumented test section of the range: thus, the time at which melting

first occurs can be determined from successive shadowgraphs. With the time of melting-onset known, the stagnation-
point heating rate can be determined by solving the heat-conduction equation for the model interior. This technique
is described in detail in the following sections.
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12.5.1 Analysis

In order to relate the melting-onset time to the heat-transfer rate, It is necessary to solve the heat-conduction

equation for the interior of the model. Calculations have shown that for the short flight times typical of small

ballistic ranges (a few milliseconds) the appreciably heated layer within the model is thin (less than 10 percent

of the model diameter), and that the one-aimensional form of the heat-conduction equation can be used. The

bundary conditions are those for a semi-infinite slab. initially at uniform temperature, heated on its 'xposed

surface with a time-dependent heating rate. The time dependence of the heating rate arises because of the changing

free-stream conditions and velocity along the flightpath.

The equations to be solved are
2T T!
a - . y>0. t>0y2  'T

T(y.0) T1 (12.16)

4 ~K~)y, 0  st = Qt~st)

where T is the temperature, t is time . y is distance into the model surface, K is thermal conduc.ivity.

a is thermal diffusivity. and 4st is the heat-transfer ratc at the stagnation point.

The solution of this system is well known and can be written with the aid of Duhamel's integral
12,9 . 1he surface

temperature, Tw. , is given by

Tw- Ti = - f- (t ) -I. (12.1 7

Thus if the heating rate is known as a function of time, the surface-temperature variation with time may be calcu-

lated. Under the assumption of constant free-stream density (e.g., when the model is flown into still air) and

constant drag coefficient, one form of the trajectory equatien is

1 (12.18)
1

(PAC/2m)t + -

VL

Since the velocity does not change greatly over the trajectory under conditions chosen for this kind of test, the

stagnation-point heating rate may be approximated by a less general form of Equatiop (12.8)

4st = yV3 , (12.19)

where -y depends on p, and the body size.

If Equations (12.17), (12.18), and (12.19) are combined, the equation for surface temperature may be written

t\

4q dr
Tw-Ti KV ' 1 (12.20)

L ''' r ACn/2m)(t-T) + -3T

where 4stL is the heating rate at the beginning of flight. This may be integrated to give

Tw T1  
2 qstL at I  d- 2(bt+d) + 3d 3 o V(bt+d) +v'(bt)

-w - 2 d + logK 8 8(btd
2 d + /bt(bt + d)] V(bt 'd) - /(bt)

K4,t (at f 1221

where

b P ACD d 1 (12.22)
2m VL

and , is the term in braces {}. Equation (12.21) is a closed-form solution for the time dependence of the

stagnation-point surface temperature for models fired into still air.

When models are fired through the tunnel-starting-transient flow into a counterflow airstream, it is no longer

possible to obtain a closed-form solution and Equation (12.17) must be intgrated numerically. The integral is

improper at its lower limit and thus unsuitable for numerical integration. 4 slight alteration of this equation

removes the singularity to give
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T- T 2T4, " . (12.23)

The numerical integration of Equation (12.23) is best performed on a computer. Equation (12.23) will allow the

surface temperature to be computed as a function of time for counterflow airstream operation if tie heating rates
1oi,g the flightpath are known. Reference 12.7 should be consulted for dctails of this procedure.

12.5.2 Facilities and Test Equpment

No special equipment is required for this experiment. The model (material and geometry) and the test conditions

must be selected such that melting occurs in the instrumented test section of the facility which is required to be

equipped with shadowgraph stations.

A simple design criterion for estimating these conditions can be obtained on the basis of a constant velocity

flight (i.e., constant heat-transfer rate). If I= 1 , the model surface-temperature rise is given from Equation

(12.21) as

T, - Ti = -' t - 2.4

Solving for the time to reach melting temperature, setting x = Vt where V is the constant telocity, and using

'9quation (12.19) gives

17.[Tmelt-TjAK 
2 1

xmelt = - f ti) = . (12.25)

where Xmelt is the approximate distance from the gun at which melting begins.

Equation (12.25) allows one to choose the model material, size, and free-stream density for a particular size

facility and launch velocity. For example, a 0.635-cm-diameter aluminum hemisphere launched at 7.4 km/sec into

air at a free-stream pressure of 70 torr begins to melt in about 7 meters of travel.

12.5.3 Typical Remits

The shadowgraphs 12 1 1 shown in Figure 12.13 illustrate the evidence of melting onset. The model is an aluminum
hemisphere 0.635 cm in diameter launched at 7.4 km/sec into air at 70 torr. Six data stations are shown with the
corresponding temperatures calculated with Equation (12.21) and the heat-transfer rates of Reference 12.10. No
melting is noted in stations one and two, but in station three there is a line of molten material seen coming off
the rar of the model. The temperature of the stagnation point is calculated to be 9210 K. This is in good agree-
ment with the known melting point of aluminum (7075-'r6), which is 911 0K. Results from several tests of this type
are shown plotted In Figure 12.14. Shown here is the actual observed time to melting onset (abscissa) compared
with the theoretical computed time ?ordinate). The bar length indicates error bands of the observations. The

agreement is very good. A summary of results collected using this ted' .ique is shown in Figure 12.15. The shaded

area represents some if the available shock-tube data 12 '0 ,12 "12,12 13

12.5.4 Error Consideratioas

As with all heat-transfer techniques, sources of error in this technique are difficult to evaluate completely.

If the results in Figure 12.14 are considered, the .Oeviation of the heating rate from the average is +9 and -13
perceit. Part of this can be accounted for by the fact that the model is observed only at discrete times along the

flightpath, and therefore, melting )nset is always observed sometime after it might first have been observed. On
the average this error is -6 percent for the particular cest facility used to obtain these results (1.2-meter

intervals between stations and approximately 7 meters from gun muzzle to melting onset. Therefore, other sources
of error, such as cianges in heating during launch, changes in sabot separation from run to run, and angle of
attack must account for the remainder of the scatter in these results.

12.5.5 Remarks

This technique, which measures locel heating rates, is relatively simple to use and has been used at velocities
in excess of earth-escape velocity. Testing times are of the order of 10 to 100 times longer than in shock tubes
at the higher speeds. There are, however, sources of error, particularly when the countercurrent airstream is used,
which are difficult to assess. In general, the accuracy of the technique can be considered acceptable but not
extraordinary. Its principal virtue is that by being different from techniques used in other types of laboratory

facilities, it offers an independent method for obtaining experimental data.

Possible applications of the technique are the measurement of heat transfer in planetary gases, the study of the
effects of surface catalysis on heat transfer, and, by the provision of low-melting-temperature alloy inserts, the

measurement of heat-transfer rates to other parts of the model.
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12.6 S7UDIES OF SURFACE ABLATION ON RECOVERED MODELS

12.6.1 Model-Recovery Techniques

The techniques of recovering the models used in the catcher-caiorimeter tests 12"6 have been applied to plastic
models which have suffered moderate ablation as well. The surfeaces of the recovered models reveal the exten of
the ablation as well as the nature of the flow processes responsible for the ablation, provided that negligible
damage is done by the recovery. The first quantitative studies of this kind were done using the paper-arresting
device described in Section 12.4.2.2, but bnly mass-loss data were obtainable since the surface features on the
models were removed by passage Lhrough the paper sheets. Far superior resuts were subsequently obtained by
simply allowing the model to coqae almost to rest under aerodynamic deceleration alone' 2 """'2 .

12.6.2 Range Requirements

A plastic model that has deceleratcd to low speed will frequently stray erratically far from boresight. It is
desirable therefore to install a large open-ended tube in the range to guide the model during the lcst part of its
flight to the backstop. The tube aids in model recovery end prevents damage from impacts of the model with down-
range shadowgraph stations. Although the model can slide or ricochet along the tube, the damage thus incurred
is usually minor and the terminal collision can be postponed until the velocity is reduced sufficiently that the
model can impact the backstop without further damage.

Although all of the recovered models from aeroballistic ranges have been fired horizontally and recovered inside
airtight enclosures, it seems attractive to consider firing small-scale models vertically in the open air and
recovering them after they fall to the ground. This procedure would allow the use of heavier and/or more slender
models which will not decelerate sufficiently to be recovered intact within the length of the ballistic range. In
a sense this technique is being used in long exterior guided-missile test ranges, where recovery of entry bodies
has been effected.

12.6.3 Experimental Requirements

The most critical ballistic requirement for these tests is that the model surface not be marred after prepara-
tion for the test. Aside from obvious precautions in handling, this requires great care in the design and
construction of sabots to insure that no propellant gas penetrates alon g the partinz surfaces to erode the teet
surfaces. A sabot used for this type of testing is illustrated in Figure 3.34. It has been found possible to
prevent gas leakage by use of a thin obturatioa cup at the sabot base or by use of thin films of polyester plastic
inside the sabot.

During the acceleration in the launch tube the hydrostatic pressure in the model-sabot assembly greatly exceeds
the normal working stress for these materials. Voids along the parting surfaces of the sabot fingers near the
plastic model can result in permanent deformation of the model surface. When such voids do e;ist, the damage done
so roughens the model that the flight results lose much of their meaning. An alternative design eliminates the
fingers, and thus the joints, by use of a one-piece paraffin wax casting covering the front of the model. In
addition to aligning the model inside the launch tube, the wax can be matched in density to that of the plastic
model reducing the possibility of model failure. On launching, the wax separafC3 from the model quickly because
of its low melting point. It is necessary to use a rigid pusher plug behind the wax-encapsulated model.

A soewhat less obvious requirement on the sabot is that all of it separate quickly from the model after
emergence from the gun. If even a small part flies along in the near wake, the model base drag will be decreased
and the total mass effectively increased. The resulting reduced deceleration leads to excessive ablation, and the
occasional collisions will disturb the natural oscillations of the test body.

12.6.4 Experimental Observations

The quantitative studies of the changes wrought by ablation of these models include:

(a) Total mass removal

(b) Local mass removal

(c) Percent of surface covered by triangular areas of transitional and turbulent boundary-layer flow

(d) Stagnation-point mass removal and change of radius of curvature

(e) Identification of tracks of longitudinal vortices in the boundary layer

(f) Discovery of spatially fixed excessive-heating patterns

The first four items are of direct interest to the designer of heat-protection systems, because they document
the actual performance of real ablating surfaces under realistic flows. The last two appear to give clues which
may lead to far better understanding of important, somewhat orderly, processes in both laminar and turbulent
boundary-layer flows over ablating bodies.

The interpretation of measured total mass loss is highly uncertain except for tests in which it is quite clear
that the boundary-layer flow was either all laminar or all turbulent during the high-speed part of the flight.
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Where the flow has t-wen turbulent on parts of the surface from time to time, it is particularly desirable to
establish a reference axis frcm which measurements can document the surface recession over the entire body. This

has been done for 300 half-angle solid plastic cones having a base diameter of 1 cm by using the base plane and a

hole in its center to establish a central axis before the test. By use of this hole and the base plane to position

the model, silhouette photographs (e.g.. Figure 12.16) can be taken before and after tests with such precision that
variations in surface recession can be resolved to :t25 microns.

Figure 12.17 shows surface recession measurements from an acetal (Delrin) plastic cone fired at an initial
velocity of 5.3 km/sec. A visual exasination of the surface of this particular model disclosed cne turbulence
wedge (a triangular area with increased mass-loss) similar to that shown in the upper picture of Figure 12.18. The

surface-recession measurements in Figure 12.17 are for a cone generator (ray) along the center of this wedge, and
for two other rays 100 and 1800 away from the wedge. Predicted surface-recession profiles for continuously laminar
and turbulent flow are also shown for comparison with the measurements. All the measurements indicate laminar flow

near the nose of the model. The measurements along the wedge show transition to turbulent flow within the wedge.

The measurements along the 100 ray show transition after this generator enters the wedge, while the measurements
along the 1800 ray indicate nearly laminar flow. These comparisons show that useful interpretations can be made

from measurements of local mass-loss.

On a recovered model the sculpture produced by the airflow is sometimes remarkably detailed and reveals features
some of which clearly define chararteristics of the overlying boundary-layer flow, such as longitudinal vortices
and areas of turbulent flow resulting from roughness. In cases where the sculpturing tends to preserve or accen-

tuate the flow features responsible, the end result is also available for study. Figures 12.18 and 12.19 are

photographs of these features. Their quantitative interpretation is not completely understood but early efforts

are detailed in References 12.14 through 12.17.

If high resolution photographs can be taken while the model is still in high speed flight, it should be possible

to relate the profiln changes and sculpture to the flow conditions and history with greater confidence. Further-
more, if it is unnei.essary to recover the model without damage, it should be possible to study the profiles and*1 surfaces of slender models, which would not otherwise decelerate sufficiently, and to study the phenomena over
broader ranges of Renolds number.

The detailed study of shadowgraphs and laser photographs for measurement of profile changes has been attemp-ted' 2
''

8 ,' 2 .
1
9 . Serious attempts to observe the sculpturing process during flight have not yet been made, but the

possibility does not seem remote. Figure 12. 0 is a reflected-light laser photograph of a slender bimetal cone

in flight at a velocity of 3.9 km/sec. The resolution of detail in the metal surface features, the clarity of the
bimetal joint, and the sharpness of the profile demonstrate that the atate-of-the-art required for such real-time
photography Is probably in hand.

Ii

A
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Fig. 12.19 Turbulence wedge on recovered Lexan model

IV

Fig. 12.20 Reflected-light photograph of a 10-degree semi-angle cone in the VKF 1000-ft Hypervelocity Range,
exposed with a 20-nsec laser pulse. Model is constructed with a copper nose and aluminum after-
body. Base diameter = 25.4 mm; velocity = 3.9 km/sec: range press. -49 mm Hg. (Courtesy of von

Kirmdn Gas Dynamics Facility, Arnold Engineering Development Center.)
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